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Abstract

This publication reports the papers presented to a Specialists' Meeting organized by the Structures and
Materials Panel of AGARD and held at its Fall 1991 Meeting.

The Specialists' Meeting provided a forum for the exchange of experiences between the NATO nations
with an aim to demonstrate and discuss the present state of knowledge in the field of transonic unsteady
aerodynamics and aeroelasticitv; to evaluate the various methods of calculation and to highlight
straightforward engineering-level aeroelastic prediction techniques.

Abrege

Cette publication rend compte des communications presentees lors de la reunion de specialistes
organisee par le Panel AGARD des Structures et Materiaux a I'automne 1991.

La reunion de specialistes a servi de forum pour un 6change d'exp~rience entre les pays membres de
I'OTAN. afin de permettre la demonstration et la discussion de 1'6tat de l'art dans le domaine de
l'aerodynamique transsonique instationnaire et I'aroelasticite. I'6valuation des differentes methodes de
calcul. et l'identification de techniques de prediction aerodlastiques simples. susceptibles d' tre mises en
oeuvre au niveau industriel.
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Preface

The transonic flow regime is extremely critical tGr both static and dynamic aero elastic problems in aircraft. Significant progress
has been made in recent years to solve the inherently non-linear equations that describe the unsteady motions of lifting systems
in transonic flow. which the availability of reliable and efficient computational methods has greatly enhanced the ability to
predict the aeroelastic behaviour of modern aircraft operating under transonic flow conditions. Several computation
techniques involving the full range of flow field approximation have been elaborated. and some of them are now available for
practical use. However. it is necessary to evaluate all of these competing methods with regard to their applicability for economic
and efficient engineering-type aeroelasticity predictions.

The AGARD-SMP Subcommittee on Aeroelasticity has continually monitored and stimulated the progress in unsteady

transonic aerodynamics and aeroelasticity in the past decade by

" arranging a Specialists' Meeting on "Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow" in Spring 1977.

" horming a Working Group on "Standard Configurations for Aeroelastic Applications ot Transonic Unsteady
Aerodvnamics" in Fall 1977 for the selection of standard airfoils and wings as a basis for the comparison of theoretical and
experimental investigations.

" arranging another Specialists' Meeting on "'Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and its Aeroelastic Applications" in Fall
1984. and

* oreanizing a workshop entitled "Future Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and its Aeroelastic Applications"
in Fall 1986. in order to discuss strategies for promoting engineering-level transonic aeroelastic predition techniques, to
establish topics for further research work. and to reestablish new standard configurations for comparison of calculated and
measured dynamic aeroelastic behaviour under high subsonic and transonic flow conditions.

This Specialists' Meeting was a continuation of the panel's effort to promote further progress in transonic unsteady
aerodynamics and aeroelasticity. The aim of the meeting was to demonstrate and examine recent advances in transonic
unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelasticity. The programme comprised parts on (1) Unsteady Transonic Computational
Techniques. (2) Transonic Flutter, and (3) Experimental Investigations. In a concluding Round Table Discussion. the present
state of the art was critically reviewed and topics and necessities for further research work were pointed out.

Hans F6rsching

Chairman.
SMP Subcommittee on Acroelasticitv
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT ON 1991
SPECIALISTS'MEETING ON "TRANSONIC UNSTEADY

AERODYNAMICS AND AEROELASTICITY"

by
John W. Edwards

Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665 USA

SUMMARY
The 1980 and 1990 conference proceedings contain evalu-

This paper presents a technical evaluation of the Specialists' ation reports while References 1, 2 and 3 contain evaluations
Meeting on "Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelas- of the 1977, 1984 and 1985 meetings. Table I summarizes the
ticity" held at the 73rd meeting of the AGARD Structures and distribution of papers presented at these meetings and draws
Materials Panel on October 9-11 1991, in San Diego, California attention to the interaction between experimental studies and
USA. computational capabilities. Thus, throughout these meetings ex-

perimental studies covering most aspects of attached and sep-
arad flow, and low and high speed aeroelastic responses are

The goals of the Specialists' Meeting were to demonstrate found. Also, early work on unsteady pressure measurements for
and discuss the present state of knowledge in the subject area, transonic attached flow conditions on oscillating models led to
to evaluate the various methods of calculation, and to highlight the AGARD Standard Aeroelastic Configurations documented
straightforward engineering-level aeroelastic prediction tech- in References 4, 5, and 6. Early computational capability for
niques. Specific goals were: these conditions was evident at the 1977 meeting in the shock

oscillation calculations of Magnus and Yoshihara (Ref 7) and* Application of the different techniques available for the Ballhaus and Goorijan (Ref 8). The maturation of these invis-

prediction of motion-induced unsteady transonic airloads

and their evaluation against the AGARD-SMP Standard cid methods led to the preponderance of computational papers
Aeroelastic Configurations (see Appendix). at the 1984 meeting.

" Demonstration of transonic aeroelastic calculation tech- Since 1984, three main thrusts in computational methods
niques in both the time and frequency domains. have been: aeroelastic applications; movement towards higher

" Numerical solution of typical viscous-flow transonic aeroe- level fluid dynamic flow models; and the incorporation of vis-
lastic flutter phenomena. cous effects. At issue has been the determination of conditions

" Systematic experimental investigations with regard to when viscous effects are required for accurate predictions. A
Reynolds number, boundary layer and flow separation ef- major thread which can be discerned in the papers reviewed is
fects. that this issue remains to be resolved for high speed incipiently

separating flows which are critical for improved predictive ca-
. Transonic aeroelastic interactions of wing/engine/external pability for transonic flutter. A second major thread evident in

stores, the experimental papers from the 1990 meeting is the continued

This Specialists' Meeting is the fourth in a series of SMP focus upon unsteady airloads due to flow separation; buffeting
aeroelastic at moderate angles and vortex dominated flows at higher an-applications: gles. Emerging computational capability for treating such flows

is seen in several of the reviewed papers.

* 1977 - Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow, Computational Solution Nomenclature: Fluid dynamic flow
Lisbon, Portugal, AGARD CP-226. models available for unsteady aerodynamic computation are il-

* 1980 - Boundary Layer Effects on Unsteady Airloads, Aix- lustrated in Figure 1. They include: the classical (LIN) small
en-Provence. France, AGARD CP-296. disturbance potential equation, the nonlinear potential equation

* 1984 - Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and its Aeroelas- (both Transonic Small Disturbance (TSD) and Full Potential
tic Applications, Toulouse, France, AGARD CP-474. (FPE)), the Euler equations (EE) and the Navier-Stokes equa-

The following meetings are also of note in this context due tions (NS) (both Full (FNS) and Thin-Layer (TLIS) forms).
to their focus upon unsteady boundary layers, buffeting response All but the first of these are nonlinear partial differential field
at moderate angles, and vortex dominated flows at high angles: equation(s) (PDE) whose solutions for prescribed boundary con-

ditions are sought. The inviscid potential and Euler equation(s)
* 1985 - Unsteady Aerodynamics - Fundamentals and Ap- are nonlinear PDEs which may be augmented by simultaneously

plications to Aircraft Dynamics. Goettingen, Germany, solving various forms of the viscous (-VISC) boundary layer
AGARD CP-386. equations in an interactive fashion, accounting for displacement

* 1990 - Aircraft Dynamic Loads due to Flow Separation, thickness effects by modifying the boundary conditions for the
Sorrento. Italy, AGARD, CP-374. inviscid flow. Other terms which will occur frequently include:
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Table I

SUMMARY OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS AND
AEROELASTICITY PAPERS PRESENTED AT AGARD MEETINGS

Experimental Semi-Empirical Computational Survey Total

1977 10 1 5 2 18

1980 4 1 6 1 12

1984 2 1 11 2 16

1990 13 2 1 16

1991 4 1 19 2 26

LINEAR TSD/FPE EE TLNS/FNS
Moderate Strong Significant

No Shockwaves Shockwaves Shockwaves Viscous Effects

,ACp Cp CPCp

Thin Arbitrary rbitraryx

Camber Line Airfoils Airfoils Airfoils

Turbulence
VISC BLE ode ing

Direct Methods Inverse Methods

Attached Flow Mild Separation Massive Separation

Figure 1. CFD Flow Modeling Levels



Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD); Computational Test case 650K gridpoints per surface and 35-80 hour runtimes. The ne-
(CT); Approximate Factorization (AF) and Alternating Direction cessity of including viscous modeling is stressed.
Implicit (ADI) solution algorithms; Aerodynamic !afluence Co- The survey of applications lists numerous examples of un-
efficients (AICs) and Generalized Aerodynamic Forces (GAFs) steady aerodynamic applications. However, there are compar-
used in aeroelastic analysis; and computational efficiency ex- atively few examples of detailed aeroelastic applications, i.e.

pressed in terms of microseconds per grid point per time step calculations of complete flutter boundaries compared with ex-
(psec/gp/st). For this discussion, the following nomenclature periment or alternative calculations. Table II lists these cases,
will be used to describe the processes used to: manipulate the showing the prevalence of potential code applications (particu-
PDEs; obtain a computational solution; and produce an aeroe- larly TSD codes). Note that the total number of flutter points
lastic solution. included in these detailed studies is only about 130 and that only

PDEs: three of the studies are from industry. Many more applicatior .,
NL - fully nonlinear PDEs particularly within industry, are needed to demonstrate a mature

design and analysis capability for transonic flutter. It is pleasing

TL - time-linearized (steady + small perturbation) to be able to note this issue being addressed in the papers pre-

LIN - linearized PDE sented at this meeting; particularly Papers 5, 6, 12, 15, 16, 17,
Computational Solution: and 20. Progress is noted for high-angle, vortex-dominated flow

cases, particularly tail buffeting, although the computational ex-
TM - solution for "time-marching" coupled aero-structure pense of such cases will continue to be prohibitive.

transient response or prescribed modal motion

H - aero response to harmonic modal oscillation 2. J. T. Batina, E. M. Lee, W. L. Kleb, and R. D. Rausch:

HT - time domain TL solution "Unstructured-Grid Methods Development for Unsteady

HF - frequency domain TL solution Aerodynamic and Aeroelastic Analysis"

P - aero response to shaped pulse modal motion The current status of unstructured grid methods at NASA
Langley Research Center is described. Both 2D and 3D EE

PF - frequency domain T solution codes using central difference explicit and upwind difference

PT - time aomain TL solution implicit flow solvers are described. The ability to easily model

Aeroelastic Solution: complicated geometries is stressed. A general mesh movement
technique is described including capability of adaptive mesh

TM - time-domain: curve fits of transient responses yield refinement and coarsening. TM/P and TM/H calculations for
frequency and damping the pitching/plunging NACA 0012 airfoil compare excellently

Pd - Pade curve fits of H or P results with TM/H results from a structured grid EE code as did TM

EIG - frequency-domain: traditional eigenvalue solution flutter results from the two codes. Wing rocking-like motions
are shown for supersonic high angle conditions simulated using a

using GAFs from H or P solutions (e.g. H/Pd/EIG) conical flow EE code. 3D results include TM/H calculations for

Brief comments are given in section 2 on the individual a complex fighter configuration at a supersonic speed, oscillating
papers in an attempt to give the reader a general indication of the in an assumed flexible mode and the ONERA M6 wing, where
content of the meeting. Section 3 summarizes the Round Table steady pressures are in good agreement with experiment at M
Discussion while Section 4 gives a discussion of the meeting = 0.84. Efficiency gains from algorithm improvements and

and identifies areas where future research might be beneficial, grid adaptation are beginning to make these unstructured grid
Some conclusions and recommendations are given in section 5. methods competitive with structured grids.

2. SYNOPSIS OF PAPERS 3. Paper 3 was not presented.

4. M. Blair, L. Hutsell, W. Sotomayer and M. T.

1. J. W. Edwards and ). B. Malone: "Current Status Harris: "Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and
of Computational Methods for Transonic Unsteady Aeroelasticity at the Flight Dynamics Directorate"
Aerodynamics and Aeroelastic Applications" This paper gives an overview of in-house and contract ef-

This paper provides a survey of computational methods forts at the Flight Dynamics Directorate. USAF Wright Labo-
whic ha en ppids fr sveay o aonac amehods ratory. Computational efforts with three CFD codes, a cooper-which have been applied for unsteady aerodynamic and aeroe- ative wind tunnel test of an F-16 wing/store model (described

lastic predictions, focusing upon low-angle high speed flows and

high-angle vortex-dominated flows. Computational challenges in more detail below under Paper 24), and plans for incorpo-

are discussed in terms of the complexity of the flow field: at- rating CFD results into a structural redesign case are described.

tached flows (Type I) and fully separated (Type Ill). Attention The XTRAN3S, CAP-TSD and ENS3DAE codes are described.

is drawn to an intermediate transitional state (Type I1), where The first two are 3D TSD codes while the latter is a 3D NS

unsteady separating and reattaching flows are encountered in code using the Beam-Warming Alternating-Direction Implicit

conjunction with minimum transonic flutter speeds. Computa- (AD[) solution algorithm. The code uses the Baldwin-Lomax

tional resource issues are discussed and assessments given for turbulence model and may be run in FNS. TLNS or EE modes.

accurate calculations of high-speed, low-angle conditions: TSD- Steady NS results are shown for the full-span configuration F-

VISC computations require about 400K gridpoints per surface 15 and the F-5 wing. Wing pressures for a F-15 case compare

and about one hour runtimes; TLNS computations require about well with experiment for M = 0.6 and a = 8.66 deg, as do pres-
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Table II

WING FLUTTER BOUNDARIES COMPUTED WITH CFD METHODS
(References from Edwards and Malone, Paper No. 1)

# flutter
First Author Wing/Model Code M a, deg

Shich 143 Transport Hybrid 0.70-0.85 0, 2 14

Guruswarny 69 Rectangular TSD 0.70-1.10 4

Mulak 112 A310 TSD 0.78 -1.5, 0 6

Henke "1 AMP TSD-VISC 0.60-0.82 8

Borland 37 A-6E TSD 0.70-0.95 9

Cunningham 44 445.6 Wing TSD 0.34-1.14 12

Bennett 26 445.6 Wing TSD 0.40-1.00 8

Bennett 26 Clipped delta TSD 0.60-0.90 4

Gibbons 62 700 delta TSD 0.60-3.00 10

Silva 14 AFW TSD 0.50-1.10 0, 1.5 18

(Dassault) 13 Falcons TSD 0.80. 0.87 14

Hounjet 75 Fighter FPE 0.90 9

time-lin.

Isogas 85, 87 Transport FPE 0.70-0.85 13

Transport FPE 0.70-1.10 4

":he final portions of the paper deal with the lack of ac-
sures for the F-5 case at M = 0.8 and a = 0 deg. A structural 'lie in prtions of th e per t e lacoftrolredeigneffrt s dscrbedinvovin anF-1 plnfom mdel curracy in predictions of trailing-edge pressures due to control
redesign effort is described involving an F-16 planform model deflections. Comparisons of steady and unsteady AEREL and
loaded with stores. The goal is to use a transonic TSD code to FPE TM/HT results with experiment are given for an unswept,

produce (AICs) for use with the ASTROS aeroelastic analysis low-speed wing/aileron/tab model, the F-5 wing/flap model at
program (HT/Pd/EIG analysis). M = 0.80,0.95, and a cropped delta wing/flap model at M =

0.95. Modifications to the unsteady pressure and down-wash

5. B. Winzell: "Recent Applications of Linear and Non-Linear formulas to account for local velocity variation are suggested as

Unsteady Aerodynamics for Aeroelastic Analysis possibilities for improving correlations. The discussion of these
effects would benefit if shock-generated entropy/vorticity mod-

Unsteady linear and FPE codes are used in this paper which ifications were included. A final TM example for the cropped
emphasizes details of trailing edge and control surface pressures, delta wing shows a 60% loss of control effectiveness due to
viscous effects and flutter solutions. The AEREL linear program statc aeroelastic deformation.
and a 3D FPE code using an AF solution algorithm with upwind
density-biasing are desc-ibed. Body-fitted C-H grids are used
and a 2D-strip Nash-McDonald boundary layer method is avail- 6. Y. S. Wong, B. H. K. Lee and H. Muny: "A Time-

able. TM/H results are given for the LANN wing for M = 0.62, Linearization Approach for Unsteady Transonic Flows"

0.82 for six frequencies. The importance of including aeroe- Further details of the 3D TSD TL UST3D code are pre-
lastic effects for this model is shown. Two PT/Pd/EIG flutter sented. The steady portion of the solution is obtained with a line
boundaries are given for an RAE flutter model: the first predicts relaxation solver using a Newton-like itetative algorithm. The
a premature (0.03M) transonic dip and overall flutter speeds are unsteady portion is obtained from a time-domain semi-implicit

too high. This latter effect is attributed to sensitivity in mod- ADI algorithm producing TIJHT AICs and TL/HT/EIG flut-
eling the value of the pitch block inertia; the flutter boundary ter solutions. Results include: steady pressures for the F/A-18
with the value halved shows proper alignment with experiment wing at M = 0.92; unsteady pressures for the F-5 wing at M =
at lower speeds. The premature dip is discussed in relation to 0.80.0.95; unsteady airloads for the LANN wing for M = 0.82;
viscous effects. Single flutter points with the boundary layer and the ONERA M6 wing for M = 0.84. Unsteady results were
model at a Mach number above the transonic dip show a proper obtained with 59K gridpoints. Workstation runtimes for three

trend of shifting the dip to higher Mach numbers. It is interest- cycles of TL/HT motion are about 15 minutes. Comparison of
ing to note that the viscous model used implies that ",' flow is pressure distributions for the oscillating ONERA M6 wing with
attached on the "backside" of the flutter dip for these cases. CAP-TSD results indicates the limitation of time linearization
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methods for cases with moderate shock motions. the pressure distributions is not as good; differences are noted

Flutter analyses of the AGARD 445.6 wing are presented for particularly in the vicinity of the multiple shocks calculated.
air and heavy gas test media and compared with results from lin- Two possibilities for these differences are the entropy modeling

ear theory, the CAP-TSD code (only the CAP-TSD LIN/TM re- of the FPE code (which assumes a single shock) and the extent

sults are given) and the ZONA51 supersonic harmonic oyadient of the computational grid. Reference 9 shows the significant

code. The TL/HT GAFs were computed for only one reduced effect of grid extent on steady EE solutions (on the order of 10%

frequency, k = 0. 1, which corresponds to the flutter frequency lift deficiency for lifting airfoils with 10 chordlength boundary

only near the bottom of the transonic dip. The flutter boundary location). No such grid extent study for unsteady flows has

for the wing in a heavy gas also agrees reasonably well with the been published for any PDE.

other data. The minimum flutter speed is well predicted at M - 3D FPE/HT code: same algorithm as the above 2D code,
= 0.96 followed by an abrupt premature rise at higher speeds. without shock generated entropy modeling; CH-grids with 108K
The flutter boundary for the wing in a heavy gas also agrees g-.dpoints are used.

reasonably well with the other data, although the gradient of the - 3D TSD/I/HF PTAN3 code: integral equation/finite
boundary with Mach number is overpredicted. Modest differ-

ences in details of the boundaries may be attributed to: use of difference solution algorithm; 25K gndpoints are used.

a ingle assumed reduced frequency; time-linearization; number Computations with these two codes are given for a 30

of gridnoints used. deg swept wing with NACA 0012 section, oscillating about an
unloaded condition at M = 0.82. The TLAHF approximation is

7. L. Morino, P. Santini, F. Mastroddi. U. lemma in good agreement with the FPE/TM result for 0.25 deg pitching

and M. Pecora: "An Integral Formulation for amplitude but differences become apparent for 1.0 deg. FPE/TM

Unsteady Transonic Potential Flows" code steady and unsteady pressures are given for the LANN
wing for CT 5 (M = 0.82). Comparison with experiment shows

A boundary integral formulation is used to solve the 2D general agreement for the steady pressures. The unsteady results
and 3D potential equation in a manner closely related to that of show differences in the "shock pulse" location and magnitude;

Morino and Tseng and extending applications to unsteady condi- however, the wing flexibility was not modeled.
tions. The resulting surface and volume integrals are discretized
using a zeroth order formulation. Steady and unsteady results

are shown for the NACA 0012, NACA 64A010 and RAE 2822 9. V. Carstens: "Computation of the Unsteady

airfoils at transonic conditions. Typically, 30-40 elements ar Transonic 2D Cascade Flow by ar Euler Algorithm

used along the chord, and 5 volume elements fore and aft of the with Interactive Grid Generation"

chord and in the z-direction. Steady pressures are shown for a This paper presents results from a 2D EE code for cascase
rectangular wing. The method shows promise but element re- flow analysis. A flux-vector split upwind differencing method is

finement studies are needed before an assessment can be made. used with a Beam-Warming implicit algorithm. Moving body-

fitted H-grids are computed at each time step using the computed
8. R. Voss and W. Wegner: "Comparison of Euler and Full grid point speeds. Aeroelastic analysis of tuned blade rows re-

Potential Methods for Unsteady Transonic Flow Calculations" quires gridding of up to eight blade channels for interblade phase

A detailed comparison of inviscid results from EE, FPE, angle increments of 45 degrees while a mistuned blade row case

and TSD codes is given. Code-to-code comparisons are made is treated using sixteen blade channels. Stability is inferred from

with the exception of a comparison with LANN wing data. computed aerodynamic damping of the oscillating blade row.
Two tuned blade row standard configurations are studied: a tur-

- 2D EE/HT code: explicit solution algorithm with NRBC; bine blade row for both subsonic and supersonic outflow Mach

four different upwinding procedures were implemented and numbers- and a compressor blade row for subsonic and tran-

showed no differences. sonic flow cases. For the former blade row, results are encour-

- 2D FPE/HT code: implicit line relaxation algorithm with aging for the subsonic outflow condition: stable and unstable

mass-flux biased upwinding and Newton iteration. In the far- regions of interblade phase angle are well predicted compared
with experiment. Stability for the supersonic outflow condition

field, the flow is modeled by a potential orte, is contrary to experiment. which may be due to the incorrect

These two codes were used in a detailed study of the NACA blade passage shock strength in the calculation. Comparison
0012 and NLR 7301 airfoils. Identical C-type computational of the present method with published FPE1TL results for the
grids were used and rigid mesh rotation was used for oscillatory compressor blade row show significant differences in the com-
cases. Far-field boundaries were ten chordlengths from thecase. Fr-feldbounaris wre en hordenghs romthe puted unsteady pressures and aerodynamic damping, leading to
airfoil. Amplitude and frequency variations are given. The ptdused rsue n eoyai apnlaigt

concern of the viability of TL methods for such cases. Finally,
results for the NACA 0012 airfoil show good agreement of a simple model of a mistuned blade row gave results showing
unsteady pressures. Interestingly, the lift coefficient shows a that average power coefficients remain positive for bending and
nonlinear behavior at higher frequencies whereas the moment pitching oscillations (indicating stable motion), in agreement
shows a strong nonlinear behavior at low frequency. While the with an alternative prediction.
details of the pressure distributions agree well, the integrated

airloads show deviations large enough to cause concern for

aeroelastic analysis. A possible explanation for the differences 10. A. Brenneis and A. Eberle: "Evaluation of

is the neglect of vorticity modeling in the FPE code (Figures an Unsteady Implicit Euler Code Against Two- and

25 and 26 of Paper 12 show the effect of modeling vorticity Three-Dimensional Standard Configurations"

with a FPE code to cause a shift in shock location of the order Steady and unsteady EE/HT aerodynamic calculations are
noted). For the lifting NLR 7301 airfoil, the agreement of computed with the INFLEX2 (2D) AND INFLEX3 (3D) codes.
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The unfactored Euler equations are solved with a point Gauss- following TL methods: the 2D TSD FTRAN2 code, the 2D FPE
Seidel relaxation method using upwind differencing and a non- FTRANC code, and the 3D FPE FTRAN3 code. The latter two

linear Newton method. The principal feature of the algorithm is codes employ mass-flux split upwinding, entropy corrections,
the characteristic flux extrapolation scheme based upon a local multi-grid and Newton iteration with the solution on the coarsest
eigenvalue analysis. H- and H-H grids are used and an elliptic grid being provided by an integral equation field panel method.
grid generation method, solved with point Gauss-Seidel itera- AICs are obtained from a novel TIJHF/Pd procedure using
tions, provides the moving mesh at each time step. Extensive positive real values of reduced frequency (simulating diverging

comparisons with the AGARD CTs are given for two airfoils motions). This eliminates the need for complex arithmetic
and two wings. yielding large savings in computational efficiency, and removes

NACA 64A010 airfoil: Unsteady pressures are compared a frequency limitation.
with experiment for I3, CT4, CT5, CT6, and CM7: agreement - NLR 7301 airfoil, M = 0.7: steady pressures from
is very good to excellent. Time step and grid refinement studies FTRANC agree well with EE results

are also discussed for this case. Algorithm efficiency is about - Steady and unsteady pressures from FTRAN3 are com-
5 pisec/gp/st. pared with experiment for two fighter type wings at M = 0.9

NLR 7301 Airfoil: For the design condition, CT8 (M and M = 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95 and for a rectangular supercritica
0.721), agreement with experiment for the upper surface is poor wing at M = 0.7, 0.825. There is good agreement except for the

due to the lack of viscous modeling; one subcritical case (CT2) higher Mach numbers where viscous effects are apparent.
with a boundary layer model included shows a good viscous
correction for the steady pressures and no effect on the unsteady

pressures. Similar agreement is shown for two oscillating flap boundary calculations at M = 0.6, 0.9, 0.96 show good agree-

cases for subcritical and transonic conditions. ment with experiment.

LANN wing: CT2 (M = 0.77) and C5 (M = 0.82) compar- Time Marching methods reviewed include the 2D TSD-
isons are shown from calculations with 140K gridpoints. Wing VISC ULTRAN-V code and the 2D FPE TULIPS code. The for-

flexibility is not modeled. For the subcritical transonic case, mer includes an interacted quasi-steady integral boundary layer

CT2, favorable predictions of the forward shock location and model capable of treating both attached and separated flows.

unsteady pressures are given. For the design cruise case. C , 'The TULIPS code includes entropy and vorticity corrections and

suction peak levels are well predicted but the shock locations NRBC. Comparisons of steady pressures from TULIPS and an

and unsteady shock pulses are too far aft, as is typical of invis- EE code for the NLR 7301 and NACA 0012 airfoils show the ef-

cid calculations for this case. ficacy of the entropy and vorticity corrections. Also, for the os-
cillating NACA 0012 airfoil, good agreement is shown between

Nase RA wn Unsteay c paressre faorbly ithestr nta c results from TULIPS with entropy and vorticity corrections and

case Ct6, M = 0.95, compare very favorably with experimental an EE code, and between results from uncorrected TULIPS and

results from two wind tunnels. inviscid ULTRAN-V. There is significant difference between

the two sets of results, with and without entropy/vorticity ef-
11. P. Garcia-Fogeda and A. Sanz: "Unsteady fects, which should be carefully noted. A final comparison for

Transonic Aerodynamics of Pointed Bodies of the oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil with results from an inviscid
Revolution in Supersonic Freestream" EE code and the ULTRAN-V TSD code with viscous modeling

Small perturbation supersonic potential flow about pointed shows that neither code satisfactorily predicts complete details

bodies of revolution is solved using time linearization as the of the experimental unsteady airloads for a case involving vor-

sum of a steady thickness potential and an unsteady angle-of- tex shedding. While time linearized methods are shown to be

attack potential. The method of characteristics is used to obtain fast, efficient aeroelastic analysis tools, the paper indicates that

solutions for arbitrary bodies of revolution oscillating in rigid the direct time marching approach has been chosen as the basis

or bending motions at any frequency. Applications are given for a complete aircraft aeroelastic analysis package.

for: steady pressures for 5 and 10 deg cones for I < M < 6, and
a parabolic ogive at M = 2; normal force coefficient, including 13. E. A. Gerteisen: "Computations of Unsteady Flows
unsteady loads due to pitching, for 5 and 10 deg cones for Mach
numbers up to 12. Comparisons are made with linear, first order Solving the Euler and Navier/Stokes Equations"
and exact solutions and show that the method agrees well with
more exact methods. For Mach numbers near one there is not A 2D FNS/EE code is described which uses an implicit LU-

a substantial difference from first order theory, but nonlinear factorization algorithm with flux vector splitting. The Baldwin-
effects are shown to be important for large Mach numbers and Lomax turbulence model is used and moving meshes are treated
thick bodies. Computational time is quite small, providing an using a network of tension/torsion springs. The example com-
attractive alternative analysis method for such geometries. putations are:

- Steady, oblique shock wave/boundary layer interaction at

12. M. H. L. Hounjet: "NLR Inviscid Transonic Unsteady M = 2. Results are in good agreement with experiment and

Loads Predicition Methods in Aeroelasticity" other calculations.
- Karman vortex shedding about a cylinder for Re = 200.

An overview of unsteady inviscid methods developed at the
M = 0.1. The Strouhal number shedding frequency of 0.181NLR is given. Emphasis is on the use of a range of CFD
agrees well with experiment.

methods, cross-checked against one another, in order to achieve - NACA 64AO06 airfoil with oscillating flap. Inviscid
efficient aeroelastic analysis with acceptable turn-around time unsteady pressures for the Type A, B, and C shock motions
on current workstations. Most of the examples are from the
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at M = 0.822, 0.854, 0.875 agree well with the EE calculations AGARD 445.6 wing shows good agreement with experiment

of Magnus. for the minimum flutter speed at M = 0.96 and a favorable,

- A case of self-excited shock oscillation about a 14% though unconservarive, agreement for the low supersonic con-

circular arc airfoil is shown for M = 0.80. This is below the ditions. However, the flutter speed at M = 0.68 is overpredicted

experimentally observed range of oscillations of about M = 0.83- by 33%.

0.87 and is attributed to lack of grid resolution and turbulence A second flutter boundary calculation is given for a combat

modeling. The oscillation frequency is not noted, aircraft wing, showing a transonic dip at M = 0.9. Comparisons
of three different computational procedures indicates a signifi-
cant effect of loading and angle at attack. One comparison, at
M = 0.9, gave the same flutter speed for TM and TL/HT/EIG

14. U. R. Muller, H. Henke and K. Dau: "Computation of solutions. Significantly, an early version of this code is in use

Viscous Phenomena in Unsteady Transonic flow" on transport wing design projects.

The validation of a 3D TSD-VISC code with a 2D strip

interacted boundary layer model is described. The TSD code 16. D. M. Pitt and D. F. Fuglsang: "Aeroelastic

incorporates monotone differencing, entropy and vorticity cor- Calculations for Fighter Aircraft Using the

rections, NRBC, and an ADI algorithm. The unsteady integral Transonic Small Disturbance Equations"

boundary layer method for compressible turbulent flow is based This paper presents further aeroelastic studies of the F-15

upon a dissipation integral approach to better model separated wing and the FA-18 wing with tip launcher and store using the

flows. Strong interaction coupling is achieved via an implicit 3D CAP-TSD code. Earlier studies included complex modeling
coupling with the inviscid flow during the final z-sweep of the

ADI solution. For validation purposes, an unsteady 3D finite (e.g. canaid/wing/horizontal tail for the F-i5 STOL demonsa-
difference boundary layer code was also developed. tor. and multiple control surfaces and wing twist for both wings)

but a limited number of vibration modes were used. Subsequent
Three comparisons of viscous calculations with these two linear analysis showed that the number of modes used was not

codes are given in order to validate the performance of the sufficient to accurately model the transonic flutter mode, static

integral viscous method against the finite difference method: deformation, or aileron reversal. This paper gives results for

incompressible 2D flow in a wind runnel with an oscillating refined computations using 23 modes for the F-15 wing and 40

freestrearn velocity; 3D low speed flow in an S-shaped duct modes for the FA-18.

exhibiting velocity profiles with "crossover" features; and a

theoretical 3D compressible flow. Although none of these The CAP-TSD code allows modeling of multiple lifting

cases involve separated flow, the integral method reproduced surfaces and bodies and utilizes an AF solution algorithm with

the boundary layer displacement thicknesses very well. Newton iteration. Monotone differencing, NRBC, and entropy

Steady transonic cases indicating the viscous capability are and vorticity corrections are employed. Gridsizes were 297K

given for the NLR 7301 airfoil, Cr 11, M = 0.7; the RAE and 158K for the F-15 and FA-18 calculations.

2822 airfoil, case 9, M = 0.72; and the RA16SCI airfoil with Static deformation of the F-15 wing at M = 0.9 was com-

deflected spoiler, M = 0.727. Very good agreement with ex- puted using CAP-TSD with LIN/TM and NL/TM procedures

perimental pressures are shown for the first two cases, while and compared to a separate calculation using an EETM pro-

general agreement with experiment and an alternative calcula- cedure. The wingtip deflections for the three approaches were

tion is shown for the third case. Unsteady pressures for the 3.5, 7, and 9 inches, indicating that the nonlinear TSD model

NLR 7301 with oscillating flap, CT5, are in very good agree- provides a good representation for analysis. Flutter boundaries

ment with experiment. for the wing were computed using doublet lattice, LIN/TM, and

The final example is for the transport wing model described NLITM procedures for M = 0.5 - 1.2. Flutter speeds from all

in detail in Paper 17, Steady wing pressures are shown for M three procedures agree at M = 0.5 and 1.2 and the maximum

= 0.78. Comparison with steady and unsteady experimental difference occurs at M = 0.9 where the nonlinear TSD result

pressures for 71 = 0.66 show very good agreement for the was 60 knots lower than linear theory.

viscous calculations. The experimental data indicates the onset Aileron reversal was calculated at M = 0.9 for the FA-18

of trailing edge separation, whereas the computation appears to using a NI-/TM procedure. The tip missile fins were included in

show attached flow. the analysis as four vertical and two horizontal lifting surfaces.

The reversal dynamic pressure was 5.7 psi for the configuration
with tip missile and 7.75 psi for the clean wing compared to

I h t Tim nott " resicy eoas C8.3 psi from flight test (clean wing). These are impressive re-

Both the "lime and Frequency Domains" suits for realistic aeroelastic analysis situations and indicate that

The 3D TSD UTSP code is described and flutter boundaries this level of nonlinear TSD method has matured for industrial

for two wings are shown. The code employs monotone differ- applications.

encing, entropy corrections, and an ADI solution algorithm. A

number of solution options are available: "non-linear harmonic"

(TSD/HT), "linearized harmonic" (TSD/TIJHT), "linearized in- 17. H. Zimmerman, S, Vogel, H. Henke and B.

dicial" (TSDITL.IP'I), and "coupled unsteady" (TSD/TM). Schulze: "Computation of Flutter Boundaries

Comparison of calculations using 48K gridpoints with steady in Time and Frequency Domain"

and unsteady pressures for the AGARD Taileron model at M =
0.95 do not agree well: the data indicates a rather strong vis- This paper presents details of wind tunnel tests of sophisri-

cous effect. A three mode flutter analysis (TSDlH/EIG) of the cated transport aircraft models conducted under the Aeroelastic
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Models Program, a cooperative effort of five European laborato- the use of CFD methods coupled with structural finite element
ries. Results from tests of a rigid pressure instrumented model models for static wing deformation calculations are discussed
and a flutter model of a modem transport are compared with and illustrated by a calculation for the model at M = 0.82. A
flutter calculations from the 3D TSD-VISC code described in static wingtip deflection of 0.8m and wingtip twisting of 1.5
Paper 14. Sample unsteady pressures due to harmonic wing deg resulting in a 13% reduction in wing lift, is shown. Flutter
pitching at M = 0.78 show increasing higher harmonic con- calculations are given at M = 0.82 using 10 vibration modes
tent for increasing motion amplitude. The experimental flutter
boundary shows a pronounced- transonic dip with a minimum and cared with o e lttic analysis The H slutflutter pressure at M = 0.84. ter case agrees weli with the linear analysis, showing a slight

reduction in density at flutter. Analysis of subcritical TM tran-
A discussion of the procedures which may be used to incor- sient responses using two postprocessing procedures were less

porae nonlinear CFD methods into aeroelastic analysis is given: successful. Curve-fitting of the wing coordinate response using
"TSP-Simulation" (NL/TM), "TSP-Harmonic" (NLHT/EIG), Prony's method was difficult when more than 3-4 modes were
and "Time Linearized TSP" (presumably a NL/PT/EIG proce- involved and flutter is projected for a higher density than in the
dure, wherein the pulse transform method, relying upon linear- harmonic analysis. Curve-fitting the modal coordinate response
ity and superposition, is used). A comparison of AICs for k = using a Fourier transform method yields damped conditions and
0.2, 0.4, 0.6 shows good agreement between the harmonic and no projected flutter crossing for the densities covered.
pulse methods. Six-mode flutter calculations using the three
CFD methods are given for M = 0.6, 0.78, 0.80, 0.82. This is
an important study, incorporating as it does some of the most 20. W. A. Silva and R. M. Bennett: "Investigation
complete modeling, both experimental and computational, of a of the Aeroelastic Stability of the AFW
flutter test which has been attempted. A most important de- Wind-Tunnel Model Using CAP-TSD"
tail is the inclusion of the interactive boundary layer model, Detailed flutter analyses of the Active Flexible Wing model
which many see as a final modeling step in improved transonic using the CAP-TSD code are described. This code has been
flutter predictions. Thus it is curious that the calculated flutter described above in the notes on Paper 16. The paper discusses a
boundary shows no significant deviation from that calculated ssequence of modeling improvements which bring the calculated
with the pk-doublet lattice method. Also, if the experimental flutter results into better agreement with the experimental results.
flutter points shown correspond to the simulation it appears that A half-span computational model was used for symmetric flutter
the computations predict a premature transonic dip on the order analysis and a full-span model was used for antisymmetric
of 0.04 in Mach number. It will be most interesting to see what flutter analysis. Both models consist of a fuselage (including
further analysis of this case yields, an aft "coat-tail" region), the main wing(s) with four control

surfaces per wing panel, and a wingtip ballast store(s). The

symmetric case contained 424K gridpoints and ten vibration

18. G. SenGupta, C. J. Borland, F. T. Johnson, J. E. Bussoletti, modes while the antisymmetric case contained 839K gridpoints

D. P. Young, M. B. Bietrerman, P. A. Palotas and R. G. and ten additional vibration modes. The modeling changes

Melvin: "Analysis of Unsteady Aerodynamics and Flutter were: updated mode shapes and frequencies obtained from an

Characteristics of an Aeroelastic Model in Transonic Flow" improved structural finite element analysis; correction of an
error in the definition of the surface slopes of the tip store model;

Extension of the 3D TRANAIR FPE code to treat unsteady and inclusion of entropy and vorticity corrections.
problems is discussed. This is a TL/HF procedure based on a The original symmetric flutter boundary calculations, for M
finite element discretization of the nonlinear integral equations. = 0.5-0.95, predicted a significant transonic dip near M = 0.93,
Steady and unsteady boundary conditions are developed for well below the doublet lattice prediction. However, the drop
shock and slip surfaces. The solution is obtained on rectangular in the predicted dynamic pressure at flutter, which was verified
grids with automatic refinement used to treat geometry detailsand egins f lage radent. Soutins re btaied y mans during testing, was excessive. The three improvements resulted
and regions of large gradients. Solutions are obtained by means in excellent agreement with experiment at transonic conditions.
of Newton linearzation and iteration. A. good discussion of modeling requirements for treating anti-

Applications are given for three cases. Scattering of an symmetric flutter analyses with nonlinear CFD methods is given
acoustic plane wave by a sphere provides a good check with an (symmetric modes are necessary to capture static wing twisting).
exact solution. Unsteady pressures for a planform similar to the An antisymmetric flutter calculation shown for M = 0.5 is un-
F-5 at M = 0.6 are in excellent agreement with experiment. For conservative compared with experiment, as is the corresponding
transonic conditions at M = 0.90, 0.95 steady pressures for the symmetric flutter point. However, the relative levels of dynamic
F-5 wing are somewhat overpredicted and the shock is too far pressure at flutter are consistent with symmetric and antisym-
aft for the higher Mach number. Unsteady pressures for these metric doublet lattice predictions and with experiment. This dis-
conditions agree reasonably well. This code is being used in crepancy for subcritical Mach numbers is believed to be due to a
conjunction with the ELFINI structural finite element code to modeling deficiency in the treatment of the tip store. Boundary
perform flutter analysis. conditions treat the store as a steady body of revolution but do

not include unsteady terms needed to model its modal motion.
19. J. P. Grisval and J. L. Mevrzec: "Couplage Direct Capability for including this effect is being added to the code.

Aerodynamique-Structure en Aeroelasticite Transsonique" It will be interesting to see what effect viscous boundary layer

Application of the 3D TSD PPT3D code for aeroelastic modeling may have in light of the good agreement noted for
the transonic dip.

analysis of a transport wing wind tunnel model is described.
The ADI algorithm is solved by time marching to produce
TSD/HT/EIG and TSD/TM flutter analyses. Issues involved in



The effect of the entropy and vorticity corrections on the Steady and unsteady pressures are compared with expert-
flutter boundary at the bottom of the transonic dip is significant. ment for the F-5 wing at M = 0.90 and Re= 12x 106. The agree-
The -20% change in the mimimum flutter dynamic pressure ment is good for the steady pressures. Fairly good agreement
for this thin wing indicates that such modeling details are re- is shown for the unsteady pressures where the calculated shock
quired for accurate aeroelastic analysis with codes based on the pulse is 5-10% chord aft of experiment. Steady and unsteady
potential equation. pressures are also compared with experiment for a clipped tip

delta wing model with a 6% thick circular arc profile. The model
21. K. lsogai: "Numerical Simulation of Shock-Stall Flutter of was oscillated in pitch about mean angles from 0 to about 5 deg.an Airfoil Using the Navier-Stokes Equations" Leading-edge vortex flow develops between 3 and 4 deg at tran-sonic speeds. Comparisons with experiment are given at M =

An unusual flutter mechanism encountered during a test of 0.90 and Re = 17xl 0b for mean angles of 3 and 4 deg. Suction
a non-tailored, high aspect ratio, forward-swept wing is studied peaks near the leading edge show the development of the vor-
with a 2D strip, typical section analysis. The experimental tex. The agreement for pressure levels and aft shock location
flutter frequency was 13% below that of the first wing bending are very good inboard, while agreement deteriorates towards the
mode, strongly dependent upon a and it was conjectured that outboard station. Unsteady pressures for these two cases show
this was a case of shock-stall flutter. The simulation used corresponding agreement with expenment. This is an impor-
a 2D NS/TM code employing a Yee-Harten total variation- tant comparison of computation with experiment, involving as
diminishing scheme and a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model, it does vortex flow in conjunction with a transonic shockwave

TM/H applications demonstrating typical results with this code for an oscillating model.
are given for three airfoils. Steady pressures for the RAE 2822 Applications are also presented for both wings in which
airfoil at M = 0.725 agree very well with test data for a case ramping motions in pitch angle are shown for rigid and flexible
close to separation. Unsteady pressures for the NACA 64A010 cases. Assumed structural vibration mode shapes are used and
airfoil at M = 0.80 are in good agreement with experiment and the impact of flexibility on section lift is demonstrated. There
grid convergence is studied. Dynamic stalling is calculated for are no experimental results available for comparison with these
the NACA 0012 airfoil at M = 0.3 and a = 9 + 6sin(kt) deg cases.
with k = 0.068. The qualitative behavior of the experimental
pitching moment is reproduced in the calculation. The NACA
64A010 airfoil at M = 0.79 and oscillating 1 deg. about 4 deg
pitch angle exhibits severe shock-induced flow separation and 23. J. J. Meijer and A. M. Cunningham, Jr.: "Development
computational results predict a stronger shock located aft of the of a Method to Predict Transonic Limit Cycle
experimental results. Oscillation Characteristics of Fighter Aircraft"

To investigate the shock-stall behavior of the wing, typical
section structural parameters are chosen to simulate the "wash- Further applications of a semi-empirical Limit Cycle Oscil-
in" mode shape of the first bending mode of the forward swept lation (LCO) prediction method are given. Steady-state experi-
wing. The airfoil shape is a natural laminar flow type supercrit- mental surface pressure data are used to compute GAFs required
ical section about 12% thick, The simulation, for M = 0.724 to solve the structural equations in a TM fashion. The surface
and wind-off pitch set at 2 deg., produced large diverging oscil- pressures are tabulated versus Mach number and steady angle-
lations about a mean angle of about 3 deg, The frequency was of-attack, and utilized during the transient response simulation
about 15% below that of the first bending mode and flow field in a quasi-steady fashion wherein the instantaneous, induced
contours during the oscillation motion clearly show a shock-stall angle-of-attack is used to reference the pressures. Two configu-
separation process. A key feature of these NS computations is rations of a fighter aircraft which has experienced LCO in flight
the attention given to adequate grid density for accurate reso- are studied: one with two pylons and missiles and a tip launcher
lution of viscous effects. Values of y*t (the scaled location of per semispan, and a second with a different tip launcher. LCO
the first gridpoint) on the order of one are necessary in order to is calculated for the first configuration, agreeing qualitatively
resolve the viscous sublayer. with flight test. However, it is noted that oscillation amplitudes

on the launcher were 2g in flight whereas the calculations show
22. G. P. Guruswamy and S. Obayashi: "Transonic Aeroelastic amplitudes of up to ±14g. Realistic values of structural damping

Computations on Wings Using Navier-Stokes Equations" for the second configuration show damped oscillations and no
LCO, again confirming flight test experience.

Calculations with the 3D TLNS ENSAERO code are given A number of parameter variations are shown, demonstrat-
for the F-5 wing and a clipped-tip delta wing. Both cental
and upwind differenced algorithms are available. The Baldwin- igkedpnecesoLC uontrtradmigiestep size, aerodynamic lag effects, and leading-edge flap setting.
Lomax turbublence model is utilized, with the Degani-Schiff A number of important conclusions follow, including: shock-
modification for vortex-dominated flows. Time marching solu- induced trailing-edge separation plays a dominant role in LCO;
tions with coupled structural vibration modes are shown. C-H store configuration effects on LCO were qualitatively predicted
grids are used with exponential grid stretching to the far field in all cases using only the store mass effects in the vibration
boundaries. The minimum grid spacing in the normal direc- modes. One of the strongest effects on LCO was aerodynamic
tion is of the order U0-5c and 128K gridpoints are used. Mesh time lag which led to excessively large motions for moderate
motion is accomplished by shearing of the grid point locations phase lags and to disappearance of LCO for modest phase leads.
in the ( direction. Computational efficiency is on the order of Thus a criteria for empirical selection of a proper amount of
15-19 ysec/gp/st and the harmonic oscillation cases used 1440 lag/lead would appear to be a cntical item for further develop-

and 3600 steps per cycle. ment of the method. Whether such a criteria will first emerge
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from further empirical testing, such as that described in Paper layer cases are studied at Re = 0.9x 106 and for 0.76 < M <0.85
24, or from computational calculations is one of the more in- where self-excited shock oscillations occur for this airfoil. For
teresting questions in this field, adiabatic wall temperatures, dynamic pressure transducer spectra

show shock oscillation frequencies of k = 0.5 (laminar) and k
= 0.4 (turbulent). With cooled walls, the laminar case showed24. A. M. Cunningham. Jr. and R. G. den Boer. increased gradients in the shock interaction region, decreases

Transonic Wid Tunnel nvstigation of Limit in the extent of the interaction region, and a decrease in the
Cycle Oscillations on Fighter Type Wings" amplitude and frequency of the dominant fluctuations. S',".ilzr

This paper describes recent cooperative tests conducted in but smaller effects are noted for the turbulent case. All of these
the NLR High Speed Tunnel to investigate unsteady aerody- effects are thought to correspond with adiabatic flow at larger
namic aspects of transonic LCO on fighter type aircraft. A side- Reynolds numbers, thus providing an interesting alternative for
wall mounted wing-body configuration with stores was tested studying Reynolds number effects.
for pitching oscillations at incidences up to 10 deg. Objectives
were to understand the physics of such flows and to generate a
data base for use in LCO calculations. Particular interest is in
development of information on aerodynamic time lags involved 27. D. G. Mabey: "A Review of Scale Effects
with trailing-edge flow separation and aerodynamic damping for on Surfaces in Unsteady Motion
vibration modes typical of LCO. The model was tested for 0.9
< M < 0.975 and preliminary data from pressure transducers, This review focuses upon subtleties involved in achieving
wing and tip launcher balance gages are shown. Variations of proper similitude between test and full scale: namely, the in-
unsteady pressures and loads in the wing tip region were mery terrelated requirements of matching Reynolds numbers (based
sensitive and increased phase lags are noted for increasing fre- upon a macroscopic length scale) and matching transition lo-
quency. This data set will be very important for comparison with cation. The subtlety results from the transition location being
calculations of unsteady transonic conditions involving shock- dependent not only upon the Reynolds number, bui also upon
induced flow separation. e.g. microscopic surface roughness scales and freestream tur-

bulence levels. For fully turbulent flows, the Reynolds number
25. R. M. Bennett, C. E. Eckstrom, J. A. Rivera, B. E. determines the thicknesses of attached and separated boundary

Dansberry, M. G. Farmer and M. H. Durham: layers, and conditions for separations. Three testing methods for
"Benchmark Aeroelastic Models Program-Description addressing these effects are discussed and the author s'rongly
and Highlights of Initial Results" recommends that unsteady tests should always be made with

transition fixed.The Benchmark Aeroelastic Models Program being con-
ducted in the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel of NASA Langley Maps are presented of levels of scale effects for steady and
Research Center is described. This is a multi-year program in- unsteady measurements which is keyed to dynamic buffeting
volving tests of generic models for: providing well documented intensity criteria: onset (small separation), light, moderate, and
data sets suitable for CFD code validation; understanding the heavy (fully separated flows). Thus, for steady measurements
physics of unsteady transonic flows; and providing data for em- scale effects are noted to be very large for small separationspirial esin. pprximaely twotess pr yer wll ~e on- between buffet onset and light buffeting, whereas small scalep irical de sign . A pp ro xim ately tw o tests pe r year w ill be co n - e f c s a e n t d f r b t t a h d a d f l y s p r t d f o sdte.The initial tests utilize rigid wings mounted on an appa- effects are noted for both attached and fully separated flows.ducted. iIn mild contrast, for unsteady measurements, scale effects areratus allowing simple pitching and plunging motions. The first noted to be negligible for attached and fully separated flows,
series of models have been designed and sample test results while they ar most apparent between buffet onset and moderate
from the first model are described. The model has a NACA buffeting levels. Hence, the necessity to pay careful attention
0012 section and unsteady pressures, loads, flutter results and to transition location when testing under the latter conditions.
flow visualization are shown. The model has a conventional Many examples of airfoil and wing scale effects illustrating these
flutter boundary for M = 0.3 - 0.92 and a narrow region of un- points are reviewed. In order to account for such scale effects,
conventional flutter for M = 0.88 - 0.92 involving nearly pure it is recommended that computations be made for a range of
plunging. Reynolds numbers. Finally, an appendix lists three suggested

Tests of a flexible wing with an 18% circular arc section airfoil test cases for the prediction of scale effects in unsteady
are also described. This model was fabricated to study the aerodynamics.
dynamic response of a flexible wing to transonic shock-induced
separating flows. Over a narrow Mach range, M = 0.76 - 0.80, a
buffeting-like response was observed in the first bending mode 3, ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
and an LCO response was evident in the 3rd bending-like mode.
The reduced frequency of the LCO was near 0.5, which is typical
of self-excited shock oscillations observed on rigid 2D airfoils The meeting Chairman opened the discussion with Figure 2,
with this section. giving an assessment of the present state of computational ma-

turity for high-speed low angle aeroelastic analysis. A summary
of comments made during the discussion is given below.

26. S. Raghunathan and F. Zarifi-Rad: "Investigations of the Comments from industry regarding the use of CFD methods
Effect of Model Cooling on Periodic Transonic Flow" in the aeroelastic design process:

This paper describes tests of a 14% thick circular arc airfoil - Linear methods (e.g. doublet lattice and kernel function
in which model cooling is employed with the aim of simulating methods) will remain workhorses in design, where hundreds of
higher Reynolds number flow. Laminar and turbulent boundary configurations must be screened for trends.
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Figure 2. Configuration Modeling Capability for Aeroelastic Analysis

- There is a large amount of skepticism about the reliability wings and airfoils was far from mature, notwithstanding ele-
of unsteady CFD methods for making structural design modifi- ments of realism seen in isolated computations. It was noted
cations, which may not be allayed until capability for treating that a challenge has been to predict the excitation associated
entire configurations, including engine effects, is available. Care with a simple unsteady bubble (i.e. a flow that is separating
in not overselling capability is important. and reattaching). No such calculations were presented at this

- One researcher recommended continued attention to the meeting (although some 2D computations of unsteady buffet-

lower level methods with interactive viscous modeling (e.g. like shock-oscillations have been reported, see Ref 10).

TSD-VISC), in order to digest this capability for economical -The question of using computational methods in conjunc-

transonic dip prediction. tion with reduced flutter margins (e.g. from 20 percent to 15

-A key aeroelastic analysis problem in design, which has percent) was raised. The level of discussion which followed

received limited attention in CFD applications, is loads due to would seem to indicate quite a bit more effort necessary to

gusts. In addition, the problem of critical loading condition reach this level of confidence.

identification has also not yet been addressed. A summary comment was that a large amount of progress
has been accomplished since the last SMP Specialists Meeting

- A robem iththeuseof FD hs ben he eve ofex- in 1984 and that the increasing rate of applications in this area
pertse needed to properly utilize the methods. Particular issues

mentioned were: grid dependent solutions, proper transition and should well justify another meeting in four or five years.

turbulence modeling, and the lack of an experiential data base. 4. DISCUSSION
The discussion highlighted a perception that the "data base" was
rapidly expanding, and giving credibility to the methods. At the 1984 AGARD SMP meeting (AGARD-CP-374) two

Comment relating to interaction c computational/experimental papers presented wing flutter calculations with viscous effects

methods: included. It is interesting to note that at the present meeting,

- CFD is now being used for detailed investigation of aeroe- only one paper, number 17. presented such calculations and thus

lastic problems seen in the wind tunnel. Another comment de- it might appear that little has been accomplished. A detailed re-

scibed an instance of the use of (steady) CFD to fine tune view of the presentations at the two meetings reveals quite the

aeroelastic model design before going into the wind tunnel, opposite conclusion; methods have matured and a large expe-

Comments relating to computational aereolasticity: nential data base in the use of computational aeroelasticity has

been deposited. Whereas only two papers at the 1984 meeting
- A comment from an academician took issue with the de- presented 3D viscous results, six such papers have been re-

velopmental viewpoint expressed by Figure 2. stressing the need viewed herein. Experience has shown strengths and limitations

for basing new analysis approaches upon an understanding of o i
physical phenomena. Attention was drawn to the fact that the ow treatin of m oritcs hge lee a lgoihm

.one really new thing" seen in the presentations, the LCO stud- continuetto nbe odeveloped, fandltreatmenthofhmuche mor co mplex

ied in Paper 23, was attacked using a semi-empirical method.

- It was noted that a speed up of about a factor of 60 is geometries is becoming routine.

These advances have been demonstrated with applications
needed to mak the m aerelastic codes practical. It was also primarily for attached or fully separated (vortex dominated) flow
noted that there may be too much pessimism in assaying the conditions. A lack of capability is seen for the most difficult and
future rate of progress. important cases where flow is separating and reattaching, and

- One experimental researcher noted that the use of CFD viscous effects are required. Conditions for these cases are il-
methods (e.g. NS codes) to predict the buffet excitation on lustrated in Figure 2 of Paper I (where it is termed Type II flow)
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Figure 3. Effect of Gridpoint Distribution on Signal Propagation for the
Wave Equation, NRBC (Bland' t ).

and Figure 4 of Paper 27 (flows between buffet onset and mod- are ineffective in transmitting signals throug-h the boundary for
erate buffeting). Key questions regarding transonic flutter are this case. Note that these internally relected signals return to the
involved. How is the onset and development of unsteady flow origin where they contaminate the solution. These effects are
separation related to minimum flutter speeds in the transonic dip insidious, particularly for harmonic oscillation calculations, in
region? For what conditions may transonic flutter boundaries be that individual solutions appear smooth and well-behaved the
computed assuming attached flow (i.e. mild viscous effects)? characteristic signature of erratic behavior is seen only when
What are the flow conditions on the backside of the dip region small parameter changes (e.g. frequency) are studied. Smooth
and for very low supersonic conditions? Answering these ques- variation of gridpoint distribution (particularly in the normal
tions will occupy aeroelasticians for the immediate future. The direction), which may be provided by polynomial stretching
critical element needed is a reliable and robust viscous analy- functions, is recommended. These effects are alleviated in 3D
sis method for computing unsteady separating and reattaching flows and have not been documented for calculations utilizing
flows. This capability has not yet matured for 3D wings. the higher-order EE or NS equations, although they might be

Computational experience has by now provided guidelines anticipated, particularly for higher aspect ratio lifting surfaces.
on the proper use of CFD methods for computational aeroelas- Algorithm refinements which are advantageous or neces-
ticity analysis. Grid extent, the number of gridpoints required, sary for accurate transonic computations have also been de-
alternative gridding strategies, and the treatment of mesh move- veloped: non-reflecting far-field boundary conditions, mono-
ment for body-conforming grids have been studied. Table II of tone differencing, upwind differencing, and entropy and vor-
Paper I summarizes gridpoint requirements for converged com- ticity corrections for potential codes. Similarly, steps needed
putations using different flow modeling levels. About 250K to perform computational aeroelastic analysis are generally un-
gridpoints for inviscid computations and 650K gridpoints for derstood: time steps required for accuracy, number of steps per
TLNS computations are necessary per half-span lifting sur- cycle for oscillatory motion, number of cycles to allow transients
face. Hybrid methods which restrct the domain requiring finite- to decay, and the use of various excitation methods to provide
difference gridding, such as field-panel integral equation meth- GAFs. Post-processing of results to obtain stability boundaries
ods, require fewer points, relies upon two methods: traditional eigenvalue analysis us-

The distribution of grid points for unsteady computations is ing GAFs from some form of harmonic motion computation.
a topic which deserves further consideration since it can lead and aeroelastic transient response curve fitting in the manner of
to severe computational inaccuracy. Figure 3. from Bland (Ref Bennett and Desmarais (Ref 12).
11). illustrates the problem of "internal reflections" caused by To allow assessment of the accuracy and robustness of com-
wave dispersion on coarse stretched meshes. The ID wave putational methods, it is mandatory to present results for a suit-
equation model problem is studied with fine and coarse meshes, able range of a varied parameter (e.g. Mach number, reduced
NRBC are employed and the fine mesh solution shows accurate frequency, Reynolds number) and to compare with experiment
propagation of the wave over the mesh and out of the computa- or alternative computations. Regarding presentation of results.
tional boundary. The coarse mesh employs about 4 gridpoints a general comment relates to the desirability of including inte-
per wavelength in the midfield and only 2 gridpoints per wave- grated airloads along with such detailed computational results as
length at the boundary. The rapid grid point stretching in the pressure distributions. Even though experimental data (e.g. in-
nearfield results in the wave energy being trapped within the tegrated unsteady pressures) with which such airloads should be
computational domain by dispersive errors, while the NRBCs compared are fraught with issues (usually related to the coarse-
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Table III

WING FLUTTER BOUNDARIES COMPUTATIONS
PRESENTED AT THE 1991 AGARD SPECIALIST'S MEETING

Paper Ist Author Wing/Model Code M #Flutter Pts.

No.

5 Winzell Transport Wing FPETM 0.8-0.87 10

FPE-VISC/TM 2

6 Wong 445.6 Wing TSD/TI.HT/EIG 0.5-0.96 11

12 Hounjet 445.6 Wing FPE/TlIIIF/EIG 0.7-0.96 3

15 Knott 445.6 Wing TSD/HT/EIG 0.7-1.14 5

Fighter Wing TSDTL/HTIEIG 0.6-0.95 7

TSD/TM 0.85, 0.90 2

16 Pitt F-15 Wing TSDITM 0.5-1.2 7

TSD/LIN/TM 0.5-1.2 7

17 Zimmerman Transport Wing TSD-VISC/TM 0.78-0.82 3

TSD- 0.78-0.82 3
VISC/HT/EIG

TSD- 0.78-0.82 3
VISC/PT/EIG

20 Silva AFW TSDITM 0.5-0.95 19

23 Meijer Fighter Aircraft Semi-Empirical 0.92 Many LCO Pts.

ness of measured pressures). such comparisons need to be made Complex Configurations:
in order to establish correct trends and ranges of validity of The following papers treat significant configuration details;
computational methods. This is particularly true for flutter cal-
culations: conditions at which flow is transitioning may require - 2 Batina; EE; supersonic fighter with blended wing-body,
modeling changes to maintain accuracy. Inspection of the de- canard, tail

tailed AICs can give important insight into the modal interac- - 4 Blair, FNS; F-15 wing, fuselage, horizontal and vertical
tions involved. tails

In the following discussion, comments on selected aspects - 16 Pitt; TSD; F-15 wing, FA-18 wing, tip-launcher,
of the material presented are given. The comments are keyed missile, fins
to the paper number and first author.

Flutter Boundary Computations: - 20 Silva; TSD; AFW wing, fuselage, tip-store
The high number of modes needed for convergence, treat-

An impresiMve number of detailed flutter boundary analyses. ment of hingeline discontinuities, and the agreement between
including significant Mach number variations, were presented TSD and EE codes in the static wing deformation calculations
and are summarized in Table III. The smi-empirical LCO TDadE oe ntesai igdfraincluain

presented in Paper 16 are impressive and indicative of a ma-

study of Paper 23 is included due to the number of parameter turing design capability. This is also true of the attention to
variations reported. The number of computational flutter points detail shown in the flutter computations for the complex model
presented at this meeting, ,-.80. is more than half that of all configuration of Paper 20.
previously published cases shown in Table II, - 130, indicating Time Linearized Flow Modeling:
the increasing pace of applications. Particularly noteworthy is
that four of the studies are from industry.

Papers 6. 12, and 15 add three additional flutter analyses for Interest in TL methods remains high since they are sig-

the AGARD 445.6 wing. For this model, linear methods provide nificantly less expensive than TM methods when their use is
good agreement with experiment up to M=0.90 and inviscid non- justified.
linear effects are important at M=0.96. For the low supersonic - 6 Wong; TSD; F-5, LANN, ONERA M6, and 445.6 wings
test points. inviscid nonlinear analysis significantly overpredicts 8 Voss; TSD: NACA 0012 wing and LANN wing
flutter speeds (tigure 7 of Paper 15) whereas TSD/LIN/TM anal- I I Garcia-Fogeda. TSD; cones. ogive bodies
ysis (Ref 13) provides good agreement for these points. Further
analysis of this model for 0.96 < M < 1.07 is important in or- - 12 Hounjet; TSD, FPE; NLR 7301 airfoil. Wing A, Wing
der to understand viscous modeling effects at such minimum B, RSW. 445.6 wing

transonic flutter speeds.
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- 15 Knott TSD; fighter aircraft wing Control Surface Effectiveness:

- 18 SenGupta FPE; F-5 wing The following papers present results of modeling control

The 445.6 wing flutter boundaries calculated using TL meth- surface aerodynamics:
ods in Papers 6 and 12 agree favorably with experiment up to 5 Winzell; FPE; F-5, rectangular, cropped-delta wings
M = 0.96, although it should be noted that linear theory gives - 10 Brenneis; EE; NLR 7301 airfoil
similarly good agreeement up to M = 0.90. An issue is the - 13 Gerteisen; FNS; NACA 64A006 airfoil
range of validity of the TL method. Figure 12 of Paper 8 gives
results from TSD/TL/HF and FPE/HT codes for varying oscilla- - 14 Muller TSD-VISC; RA16SCI airfoil with spoiler

lion amplitude. Differences in agreement between the two codes - 16 Pitt; TSD; FA-18 wing aileron reversal

can be seen for pressures in the shock pulse region and in the Paper 16 is particularly noteworthy for the good agreement

region ahead of the shock in going from 0.25 deg to 1.0 deg between computed and flight test aileron reversal speeds (note
amplitude. It is acknowledged that TL methods may not be used that an inviscid TSD method is used). On the other hand,
for cases involving significant shock motions. Also, the issue of Paper 5 describes well-known deficiencies of inviscid methods
how to incorporate viscous effects, other than in a mean-stead' in predicting pressures on control surfaces.
"frozen" boundary layer sense, has not been addressed. Experimental Data Bases:

Code-to-Code Comparisons: Five papers reviewed experimental programs focusing on

Comparisons between alternative computational methods transonic flutter for complex models and transonic flows involv-
should be a standard step in the certification of any new method, ing Type 11 flow (unsteady separating and reattaching flow):
which should always be checked against older well calibrated - 17 Zimmerman; Aeroelastic Models Program
methods for conditions at which both should produce similar 20 Silva; Active Flexible Wing program
results. This also protects against inappropriate use of "higher-
order" methods. Of the flutter boundary calculations summa- - 24 Cunningham; LCO on a fighter aircraft

rized in Table III, Papers 5, 6, 12, 15. 16, and 20 provide - 25 Bennett Benchmark Models Program

comparisons with linear theory and, in some cases, other com- - 26 Raghunathan; Cooling effects on shock-induced oscil-
putational results. Figures 5 and 6 of Paper 2 compare GAFs lations
and aeroelastic transients showing excellent agreement between A common thrust of these programs is movement to more
two EE codes, using structured and unstructured grid techniques. difficult flow conditions tha'i those typified by the current SMP

Paper 5 shows many comparisons between linear and FPE meth- Aeroelastic Configurations. In short, cases are sought involving

ods of loads and pressures due to control deflection. Paper 16 unsteady separation at transonic speeds and the selection of
gives very informative results of wing static deflection calcu- new Standard Aeroelastic Configurations for such conditions
lated with TSD/LIN/TM, TSD/TM. and EE/TM methods and a is called for. Mabey, in the Appendix of Paper 27, suggests
flutter boundary (figure 8) calculated with linear, TSD/LIN/TM, 2D airfoil cases for periodic shock oscillations and unsteady
and TSD/TM methods. Note particularly the agreement in the separation bubbles. Unsteady pressure data from the oscillating
latter comparison at M = 0.5. Unexplained differences in such rigid model reported in Paper 24 and from the flexible model
flutter calculations at subcritical conditions can frequently be reported in Reference 15 provide good computational test cases
traced to deficiencies in modeling, such as inadequate number for 3D wings.
of gridpoints. Finally, Papers 8 and 12 give very interesting
comparisons of FPE and EE unsteady aerodynamic results. 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Viscous and Vortical Flow Modeling:

Seven papers treated viscous flow using either boundary Three conclusions may be drawn from this Specialists'
layer models interacted with potential flow or NS methods; Meeting:

5 Winzell; FPE-VISC. RAE wing flutter model

12 Hounjet. TSD-VISC; NACA 0012 airfoil 1. Inviscid computational aeroelastic analysis has matured to

13 Gerteisen; FNS; 14% circular arc airfoil the point where rather complete configuration details are be-

14 Muller: TSD-VISC; 3 validation cases, transport wing ing treated for cases of transonic flutter and aileron reversal,

17 Zimmerman; TSD-VISC; transport wing flutter model yielding improved predictions over linear theory.

21 Isogai; NS: 2D section shock-stall flutter 2. Inclusion of unsteady viscous effects at the Navier-Stokes

22 Guruswamy; TLNS, F-5 and clipped-delta wings equations level is available, but is too expensive for routine
aeroelastic analysis or design. Viscous-inviscid interactive

The 2D smp interactive boundary layer method described boundary layer capability shows promise. but has not yet
in Papers 14 and 17 represents a significant step in viscous matured for lifting surface applications.
flow modeling for the flutter analysis of wings. Similar ap- 3. Experimental and computational efforts are focusing upon
proaches (Refs. 10 and 14) have demonstrated the potential of flow conditions which define the boundary of current anal-
such methods to treat separating and reattaching flows for air- ysis capability situations in which the flow is near separa-
foils. Paper 22 demonstrates new capability of treating unsteady tion, or is alternately separating and reattaching.
vortex dominated flows and Paper 21 gives a very nice typical

secton analysis of shock-stall flutter of a wing. The recommendations included in the technical reviews of
the 1984, 1985, and 1990 AGARD meetings (References 2,
3, and Paper T in AGARD-CP-483) remain very relevant and
should be reviewed. Several of these recommendations deserve
repeating in the following list, along with several additions.
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I. Transition should be fixed in all sub-scale time-dependent 6. Yates. E. C. Jr.: AGARD Standard Acroelastic Configu-
experiments, rations for Dynamics Response I - Wing 445.6, AGARD-R-765,

2. New AGARD Standard Aeroclastic Configurations and July 1988.
Computational Test cases for Type 11 flows should be es- 7. Magnus, R. and Yoshihara, H.: The Transonic Oscillating
tablished (unsteady separating and reattaching flows). Flap, AIAA Paper No. 76-327, July 1976.

3. Complete the development of interactive viscous-inviscid
methods for Type I and U flows. 8. Ballhaus, W. F. and Goorjian. P. M.: Implicit Finite-methds fr Tye I nd UDifference Computations of Unsteady Transonic Flows about

4. Extensive computations are needed to establish the relative iro cs A o u n ol 15. No. n2. nD c 1977, pp.

ranges of applicability of alternative flow modeling levels. 1728-17.

5. Determine the modeling requirements for accurate compu-

tations of aeroelastic response on the backside of transonic 9. Thomas, J. L. and Salas, M. D.: Far-Field Boundary

flutter "dip" boundaries and for very low supersonic con- Conditions for Transonic Lifting Solutions to the Euler Equa-

ditions. tions, AIAA Paper No. 85-0020, January 1989.

6. Establish levels of flow modeling necessary for accurate pre- 10. Girodroux-Lavigne, P.; and LeBalleur, J. C.: Time-
dictions of control surface effectiveness and hinge moments. Consistent Computation of Transonic Buffet Over Airfoils. 16th

7. Establish levels of flow modeling necessary for accurate International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences, Jerusalem,
predictions of transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations. Israel, August 28-September 2, 1988.

8. In applications where unsteady viscous effects are simulated, 11. Bland, S. R.: Personal Computer Study of Finite-
care needs to be given to understanding effects of simulated Difference Methods for the Transonic Small Disturbance Equa-
Reynolds number, transition location, and turbulence model- tion. NASA TM 102582, December 1989.
particularly as these effects are under active study by the 12. Bennett, R. M. and Desmarais, R. N.: Curve Fitting of
steady CFD community. Aeroelastic Transient Response Data with Exponential Funci-

9. Applications should include computations with sufficient tons, NASA SP-415, pp. 43-58, May 1975.
variation of controlling parameter(s) (e.g. Mach number, 13. Bennett. R. M.; Batina, J. T. and Cunningham, H. J.:
reduced frequency, Reynolds number) and comparisons withexperiment or alternative computations in order to establish Wing Flutter Calculations with the CAP-TSD Unsteady Tran-
accuracy and robustness sonic Small Disturbance Program. AIAA Paper No. 88-2347,

April 1988.

APPENDIX 14. Houwink, R.: Computation of Unsteady Turbulent

Boundary Layer Effects on Unsteady Flow About Airfoils. Pre-
The AGARD Standard Aeroelastic Configuration for Dy- sented at the 4th Symposium on Numerical and Physical Aspects

namic Response, documented in Reference 6, is a 45 degree of Aerodynamic Flows, Long Beach, CA., January 16-19, 1989

swept wing flutter model tested in the Transonic Dynamics Tun- (also NLR Tc 89003 U).

nel at NASA Langley Research Center. A slight error in the

tables of NASA TN D-1616, which is included as an appendix 15. Eckstrom, C. V.; Seidel, D. A.; and Sandford, M. C.:

in Reference 6, has been pointed out by E. Lee of NASA Lang- Unsteady Pressure and Structural Response Measurements on

ley. The tables list the density, velocity, and dynamic pressure an Elastic Supercritical Wing. Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 27, No.

at the test conditions. However, the tabulated dynamic pressure 1, January 1990.

is inconsistent with 1/2 pV 2 . The error in most cases is 1-3%
and within the ±2 psf accuracy quoted in TN D-1616 (with one
exceptional point). It is suggested that p and V from the tables
be used to compute dynamic pressures for use in aeroelastic
analyses; this is consistent with the plots in the reference.
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CURRENT STATUS OF COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR TRANSONIC
G N UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS AND AEROELASTIC APPLICATIONS

by
John W. Edwards

and
-o John B. Malone

<NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225 USA

Abstract aerodynamic shape and maneuvering condition upon unsteady
airloads. At high Mach numbers linear analysis has been usedThe current status of computational methods for unsteady with more or less success depending upon the sevenity of local

aerodynamics and acrolasticity is reviewed. The key features wt oeo esscesdpniguo h eeiyo oa
oalenmicn aeroelasticpiatins areie sed e k fears o transonic effects. The occurrence of flutter within the flight en-

of challenging aeroelastic applications are discussed in terms of velope of an aircraft usually leads to structural failure and loss of
the flowfleid state: low-angle high speed flows and high-angle the vehicle, highlighting the necessity for careful validation of
vortex-dominated flows. The critical role played by viscous computational methods intended for use in this area. In addition,

effects in determining aeroelastic stability for conditions of in-cipint low epaatio isswesed.Tleneedfora vaiet of aircraft service life can be significantly degraded by unforeseen
cpflow sodepaatolis roliese.a her e for s ao im eta- o dynamic loadings, such as buffet, and predictive capability for
flow modeling tools, from linear formulations to implementa- such off-desig point loadings must be well-understood before
tions of the Navier-Stokes equations, is emphasized. Estimates suhofdigpinlaigsm tbewl-drtodeoe
tos cofpther arun t es flute aculation s sind strats being utilized in structural design. These key differences in the

of computer run times for flutter calculations using several com- utilization of steady and unsteady computational methods must
putational methods are given. Applications of these methods b lal nesodgi be clearly understood.
for unsteady aerodynamic and transonic flutter calculations for
airfoils, wings and configurations are summarized. Finally, rec- This field received an initial impetus in the mid- 1970's from
ommendations are made concerning future research directions. three sources: Tijdeman's [1521 experimental work on transonic

unsteady pressure measurements, Magnus and Yoshihara's [108]
1. Introduction demonstration of key transonic flow features for an airfoil with

an oscillating flap and the introduction of an economical tran-
In the past decade there has been much activity in the de- sonic finite-difference solution algorithm (LTRAN2) by Ballhaus

velopment of computational methods for the calculation of un- and Gooujian [ 17]. Ballhaus [16] gives a survey of the field from

steady aerodynamics about airfoils, wings and complete vehicle th i [rio .he [ 161ugies a Matei el from
configurations. Two key areas of activity have been transonicMaterials Panel Sub-

confgurtios. wo ey rea of ctiityhav ben tansnic committee on Aeroelasticity has selected experimental uns.,eady

aeroelasticity and lower speed, high-angle flight conditions. Ad- pressure data sets and defined two- and three-dimensional Stan-

vances have paralleled developments in steady Computational dard Aeroelastic Configurations [30, 311 to provide reference

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with a lag of approximately five years computational test cases for the development and validation of

due to the additional requirement of time-accuracy. This pa- computational ethods.

per presents a discussion of current aeroelasticity problem areas improved computational methods.

or challenges. The focus is primarily upon methods aimed at Unsteady aerodynamics has been the theme of six recent

the study of nonlinear fluid dynamic flows, typically referred to conferences [8-12, 1531 whose proceedings contain a wealth of
as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), although attention is information. Summary papers of the 1984 and 1985 AGARD
also given to linear flow models, conferences are given by Mykytow (1141 and Mabey and Cham-

bers 11051. The latter reference makes recommendations re-

Figure I (Edwards (531) illustrates significant features which garding computational and experimental methods for unsteady

must be addressed in the use of computational aeroelasticity flow phenomena and draws particular attention to the need to

for flutter boundary prediction. In this figure, a typical flut- pay careful attention to the nature of shock motions. The peri-

ter boundary curve, characterized by the flutter speed gradually odic oscillations about circular arc airfoils are recommended as

dropping to a minimum in the transonic speed range followed benchmark computational cases for all time-dependent transonic

by a rapid upward rise, is shown. The ability to predict this min- viscous flow theories. Zwaan [167] surveys aeroelastic problems

imum, termed the transonic flutter dip, is of great importance in in ransonic flow while Deiwert [461 reviews the numerical sim-

design, since the flutter boundary must be shown by a combina- ulation of unsteady interactive flows. Reference [1551 provides

tion of analysis and flight test to be outside the flight envelope a collection of articles going into extensive detail for unsteady

by a specified margin. For military aircraft, the margin in terms transonic aerodynamics. Mabey (106] gives a review of per-

of equivalent airspeed is at least 15 percent. Subsonic linear tinent experimental research on time-dependent aerodynamics.

unsteady aerodynamic theories have been reasonably success- Finally, Dowell [48] provides an overview of nonlinear aeroe-

ful in predicting this flutter boundary for Mach numbers up to lasticity phenomena including structural as well as aemdvnamic

0.6-0.7 but linear theory is unable to account for the effects of nonlinearities.

92-16032MlEli i l 1 11 IBig Ii
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Figure I Graphical Representation of Minimum Figure 2 Characteristics of Attached and Separated
Required Flutter Margin for Military Aircraft [7]. Flow for Complete Aircraft (Edwards [531).

Research in these areas requires the comparison of exper- The steep aft pressure gradients of modem airfoils can lead
imental and computational results with the goal of achieving to an alternate pattern in which separation progresses from the
accurate predictive capability. Edwards (52, 541 provides sur- trailing edge towards the shock. Tijdeman [1521 notes that

veys of these efforts for the transonic flutter problem while the flow conditions in the region between the onset of trailing
Mabey[107] discusses the physical phenomena associated with edge separation and fully separated flow are very sensitive to
unsteady transonic flow. Bobbitt's 136] review of the issues in- Reynolds number and the location of transition from laminar to
volved in obtaining accurate results from experiment and from turbulent flow.
computation is particularly noted. Regarding higher angle, vor-
tex dominated flows, a trend of increasing interest by the aerody- Figure 2 shows a diagram, from Edwards (53], of attached,
namics community in unsteady flows is also noted. This is due mixed and separated flow regions for a complete aircraft at
to the inherent unsteadiness of such flows and to the ability of freestream Mach numbers between 0 and 2.0. In region I, the
emerging CFD methods to simulate their details. Newsome and flow is predominantly attached. To obtain optimum performance
Kandil [1171 discuss physical modeling issues involved in the and to avoid the drag penalty associated with flow separation,

computational prediction of vortex dominated flows and survey desigr cruise conditions for aircraft typically are located here

numerical results. near the boundary of region II.

The remainder of this paper will review the current status of As speed and/or angle of attack increase, a transition re-
computational methods for unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelas- gion of mixed flow (region II of fig. 2) is encountered. For
ticity. The key features of challenging aeroelastic applications rigid structures, this region is typified by the onset of local-
are discussed in terms of the flowfield state: low-angle high ized regions of flow separation which may exhibit significant

speed flows and high-angle vortex-dominated flows. Next the aerodynamic unsteadiness. For realistic flexible structures, the
computational methods and the basic fluid dynamic equations aeroelastic response of the structure interacts with the airflow to
are introduced, followed by an assessment of the computer re- induce much more complicated situations. For instance, struc-

tural vibrations can cause the flow to alternately separate and
sources required for the unsteady aerodynamic computations. reattach at flow conditions where a rigid structure would support
Then, the current state-of-the-art in CFD methods for transonic atchdfo.Tesoitdhghutayardnmcla-

attached flow. The associated high unsteady aerodynamic load-
flows and vortex-dominated flows are each discussed, with em-
phasis in the progress achieved during the past half decade. Fi- ig can interact with the structure to cause unusual aeroelastic

nally, an assessment of current capabilities and future research -phenomena which may restrict the vehicle flight envelope.

trends is offered. With further speed and/or angle of attack increases which

may be encountered under maneuvering conditions, fully sep-
2. Features of Low-Angle, High Speed Flows arated flow conditions emerge (region III of fig. 2). Leading-

edge vortex flows and stalled wing flows are of this nature. At
The main features of steady ta sonic flow are dscrin ed still higher angles, vortex bursting in the vicinity of the aircraft

first in order to organize the discussion. With increasing Mach can cause severe buffeting. Within such regions the flow is
number and moderate angi-of-attack, the flow over the upper highly unsteady and accurate computations will require careful
surface of an airfoil becomes critical between MLc = 0.4-0.7 attention to turbulence modeling. To emphasize the complexity
with the first shocks forming at approximately 0.1 higher Mach which the aeroelastic response adds, the flow within the three

number. Pearvy et a. [1201 have classified several types of regions of figure 2 will be referred to as Type I, II, and IN
flow separation which may occur. For conventional airfoils respectively.
the typical pattern involves the growth of a local separation
bubble, induced by boundary layer separation at the shock While the predictive methods for attached flows are reason-
foot, spreading rapidly to the trailing edge as Mach numbers ably well developed, the picket fence in figure 2 emphasizes the
increases. This condition is often accompanied by unsteady difficulty in predicting aeroelastic phenomena in the mixed and
phenomena such as buffet and aileron buzz (Tijdeman 11521). separated flow regions. It also symbolizes novel features that
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are being encountered in transonic flutter testing. Modem high
performance aircraft are capable of maneuvering at ransonic
speeds, leading to a much enlarged parameter space that must
be considered in flutter analysis and testing. Wing/store loading, _
fuselage interference, angle-of-attack, Reynolds number, wing
shape, and wing sweep all must be considered, and the tradi- Linear
tional flutter boundary parameterization of dynamic pressure at dynamic theory
flutter versus Mach number may need to be augmented to ad- pressure
equately describe aeroelastic stability boundaries. For instance,
flutter tests give some indication that these additional param- Low damping Critical flutter point

eters affect the detailed aeroelastic stability condition near the
flutter boundary. Thus, the pickets of the fence in figure 2 rep- 0 .5 1 1.5
resent possible regions of low damping or instability that might Mach number
be encountered.

3. Features of High-Angle, Vortex-Dominated Flowq Figure 3 Features of Transonic Flutter (Edwards [53]).

Unsteady airloads due to flow separation are involved in a
number of cases critical to the structural integrity of aircraft. As
speed increases for moderate angles of attack, typical of maneu-
vering flight near trimmed flight conditions, local transonic flow te eores maity, The re l of ac cr in
effects are encountered which lead to separated flow over the computer resources available. The process of identifying criti-
aft portions of lifting surfaces. Minimum flutter speed indices cal loading conditions requires running large numbers of cases,
are often encountered in this transonic region, in conjunction almost always utilizing lower level methods. Critical cases, so
with the onset of separated flow. The ability to predict these identified, are then candidates for further analysis with higher
minimums is obviously tied to the ability to treat such "local" level methods. It is interesting to query if this process can be
separated flows on wings. relied upon to capture the actual critical loading cases.

For slightly lower speeds where more aggressive maneu- Figure 3. from Edwards [53], indicates further features
vering is possible, unsteady airloads due to flow separation over of high speed, low angle flutter. Dynamic pressure at flutter
"remote" components (e.g. forebody and main wing panel) leads tends to decrease with increasing Mach number to a minimum
to issues of tail buffeting and structural fatigue of aircraft corn- "critical flutter point" value in the transonic speed range. At
ponents. For these cases, as speed andior angle of attack in- subsonic speeds where the flow can be assumed to be attached
crease, smooth air flow over lifting surfaces breaks down in a (Type I flow) at flutter, linear theory is reasonably accurate.
variety of ways depending strongly upon the geometry. For As speed increases into the transonic region, the situation is
lower sweep angles and blunt leading edges, flow separation complicated by the formation of shock waves and the onset
may initiate near the trailing edge or near shocks and progress of flow separation (Type II flow) and linear theory must be
to completely separated and stalled conditions. For higher sweep used with caution. The low damping region in the figure
angles and less blunt leading edges, leading edge flow separa- indicates the potential for nonclassical aeroelastic response and
tion bubbles foreshadow the development of leading edge vortex instabilities which may be encountered. Figures 4-6, illustrate
flows. At higher angles, unsteady and burst vortex flow in the several types of novel aeroelastic responses which have been
vicirity of the wing and downstream lifting sirfaces leads to encountered with the onset of Type II flows and which offer
strong unsteady airloads and buffeting. Flow conditions near challenges for computational methods. Figure 4 (Edwards (53])
the boundaries of these regions for the various flow phenomena shows a region of nonclassical aeroelastic response observed
can be sensitive to a number of conditions and an understanding on a high aspect ratio, flexible, supercritical wing (Seidel tt al.
of these effects is called for in order to avoid adverse aeroelastic [141]) where high dynamic response at nearly constant Mach
effects such as stall flutter, buzz, and structural buffeting, number was encountered at dynamic pressures well below those

for which flutter was predicted with linear theory. The motion
4. Computational Aeroelasticity Challenges is of the limit-amplitude type and the response is believed tobe associated with flow separation and reattachment driving the

With figure 2 providing a framework within which typical wing motion in the first bending mode. Figure 5 (Edwards (53])
flowfields encountered in aeroelasticity may be viewed, a num- illustrates wing/store limited amplitude oscillations experienced
ber of current aeroelasticity problem areas are introduced in by modem, high performance aircraft under various loading
Table I and figures 3-7. Table I serves as a guide for discussing and maneuvering conditions at transonic Mach numbers. Such
the current status in this area and the likely future trends, On oscillations can result in limitations on vehicle performance.
the left are listed the key Challenges, most of which have been The conditions for which this type of response occurs appear
extensively commented on above. They are roughly graded in to also be near the onset of Type II mixed flow. The response
terms of increasing difficulty from top to bottom with the more typically increases for maneuvering flight conditions. Dynamic
difficult areas calling for more sophisticated flowfield modeling vortex-structure interactions causing wing oscillations have been
in order to achieve useful accuracies. Arrayed against these observed, figure 6 (Dobbs et al. [47]), on a bomber type aircraft
challenges are the Resource Issues impacting the economics of for high wing sweep conditions during wind-up trn maneuvers.
aeroelastic analysis, which are listed on the right. The choice of The flow involves the interaction of the wing vortex system
the appropriate level of CFD code to use, indeed the decision of with the wing first bending mode and occurs over a wide Mach
whether to use a linear or nonlinear flow method, is dictated by number range at moderate angles of attack.
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For lower speed flight where higher angles art achieved, Table 1 COMPUTATIONAL AEROELASTICITY
fully separated flows (Type III flows in fig. 2) are encountered CHALLENGES AND RESOURCE ISSUES
which can range from diffuse vortcal flow structures to concen-
trated vortices designed to enhance stability and control. Inter- Challenges Resource Issues
action of such forebody and wing vortex systems with aft ve-
hicle components results in vortex-induced buffet loads. Figure Stability & Control Modeling Tradeoffs
7 (Edwards [53]) shows typical operating conditions at which divergence higher level CFD
such empennage buffet may bb encountered Buffet of horizon- roll performance improved configuration

tal tails can occur at intermediate angles of attack and is a result wing rock detail
of the vortex system propagating downstream and encountering
the horizontal tail surface. As angle of attack increases, the Gust Response Design Maturity
location of vortex bursting moves upstream in the wake. Loss preliminary design
of lift is associated with the burst location reaching the vicinity Flutter Boundary Prediction final design
of the aircraft, and vertical surfaces located in such regions can 1-g critical loading conditions
experience severe dynamic loads and structural fatigue. maneuvering

limit cycle oscillations
These challenges, illustrated by figures 3-7, involve two Computer Resources

types of unsteady flows. The first is the Type Hl flow (fig. Control Effectiveness required level of accuracy
2) wherein the onset of flow separation at high speeds leads buzz cost per solution
to critical flutter conditions and/or novel aeroelastic responses. hinge moment number of olutions
The second involves fully separated Type III vortex-dominated
flows at high angles. The search for the appropriate levels of Buffet Response
sophistication in fluid dynamic modeling to adequately model local: main wing panel
these flows is the subject of this paper. remote: tail buffet
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5. Computatonal Methods are the inviscid flux vectors. The viscous flux vectors, F., G.
and H, are given in Ref. [2].

A variety of fluid dynamic flow models is available to ad- To facilitate solutions of the FNS equations on body-fied
dress unseady aerodynamic computations. The choice of an computational grids, a curvilinear coordinate system is defined
appropriate method calls for assessment of the difficulty of the and eqs. (1) are converted using a generalized coordinate
aerodynamic problem being addressed. Type I flows (fig. 1) in- transformation of the type:
clude one of the most important aeroelastic analysis conditions,
that of cruise at high dynamic-pressure. Classical linear aeroe- = (x, y,z,t), r/= (x, y,:,0t, = (x,Y,z,t), T =t

lastic analysis has been primarily focused upon this condition. (6)
The transition from Type I to Type H conditions can occur due to into the following expressions:
aircraft maneuvering, with little decrease in dynamic pressure. - - ( -0
Thus, aeroelastic response and stability of aircraft operating in -9 (Q) + (.F - ,) -9G ) + -- /)
Type 1I flows can be quite important although they have only (7)
begun to be brought within the range of computational methods, where:

Q = 7 (ppu,pvpw,e) (8)

Fluid dynamic flow models available for unsteady aerody- 1T
namic computation include: the classical (linear) small distur- F = j(pU pUu + xP, pUv + 'p, pUw + (,p, U(e + p) - 6p)

bance potential equation, the nonlinear potential equation (both (9)
Transonic Small Disturbance (TSD) and Full Potential equation
(FPE)), the Euler equations (EE) and the Navier-Stokes equa- G = 7(pV, pVu + '7p, pVv + qvp, pVw + qp, V(e + p) - qtp)T

ions (both Full (FNS) and thin-layer (TLNS)). (10)

Issues which have been central to unsteady CFD have been H = -(pW, pWu + Gp, pWv + (,p, pWw + (.p, W(e + p) -tp)
the choice of implicit versus explicit algorithms, the stability (11)
of alternative solution algorithms and the treatment of compu- Similar transformations are applied to the viscous flux vectors.
tational grids. Explicit schemes are simple to code and easily Note that the transformation is time-dependent, allowing the grid
vectorizable but are limited in allowable time step by the sta- to move to follow body motion and giving rise to grid motion
bility limit imposed by the signal propagation time over the terms such as &, ilt and (I in eqs. (9) to (11). For viscous-
smallest grid cell. Faced with the requirement of maintaining flow aerodynamic computations, the solid-surface boundaries
time-accuracy throughout the entire field for aeroelastic compu- are modeled using the "no-slip" condition, together with adia-
tations, this easily leads to excessive computation times, espe- batic wall and zero normal pressure gradient conditions.
cially for viscous flow calculations where a very fine mesh near
the surface is required to resolve the boundary layer. The ai- A modified form of the FNS equations, termed the thin-
ternative implicit solution algorithms thus are currently favored layer Navier-Stokes equations, has been found useful for ap-
for present-day computer architectures because of their relative plications where viscous effects in certain spatial directions are
stability and time-step characteristics. While no attempt will be small enough to be neglected. For many aerodynamic flows of
made to present complete details of the various levels of flow interest, the viscous terms normal to the body are of most im-
models, the following sections highlight the key equations and portance, and the other viscous fluxes can be dropped. If the
relevant boundary conditions. i7 -direction in eq. (7) is taken as the body normal direction, a

TLNS form of eq. (7) is given by the expression:
5.1 Navier-Stokes Equations 49 9 _ 9

+ + 57(if)= 0 (12)
Anderson, Tannehill and Pletcher [2] provide a description

of the three-dimensional Full Navier-Stokes equations. For en- For turbulent-flow calculations, turbulence modeling such as
gineering applications, the Reynolds-averaged form of the FNS the algebraic eddy viscosity model of Baldwin and Lomax [15]
equations are normally used as a basis for practical computa- is' used. Rumsey and Anderson (134] are typical of applications
tional procedures. In a cartesian coordinate system, the FNS using this thin-layer approximation to compute viscous-flow
equations can be written as follows: solutions for airfoils. Also, Thomas et al. [150] describe a

a a a a three-dimensional implementation of the above equations in the

a(Q) + (F -F,)+ -(G-G.)+ +--(H-H.)=0 (1) CFL3D code.

where the vector of independent, conserved variables is 5.2 Euler Equations

Q = (p, pu, pv, pw, e)T (2) For aerodynamic flows in which viscous effects are expected
to be negligible, the inviscid Euler equations can be derived

and T from eq. (7) by dropping all three of the viscous flux vectors
F = (pu, pu 2 + p, puv, puw, u(e + p)) (3) from the formulation. Then, F, = = ,, = 0, and eq. (7)

reduces to:

G = (pv,puv,pv 2 2 + p, (e + ))T (4) t'() + + '9Q() + 9 0 (13)

H = (PW, puw, pvw, PW 2 -+ p, -(e + p)) T (5)
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The boundary conditions appropriate to the Euler equations wake. The pressure coefficient may be computed using either

are the "slip" or "flow tangency" conditions. For these applica- linear or nonlinear forms of the Bernoulli equation. Batina et

tions, only the velocity component normal to the body surface al. [211 describe this algorithm as implemented in the CAP-TSD
is set to zero. The flow streamlines are assumed to run parallel code with a number of example calculations.
to the surface tangent at each point on the surface. Note that

for situations where there is rotational flow, such as the regions 5.5 Viscous-lnviscid Interaction
behind strong or curved shock eaves, the Euler equations can
propagate the vorticity downstream in a correct manner if an Neither the potential equations nor the Euler equations de-
adequate number of grid points are used. scribed above incorporate viscous effects which can be impor-

tant for high speeds and for lower speed at higher angles. It is

5.3 Full Potential Equation possible to account for unsteady viscous effects by coupling a

viscous boundary-layer model with an otherwise inviscid anal-
The FPE is derived from the Euler equations by assuming ysis. As commonly implemented, the inviscid outer flow solu-

that the flow is inviscid, isentropic and irrotational. A velocity tion provides the surface pressure distribution needed to solve

potential can then be defined whose derivatives in the spatial the boundary layer equations. This yields the boundary-layer
directions recover the flow velocity components in the appro- displacement thickness distribution which is used to modify the

priate directions. The governing equations for this formulation airfoil surface tangency boundary condition for the next iteration
are the continuity equation: of the outer inviscid flow solution.

Pt + (tsT.) + + 00. ) 2 + 0 (14) Guruswamy and Goorjian [65], Howlett and Bland [811,

and the isentropic energy equation: and Rizzetta (1291 describe this method implemented in two-

+2)1 
-  dimensional unsteady TSD codes. The effect of a viscous

p= FI + 2 -M,(l-24t- _- '2- (15) boundary layer for attached turbulent flow is modeled in a quasi-
steady manner by means of the lag-entrainment equations of

As with the Euler equations, a generalized coordinate system is Green et al. (64]. In this integral method the displacement

often used to solve the FPE and a flow-tangency boundary con- -hickness b is computed as a function of the boundary-layer

dition is enforced at the body surface. Sankar and Malone [ 136] momentum thickness 0 and the shape factor H as

describe such a FPE formulation in generalized coordinates. 6" = 0. H . (21)

5.4 Transonic Small Disturbance Potential Equation Given the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer (from the
outer inviscid flow solution), the boundary layer equations may

The Transonic Small Disturbance Potential equation is de- be integrated in a "direct" fashion to obtain 6". Coupling be-

rived from the inviscid Euler equations assuming that the flow tween the boundary-layer and the outer inviscid flow is through
is isentropic. irrotational and a small perturbation of a steady the boundary conditions on the airfoil and wake, eqs. (19) and

uniform flow, U, in the x direction. The TSD velocity potential (20), which are modified to
function, 0, describes the perturbed velocity components u, v,

W: .0 ( 16 = f " + f + (6/c) [ ,1 = [(b'Ic). (22)
u = V-'y ( 16 For cases of incipiently separating and separated flows the

where the total velocity in the x direction is U+u. Batina [20] boundary layer equations become singular, requiring a refor-

and Batina et al. 1211 give the modified TSD potential equation mulation of the equations in an "inverse" mode in which the

in conservation form as edge velocity gradient is computed for a given displacement

afo +f +f, If thickness (East et al. 1491). Consistency with the outer inviscid
S- + + = 0 (17) flow may be obtained via a "semi-inverse" relaxation couplingox (1 0Z ~method (in which 6" is updated based upon the error between

where inner and outer edge velocities) described by Carter 1381 and

fo = -A6, - B6 f2 = ,y + H( ZOy -also used by Fenno et al. [58]. For cases with large amounts
of separated flow, particularly for unsteady flow, the semi-

fi = E~k + F + G4 ; f3 = 0. inverse method itself encounters stability problems (Edwards
(18) and Carter [50]). These cases have been more tractable via

The coefficients A-H are given by Batina [201. The TSD the "quasi-simultaneous" coupling method introduced by Veld-

equation (17) is distinguished from the higher equation level man 11581 and by Houwink and Veldman [79] and the "semi-

flow models in that, within the small disturbance assumption, the implicit" coupling method of LeBalleur and Girodroux-Lavigne

computational grid is not required to move with the body since [98]. Both of these methods perform the viscous-inviscid cou-

boundary conditions are imposed at the mean plane, usually z pling by developing, at each grid point, locally linear relations

= 0-
*

. The wing flow tangency boundary condition is between the inner and outer flow variables. This enables si-

0 ± + , (19) multaneous solution for the coupling variables which is usually

X accompanied by relaxation and iterations for convergence. The

where f± (x,yt) = 0 describes the upper and lower body sur- quasi-simultaneous method has been implemented using the low

faces. The trailing wake boundary conditions are frequency LTRAN2-NLR TSD code and quasi-steady integral

boundary layer equations. The semi-implicit method described

[41 + oil = 0 [6,1 = 0 (20) in Ref. [981 achieves full time-consistency by coupling a time-

accurate TSD code with a time-accurate integral boundary layer
where [-] indicates that jump in the indicated quantity across the method.
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5.6 Time-Linearized Transonic Small Disturbance Equation entire mesh is rotated to follow rigid airfoil and wing motions.
For acroelastic motions of flexible structures more general meth-

A second formulation of the Transonic Small Disturbance ods for dynamically moving the mesh are required. Guruswamy
Potential equation is the time-linearized equation, which is de- [671, Ide and Shankar [84], and Nakamichi [ 115] describe meth-
rived by assuming that the unsteady flowfield can be treated as a -ods wherein the curvilinear coordinate normal to the surface is
small perturbation about the steady flow field solution. This the- sheared based upon the instantaneous surface normal displace-
ory assumes that shockwaves are neither created nor destroyed ment as computed by the time-marching aeroelastic equations.
during the unsteady motion. .The steady flow potential is ob-
tained from solutions to the steady-flow version of the TSD The above methods have all been implemented using struc-
equation: tured grid meshes in which computed variables for neighbor-ing grid points are stored in adjacent computer memory cells.[I_'1 _ f2~J 0 (o , =o(3

- - ( + l) ] + + 0 (23) Unstructured grids, which can be implemented with triangulargrid cells in two-dimensions and as tetrahedral cells in three-
The unsteady potential, 01, is then computed from the unsteady dimensions, offer more flexibility in modeling complex geome-
TSD equation by solving the following equation: tries. Batina has developed a method for moving such body

conforming meshes to maintain alignment during aeroelastic
motions for airfoils (24] and complete configurations (231. A

(24) network of springs is associated with the mesh in which the
Note that the steady potential o, is required in the above edge of each mesh cell is represented by a spring whose stiff-
equation. In practice, 0° can be obtained from other theoretical ness is related to the length of the edge. At each time step, the
formulations or derived from experimental data. Hounjet [74] new location of the body boundary obtained from the aeroelastic
is representative of this approach to unsteady transonic flow equations of motion is used to solve for the new static equilib-
modeling. rium location of the nodes of the spring network. Robinson et al.

5.7 Computational Grid Effects [1301 modified this grid motion technique for structured grids
and give results of wing flutter calculations using an Euler code.

Grid generation for unsteady problems in which the body lausch et al. [124] further refined the method, treating spatial

boundary moves, such as for an oscillating control surface grid cell adaption (mesh enriching and coarsening procedures)

or an aeroelastic deformation, raises new issues over those on unstructured meshes.
involved in steady flows. At the TSD equation level, wherein
the boundary conditions are applied on a nonmoving, mean 6. Computational Aeroelasticity Resource Assesstnt
surface plane, stationary Cartesian grids have been used. For In this section, estimates of computer resources necessary
unsteady problems, care must be taken to ensure the fidelity to produce accurate, converged results are given. This is done
of signals propagated through the stretched grids which are prior to the discussion of the detailed applications in the fol-
used. Seidel et al. [1401 and Bland [34] give results for the lowing sections in order to provide a framework within which
TSD equation. A key effect of grid stretching is to modify to assess what has been accomplished and where further work
the "dynamic impedance" of the mesh at internal grid points, is necessary.
leading to "internal reflections" of waves which may return to
the vicinity of the modeled aircraft components and contaminate The measure which will be used for computational aeroe-
unsteady solutions. It is shown that this issue is typically more lasticity resource requirements is the Computer Processing Unit
severe for exponentially stretched meshes, frequently used for (CPU) run time for a single steady or dynamic time-marching
steady calculations, than for meshes with less severe stretching calculation. Typically, a steady calculation is required to es-
in the near field. This effect is alleviated in three-dimensional tablish an initial flowfield for subsequent dynamic calculations.
flows. Bland 135] provides guidelines for generating grids and Each dynamic calculation produces a time history of aeroelas-
selecting time-step size for accurate unsteady computational tic response from which stability or response measures, such as
characteristics. Finally, this effect has not been observed or modal frequency and damping, may be derived. The CPU run
documented for calculations utilizing the higher level Euler or time for a CFD calculation can be estimated from the relation
Navier-Stokes equations. Tp.= N, 1/Ngpr (25)

For flow modeling equations higher than the TSD equation, relating computer CPU run time, Tp,, to the number of com-
the body-conforming grids used must be realigned with the mov- putational steps, A,,; the number of cycles of oscillation for a
ing body at each time step to maintain accuracy. Schemes for gin freec N the nu
accomplishing this have been studied as well as the necessity given frequency, N,; the number of steps per cycle (required

of moving the grid at all. When body motions are small with for accuracy or stability), the number of grid points.
perturbations mainly normal to the surface, imposing "transpira- V and the algorithm speed, T.
tion" boundary conditions on the mean surface location may be .
an acceptable approximation (Sankar et al. [137]). Steger [ 147] The algorithm speed, r, is a common measure of the speed
formulated the TLNS equations including terms accounting for of an algorithm given in microseconds per grid point per time
grid motion. Steger and Bailey [ 1481 used simple shearing of the step (psec/gp/st). Values used for this parameter herein assume
grid coordinate normal to the surface to allow the grid to follow machine speeds typical of a Cray 2 class supercomputer: 250
aileron motions. Chyu and his coworkers [42, 431 used an inter- million floating point operations per second. Lower values of
polation scheme for defining grids at intermediate steps between - are associated with less complex algorithms, such as explicit
the extremes of motion for oscillating airfoils and for fixed outer methods, while more complex algorithms yield larger values.
computational boundaries. Anderson et al. [31 present EE re- However, the higher level algorithms (e. g. implicit, upwind-
sults for dynamically moving airfoils and wings in which the biased, etc.) allow larger time steps and are generally favored
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Table U COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES FOR HIGH SPEED, LOW ANGLE CONDITIONS

Single half-span wing; up to "locally separating" flow

T =p NN.,1,NSpT

TSD TSD-VISC Euler TLNS

Algorithm speed, 3.0 6.2 60 65
psec/gp/st

Number of steps
Steady state Nst 1000 1000 1000 5000
Dynamic NCy 3-7 3-7 3-7 3-7

Nsuy 100-300 100-300 300 1000

Number of grid pts N9p 200 K 400 K 240 K 650 K

Run time, hrs T."
Steady 0.2 0.7 4.0 59*
Dynamic 0.05 0.2-1.4 3.6-8.4 35-82*

*Assumes uniform global time step; no zonal decomposition

for calculations requiring time-accuracy. For a TSD code. Higher-angle vortex-dominated flows call for significantly
values are in the range of 3-10 psec/gp/st while Navier-Stokes more complicated flow modeling: flow separation over the fore-
codes call for values ranging from 10-100 psec/gp/st. A value body/wing must be accurately predicted, vortex formation and
of 65 will be used below for the Navier-Stokes code resource the convection of vorticity over significant distances without loss
estimates. This is representative of the speed for a three- of accuracy am involved. Perhaps the most difficult computa-
dimensional implicit, upwind-biased code. tional aeroelasticity challenge is vertical tail buffeting wherein

vortical flow from the region of the forebody/wing is convected
Table II presents computational resource estimates for a sin- downstream, possibly encountering vortex bursting, and impacts

gle steady or unsteady (aeroelastic) response calculation for a on the flexible tail structure. CFD computations of these features
high speed. low-angle problem. This implies that attached or are beginning to emerge and are reviewed below. Edwards (55,
cnly mildly separated flows ae to be treated. The estimates am 561 assesses the computer resource requirements for such cal-
for a single half-span wing panel which is typically utilized when culations along the lines given above. The flowfield is assumed
symmetry may be assumed. The four classes of CFD codes decomposed into three regions: an inner viscous region adjacent
listed are: inviscid TSD, TSD with interacted boundary layer to bodies and lifting surfaces, a nearfield region encompassing
model (TSD-VISC), Euler equations, and Thin-Layer Navier- the vehicle and the vortical flow region above it and an outer
Stokes equations. The number of steps for steady and dynamic inviscid, irrotational region. Assuming these three regions to be
response calculations are typical of those reported in the litera- modeled using TLNS, Euler and potential equations respectively
ture. The number of grid points have been selected based upon leads to the following rough computer resource estimate for a
published grid convergence studies: see Anderson and Batina tail buffeting calculation:
[41 for TSD and EE results and Vatsa and Wedan [157] for Eu-
ler and Navier-Stokes results. The second and fourth columns
giving estimates including viscous modeling are the most in- fV1 0 I VN],,
teresting as this level of flow modeling is required in order to Ta,,3 = N,./,-,- r L1960 + 50,0j
achieve desired levels of improvement over well developed lin-. (26)
ear unsteady aerodynamic methods. The estimates range from The frequency bandwidth of interest is specified by f,,,, and
approximately one hour per case for the TSD-VISC capability fins, Nbod is the number of lifting surfaces and bodies wetted
to over 50 hours for codes based on the TLNS equations. Treat- by viscous flow, V11 is the volume of the nearfield vortical flow
ment of full-span configurations would double these estimates region and N,. is the number of grid points per spatial wave-
and increased geometric complexity, such as additional lifting length assumed necessary for accurate vortical flow calculations.
panels and bodies which would be called for in complete con- The sample estimate given by Edwards indicates run times on
figuration modeling, would also increase these estimates. Each the order of 1000 hours for such a calculation. Use of an Euler

code for a similar calculation leads to reduced estimates on theadditional component modeled (tail, fuselage, etc.) would cost oreof10hurntis. owviseseledote
roughly the amounts given in the Table for the single wing. This use of iii Eur codes foehis typ e a lato te

last cost factor is due to the nature of grid point densities used, ution indiate

wherein the large majority of grid points are clustered near the caution in their use [551.
body surfaces with the grid density coarsening quickly away 7. Low-Angle, High-Speed Flow Applications
from surfaces. It is noted that the TLNS estimate is likely to
be conservative in that a uniform global time step (limited by This section will discuss applications of CFD methods for
small grid cells in boundary layers) is assumed. A number of flows which are generally at lower angles and high speeds.
straightforward modeling changes could lead to mor econom- First, the available experimental databases needed for valida-
ical methods with no loss of accuracy. tion of CFD codes are described. Then, recent applications of
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CFD methods for unsteady transonic aerodynamic analysis are Recent developments of unsteady supersonic aerodynamic the-
presented, followed by a survey of aeroelastic applications for ones have been the potential gradient method of Hounjet [76]
flumer prediction. Finally, the status of complete aircraft con- and the harmonic gradient method of Chen and Liu (40, 41 J.
figuration modeling is illustrated through cited examples found These references contain numerous examples of aeroelastic ap-
in the curpnt literature. plications.

7.1 Experimental Data Bases for CFD Code Validation These linear aerodynamic methods have been highly refined
and calibrated with aeroelastic model test data. Coupled with

The AGARD Structures and Materials Panel Subcommittee powerful finite element structural dynamic analysis programs,
on Aeroelasticity has selected experimental unstealy pressure they are used at all stages of design. Two notable analysis codes,
data sets as Standard Configurations to provide reference corn- NASTRAN and Elfini, are described by Johnson and Reymond
putational test cases for CFD code validation. Data from es- 1891 and Petiau and Brun [121].
sentially rigid models oscillating in selected degrees of freedom
is available for six airfoils (Bland 1301) and five wings (Bland Liu et al. [1041 describe extensions to an unsteady aero-
[311). Reference [11] contains many comparisons with these dynamics panel method to permit more accurate modeling of
data sets. Edwards and Thomas [52] survey calculations for wing/fuselage configurations for subsonic flow field conditions.
these and other cases, providing tables of example applications. IDetailed comparisons of calculations with these experimental Improvements to the technique used to implement unsteady
Detailets coparison of caculinwi these a eu int[771l boundary conditions on the body surfaces, the addition of an
data sets can be found in Angelini et al. 5], Houwink embedded singularity to simulate the aft flow separation in the
Bland and Seidel [32], and Howlett and Bland [81]. body wake region, and the use of constant-pressure wing panels

The major intended use of unsteady aerodynamic calcula- (as opposed to doublet lattice panels) are discussed in the paper.

tions is for prediction of aeroelastic response of aircraft and, Results are presented for wing-tail, body-alone, and wing/body

more specifically, flutter. There have been numerous published configurations.

calculations of two degree-of-freedom airfoil studies which are 7.2.2 Nonlinear Aerodynamic Methods. Much effort has been

devoid of experimental data comparisons since realistic 2-D directed towards predicting unsteady transonic aerodynamic
flutter models are very difficult to fabricate. On the other hand, flows using the transonic small disturbance equation. The
there are only a small number of published 3-D flutter cal- XTRAN3S TSD code has been extended to allow treatment
culations which are compared with experimental results. An of wing-tail (Batina [181) and wing-fuselage (Batina (19] and
important reason for this is the detail and effort required to per- Guruswamy and Goojian [70]) configurations. Batina (201 has
form a valid, flutter analysis of a flutter model. Vibration mode adapted an approximate factorization (AF) solution algorithm
shapes and masses must be accurately calculated or measured based upon the work of Shankar et al. [142] to the TSD poten-
and surface coordinates measured. tial equation. The AF algorithm is implemented in a computer

In many instances, experimental flutter data obtained for code termed CAP-TSD (Computational Aeroelasticity Program

actual or proposed flight vehicles are considered proprietary - Transonic Small Disturbance) developed at NASA Langley
Research Center (Batina et al. [21]). The code permits the

by individual private organizations, and consequently, are not aeroelastic analysis of complete aircraft through the modeling
in the public domain. However, Yates [1661 describes an of multiple lifting surfaces and bodies. Results am presented for
AGARD standard aeroelastic flutter model consisting of a 45 five configurations illustrating this capability. Steady and un-
degree sweptback wing for which extensive flutter test results are steady pressures for the F-1 6C aircraft modeled by four lifting

available. Also, NASA Langley Research Center has recently surfaces and two bodies are presented and agreement with exper-
begun a multi-year experimental program to generate extensive imental steady pressures is considered good. The grid used for
flutter and unsteady aerodynamic data suitable for aeroelastic these calculations contained 324,000 points. The calculations

CFD code validation applications. This research activity, known required 0.88 CPU seconds per time step or 2.7 microseconds
as the Benchmark Models program, is outlined in Bennett ct per grid point per time step on the CDC VPS-32 computer.
al. [271. Rivera et al. [1261 describe the first flutter and Thirteen million words of memory was required. Pitt et al.
unsteady pressure measurement model test completed as part [123] give flutter analyses obtained with the XTRAN3S code
of this ambitious test program. and the CAP-TSD code. Both codes were used for the wing-

alone analysis of the F-15 and F/A-18 aircraft. The latter code
7.2 Unsteady Aerodynamic Applications was used to study canard/wing/tail and wing/launcher/tip missile

configurations. There is a general lack of unsteady experimen-
7.2.1 Linear Aerodynamic Methods. Although the major fo- tal data for complex configurations with which to validate such
cus of this survey is on computational methods for nonlinear computations.

unsteady flows, it is prudent to be aware of the capabilities
of linear methods for two reasons. First, economy of effort Rodman, Nixon and Huttsell [1321 describe modifications to
demands that proof be offered that supposedly more accurate the XTRAN3S code to permit the use of experimental steady-
methods do indeed make a difference. Secondly, new methods flow pressure data in the unsteady flow solution of the TSD
should always be checked against older well calibrated methods equation. The TSD equation is split into a steady and an
for conditions at which both should produce similar results, thus unsteady component. Experimental surface pressure data are
protecting against inappropriate use of "higher-order" methods. used to define a "strained-coordinate" system, which is then

used to solve the perturbation equation for the unsteady flowfield
For subsonic lifting surfaces, the standard linear methods potential. The method is limited to those situations in which

are the doublet-lattice method (e.g. Rodden et al. 1131] and shockwaves are preserved throughout the unsteady motion. Test
the kernal function method (e.g. Rowe and Cunningham (1331). cases are presented for both 2D and 3D configurations (NACA
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64A006, NLR 2302. airfoils and the F-5 wing). for unsteady transonic flows about the NACA 64A010 airfoil
and an airfoil of the ONERA M6 wing. Whitlow describes

Angelini, et al. (51 report on a large number of unsteady modifications to a 2D Full Potential equation solution procedure
transonic-flow computations performed using five different CFD which simulate nonisentropic flow effects arising from strong
methods. The computational procedures include a 1) 2D TSD transonic shockwaves. A nonisentropic formulation is used to
code, 2) a 2D coupled TSD code/boundary-layer method for un- modify the density upwind biasing incorporated in the original
separated turbulent flows, 3) a 2D coupled TSD/boundary-layer FPE code. Calculated results are presented for several airfoil
code for unseparated and separated laminar and turbulent flows, shapes.
4) a 2D Euler code for inviscid flows, and 5) a 3D TSD code
for inviscid flows. Computed results are presented for several The important effects of control surface effectiveness and
AGARD standard airfoil configurations and a rectangular wing hinge moments are studied in Bharadvaj (291 and Ominsky and
model. Some comparisons are made with available experimen- Ide (1191. Both studies involve full potential equation codes and
tal data. the former includes the effect of a 2-D quasi-steady boundary

layer model to calculate pressures due to oscillatory control
Sotomayer, Sankar, and Malone 1146] provide a comparison surfaces on a high aspect-ratio supercritical wing. The latter

of computed results for the F-5 wing using three different numer- reference studies multiple surface control of a free-to-roll model
ical procedures. Results are presented for a transonic small dis- for simultaneous flutter suppression and roll control.
turbance code (XTRAN3S), a full potential code (USIPWING), Damodaran (45], Whitfield et al. [1621, Chaderjian and
and an Euler code (GTEUL-3D). Steady and unsteady-flow re- Guruswamy [39], and Nakamichi [1151 provide four exam-
suits are compared with experimental data for several Mach pIes of the use of structured-grid Euler/Navier-Stokes solvers
numbers (Moo = .8, .9, .95, .99 and 1.35). Sotomayer and Bor- for unsteady aerodynamic applications. Damodaran describes
land 1145] describe an application of the XTRAN3S code to an application of Jameson's explicit Runge-Kutta time-stepping
the prediction of unsteady wing airloads arising from oscillating scheme to the solution of the 2D Euler equations for unsteady
control surfaces. The boundary conditions used to simulate un- transonic flows about oscillating airfoil configurations. Nonre-
steady control surface motions am outlined. Numerical results flecting far-field boundary conditions are used to help reduce
for the F-5 wing with a deflected and oscillating trailing-edge non-physical wave reflections at the outer boundary of the com-
flap are presented for a range of transonic Mach numbers. Corn- putational grid. Numerical results are presented for the NACA
parisons are also made with existing experimental data for this 64A010 and the NACA 0012 airfoils. Additional calculations
wing. are presented for an airfoil experiencing axial oscillations (siinu-

lating a helicopter-rotor environment) and for the transient aero-
A number of investigators have also used the FPE as a dynamic response of an airfoil due to angle of attack change.

basis for developing unsteady transoic flow solution proce- For the latter case, comparisons are made with classical lin-
dures. lsoga 186] describes a procedure to solve the quasi-linear ear aerodynamic theory. In Ref. [162], the authors describe

form using a finite difference procedure on a stretched Cartesian a sotnaprc the 3D e r eutos nstric
mesh A uasiconervtivefor ofJameon' roateddifer- a solution procedure for the 3D Euler equations in transonic

mesh. A quasi-conservative form of Jameson's rotated differ- flow. Dynamic multi-blocked grids are used to model complex
encing scheme is used to capture shock waves. Since the grid aircraft configurations. The Euler equations are cast in strong
used in this method is not boundary conforming, interpolation conservative form and solved using an implicit, approximately
formulas are used to project values of the surface boundary factored scheme. Computational results are presented for a
conditions to appr'opriate computational grid points near the ac- wing with store and a wing/counter-rotating prop-fan configura-
tual body surface. A semi-implicit solution procedure is used

to advance the resulting equations in time. Computed results tion. Limited comparisons with experimental data are provided

and experimental data are presented for the ONERA M6 wing for the wing/store configuration. Reference [39] describes a

(steady flow) and the NORA wing (steady and unsteady flow), computational procedure for the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. The method can be used to model complex configu-

Sankar and Malone 1136] describe two different procedures rations via the multi-block technique for grid-generation. An
(SUNTANS and USIPWING) used to solve 2D and 3D prob- implicit approximate-factorization diagonal algorithm is used to
lems, respectively. These methods differ in the manner in which integrate the fluid dynamics equations. The method is con-
surface motion is prescribed. In the SUNTANS code [ 109] the sidered first-order accurate in time. Computational results are
computational grid deforms with time to permit an exact imple- presented for a low-aspect-ratio rectangular wing. Both steady-
mentation of numerical boundary conditions at the instantaneous flow and unsteady-flow calculations are compared, and one case
airfoil surface. In the USIPWING code [135], a surface tran- is presented for which the wing grid is split into an inner and
spiration technique is used to simulate small unsteady motions an outer region in order to demonstrate the time accuracy of
of the wing surface. Reference 11361 presents 2D and 3D com- the method. Finally, Nakamichi presents comparisons of TLNS
puted results compared to experimental data for a number of code results for the NORA wing, one of the AGARD Standard
airfoil and wing geometries. Configurations. A moving grid capability is employed, allow-

ing the computational grid to follow the harmonically pitching
Additional 2D FPE methods are presented by Schippers wing motion.

1138) and Whitlow 11631. Schippers describes the mathematical
formulation and numerical implementation found in the NLR Batina 123] has developed an Euler code based upon an
TULIPS code. The TULIPS code solves the 2D full-potential unstructured grid with very general configuration modeling ca-
equation in strong-conservation form. The FPE is solved on pability. Results are given for a supersonic fighter configura-
a body-fitted grid, using a second order time-integration pro- tion with canard/fuselage/cranked delta-wing/tail/flow-through
cedure, together with flux-splitting techniques. The resulting nacelle components modeled. Calculations are given for the
finite-difference equations are integrated in time using the im- complete vehicle oscillating in an aeroelastic mode and utiliz-
plicit method of fractional-steps. The algorithm is demonstrated ing the moving mesh technique described above. Such unstruc-
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tured grid methods involve more complex programming than Steiginga and Houwink (1491 describe an engineering type
structred grid methods. Efficiency can be regained by algo- method (Q3D) which couples 2D linear theory, 2D nonlinear
ritun improvements such as the temporal-adaptive algorithm theory and 3D linear theory, in order to predict unsteady ran-
described by Kleb et al. [931 which may relax the stringent sonic airloads on transport-type aircraft wings. In this method,
requirement of using a global time-step dictated by the size of 2D scaling matrices ar first obtained by forming a ratio of un-
the smallest grid cells. See also Angelini and Soize [61 for steady 2D nonlinear to 2D linear AICs, where each nonlinear
a two-dimensional small perturbation treatment of body-fitted AIC is computed for a representadve airfoil section of the 3D
unstructured grids for unsteady calculations. wing. The resulting scaling matrices are used to modify 3D

Mortchelewitcz and Sens (1111 also describe a solution pro- AICs obtained from a doublet lattice analysis.

cedure for the 3D Euler equations using unstructured grids. An Finally, Reisenthal and Nixon (1251 have supplemented
explicit-implicit two phase integration scheme is used to solve the TSD equation with a transport equation for streamwise
the discretized equations on a mesh of tetrahedral cells. Surface vorticity and a vector potential equation to predict vortex effects
transpiration is used to simulate motion of the solid surfaces for over missile configurations. Results for a complete missile
unsteady computations. Sample computations are presented for configuration at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds are
a wing-body configuration and compared to experimental data. encouraging.
The experimentally measured wing deformation is included in

the computational mesh to account for static aeroelastic effects.
7.3 Aeroelastic Applications

7.2.3 Hybrid Aerodynamic Methods. A number of hybrid com-
putational schemes have been developed which combine features A restricted selection of the many publications of 2-D-
of different aerodynamic theories. Liu and Kuo (102, 1031 de- potential flow flutter calculations includes Isoga [85], Edwards
scribe a Transonic Equivalent Strip (TES) method for computing et al. [51], Bland and Edwards [331, Berry et al. [28], and
unsteady transonic flow about three-dimensional wing configu- Zimmerman [169]. References [331 and (51] document the
rations. The method uses 2D steady-flow pressure distributions somewhat surprising "locally linear" nature of transonic poten-
to determine an "equivalent" airfoil shape obtained by an auto- tiail flows. That is, about the steady mean flow condition which
mated airfoil design procedure. This insures that the mean-flow is a nonlinear function of Mach number and angle-of-attack, un-
transonic effects are matched closely. Then the equivalent shape steady perturbation airloads behave very linearly for reasonable
is used to compute 2D unsteady transonic-flow using a nonlin- airfoil motions. Reference [51] included the static twisting of the
ear method, such as the LTRAN2 TSD code. Finally, the 2D airfoil due to the steady pitching moment into the flutter problem
unsteady transonic airloads are applied at each span station of and demonstrated a marked effect upon flutter boundaries, par-
the wing, using phase-lag modifications obtained from a 3D ticularly for the supercritical MBB-A3 airfoil. Reference [281
linear wave theory. Computed unsteady pressure distributions documented the utility of s-plane Pade curve fits of transonic air-
are given for several wing configurations, including wings with loads (which rely on the concepts of linearity and superposition)
oscillating control surfaces. for aeroelastic analysis. Viscous effects are shown to generally

result in larger values of flutter speed since transonic effects are
Hounjet [74] describes a hybrid field-panel/finite-difference alleviated by the boundary layer. Zimmerman [170] describes

procedure (FTRAN3) which combines features of both linear the application of several unsteady aerodynamic theories to the
and nonlinear methods. The field panel procedure is used to prediction of transonic flutter instabilities for a 2D airfoil pro-
compute a proper radiating boundary condition on the outer file. Flutter predictions are made using TSP theory, linearized
boundary of the grid used for the finite-difference method. This TSP, TSP with quasi-unsteady boundary-layer and doublet lat-
permits the grid extent to be reduced in size, resulting in a tice. Both frequency domain and time-marching methods are
decrease in computational effort overall. Hounjet implements used in these flutter predictions.
a muligrid technique to further improve convergence of the
finite-difference method. Wu et al. [1641 describe the use of a compressible-flow,

FNS code for the prediction of unsteady airloads and flutter
Voss [1601 describes other hybrid schemes. An unsteady of 2D airfoil sections. Unsteady flow results ar shown for

field panel method (PTRAN3) for solving the time linearized 3D harmonically oscillating NACA 0006 and NACA 0012 airfoils.
Transonic Small Disturbance equation is described. The wing Time marching aeroelastic solutions are given for the NACA
and wake surfaces are modeled with unsteady dipole distribu- 0012 airfoil showing stall flutter for several different Mach
tions, while the region near the wing surface, where compress- numbers and Reynolds numbers.
ibility effects are greatest, is modeled using volume sources.
Voss also describes a combined field-panel/finite-difference pro- At the NLR, a number of unsteady aerodynamic computa-
cedure. tional procedures have been developed for use in transonic flut-

ter prediction (Hounjet 1741 and Steiginga and Houwink 1149]).
Zimmerman and Vogel [1691 describe a time-linearized Zwann [1681 describes an investigation into the accuracy of

method for solving the transonic small perturbation equation several of these methods for predicting flutter of a tansport-
(LIN TSP). Comparisons are made for the unsteady transonic type wing model. The methods examined include doublet lat-
airloads computed using several different methods, including lice with quasi-steady corrections, the Q3D quasi 3D method
LIN TSP, TSP and doublet lattice. Some calculations are made and the FTRAN3 hybrid field-panel/finite-difference procedure.
using both a steady and a quasi-steady boundary layer. The pa- Corrected doublet lattice results am shown to display a flutter
per also investigates the behavior of higher order harmonics of dip, probably due to the use of available experimental sectional
the computed airloads. and concludes that for small amplitude ailoads data. The flutter dip computed is, however, uncon-
motions the higher-order harmonics can be neglected. servative. The correlations of flutter speed versus Mach num-
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ber reported for the Q3D code am slightly conservative, but in ary conditions and a Fourier analysis option for unsteady surface
good agreement with test results over a range of Mach numbers, pressures. A number of applications of the code are presented
and up to a point where the flow begins to separate. Several for steady- and unsteady-flow aerodynamics and staticidynamic
FTRAN3 predicted flutter points compared closely to the Q3D aeroelastic solutions. The configurations studied included an A-
results. Hounjet and Meijer [751 give additional applications of 6 fighter configuration with stores, and a transport wing/fuselage

the time linearized FTRAN3 code to flutter calculations for a configuration with winglet.

fighter configuration with stores.
Mulak. Meurzec and Angelini 11121 describe a finite-

Other time-linearized finite-difference methods for solving difference procedure to solve the 3D unsteady transonic small
the unsteady transonic flow about harmonically oscillating wings disturbance equation. The method solves a discreized form of

are described by Weatherill and Ehlers 11611 and Shich, Schoen, the equation using an ADI splitting technique. Unsteady gener-
and Fung 11431. In Reference [1611 the transonic small distur- alized airforces are computed for a number of normal modes for
bance equation is split into a steady and an unsteady flow corn- a swept, high-aspect-ratio transport-type wing. Some compar-

ponent, and the unsteady portion is solved using an out-of-core isons ar made for steady and unsteady surface pressures and
LU decomposition procedure (OPTRAN3). Sample flutter anal- test data at a transonic Mach number. Flutter calculations am
ysis results are presented for a flexible rectangular-wing. Refer- performed using different wing twist distributions correspond-
ence 11431 describes an implicit finite-difference procedure for ing to jig and flight condition shapes. A comparison is also
solving the 3D full-potential equation for small unsteady per- presented for flutter calculations using both the doublet lattice

turbations of the body surface. The potential function is split and the TSD method.

into steady and unsteady components. The steady component
can be obtained from a number of sources, such as higher order
fluid dynamic equations (e.g. Euler. Navier-Stokes) or experi- Wong and Lee [ 165] describe a numerical procedure to com-
mental data. Corrections are applied for nonisentropic effects, pute unsteady transonic flow about 3D isolated-wing configura-
and the body motion is enforced using surface transpiration on tions (UST3D code). The procedure solves the transonic small
ad sthc gridy con senforcedusing torface thetion o hesolids disturbance equation, split into a nonlinear steady component,a sta tic grid conform ing to the m ean po sition of the solid sur- an a li e r u s ad co p e t. T e t a y p rt f th eq -
faces (ZUNAS code). Computed results are given for unsteady an a le untea cmponnt e teaat o the equa-
oscillations of a NACA 0012 airfoil and for flutter boundaries tonjiscso with a picitNon -traion scee useof a 3D transport-type wing. conjunction with a pre'conditioned gradient type procedure. The

unsteady part is solved with a semi-implicit technique which is

Comparisons of calculated and experimental flutter bound- explicit in the stream direction and implicit in the cross-flow

aries for wings have been given by Guruswamy and Goorjian planes. A nonreflecting far-field boundary condition is applied

(661, lsogai (871, Isogai and Suetsugu 1881 and Myers et a]. at the outer boundaries of the Cartesian mesh. Computed results

1113]. Isoga 1851 studied the supercritical wing of Farmer et are given for a fighter wing. Real and imaginary components

al. 1571 using a nonconservative full potential code and an inter- of lifting pressure are given for a Mach number of 0.9 and k =

acted boundary layer model. The trend of the transonic flutter 0.45. Aeroelastic results are compared with doublet lattice corn-

dip is very nicely predicted although the dip occurs about 0.08 putations for unsteady pressures and a sample flutter calculation

low in Mach number. The premature flutter dip and the subse- is presented.

quent premature rise of the calculated boundary at higher speeds Five additional applications of TSD codes to wing flutter
is of concern. Myers [1131 also shows such a premature rise calculations are described in Ref. [131, Bennett and Batina 1261,
in the boundary. Finally, Isogai 1871 shows flutter comparisons Gibbons et al. (621, Silva and Bennett 11441, and Guruswamy

for a different supercritical transport wing which agree nicely and Goorjian 1691. Reference 1131 describes an implicit finite-

with the experimental flutter dip. difference procedure (ATRANS code) for solving the 3D tran-

Cunningham et al. 1441 describe TSD code flutter calcula- sonic small disturbance equations on a Cartesian mesh. Aeroe-

tions for the AGARD Standard Aeroelastic flutter model con- lastic calculations are made for the Falcon 900 wing at tran-

figuration 11661. This is a 450 sweptback wing with a taper sonic Mach numbers, both with and without the incorporation

ratio of 0.66. Experimental and computed flutter boundaries are of static aeroelastic deformations. Comparisons are also made

given for Mach numbers from 0.338 to 1.14. For this 4 per- with a doublet lattice method at a subsonic Mach number of 0.8.

cent thick wing, transonic effects are delayed to high subsonic Bennett and Batina 1261 present flutter calculations for a three

Mach numbers and linear theory results from both CAP-TSD percent thick clipped tip delta wing with a leading edge sweep

and a kernel function program are in very good agreement with angle of 50.5 degrees. The Mach range covered was 0.6-0.9.

experiment up to M, = 0.98. Nonlinear CAP-TSD subsonic At the lower Mach numbers the results were in excellent agree-

flutter calculations agree better with experiment than the linear ment with linear theory, while there was a 6 percent reduction

theory, particularly for the change in slope of the flutter bound- in flutter speed from linear theory at W,, = 0.907. bringing the

ary near M, = 0.95. Robinson et al. 11301 have also performed results into better agreement with experiment. Gibbons studied

flutter calculations for this wing using an Euler code. The mov- a 70 degree swept delta wing for Mach numbers ranging from

ing mesh scheme described above was modified for use with 0.6 to 3.0. The calculated flutter speeds are in very good agree-

a structured grid algorithm and the flutter boundary prediction ent with experiment at transonic speeds. At supersonic speeds,
the trend of the flutter boundary with Mach number agrees well
with experiment. Silva and Bennett 1144 show transonic flutter

Borland and Nagaraja 1371 describe extensions to the boundary predictions for a complex wind tunnel model. The

XTRAN3S code to permit aerodynamic modeling of wing- blended wing-fuselage and tip ballast store were modeled. Sig-

pylon-stores and wing-fuselage configurations as well as the nificant improvement in predicted flutter points over those cal-

addition of supersonic analysis capability, non-reflecting bound- culated with linear theory are shown for high transonic Mach
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number experimental points. Finally. Guruswamy and Goorjian [1191 and Guruswamy [681. Ominsky and ide use a Full Po-

[691 give flutter boundary calculations for a rectangular wing tential equation CFD method to evaluate aeroservoelastic con-
which agree well with experiment including a low supersonic trol laws for flutter suppression. A test case for a swept wing

condition, is created by first determining a flutter condition to be con-

trolled. A single trailing edge flap is deflected with time using
Several investigators have studied airfoil and wing limit- a simple open loop multi-parameter control law. The param-

cycle-oscillations (LCO) using both CFD-based and empirically- eters of flap amplitude of oscillation frequency and phase lag

based computational methods. Bendiksen and Kousen [25] and are studied to determine their effects on flutter response and

Kousen and Bendiksen [94, 95] studied nonlinear aeroelastic a second-order control law is used in a closed loop manner to

dynamic response of an airfoil section using a CFD method control the identified flutter instability. Guruswamy summanzes
based on the Euler equations. The Euler procedure is a finite- efforts at NASA-Ames to develop CFD methods for aeroelastic
volume scheme solved using an explicit five-step Runge-Kutta applications. Applications of the ATRAN3S code (TSD) and

algorithm. A two-degree-of-freedom structural dynamics model the TNS code (Euler/Navier-Stokes) are given. These include

was solved iteratively along with the fluid dynamic equations unsteady aerodynamic results, flutter analyses and flutter sup-

to predict the dynamic response of the airfoil section. Aeroe- pression demonstrations. Some comparisons with experimental
lastic stability was studied for NACA 0006 and NACA 64A010 data are given.
airfoil sections over a range of Mach numbers. Limit cycle

oscillations were found to occur at transonic speeds as a bifur- Schuster et al. [139] have developed a FNS code using

cation phenomenon. A divergence/flutter interaction [94] was zonal grid generation techniques to enable aeroelastic analysis of
identified for which the airfoil dynamically approaches a static complete vehicles. Static aeroelastic calculations are presented

equilibrium offset at non-zero angles-of-attack. for a fighter aircraft at a high wing-loading transonic condition.

Calculated twisting of the aeroelastically tailored wing/fuselage
Kousen and Bendiksen [95] also examined the effects of configuration compares favorably with experiment.

torsional spring free-play on the flutter response of 2D airfoil Obayashi and Guruswamy [118] describe applications of the

sections restrained by a two-degree-of-freedom elastic system ENSAERO code to compute unsteady aerodynamics of a delta

(pitch and plunge). For the 2D case. the incorporation of free- wing in oscillatory and ramp motions. The ENSAERO code

play in the torsional spring lowers the stability boundary for is an Euler/Navier-Stokes method which includes a structural

conventional flutter. A bifurcation phenomenon is shown to ex- dynamics model to account for wing flexibility. The method
ist above the maximum reduced velocity for flutter. Above these solves the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations and incorporates
values, a limit-cycle behavior is exhibited by the airfoil/spring an algebraic turbulence model. Comparisons of theory and ex-

system. This 2D analysis method was applied to the flutter be- perimental data are presented for a number of steady flow and
havior of a well known typical section model of sweptback wing unsteady flow (pitching-oscillations) conditions. Computational

bending and torsion modes. It is shown that the dual-mode in- results are also presented for a delta-wing undergoing an un-

stability calculated for this model corresponds to a region, or steady ramp motion (pitch). The computed results indicate a

pocket, of limit-cycle behavior. Finally, the effects of reduced vortex breakdown condition occurring for a ramp motion which

airfoil thickness were examined and shown to be destabilizing, reaches a maximum amplitude of 10 degrees angle-of-attack.

leading to limit-cycle behavior at lower Mach numbers than for

a thicker airfoil section. Vinh et al. [159] present an interesting augmentation to the

aeroelastic response capability of such codes. In addition to the
Meijer and Zwann [ 1101 describe a semi-empirical compu- structural dynamic equations of motion normally used for aeroe-

tational method for the prediction of LCO occurring on fighter- lastic analysis, two additional degrees of freedom modeling the

type aircraft (see figure 5). Strady-state experimental surface rigid aircraft short period mode were implemented along with

pressure data are used to compute generalized airforces required an automatic trimming capability. This allows the interaction
to solve the structural dynamic equations of motion for a ve- of the elastic modes upon vehicle stability and control to be

hicle. The surface pressures are tabulated versus Mach num- calculated in a straightforward manner.

her and steady angle-of-attack and utilized during the transient
response simulation in a quasi-steady fashion wherein the in- 7.4 Viscous-Inviscid Interaction Applications

stantaneous. induced angle of attack is used to reference the

pressures. Both rigid and elastic mode shapes are used in the The transonic aeroelastic stability illustrations shown in fig-

computations. Sample calculations of dynamic structural re- ures 3-5 all involve strong viscous effects which inviscid analy-

sponses were made for two vehicle configurations. an isolated ses cannot predict. In order to achieve desired improved accu-

wing and a wing-with-missile configuration. Limit-cycle oscil- racy in predictive methods for such cases, an accounting of the

lations were found only for the clean-wing configuration, where effect of the viscous boundary layer is mandatory. Flows which

the computed frequency and mean angle-of-attack data com- must be treated include those with thickening boundary layers,

pared well with flight test results. For the flight conditions were incipient separation, shock-induced and trailing-edge separation.

LCO was observed, single-degree-of-freedom predictions using and alternately separating and reattaching flows. The computa-

single mode shapes failed to show indications of LCO behavior. tional resource estimates given in Table II indicate the severe

The authors state that LCO may not be associated with single cost incurred oy going to higher level CFD flow models and

degree-of-freedom systems, but rather with multiple-degree-of- lead to the desirability of achieving the maximum possible vis-

freedom systems where modal coupling takes place, in a manner cous flow analysis capability with lower level CFD methods

similar to the classical flutter mechanism. coupled with interacted viscous boundary layer models. Due to

the importance of this issue for aeroelastic analysis, this sec-

The suppression of flutter instabilities by active controls has tion focuses on such applic- iuos. Interacted boundary layer

been demonstrated using CFD methods by Ominsky and Ide methods have been developed for unsteady applications using
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direct solution for attached flows and indirect solution for sep- ered are for steady conditions; thus they can serve as a baseline
arated flows. Calculations using TSD. full potential, and Euler for estimating resources which would be required for unsteady
equation codes have been extensively reported. analyses. It is not surprising that the most detailed aircraft ge-

ometry modeling has been applied for cases at low angles of
Examples of viscous flow effects for attached 2-D flows attack, near design conditions, where the flow is attached or

(direct solution method) are given by Guruswamy and Goorian mildly separated. These conditions are most important in de-
[65], Howlett 180, 81], and Houwink [77, 78]. All of these sign and the codes can be expected to perform at their best due
references use an integral boundary layer model coupled to a to good flow quality (steady, attached, thin shear-layers, etc.).
TSD inviscid method and calculations for the AGARD Stan- Thus, indications of the accuracy of results here will help to as-
dard Configurations are given (NACA 64A010, NACA 64A006, sess the readiness of the codes for the more demanding transonic
MBB-A3, NLR 7301, and NACA 0012 airfoils). Pirzadeh and flutter and low-speed., high-angle buffet conditions. Table I1
Whitfield 11221 report a 3-D direct viscous solution coupled summarizes a number of CFD applications for such cases. All
to the Euler equations and give results for the NACA 64A010 of these studies used the TLNS equations and all implemented
airfoil and the ONERA M6 wing. simple turbulence models. All used convergence acceleration

devices (local time-stepping, multigrid, etc.) which yield accu-
Unsteady results using the quasi-simultaneous method cou- rate results only for converged, steady flows. Except for Flores

pled to TSD solvers are reported by Houwink and Veldman [79] and Chaderjian [59], all made use of assumed symmetry in the
for 2-D cases and by Henke et a. (71] for 3-D cases. Houwink flow to reduce by half the grid size (only one-half aircraft model
gives separated flow results for an oscillating supercritical airfoil analyzed). Finally, the codes used in these studies were gener-
and for an airfoil with a deflected spoiler. Henke gives details ally second-order accurate in space and first-order accurate in
of a similar viscous coupling method implemented in a stipwise time. Fujii and Obayashi [61] and Huband et al. [83] give
fashion in a 3-D TSD code and including aeroelastic compu- results for complete aircraft models at transonic speeds while
ations. Comparisons with measured unsteady pressure from Thomas et al. [151] studies a detailed forebody/strake model

a modem transport wing model with a supercritical airfoil are at low speed and high angle. The latter is included due to its
shown and flutter calculations using the interacted viscous-TSD complex surface modeling. Vadyak and Schuster [ 1561 give re-
code are compared with doublet lattice calculations. suits for a sharp-edged generic fighter wing-body configuration

at high angies. Kwon and Sankar [97] and Rizk and Gee [128]
The most elaborate viscous interaction calculations of un-

steady separated 2-D flows have been published by LeBalleur give results of buffet flowfield calculations about two high per-
and his coworkers [98, 99]. An unsteady deflect integral bound- formance fighter configurations at high angles. These last three
ary layer model is coupled to a TSD solver using the alternating- cases of high angle vortex-dominated flows will be discussed
direction implicit solution method which enables an incorpora- in the next section.
tion of the strong interaction of the viscous influence during the
final z-sweep. The semi-implicit solution procedure involves a Fujii and Obayashi [61] modeled the W-l8 uansfort con-relaxation solution of a viscous influence function to force con- figuration as a wing-fuselage and made calculations for three
vergence of the viscous and inviscid solutions at each time step. anges-of-attack. The overall surface pressures compared fairlyRference [9 ghevivsoustady shcin uced s epartion rmests. well with experiment except in the outboard wing region whereR eference 199 1 gives unstead y shock-induced se paration results el si d fo m t ns w r n t ac u t d f r. *h r n m r c lfor an oscillating NACA 64A010 airfoil, self-induced shock os- elastic deformations were not accounted for. Their numerical
cillations for a circular arc airfoil, and a superritical airfoil with algorithm allowed the calculations with 700K grid points to becilatins or crcuar rc irfil an a upecriicl arfol wth obtained in 5-6 cpu hours. Flores and Chaderdian's [591 study
an oscillating spoiler. Giroudrouux-Lavigne and LeBalleur 163] obtae F-6 cpu hs Feofes a aiious a591istudyfurther explore the self-excited shock oscillations, giving exam- of the F- 16A aircraft is one of the most ambitious applications
pies for the RAI6 SC supereritical airfoil and the NACA 0012 to date. They modeled the wing, fuselage, tail, inlet, inlet-plesfortheRA 6 S I upecriica aifoi an th NAA 0 12 diverter, and the exhaust nozzle using 27 grid zones for the
airfoil. The shock oscillation conditions are shown to coincide divrrand te exhu ing 27 grid n uorthwith experimentally observed buffet onset boundaries. It is in- half-airplane. The flow-through inlet was modeled including
teresting to note similar calculations of buffet onset boundaries power effects. Comparisons with experimental pressures indi-reported by Hirose and Miwa 721. Experimental buffet bound- cated that the wing leading-edge expansion was not adequately
aries for the NACA 0012 and KORN 75-06-12 airfoils n resolved and the wing shock location was off by 12% chord.wriesforth caul atn aORN 5-0612 aircod. s in t Doubling the grid size to one million points allowed the cal-
compared with calculations from a 2-D TNS code. As in the culation of the full-span aircraft at five degrees sideslip angle.
above viscous-inviscid interaction results, self-excited oscillat- This also doubled the runtime to 50 hours. With regard to buf-
ing shocks are observed for conditions in good agreement with fet calculations, it is interesting to note that the vertical tail tip
the experimental buffet boundaries, vortex for this condition dissipated within one tip chordlength

In summary, viscous interaction methods are capable of due to numerical dissipation (due of grid stretching downstream

treating important transonic effects when coupled with lower of the tip). Huband et al. [83] studied the same F-16A (the inlet

level CFD methods. Impressive results have been published is faired over) for a low supersonic Mach number. Their fine

for 2-D flows. Similar capability for 3-D flows involving grid solution (1,241K grid points) occupied 59 million words of
shock-induced separating and reattaching flows remains a most memory and required 40 hours of runtime. They obtained fa-

important research topic. vorable agreement with experimental surface pressures but the
wing leading-edge suction peaks were not correctly predicted

7.5 Complete Aircraft Configurations due to lack of numerical resolution.

This section will survey the most ambitious CFD modeling
of complete aircraft in order to indicate the levels of details and
the level of effort such studies involve. All of the cases coy-
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TABLE ll - CFD APPLICATIONS TO COMPLEX AIRCRAFr GEOMETRIES

Ref. Cofiguraon M a. deg. Re jo6 N, NP r, isec To , fr

Fujii 6" W-18 0.82 2.4.6 1.67 3000+ 700K 9.5 5-6

F_ _ _
9 F-_16A wi_tt 0.9 6 4.5 5000 500K 36+ 25

HubandO F-16A w/o inlet 1.2 6 12-75 40.000+ 1,241K 30+ 40

Thomas! F/A-18 forebody 0.3 30 0.74 WT 300K
& LEX 10.0 FLT

Vadjak'-1 generi win&gbody 0.3 I10,21*. 1.25 1.200 101K
23,25

Kwon9 F-15 wmgibodyfmlet 0.15 20* 224K

Rizk12  F-I 8aircraft '0.243 30* 11.0 4,100 55

*Unsteady vortex flows

TABLE IV - CFD CALCULATIONS FOR HIGHLY-SWEPT WINGS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

Ref. Configuration ,, deg. a, deg. Re, 106 M.0  Ng,,K N t  rASeC Tcp.,hrs

Hitze173 cropped delta. 65 10,20,24.28* 1.25 0.4 270, 540
s.e 10-28,24*. 0.85

28*10 1.20

Hsu8 2  delta, r 60 12(20) 1.3 0 712 700(1000) 52 7 (10)+

Hsu 82  double-delta, r 80-60 12(20) 0.01, 0 955 700(1000) 52 10 (14)+
1.3, 1001

Hsu 8 2  cropped. 80-40 12(20) 1.3 0 1021 700(1000) 52 10 (14)+
double-delta, r,

Hsu8 2  double-delta, r 80-60 6,12,15,20, 1.3 - 0 859 500(1000) 52 6 (12)+
25,30,35*,

40*

Fujii6o  double-delta, r 80-60 6,12,(30*,35* 1.3 0.3 850 1000(5000) 20 5 (25)+

Thomas 5l delta, s 75 0-40, 0.95 0.3 545 400 40 2.5
1 20.5 40*

Krist96  delta. s 75 20.5 0.5 0.3 350(1000)

Agarwalt  delta, s 70 (20,25,30, 1.0 0.3 1-2000 3
_ _ _35, 40)*

e-Euler code s-sh-p leading-edge r-mund leading-edge *-vonex burst/insteady calculaions +-esunated
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8. High-Angle Vortex-Dominated Flow Applications Kandil and his coauthors have studied unsteady vortex-
dominated flow about delta wings using the conical flow as-

Computational studies arm beginning to delineate the re- sumption of supersonic flow. Reference [901 gives compress-
Culevlsofmp fort to prodare aecinningcomdelineatethee- ible Navier-Stokes results for rolling oscillations while Ref. [91]

quired levels of effort to produce accurate computations for sep- gives results for oscillating leading-edge flaps. Lee and Batina
arated, vortex-dominated flows. In this sction attention will be 1101], again making use of the conical flow assumption, couple
given to a brief assessment of the state-of-the-an in computing an unstructured grid Euler code with a wing rolling equation
vortical flows using CFD met hods, followed by a discussion of of motion to make calculations of supersonic wing-rocking mo-
recent research efforts in two specialized categories, wing rock tions. In a later work, Lee and Batina 1100] demonstrated that
and vortex buffet. this supersonic wing-rock phenomenon can be controlled with

the use of oscillating, leading-edge flaps, activated by a simple
8.1 Status of CFD Prediction Methods for Vortical Flows control-law. Mor recently, Kandil and Salman f921 used an

Euler conical flow solution procedure to study the control of
Edwards [56] provides a detailed study of current research wing-rock using leading edge flaps, together with a nonlinear

and applications into the use of CF) methods for the predic- control law.
tion of separated, vortical flows over airfoils, wings and bodies.
Table IV lists a selection of these applications relevant to com-
putational aeroelasticity at high angles. All except Hitzel [73] 8.3 Buffet Flowfield Calculations
represent applications of the TLNS equation, while Hitzel uti- Current and future military fighters are called upon to per-
lizes the Euler equations. The major conclusions of this study form high angle maneuvers at elevated loading conditions and
are repeated here for completeness. are experiencing structural fatigue problems due to dynamic buf-

Calculations of stable vortex-dominated flows about simpli- fet loads on aft components of the empennage, in particular the

fled highly swept wing geometries at low speeds are available, vertical tail(s). This has led to a desire for improved prediction

Early Euler equation results gave encouragement to their use for methods for such flows, which emerging CFD methods might

such flows, but recent detailed studies point to issues regarding be expected to fulfill. Key flow modeling issues involve: i) un-

their accuracy and convergence for realistic geometries. The steady flow separation for moderately swept, rounded leading-

thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations, both laminar and turbulent edge wings, ii) grid densities necessary for accurate calculation

are being used. The results capture key features of the flowfield of vorticity convected over significant distances, iii) dynamic

such as primary and secondary vortices and surface pressure turbulence modeling for free shear layers, iv) detailed modeling

details. Indications that vortex breakdown is being simulated necessary for accurate calculations of vortex instabilities, and v)

have been published. However, all cases surveyed indicated the vortex flows about wings at high subsonic speeds.

need for further grid refinement in order to achieve quantitative Three cases of the computation of buffet flowfields are given
agreement with experiment. Currently, grid sizes of 250,000 to T e the comptati o of buffe fowqie comareg106 grid points are being used for half airplane modeling lead- as the last three entries i Table III. All are for quite complex
ing to CPU runtimes of 2-25 hours. These grids are typical of configuration models of high performance fighter aircraft and it
intho devePe fruate shears. flowes with thehit f has been noted above that this type of computation is the mostthose developed for attached shear flows with the highest grid

density near the body. This leads to inadequate density in off- demanding for aeroelastic applications. Vadyak and Schuster

the-body regions where concentrated vortices are located and [156] made calculations for a generic fighter configuration con-

mesh enrichment methods are being developed to address this sisting of a sharp-edged strake/wing/fuselage. Low speed wind

problem. A fundamental problem is the lack of any turbulence tunnel LDV flowfield data was available and crossflow velocity

model designed for dynamic free shear layers. comparisons for a = 21 deg. appear to be good. A bubble-type
reverse flow region, indicating breakdown, is observed at ap-

Agrawal et al. [II provide an interesting numerical study of proximately x/L = 0.9. These comparisons for this high angle,
this issue of off-the-surface turbulence modeling. Calculations vortex flow case are very noteworthy, particularly due to the
for a sharp-edged delta wing from an Euler code, a laminar complex geometry tested. However, the computational results,

TNS code and a turbulent TNS code show vortex bursting at obtained with a grid of 101,000 points, cannot be regarded as
locations in general agreement with experiment It is noted that converged.
the solutions are based on meshes that are not usually considered Kwon and Sankar [971 give calculations for a half-span
fine enough for resolving flowfields in primary vortex regions. wing/body/inlet model of the F-1. aircraft. The FNS equations

are solved using a hybrid time differencing scheme suitable8.2 Rolling Oscillations and Wing Rock for implementation on virtual memory machines. On a grid
consisting of 224,000 points, calculations of unsteady, buffet-

Several studies have been published of unsteady airloads on liefwilsargvnfo ! =0.5nd =2.Th

rolling delta wings at high incidences. The dynamics of the liefoildargvnfr1,=0.5nda=2'Th
unsteadiness is shown to consist primarily of a low frequency

leading-edge vortices which form at such conditions are one of about 5 Hz. (full scale aircraft) and a high frequency
of the driving forces which can lead to wing-rock; a limited ranging from 29-34 Hz. The higher frequency content compares
amplitude rolling oscillation which limits aircraft performance, favorably with low speed wind tunnel tests for the complete
Computations have been reported for low speed flows and for su- aircraft (Triplett 11541) even with the relatively coarse grid used.
personic flows simulated via a conical flow assumption. Nayfeh
et al. [1161 use an unsteady vortex-lattice method to predict The final entry in Table Ill, that of Rizk and Gee 11281,
low-speed experimental wing-rock conditions, gives results for a complex configuration model of the half-

span F-18 aircraft. An overset zonal grid scheme consisting
of ten grids was used to model the forebody, fuselage, LEX,
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faited-over inlet, wing, deflected leading-edge flaps, vertical and in figures 3-77
horizontal tails and an idealized boundary layer diverter vent.
TLNS results am given for M,, = 0.243 and a = 30.30 . Thesouton reuire given fmllior words of 0.24 o a tk 1. Stability and control estimates, including aeroelastic effects,
solution required about 8 million words of memory and tookmehdwicarwllsid
about 55 hours of CPU time for 5,100 steps. Bursting of the are being treated with linear methods which are well suitedab otex th of ciite foerv eps Bin g ofight testsisshe. for design conditions well removed from flow separation
LEX vortex in the vicinity observed in flight tests is shown. boundaries where viscous effects are important. Initial
Unsteady loads on the vertical tail show a dominant frequency demonstrations of the unified treatment o, complete vehicle

of 15-20 Hz. Other higher frequencies are evident but are not dynai s (rigid bodyiad areatcng methods

well resolved. Triplett 11541 gives test results indicating that the aailable.
are aalbe

principal modal buffeting response frequencies of this aircraft

are 15 Hz. and 45 Hz. Earlier calculations [1271 indicate 2. Gust response analyses are currently conducted using linear
that finer meshes 'e.g. about 2 million grid points) will 5e aerodynamic methods. While CFD codes capable of treating
needed to accurately predict such features as the location of complete configurations (necessary for gust response anal-
vortex bursting. ysis) are available, there have been no reported attempts of

such calculatior- other than isolated vortex-airfoil interac-
The buffeting response of launch vehicles is a critical issue tions.

in their performance. Up to the present, wind tunnel studies 3. A number of studies of flutter boundary calculations with
have largely been relied upon for the prediction of such airloads. CFD codes have been cited. Many more cases are needed
Azevedo [ 14] presents novel TLNS results of buffeting response in order to establish the required level of flow modeling de-
calculations for a hammerhead payload configuration. tail which will provide accurate and useful results. It is not

yet established for what conditions nonlinear flow modelingIn summary, ambitious applications of CFD to complicated results differ sufficiently from linear results to justify their

aircraft geometries are being performed. Available studies are

very encotiraging in the overall agreement with experiment. Im- use. Also, the tradeoffs between the computational expense
portant areas are also being highlighted where additional grid of the various levels of flow modeling (e.g. TSD-viscousotn i n vs. TLNS) and improved accuracy of results have not yet
resolution is needed to achieve local accuracy in such impor- been established. A few cases have shown significant im-

tant features as suction peaks and shock locations. Computer peentoliear teo for sall b itica rne

runtimes for these cases are in the range of 5-55 hours (half- pro nt over nume rs

airplane). It is probable that accurate buffet calculations will of transonic Mach numbers.

require capability such as this forebody and wing flows in or- 4. Prediction of these critical minimum transonic flutter speeds
der to generate accurate "starting" conditions for the convecting and nonclassical aeroelastic response phenomena, such as
vortex flows. It is also probable that similar capability will be ccitrol surface buzz and aeroelastic limit cycle oscillations,
required to calculate the buffeting response of the tail to the on- certainly will require, at the very least, reliable, robust
coming buffet flow. Indeed, this is likely to be a more difficult interacted boundary layer models capable of handling some
problem than the calculation of the "starting" wing flow due to amount of flow separation and reattachment. This capability
the turbulent nature of the local flow at the tail. is not yet mature for wings or more complete configuration

modeling. This is also the case for the important design
9. Discussion and Future Trends issues relating to aerodynamic control surfaces: control

effectiveness and control hinge moments.
The proceeding sections have surveyed a segment of the

large efforts that have been spent on computational unsteady 5. Cases of tail buffeting and structural fatigue being encoun-
aerodynamics suitable for aeroelastic applications of fixed wing tered by operational aircraft have focused attention upon this
aircraft. These efforts can be divided into five general cate- area. The achievements in the ability to compute vortex-
gories: i) development and demonstration of unsteady aerody- dominated flows are truly impressive and initial calculations
namic methods, ii) rigorous calibration and validation of these of buffet-like flows appear to contain elements (frequency
unsteady methods, iii) development and demonstration of aeroe- content, etc.) of realism. However, studies of the accuracy
lastic analysis procedures, iv) rigorous calibration and validation and convergence of such calculations in terms of grid den-
of these aeroelastic procedures, and v) application of the result- sity, sensitivity to initial conditions, repeatability, etc. are
ing aeroelastic methods in the design or modification of actual or necessary. Two interesting questions regarding such flow-
proposed flight vehicle configurations. Although nearly a decade field simulations are:
and a half has passed since the earliest pioneering demonstra-
tions of CFD applied to aeroelastic analyses, considerable efforts a. if the flowfield simulations are repeatable, can the flow
are still needed to reach a state where the aircraft industry, as a modeling contain adequate fluid dynamic modeling to
whole, accepts and routinely utilizes CFD for category v. activ- ensure accurate buffet flows calculations?
ities. By far, the largest number of references cited herein fall b. if the flowfield simulations are very sensitive to initial
within category i., and to a lesser extent, category iii. Also, to conditions or are not repeatable. what measures are to
a large extent, the authorship of these cited references seems to be used in establishing the required number of cases
indicate that a large segment of this research is currently occur- and computational record lengths to ensure solution
ring in universities and government sponsored research labora- convergence?

tories. Although there are some notable exceptions to this trend,
many more industrial applications of aeroelastic CFD methods
are needed and desirable. The following comments are offered
regarding the current status and future trends of computational
methods to meet the challenges listed in Table I and illustrated
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Regarding future trends in computational aeroclasticity the fol- 10. References
lowing comments are offered:

1. Robust interactive boundary layer methods coupled with all 1. Agrawal, S.; Barnett. R. M.; and Robinson, B. A.: Investi-

levels of inviscid codes will mature and be applied to aeroe- gation of Vortex Breakdown on a Delta Wing Using Euler

lastic stability and response calculations for high-speed, low and Navier-Stokes Equations, 67th AGARD Fluid Dynamics

angle conditions. The resulting improved accuracy in key Panel Symposium on Vortex Flow Aerodynamic, Schevenin-

areas such as transonic flutter prediction will be of great gen, Netherlands, October 1-4, 1990.

value. Anderson, D. A.; Tannehill, J. C.; and Pletcher, R. H.:
2. Studies will delineate conditions best suited for the use of Computational Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer, McGraw-

CFD methods. A hierarchy of the problem areas, keyed Hill Book Company, 1984.

to the complexity of the flow problem being studied (e.g.
Types I, 11, or III flows), will be established and will be 3. Anderson, W. K.; Thomas, J. L.; and Rumsey, C. L.: Ex-

addressed by a suite of tools drawn from the alternative tension and Applications of Flux-Vector Splitting to Un-
levels of CFD flow modeling, steady Calculations on Dynamic Meshes, AIAA Paper No.

3. Unstructured and hybrid grid methods will mature, leading 87-1152, June, 1987.

to computations of quite detailed configuration complex- 4. Anderson, W. K.; and Batina, J. T.: Accurate Solutions, Pa-
ity. The increased expense of unstructured grid methods rameter Studies, and Comparison for the Euler and Potential
(due to more complex coding) will be offset by the antic- Flow Equations, Paper No. 15, AGARD 62nd Meeting of the

ipated payoffs of the approach: fewer grid points required Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on Validation of Compu-
for comparable accuracy along with the complex geometry tational Fluid Dynamics, AGARD CP 437, Vol. 1, Lisbon,
modeling capability. Continued improvements in algorithm Portugal, May 2-5, 1989.
efficiency will be seen for all gridding approaches; block-

structured, zonal and hybrid grid schemes will also be used 5. Angelini, J. J.; Girodroux-Lavigne, P.; Grisval, J. P.; Le

in the search for robust, economical and user-friendly ge- Balleur, J. C.; Mulak, P.; and Sides, J.: Unsteady Transonic

ometry modeling capability. Flow Computations for AGARD Two Dimensional and Three

4. Improvements in conventional computer architectures will Dimensional Aeroelastic Configurations, ESA-T-1020; De-

not achieve the orders of magnitude speedup needed to make cember, 1986.

the most complex aeroelastic computations, such as tail buf- 6. Angelini, J. J.; and Soize, C.: New Approach to Small
feting, routine. Massively parallel processing architectures Transonic Perturbations Finite Element Numerical Solving
may eventually provide relief, but not in the near future. Method, Parts I and 11. La Recherche Aerospatiale (English

5. The need for experimental data bases specialized for the val- edition), No. 1989-2, 1989, pp. 1-41.

idation of computational methods for interesting aeroelastic
flows is being addressed by NASA's Benchmark Models 7. Anon: Military Specification; Airplane Strength and Rigid-

Program and the European Aeroelastic Models Program. ity; Flutter, Divergence, and Other Aeroelastic Instabilities.

Tests directed at unsteady off-the-surface flow measure- MIL-A-008870A (USAF), March 1971.

ments will continue to press the limits of instrumentation 8. Anon: Unsteady Aerodynamics. AGARD-CP-227, 1978.
technology.

6. A final comment relates to differing uses of computational 9. Anon: Boundary Layer Effects on Unsteady Airloads.
methods in the fields of aircraft performance analysis and AGARD-CP-296, 1981.
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Summary aircraft was modeled by including the wings with leading edge

The current status of unstructured- grid methods develop- extension, horizontal and vertical tails, as well as the canopy
m The Untstays AeonasBranchd-gd athNAsA dengy and the fuselage. The modeling also includes engine inlets and

ment in the Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch at NASA Langley nozzles to simulate engine power effects. With a structured
Research Center is described. These methods are being devel- grid, it is extremely difficult to achieve this level of geometrical
oped for unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses. The complexity. A second advantage is that the methodology allows
paper first highlights the flow solvers that have been developed for a general way to move the mesh to treat realistic motions
for the solution of the unsteady Euler equations and then gives and structural deformations of complete aircraft configurations.
selected results which demonstrate various features of the ca- An example of the deforming surface grid for a transport-type
pability. The results demonstrate two- and three-dimensionalfor othsteay ad usteay fows Comarions configuration undergoing a complete-vehicle bending motion is
applications for both steady and unsteady flows. Comparisons depicted in Fig. 2. The deforming grid capability does not
are also made with solutions obtained using a structured grid involve any assumptions which limit applications to small de-
code and with experimental data to determine the accuracy of formations, such as the simple grid shearings done in some
the unstructured grid methodology. These comparisons show structured grid codes. A third advantage is that it enables in a
good agreement which thus verifies the accuracy. natural way for adaptive mesh refinement to predict more accu-

rately the physics for the flow. For example, shown in Fig. 3
is a conical vortex-dominated flow solution for a flat plate delta

Introduction wing at a supersonic freestream Mach number. 13 The solution

Considerable progress has been made over the past two was obtained by adapting the original coarse mesh three times

decades on developing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to the instantaneous flow. The final result is a highly accurate

methods for aerodynamic analysis.' 2 Recent work in CFD has solution of the Euler equations, produced by using an order of

focused primarily on developing algorithms for the solution of magnitude fewer grid points than if a globally fine mesh was

the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. For unsteady aerody- used. Similar to spatial adaption, temporal adaption may also

namic and aeroelastic analysis, these methods generally require be employed with unstructured grids for unsteady problems io
that the mesh move to conform to the instantaneous presolve more accurately and efficiently the physics of the flow in
of the moving or deforming body under considera tion. Many time.' 8 Temporal adaption can be thought of as time-accurate lo-

of the methods that are currently being developed assume that cal time-stepping where smaller time steps are used in grid cells
the mesh moves rigidly or that the mesh shears as the body where the temporal gradients are large and larger time steps arethe eshmovs rgidy o tht th meh sear asthebod used in cells where the gradients are small. Time accuracy is
deforms. These assumptions consequently limit the applicabil-

ity of the procedures to rigid-body motions or small-amplitude maintained by binging all grid cells to the same time level as
deformations. Furthermore, these methods of solution typically
assume that the computational grid has an underlying geometri-
cal structure. As an alternative, algorithms have been developed of th p eeis t i the Unstaturecently which make use of unstructured grids.3- 19 In two di- of unstructured-grid, methods development within the Unsteady
mensions these grids are typically made up of triangles and in Aerodynamics Branch at NASA Langley Research Center.1

0
- 19

thredimensions they cnss t ofe tcany am age of ttraeda The paper first highlights the flow solvers that have been de-
veloped for solution of the time-dependent Euler equations and
then gives selected results which demonstrate various features

The unstructured grid methods have several distinct advan- of the capability. The flow solvers that are described are either
tages over structured grid methods which make them attractive of the central-difference-type with explicit artificial dissipation
for unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses. For exam- or of the upwind-type which are naturally dissipative. Both
pie, the primary advantage of the unstructured grid methodology implicit and explicit temporal discretizations are discussed for
is the ability to easily model very complicated three-dimensional the time-integration of the governing fluid flow equations. De-
geometries such as the F/A-18 aircraft shown in Fig. 1.9 The tails on the spatial and temporal adaption procedures are also



Fig. I Unstructured surface grid for F/A-18 fighter configuration.

given. The selected results that are presented demonstrate two- time step may be increased to a value that is larger than that dic-
and three-dimensional applications for both steady and unsteady tated by the CFL condition by using a time accurate version of
flows. Comparisons are also made with solutions obtained using the residual smoothing. Alternatively, temporai adaption may
a structured grid code and with experimental data to determine be used which involves a spatially varying time step, as de-
the accuracy of the unstructured grid methodology. scribed in a subsequent section.

Central-Difference-Type Flow Solver Upwind-Type Flow Solver

The unsteady Euler equations in integral form are solved The unsteady Euler equations may be solved alternatively
using a finite-volume algorithm that was developed for use on by using upwind differencing and either flux-vector or flux-
unstructured grids of triangles in 2D or tetrahedra in 3D. 10- 14  difference splitting similar to upwind schemes developed for use
The algorithm reduces conceptually to central differencing on a on structured meshes.10 ' 15-19 The present unstructured grid al-
rectangular mesh and thus is referred to as a central-difference- gorithm is thus referred to as an upwind-type flow solver. The
type flow solver. With this solver, artificial dissipation is added spatial discretization of this solver involves a so-called flux-
explicitly to prevent oscillations near shock waves and to damp split approach based on either the flux-vector splitting of van
high-frequency uncoupled error modes. Specifically, an adap- Leer 2° or the flux-difference splitting of Roe. 2' These flux-split
tive blend of harmonic and biharmonic operators is used, cor- discretizations account for the local wave-propagation charac-
responding to second and fourth difference dissipation, respec- teristics of the flow and they capture shock waves sharply with
lively. The biharmonic operator provides a background dissipa- at most one grid point within the shock structure. A further
tion to damp high frequency errors and the harmonic operator advantage is that these discretizations are naturally dissipative
prevents oscillations near shock waves, and consequently do not require additional artificial dissipation

terms or the adjustment of free parameters to control the dissi-
The Euler equations are integrated in time using a standard, pation.

explicit, four-stage, Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme. In this
Theme the convective operator is evaluated at each stage and, The Euler equations are integrated in time using either an

for computational efficiency, the dissipative operator is evalu- explicit Runge-Kutta method (described in the previous section)

ated only at the first stage. The scheme is second-order-accurate or an implicit time-integration scheme involving a Gauss-Seidel
in time and includes the necessary terms to account for changes relaxation procedure.' 5 The procedure is implemented by re-
in cell volumes due to a moving or deforming mesh. Further- ordering the elements that make up the unstructured mesh from
more, this explicit-scheme has a step size that is limited by the upstream to downstream. The solution is obtained by sweeping
Courant-Friedricks-Lewy (CFL) condition corresponding to a two times through the mesh as dictated by stability considera-
CFL number of 2/5. To accelerate convergence to steady-state, tions. The first sweep is performed in the direction from up-
the CFL number may be increased by averaging implicitly the stream to downstream and the second sweep is from downstream
residual with values at neighboring grid points. These implicit to upstream. For purely supersonic flows the second sweep is
equations are solved approximately using several Jacobi itera- unnecessary. This relaxation scheme is unconditionally stable
lions. Convergence to steady-state is further accelerated using and thus allows the selection of the step size based on temporal
enthalpy damping and local time stepping. The local time step- accuracy of the problem being considered, rather than on the
ping uses the maximum allowable step size at each grid point numerical stability of the algorithm. Consequently, very large
as determined by a local stability analysis. For unsteady appli- time steps may be used for rapid convergence to steady state.
cations, however, a global time step is usually used because of and an appropriate step size may be selected for unsteady cases,
the time-accuracy requirement. The maximum allowable global independent of numerical stability issues.
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(a) maximum (bend-up) amplitude. (b) minimum (bend-down) amplitude.

Fig. 2 Surface grid for the Pathfinder I configuration which illustrates how the mesh
moves for an assumed complete-vehicle bending mode.

512 nodes

797 nodesn

-. 797 nodes

o1409 nodes

1409 nodes

3261 nodesn

I 3261 nodes

Fig. 3 Effects of adaptive mesh refinement on the total pressure loss contours for a 750
swept flat-plate delta wing computed using the conical Euler equations at
,I- = 1.4. a = 20'. and 3 = 100.
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Spatial Adaption Procedure Deforming Mesh Algorithm

Spatial adaption is employed with the unstructured grid flow For problems where the aircraft moves or deforms, the mesh
solvers to enrich the mesh locally in regions of high spatial flow must move so that it continuously conforms to the instantaneous

gradients to resolve more accurately and efficiently the physics shape or position of the vehicle. This is accomplished by
of the flow.i 3 Equally attractive are coarsening techniques that using a spring network to model the original mesh such that
remove elements from regions where relatively small changes each edge of the triangle or tetrahedron is represented by a
in the flow variables occur. Both enrichment and coarsening spring. 12 The spnng stiffness for a given edge is taken to be
procedures are currently being developed. 19 However, only the inversely proportional to the length of the edge. Grid points
enrichment procedure is described herein. The enrichment pro- on the outer boundary of the mesh are held fixed and the
cedure uses an indicator to determine if an element in the mesh instantaneous locations of the points on the inner boundary
is to be refined or subdivided into smaller elements. Typically, (aircraft) are given by the prescribed surface motion. At each
the absolute change in density along an edge is used as an indi- time step, the static equilibrium equations in the x, y, and
cator for flows with shock waves and total pressure loss is used z directions, which result from a summation of forces, are
for flows with vortices. More recently a refinement indicator solved iteratively at each interior node of the grid for the
based on the material derivative of density19 has been shown to displacements. This is accomplished by using a predictor-
be a superior indicator for unsteady flows. In general, the refine- corrector procedure, which first predicts the displacements of the
ment indicator is compared with a preset tolerance to determine nodes by extrapolation from grids at previous time levels and
whether a given element should be refined. If the tolerance is then corrects these displacements using several Jacobi iterations

exceeded, a new node is created at the midpoint of the edge of the static equilibrium equations. The predictor-corrector
and the element is divided. Each time the mesh is refined, an procedure has been found to be more efficient than simply
element may be divided in one of several different ways. The performing Jacobi iterations because far fewer iterations are
coordinates of the new node are determined by averaging the required to achieve acceptable convergence. In practice it has
coordinates of the endpoints that make up the bisected edge. been found that only one or two iterations are sufficient to
Special care must be taken, however, when an edge that is to accurately move the mesh.
be divided lies on a boundary of the grid, since the midpoint of
the edge does not generally lie on the boundary. In this case.
the location of the new node is determined generally by using Results and Discussion

a spline of the boundary coordinates. Selected results from the unstructured-grid methods of Refs.

10-19 are presented for two- and three-dimensional geometries

Temporal Adaption Procedure for both steady and unsteady flows. Comparisons are made
with solutions obtained using a structured grid code and with

Temporal adaption is employed with the unstructured grid experimental data to determine the accuracy of the methodology.
flow solvers, similar to spatial adaption, to resolve more accu-
rately and efficiently the physics of the flow in time. t8 Tem- Two-Dimensional Euler Results

poral adaption can be thought of as time-accurate local time-
stepping. Local time-stepping is typically used in a non-time-
accurate manner to accelerate the convergence of the governing flow solver, calculations were performed for the NACA 0012

fluid flow equations to steady-state. Since only steady-state is airfoil. t1 These results were obtained using the unstructured grid

desired, it does not matter that every point in the flow is at a dif- shown in Fig. 4. The grid has 3300 nodes, 6466 triangles, and

ferent time. This, of course, is not the case for a time-accurate extends 20 chordiengths from the airfoil with a circular outer

problem, since each point in the flow for such a calculation must boundary. Also there are 110 points that lie on the airfoil sur-

be on the same temporal level to maintain time-accuracy. The face. Generalized aerodynamic forces for the NACA 0012 air-
foil oscillating in either plunge or pitch-about-the quarter-chord

problem is that if all of the grid cells are marched at the same

time step with an explicit time-marching scheme, the most re-
strictive time step must be used in order to maintain numerical
stability. Temporal adaption is a method to march each cell at
its own time step, although ultimately the flow variables in all
cells reach the same point in time. Temporal adaption can be
viewed as similar to spatial adaption in that small time steps
should be taken only in localized areas governed by the flow
physics and not in the entire flow field. Typically, small grid
cells are integrated with small time steps and large grid cells
are integrated with large time steps. All of the cells reach the
same time level n - 1 to maintain time-accuracy by using lo-
cal time steps that are multiples of one another. The solution
is integrated in a special sequence so that all values necessary
for the calculations at an intermediate level are available at the
proper times. For a particular cell to be integrated from time
level n to time level n +- 1, for example. the solution must also
be known at its neighboring cells at time level n. If the value
needed for the integration is unknown at a particular temporal
node, it is determined from a linear interpolation between two Fig. 4 Partial view of unstructured grid of mangles
known values. about the NACA 0012 airfoil.
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Fig. 5 Comparisons of generalized aerodynamic forces Fig. 7 Comparisons of steady-state results for the
computed using CFL3D and the unstructured-grid NACA 0012 airfoil at .1I, = 0.8 and a. = 1.250
central-difference-type Euler flow solver for the computed using the upwind-type Euler flow
NACA 0012 airfoil at Al., = 0.8 and a. = 00. solver with flux-vector splitting.

CF12D- Euer are shown in Fig. 5. For this case the freestream Mach number
X 10 "3 --- ue was A,,l = 0.8 and the angle of attack was a. = 0°. Corn-

,pansons are given among results obtained using the so-called
2 - -pulse transfer-function analysis, the harmonic analysis, and a

-1 -02 harmonic analysis performed using a structured grid Navier-
Stokes code (CFL3D) run in an Euler mode. The three sets of
results agree well with one another, for both plunge and pitch

-1 0 6- 0.5 motions, thus verifying the accuracy of the unstructured grid
3- method.
2-
1 Aeroelastic results were also obtained for the NACA 0012

q2 _0 airfoil with two degrees-of-freedom (pitch and plunge) at M,=
- 0 0.8 0.8 and a. = 00.11 Comparisons of second mode generalized

-2 displacements (q2) are shown in Fig. 6 for three values of
3 I 0 . . nondimensional dynamic pressure (0) that bracket the flutter

T point. The generalized displacements agree well with the struc-

tured grid (CFL3D) solution which verifies the unstructured grid
Fig. 6 Comparisons of generalized displacements methodology for aeroelastic analysis. The flutter speed for this

computed using CFL3D and the unstructured-grid case, determined by interpolation of the dominant damping of
central-difference-type Euler flow solver for the these generalized displacements, also agrees to within 2% of the
NACA 0012 airfoil at AJ, = 0.8 and a, = 00. CFL3D value.
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To test the more-recently-developed upwind-type Euler flow increases to around 350, the rate of divergence decreases due
solver, steady flow results were obtained for the NACA 0012 to stabilizing aerodynamics, and finally, the response reaches a
airfoil at M, = 0.8 and ao = 1.25'. using both implicit and ex- maximum amplitude of motion at o = 380 corresponding to a
plicit time-marching. 15 The explicit time-marching results were limit cycle. These results are similar in nature to those obtained
obtained using a CFL number of 2,5 and the implicit time- by Arena and Nelson22 in a low-speed experimental investiga-
marching results were obtained using a CFL number of 100,000. tion of wing rock. The wing-rock time history from Ref. 22,

A comparison of the convergence histories is shown in Fig. 7(a) shown in Fig. 10, was obtained for an 80 swept delta wing at
and the resulting steady pressare distribution is shown in Fig. 300 angle of attack. Although the case considered in Fig. 9 is
7(b). The "error" in the solution was taken to be the L2-norm different from that of Ref. 22 (the data from Ref. 22 are for
of the density residual. As shown, the explicit solution is very low speed flows whereas the conical Euler code is limited to
slow to converge whereas the implicit solution is converged supersonic freestream applications), the similarity between the
to four orders of magnitude in only approximately 500 steps. two sets of results in Figs. 9 and 10 is noteworthy and gives
Also, the pressure distributions indicate that there is only one credibility to the present calculations.
grid point within the shock structure, on either the upper or
lower surface of the airfoil, due to the sharp shock capturing Three-Dimensional Euler Results
ability of the flux splitting. Converged steady solutions are thus Unsteady flow results were obtained for a supersonic fighter
obtained with the implicit algorithm with an order of magni- configuration that was oscillating in a complete-vehicle bending
tude less CPU time than the explicit algorithm, and the shock mode to demonstrate a three-dimensional application of the
waves are more sharply captured with the flux-split spatial dis- central-difference-type Euler solver.12 The results were obtained
cretization than the central-difference-type discretization. These using a grid which has 13,832 nodes and 70,125 tetrahedra.
improvements in accuracy and efficiency are also realized for The surface triangulation of the aircraft is shown in Fig. 11 (a)
unsteady applications. and the bending mode shape (exaggerated by a factor of five)

is shown in Fig. 11(b). Instantaneous pressure distributions
Conical Euler Results on the surface of the vehicle at the maximum (bend-up) and

Calculations were performed using the conical Euler version minimum (bend-down) amplitudes of oscillation are shown in
of the central-difference-type flow solver to investigate unsteady Fig. 12. For this case the freestream Mach number was
vortex-dominated flows about highly-swept delta wings.t" This 2.0, the reduced frequency (based on wing tip semi-chord)
code includes the additional analysis of the free-to-roll case by was 0.1. and two angles of attack of 0 and 12 degrees were
the inclusion of the rigid-body equation of motion for simultane- considered. The results of Fig. 12 show the effects of angle
ous time integration with the governing flow equations. Results of attack on unsteady pressures, and clearly demonstrate that
were obtained for a 750 swept delta wing at a freestream Mach the unstructured grid methodology can treat complex aircraft
number of 1.2 and an angle of attack of 300. A partial view of configurations undergoing structural deformation.
the grid which was used is shown in Fig. 8. The grid, which
has a total of 4226 nodes and 8299 elements, indicates that the 40

wing has thickness and sharp leading edges.
20

Figure 9 shows the free-to-roll response of the wing which ,

was initiated by using an initial angular velocity. In this cal- (dog.) 0

culation, for simplicity, the mesh was moved to conform to the
instantaneous position of the wing by rotating rigidly according
to the wing roll angle, rather than by using the deforming mesh
algorithm. The results indicate that initially the oscillatory re- 40 0 500 1000
sponse diverges for small values of roll angle. As the angle Nondlmensonal Time

Fig. 9 Free-to-roll time history for a 750 swept delta
wing at MA = 1.2 and a = 300.

. tr . ISIS
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Fig. 10 Wing-rock time history for an 80' swept delta

wing at 300 angle of attack (Ref. 22. reprinted
Fig. 8 Partial view of unstructured grid about a 750 with permission from Professor Robert C. Nelson,

swept delta wing. Notre Dame University).
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To test the more-recently-developed upwind-type Euler flow results were obtained using a grid which has 42,410 nodes
solver, calculations were performed for the ONERA-M6 wing.16  and 231.507 tetrahedra. Results were obtained for the M6
The M6 wing has a leading edge sweep angle of 300, an wing at a freestream Mach number of 0.84 and 3.06* angle
aspect ratio of 3.8, and a taper ratio of 0.562. The airfoil of attack. These conditions were chosen for comparison with
section of the wing is the ONERA "D" airfoil which is a 10% the experimental pressure data of Ref. 23 as shown in Fig. 13.
maximum thickness-to-chord ratio conventional section. The The results indicate that there is a weak supersonic-to-supersonic

(a) original surface grid. (b) assumed bending mode.

Fig. 11 Surface grid for the Langley supersonic fighter
configuration.

0 = 0 0 cc =120

Bend-upBedu

BenddownBend-down

-. 25 Cp .25

Fig. 12 Effects of angle of attack on the instantaneous pressure coefficient contours on the
Langley fighter configuration at the maximum (bend-up) and minimum
(bend-down) amplitudes of deformation computed using the
central-difference-type Euler flow solver at 31, = 2.0 and k = 0.1.



shoi.k wave in the inboard region, forward toward the leading- Temporal Adaption Results
edge. The pnmary, supersonic-to-subsonic shock which occurs
in the midchord region coalesces with the first shock in the To demonstrate the efficiency of temporal adaption over

outboard direction toward the wing tip. Near the tip, the two global time-stepping for unsteady problems, results were ob-

shocks merge to form a single, strong, supersonic-to-subsonic tained for the same NACA 0012 pitching airfoil case of the

shock wave. The Euler results are in fairly good agreement previous section.' s Figure 16 shows c-' ulated results obtained

with the experimental pressure data, especially in predicting the using temporal adaption and global time-stepping as well as
strength and location of the shock waves, which tends to verify comparisons with the experimental pressure data of Ref. 24. In

the upwind-type algorithm. The shocks are sharply captured each pressure plot the instantaneous pitch angle a(r) and the

with only one grid point within the shock structure, due to the angular position in the cycle kr are noted. During the first part

flux splitting. of the cycle there is a shock wave on the upper surface of the
airfoil, and the flow over the lower surface is predominately

Spatial Adaption Results subcritical. During the latter part of the cycle the flow about the
upper surface is subcritical, and a shock forms along the lower

To demonstrate the spatial adaption procedures, results are surface. The pressure distributions indicate that the shock posi-
obtained for the NACA 0012 airfoil pitching harmonically about tion oscillates over approximately 25% of the chord along each
the quarter chord.t9 The freestream Mach number was 0.755 and surface, and in general, that the two sets of calculated results
the mean angle of attack was 0.016'. The pitching amplitude compare well with each other. This good agreement verifies the
was 2.510 and the reduced frequency (based on semi-chord) time-accuracy of the solution computed using temporal adap-
was 0.0814. Figure 14 shows the instantaneous adapted meshes tion, which was obtained at one-fourth of the CPU time that the
and Fig. 15 shows the corresponding instantaneous density global time-stepping solution required. Both sets of calculated
contour lines (Ap = 0.02). The instantaneous meshes and results also agree well with the experimental data.
density contour lines during the third cycle of motion were
plotted at eight points in time. In each plot, the instantaneous
pitch angle a(r) and the instantaneous angular position kr in
the cycle are noted. The instantaneous meshes (Fig. 14) clearly
indicate the enrichment in regions near the shock waves and near The current status of unstructured-grid methods develop-
the stagnation points. They also show coarsened regions where ment in the Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch at NASA Lang-

previously enriched regions have relatively small flow gradients. ley Research Center was described. These methods are being
The density contours during the cycle (Fig. 15) demonstrate developed for unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses.
the ability of the spatial adaption procedures to produce sharp The paper highlighted the flow solvers that have been devel-
transient shock waves. oped for the solution of the unsteady Euler equations and gave

selected results which demonstrated various features of the ca-
pability. The results demonstrated two- and three-dimensional
applications for both steady and unsteady flows. Comparisons
of two-dimensional steady and unsteady results were made with

Euler solutions obtained using a structured grid code and with exper-

o Experiment 1 = 0.95"S imental data to determine the accuracy of the two dimensional
flow solvers. Comparisons of three-dimensional steady results
were also made with experimental data to determine the accu-

1= 0. 9 racy of the three-dimensional flow solver. These comparisons
showed good agreement which thus verifies the accuracy of the
unstructured grid methods.
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SUM4ARY 1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an overview of the re- The charter of the Aeroelasticity Group of
cent in-house and contractual efforts in -the Flight Dynamics Directorate, USAF
the area of transonic unsteady aerodynamics Wright Laboratory, is to develop the tech-
for aeroelasticity at the Flight Dynamics nology required to predict aeroelastic be-
Directorate of the USAF Wright Laboratory. havior and prevent aeroelastic instabili-
Three major topics are addressed. The ties on USAF flight vehicles. In so doing,
first topic, analytical unsteady aerodynam- the group advances the state of the art
ics, involves the application of both tran- through both contracted and in-house re-
sonic small disturbance and Euler/Navier- search in such fields as unsteady aerody-
Stokes codes to fighter-type aircraft. namics, flutter prediction, aeroelastic
Aeroelastic calculations made with these design methods, and aeroservoelastic analy-
codes are compared with test results. The sis.
second topic involves a description of un-
steady pressure testing in the NLR tunnel Possession of accurate, reliable unsteady
in The Netherlands. Finally, the plan for aerodynamic information is fundamental to
incorporating transonic unsteady aerodynam- achieving advanced aeroelastic design and
ics into structural redesign is presented. analysis techniques. High speed flight is

accompanied by the presence of complex flow
phenomena that must be considered. Among

LIST OF SYMBOLS these are the effects of moving shock
waves, shock/boundary layer interaction,

C local chord vortices, and separated flow. The follow-
ing sections describe the work which is on-

CP pressure coefficient going, both sponsored on contract and
through in-house manpower, in the area of

EF,G Eulerian flux matrices unsteady aerodynamic research. The first
topic, analytical unsteady aerodynamics,

E,, F, G, viscous flux vectors involves various applications of both tran-
sonic small disturbance and Euler/Navier-

J Jacobian of transformation from Stokes codes to fighter-type configura-
(xy,z) space to (4,1, .) space tions. Aeroelastic calculations made with

these codes are compared with test results.
k nondimensional time scaling The second topic involves a description of

M Mach number testing in the NLR tunnel in The Nether-
lands, in which the Aeroelasticity Group

Q solution vector has helped to sponsor the measurement of
unsteady pressure data on a rigid, pitching

u.v.w cartesian velocity components F-16 wing/store model. Finally, the plan
for incorporating transonic unsteady aero-

a angle of attack dynamics into structural redesign is pre-
sented.

y ratio of specific heats

fractional semispan 2 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

iviscosity at temperature T
The following paragraphs describe the three

viscosity at reference tempera- non-linear aerodynamic methods and one lin-
ture TO ear structural optimization method current-

T. curvilinear coordinates ly being employed.

0perturbation potential

92-16034
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XTRAN3S and CAP-TSD Stokes - Dimensional AMroelastic) was de-

veloped by Lockheed under an ir Force con-

The XTRAR3S (Ref 1] and CAP-TSD (Ref 2] tract [Ref 3]. As the name implies, the
codes solve the time-accurate Transonic program is based on a numerical solution of
Small Disturbance (TSD) equations using the Euler or Navier-Stokes three-dimension-
finite-difference techniques. The TSD equ- al equations coupled with a set of linear
ation is given as structural dynamic equations.

M (k2.V,. . 2kp) For unsteady, compressible flow, the Nay-
M k, ier-Stokes equations are expressible in

)[(1 _ M conservation law form, in curvilinear coor-
-( M) +F G, dinates, as :

+ (0, + H0.), + (0,),

Depending upon the assumptions used in de- Q,+ Et. GF, --G4 + (4)

riving the TSD equation, several choices kA9 )ikA
are available for the coefficients F, G, where:
and H. The NASA/Ames coefficients are de-
fined as:

F )M(2) 
pU

2 I'U puU.4,p

-J Pv ',E =J , pvU.,p

2W pwu+4,p
G (¥ _ 3)MZ (2b) (2 Ve-P) 4,p(5)

pV pW

H = -(7 -)
M  (2c) puV+TI.p puW.4,p

F J- pvV11,p , G = J-' pvW.;,p
The surface boundary condition for the TSD pwV+11,p pwW ,p
equation is flow tangency at the wing sur-
face and is satisfied on the mean chord V(e-p)-7,p Me+p)-;
plane instead of on the actual upper and
lower surface. For unsteady flow the and contravariant velocity vectors are giv-
boundary condition on the wing surface is en by:

,= = +k, (3) . + 4, 4, Y * 4,

V =, + 11.U+ 'Iv +,w (6)

where f is the nondimensional description of W + ;'U + +

the local airfoil surface ordinates, with +
denoting the upper surface and - denoting The viscous flux terms appearing in (4)
the lower surface. are:

The TSD equation is transformed so that a
swept-tapered wing can be analyzed by using
a finite-difference mesh that is aligned , J-'(4.E, + 4,F, ,

with the leading and trailing edge of the (7)
wing. The XTRAN3S code solves the trans- F = J 1 (TI E, + T1,F, TI,)
formed TSD equation using a time-accurate
Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) finite G, J"( E - ;,F ;,G,)
difference scheme. The CAP-TSD code uses a
time-accurate Approximate Factorization
(AF) algorithm to solve the TSD equations.
The aeroelastic solution procedure imple- ENS3DAE solves either the Reynolds-averaged
mented within both XTRA3S and CAP-TSD com- Navier-Stokes equations or the thin-shear-
puter codes integrates the TSD Equation (1) layer Navier-Stokes equations. By setting
in a time-accurate manner in conjunction the right hand side of (4) to zero, numeri-
with the linear structural equations of mo- cal solution of the Euler equations is ob-
tion. tained. Equation (4) is solved numerically

using a Beam-Warming type of algorithm
ENS3DAE [Refs 4-6]. This algorithm uses an ADI time

accurate solution scheme (Ref 4]. A gener-
Until recently, aerodynamic calculations al coordinate transformation of the form
for transonic flow could only be made with
numerical methods based on potential theo- T =
ry. This is sufficient for some regions of t = 4(x'y'z4) (8)
transonic flow, but not for situations in- T1= I(xyzj)
volving vortices or separated flow. Hence, -(xyt)
a need exists to numerically compute three
dimensional unsteady transonic flows with
viscous effects. is applied to the numerically generated

grid. This allows the non-uniformity in
Computer program ENS3DAE (Euler/N1avier physical space to be replaced by a uniform-
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ly spaced mesh in computational space. Analytics to provide the aerospace communi-
This, in turn, allows the ADZ solution to ty with a proven structural design capabil-
be efficiently accomplished aa a sequence ity. The structural members of aerospace
of spatial sweeps on the computational designs can be rapidly sized with multiple
mesh. boundary conditions and constraints includ-

ing structural stress limits and minimum
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes flutter speed limits. All the structural
equations requires that viscous effects be and aerodynamic models are based on linear
accounted for. The kinematic viscosity of theory.
most gases, includinq air, increases con-
siderably as the temperature is increased
(Refs 7 and 81. For the case of air, it is 3 APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
possible to use an interpolation formula
based on D. M. Sutherland's theory of vis- Application of ENS3DAE to F-15
cosity. This can be written as

Twin tailed fighter aircraft operating at

T T St high angles of attack can encounter severe
_ = ___ (9) oscillations of the vertical tails. Vorti-
Po T,, T S, ces impinge on the surfaces, and the accom-

panying pressure fluctuations cause the
oscillations. The result is poor perfor-

where g. is the viscosity at the reference mance and structural fatigue problems.
temperature T. and S, is a constant which is
198.6*R for air. Laminar thermal conduc- The original ENS3DAE code was capable of
tivity is determined using V and the lami- performing analysis only on a single, cen-
nar Prandtl number Pr. terline-mounted vertical tail. Under con-

tract, Georgia Tech Research Institute ex-
For turbulent viscous flow, viscosity is tended the capabilities of the code to mod-
computed using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence el twin tail configurations. A full con-
model in which viscosity is based on the figuration F-15 model with faired over en-
two layer formulation described in Refer- gine inlets was used as a check case.
ence 9.

The surface grid generated for an Euler
Grids are generated by a program known as analysis is shown in Figure 1. This grid
CAMP (§omplete Aircraft Mesh Program) [Ref contained five zones with a total of
3]. CAMP uses a zonal H-grid topology to 376,832 grid points. For the Navier-Stokes
model aircraft configurations composed of test case, a grid which clustered points
combinations of wing, fuselage, canard, near the wing and tail surfaces was neces-
horizontal and vertical tail surfaces. sary to capture the boundary layer near the
CAMP makes use of a combination of two- and surface. This grid had a total of 435,712
three-dimensional algebraic, parabolic, and points. These grids were somewhat coarse
elliptic grid generation techniques to de- so that the execution time remained rela-
fine grid point spacing. For the wing, a tively low, but were still detailed enough
2-D scheme is used to generate a streamwise to compute surface conditions for this con-
grid section. These sections are then figuration.
stacked spanwise to develop a 3-D grid.
For the wing block the grid is generated by One of the validation cases was performed
first defining the surface geometry. These for a Mach number of 0.6 and an angle of
surfaces are defined by reading airfoil attack of 8.66*. The Navier-Stokes compu-
section geometry at a number of defining tation at 1000 iterations is shown in the
stations, splitting the sections and dis- following figures. Figure 2 shows the com-
tributing points streamwise at each sec- puted steady wing surface pressures and
tion. The functions used to distribute test data at two wing stations (n -.429 and
points are the hyperbolic sine and tangent .696). The correlation is shown to be very
functions [Ref 10]. After boundary condi- good. Figure 3 shows the computed pressure
tions have been defined at each spanwise on the vertical tail at 40 and 80 percent
grid section, the grid generation scheme span. In this case, no test data was
from Reference 11 is used to generate the available for comparison.
field grids.

Application of ENS3DAE to F-5 Wing
Initially, ENS3DAE was tested and applied
by the contractor to generic wing-body ve- To independently test the applicability of
hicles and to models of fighter aircraft ENS3DAE to wings typical of fighter config-
(Ref 31. Reference 3 also presents numeri- urations, in-house numerical experiments
cal computations for a generic wing-body were undertaken. As a test case a model of
configuration developed by Lockheed. Com- the F-5 wing, as pictured in Figure 4, was
parisons between test results and computa- selected. This model was wind tunnel test-
tions were favorable for the steady state ed previously by NLR of the Netherlands
cases considered. [Ref 131. The F-5 wing was selected beca-

use of the excellent data base which now
ASTROS exists for steady and unsteady flow for M -

.6 to M - 1.35. These data are in the form
For structural analysis and optimization, of steady and unsteady pressure coeffi-
computer program ASTROS is employed. cients on the upper and lower wing surfac-
ASTROS (Automated STRuctural Qptimization es. Also, sectional and total lift and
System) (Ref 12] is a multidisciplinary moment coefficients are available. In the
software system that can be used in the ENS3DAE analysis, an elliptic grid scheme
preliminary design of aerospace structures, was used with 92 grid points in the stream-
The Flight Dynamics Directorate contracted wise direction and 32 grid points in both
with Northrop Corporation and Universal the spanwise and vertical directions. The
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grid contained two zones with 94,208 points can encounter a transonic nonlinear flutter
in each zone. known as Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO).

The LCO is a limited amplitude self-sus-
Steady state pressure computations for M - taining oscillation produced by structur-
.80, c - 0* are shown in Figure 5 for 1200 al/aerodynamic interaction. As part of an
time steps. The time history for the L-2 on-going investigation of LCO, unsteady
residual indicated virtually no change for pressure tests will be performed on an F-16
the last 300 iterations. Hence, the steady wing/store model and a straked delta wing
state result was considered as having ccn- model. This effort is partially funded by
verged. Comparisons with NLR test data are the Flight Dynamics Directorate. The test-
shown for wing sections 2,4, and 7. ing will be performed at the National Aero-

space Laboratory (NLR) in the Netherlands.In general, numerical computations from

ENS3DAE showed favorable agreement with
experimental results. It should be noted Figure 8 shows a sketch of the F-16 wing
that for the steady state results that model with stores. The model will be os-
there are perceptible differences between cillated in pitch at several different fre-
test results and theory on the inner por- quencies and amplitudes. Various configu-
tion of the wing. In the wind tunnel tests rations of this model will be tested over a
conducted by NLR it is to be noted that the Mach range of 0.90 to 0.96 and angles of
model was attached directly to the wall of attack of 00 to 10 ° . Unsteady pressure
the tunnel. This, very likely, resulted in measurements will be made at 87 locations.
wall boundary layer effects. In general Force and moment data will also be measured
the numerical computations did agree favor- on the main wing and at the store attach-
ably with test data. ments.

Starting with the converged steady state A simple straked delta wing (Figure 9) will
result, unsteady numerical computations are be tested to study transonic unsteady vor-
now being made. Unsteady numerical compu- tex flow. The model will be oscillated in
tations are being performed for rigid wing pitch at several different frequencies and
oscillation about the 50% root chord at amplitudes. The unsteady pressure distri-
20 Hz about a mean angle of attack of 00 bution will be measured at Mach numbers of
with a pitch amplitude of 0.108*. These 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. The Mach 0.3 test is
computations will be compared with the NLR planned to correlate with available full-
test data. span model tests data [Ref 16].

Aeroelastic Analysis

5 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS FOR STRUCTURAL
The dynamic aeroelastic option of the REESIGN
ENS3DAE code is currently being run and
evaluated. A 450 swept wing model (Ref 14] If flutter is to be a design problem, it
was selected as a check case. A sketch of will often be encountered at transonic
this model is shown in Figure 6. A Mach speeds. Unfortunately, transonic aerody-
number of 0.797 was chosen from the avail- namic calculations require significant com-
able test data. puter resources. It is important to estab-

lish an approach to incorporate unsteady
First the XTRAN3S code was applied to this transonic aerodynamic effects in the struc-
check case. Steady state aerodynamic cal- tural redesign process and then to make the
culations were performed and used as a procedure more cost effective.
starting solution for the static aeroelas-
tic analyses. The static aeroelastic re- While many of the ingredients are in place
sults were then used as a starting solution in the Aeroelasticity Group, this design
for the flutter calculations. Three vibra- process has yet to be demonstrated. The
tion modes were used in these analyses. biggest lesson learned is that CFD codes
The dynamic aeroelastic solution produced are not easy to implement and are even more
three transient responses. These responses difficult to modify. We do not maintain an
were curve fit using a series of damped in-house CFD code with resident authors;
sine waves to extract frequency and damp- this creates a major difficulty. The prog-
ing. A typical time history is shown in ress achieved with the transonic redesign
Figure 7 for a dynamic pressure of 1.2 psi. process is presented here.
The experimental dynamic pressure at flut-
ter was 1.34 psi, and the XTRAN3S predic-
tion was 1.30. The developers of ASTROS are interested in

showing that linearized transonic aerody-
The static aeroelastic capability of namics (based on small perturbations about
ENS3DAE has been demonstrated and document- a steady state mean) can also be used in
ed in Reference 15 for an aeroelastically place of the linear unsteady aerodynamic
tailored wing configuration. For the 450 software which is resident within the code.
swept wing, the steady pressure and static A test case was based on an F-16 planform
aeroelastic deflection were computed and taken from the open literature. The wing
compared with XTRAN3S results, since no has no twist and a constant representative
test data was available. For this essen- fighter airfoil. This model, as shown in
tially linear case, the XTRAN3S and ENS3DAE Figure 10, is referred to here as the FDFD
comparison was very good. The dynamic (Flight Dynamics Fighter Derivative). The
aeroelastic calculations are underway. FDFD wing structure is totally original

with ten spars and three ribs. The fuse-
lage is assumed rigid and is assigned a

4 UNSTEADY PRESSURE TESTS weight of 16,000 lbs. The aluminum wing
structure was designed to withstand a 9.Og

Fighter aircraft with high maneuverability symmetric pullup. This resulted in a full
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span wing with structure weight of 502 lba A time domain expression for the assumed
and a flexible to rigid ratio of 3.90/ output (generalized force) can now be de-
4.05 in lift curve slope. rived. The values of a, are selected and

the least squares method is used to obtain
Subsequent analyses were restr zted to the the best fit of the aerodynamic (CFD) re-
anti-symmetric deformations. The wing de- sponse in terms of the assumed output func-
sign, with no additional weight, was flut- tion.
ter free. One may induce a flutter problem
with the addition of weight due to fasten- This matrix of transfer functions can be
era, fuel, actuators'and non-load-carrying evaluated for specific values of frequency
members (eg. control surfaces). For this (s-i)) in order to obtain a set of harmonic
study, store flutter is of particular con- aerodynamic influence coefficients, consis-
cern. Two stores were simultaneously tent with what the ASTROS computer code
placed on the wing. The stores selected uses in its flutter calculations. The
for this study are a 2250 lb store on the ASTROS code can now be used to develop a
rib near the midspan and a 400 lb store on new minimum weight design which meets the
the next rib outboard. The first three minimum flutter speed requirement. Of
modes of free vibration are 0.0 Hz (rigid course, if the redesigned vehicle is sig-
roll), 5.63 Hz (torsion) and 9.08 Hz (first nificantly different from the original de-
bending). These two flexible modes are sign, the steady state condition may also
shown in Figures 11 and 12. be different. If this is the case, a new

set of transonic aerodynamic transfer func-
A flutter analysis was performed at Mach tions would be obtained for the new steady
0.85 with the ASTROS program. ASTROS uses state conditions and an additional design
subsonic doublet lattice theory to model iteration would be performed.
lifting surface aerodynamics and uses the
PK method for flutter identification. The CAP-TSD code [Ref 2] was chosen for an
Flutter occurred at a velocity of 1136 ft/ in-house analysis of the FDFD wing/body.
sec at sea level density. Under standard This code favors versatility over user-
conditions, this represents a 20% flutter friendliness. Therefore, by necessity,
margin. The flutter frequency is 4.53 Hz some effort was expended in developing an
and the flutter mode is predominantly rigid interactive preprocessor for the CAP-TSD
roll and wing torsion. This is consistent code. The graphical output is shown in
with the root locus diagram, shown in Fig- Figure 14. The graphics are generated us-
ure 13, in which the torsion mode loci go ing HOOPS software for 3-D modelling.
unstable independent of the other flexible
modes.

The design challenge is to use a transonic
aerodynamic model to resize the structure. 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The first step is to recreate the linear
flutter phenomenon with non-linear transon- The Aeroelasticity Group is actively invol-
ic codes. The next step is to identify the ved in advancing the state of knowledge in
critical transonic flutter problem in terms the field of unsteady aerodynamics for aer-
of Mach number, dynamic pressure, and angle oelastic analysis and design. Program
of attack. With the flutter problem iden- ENS3DAE continues to be run and evaluated.
tified, the transonic redesign process can The Aeroelasticity Group has recently
begin. At this point, the assumption is awarded a contract to include fuselage
made that the unsteady transonic general- flexibilities in the program and plans to
ized forces can be usefully linearized in extend the aeroelastic analysis capability
order to make use of the ASTROS design ca- of ENS3DAE to whole aircraft configura-
pability. tions. Also, the first test iii the series

of NLR unsteady pressure measurements was
The unsteady generalized forces are pertur- recently completed. Results are presented
bations superimposed on the steady state in Reference 17. The straked delta wing
loads. For a linear aerodynamic system, tests are scheduled for the spring of 1992.
one can develop a matrix of linear aerody- Supplementary efforts are underway to model
namic transfer functions which relate gen- the FDFD flutter problem and to obtain
eralized motion input to generalized force aerodynamic transfer functions for transon-
output. Consistent with linear aerodynamic ic redesign. Dr P. Guruswamy is currently
theory, any one transfer function can be working with ENSAERO, a code similar to

ENS3DAE, at NASA Ames Research Center.
expressed as Ms Anne Stephenson of the University of

A Dayton will start to work with ENSAERO

(a*) (10) soon, applying this program to transonicG(s) = . redesign.

In other, related, areas, the Aero-
The input (generalized deformation) is in elasticity Group is supporting the design
the form of hypersonic vehicles by designing and

wind tunnel testing both transonic lifting
surface models and panel flutter models.
Work also continues in panel flutter analy-

0 t< 0 sis methods (on contract) and in aeroservo-
(i1) elastic analysis and aeroelastic optimiza-

f~) A t tion methods (in-house). Along with goner-f 7 I -Cos 0 < t < a al improvements to the ENS3DAE code, future
. I j plans include applying ENS3DAE to the high

A t > a angle of attack vertical tail buffet prob-
lem, making use of data to be measured in
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0- Recent Applications of Linear and Nonlinear Unsteady Aerodynamics
0- for Aeroelastic Analysis.

G Bengt Winzell

Department of Aeroelasticity0~~ Saab Aircraft Division1
S-58188 Linkpig92-16035Sweden IlI IIII III INlllliII II I

SUMMARY In passing we will also discuss the possibility to obtain more real-
istic results with Navier--Stokes computations.

Results of unsteady linear and full potential theory are used for

analysis of wings and aircraft configurations. In particular the de- UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS METHODS AT SAAB
tails of unsteady pressure distributions at the trailing edge are in-
vestigated aiming at better representation of control surface hinge The unsteady aerodynamics for design at Saab are almost exclu-
moments. The importance of viscous effects are observed and a sively computed by the linear ADE method of Stark. It has been
comparison between potential theory and Navier-Stokes predic- considerably extended to treat full configuration aircraft and in-
tions is made. cludes many options for correcting the linear, inviscid method. In

INTRODUCTION the last few years the present author has also developed and
applied a method based on the unsteady full potential equation,

Unsteady aerodynamic forces, applied in the engineering design which should be valid in the transonic regime. We will here brief-
of aircraft, are still mainly computed by linear potential theory. ly discuss the properties of the methods.
This is usually not a limitation, since for subsonic speed such Our methods for Euler's and Navier-Stokes' equations are only
methods are satisfactory, and in many cases other requirements for explicit time stepping and are considered impractical for engi-
on the structure make margins to flutter large enough to admit ex- feri time teppian aresent.
trapolation in the transonic region. In particular, several Saab air- neering tune accurate application at present.

craft have been successfully analyzed by the dependable and The linear ADE method in AEREL.
computationally efficient AEREL linear aerodynamics package,
developed by Valter Stark'. It also appears that integrated quanti-
ties like lifting force or pitching moment are much less sensitive cation at Saab is the AEREL program package by Stark'. The air-
to the transonics than the detailed pressure distribution, craft is modeled as a configuration of thin plates and the unsteady

part of the flow is considered to be a small perturbation of a con-
We will discuss a few cases where the nonlinearity plays a role
and where the aeroelastic properties are considerably different
when using a theory that accounts for the transonic effects. One Side view
case is the appearance of a transoic dip, or rather a strong recov-
ery of flutter speed after a minimum at a certain Mach number.
This is a phenomenon that can not be predicted by the standard
methods, based on linear theory, which dominate the design work
in the aerospace industry. However, to take advantage of the ris- Seen from above
ing flutter speed, it must be possible to find the proper location on
the Mach number axis for the minimum flutter speed in order to
make a safe prediction. We will demonstrate the difficulties we
have encountered in that respect, showing the importance of not
only the shock position but also viscous effects. In flight

direction
Another area of great importance concerns the prediction of aero-
dynamic forces due to control surface deflections, quasi-steady
and unsteady. It appears that unsteady pressure distributions, ob-
tained by solving the linear equation that results when perturbing
a constant velocity free stream, are too large at the trailing edge. Fig 1: Geometric modelling for AEREL analysis
This is of course because of the viscous environment here, but
already the fact that the linear theory assumes a constant velocity stant velocity flow field, having a time dependent potential *, sat-
instead of the true mean flow velocity that is reduced at the lead- isfying the linear wave equation
ing trailing edges renders the computed hinge moments over esti- a aa 2

mated. We will discuss means of correcting this. We will also M ( + a ) ax (+)
demonstrate how well an analysis with an unsteady full potential at ax ax2  ay 2  az2

solver2, coupled with a simple integral boundary layer theory, can
reproduce measured pressure distributions due to control surface with boundary conditions for the down wash in terms of the mode
deflection on the F5 wing, in particular at the trailing edge. shape. The equation is transformed to the Fourier plane and there



Stark uses the advanced potential to obtain an integral identity
which is discretized into the Advanced Doublet Element method C
ADE (Ref 1) leaving us with a large equations system to be solved CN, E

for the potential jump across the surface elements. The most ex- C
pensive part of the computation is the establishment of the ele- -m, E
ments in the influence matrix corresponding to the integral ideni- O 0
ty. This matrx is the same for all mode shapes and depends only
on the geometry, the Mach number, the frequency and the panic- 0
ular element partitioning. Hence, the linear method is very cost 0 0 1
effective in producing full aerodynamic matrices, using a vecto- 0

rizable factorization for the solution of the equations system. M M
Moreover, the influence matrix can be saved on an external file to M
be used subsequently in a series of computations, admitting quick C . a
and extensive sensitivity analysis. In this way we can easily study n, 6a
effects of changes in control surface dimension and mass balanc-
ing, failure cases, new stores etc. O

0
In most practical implications, the accuracy of the method is ac- 0 0

ceptable. Prior to extensive aeroelastic analysis we compare gen-
eralized air forces at zero frequency with available data for the
corresponding aerodynamic derivatives in the Aero Data Book
for the Aircraft. Figure 2 shows a typical comparison. To get
those results we constructed the thin surfaces model according to
simple rules, based on experience and slender body theory. It is Fig 2b: Comparison of zero frequency generalized
often possible to further improve the comparison by adjusting the aerodynamic forces from AEREL (0 ) and

Aero Data ( 0 ) for an aircraft configuration.
geometry a little bit. Derivatives with respect to control surface

angles.

mensional wings'. The method closely follows the published de-N, c C m, a tails of Shankar and Sankar, Ruo and Malone 4 .The equation for

the velocity potential now reads

a-P + div(p grad 0 (2)
a 

2t

where the density p is given by

p =p l+ y M (1-2 - .V,2) (3)

CC,~ C nHere the full non-linearity (under the assumption of potential.

0 0 isentropic flow) is retained, and by a proper upwind technique,
*D shocks appear and move according to the conservative scheme.

S The pressure is computed by a formula similar to how p is defined
in (3), but with another exponent. For very small perturbations W

M M of the mean potential * we get the corresponding pressure coeffi-
cient increment

Fig 2a: Comparison of zero frequency generalized AC, =- --  -V w (4a)
aerodynamic forces from AEREL ( I ) and

Aero Data ( 0 ) for an aircraft configuration, which can be compared with the corresponding expression in the

linear case, where the mean (non-dimensional) velocity is unity

We find acceptable to good agreement (Fig 2a) for quantities like in the downstream direction:

lifting force or pitching moment due to angle of attack, and side - - D2 (4b)
force or yawing moment due to side slip. For loads due to control at a x
surface motion, like lifting force and pitching moment due to ele-
vator deflection or yawing and roling moment due to aileron de- We will come back to the difference between these two expres-
flection, we get a substantial over prediction (Fig 2b) using the sions.

theory without corrections. We will return to the reason and pos- It is a well known fact, that the full potential equation, accounting
sible remedy for these discrepancies below, for thickness and flow discontinuities, produces unphysical re-

suits unless it also simulates the viscous flow phenomena. We
Full ,otenual method for wing configuration. have included a strip-wise correction for the displacement thick-

In order to account for transonic phenomena, we have developed ness using the two-dimensional Nash-Macdonald$ formulation
a computer program that solves the unsteady full potential equa- as it is included in the Bauer-Garabedian-Jameson-Korn meth-
tion in body fitted, CH topology grids, around general three--di- od6 .
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The full potential code is written such that it simultaneously com-
putes displacement thickness from the viscous routine, elastic de- .
formation for the stnuctural dynamics equations (fornulated in C ulPtnilwt icu orcin
generalized coordinates using eigen modes) and the next time 6- F P
step potential for the flow. 0 CN

RESULTS 4 8. fH,

We will now present several exanples of c, putationsonvalida- -

tion configurations and discuss the impac. of the findings on the Linear ADE with elastic correction
engineering application. We first will demonstrate, that when

comparing with experiments, it is very important to take into ac- 24 48 72 f Hz

count all features of the experiment. In this case the wing which Fig 4: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of the unsteady
will be analyzed turned out to be weak enough to have an eigen lift force coefficient of the LANN wing at M = 0.82
frequency in the range of tested frequencies of the pitching oscil- and a = 0.6 degrees.
lation.

ing force being much higher for low frequencies. The differences
The LANN wing at M=0.62 and M=0.82. between the linear theory result and the experiment is again large

due to the elasticity of the wing, not admitting a pure pitch oscilla-
The LANN wing model was tested by NLR7-. The configuration tion with the intended amplitude at any frequency. However, the
is an example of a modem transport wing, having a 12% thick corrected values obtained using the measured deformations are in
supercntical profile. an aspect ratio of 8 and a taper ratio of 0.4. reasonable agreement with the experiment. Note that the full po-
The 25% chord axis was swept back by 25 degrees. The wing tential results, reacting strongly to thickness without any other
model was oscillated about an axis through 62% root chord at fre- means to correct for the boundary layer, would not be as good
quencies up to 72 Hz (in steps of 12 Hz). A ground vibration test even if they were corrected for elasticity. We have therefore in-
revealed a first modal frequency of about 30 Hz. However, during cluded the full potential estimate at f-24 Hz, obtained with acti-
the test, the true motion (which, due to the elastic character of the vated Nash-Macdonald viscous correction. This brings the full
model, was not a pure pitching one) was recorded and is included potential result close to the linear one.
in the documentation.

The conclusion of the LANN comparison seems to be that, a non-
Figure 3 shows the unsteady lift coefficient as a function of fre- linear inviscid method on a thick wing does not improve the un-

2 C,,N 0 steady aerodynamics prediction. It is also necessary, when com-
C N  paring experiments and theory, to account for elastic effects.

0 0 0f _Hz Hence the recording of the motion during the test is an important

4 piece of data to add to the documentation. We have shown, that
* * * •using such information, it is possible to compare theoretical com-

2 putations and measurements, even in cases where the intended os-
o Full potential cillation is distorted by elastic effects.
- Linear (ADE)..... 2 ' NLR exp The annearance of a transonic din.

24 48 72 f Hz * Linear + elastic corr.

In Ref 9, Garner, Payne and Baldock present an experiment, per-
Fig 3: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of the unsteady formed in the RAE 8 ft x 8 ft wind turnel at Bedford, UK, and an

lift force coefficient of the LANN wing at M = 0.62 impressing analysis of computational predictions. The model,
and a = 0.6 degrees. which was subjected to flutter test in the Mach number range

quency at M--0.62. This is a subsonic case. Hence we would ex- from M=0.75 to M=0.9 is again of a transport wing type, having a
pect that the two theories would both reproduce the experiment. large aspect ratio, modest taper ratio and a swept back planform.
Apparently the two theories (line and open circles) agree, the full It had a symmetric section profile, constant along the span, with
potential real parts being only a little bit larger than those from the transonic effects beginning to appear at about M=0.8. In Ref 9,
linear method. measured vacuum frequencies of the first eigen modes were giv-
However, the differences to the experiment (black boxes) are en, and there also were presented diagrams from which the mode

Howeershapes could be recovered. However, the modal masses are ab-
very large. The efficiency of the linear ADE method made it pos- ses and e movered of the moda root arc ab-

sible to compute the lifting force for a series of other mode sent, and the mounting of the model on a root pitch block, which

shapes, close to the elastic ones described in Ref 7. At two fe- was not entirely rigid, requires more information in order for a

quencies, f = 36 Hz and f = 60 Hz, a combination of these was good numerical simulation to be possible.

determined such that it as closely as possible represented the TABLE I
measured motion of the model. Then it was possible to compute Mode shapes in the test of Ref 9.
better estimates of the unsteady lift coefficient (work completed Fundamental bending 36.8 Hz
by Mr M Rorn while a Masters of Science student at Linkoping First overtone bending 113.4 Hz
University). The new estimates are included as shaded diamonds. Second overtone bending 260.0 Hz
and show much better agreement with the experiment. Fundamental torsion 326.5 Hz

This shows the sensitivity of aerodynamics to elastic effects. Next Third overtone bending 406.5 Hz
we will look at the similar situation at M=0.82, a transonic case
with large regions of supersonic flow over the wing. This is Fig 4. Thanks to Angus Kitney and Timothy Openshaw of British
Here we find that the discrepancy between the two theories has Aerospace, Commercial Aircraft, Airlines Division, we have re-
grown considerably, the inviscid full potential real part of the lift- ceived a full set of mass, frequency and shape for a root block
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oscillation, the fundamental and two first overtone bendins and
the fundamental torsion, computed by a finite element strucural - A
dynamics method. The data seems to closely reproduce the mea- 0.3 55

surements in Ref 9. --- •

As demonstrated in Ref 9, flutter occurs in a coupling of the fun-
damental bending and fundamental torsion in spite of the fact, 0.2

that the quotient of vacuum frequencies of these modes is as large
as 9. Fig 5 shows the flutter sped as a function of Mach number.

0.1

Flutter speed
(KEAS) Full potential (BAe modes) Viscous M

AEREL 0.8 0.85 0.9

Fig 6: Aerodynamic torsional stiffness due to torsion
for the flutter model.

/EL would be closer to the full potential result as is indicated by

Exp (Ref 9) the single point included in Fig 5 at M=0.8.

400 Lifting-surface (Ref 9) T7he appearance of the minimum in flutter speed and the error in
its position are transonic phenomena and depend strongly on the
boundary layer. The over-prediction of flutter speed must be due
to something else. At M=0.8, the transonic effects are small, and
our experience from other flutter investigations is that the linear

Wing model theory gives much closer agreement with experiment than we see
200- planform here. One might contemplate the role of the pitch block mode and

the very modelling of the wing. In the tunnel, the model was fixed
to a rather large mass (the root pitch block), but with low frequen-
cy, about half the frequency of the fundamental wing bending.
Moreover, the wing was attached to a cylinder, shielding the pitch
block. The fairing is not aerodynamicaly modeled in our analy-

Mach number

0,.75 0'.80 0485 d.90 Flutter speed
(KFAS)

Full potential (BAe modes)
Fig 5: Flutter speed of the wind tunnel flutter model with half the pitch block inertia.

tested in RAE 8 ft x 8 ft tunnel. (Ref 9) 600-

Both the test and the present computation show the occurrence of
a minimum in flutter speed at a certain Mach number and a strong / Viscous
and sudden recovery for higher Mach numbers. This is in contrast Exp (Ref 9)
to the linear method (here represented by the data in Ref 9, using
Davies' lifting surface theory). On the other hand, the Mach num- 400
ber, at which the flutter speed increases to very high values again, M
is quite different in the full potential computation and the test: 01.75 .80 TO go
there is a shift in Mach number of about 0.03, and since the theory
predicts recovery at too small a Mach number, in addition to de-
livering too highflutter speeds in the whole Mach number range, Fig 7: Sensitivity of the flutter speed to the modelling

the prediction is non-conservative, of root pitch block. Predictions made using only
half the nominal pitch block inertia.

The Saab full potential method can be run with simultaneous so-
lution of the Nash-Macdonald turbulent boundary layer method. sis, but the pitch block was considered in the BAe structural anal-
This is done strip--wise, which should be reasonable at least for ysis. In Fig 7 we demonstrate the sensitivity of the result to the
the inboard sections. However, the flutter instability probably is pitch block inertia. We have also studied the effect of small varia-
more related to outboard flow conditions, and therefore the sir- tions of the modal frequencies of the wing and found that the flut-
pie viscous correction used here must be considered rather ap- ter speed curve moves significantly when changing from the fi-
proximate. Nevertheless, the trend of shifting the minimum to- nite element analysis values to those of the experiment although
wards higher Mach number is clearly demonstrated in Fig 5. Si- this is a very small change of stiffness. We did observe a consider-
ilarly, Fig 6 shows the effect of boundary layer on the motion of able error in the prediction of flutter frequency, as a matter of fact
center of pressure for the torsional motion of the wing (compare of the order 10-15% using the full potential aerodynamics in the
the discussion of Baldock in Ref 9): inviscid cases. We believe that the center of pressure increment is

We have chosen the Ref 9 linear values to indicate that the results too strongly affected by the thickness in the fullpotennal analysis.

of Garner. Payne and Baldock were actually closer to the experi- Before leaving this validation case we would like to make a com-
ment than the ones we get here. The corresponding line of AER- ment on the computation of unsteady full potential generalized
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aerodynamics forces. The solver works in the time domain. We surements. However. this is not so easy for complicated eigen
thus have several options to compute flutter speed. One is to intro- modes of an aircraft, where the mode shape is partly a control sur-
duce the structural dynamics equations of motion in Lagrangian face rotation, but also to a large extent an elastic deflection of the
formulation and couple the flow solver to the solution of these control surface and the other parts of the structure. Control sur-
differential equations in time. Such an option is included in the faces with an aerodynamic balance are also hard to treat by cor-
program and will be demonstrated in an other example below. rection factors.
Another is to assume small amplitude motion and that the differ- We will now present comparison with experiments and means of
ence between the steady and unsteady part is small enough to ad-
mit time linearization. Then we have two ways to establish aero- Improving the computational accuracy for the pressuta distribu-

tion at the trailing edge in an attempt to eventually find engineer-
dynamic transfer functions for the use within a classical flutteranalysis program. We can impose a harmonic oscillation of one mng tools of handling the aerodynamics of elevators and ailerons
andehaly p am. Wne canquimpose a adrnic oition profm one1 with tabs and aerodynamic balance. I turns out, that it is not easy
mode shape and one frequency at a time, and run the program un-

to find good experimental data for steady, quasi-steady and un-til the response becomes harmonic. This is usually extre'mely ex- sed rsuedsrbto xtera n faig oeei

pensive. The other way is to excite one mode shape at a time with steady pressure distribution at the rear end of a wing. However, in

a pulse, the Fourier transform of which is non-zero for a large Ref 10 Wenzinger presents a low speed test, carried out in the

enough interval of frequencies. Recording the instantaneous 30'sintheN.A.C.A.7ftx 10ftwindtunrel. 'Me wing had a part

aerodynamic forces at each time step, the aerodynamic transfer
function is obtained as the quotient of the Fourier transforms of 3.00_
the response and the exciting pulse. When there are only a few
mode shapes to account for, the pulse method for computing the
transfer function is least expensive and has been used here. We
demonstrate in Fig 8 the evolution of the unsteady part of the 0.00

VL -Flap deflection

t=0.5 t=1.0 t=1.5
.... c', 2.00

" .-.--- - ,- .- , ---

0.00
"'- "0.5 1.0

_ _ _ _Tab deflection

Fig 9: Three-dimensional full potential computation
tt , (lines) compared with measurements (symbols)t=2.0 t=2.5 t=3.5 on the Wenzinger wing with rudder and tab in

-low speed (Ref 10). Quasi-steady pressure
-increment.

span flap, occupying the outer 40% of the semispan, 30% deep
_ _-_ _chord-wise, and a tab of 20% semispan length, centered at the

rear of the flap. The tab is only 6% of the chord.

____In Fig 9 we compare the measured data with an application of the
___---___- full potential solver. We present quasi-steady pressure distribu-

tions due to deflection of the tab and the flap. The agreement

Fig 8: The time evolution of the unsteady pressure increment
due to a pulse excitation of the torsional mode. M=0.86. Fig 10: Rear end close up view of

pressure distribution. The pulse excitation takes the form Az = quasisteady pressure increment
q(t) h(x,y) where due to flap deflection in Fig9.

q(t) = q. (I - cos (2.t/to)) for t < t. and
q(t) = 0 for t > t.

The duration of the "I -cos" pulse, to, was chosen such that during
that time the wing travels 5.16 mean chords. The time labelling in
Fig 8 is in units of to.

Unsteady and guasi-stey ReCO= distributions duetocon- looks very good, but a closer look at the trailing edge reveals
some of the difficulties with predictions of this kind: The quality
of the computed tab hinge moment coefficient due to flap deflec-

As already mentioned above, it is much harder to get good accura- tion. for instance, is directly related to the accuracy of the pres-
cy for control surface aerodynamics than for loads due to transla- sure distribution in the last 4%, say, of the chord and here the
tion, pitch, yaw or roll. For rigid control surfaces one often can comparison is poor (Fig 10). This is probably an effect of the
correct the computed air loads on the basis of wind tunnel mea- boundary layer at the trailing edge. We also realize that, even a
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fine resolution of the wing with many grids point, only leaves a There is a small asymmetry because the wing is unsymmetrical in

few of them on tab, occupying only 6% of the chord. 4its profile. However, we conclude that both theories give a fair
configuration of the Wenzinger w o agreement with the experiments. However, there is a difference in

We haveused the same onfiti wing to the way that they represent the trailing edge pressure. The linear
assesthe three--dimensionaliry of theflap and tab aerod ynamics, method overestimates the singularity at the edge. This time we

cannot blame the boundary layer, since the full potential method
is closer and a run of the full potential method with viscous cor-

4.0 rection showed very small influence of a turbulent boundary lay-

er.

[misead we have looked a little bit closer at the definition of un-
13 steady pressure in equations 4a and 4b. The linear method as-~sumnes a constant velocity field all over the chord. This is not gen-

erally true. A better formula would be

U V (4c)
1.S 1.0 AC '  t oca x

where U. is the local mean velocity which is not constant. In par-
S2D FullPotential ticular it is less than the free stream velocity at the trailing and

4.0 A- 3D Full Potential leading edges. Similarly, the mode shape boundary condition

reads
S2._ h+ h(5a)

rbaz at ax (a

but should more realistically be

___________________ I.L (5b)
az at ax

0.5 1.0
Just to introduce this into the linear method is not correct, since

Fig 11: The three-dimensionality of the control there should be a similar introduction of non--constant coeffi-
surface aerodynamics for flap and tab clets in the wave equation (1). However, for the F5 analysis in
deflection. Fig 12 we have adapted formulas (4c) and (5b) to assess the sensi-

tivity of the trailing edge incremenzal pressures to the local mean
Fig 11 shows the comparison in one section over the flap and tab velocity. We assmed that U.. = U.. except in the last 18% of the
for the pressure distribution, computed by the twNo- or tee-d- chord (over the flap) where it is linearly reduced to 0.9 U.. at the
mensional full potential. Obviously the difference is large, except trailing edge. This is of course a rather random choice and is made
on the tab due to tab deflection. only to see if there is an effect of such a modification.

Since the bulk of computations on a complete aircraft will be
done by means of linear theory for many years yet, it is important
to observe differences between the linear method, the full poten- 0 ADE constant 0 NLR exp
tial method and experiments at the trailing edge. Fig 12 shows the 0 mean velocity

2.5- L- Full Potential . AEREL

00oo o

0

9 0

-2. 19 - ADE with modified mean velocity

0 C3 7NLR experiment Fig 13: The effect of modifying the mean flow velocity

in the linear method. Test case as in Fig 14.

Fig 12: The real part of unsteady Foc
pressure distribution on Fig 13 demonstrates how the reduction ofmean local velocity im-
the F5 wing at M=0.6 with L proves the trailing edge distribution. The message of the left hand
oscillationg flap at f=20 Hz. diagram is that there is an effect of the mean velocity variation.

Furthermore, it shows, that the pressure ahead of the hinge has
changed too. This is due to the fact that we have introduced the

real part unsteady pressure distribution on the F5 wing (Ref 11) in local velocity variation also in the down-wash, admitting global
the 34% section. The driving motion is a 20 Hz flap oscillation, perturbation. The change in pressure ahead of the hinge line is in
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the wrong direction. however, and this could be explained by the
- fact that Ua is actually greater than U. in this region while we -

have kept it at unity there. 0

The right hand diagram of Fig 13 should be compared with the 0 A Cp per radian
right hand diagram of Fig l2 to see how much better the new dis- 57. -
tribution fits the experiment. We conclude that working with the 0
formulas for unsteady pressure and possibly down-wash opens a % Navier-Stokes (WIA)
way to improve linear methods predicting control surface aero-
dynamics. 0nvtmd FP

tad aveP
The following discussion points in another direction. We will Full potemnia and NN Stokes
make a comparison with a Navier-Stokes method in a low speed
application. A section of the Saab 340 fin with rudder and tab was
taken as the profile for a 2-D viscous computation of the quasi-
steady pressure increment due to a 2 degree deflection of the rud-
der, here considered without aerodynamic balance. The author

0 per raian Fig I: Comparisdn of Navier-Stokes and Full
Potential computations of quasi-steady

5.- pressure increment due to rudder rotation.

M=0.3
casethe linear aerodynamics stn provides point-wise pressure

0 distribution close to the experiments. At M=0.8 there were no de-

Lier(D)- 34 %span 84% span
0.4- M__0.8 0.4- M=0.8

Navier-Stokes (VFA)

Fig 14: Comparison of Navier-Stokes and Linear

Theory (ADE) computations of quasi-steady
pressure increment due to rudder rotation.

0.-0.4- 0
owes the present Navier-Stokes results to Dr G Sidn of Volvo 0.40
Flygmotor (VFA) who applied his mixed finite element and
Beam-Warming unsteady viscous aerodynamics solver.

In Fig 14 we see the FVA viscous quasi-steady pressure incre- 0

ments due to a deflection of the rudder of two degrees compared 34 % span 84% span
with the corresponding linear theory result, and in Fig 15 there is a M=0.95 M=0.95
similar comparison with a full potential computation, including
Nash-Macdonald turbulent boundary layer correction. The sur-
prising result is that the Navier-Stokes computation reproduced
the fat pressure increment distribution at the trailing edge rather
than the reduction that is predicted by Nash-Macdonald plus full
potential analysis. Since we generally believe that we are over- Fig 16: Steady pressure distribution comparison at an
estimating the pressure increment due to control surface deflec- and an outboard section for M--0.8 and M=0.95

with zero angle of attack.
tion by the classical methods, we had expected the Navier-Stokes NLR experiments as symbols.
computation to show a reduction too. The grid used in the Navier-
Stokes computation was fire also at the rear end of the profile and tection of supersonic flow in the test. However, the full potential
modeled a non-sharp trailing edge with a small radius. method actually encounters a very thin zone of transonic flow just

In the F5 case we observed that the test gave a lower pressure below the leading edge (see the high peaks for lower side pressur-

jump across the aft region of the wing than predicted by the poten- es in Fig 16). We will discuss the implication of that zone on the

tial theones. It remains to understand why the Navier-Stokes unsteady pressure increments.

computation gives another answer for the 2-D profile. For M=-0.9 we have a transonic situation, but with very weak

shocks. We will show very good agreement between theory and

ransonic unstady pressure distributions due to figa oscila- measurements. When we get to M=0.95, however, the transonic

lion on the F5 wing. flow is more aggressive to the flow solver, in the sense that we
could not get a fine grid converged inviscid solution even to the

We now turn to high subsonic and transonic comparison on the F5 steady state problem. Thus we will only present results in which
wing with flap. We will look at the results for M=0.8, in which the viscous correction method is active. According to the strip-



mert is less than in the M=0.6 case, and we also observe a striking

1.0. 81c(%) 1.0, 6/c%) Afferenc in the leading edge pressums. This could possibly be
1 ~()an effect of the beginning supersonic region in the leading edge

area. This idea is supported by Fig 19 in which we have plotted
the full potenti results for M--O.8 against the NLR measure-

imans at M--0.85. The combination of Figures 18 and 19 would

suggest that the M--0.8 results would be a better prediction of the
true flow case at a Mach number slightly above M=0.8. This
would again demonstrate the observation that in isentropic poten-

Fig 17: Displacement thickness in the midspan section of tial methods, Mach number effects come too early.
the F5 wing model for M=0.6 (left) and M=0.95
(right). Both upper and lower sides included. Note that the discrepancies in pressure differences over the flap as

they appear in Fig 18 would result in up to 50% error of the hinge
wise Nash-Macdonald prediction (see Fig 17) of displacement moment coefficients! However, the corresponding comparison of
thickness it is not very thick, less than a percent of the chord, but the linear aerodynamics in Fig 20 is much worse for the hinge mo-
there is a strong interaction between the shock and the boundary
layer. One should also doubt the realism in using the strip-wise
integral method for the viscous effects on this small aspect ratio
and tapered F5 wing. 2.5- 2.5

SReal Imaginary

,q

2.5 Real 2.5 - Im aginary

. ._00 -- 2. -2.5

-2.5j -2.5 1 Fig 20: Unsteady pressure distribution on the F5 wingfor M=0.8 andat= 0.

Comparison of linear ADE computations
(lines) and NLR experiment (symbols) for

0 an oscillation of the flap with 40 Hz.

Fig 18: Unsteady pressure distribution on the F5 wing
for M--0.8 andax= O. ment, but better in the vicinity of the leading edge.
Comparison of full potential computation
(lines) and NLR experiment (symbols) for The 40 Hz flap oscillation in the M--0.95 case is presented in Fig
an oscillation of the flap with 40 Hz. 21. Here we have simultaneously included full potential and lin-

ear method results. The reason for this is to show that the linear
Consider Fig 18. There we have plotted the unsteady incremental theory still shows great relevance to the physical behavior and
pressure distribution in a section, at 51% semispan, i.e. almost at would give decent estimates of lifting force and rolling moment.
the end of the flap. There are some obvious differences between It is not obvious and probably not true that the full potential re-
computed pressures and measured ones. The trailing edge agree- suilts would be more accurate for these generalized forces. How-

ever, the transonic theory conectly acknowledges the fact that in
the supersonic region there is no up stream propagation of distur-
bances from the flap. This is not so in the linear, subsonic theory,

2.5 and hence we would expect errors in pitching moment. The com-
2.51 parson between experiments and computations is worse on the

Real ,' Imaginary upper side than on the lower one in the full potential data. This

,~ 0 0indicates some problem with the shock motion in the M=0.95
V case.

00 -b- 00 Finally we will show a comparison of full potential computations
and NLR measurements for the M=0.9 case. Fig 22 shows a good

aagreement between theory and computations, at least for the in-
-2.5 jphase component. Note the appearance of a moving shock wave

at a location ahead of the flap hinge line. In the M--0.95 case,
the2i also is a moving shock. However. it is located very close to

the hinge line, and therefore the discontinuities due to the shock
are shielded by the hinge line discontinuity itself in Fig 21.

Fig 19: Unsteady pressure distribution on the F5 wing. The conclusions of the flap aerodynamics investigation, using F5
Comparison of full potential computation
(lines) at M=O.8 with NLR experiments (symbols) test data. is that in general the full potential method better repro-
at M=0.85 The flap oscillates with fb40 Hz. duces the trailing edge effects than does the linear theory. On the

other hand, still the discrepancies at the rear end of the flap are
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of motion and the flow equation simultaneously. This is a way to
FuN Potential: bandle general response analysis, like flutter stability, diver-

10- Lowero 10" gence, limit cycle oscillations etc. In case of flutter stability of
9 Upper wings around a configuration in which the small perturbation as-Real Imaginary sumpton is valid, it is more efficient, however, to firt computeRel aerodynamic transfr functions and then consider the fluter or re-

0.-6 sponse problem n a linear control theory approach. This enables
quick sensitivity analysis and parametric studies like mas bal-

u 'ancing just to name a few. Here we will give an example in which
o Lower o the coupling seems to be efficient. The example will be static

aeroelastic deflection, estimating the loss of control surface ef-
-10 a -10 fectiveness due to elasticity.

The equations of motion for a system with N elastic degrees of
freedom is

ADE linear: nk( 4.k + 2 d.k .o
k 41k + .2) + Q Ak(qI....qN

)=0 (6)
10" 10 where the mk:s are modal inertias, the qk:s are the Lagrangian gen-

eralized coordinates (functions of time) for the elastic deflec-

o 1 otions, the ct:s are structural damping rates, the czx:s are eigen (cir-
cular) frequencies, Q is the dynamic pressure and the Ak:s are the
generalized aerodynamic forces at the current time, depending on

all the generalized coordinates and their current history. The Ak:s
Real o are obtained from integration at each time instance of the current

-to -10 a 0 pressure distribution, computed by the flow solver. Hence the
aeroelastic coupling is to perform integration of (6) in each time
step of the flow solver. Since the full potential method we have

g 2developed works with internal Newton iterations (see Refs 4 andFig 21: Unsteady pressure distribution on the F5 wing 2), time accuracy can be retained by solving (6) too in an implicitfor M=0.95 and a =0.
Comparison of computational methods (lines) fashion. However, we will not consider the time accurate proce-
and NLR experiments (symbols) for flap dure here.
oscillation at 40 Hz.

When computing for static deflection, the true time evolution is
not interesting, and we have put the damping rates equal to unity,large enough to render hinge moments off by perhaps 50% in since that gives an aperiodic damping of all modes. Therefore we

many cases. Hence we do not see the full potential method as a see quivergenc daFg 23 ows howe

solution of the control surface problem, but learning from the nu- see quick convergence to the steady state. Fig 23 shows how the

merical experiment, introducing a non-constant local mean ve-
locity in the linear method pressure formula, we think there will
be a way to adapt the cost effective ADE method to better control d
surface accuracy.

55
CmReal ilcmui

) ad % e t ( o) . Fundamental torsion

for M=0.9 andl -- 0.
Comparison of full potential computation
(lines) and NLR experiment (symbols) for Fundamental bending
an oscillation of the flap with 20 Hz.

Acolastic coWing- Fig 23: The convergence of static aeroelastic deflections on

Since the boundary conditions for the aerodynamics mathemati- a Saab cropped delta wing with intended one degree
cal problem is contained in the geometric shape of the wing, and flap deflection.

this shape in its turn is determined by its state of elastic deflec-
tions. it is quite natural to solve the structural dynamics equations four modes considered on a cropped delta wing elastic model
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with traling edge control surface converges in about 100 itera- ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
tions. and this is the same time it takes for the flow solver to con- ' i a
verge in this case of a Mach number of 0.9. The flap was given a this paper have been car out n close collaboration with Dr
one degree deflection, and then the coupled full potential un-
steady aerodynamics code and the modal equations of motions Vaer Stark at Saab. Much less had been accomplished without
were nn for 200 time steps. The four elastic modes considered his vast experience and never failing problem solving ability.
were This work has been carried out at Saab-Scania. Saab Aircraft Di-

Fundamental bending vision, partly on a contract with Swedish Defence Administra-
Fundamental torsion tion. The reception of the NLR test data for the LANN and F5
Control surface mode (essentially deflection (actuator etc)) wing is gratefully acknowledge as is the willingness of BAe to let
Overtone bending, us use their structural dynamics data on the RAE flutter model.

The quotient of the overtone bending frequency to that of the fun- Thanks are also due to Dr G Sid~n of Volvo Flygmotor for provid-

damental bending is about 4. Therefore a more accurate analysis ing Navier-Stokes results in a 2-D application.

should have included a few more eigen modes in the static deflec-
tion case. However, we believe that the set of mode shapes was REFERENCES
enough to demonstrate the principle of aeroelastic coupling. We 1 Stark, V. J. E.. "The AEREL flutter prediction system
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SUMMARY 5 central difference operator to first derivative

In this paper, development of a time-linearization S. central difference operator to second derivative
approach for solving the unsteady transonic small
disturbance equation is described in UST3D simulation code D. type-dependent upwing difference operator to first
(UnSteady Transonic code for a 3D isolated wing). The derivative
accuracy of the method was examined by comparing the
unsteady pressure distributions with those obtained from I. INTRODUCTION
XTRAN3S code and experiments carried out at NLR on the
F-5 wing at subsonic and transonic speeds. Some Over the past decade, there has been considerable progress
comparisons were also made for thicker wings (ONERA M6 and promise in the development of numerical simulation
and LANN) to show the deficiencies of the method. Using techniques for unsteady transonic flow calculations. This
the UST3D code, flutter analysis was carried out on the activity was motivated by the need to supplement the
AGARD 445.6 wing. The flutter boundaries were compared expensive and time-consuming wind tunnel investigations
with experimental results and those from CAP-TSD code. and flight tests with inexpensive, fast and efficient

computer simulation programs to accurately predict flutter
boundaries and many other important aeroelastic

LIST OF SYMBOLS phenomena in the transonic regime.

bs  semichord at wing root Although the basic fluid motion in unsteady aerodynamics

c chord length is governed by the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation, numerical
simulations of the complete NS equation for general three-

CL lift coefficient dimensional flow problems are not yet sufficiently

CM moment coefficient developed for flutter applications. Computational methods
in three-dimensional unsteady transonic flows concentrate

CZ sectional normal force mainly on the transonic small disturbance (TSD) equation

ACp difference between lower and upper surface (Refs. 1-3) or full potential (FP) equation (Ref. 4). The

pressure coefficient major advantage of the simpler model using TSD or FP
approach over those based on Euler and NS formulation is

K reduced frequency based on chord the large reduction in computational cost requirements.

Kb reduced frequency based on semichord At the 17th Congress of the International Council of the

M free-stream Mach number .. Aeronautical Sciences. a time-linearization approach for
solving the transonic small disturbance equation was

s total span described by the first two authors (Ref. 1). It was

U free-stream velocity demonstrated that the technique could be used with
confidence for computations of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows over an isolated thin wing. This paper fills

y ratio of specific heats in some of the details omitted from Ref. 1 and describes an
improved version of the UST3D program. Also,

(0 flutter frequency comparisons of numerical results with other computer

oa natural circular frequency of wing in first simulation codes and wind tunnel experiments are given to
uncoupled torsion mode assess the accuracy of UST3D code.

a angle of attack In Section 2, the time-linearization approach for the
transonic small disturbance equation is described.

disturbance velocity potential Numerical methods based on finite-difference

0' steady component of~ approximations to the TSD equation are presented in
Section 3. Computational results for a number of wing*u unsteady component of 0 geometries and comparisons with other computer codes and

x-direction experimental data are given in Section 4. In Section 5. the
x location of the wing leading edge in -rUST3D code is used with the Institute for Aerospace

xt, location of the wing trailing edge in x-direction Research (IAR) flutter analysis computer program to
ylip location of the wing tip in y-direction determine flutter boundaries for the AGARD 445.6 wing.

Correlations with experiments and with computed results

6z forward difference operator to first derivative from CAP-TSD (Ref. 3) are presented.
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2. A TIME-LINEARIZATION APPROACH FOR
TSD EQUATION It can be shown that i" satisfied a linear partial differential

T&uation (which is independent of time) with variable

The governing equation for three-dimensional unsteady coefficients.
transonic flows based on the TSD formulation is given by: Jn this paper, we consider a time-linearization approach, in

df 0 ,dA df 2  df3  0 which the velocity potential is expressed in a more general

" dX dy dZ (1) form

where #(x.y'zst)-0,(X'y.z)+E (xy.z.t)

f0 = -A#,- ¢ E << 1 (4)
S= -E - F#2+ G02 The steady component * satisfies a nonlinear partial

differential equation

A2 = , + H# 7  _. df +±f,"'=o

f 3 
= 0. dx dy dz

The coefficients A, B. E. F, G, and H are defined as: or,

A=UM 2 2  C' + G'#' + E',, +0' = 0 (5)

B=2M2 K where

22 2 s
E=1-M-  C =(1-M)-r+1)M. :

1 2 G - 2:F = -(y+ l)M, - G

G=-(y-3)M

The unsteady component 0" satisfies a linear time-
and dependent partial differential equation

H=- - )M 2 A-O, + BU,: = C'O= +o'O: + 4".,

Equation (1) is the modified TSD equation. In the standard M +, M (6)
TSD equation,h coefficients for H and G are set to zero. In +F # + G X + (6)
the present formulation, these additional crossflow terms

#x@ry and @xOyy are retained in order to permit a better where

resolution of shock waves with large sweep angles. A =  2 2

Assuming the wing surface is located at z--O, where

B" = 2M2 K
Cu = (I_ M2)_~ )Y )M

Then the wing surface boundary condition can be defined as = _

± ± Du +  2)M : 2:==X'g (2) .)_ -(-;lyy

on Z = 0, x14 x Y X 5 yli . E" = _ )M20:

Two computational techniques could be used for solving the 2 *

TSD equation (1): one based on a time-integration method. Fu = -2MOZ
and the other using a ime-linearization approach. Well-
known examples of a time-integration technique are the G" =-2M2_O
XTRAN3S and CAP-TSD (Refs 2.3). In this paper, weY
consider a time-linearization approach, in which the Notice that the coefficients in Eq. (6) are computed from the
solution of the TSD equation (1) is separated into its (non- solution of the steady velocity potential €.
linear) steady 0' and (linear) unsteady e" components. This
approach had been investigated by Weatherill and Ehlers Following a time-linearization procedure, one can assume

(Ref. 5). Let c be a parameter related to the amplitude of that

oscillation and which is assumed to be small, Weatherill
and Ehlers considered "1lie solution of the TSD equation of 9= + Cg E<<I

the form Therefore, the wing surface boundary condition given in

" y itt Eq. (2) becomes

S S

<< 1 (3) 01 =g$ (7)

and
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: + Kg: a=- B2 A C+1+(- 1) AC

The wing surface boundary condition for the steady TSD 4 2 V 1 + A
equation is defined in Eq. (7). it includes the effects of 4
thickness and mean angle of attack. Equation (8). on the
other hand. represents a wing of vanishing thickness
undergoing an unsteady motion with zero mean angle of
attack.

The far-field boundary conditions for the steady TSD P=A (1-4)+1

equation (5) are given as follows:2!!A

Far upstream: ' 0

Far downstreamn: #" + = 0 AG

Far above and below: '= 0 2v +AC

Far spawise: #' =0

For the plan of symmetry: ' = 0 and = 0 for far downstream.

These boundary conditions have also been employed by Far above and below.

Boppe (Ref. 6) for solving the steady TSD equation applied - Bu .
to an isolated wing. uvAO, + 2- z + 0

For the unsteady TSD equation (6). non-reflecting boundary
conditions developed by Jiang and Wong (Ref. 7) are where 0 < v:5 1 for above and -1 < u <0 for below.
imposed on the outer computational boundaries. The Far Spanwise:
boundary conditions are derived from the theory of wave
propagation, and it can be shown that these conditions re 1
perfectly absorbing for wave packets propagating at v.TJACo +2(G + u1 AB)# + Eo; = 0
certain group velocities. The application of the non-

reflecting boundary conditions allows wave solution where0<v<l.
travelling in one directly only. Consequently, the solution
of the unsteady TSD equation is permitted to propagate For the plane of symmetry:
through the artificial computational boundaries as if there
are no boundaries presented. The major advantage in the * " = 0
application of non-reflecting boundary conditions is to
provide more accurate numerical simulations for the The coefficients A, B. C. E. and G are defined in the
unsteady TSD equation (6) because the effect of the non- unsteady TSD equation (6). which are calculated locally at
physical reflections due to a finite computational domain is the computational boundaries. The parameter v can be
reduced. The first-order non-reflecting boundary conditions chosen to improve the absorptivity of the non-reflecting
for Eq. (6) are derived using the approach presented in Ref. boundary conditions, and they are taken to be V=1 or V=-I
[7]. and they can be expressed as: bour conditionsain our computations.
Far upstream and downstream:

aot" +P#: + ¢Y" =0 3. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

where In this section. computational techniques based on finite-
difference approximations for solving the TSD equation are

2presented. Recall that the steady and unsteady TSD

a= - AC 1-+ ) AC equations (5) and (6) are effectively uncoupled because of
4 2 v B2 the conditions given in Eqs. (7) and (8). In section 3.1.

+ AC computational grid systems are described, and the solution
procedures for the steady and unsteady TSD equations are
then presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The superscripts s

1 and u will be omitted in the discussion given in sections
3.2 and 3.3.

P=A (1-1) B -
= 2AB 2-+1AC 3. 1 Computational Grid Systems

The computational space and grid systems employed here
are the same as that adopted by Boppe (Ref. 6). The grid
systems consist of two levels.

AG In the first level grid, the computational space is divided by

2= JB 2  a Cartesian grid, in which the original (x, y, z) coordinatest; 4 + AC -1! <0are mapped into the new (4, , 0) coordinates. A stretching

-i $ 2<0 transformation is then applied so that the physical

for far upstream and
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boundaries corresponding to infinity becomes a finite Ox
computational domain in the ,1, C region. Hence 2 -

Physical Space Computational Space

4.167S4S4.167 2Ay

0 S y 5.- 0 5 < !5 1 Oi*i+l.tk -2 #j./. + O.i.k

--5 z5- -1 S cs I OYn Ay 2

For a typical calculation, there are 72 computational cells = 
=  A +

(i.e., 73 grid points) in the x-direction, in which at least Az 2

48 cells are used to cover the wing planform. In the y-
direction, the total number of grid points is 26 with 18 of
which being in the wing span. There are 31 grid points in zy ='xy
the z-direction, and the wing mean plane is located at z=O
(i.e. 15 grid points above and below the wing). In the first where

level grid the total number of grid points is 73 x 26 x 31
(i.e. 58838). 4 D i-l.j-l.k -i-l.j+l.k

The second level grid is considered to be a fine grid system. -i+l.j-l.k +@i+l~j~l~k
in which the wing grid is evenly spaced in both the x- and
z- directions. The second level grid boundaries are By the application of the fmite-difference approximations.
positioned at 20% local chord distance in front of the the solutions of equation (5) is then transformed to the
leading edge and 10% behind the trailing edge. In the z- solutions of a large system of difference equations.
direction, the grid is constructed in such a way that 30% of
the wing chord above the wing plane and 10% below. The L(€) = 0 (9)
number of grid points in the x-, y- and z- direction is 127
(in which 100 grid points are place along the wing chord), where # is a vector with elements #i*k corresponding to the

19 and 31, respectively, potential at the grid point (i. j, k). Since Eq. (5) is-
nonlinear, the resulting system of difference equation is

The steady TSD equation (5) can be computed either using also nonlinear.
the first level grid alone or a combination of first and
second level grids. The solution of the unsteady TSD
equation (6), however, is always obtained using only the 3.2.1 Newton.like iterative algorithm
fr level grid. The steady state results needed to solve the A Newton-like iterative scheme, which was first proposed
unsteady flow are sometimes obtained using a second level by Wong (Ref. 9) for the two-dimensional nonlinear
grid. In that case, solution of the unsteady equation uses transonic fill potential equation, is applied for the solution
interpolated steady results from second to first level grid. of Eq. (9) he iterative procedure is described as follows:

Let 0(0) be an initial approximation for the potential
3.2 Procedure for Steady TSD Equation vector, then for n=O, 1, 2.
The steady TSD equation (5) is nonlinear and of mixed
elliptic-hyperbolic type. The type of the equation is
determined by step 1. compute the residual vector

DG 2 4CEr() = L(0 )

where the coefficients G. C. and E are defined in Eq. (5). The step 2 solve the linear (10)

steady TSD equation is of elliptic type (i.e. for subsonic M,50 
(M) =r

(R)

region) if D < 0. and of hyperbolic type (i.e.. for step 3, update the potential vector
supersonic region) if D > 0.

A finite-difference approximation is used to discretize Eq. 0 + 0,

'5), and the Murman-Cole type-dependent difference

scme (Ref. 8) is used for the term, that is where n is an iteration number, 80(') is the correction

* -=i+l,..k -
2 0i,/.k + Oi-IJ. vector and M. is a matrix operator varying from iteration to

AX 2 iteration. The iterative process is repeated until the residual

if the grid point (i, j, k) is in subsonic region (i.e. D < 0). norm II ( II is less then E.

and In the above formulation, the convergence of the iterative

2#, Oi' - + i2t scheme depends upon the linear operator M.. For example,

Ax 2  a simple choice for M.= I (the identity matrix) or M 3= D (a

diagonal matrix) can only be used if the entire flow field is
if the grid point (i, j, k) is in supersonic region (i.e. D > 0). subsonic. For transonic flow problems, it is well-known

that the successive line over-relaxation method (SLOR)
Central differencing is used for all other derivatives provides a stable solution. For the SLOR method, M.regardless of the local flow velocity, that isv olto.Fr h LR ehd

corresponds to a tridiagonal matrix. This method, however,

could be inefficient because it requires a relaxation
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parameter which is usually difficult to determine a priori for The purpose of using a preconditioning technique is to
practical problems. Notice that. if the parameter is -accelerate the convergence rate of an iterative process.
incorrectly chosen, it will result in a slow convergence or Suppose C is a nonsingular matrix. Eq. (13) can be written
even divergence. In this paper, a fully implicit scheme is as
developed. It not only provides a faster convergence rate
than the SLOR method, but it also does not require any MC C60=-r (14)
parameter.

where C is generally known as a preconditioning matrix.
The operator M is chosen to be an approximation to the and Eq. (14) is called the preconditioned system for Eq.
linearized transonic operator. Suppose. at the nth iteration. (13). If the operator C is chosen so that C " is a good
the coefficients C, E. and G is Eq. (5) have been calculated approximation to M " , the condition number of MC " would
from the value of the potential at the (n-l)-th iteration. The be much smaller than that for M itself. Since the rate of
result of the application of a finite-difference convergence for an iterative method depends upon the
approximation to Eq. (5) then leads to a 12-point formula, condition number of the linear system, solving the
where preconditioned system (14) could yield a faster

(f'o)i / t convergence rate than that of the original system (13). A
detailed account of the construction for the C matrix will be

= ACi.j.k Oi.jk + Ai-j.t Pi-I.j.k discussed shortly.

The preconditioned minimal residual algorithm is given as
+ AWWijk Oi-2.,.k + AE.k Oi+l.j.k follows.

+ANi'k Oi.j+lk + ASiJ.k OQ-l.k Let be be an initial guess correction vector. compute the

"+AOi.j,k Oi.j.k+i + Ai.j.k Oi.j.k- i initial residual vector for the system.

+NWkj.k Oi-l.j+l.k + NEiJk Oi+l.j+l.k p(O) = -r-M 6 (0)

+Swi.j.k Oi-.j-.k +Si.j.k i+l.j-.k (11) and solve the preconditioning system.

Cz(0) = (0)

Notice that the coefficient AWViNi,, is equal to zero if the
grid point (i, j, k) is in the subsonic region. Moreover, the
coefficients NWijA- NE ,A SW iiA and SEijR are due to the Then for k = 0.1.2 .... k do:
cross-term GOrj in Eq. (5). and their values are usually
smaller than other coefficients for the transonic small- step 1. compute theparameter.
disturbance formulation. In the present work, the operator t ouhar .
M. is chosen by setting the coefficients AWWi,.,. NW UA . = (P)

NEijA SW ijA and SEiJA to zero. Hence., M. corresponds to (MZ(O)Mz(k)
a seven-point formula: step 2, update the new correction vector:

(M.O)iJA = ACiJA Oij.k + AWi.j.k Oi-l.j.k 6(k+) = 60(k) + akz(k) (15)

+AEi.j.k Oi+1'j.k step3, update the new residual vector.

+ANi.jk pi.j+l~k p(k+l) = p) -akMz(k)

+ ASijk Oj-.t.k step 4, solve the preconditioning matrix for z(k+ l ):

+AO 'k O.k+i 
CZ(k+I) = p(k+l)

In step 1, (x, y) denotes the usual inner product, Le. (x, y) =+Agi'J'k Oi'jk-i (12) XTy. Notice that, if C = I (the identity matrix), then z)=
P( I for all k and the method becomes the basic minimal

3.2.2 Preconditioned minimal residual algorithm residual algorithm with no preconditioning.
The main computational work in the Newton-like iterative The main computational work per iteration in the
procedure given in (10) is in step 2 for the solution of the preconditioned minimal residual algorithm is one matrix
correction vector, by vector multiplication for Mz, and solving the

M 60= (13) preconditioning system for Cz = p.

where M is a large sparse matrix consisting of seven non- The iterative procedure for the solution of the transonic
zero diagonals. For simplicity, the subscript and flow equation thus consists of outer and inner iterations:
superscript n are omitted. It is important to have an the outer is based on a Newton-like algorithm for solving
efficient solution technique for Eq. (13), since the large the nonlinear TSD equation (5). and in the inner iteration. a
system of equations has to be solved for each step in the preconditioned minimal residual technique is applied to
Newton-like procedure. A direct method is not possible find the solution for the linear system(lO). Since we are
because it requires a large amount of storage and arithmetic interested in the overall convergence for the nonlinear
operations. In this paper an iterative scheme base on a problem (i.e. Eq. 5). it may not be necessary to solve the
minimal residual algorithm is applied. Moreover. the linear system in Eq. (13) to excessive accuracy for each
algorithm is used in conjunction with a preconditioni.!g Newton-like iteration. In the present implementation. only
technique in order to yield a rapid rate of convergence, an approximate solution is sought for the linear system.

Hence, a small fixed number of iterations (such as k= 4) is
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sufficient in the preconditioned minimal residual algorithm A small value c is added to the main diagonal elements of
(15). X to ensure the stability of the iterative scheme. However.

The preconditioning matrix C plays an important role in the convergence rate is not sensitive to a and a = 0.05 is
the converg. nce rate of the minimal-residual algorithm, used in our computer implementation. Notice that
For an effective preconditioning. the matrix C should have AWWi, t=0 if the point (i, j, k) is in the subsonic region.
the following two properties: and AWWi,. ; 0 if it is in the supersonic region. However.

(I) C should be chosen so that C" is a good if AWWijA 0. then the sign of AWWVJA, is the same as

approximation to M*1 *in some sense. Consequently. that for the ACij. . Consequently. adding the coefficient
the condition number of MC" is much smaller than AWWi., to the AC,,, will improve the stability of the
that of M itself, scheme.

(2) The preconditioning step Cz = p or z = CAp should be Since C = LU, the preconditioning step
easily computed; otherwise, the preconditioning step
will not be efficient. Cz p

A popular preconditioning algorithm which satisfy the can be computed efficiently via solving a forward

conditions mentioned above is an incomplete L U substitution

factorization preconditioning. In this approach, the Li=p
preconditioning operator C is taken to be an
approximation to the matrix M. and it is also a product of and then a back substitution
sparse triangular matrices: Uz = s

C=LU=M+E (16)

where L and U are sparse lower and upper triangular 3.3 Procedures for Unsteady TSD Equation
matrices. The nonzero elements of L and U appear in the Upon solving the steady TSD equation, the coefficients of
same locations as those in the matrix M. where the unsteady TSD equation (6) can then be calculated. Eq.

(6- is a linear hyperbolic partial differential equations, and
()~ D.J~kVj+A;Jkkj.l-_ two computational algorithms (one based on a sem-

+ B implicit scheme and the other a fully implicit scheme) have
+ -l i k ,j.k i.j-l.k been investigated.

and

(U#)i.j.k = Oij.& + E3,j.k 3.3.1 Semi-implicit ADI (SADI) scheme
• .j The SAD scheme described in this section is similar to the

+GF ADI algorithm employed by Borland and Rizzetta (Ref. 12)
.j.kOi.j+l.k +G.j.kO.j.k+1 for solving the unsteady TSD equation. In the present

The matrix E in eq. (16) is known as the error matrix which algorithm. Eq. (6) is finite differenced in which the x-

measures how good the approximation between C and M is. direction is treated explicitly while the y- and z-directions

Since L and U are constructed so that their nonzero are discretizated by an ADI type method.

diagonals are in the same locations as those in the lower The SADI scheme is used to advance the solution # from the
and upper triangular part of M. this approach is generally time level n to n+l until some prescribed tune is reached.
referred to as an incomplete L U factorization At a particular time level, the value of 0 is upd'ated from n to

n+l on each successive y-z plane marching from upstream
The coefficients of L and U are computed from the to downstream. The solutions on the first and the last plane
coefficients of M according to the relations: are obtained via the applications of the upstream and

A. = downstream boundary conditions. On each subsequent y-z
A -. i.j.k plane, the following two sweeps of the SADI algorithm are

Bi.j~k = AS ij.k performed.

Ca.k = AW i.A y-sweep:

D =I+ a(AC j-i + AWWa j') B3. =CD. On + D6.0" +..fEt6rY(n "+)

-.j' '- a~j~k- Ci4"t gi-l"J'k 4+F6 50, + -LG3DY (on + i)+ .. um

Y 2 Y( 1 8 )
-Ai'j't(Ei'j't-1 + F j *t-I) (17) and

-Bi.j.k (Eij-,k +Gi~jIk) z-sweep:

-C+ (FA)l -G 2 0% +on-' + Bj -

(AA)' At
E ,'j'k =AE i'k / D, j' 

.- 0 R1 ., X

j. = AN,. j / D ..k (19)

Gi.j.= AO ilil / Di J.k In Eq. (18). j denotes the intermediate potential. The
coefficients A, B. C. D. E, F, and G are defined in the
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unsteady TSD equation (6). and the diffenfice operators are In the SADI algorithm, the size of the time-step is limited
given by: by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (Ref. 13).

'he CFL condition must be satisfied in order to ensure for
_________-_-__ numerical stability. The allowable time-step can be

-xi xi- t  computed via

B
SmaC (22)

3Y'i,j.k k =  . • ' where the coefficients B and C are defined in Eq. (6). It has
Yi - Yi-1 been observed that a larger time-step At could be used for

most practical applications while numerical stability is

. i.j~k - - ..~j~k-I maintained.

3.3.2 Fully Implicit scheme

Let 0 be a parameter such that 0 < 0 5 1, and consider the
= + 

8Aj.*) following numerical algorithm for Eq. (6):
. u+1 _ 2 31- a+l

i.jk - i..k + 0i.i.4k ____' -__i_
*.jj~ 

= (€isi. & + ) + 
i~jA) (At) 2 

+B6.- At

Y(*.j +6yij ya.j) k L l

6
8
z¢i.j.k 2 (z i.j.k+1 + -6 + +O 7

Zk ! - ZA- l

(23)

Eq. (23) can be rewritten as

*i~j~k~-I~j~k ~ r c~oA Bt+1 - R+1Oi.j~k -i-i~j,k if C<0 Aoij.k + iJ.k= .Xi - i

Xi+ - xi t

and
=2A$'j.,t + BAI ij'1 t

*i.j.t - i'j-.t if G<0

D ~~~k Y ol+A ) 2(-)[CO.' + E; +GO +on
D = i.j+l.k - i,j.k if G 20

Yi+I -Yj 2 n A -1+(At) (D$, +F$ )-A¢$~ (4
It should be pointed out that the two sweeps of the SADI + ( Aoj.k (24)
algorithm given in Eqs. (18) and (19) are computed via Notice that when 0., Oyy, 0, Oy, O, and *y are
solving the following two sets of tridiagonal matrix
equations. expressed in the standard finite-difference notations, Eq.

(24) leads to a large and sparse system of linear equations
The resulting system of equations in the y-sweep Eq. (18) +-1
can be expressed as: MI = f4 . ) (25)

a 'ij_ 1 +b +c 1 j. - =dy The structure of the matrix operator M is similar to the

finite difference operator for the steady TSD equation L

j2.3, ..... .. (20) given in (11), and it consists of 12 non-zero diagonals.

for each fixed value of z. After solving the intermediate Hence, the solution 0" 1 at a given time-step is obtained
by solving the large matrix Eq. (25). The preconditioned

value j from Eq. (20). the solution On+' can be computed minimal residual algorithm, which has been discussed in

from the z-sweep in which Eq. (19) leads to the tridiagonal Section 3.2 for the solution of steady TSD equation, can

system. also be applied here. Notice that when 0=0, Eq. (24)

1 3+1 becomes an explicit scheme. For practical computations. 0
ak $k- + b O + Ck $k+1 = = j (which corresponds to a Crank-Nicolson type method)

k=l. 2 .... Km,1  (21) is suggested. Even though the CFL condition is no longer
required for the fully implicit scheme, the time-step should



not be chosen too large because of the accuracy conjunction with an incomplete LU factorization
consideration. preconditioning. Rapid rates of convergences have also

been achieved when the present algorithm is tested for the

F5 wing, ONERA M6 wing and the LANN wing.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The semi-implicit ADI algorithm and the fully implicit 4.2 Unsteady Transonic Flows
scheme described in the previous section are implemented To verify the accuracy of the time-linearization approach
into UST3D and UST3DF computer simulation codes. Both for unsteady transonic flows, the UST3D code is tested for
codes perform a time-linearization approach to solve a the F5 wing. the LANN wing and the ONERA M6 wing.
three-dimensional transonic small-disturbance equation. As These wing models are selected because of the availability
expected, numerical results obtained from the UST3D and of results from other existing computer simulation
UST3DF codes are essentially the same. A smaller time- program. Experimental data are also avalable for the F5
step is needed for the semi-implicit scheme. The SADI wing ramd the LANN wing.
algorithm is generally preferred because the fully implicit
scheme is very time consuming due to the requirement of
solving a large system of matrix at each time-level. 4.2. 1 F5 Wing
Numerical results reported in this paper will be obtained The F5 wing is a fighter type model which has an aspect
from the UST3D code. ratio of 2.98, a taper ratio of 0.31, and a leading-edge

4. I Steady Transonlc Flows sweep angle of 31.92. A variety of computational methods

As discussed previously, the solution of the steady TSD such as XTRAN3S (Ref. 2), ATRAN3S (Ref. 14), ENSAERO

equation (5) can be computed using either one level grid (73 (Ref. 15) are available to compare with the NLR
experimental unsteady pressure distribution data provided

x 26 x 31) alone or a combination of two level grid by Tijdeman et al. (Ref. 16).
systems (73 x 26 x 31 and 127 x 19 x 31). Experience
indicates that one level grid is usually sufficient for fighter For the computational results reported in this section. the

type wings with thin airfoil sections. The application of F5 wing is undergoing a pitching motion about an axis

two level grids, however, provides more accurate numerical located at the 50% root chord and the pitching axis is

solutions for thicker wings. normal to the wing root. The frequency of oscillation is se
to be 40 Hz.

Figure 1 and 2 compare results obtained using the Newton-
like iterative scheme with the classical successive line Figure 3 displays the real and imaginary unsteady pressure

over-relaxation (SLOR) method. Unlike the Newton-like distributions at 50% semispan station for the F5 wing at

algorithm, the residual vector is usually not calculated in A_ = 0.95. Figures 3a. 3b. and 3c illustrate the numerical

the SLOR method. Consequently, the convergence test to results after one, two and three cycle computations using
the steady TSD equation will be examined via considering the UST3D code with 250 time-step per cycle. These results
the development of the supersonic points in the flowfield are also compared with NLR experimental data. Figure 3d
and the circulations at each semispan station. In figure 1. shows the results after five cycle of computations using the
the supersonic points versus number of iterations have UST3D with 500 time-step per cycle. It is interesting to
been plotted for the F/A-18 wing at M, = 0.92. The note that even after one cycle of computation. the UST3D

corresponding circulations at 66% and 87% semispan code already provides a good representation of the unsteady

stations versus number of iterations have been shown in pressure distributions. It is recommended that three cycle of

figure 2. As can be seen, the Newton-like algorithm computations will be sufficient for most practical

provides a very rapid rate of convergence. The superiority calculations. The total computing time for the UST3D code

of the present method is also clearly demonstrated in applied to the F5 wing at M_ = 0.95 using 250 time-step

Tables I and 2. per cycle with three cycle of computations is about 15
minutes on IBM RISC 60001320H workstation.

Table 1. Number of iterations required to attain 90%, 95%.
99% of the supersonic points for F/A-18 wing at M_ = Figure 4 displays the unsteady pressure distributions for the

0.92, a=O F5 wing at M_ = 0.80. The UST3D results are compared
with those obtained from XTRAN3S (Ref. 2) and NLR

90% 95% 99% experiments (Ref. 16). The corresponding results for M_=
0:95 are shown in Figure 5. As illustrated in Figure 4 for

Newton-like 14 18 32 the case of M-= 0.80 in which the flow field is subsonic.

both the real and imaginary parts of the unsteady pressure
SLOR 119 168 295 distributions of the UST3D code compare well with those

obtained using XTRAN3S code and NLR experiment. At M_
= 0.95, unsteady pressure distributions computed by the

Table 2. Number of iterations required to attain 90%, 95%, UST3D code provide a better agreement to the NLR
99% of the circulation at 66% semispan station for F/A-18 experiment than those obtained by XTRAN3S code. In

wing at M= 0.92, c---O" particular, unlike the XTRAN3S results, good agreement is
observed for the imaginary parts for all semispan stations.

90% 95% 9 The real parts also compare well except those near the wing
tip.

Newton-like 15 22 36

4.2.2 LANN Wing
SLOR 148 230 450 The LANN wing is a transport-type model with supercritical

airfoil sections. which has been selected as one of the
AGARD three-dimensional standard aeroelastic

A significant speed-up in convergence rate is achieved by configurations for comparison of transonic flow
applying the Newton-like iteration algorithm used in computations (Ref. 17). Extensive experimental results on

the unsteady pressure measurements for the LANN wing
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were repoted in Ref. 18. The lest conditions for the present An aerodynamics pre-processor checks the input data and
study were made for a Mach number M.=0.82. a mean angle .generates the input dae file for the Mach number range. If

of attack a=0.6. a pitching amplitude Aa--0.25" at a the range specified is subsonic, the doublet lattice program
is used, otherwise the input data is generated for the

reduced frequency K=O.2046. Unsteady sectional airloads supersonic harmonic gradient program (ZONAS1). The
presented in this section are defined as follows: option of using the transonic aerodynamics code UST3D is

C'=C"+i' 26) specified in the initial input and the program prepams the
(26) appropriate input data files. The initial preprocessor also

for the normal force, and generates mode shapes and graphics for the geometric and
aerodynamic panel models. The aerodynamics program

C. = C"' +iC" (27) determines the generalized forces for each of the user
selected modes. Subsequently the flutter analysis program

for the moment coefficient (pitching about 1/4 chord and uses the generalized forces data to calculate the flutter trend
positive nose down). for each mode. These trends are accurately tracked for the

flutter method selected by the user. Flutter crossings for
The unsteady spanwise normal force distributions and the specified damping values are determined and printed out. In
moment coefficient distributions are shown in figures 6 and addition, frequency and damping variation plots can be
7. respectively. The UST3D) results are compared with the generated to assist in the determination of flutter trends for
experimental data as well as other published computational each of the modes.
results including XTRAN3S. a quasi-three-dimensional (Q-
3-D) method, and subsonic three-dimensional code (Ref.
19). Agreements for both real and imaginary parts of the 5.2 AGARD 445.6 Wing Test Case
UST3D results for the unsteady sectional airloads are This series of wings were tested in the NASA Langley
generally good. Research Center Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. They have

been chosen by AGARD-SMP as standard aeroelastic
4. 2.3 ONERA M6 Wing configurations for comparisons of calculated and measured
4.2.3 ONERA M6 wing aeroelastic response. These "rings have a quarter chord
The ONERA M6 wing has an aspect ratio of 3.8. a taper sweep angle of 45" and a NACA 65A004 airfoil section.
ratio of 0.562 and a leading edge swept angle of 30'. The
airfoil section is a 10% maximum thickness-to-chord ratio In order to obtain wind tunnel flutter test data for a range of
conventional section known as the ONERA "D" airfoil. The density conditions, some of the wings have holes drilled
test conditions were made for a Mach number M--0.84. a through in order to reduce the stiffness. For the purpose.of

mean angle of attack a=3.06"% a pitching amplitude Aa=l" comparison of results from IAR flutter analysis code, the
weakened wing denoted as model 3 (WEAK3) in Ref. 21 was

at a reduced frequency K=O. 1. The wing was undergoing a chosen for the test case.
pitching motion about an axis located at the 25% root
chord and the pitching axis is normal to the wing root. The five natural vibration modes of WEAK3 used in the

present flutter analysis are: first bending (9.60 Hz). first
Experimental data for the unsteady pressure distributions is torsion (38.10 Hz), second bending (50.70 Hz) and second
not available. However, computational results using the torsion (98.50 Hz) and a mode at 118.11 Hz corresponding
modified CAP-TSD algorithm were reported by Batina (Ref. probably to the third torsion mode.
20). Figure 8 compares the instantaneous pressure
distributions computed by the UST3D code with those The ACp distributions with chord at span location Y/S =

based on the CAP-TSD algorithm. The unsteady pressure 0.85 for the first four modes at M = 0.9 and ICb = 0.1 are
distributions corresponding to both maximum (a=4.06") shown in Figure 10 for the WEAK3 wing. Good agreement

and minimum (a=2.06') pitch angles during the third cycle was obtained between linear theory and UST3D for this thin
of computations are displayed in Figure 8. The agreement wing. Figure II shows the CL and CM distributions with
between the UST3D and CAP-TSD methods is generally span. These results show good agreement in loads
reasonable, but larger shock motions were reported by the determined by linear theory and UST3D.
CAP-TSD algorithm. The UST3D code is developed based
on a time-linearization approach, and hence cannot predict Flutter analysis using the p method was carried out for the

large amplitude shock oscillations accurately. WEAK3 wing. In this case the frequency chosen for the

ierodynamic calculationL was ICb = 0.1. Plots of the flutter

U
5. APPLICATIONS IN FLUTTER ANALYSIS speed index i and nondimensional flutter frequency

The AGARD standard configuration for aeroelastic analysis W
(Ref. 21) was used as a test case in this paper. Experimental ' as function of freestream Mach number are shown m
flutter boundaries and structural properties of these wings Figure 12a and 12b. These figures show the characteristic
are well documented. Comparisons were also made with transonic dip near M_=I. Also included in these figures are
results from CAP-TSD (Ref. 3) and subsonic doublet lattice the results from CAP-TSD code. Flutter calculations at
solutions (N5KA). supersonic Mach numbers were carried out using the

aerodynamics computed by the supersonic harmonic
gradient code (ZONAS1). Good agreement was obtained

S. I Flutter Analysis Procedure between the UST3D results, doublet lattice method and
The menu-driven Institute for Aerospace Research (IAR) CAP-TSD. Comparisons between computed and
flutter analysis program first determines structural mode experimental results for the AGARD WEAK3 wing in Freon
shapes and frequencies using NASTRAN and then carries out are given in Figure 13a and 13b. The agreement between
the aerodynamic calculations. Three flutter analysis IAR. CAP-TSD and experimental results is fairly good.
methods (p-k. p. and V-g) are available. Figure 9 shows the Figure 14 shows the frequency and damping trend with
basic elements of the flutter analysis procedure. speed for the case of M_ = 0.9 and Kb = 0.1.



5.3 Conclusions 14. Guruswamy, G.P., Goorjian, P.M. and MerritL. FJ..
For thin wings the aerodynamic results from UST3D ATRAN3S: an unsteady transonic code for clear
compared favourably with linear doublet lattice theory, wings, NASA TM-86783 (1985).
CAP-TSD, as well as experimental data. The accuracy of the 15. Guruswamy. G.P.. Navier-Stokes computations on
method suffered for thick wings. swept-tapered wings, including flexibility, AIAA

Comparisons of results from IAR flutter analysis using paper 90-1152, (1990).
UST3D were carried out for the AGARD standard aeroelastic 16 Tijdeman. J. et aI.. Transonic wind tunnel tests on an
configuration WEAK3.. Good correlations with oscillating wing with external stores; Part H-the
experimental data were obtained, clean wing. AFFDL-TR-78-194 (1979).
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Summary V fluid volume
S surface

U undisturbed air speed
A boundary integral formulation for the analy- a angle of attack

sis of unsteady potential transonic flows around -a specific heat ratio

airplanes is presented. The formulation is ap- -6 Dirac delta function

plied to steady and unsteady two-dimensional and 0 compressibility time delay 0
three-dimensional configurations under the small--
perturbation assumption. The results are compared a air density tr

with existing numerical and/or experimental results, r dimensionless ee t cim . 1) s

and demonstrate that the algorithm is capable of velocity potential
capturing shocks. However, the location predicted -v p
appears to be ahead of that predicted by conserva- v -

tive finite-difference schemes; nonetheless, consider- wt = krwangular frequency---
ing the preliminary nature of this work, the agree-

ment obtained is quite satisfactory. Subscripts

B body

List of symbols BW body-wake
F field
W wake

a speed of sound 0 quantity in Prandtl-Glauert space
AR wing aspect-ratio I upper side of wake
b non-linear term (see Eq. 1) 2 lower side of wake

non-linear term (see Eq. 1) -. collocation point
Ba,, Ck, Dkj body coefficients (see Eq. 14)

c chord length Special symbols
CP pressure coefficient
Fk,, G, wake coefficients (see Eq. 14) evaluation at time t = t. - 0
E domain function (see Eq. 9) A(..) discontinuity across the wake
G fundamental solution (see Eq. 6) Dw /Dt substantial derivative on wake

Hkq, lfkq, HIkA volume coefficients (see Eq. 14) dB/dt a/at + Ua/z
k reduced frequency, wc/2Uoo
h enthalphy
i, j, k base vectors
M. Mach number 1. Introduction
n unit normal
N number of elements The objective of this work is to present recent de-

N1 , N2 , N3 ,... discretization parameters velopments on a boundary-integral-equation method

p pressure for the analysis of non-linear potential aerodynamic

r ix - x. 1 flows around airplanes. The formulation is given in

v fluid velocity terms of the velocity potential, for which an explicit

x location vector treatment of the wake is required, and is based on
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the 'direct velocity-potential formulation' introduced "Which the reader is referred for details.
by Morino (1974). An extensive review of the field
of boundary-integral-equation methods (also known The basis for this work are the equations for potential
as boundary-element methods) for potential aerody- isentropic compressible flows: the expression for the
namics is beyond the scope of this paper; detailed re- velocity, v = VO, the continuity equation in conser-
views of the field are available, for instance, in several vative form, ap/at + v (pv) = 0, Bernoulli's theorem

papers collected in Morino (1985) and in a review pa- in an air frame of reference, a/at + Iv' + h = h.
per by Morino and Tseng (1990). In the following we (where h is the enthalpy), and the isentropic law,

present a brief literature review of the development pp1 = const. In addition, we need the relations

of boundary-integral-equation methods for transonic h = -yp/( /- 1)p and a 2 = -yp/p. Combining the

potential aerodynamics of airplanes, with emphasis above equations yields

on the direct method for unsteady flows, which is the I
basis of this paper. V 2 --- at"- -= o=b+ -- (1)

Probably the first successful attempt to use an
integral-equation approach for transonic-flow anal- where a2 = " p../pc. is the undisturbed speed
ysis may be credited to Oswatisch (1950) for his of sound, whereas a denotes the non-linear terms,
work on two-dimensional steady-state flows. Two- which, for full-potential flows, are given by
dimensional steady transonic flows are considered by
Spreiter and Alksne (1955), Crown (1968), Norstrud b= (1- P p 1 (

(1973), and Piers and Slooff (1979). Steady and Poo poo a202
unsteady two-dimensional, and steady-state three-
dimensional flows are considered by Nixon (1974, (where p/p. = [1 - (_1 - ) +

1978). Tseng and Morino (1982) extended the di- whereas, for small-perturbation flows,

rect formulation of Morino (1974) to non-linear flows. . ( + 1 2

Closely related is the formulation proposed by Gear b= + 1 - (b = 0 (3)
(1987). In addition, Kandil and Yates (1985) pre- 2 a2 \(z/
sented an alternative formulation for full-potential (where i is the unit vector in -direction).
flows based on the Helmholtz decomposition, where
both linear and non-linear terms in the expression In order to complete the differential formulation we
for the compressibility are treated as field sources. A need boundary conditions. The surface SB of the
similar approach is employed by Sinclair (1986, 1988) body (a wing, in the results presented here) is typi-
for two-dimensional and three-dimensional flows, re- cally assumed to be impermeable; hence, the bound-
spectively. An extension of the formulation to bodies ary condition on a point of SB is n • (v - VB) = 0,
in arbitrary motion (in particular, helicopter rotors where vB is the velocity of the point on the surface
in hover and forward flight) is presented in Morino of the body SB. In the air frame of reference, the
and Tseng (1990); however, their transonic applica- boundary condition at infinity is given by v = 0. In
tions are limited to fixed-wing problems. Nonethe- terms of the velocity potential, we have, respectively,
less, the generality of this approach stimulated a re- 34)/3n = X (where X = V x .n) and 4k = 0. Next,
newed interest in this methodology, consider the wake boundary condition for potential

we present some preliminary results compressible flows. Starting from the two wake con-In this paper wprsnsoepeiiryeuls diin(o-etrinv-n=v .nndope-

which were obtained using a formulation based on itions (no-penetration, v -i = xn, and no pres-

the work of Morino and Tseng (1990). The governing sure discontinuity, Ap = 0) one obtains (see Morino

equations for compressible non-linear potential flows and Tseng, 1990) the conditions A(aO/an) = 0 and

are presented in Section 2. The integral formulation Dw (A) (4)
is treated in Section 3, whereas its space and time Dt
discretizations are dealt with in Section 4. Numerical
results are presented in Section 5. with Dw /Dt = a/at + vw • V, where the velocity of

awake point xw is given by vw = I(VI + v 2 ), with
1 and 2 denoting the two sides of the wake. Note
that Dw/Dt is the substantial wake derivative (i.e.,

2. Transonic Potential Flows the time derivative following xw). Hence, the above
equation implies that AO) remains constant following
xw, and equal to the value it had when xw left the

For the sake of completeness we outline the deriva- trailing edge. The value of A46 at the trailing edge
tion of the equation for the velocity potential and is obtained by using the Joukowski hypothesis that
the related boundary conditions; the presentation no vortex filament exists at the trailing edge; this
follows closely that of Morino and Tseng (1990) to implies that the value of AO on the wake and the
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value of AO on the body are equal at the trailing- with O(x,x.) = fr# + M (z - z.)J/aoo/62 and
edge. rp(x,x.) = V/(X .) +#2[(y-y.)2+(Z_ .2,

Note that no conditions are required on the shock, where M. = Uo /a. and = -/M.

as they are automatically included in the integral Multiplying Eq. 5 by G, Eq. 6 by 0, subtracting,
formulation presented hqre (see Morino and Tseng, integrating in time and over the volume V, applying
1982). This is due to the fact that these conditions Gauss' theorem, and using the boundary condition
are obtained from Eq. 1 by interpreting the deriva- at infinity and the initial conditions on 0 and G, one
tives within the framework of generalized functions, obtains:
In particular, for the steady case one obtains AO, = 0
and A (a4,/ano) = Abo no, where bo arises from E.a. = G C dV dt
the conservative form of the non-linear term (see the Jo JJ v
next Section) and no is the normal derivative on the an [( a4, aG\
shock surface in the Prandtl-Glauert space. + G [k -V

_U. (c BO- 4,B n.~ ] dS dt (8)

3. Transonic Integral Formulation where 4. = O(x.,t.), SBW is the boundary of V

(i.e., a surface that surrounds body and wake), and
In this section we present the integral formulation E. is a domain function defined as E. = 1 if x. is
for airplanes in transonic flows. Typically, in this inside SB, E. = 0 if x. is outside SB. Combining
case, even for unsteady problems, the motion of the with Eq. 7 one obtains
surface of the aircraft consists of small perturbation
with respect to a frame of reference (body frame of E.4,. = [ale G dV
reference) that travels with velocity vB = -Uoi ffV
with respect to the air frame of reference. There- [a0 a ..a0]1
fore, it is convenient to formulate the problem in the + aa - a) + a- d (

body frame of reference. For simplicity, we assume L.

that the motion of the surface of the aircraft in this where ( ) denotes time differentiation and [...]0 de-
frame of reference is infinitesimal (although such a notes evaluation at the retarded time t = t. - 0,
restriction is not required, see Morino and Tseng, whereas G = -1/47rrg,
1990).

a a a a
The differential equation for the velocity potential Fn= (1 M) - + 0 + n,- (10)
expressed in the body frame of reference is given by

120 and 0(x,x.) = - M z - z.)]/a 01E2 .
V24- a2,dT= xEV (5) If x. is in V, Eq. 9 is an integral representation

for O(x., t.) in terms of 4, a04/0a, and 4, on SBW.
where dB/dt = a/at + Uoa/az denotes the total If x. is on SBW, Eq. 9 represents a compatibility
derivative following a point fixed to the body frame condition between 4,, a0/afi, and 4 for any function
of reference, whereas V denotes the fluid volume with 4 satisfying Eq. 5.
the exception of an arbitrary thin layer that includes
the wake. In addition to the boundary condition we Next, introducing the Prandtl-Glauert variables,
need initial conditions: we assume that the fluid is zo = z/X/Y- M2, Yo = y, zo = z, and isolating
initially at rest, so that O(x, 0) = 4,(x, 0) = 0. the contribution of the wake, one obtains

The fundamental solution, G, is obtained by solving E.,. = fff Io Go dVo
the adjoint problem, i.e., the differential equationJJo

V2G- I d2T m

a2, dt2  (6) +n 9nrA -Ao °

(where 8 denotes the-Dirac delta function) with "ini- _ I aGo 00o
tial" conditions C(x, co) = G(x, co) = 0 and bound- - $ 1 -A 0- dSo (11)
ary condition at infinity G(oo, t) = 0. Wo ano noJ

If Mo < 1, G is given by (Morino, 1974) where Go = -1/47rro, ro = r,/# = [xo - Xo.1I,
fo = [ro + Mo(xo - xo.)l/aooj, and go = [ro -

G(x,x.;t,t.) = -1 - t. + 0) (7) Mo(xo - zo.)I/aoo5, whereas a/ano denotes the
4 r normal derivative in the Prandtl-Glauert space.
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In the following, an integration by parts is performed Note th1t, in the case of full-potential flows, g =
in order to avoid second-order derivatives of the ve- Va , no P/P.,
locity potential for the evaluation of the non-linear
term. Note that the non-linear term a (see Eq. 2) In addition, AOi is obtained from the above men-

can be written as o = Vo bo + cl/at, where Vo is tioned wake and trailing-edge conditions: these im-

the nabla operator in the Prandtl-Glauert space and ply that AO remains constant following a wake point

bo has components b./9,by,b.. Using and is equal to the value that it had when it left the
trailing edge. Furthermore, the coefficients Bk, are

bo~ - =I o - Eo 1 80- [bo V090 (12) defined as

atBk=iI Go, d$ (16)

and Gauss' theorem one obtains BS

JffO[a' GodVo = A- [no bol'o GodSo where Go, = GoX.=X,. Also,

+ .Ii Cif ao2 dS, Dk, Go, 9.dS (17)+ ff + _* " Vo9o God~o Ckj = J~ i Do A, Go3no

- fff (bo° ' V0 GodV0  (13) Similar definitions hold for Fkn and Gk.. Finally,

o Hkq = - IlL_. VoGokdV (18)

.kq = fff Go, VoOohdV (19)4. Discretization V q
A = fff Go,dV (20)

I order to solve the problem, the integral formula- I V (
-4ion presented above must be discretised. A seroth- Note that we have assumed that SB and Sw are

order formulation is used in the actual computations rigidly connected with the body frame; hence all the
for all the results presented and is briefly outlined coefficients are time independent.
',ere. Let us divide the surface of the body into Nu
elements Si, that of the wake into Nw elements Sni  At each time step, Xh are known from the boundary
and the fluid volume in NF volume elements Vq. Us- conditions, &0,, are known from the preceding time
ing the collocation method (i.e., satisfying the equa- steps, and Eq. 14 may be used to evaluate Ok: the
tion at Ny collocation points), and setting the col- time discretisation is accomplished by a first-order
location points at the centers of the elements, one finite-element procedure. Note that bo, b0 and 6 at
obtains fnt-lmn rcdr.Nt htbioadba

the current time step are unknown because of their
No non-linear expression in the unknown 0; hence, they

Ek Ok(t) j B, gj1,;, are obtained, at each time step, through a predictor-
corrector procedure.

ND No

+ Ck C,, (,.jo", + D,,; [jj'o,

Nw Nw 5. Numerical results+ EF,,, + E , Gk,.o,
n n In this section we present some results obtained using

N , Np the above formulation, for the limited case of tran-

+ : H q (bo, 10t, + , l( $0' sonic small perturbation flows (T.S.P.). Additional

1 9 approximations are used. For instance, the wake is
NP assumed to be parallel to the z-axis; also, the next to

+ E kq[q (14) the last term in Eq. 14 is neglected (low-frequency
q approximation). In addition, the derivative a#Iaz

where [...I, ienotes evaluation at the retarded in the expression for b (Eq. 3) is evaluated as fol-
time t - Oki, whereas (see Eq. 2) lows: first we compute the values of 0 at the cen-

ters of the field elements, then the derivatives are

= x - n bo (15) approximated by central finite differences in the sub-

in particular, hyperboloidal quadilateral elements are sonic region and by backward finite differences in the

used for all the results presented here (see Morino and Teeng, supersonic region. Finally, it should be noted that

1990). even the two-dimensional results are obtained using
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the three-dimensional formulation; for steady-state differences code (continuous line). The same airfoil
flows this is accomplished by considering an infinite (with the same discretization parameters) is consid-
wing (with one infinite element in the y-direction), ered in the results presented in Figure 6, which de-
whereas for unsteady flows, we consider a finite num- picts the pressure distribution for a = 1 and in-
ber of uniformly-spaced elements in the y-direction, creasing Mach number (i.e., M,, = .75, .77, .79, .80).
each with its own time delay (for all the results pre- The pressure distribution on the same airfoil with
sented here, N2 = 18 on half wing, with Ay = .8c). M.. = 0.8 and a = 00 (N = 35, N. = 20,

N3 = Na = N! = 7) is compared in Fig. 7 with ex-
The following parameters are used for the geometric perimental results of King and Johnson (1980) and
discretization: N, is the number of wing elements in numerical results of Brenneis and Eberle (1991) oh-
the chordwise direction, N 2 is the number of wing tained with an Euler implicit code (with a mesh
elements in the spanwise direction, N, is the num- 88 x 48).
ber of wake elements in the flow direction, N3 is the
number of field elements in the z-direction, N1 is the Figures 8 and 9 present two results on an NLR 7301
number of field elements in the z-direction in front airfoil, a modern supercritical airfoil designed to be
of the wing, N. is the number of field elements in shock-free at Mo. = 0.721 and a = -0.19' (this
the z-direction aft the wing, and N. is the number steady-state case corresponds to the unsteady test
of field elements in the y-direction on the side of the cases CT6-CT9 of Bland, 1979). The pressure dis-
wing. Note that stretching is used in order to have tribution for the above flow condition (obtained with
small elements at the leading and trailing edge (Figs. N, = 40, N,, = 20, N 3 = N. = N1 = 7) is shown in
1-2). Fig. 8 and compared with the experimental results

from AGARD R-702 (Anon., 1982) and with numer-
Consider, first, results for two-dimensional steady ical results of Brenneis and Eberle (1991) obtained
problems (Figs. 3-8). Figure 3 depicts the distribu- with an Euler implicit code (mesh used: 108 x 74).
tion of the potential, 0, along the chord for a NACA The pressure distribution on the same airfoil (with
0012 airfoil at zero angle of attack, for M0, = 0.85. the same discretization, M,, = 0.7, and a = 20) is
The parameters used for the geometry discretization shown in Fig. 9. This steady-state case corresponds
are: N = 25, N, = I, N3 = N0 = N! = 5. to the cases CT3-CT5 of Bland, 1979. Our results
The dots represent the results, whereas the dashed are compared with the T.S.P. solution presented by
line is an interpolation curvi obtained by using two Mfiller, Henke, and Dau (1991); in the same figure
splines: one in the portion ahead of the shock and we present other results by Mller, Henke, and Dau
one in the portion behind the shock. Note that the (1991), i.e., a viscous-inviscid-interaction results and
change in slope is quite sharp (indicating that the an Euler solution, as well as the experimental results
shock is not smoothed by the numerical scheme) and from AGARD-R-702 (Anon., 1982).
that two curves may be extrapolated to obtain the
location of the shock. Next, consider the pressure Next, consider results for two-dimensional unsteady
distribution, which is shown in Fig. 4. The dots flows (Figs. 10-14). Figures 10 and 11 depict the up-
are obtained using algorithm A (central finite differ- per and lower pressure distribution on a conventional
ences, in contrast to the evaluation of b, performed NACA 0012 airfoil, at Moo = 0.755, pitching about
as stated above). The dashed line is obtained with quarter-chord with a(r) = a,, + ac sin(kr) (where
algorithm B (i.e., directly from the splines), with a a,. = 0.02', ,0 = 2.51*, k = wc/2Uoo = 0.081) for
vertical line located at the abscissa of intersection a complete cycle of oscillation (NI = 32, N, = 20,
of the two splines 2 . Our results are compared in N3 = N1 = Na = 5). This case of "type-B" shock
the same figure with those of Renzoni and Pagano (Tijdeman and Seebass, 1980) is CT5 of Bland (1979)
(1991) (continuous line); these were obtained using and describes typical conditions for helicopter ap-
a conservative finite-difference T.S.P. code. plications. These results are compared in Figs. 12

and 13 (for a = 2.0' and a = -2.4*, respectively)
Next, consider the numerical results for a NACA with the experimental results from AGARD R-702
64A010 airfoil with incidence a = -0.21' and Mo = (Anon., 1982) and with the numerical results ob-
0.796 (NI = 35, N. = 20, N3 = N4 = N = 5). tained by Rensoni and Pagano (1991) with a full
These are presented in Figure 5, which depicts the potential non-conservative formulation. Finally, hys-
pressure distribution along the chord (dots). They teresis cycle in the Ce - a plane for the same case is
are compared with those of Rensoni and Pagano presented in Fig. 14 and is compared with the results
(1991) obtained by using a T.S.P. conservative finite- (dotted line) obtained by Goorjian and Guruswamy

2
We acknowledge that the "spline procedure" used to eval-

uate the pressure procedure is quite "ad hoc", and therefore it Next, consider three-dimensional steady-state re-
is not used in the following results. However, it was presented sults. The case of a rectangular wing (having X = 4,
in order to emphasize that sharp shocks may be extracted
from the values of the potential. NACA 64A010 airfoil cross section, and zero angle of
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attack) is considered in Figs. 15 and 16, for M.. = potential flows, as well as aeroelastic applications.
0.85; this is one of the flow conditions suggested by
Bland (1982). The discretization parameters used
are N, = 18, N2 = 8, N3 = Na = Nf = N. = 4. 7. References
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Figure 4: pressure distribution corresponding to the ve- Figure 7: pressure distribution on a NACA 64A010 air-

locity potential of Fig. 3: algorithm A (dots), algorithm foil with M. = 0.8 and zero angle of attack compared
B (dashed line), and numerical results obtained by a with an Euler solution (Brenneis and Eberle, 1991) and
finite-difference T.S.P. code (continuous line, Rensoni, experimental results (King and Johnson, 1980).
Pagano, 1991).
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Figure 5: pressure distribution on a NACA 64A010 airfoil Figure 8: pressure distribution on a NLR 7301 airfoil
with M. = 0.796 and a, = -0.210* (dotted line) com- with or = -0.19 and M. = 0.721 compared with an
pared with results obtained by using a finite-difference Euler solution (Brenneis and Eberle, 1991) and experi-
T.S.P. model (continuous line, Renzoni, Pagano, 1991). mental results (AGARD R-702, 1982).
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Figure 9: pressure distribution on a NLR 7301 airfoil
Figure 6: pressure distributions on a NACA 64A010 air- with a = 2 and Mo = 0.7 compared with an Euler solu-
foil at M,, = 0.75, 0.77, 0.79, 0.80, and a = 10. tion, with a finite-difference T.S.P. solution, with an in-

teractive T.S.P. solution (Muller, Henke and Dau, 1991),
and with experimental results (AGARD R-702).
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chord with M-0.5 = 0.755, a, = 0.020, = 2.510, Guruswamy (1985, dotted line).
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Figure 17: upper and lower pressure distribution on a
half-span rectangular wing with AR = 8 at M. = 0.857
oscillating in pitch at the quarter chord with a(r) = V° +
1° sin(kr): 0 =k = -30 .

Figure 15: pressure distribution on a rectangular wing
with AR = 4 at MA = 0.85, zero angle of attack and
NACA 64A010 airfoil section.
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(dotted line) for the £ase of Fig. 15 compared with the Figure '8: the same case of Fig. 17 at the time station
results of Goorjian and Guruswamy (1985, continuous). = 105 .
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SUMMARY instance, field panel techniques in the frequency domain.
They already need significantly more computer time than

This paper presents the results of unsteady transonic surface panel techniques. but still offer the advantages
flow calculation methods developed at the DLR Institute of linearity and inherent time accuracy. The mean flow
of Aeroelasticity for oscillating airfoils and wings. 20 determines just the coefficients of thc linear equations
Euler and Full *Potential calculations in the nonlinear and may be taken from nonlinear steady flow calcu-
regime with pronounced shock dynamics at the conven- lations or from experiment.
tional NACA0012 and the supereritical NLR7301 airfoil
show that the unsteady pressure distributions agree well, If it is no longer possible to distinguish between a basic
whereas the unsteady lift and moment curves are not mean flow and a linear small unsteady perturbation flow.
always in good agreement. for instance in cases of shock waves moving nonhar-

monically and with large amplitudes, methods based on
3D results are obtained with a 3D Full Potential code nonlinear equations have to be applied. These CFD
and a 3D time linearized TSD method for a swept methods mostly use Finite Difference, Fin~ite Volume or
NACAOOI2 wing and for the LANN wing, an AGARD Finite Element techniques.
standard test wing, both oscillating with small ampli-

-tudes. The agreement of the unsteady First harmonics of While the very common and far developed TSD meth-
pressure distribution indicates that 'the time linearized ods, the simplest of this class, may be applied for thin
approach may be sufficient for low amplitudes. For wings, the treatment of thick wings and bodies demands
higher amplitudes, however, the appearance of pro- methods based on the FP and Euler equations. The latter
nounced higher harmonics (even for a wing with a con- ones additionally afford boundary fitted grids.
ventional airfoil section) indicates strong nonlinear Among these, the FP methods are not able to treat flows
behavior combined with complicated shock motions. with too strong shocks and complicated vortex dynamics.

Thus, Euler methods have to be applied, yielding a com-
plete model for inviscid flows.

1. INTRODUMTON Although many computer codes have been developed in
the past, especially for two-dimensional flow, their reli-

Progress in theoretical aeroelastic investigation depends ability is still an existing problem. Some reasons for these
strongly on the improvement of computational methods uncertainties are, for example, the choice of the above-
for unsteady flows. Flutter predictions in the design stage mentioned different flow equations (linearized or nonlin-
of new airplanes demand the variation of several ear, TSD or FP or Euler), the treatment of the time
geometrical, structural dynamics, and flow parameters dependence (time accuracy), the capability of capturing
and thus a huge number of single unsteady flow calcu- shocks automatically (conservative or nonconservative
lations. In order to reduce the corresponding computa- methods).
tional effort for predicting motion-induced unsteady air- For this reason, different codes have to be validated
loads, the application of different aerodynamic models carefully both against experimental results and against
with different grades of physical simplifications, depend- one another, in order to test their reliabilty and to define
ing on the complexity of the flow, seems to be very their regions of applicability within a complete flutter
important. The computer times for dlifferent methods investigation.
may vary by several orders of magnitude. The investi-
gations of this paper are restricted to inviscid flow mod- In Ref. (l1, unsteady Euler and Full Potential results
els. were compared for the NACA0012 airfoil. These inves-

tigations are extended, and as a next step. results of four
Methods for compressible unsteady inviscid flow calcu- different computer codes for unsteady transonic flow
lations in order of ascending completeness of the flow calculations developed at the DLR Institute of Aeroelas-
modeling and of computational effort are based on: line- ticity - namely a 2D Euler. a 2D Full Potential, a 3D
ar compressible potential theory (methods like doublet Full Potential and a 3D time linearized TSD code - are
lattice), time linearized equations, Transonic Small Dis- compared. 2D Euler and FP results are compared for the
turbance (TSD), Full Potential (FP), and Euler equation. conventional NACA001 2 and the supercritical NLR7301
Linear potential methods apply surface panel techniques airfoil oscillating in a strongly nonlinear flow regime, i.e.
at very low computer costs, but they are restricted to with pronounced shock waves andl large amplitudes for
pure sub- and supersonic flows. Time linearized methodls the NACA0012 and about the v'erv sensitive design con-
are able to treat unsteady transonic flows, if the unsteady dition of the NLR73OI. respectively. The influences of
airloads induced by harmonic motions of the lifting sys- unsteady flow parameters (reduced frequency and
temn can be approximated as small harmonic pcrturba- amplitude) on flow field details like shock dynamics, on
tions of a steady or mean basic flow, an assumption often lift and moment coefficients, and on the agreement
valid in flutter investigations. These methods apply, for between both codes is studied. In order to avoid two
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possible sources of discrepancies, both codes used the Qn,+ I Qn At
same computational grids ard both took special care of i k i .jk -- [ Fi - F I ]
time accuracy by applying an explicit version of the Euler 2 2
code and a special Newton Iteration technique in the At
implicit FP code. The comparison between 3D Full - [G G(5)
Potential and 3D time linearized codes is carried out for y (
a swept wing with NACA0012 wing sections and for the At
supercritical LANN wing, but only at moderate and low .[ j, k + - Hii.k-- L]7z 2amplitudes, where the time linearized approach is rea-
sonable. which satisfies the integral form of the conservation the-

orems for every grid cell Ax Ay Az. The fluxes on the cell
surfaces depend on the local left and right-side variables,
respective!y:

2. EULER ALGORITHM F +.i.k F(Q Q (6)
2 2 ' 2i + R

) 
j k

The fundamental equations of inviscid gas dynamics The relationships of the left and right-side variables cor-
arise from the three basic physical principles: conserva- respond with the wave propagation of disturbances
tion of mass, momentum, and energy. Procedures in gas (upwind procedure). Their directions of propagation cor-
dynamics can be treated as approximately adiabatic and respond to the positive and negative eigenvalues of the
neglecting gravitational forces. With regard to a spatial Jacobian matrix A = aF/aQ at the position x, * 112, yi, zt.
control volume V0, the integral representations follow, The functional relation of the left and right-side cell
which by means of elementary transformations may be boundary values in x-direction is decoupled from those
cast into the conservation form in the y and z-direction, which means that the multidi-

mensional wave propagation is numerically treated as a
f [ + + + dsequence of one-dimensional propagation phenomena.J Usual upwind procedures are, for example:

with the so-called conservative variables -- the Flux Vector Splitting from B. van Leer [2],
- the approximate Riemann Solver from A. Harten, P.D.

Lax and B. van Leer (3],
u - the approximate Riemann Solver from P.L. Roe [41,.

Pu and
Q pv ~et e + u' + v2 + w'] (2) the complete Riemann Solver from W. Wegner (5].

pw 2 All of these procedures were tested. Their results showedPei0 t no differences in the unsteady pressure distributions
and the fluxes regarding the two-dimensional configurations presented

here.[ pu 1 The second order is expressed in the extrapolation of the
F PU2 + P left and right-side cell boundary variables, corresponding

puw to MUSCL (Monotonic Upstream Scheme for Conser-
[Peo + pju vation Laws) of B. van Leer [61.

Transformation of the basic Euler equations to a bound-pv ary fitted moving coordinate system is a linear mapping
pvu which does not alter the principle of the one-dimensional

G pv 2 + p (3) Riemann Solver. Introducing a known time dependent
pvw coordinate transformation

[Pe', + ply X x(, , v, n) =(x, y, z, icP w y W ( , , -0 =. I = (x, y , z, 0t)7Pwu Z = z( , ?7, T, ) C= 4 x, y, Z, 0) (7
H = pwV t= T T t

Pw 2 4- p the Euler equations are given in the new system in con-

[pet., + p]w servative form by

p, p, and e denote density, pressure, and energy, and Q, + F + G1 + HC = 0 (8)
u, v, w the velocity components. The application of the
corresponding differential form is permissible, because In the following equations, the subscripts 7, Ct, , and
the conservative form fulfills the Rankine-Hugoniot denote derivatives with respect to the boundary fitted
shock relation. coordinates. J is the Jacobian of the coordinate transfor-
The equations of state of the calorically and thermically mation
ideal gases yield the further necessary relation (9),____

p - [v-']pe (4) a (x, y,Z)
y denotes the ratio of specific heats. and corresponds physically to the inverse cell area.
The numerical solution model for the discrete field point The transformed flux vectors may be cast into the form
x,, y,, zb is determined principally by the conservative
discretization Q = Q/3
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assumed to be homentropic (even downstream of shock
pU 1.waves), and thus the isentropic relation is valid:
puU + pp,

TpvU+ pv P]t P ()IPWU + p ", P_,, = p(_

I [Pe°t + pI U - P , Additionally, the flow is assumed to be irrotational out-
pV side of the wake. and hence a velocity potential 0 exists.

1 puV.-+ pq/ The wake geometry has to be prescribed as the surface

pvV +- p6y (10) of shed vorticity downstream of the wing.

pwV + PIV v = grad 4) (16)

Thus, the essential restrictions of potential theory in
pW comparison with Euler theory are:
pW + P*r Inability to treat strong shock waves (esp. curved
pwW + PC, shocks), causing entropy rises and producing vortic-
[Pett + PjW - P ' ity. These effects have to be specially modelled and

incorporated into potential theory.
with the contravariant velocity components * A prescribed path of vorticity transport.

U = , + ,u + 4Yv + ,w , The basic equations of Full Potential theory, derived
from the Eulcr equations using the above assumptions,

V = qt + JXu + P7yv + 1i7w (II) are then the continuity equation

W = (' + 1 u + Cv + C'w 7 4-.( + + .-7-- = 0 (17)

It is possible to rewrite F, G and H as a product of local
transformation matrices T,, T2 and T, and modified flux and the Bernoulli equation
vectors F, G and H, which formally equal the corre-
sponding cartesian flux vectors, but contain transformed p [I)'-I M2  (1, + -1 (
co- and contravariant velocities instead of cartesian P_ L 2 - )
velocities:

A A Awhere the magnitude q of flow velocity is defined by
F =TF, G = T2G. [l=T3 H (12) q2 

= (U_ t)0) - (V-it)1) -_ (W-C)(c . (19)

T,, T2 and T3 only depend on metric terms and are given,
for example, by W.K. Anderson et al (71. Thus, the The contravariant velocity components now read:
upwind procedure of the transformed Euler equations
agree with the cartesian ones. U = , + a, 10, + at 20, + a,,(D,

Multidimensional flow problems require boundary con- V = , + a, 20, + a220p + a230D (20)
ditions for the body contour and the outer boundary.

The inviscid kinematic flow condition on the body con- W + a1 30) + a2300 +
tour demands that relative to the specified body motion The appearing metric coefficients are defined by

VT = a1[x, Y,. z] (13) a', = '2+ a .++y+
2 a,2 2 2 O + Yq + (21)

the normal relative velocity components disappear: a 2 2 2 a3 = 2
+C

2 + 2  (21)
a22 =% 7 + 17z x " Y 7

[V-Vk]N=O. N =gradC¢. (14)
a13 = C , + + ,C, a23 = ±/,C, + 

Py$y -t- r/z

The other flow variables on the contour are extrapolated
out of the field. For the pressure p, the normal momen- Density p and fluxes pU, pV, pW are nonlinear func-
tum equation that contains the effect of the curved coor- tions of the velocity potential, given by (18) and (19).
dinates is applied. Following the ideas of Ref. [8], the unsteady Full Poten-
The final extension of the computing area leads to the tial equation is solved by a Newton Iteration procedure
fact that the propagation of disturbances at the far field in order to obtain time accurate solutions, i.e.
grid cells has not faded out, which is taken into account p
with the implementation of non-reflecting boundary R(0) + F, + G, + H, = 0 (22)
conditions- Nevertheless, for the presented results, influ-ence of far field boundaries has proven negligible. (with F = pU/J, G = pV/J. H = pW/J) has to be ful-

filled for each time step T, by a solution 0'.

3. FULL POTENTIAL ALGORITHM A new solution 0) *I for the next time step ,. , is then
obtained by the following iterative process:

I. Generation of an initial solution D0( by extrapolation
3.1 Basics from 0" and T" '.

The Full Potential equation in conservative form is 2. Iteration cycle for i= 0,.. I
obtained from the Euler equations by simplifying R(0,) + R, I ,. (0,, 01 0.
assumptions about entropy and v'orticity. The flow is
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The residual of the unsteady equation R(0,I) is driven 1 U
below a given error bound, and 0 is accepted as the . and P ai=
solution for the new time i n + I a2

hn +I = 0 • (23) U, =U, U2=V, U 3 =W, I = identity, a,, a, c denote

The numerical solution applies an implicit finite differ- central difference operators, and all appearing flow field

ence scheme with second order time and second order variables are obtained from the intermediate solution
central space discretization: D = 0D, of the last Newton Iteration.

( , ) + A(30) may be solved by Approximate Factorization (AF)
_ )n + A(F + G, + H )n + 1/2 = 0. (24) as in Ref. [8], but in the present code line relaxation was

preferred in order to avoid factorization errors of the AF

The necessary upwinding in order to form compression procedure and because of an easier implementation of

shocks and to exclude expansion shocks is introduced boundary conditions.

into the scheme by a mass flux balanced biasing of the (30) is approximately solved by a few line relaxations for
density in upwind direction for the supersonic flow all three space coordinates before the next Newton Iter-
regions, see Ref. (9]. The density p is replaced by an ation step is started. The error bounds to be reached
upwind density p: before finishing one time step iteration were defined to

be 10- and 10-' for the average and maximum values
P= - (._ A + - - A, + --. A(C)(pq)- (25) of the residual, respectively. The number of necessary

q Q Q Q /Newton Iterations per time step varies between 4 and 10,
depending on the magnitude of the flow field changes
within this time interval.

with Q = U2 + V2 + W2  (26)

anF(q- q -p-q*1 i [q > q*J 27 3.2 Boundary Conditions

0 ] q !-- q*_] (27) On the wing surface, the contravariant velocity compo-
nent V has to vanish: V = 0 . Along the prescribed wake

denotes finite differencing in upwind direction, and surface, which coincides with a grid surface (in the pres-
p'q* denotes the sonic value of mass flux, given by ent study, the branch cut of the applied C-grid), the

2 .vorticity transport equation is fulfilled and no flux across
(q,)'= (Y + I)M 2  this line is allowed, which yields

(28) F, + <U > F =0 . (31)

I 21 l )) Here, F denotes the potential jump across the wake cutS1 - (y - I)M,,@? + ¢ + 'it0 , + 0 - -")) and < U > is the mean value of U between upper and

lower surfaces of the wake. At the trailing edge, the con-
2 dition of equal pressure values for upper (u) and lowerand p* = (q'M))- (29) (1) trailing edge grid points is applied (Kutta condition).

For unsteady flow, p'q* is not a constant. + I u =

Calculation of the iteration matrix R, in (25) demands [
several derivative expressions, such as Po, p0, U0, V,, In the far field, the flow is modelled by a potential vortex
W,. As the accuracy of R, is important only for the whose strength is determined by the current potential
convergence behavior but not for thr final result of the jump F across the downstream end of the wake cut.
Newton Iteration, p, was replaced by p, in order to
decrease the complexity of the bandwidth of the matrix
structure of R,,. This did not significantly decrease the 3.3 Entropy Correction in the Full Potential Algorithm
convergence speed. (Even if p. is totally neglected in the
derivatives of the mass flux terms pU, pV, pW, the The restriction of potential theory to cases with only
Newton Iteration is still fast.) Each Newton Iteration moderate shocks can be alleviated by modelling the
demands the solution of the following linear system for effects of entropy jump AS across a shock. For normal
the correction vector (p = (0,, I - D,) : shocks.

R f -V (I + ArUa( + ATVal + ArWil,) - AS I( + I)Mc i - 2± +y - )M. /

4- a ( a l1 a + Gt12a + a
12 3, -- A r /U ) +2

(33)

2 2 (a120 
+ 

a22 a3,, + 3
- 30) with M. as the Mach number just upstream of the nor-

mal shock. The nonisentropic relation between pressure
dcIOr[ 4- 23a 4- - AW) (P and density reads

p ( fT CJ
51 " 1 (34)

- R(0) T_
where bars denote nonisentropic values.

/ n -I 2Ar2  Using (34) instead of (15) in the momentum equation
yields a modified Bernoulli equation:
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M2 2 Y4. THE TIME LINEARIZED POTENTIALP-. 2 ( - I)] (35) " METHOD

pp
- -L (36) In industrial flutter calculations, it is often still conven-ient to use unsteady airloads from harmonic wing oscil-

with E: = e- s Y ((7- lv) lations of small amplitudes. Thus, the unsteady flow may
be treated as a superposition of a mean flow and a small

Using this relation in the cbntinuity equation yields unsteady harmonic perturbation flow, applying the fol-

+.)+ (p _ + ( +.) ( IL ) - lowing approach for the velocity potential:

(37) V(x, y, z, T) = 00(x, y, z) + Re(4'(x, y, z)ei ' *' ) (41)
P dt- (AS) 0 .

J(y - I)Cv dt with IDOI > > I0I > > higher harmonics. (42)

As the total time derivative of entropy vanishes every- Neglecting contributions of higher order in the perturba-
where except for at shocks, the equation remains tion values, the flow problem is split into a steady and
unchanged except at shock points, where p has to be an unsteady part. The former may be solved by steady
replaced by 7 in the potential algorithm, nonlinear flow solvers, the latter is governed by a time

linearized unsteady potential equation for the unsteadyIn the general case of different entropy jumps on the complex valued potential function 'V, which reads for
upper and lower wing surface, caused by different shock the TSD potential:
strengths, the Kutta condition also has to be modified.
A nonisentropic Kutta condition then reads (I - K4 0) I41 + VL + (pL[( )o + (43)

(I y - M 2 q2  - (2i ++ e ') 0
2 I - (2(tt+ q I =0 .(38) i ++ (0

(Y+ I)M, CO*M(
In the special case of steady flow this yields with K = / 2  

o 2 ' (44)
2-o -2(y-I)M1 ) 2 1-M)an , #y z

qu - q" = _u- (_IM q?2  (39) =I-M)adX , =y,=/z

Boundary conditions are to be fulfilled at the wing sur-

face, as well as for the potential jump across the wake
with a : = ( 'y-) . (40) surface downstream of the trailing edge. Both surfaces

are projected onto the z = 0 plane, which is compatible
If the shocks on the upper and lower side arc equal or with the TSD approach. The boundary conditions read:
of negligible strength (isentropic flow), a = I and 0 h
%, = q,. The shock strengths are different for a lifting z - lx + ih (at wing), h = amplitude45)
wing flow, thus AS, > AS,, which yields a > I and thus [IVl] * 0 (across the wake) . (
q < q,. Fig. I sketches these two cases. The flow angle -

off the trailing edge depends on the different entropy
increases. The second case shows a decambering effect Equation (43) is linear but coupled to the mean flow O°

(and thus a lift reduction) in comparison to the case with by the spacewise varying coefficients, which may be
isentropic or equal shock condition. strongly nonuniform, especially for flows with embedded

supersonic regions and shocks. The coefficient of the first
Precise implementation of these entropy corrections term in equation (43) changes sign when mean flow con-
demands that both the shock speed and the shock orien- ditions change from subsonic to supersonic, yielding a
tation be taken into account to obtain the correct value mixed elliptic/hyperbolic character. By introducing a
of M,, and that AS is convected downstream with the reduced potential function (p
actual flow velocity to obtain the correct value of a at the
trailing edge. This is complicated for 3D flows with 01 > e- ,x (46)
geometrically complex shock surfaces. Therefore, the
entropy correction was only implemented for 2D cases. Helmholtz equation:

L( p) = ,o + yy + (Po + 2o =S (47)

.. - L]..with S = a+ + ita

/ ~ uer velocities at = (oM ,' I 2
/ M • 1 side trailing edge:

M / shock --- sentropie a =K
° 
((. + iP) .

•- - norisentropic The magnitude of the right-hand side S is determined
_Vmainly by K ,V /V *, i.e. the deviation of the mean

disturbance velocity from the corresponding critical value
lower side shock CU and thus the size of local Mach numbers of the mean

flow.

Equation (47) shows a correspondence between unsteady
Fig. I. Influence of entropy correction at the trailing edge linearized transonic flow problems and acoustic wave

propagation in a nonhomogeneous moving fluid, which
was investigated in detail in Ref. [10]. The pure Helm-



S-h

holtz operator L describes propagation of disturbances in
a compressible uniform subsonic flow with vclocity u_,
while the right-hand side S accounts for nonuniform
compressibility effects introduced by the transonic mean
flow. While disturbance energy propagates on rectilinear
rays in uniform flow, the ray paths in a highly nonuni-
form transonic flow field show a strong curvature. devi-
ation, and focusing effects, see Fig. 2. The time linearized
flow problem is solved by a code called PTRAN3, which
applies a combined Integral EquationiFinite Difference
method for the solution of (43) and (47), respectively.
Details are described in Refs. [I II and (12).

/X /fi , ,. ,qf

,\ \
A Fig. 3. Grid for NLR7301 calculations

Both Euler and Full Potential calculations used identical
grids. The NACA0012 grid had 205x42 grid points,

, \, <j while the NLR7301 grid had 225 x 32. Fig. 3 shows the
inner region of the NLR grid. Far field boundaries were

, \ ,10 chord lengths away from the airfoil.

NACA 00 12 M_ 0. 790 0 0 00 sonichne

5.2 NACA0012 Results

The NACA0012 airfoil was investigated at flow condi-Fig. 2. Acoustic rays in a transonic flow field tions of an AGARD standard test case with Mach

number M_ = 0.755 and mean incidence a = 0.02'
undergoing pitching oscillations about the quarter chord
axis with 2.51' amplitude. Fig. 4 shows calculated

5. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF 2D unsteady pressure distributions at three different reduced

RESULTS frequencies ,) = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. The agreement
between Euler and Full Potential results is good. There
are only small discrepancies in the shock region. Gener-

5.1 Grid Generation ally, the Euler results need only one grid spacing for
shock resolution, due to the upwinding procedure, while

; he presented results were calculated on a boundary fit- Full Potential needs two grids. The special shock
ted coordinate system, obtained by a method presented dynamics at higher frequencies should be mentioned: the
in Ref. [ 13), which is an elliptic grid generation code with shock profiles get steeper during upstream motion and
the ability to control the line spacing and intersection stay flat during downstream motion of the shock. At

angles of the grid at physical boundaries there the wing reduced frequency ou = 1.0, a pronounced shock is
formed only at the farthest downstream position justand wake surface) and at the far field boundarv. C-type

grids were chosen because they offer the possibility of before it starts moving upstream again. lhcse details are

clustering mesh points zowards the branch cut in order captured by Euler and Full Potential models with good
to guarantee a better resolution (of the unsteady wake. In agreement. The strong nonlinearity of the creation and
the Full Potential code. the branch cut equals the wake disappearance of shock waves during one oscillation
location. The branch cut location is prescribed as a cycle is also reflected in the unsteady lift and moment
boundary condition of the grid generation code. In order coefficients in Fig. 5. Deviation of these curves fiom
to facilitate the implementation of wall boundary condi- elliptic shape indicate nonlinearities. It is well-known
tions, orthogonality of the grid lines was introduced on that in cases of small amplitudes unsteady transonic air-
the airfoil surface, on the far field boundary, and also on loads approach linear behavior with increasing frequen-
the branch cut. thus avoiding strong mesh distortions. cy. In the present case, amplitude is big and nonlinear
Additionally, the line spacing between the first and sec- behavior appears for all five reduced frequencies, more
ond grid lines on the airfoil and the branch cut were pronounced for higher frequencies in the lift coefficient
prescribed to be 0.5 "o chord length everywhere. Since while very strong for low frequences in the moment
the present study only deals with rigid body o cillation,, coefficient. Moment coefficients seem to be much more
unsteady calculations were done (in grids, keeping fixed sensitive, because they are much more influenced by
to the moving airfoils. shock motions than lift.
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Fig. 5. Frequency dependence of unsteady lift and moment at the NACA0012

Comparisons between Euler and Full Potential results On the upper surface, the agreement is sometimes not
for lift and moment coefficients show more pronounced satisfactory upstream of the main shock. Like for the
discrepancies than the unsteady pressure distributions. NACA0012, the shock resolution of the Euler method is
Fig. 6 shows the time histories of calculations, starting better, and especially weak and downstream moving
with the steady flow solution until periodic behavior is shocks are smoothed by Potential theory. In general, the
achieved. It is apparent that high frequency Potential flow details are in agreement, note especially the dou-
calculations need more cycles than Euler before reaching ble-shock system at the high frequencies a)* = 0.500 and
periodicity. The direct comparison in Fig. 7 shows gen- 1.00 for phase angle Wo' = 315'. The disagreement is
erally bigger lift and moment amplitudes and a bigger growing with both increasing frequency and increasing
phase shift (reflected in the width of the loops) predicted amplitude. For the reduced frequency ,)" = 1.00, no
by Potential theory. Similar tendencies have also been convergent behavior of the moment coefficient was
observed in comparisons between Euler and TSD result- achieved by the Full Potential calculation. Fig. 10 shows
(see Ref. [141). the corresponding unsteady lift and moment coefficient

curves. Like for the NACAO012, Potential theory pre-
dicts higher amplitudes and phase shifts.

5.3 NLR7301 Results One reason for the discrepancies appearing between

While strong linearities for the oscillation of the convert- Euler and Potential results may be the insufficient model
tional NACA0012 airfoil were achieved by large ampli- of entropy correction. The present entropy model in the
tudes, the supercritical NLR7301 airfoil may be expected Full Potential Code only treats a single normal shock.
to show nonlinear behavior due to its sensitivity to small Furthermore, modeling the vorticity production at shocks
disturbances of shape and therefore also at moderate could improve the agreement of results. The difference
amplitudes. rhe nominal design condition was between Euler and Potential Theory in treating the wake,
10 - 0,721 and a = - 0.19', and pitching oscillations i.e. fixing the path of vorticity to the branch cut, may be
aobut the 40 % chord axis were investigated. Fig. 8 another source of discrepancy, especially for the highly
shows unsteady pressure distributions for three different sensitive NLR airfoil.
reduced frequencies and a fixed amplitude, while the
amplitudes are changed in Fig. 9. The agreement
between Euler and Full Potential results is good on the
lower surface and in the rear portion of the airfoil.
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6. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF 3D 7. CONCLUSION
RESULTS ,

Comparisons of different codes for unsteady transonic
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for oscillating wings flow calculations about oscillating wings and airfoils have
were carried out with the 3D Full Potential code and the been carried out. All codes, i.e. the explicit 2D Euler.
3D time linearized method. The harmonic perturbation implicit 2D and 3D Full Potential (including Newton
approach of the time linear code makes comparisons Iteration) and 3D time linearized TSD, are time accu-
meaningful only for small amplitude oscillations, where rate.
nonlinear effects may be slight and only small amplitude The 2D Euler and Full Potential calculations used iden-
harmonic shock oscillations appear. tical moving boundary fitted grids. Thus, discrepancies

Full Potential calculations were done on a CH-type grid, could only be due to t6e different physical modelling, i.e.
with 129 x 28 x 30 points in -, ?I- and c-direction, 97 x entropy and vorticity. Agreements are partly very good.
20 points beinR on the wing surface. Fig. 11 shows the even for cases of pronounced nonlinear effects, such as
grid on the wing and wake surface and the symmetry severe shock motions. Appearing discrepancies, especial-
plane. The calculated mean flow field was used as an liy in lift and moment coefficients, arc caused by insuffi-
input for the time linearized method, interpolating it to cient modelling of entropy and vorticity in the Full
the sheared Cartesian grid of the PTRAN3 code, which Potential code. Here, improvements seem to be necessary
is comprised of approximately 25000 grid points. Fig. 12 in order to make the Full Potential code a reliable tool
shows real and imaginary parts of the first component for strong nonlinear flow calculations.
of unsteady pressure distributions for a 300 swept wing The 3D Full Potential and time linearized calculations
with symmetrical NACA0012 airfoil sections oscillating befni had iential me lields. carion
in pitch about the 60 % axis with V0 and 0.25' amplitude by definition had identical mean flow fields. Comparison
about 0' incidence position, both obtained by the 3D of their unsteady results shows that the time linearized
Full Potential code. The corresponding time linear results approach is justified only for very low amplitudes, even
are in good agreement with both nonlinear calculations. if wing geometry is relatively simple.
These are only slightly different from one another in the Much more detailed and systematic work in unsteady
region that is traversed by the shock. Note that values c vat te uperand owe wig sufac hae jut te opo- trarnsonic inviscid code validation is necessary (including
at the upper and lower wing surface have just the oppo- time linearized, nonlinear TSD, FP and Euler methods)
site sign and that both are plotted. For this example, time
linear theory is a good approximation, because higher before the ranges of applicability of different methods
harmonic components are not significant. become sure, especially for applications in flutter investi.

gation.
This becomes quite different if the frequency value is
increased by a factor of five. Fig. 13 shows the unsteady
time dependent pressure distributions on the upper wing
surface from the Full Potential code. Here, the appearing 8. REFERENCES
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SUMMARY

This paper presents the numerical results of a code for three decades. Whitehead [I] studied the unsteady flow
computing the unsteady transonic flow in a 2D cascade of an incompressible fluid through a cascade of vibrating
of harmonically oscillating blades. The calculation of the flat plates, where the mean flow was deflected by the
flow field is based on an Euler code using flux vector cascade. Atassi 121 also assumed incompressible flow and
splitting. After a description of the basic equations and developed a model using conformal mapping, whereby
the special numerical techniques applied in the code, arbitrary shape of the blades and steady loading can be
results are presented for the first harmonics of pressure, admitted. Similar to Atassi's work, the author has con-
lift and moment coefficients. tributed a publication based on the solution of integral

For the present investigations, two basic oscillation equations (3].
modes were chosen: tuned modes where all blades per- Further progress has been made by taking into account
form oscillations with the same frequency, same ampli- compressibility effects. The simplest way to achieve this
tude and a constant interblade phase angle, and mis- is to solve the acoustic approximation of the inviscid flow
tuned modes, where all blades are oscillating with the equations for the unsteady problem. Typical representa-
same amplitude, but with varying frequency from one tions of this manner of treating the problem are the
blade to another. The computed results refer to two papers of Smith [4], who analyzed vibrating flat plate
standard configurations given by the IUTAM "Work- cascades in subsonic flow, and Verdon and Caspar [5],
shop on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachine Cascades", one who developed a fairly comprehensive analysis for the
of which is a subsonic-transonic turbine cascade, and the case of unsteady subsonic flow in a vibrating cascade
other is a subsonic-transonic compressor cascade. In the with mean flow deflection.
case of tuned bending modes, the theoretical results are
compared with the experimental data from the turbine In the last years, increasing efforts were made to extend
standard configuration. the flow calculations to the transonic regime. The meth-

ods used can roughly be divided into two types: methods
Special attention is directed to the occurrence of acro- ods us e ari ge e nsted iow typs meth e

dynamic instability in the oscillating cascade. It can be which linearize the unsteady flow equations about the
shown that the interblade phase angles, at which the mean flow, assuming that the unsteadiness in the flow is
above-mentioned experimental test case shows unstable small, and methods for solving the full equations.
behavior, are generally well-reproduced by the computa- Linearized methods were presented, e.g. by Verdon andtional resultg e. Caspar (6] (linearized Potential equation) and Hall and

Crawley [7] (linearized Euler equations). Their advantage
lies in the short computation time needed to calculate the
unsteady flow, but undoubtedly their greatest disadvan-

1. INTRODUCTION tage is that they are not able to correctly predict compli-
cated shock structures and shock displacements. In order
to check the validity of linearized codes and to obtain a

The numerical prediction of unsteady aerodynamic lift better insight into the dynamics of unsteady transonic
and moment coefficients for oscillating cascades in the cascade flow, time-marching methods for solving the
transonic regime is still an urgent problem. Although non-linearized Euler equations have been developed. The
great progress has been made in the past and many publications of Kau (8] and Gerolymos (9] should be
codes, especially for two-dimensional flow, are now mentioned as two examples of such. Kau investigated the
available, the reliability of these codes is still an existing unsteady flow through turbine as well as compressor
problem. The reason for this uncertainty is the variety cascades, while Gerolymos calculated the unsteady loads
of factors hidden in the calculation of an unsteady tran- in a single compressor cascade where the blades were
sonic flow configuration, vibrating in so-called tuned and mistuned modes. A final

Some of these factors are often interdependent, e.g. the mention should be made of the work of Rai [10], who
choice of flow equations (full or linearized equations), the computed the transonic flow through a complete rotor-
treatment of the time dependence, the capability of cap- stator configuration with a Navicr-Stokes code.
turing shocks automatically (conservative or noncon-
servative methods), or the possibility of including viscous The present Euler code, written in conservative form,
effects (inviscid or viscous flow calculation). makes use of flux vector splitting. This technique, in

which the flux vectors are decomposed into positive and
Through a literature survey it becomes evident that the- negative contributions such that the corresponding Jaco-
oretical research has progressed steadily over the past bian matrices have either positive or negative eigenva-
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lues, more or less simulates the method of characteristics, calculation of the spatial derivatives of F', G' and F-,
Performing the spatial differences of the split flux vectors -has to be performed with backward and forward dif-
with backward and forward differences, respectively, the ference operators, respectively. This upwind method
arising algorithm belongs to the class of upwind methods yields a robust algorithm with excellent shock capturing
and has the advantage of being naturally dissipative. The properties.
special type of decomposition used in the present algo-
rithm is van Leer splitting [I I], the excellent shock cap-
turing properties of which have already been elaborated given in terms of the local one-dimensional Mach num-
in the paper of Anderson, Thomas and van Leer [121. bers M. = u/a and My = v/a, respectively. The decom-

position of F runs as follows:
For the sake of simplicity, the present investigations are
restricted to harmonic rigid body motions of the blades, Subsonic flow I M, I
i.e. to heaving and pitching oscillations. In order to show
the different aerodynamic behavior of the cascade due to
special selected modes of the blade row, two basic oscil- p a (I 2 M)
lation modes have been chosen: tuned modes where all ±
blades perform oscillations with the same frequency, -L-[(K- I)M, ± 2]fl±
same amplitude and a constant interblade phase angle, F± K vf (5)
and mistuned modes where the blades are oscillating with
the same amplitude but varying frequency from one K2  (f2±)2

blade to another. 2(r 2  
4I) f ± 2

Computational results are presented for two standard

configurations of the IUTAM 'Workshop on Aeroelas- Supersonic flow I Mj > I
ticity in Turbomachine Cascades", namely a turbine cas-
cade where experimental data are available for tuned F+= F ,F-= 0 for M, > + I
bending modes and a compressor cascade designed solely
for theoretical investigations. F+ = 0,F- =F for M, < - I

and the decomposition of G is obtained by:

2. EULER ALGORITHM Subsonic flow I MI 1! I

2.1 Flux Vector Splitting in Cartesian Coordinates ±a (I 2 M)2

The two-dimensional Euler equations for an ideal gas u g1 ±
expressed in Cartesian coordinates and conservative form GI - a ± 1 ±

G[(K)-)M (6)

aQ + F + =0 (i) (93±)2 + u2  +
t + ax ay1) 2(K' -) gi +

where

V ~ Supersonic flow I M'I I

Q=p [IF=p u+ =G p v+a2 (2) G=G,G-0 for My +I

u H v vH G+ =0 ,G-=G for My 5 -I.

with the specific total energy

a2 (u 2 +v
2  (3) 2.2 Flux Vector Splitting in Boundary-Fitted Coordinates

K(K I) 2 Introducing a boundary-fitted moving coordinate system
where x=x( , T,) = (x, y,t)

cp vyy(, n, T) - ?I = n(x, y, t) , (7)

= C , ratio of specific heats t =T = t
and the specific total enthalpy the Euler equations are given in the new coordinate sys-

tem in conservative form by

H I 2' ±v) . (4)
K-I 2 (u 3 Q , a F + _ ( = 0 (9)

The dependent primitive variables p, u, v and a are the

density, the Cartesian velocities, and the local speed of with the transformed vectors
sound, respectively. A =

Q =J
In a flux vector splitting algorithm, the flux vectors are
decomposed into positive and negative contributions F = ( - yjx, + x,y,) Q + y, F - x, G (9)
F = F' + F- and G = G' + G such that the Jacobian
matrices F'JaQ, aG'IQ have only positive and (3 = (-xy, + vx,) Q - y F + x, G
aF /8Q, aG-faQ have only negative eigenvalues.
According to the artificial characteristic directions of where it is assumed that the left-hand side of (7) is given.
signal transport, introduced by the split flux vectors, the In (9) and in the following equations, the subscripts t, n



and T denote the derivatives of the physical coordinates
with respect to the boundary-fitted coordinates. X1, F + y-.
J = x y, - xv,. the Jacobian of the transformation, phy- A - ILL T,7"
sically corresponds to the cell area. "0 ":t: & 2(16)

Correct splitting of the transformed flux vectors is G+ 2
obtained by the following procedure: , =- T(; = T(

Anderson et al [121 have' shown that it is possible to i.e. the matrices on the left and right-hand sides of (16)

rewrite F and G as the product of a local deformation are diagonally similar except for a positive factor. Con-
matrix and a modified flux vector, which is formally sequently. the eigenvalues of the left-hand side matrices
equal to the corresponding Cartesian flux vector, but remain positive or negative depending on the sign of the
contains transformed instead of Cartesian velocities. The eigenvalues of the right-hand side matrices.
resulting formulas are

F (Q) ,/x,, + y TF F(Q) (10)

2(Q x v±2T( G (Q)

where 2.3 Solution Algorithm

I- U vAfter flux splitting, the Euler equations in boundlary-
2 _ , fitted coordinates are given by

QPv]F=P +±Tj G P 2 +a'] (11)
S+ A

EQ iF4  0F ,G +  (G 0 (17)

with the transformed velocities The method of solution is the approximately factored

U= Y, (u - x,) - , (v - y,) Beam-Warming implicit algorithm (15] given in delta

in F (12) form with first-order time accuracy byv;= x,(u -x,) + y,(v -y,)

[I 6

= X(u-,) + 9 (v -V,) (13) + " , l
in G .

7= y (U-_X,)x(-. G+ 'AQ (RA I +V At V)- --

The terms i, ,, it and -v are normalized, i+e. I t +I
y2 (u - )4 (--y--- (X

j^ + y = I etc., the modified total energy E and enthalpy
H are given by (3) and (4), respectively, with the corre- = - AZ F + F ± '5 G
sponding velocities U and V instead of u and v. The
deformation matrix T. is given by The numerical scheme is written in a cell-centered finite

volume formulation, where the spatial derivatives are
approximated by so-called MUSCL-type differencing

1 0 0 0 (MUSCL = Monotic Upstream centered Scheme fi
Conservation Lawsl 116]. i.e. they are generated indirect-

Ss 0 ly by extrapolating the Cartesian solution vector with
backward or forward formulas. The split-flux differenc-

TF- , 0 ing in the c-direction. for example, is written as

2 2
2v + A- I ± -

2 1 2 2 k(92y ( Q . , %1 i

and T, is obtained by replacing y, and x, in (14) with xF
and - v1. The splitting of the transformed flux vectors
can now be performed according to (10) The terms M represent all geometric terms involved in

the transformation to boundary-fitted coordinates and
2 r r± have to be calculated at the cell interfaces (see Figure I).
11x" (15) The extrapolated values of the solution vector Q are

X (,; t determined by the formulas

0+ .k j tk fj.k ( Qi.k Q - .k 20)

where F, and G are calculated in the same fashion as Q i = j .. k ± F + 1A ( 0, 1A - Q+ 2A
the Cartesian split flux vectors, but now in terms of the 2 ,k
Mach numbers MI = U/a and M. = /a with ii from j 12) with the control factors
and V from (13).

The correctness of the splitting is demonstrated by form- fi.k 0 for first order accuracy (21)
ing the Jacobian matrices from (15). Elementary math- f for second order accuracy
ematical operations yield fiTk 2
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Pl (x y- ( -xy yV - (24)

M,-= 2 U ,x,-xy
a M + YIX - X , + ( -'X -~v

N,+

J,K j +I, K with the tangential relative velocity i from equation (13).

The density p and the tangential relative velocity U at the
body's surface, both needed to compute the normal

Fig. I. Calculation of solution ani flux vctors by thc pressure derivative, are calculated by extrapolation from
MUSCL Scheme the interior field. If the grid lines aic orthogonal at the

body, the first term on the right-hand side of (24) van-
ishcs, and hence the pressure at the body can bc deter-
mined directly by (24) without the solution of a linearFurther investigation of the flux splitting technique system of equations.

described above shows that differencing (19) together
with (20) is the only way to avoid undesired discretiza-
tion errors in a boundary-Fitted coordinate system. The implementation of inlet and outlet boundary condi-

tions is closely related to the theory of characteristics.
The left-hand side of (ig) requires the calculation of the Casting the Euler equations into their characteristic
split Jacobian matrices. Their values at the point (jk) are form, a new set of so-called characteristic variables is
easily determined with the aid of equation 116). Using created, representing the propagation of entropy, vortici-
first-order upwind differencing on the left-hand side of ty and pressure waves along the characteristic surfaces
equation (18), a procedure which does not reduce the that are determined by the eigenvalues of a linear com-
accuracy in space and time. we obtain a block-tridiago- bination of the Jacobian matrices PFIPQ and aG1Q.
nal structure for the implicit equations. Since upwind Selecting special directions on the characteristic surfaces
spatial differencing is used, no artificial dissipation is to integrate the flow equations at a boundary, these
required. directions may either point a', v from or toward the

computational domain, indicating that outgoing or
incoming waves are to be treated. Since the outgoing
waves are determined completely by the interior field
solution, the replacement of the incoming waves by
appropriate physical conditions makes it possible to

2.4 Boundary Conditions compute the flow boundary values in characteristic form.
However, the calculation of a "genuine" characteristic

The steady or unsteady flow calculation for a cascade solution at the regarded boundaries implies the inte-
demands the implementation of different boundary con- gration of the characteristic equations along the charac-
ditions which determine the solution. These boundary teristic cone and always leads to a large-scale scheme.
conditions are: the kinematic flow condition (vanishing An important contribution to simplify this problem has
normal velocity at the blade's surfaces), inlet and outlet been made by Chakravarthy [18], who used a quasi-one-
boundary conditions (either prescribed flow values for dimensional approach.
steady flow or nonreflecting boundary conditions for Supposing the in- and outlet boundaries are 4 =const.-
unsteady flow at the in- and outlet boundary of the lines (typical for an H-grid), a cut through the charac-
computational grid), and periodic boundary conditions teristic cone in -direction causes all characteristics to fall
on certain parts of the outer boundaries of the computa- into the -T-plane. Regarding the wave transport in this
tional domain (prescribed periodicity of the flow due to plane only and treating the flux along the boundaries asthe geometric repeat condition of the cascade), source term, the eigenvalues and left cigenvectors of

On the blade's surface, the normal relative velocity is set *1Ia Q are the ones that determine the direction of wave
to zero transport and the characteristic variables. The charac-

teristic transformation of the Euler equations with the
(v - vt). n = 0 with vt =[ x,, y, J,.l (22) restrictions mentioned above leads to

where v, , and n are the Cartesian velocity vector, the ()-
prescribed kinematic velocity vector of the blade's sur- 22 1- Ai ;i A. - i  0 i I . 4
face. and the normal vector on the body, respectively. (I TP7
The pressure is determined from the normal momentum
equation (17], which runs in Cartesian form as follows or

(in -vgradlnl.[v -vI - - A---,.4-o - -, =00 (25)

r ' (23) with

(grad k.n~ grad p- n . oA-t -dr, = o i(Q characteristic variables

Assuming the blade's surface is identical with a A, cigenvalue of P!, Q
n =const.-line. the transformation of (23) into a bound-
ary-fitted coordinate system yields = corresponding left eigenvector.



The incoming waves which arc to be replaced by appro- D effecting the implementation of boundary conditions.
priate physical boundary conditions arc identified by .,What remains is the application of periodic boundary
positive A, if the positive -direction points from the conditions. Since their implementation strongly depends
boundary to the interior field, or by negative A, if the on the computational grid used and the prescribed oscil-
positive G-direction points from the interior field to the lation mode of the cascade, the next chapter will discuss
boundary. this.

If the in- and outlet boundary conditions are given as

Bi() = 0: i= I ..... p: ps4. 3. GRID GENERATION
i.e. after differencing with respect to time The grid generation needed to compute the solution of

aBi ,3Q the Euler algorithm in a boundary-fitted coordinate sys-
- = . (26) tern is obtained by a method presented by the author

aQ r [19]. The procedure used is an elliptic grid generation
code based on the solution of two coupled Poisson

the system of equations to be solved is equations. A basic feature of the present method is the
A A possibility to control the line spacing and intersection

( 7 + 3G angle of the grid lines at the physical boundaries, in this
(I a case, for example, at the blade's surface and at the

4 p channel boundaries.

(27) The type of grid used for the cascade flow calculation is
a line-periodic 1-grid, i.e. each grid point on the lower

0; channel boundary has its counterpart on the upper?Q (r channel boundary in the direction of the cascade axis (see
i = 4 - p + I....4 . Figure 2). Although this type of grid is characterized by

rapidly changing metrics near the stagnation point and
Fixed boundary conditions (prescription of any flow rather skewed grid meshes near the trailing edge of the
quantity such as velocity, pressure, enthalpy, etc.) are blade, its advantage is that an implicit code is easily
then given by introduced on the grid and the periodic boundary condi-

MB tions can be imposed in an implicit manner by a simple
- = fi (28) re-entry condition.

and nonreflecting boundary conditions (suppression of
incoming waves) by

a3ri  0 dB i  H

((29

Rewriting (27) in the form

with the matrices

D, -D, 'T 4 - p

,B 4  I .i "Q 0
Fig. 2. H-grid for flow calculation

(0B4/PQ) 0 The grid point displacement must be carefully organized
due to the motion of the blades. For an arbitrarily chosen
oscillation mode, no coordinate system exists in which all

we finallv obtain blades are at rest. Hence, in contrast to a single oscillat-
' tig airfoil, no simple rigid body motion can be imposed

,- -- on the grid points. The total grid has to be deformed
teadilv to enable it to conform to the new position of the

vibrating blades after each time step. In order to accom-
) -)- I D, ptish this requirement, a special interactive rid gener-ation procedure was developed. A new grid is calculated

(31 is the Istem of modified Euler equation" valid on after each time step. regarding the old grid i-; the initial
the in- and outlet boundaries. differing from t,) in the solution and the new position of the blades as changed
multiplication of the flux terms with an influence matrix boundary conditions. This method requires only one or
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two iterations for the new grid and enables the code to In contrast to the tuned modes (often called 'traveling
take into account every possible oscillation mode of the wave modes), mistuned modes with a varying frequency
cascade. It can even be used for a direct aeroelastic from blade to blade do not effect any spatial periodic
analysis where the flow field and the elastomechanic behavior of the flow quantities in pitchwise direction.
vibrations of the blades are calculated simultaneously. Consequently, the computational domain has to include
The grid point speeds x, and y,, needed to update the the complete cascade, which may consist of twenty
transformed flux vectors and the Jacobian matrices for blades or more.
every time step, are computed by backward time differ-
ences.

The number of blade channels in which the flow has to
be computed depends on the oscillation mode of the cas- 4 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF
cade. Tuned modes (same amplitude and constant inter- RESLT
blade phase angle) always result in a pitchwise spatially RESULTS
periodic flow, where the spatial periodic length is deter-
mined by the interblade phase angle. For example, if an Results for unsteady cascade flow were calculated for the
interblade phase angle of ± 1800 is prescribed, the flow two standard configurations no. 4 and no. 10 of the
values are repeated every time when proceeding two IUTAM "Workshop on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachine
blade pitches along the cascade axis. Hence, two blade Cascades". The geometrical data of these subsonic-tran-
channels are sufficient for computation (see Figure 3). sonic cascade configurations are listed in Figure 4 and
Analogously, the flow has to be calculated in four blade Figure 5, respectively.
channels for a phase angle of ± 90' and so on. It should
be mentioned that it is also possible to restrict the flow Experimental data are available for the turbine standard
computation to only one blade channel for this type of configuration no. 4 and refer to nine selected aeroelastic
motion (see Kau 18] and Gerolymos [9]). The spatial per- test cases (13,14], where unsteady pressure distributions

were measured for different outlet Mach numbers andiodicity condition is then not imposed instantaneousiy as interblade phase angles. These cases treated tuned bend-
in the present method, but with a time lag corresponding ing vibrations with a vibration frequency of 150 Hz and
to the interblade phase angle. Although this technique a vibration direction, which is depicted in Figure 4. From
has the special merits of a irduced computational the nine measured test cases, six were selected for com-
domain, its disadvantage is 0i 'i the flow values on the parison of experimental and theoretical results. The test
periodic channel boune ..- ave to be stored in space cases were: Mal = 0.76, 1.19; E = 90" and
and time (storage rrob' ,s) and that many cycles of Ma2 = 0.90, E = 0', 1: 90', 180*. The interblade phase
motion must be c, i- .-d to drive the solution to peri- angle 0 in this turbine configuration is defined such that
odic convergence "o time (slow convergence), it is positive if the phase of the lower blade in Figure 4

advances to the phase of the upper blade, i.e. a positive
E causes a traveling wave running upwards, whereas a
negative E produces a traveling wave running down-
wards along the cascade axis.

The second cascade configuration treated here (standard
configuration no. 10) is a compressor-type cascade,
which was proposed by Verdon [20] in order to investi-
gate the unsteady aerodynamic response to a vibrating
cascade of cambered airfoils in transonic flow. The com-
pressor blades are constructed by superimposing a
NACA 0006 profile on a circular arc camber line with a
height of 5 4. Two different inlet operating conditions
for steady flow were considered, namely Mal = 0.70,
#I, = 55' and Ma2 = 0.80, /1, = 58° (see Figure 5). In the
first case, the steady flow through the cascade is entirely
subsonic, whereas the second case leads to a transonic
flow through the cascade with a normal shock occurring
on the blade's suction side at approximately 25 % of the
chord length. The proposed harmonic blade motion is
either a heaving motion perpendicular to the chord or a
pitching motion around the midpoint of the camber line.

In contrast to standard configuration no. 4, the inter-
blade phase angle is defined such that it is positive if the
phase of the upper blade in Figure 5 advances to the
phase of the lower blade.
First of all, the computed results for steady flow must be
validated, because they are the starting point for the
unsteady flow calculations. The steady pressure coeffi-
cient for both standard configurations is defined with

Srespect to the inlet-values of total and static pressure

(col = P -Pi

Pi = static inlet pressure (32)
Fig. 3. Moving H-grid for tuned pitching oscillations

with an interblade phase angle of 180' p = total inlet pressure.
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Figure 6 shows the comparison between experimental Figures 9 and 10 show the comparison between the
and theoretical results of standard configuration no. 4 for computed and measured unsteady pressure distributions
the two subsonic outflow Mach numbers 0.76 and 0.90. for the outflow Mach number Ma, = 0.90 and the two
at which the theoretical data predict the experimental interblade phase angles 0 IM0' and 0 =- 90',
results quite well. The corresponding values for the respectively. The results of the first harmonics are pre-
supersonic outflow Mach number 1.19 are depicted in sented in a module-phase diagram. Although a certain
Figure 7. This case is characterized by the occurrence of overprediction of the suction peak near the leading edge
two shock waves, one emanating from the suction side is observed in the theoretical results. good agreement
and the other from the pressure side of the blade s trail- with the expeiimental data is obtained for the phase lead
ing edge (see Schlieren pictures in Bolcs and Fransson s or
publication (131). The shock wave that impinges on the lag of the unsteady pressure with respect to the blade
suction side of the neighboring profile is not predicted by motion. The integrated values of the unsteady pressure.

the theory if the computation is performed with a normal the lift coefficient for bending, and the moment coeffi-

grid (e.g. 85 x 23 grid points, see upper picture in Figure cicnt for pitching motion can be decomposed into two

7). Even the flow computation with a %crv fine solu- parts: the in-phase and the out-of-phase part, where the
tion-adaptive grid does not lead to sufficient agreement latter (the so-called "aerodynamic damping') determines
with the measured pressure (see lower picture in Figure the aerodynamic stability of the cascade. Figure II
7). The shock position is predicted correctly, but not the shows the aerodynamic damping as function of the
shock strength. Hence. the theoretical and experimental interblade phase angle for the outliow Mach number
pressure distributions differ from each other for the aft Ma, = 0,90. For this test case, experimental data are
portion of the blades suction side. Evidently, this dis- available in steps of AE = 90', whereas the numerical
crepancy in the case of steady supersonic outflow, which results were computed in steps of A® = 45'.
demands further investigation, also causes significant
differences in the unsteady flow values which strongly Figure II demonstrates the strong influence of the inter-
depend on the steady flow quantities. blade phase angle on the aerodynamic stability of tuned

The steady pressure distribution for the transonic flow bending modes. Here we can observe a high amount of

through standard configuration no. 10 is givcn in Figure aerodynamic damping for phase angles in the domain of

8, where the result of the present Euler code is compared - 90" Atu a teaso values f the

with the Full Potential solution of Verdon (20). Small area of - 90'. Although the absolute values of the com-

differences in the shock position and the shock strength puted results are different from the experimental ones.

are noticeable. but the overall agreement of both results the transition from damping to excitation is in agreement

is satisfactorv, with the theory. A further insight into the stability
behavior of the cascade is obtained by the damping-out-

The calculation of the unsteady flow quantities for tuned let Mach number diagram in Figure 12. where the
modes has always been performed with the same tech- experimental and theoretical results for the worst case of
nique: at rest in the computed steadv flow, the blades are damping (0 = - 90") are depicted. Experiment and the-
started with the prescribed oscillation mode. The calcu- ory agree well for subsonic outflow, indicating an unsta-
ration is stopped when good periodic convergence of the ble behavior of the cascade. but not for supersonic out-
unsteady lift or moment coefficient is achieved. i.e. when flow (Ma, = 1.19). Here, the experimental data express a
the peak values ol these quantities for two successive stable oscillation, whereas the theoretical results predict
periods of blade motion do not differ from each other an unstable motion of the blades. When the correspond-
more than 0.1 %. Since the reduced frequencies ing pressure distribution (see Figure 13) is studied, the

reason for this discrepancy becomes clear. The absence
(o* = 2 t f. L for the turbine configuration of the blade passage shock wave in the theoretical results

V, leads to a rather smooth pressure distribution without
any significant phase shift of pressure at the shock posi-

= 2 n f L for the compressor configuration tion. Hence, the computed aerodynamic damping cannot
V, reproduce the response to this shock wave. which seems

L =chord length f the blade to have a stabilizing effect on the blade motion.

Furthermore. results were computed for tuned pitching
V,1  cascade inlet velocity oscillations around the midpoint of the blade's skeleton

V2 = cascade outlet velocity line. As the most interesting result, the aerodynamic
damping as function of the interblade phase angle is

in all test cases used have a relatively low value depicted in Figure 14. In contrast to bending modes, an
,* < 0.35. three or four cycles of blade motion were excitation takes place for 0-values near + 90. while the
enough to drive the solution to the desired convergence, largest damping is observed in the area of - - QO.
Applying a Fourier analysis to the time-dependent pres-
sure, lift and moment coefficients for the last calculated Tuned pitching oscillations were also investigated for
period, t first harmonics o these were standard configuration no. 10 (Verdon s compressor cas-
obtanedr d can e compared with quantitieswere cade). The computed results presented refer to the case
obtained and can becmae ihthe co rresponding ,ftrnoi ow(a=O.O/,=5R ) ihareud

measured values. Denoting the dlimensionless amplitude frtransonic flow (Ma, = 0.80; I -nd) wdith a reduced

of a harmonic blade oscillation with A. the unsteady frequency "' =)25. Figures I5 and 16 depict the com-
pressure coefficient is then defined as the complex num- parison between the present Euler method and Verdon 7
her linearized potential solver [20]. Figure 15 shows the

module-phase diagram of the unsteady pressure coeffi-
cient for an interblade phase angle of 0. Significant dif-

A (p, III) ferences between the two CFD methods just mentioned
are observed in the pressure modules in the region of the

p pressure amplitude .1) mean shock position and in the pressure phases especially
on the suction side. As expected, lhe aerodynamic

= phase angle between pressure damping coefficients resulting from both methods are
aind blade motion. also different. Figure 10 shows the damping coefficients



as functions of the interblade phase angle in steps of 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
450. Although both methods predict an overall stable .

pitching motion, the amount of damping is evidently
different for most of the eight interblade phase angles. A method that computes the two-dimensional unsteady

flow through a cascade of oscillating blades has been
presented here. The time-dependent Eulcr equations in

Since the results of both codes agree fairly well for steady conservative form are solved by an implicit algorithm
flow (see Figure 8), these discrepancies must be due to a using van Leer's flux vector splitting. A special feature
different treatment of the unsteady flow problem. Obvi- of the present method is the use of an interactive grid
ously, the occurrence of a shock and its oscillatory generation which enables the code to treat every possible
motion combined with a periodic change of shock oscillation mode of the cascade.
strength strongly influence the module and phase of the
moment coefficient. The question arises whether a In order to demonstrate the dependence of the aero-
linearized code is able to handle this problem satisfac- dynamic stability on the selected cascade modes, tuned
torily. On the other hand, in order to improve the accu- harmonic modes as well as frequency mistuned modes
racy of the present method, the Euler code has to be were investigated. Results were computed for two stand-
supplied with a time-dependent shock-adapting grid to ard configurations of the "IUTAM Workshop on Aeroc-
investigate the physical effects of the shock movement in lasticity in Turbomachine Cascades". namely a turbine
detail. cascade (st. conf. no. 4) and a compressor cascade (st.conf. no. 10).
Finally, mistuned modes were investigated in order to

take into account the fact that the blades of a real tur- The comparison between the experimental data of the
bomachine always possess eigenfrequencies that are turbine configuration no. 4 and the corresponding the-
slightly different from one another. However, this fre- oretical values is encouraging in the case of subsonic
quency mistuning poses a nearly unsolvable problem for outflow. The measured regions of stable and unstable
the theory if one tries to compute pressure, lift and interblade phase angles are predicted well by the com-
moment coefficients for an arbitrary mistuned mode in puted results. In the case of supersonic outflow, there
the time domain. The reasons for this are that the spatial remains an unexplained discrepancy between experiment
periodicity of the cascade flow is lost. i.e. one has to cal- and theory concerning the aerodynamic stability of the
culate the flow values in the total blade row, and that motion. The question to be answered is whether this
one must extend the computation as long as time per- deviation is due to the incorrect prediciton of the blade
iodicity of the flow values is achieved, which often makes passage shock strength or due to a fundamental differ-
it necessary to calculate flow for 100 or more cycles of ence between a 3D experiment (the experiments were
blade motion. performed in an annular cascade) and a 2D theory.

In order to circumvent this problem, a simple and some- Furthermore, a comparison between the predicted values
what artificial configuration was investigated, still yield- of the present Euler code and a linearized potential
ing a good insight into the aerodynamic effect of mis- method [20] were performed for the compressor standard
tuning. The treated case is a blade row consisting of 16 configuration no. 10, where tuned pitching oscillations in
blades which are alternately mistuned. i.e. the blades I, transonic flow were investigated. Significant differences
3, etc. are vibrating with the frequency f0, while the other were observed between the two C- D metntods concerning

blades 2. 4, etc. perform oscillations with the frequency the pressure and the aerodynamic damping coefficients.
f, = fo (1.0 + 0.1) which is 10 % higher than ft. All the The question arises whether a linearized method is able
blades vibrate with the same amplitude. This choice of to correctly predict the effect of a moving shock with
frequency mistuning is characterized by a beat frequency respect to the aerodynamic stability. In addition, an
of f, = 0.1 x f,, i.e. time periodicity of the flow values is improved shock-adaptive grid generation in the present
expected after ten cycles of motion for the blades I, 3, Euler code and further comparisons with the results from
etc. and eleven cycles for the blades 2, 4. etc. The com- other Euler methods could help clarify the discrepancies
putations were performed with standard configuration mentioned above.
no. 4 for subsonic outflow (Ma 2 = 0l.90). In order to demonstrate the aerodynamic behavior of a

frequency mistuned cascade, a special alternately mis-

The aerodynamic behavior of the cascade with respect to tuned turbine configuration was investigated. The
stability is determined by the following procedure: after important result for the chosen configuration is that the

each finished cycle of blade motion, the mean aerodyna- average power coefficients of the blades remain positive
mic power coefficients for this cycle are updated for for bending oscillations as well as for pitching oscil-
blades I and 2 (all other blades are aerodynamically lations. indicating a stable motion of the blade row.
identical with either blade I or blade 2). Performing this
procedure over the beat period T, = I I fh, the mean val-
ue of all power coefficients gives rise to damping or exci-
tation. Figures 17 and 1 show the results for bending 6. REFERENCES
and pitching motions. In both diagrams, the aerodyna-
mic power coefficients of blades I and 2 are depicted as [ 11 Whitehead. D.S., "Bending Flutter of Installed
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Ma,

Ma,

chord length L 0.0744m direction of

pitch chord ratio -/L =0,76 bending against

stagger angle X 56.6* chord 6 60.4!

nominal values 49 g 72.47

Mal= 0.28 .Ma 2= 0.90

Fig. 4. Cascade geometry of the fourth standard configuration of the IUTAM "Workshop on Aeroelasticity in Tur-
bomachine Cascades"

pitch chord ratio Z,'_ 1.0 stagger angle \=45*
in-and outlet valves 1.) Ma, =0D.70, a=04

for steady flow 3, = E50* 2=40.Z

2.) Ma.c =18~0 , Ma ,=0.43

g. =58 2' 32403

Fig. 5. Cascade izeometrv of the tenth standard configuration of the IlTAM1 'Workshop on Aeroeiasticity, in Tur-
bomachine Cascades'
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Y St, Afr - time step
at/cycle - number of time steps per cycle

The numerical solution of the unsteady Euler Mag(c ) - magnitude of lifting pressure coeffi-
equations in conservative form for time-accurate cient
problems using a relaxation method is considered. 44(cl) - phase between lifting pressure and
The unfactored implicit equations are solved by wing pitch angle, deg (positive for
applying a nonlinear Newton method. Relaxation is pressure leading motion
performed with a point Gauss-Seidel algorithm en- X - eigenvalue
suring a high degree of vectorization by employing P - density
the so-called checkerboard scheme. The fundamental 4 - conservative solution vector
feature of the Euler solver is a characteristic &, r,c - transformed nondimensional coordinates
variable splitting scheme (Godunov-type averaging in x, y and z directions, respectively
procedure, linear locally one-dimensional Riemann W - underrelaxation factor, angular fre-
solver) based on an eigenvalue analysis for the quency
calculation of the fluxes. Singular behavior of
the coefficient matrix is evaded by a simple ma- Subscripts
trix conditioning needing only few operations. Nu- m - mean value
merical results are presented for two and three- max - malue
dimensional standard AGAD configurations. The i,j,k - cell index
airfoiln and wings at sub- and transonic flows
perform harmonically pitching oscillations or Superscripts
trailing-edge flap oscillations. Comparisons with
experiments show good agreement except in regions n - time index
where viscous effects are evident. p - nonlinear iteration state

v - Gauss-Seidel subiteration count
LIST OF SYMBOLS 1 - first component of the Fourier analysis

A,B,C - Jacobians of the fluxes E, F and G 1. INTRODUCTION
CFL - Courant-Friedrich-Lewy number
c - airfoil chord Transonic flow around oscillating airfoils and
CAC - mean aerodynamic chord wings is characterized by the presence of subsonic
cp - pressure coefficient and supersonic flow regions and moving shock waves
Cr  - wing-root chord of varying strength. To describe the inviscid
CT - Computational Test Case transonic flow correctly the Euler equations must
E,F,G - fluxes be solved. The assumptions and simplifications
e - total energy per volume made in the potential equation restrict the codes
Ia( ) - imaginary part of ( ) based on them to flows with weak and moderately
J - Jacobian of the inverse mapping strong shocks (nonlinear potential equation) and
k - reduced frequency to thin airfoils with small oscillation amplitudes
M - Mach number (transonic small-perturbation method). As the Ran-
N - number of time steps kine-Hugoniot relations cannot be fulfilled by a
p - static pressure full potential equation solver in conservative
Re( ) - real part of ( ) form, the shock position is predicted too far
t, T - nondimensional time downstream. The nonconservative form, giving a
U. - freestream velocity better shock location, suffers from the drawback
u,v,w - velocity components in streamwise, of false shock wave motion. The modifications of

normal and cross-stream directions, the conservative full potential equations, e.g.,
respectively nonisentropic potential formulations or entropy

x,y,z - nondimensional Cartesian coordinates corrections, to overcome the lack of uniqueness
in streamwise, spanwise and vertical [1-31 is only a remedy to approximate the inviscid
directions, respectively flow. Additionally, nowadays existing implicit un-

- velocity components of the moving cell steady Euler methods are as fast as full potential

M(t) - instantaneous angle of attack unsteady flow solvers since the latter requize
- mean value of the angle of attack many iterations because of the circulation phase
- pitch oscillation amplitude lag.
- nondimensionalized by c, per radian

Y - ratio of specific heats m1b first generation of unsteady Euler solver were
6(t) - instantaneous angle of flap deflection based on explicit schemes (4-91. In order to over-
6, - flap amplitude come the limitation of the global time step which
,61 - nondimensionalized by 61, per radian T§ necessary to treat time-accurate unsteady prob-
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lem, and thus to reduce the large CPU times, im- through relationships, e.g.,
plicit approximate-factorization (At) schemes 110-
121 and hybrid schemes [13] were introduced. How- yzE-yEzn xz_-X,z
ever the optimal convergence of the approximate- 1 j 1 - (5)
factorization scheme in two-dimensional applicat- J -

ions is obtained at a value of the time step that
is not known a priori. It can be found by trial x, y and z in the Cartesian fluxes

and error only and varies from problem to problem,
although it usually corresponds to a CFL number of 9(u-x) p(v-y)
the order of 10 only. Additionally, in three di-
mensions the stability restrictions are stronger pu(u-x)+p pu(v-y)

and reduce the maximum CFL number considerably. E - pv(u-x) , F - pv(v-y)+p
Therefore the saving of computational time in the
AF scheme versus the explicit scheme is reduced pw(u-x) pw(v-y)
further through extension from two to three dimen- e(u-x)+pu e(v-y)+pv
sions.

Because of these drawbacks an implicit relaxation
method solving the unfactored Euler equations was
employed (14,151. This unsteady solver INFLEX is pu(w-i)
based on the well proven steady Euler code vwFLEX
(161 using characteristic flux extrapolation. The Pv(w-.) (6)

advantages of this iterative scheme, applicable to pw(w-i)+p
steady and time-accurate unsteady flows, are that
it is unconditionally stable in a linear stability e(w-z.)+[i
analysis both in two and three dimensions, the CFL
number can be arbitrarily high and the maximum are the velocity components of the moving cell, p
damping occurs at large time steps. Hence it is is the density, p the pressure, and the total
less sensitive to the choice of time step than the energy per unit volume for a perfect gas is
AF method. Furthermore, the algorithm used with
its high degree of vectorization is optimally D (
suited to supercomputers. e - -i + 2-(u++v 2 ). (7)

The present paper gives a short description of the
Euler code developed in (141. Applications of the 3. NLMERICAL METHOD

two and three-dimensional versions INFLEX2 and
INFLER3 were made onto several AGARD standard The time consistency which is required for the

configurations (conventional NACA 64A010 airfoil treatment of time-accurate unsteady problems means
(171, supercritical NLR 7301 airfoil (181, high that the unsteady evolution must be computed with

and low-aspect ratio wings (18,191) and compared a uniform time step over the whole computational

with measurements. The objective was to evaluate domain. This global time step is defined as

the accuracy, efficiency and range of applicabili-
ty of the code and to get necessary knowledge for (t - ma (JCFL ' (8)
further developments. I, , k

2. GOVERNING EOUATIONS where )... is the maximum eigenvalue of the cell
i,j,k. Due to the restriction of the CFL number

The conservation law vector form of the three-di- for explicit methods this can lead to an enormous
mensional, dimensionless unsteady Euler equations number of time steps
in curvilinear coordinates T

&-&(x,y,z,t), r-n(x,y,z,t), C-C(x,y,z,t), -t (1) -

dependent on the smallest cell in the computation-
with the Cartesian velocity components u, v, w can al domain (T is a characteristic time interval,
be written as e.g., period of oscillation or relaxation time).

a. 2 + .I F . .- 0. (2) In order to reduce the number of time steps per
a' aE an ac cycle and thus the overall computational time an

implicit procedure, which allows time steps with
W-(P,pu,ov,pw,e)T is the solution vector and CFL>>l, is applied to solve equation (2). The

first order in the time-discretized implicit form

E J 3(EE. +fL1 G. of (2) reads

F 6T(~F~+G\,~+E~+F' 0. (10)

G - J(E,+FL+GC.), (3) Because of its nonlinearity this equation is not
directly solvable for the dependent variable ',.

Therefore a sequence of approximations denoted by
are the fluxes normal to the faces &-const., # such that
,-const. and C-const.

lim #. -#n*i (11)
J-x (y~z,-y~z,)+x, (y~z,-y~z,)+x (y~z,-y~z,) (4) .

is constructed.
is the Jacobian of the inverse mapping, represent-

ing the volume of the cell, and the quantities IRfarizing the fluxes
such as E, tF, etc. are the metrics of transfor-
mation related to the x,y,z-coordinate system
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E- + - W O(&) + 151. Multiplying matrix UM by the transformation
matrix M from the right. yields a new coefficient
fmatrix, the diagonal elements of which cannot be

F_ - O(A) + .... (12) zero. After solving the modified system, the so-
lution vector must be substituted back. Because of
the sparse nature of matrix M, which converts the

GG' - GP+ conservative variables to the nonconservative
ones, this matrix conditioning requires only a few
operations.

around the iteration state u, a nonlinear Newton
method (20] can easily be yielded: 4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Due to the artificial boundaries of the computa-
(A' * ) + (BP . ), + (CyV

+  
)( - tional domain and the physical condition at the

solid body surface, two different types of bound-
- E -  +rg+G] a Rs. (13) ary conditions have to be implemented into the

I code.

The flux differences EE, Fn and G; are approximat- At the farfield boundaries formally all flow quan-
ed via a third-order characteristic flux extrapo- tities are prescribed. The sign of the eigenvalues
lation scheme, using sensor functions to detect at the cell faces forming the farfield boundary is
shocks, where the scheme reduces to first-order used to automatically select the proper character-
accuracy [16]. The principal feature of the char- istic variables from the data offered. This guar-
acteristic flux extrapolation scheme is a Godunov- antees correct wave absorbtion at the farfield
type averaging procedure based on an eigenvalue boundaries.
analysis of the Euler equations by means of which
the fluxes are evaluated at the finite-volume face For inviscid flows the surface tangency condition
(linear locally one-dimensional Riemann solver) dictates that the contravariant velocity is zero
which separates constant sets of flow variables on at the solid body surface. Depending on the struc-
either side. All nonlinear terms at time level u ture of the grid used, either U, V or W given by
are collected together in the quantity RHS (right-
hand side). On the left-hand side (LHS) upwind U - p(u-x), +p(v-y)E,+p(w-z) ,
differencing of order one or two is used. The so-
lution vector A+' from equation (13) leads to V - P(u-x)N+P(v-y)N+ (w-z)
the update

W - p(u-x)C,+P(v-).,+p(w--)z.. (16)

must be zero. This condition is also called the
Converging 64 to zero on the LHS of equation (13), no-through flow condition, since the normal flux
the implicit formulation of equation (10) with across the finite body element moved with k, j and

u->n+l remains on the RHS . A,, B" and Cy are the i vanishes.
true Jacobians of the fluxes F, F0 and G, at the
nonlinear iteration state p. 5. GRID GENERATION

Because the numerical solution of the Newton meth- All calculations reported here were done on H-type
od in two or more dimensions is too time-consuming (2D) and H-H type (3D) grids with fixed farfield
and the application of an approximate-factoriza- boundaries. The meshes were generated using the
tion scheme in three dimensions leads to tremend- higher-order elliptic grid-generation systems de-
ous time-step restrictions, a relaxation technique veloped by Schwarz [21] which solve Poisson equa-
is used to solve the unfactored implicit Euler tions. Due to the inherent smoothness in solving
equations. The discretized form of equation (13) elliptic systems and the fact that boundary slope
for a point Gauss-Seidel (GS) iteration reads discontinuities are not propagated into the field,

solutions of elliptic systems are a convenient
15.1 ., . 1oDA, , 15) method for constructing boundary-fitted coordinate

systems.

In order to completely specify the geometry of the
where DIAG, k is a 5*5 matrix containing the sum first two grid cells adjacent to the boundary, a
of the eigenvalue splitted Jacobians connected sixth-order system
with d4, .k and ODIAGi . consists of the com-
plementary eigenvalue splitted Jacobians and the v3x,- 0 (i-1,2,3) (17)
A#'s of the neighboring points, [14,15].

is employed. This partial differential equation of
v indicates the GS-subiteration count and I is the the order six is implemented as three systems of
identity matrix. The underrelaxation factor w com- second-order equations (Poisson and Laplace equa-
pensates for errors of different spatial orders of tions). These linear algebraic equations in the
accuracy on RHS and LHS, thus ensuring convergen- physical domain are discretized by central differ-
ce. During the v-iterations DIAG" and RHS rest at ences and solved with point Gauss-Seidel itera-
the level v, whereas ODIAG is evaluated using the tions. The resulting grid points (x,y,z)i , k and
latest available values of 64. By applying the so- the source terms are stored. After each time step
called checkerboard scheme, in which points are in the flowfield computation the wing surface is
divided into black and white ones, a high degree moved and the mesh is deformed, rearranged by one
of vectorization is achieved, to two grid iterations. The checkerboard scheme is

used to speed up the generation procedure as in
In order to avoid singular behavior of the coeffi- the Euler solver.
cient matrix Ms- (expression in the brackets of
equation (15)) which causes sudden breakdowns of
computer runs without any indications of diver-
gence, the equation system (15) is modified, [14,
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6. RESULTS (especially upstream of the shock wave). For the
4imiting case k-+O (quasisteady), the out-of-phase

Applications of the two and three-dimensional component must disappear due to the vanishing dy-
codes (INFL=C2 and INrFLEX3) were made onto AGARD namic effects. The reason for the minor change to
standard configurations (22,231 the complex components aft of the shock wave is

- NArA 64A010 airfoil, explained by the nature of the pressure response.
- NLR 7301 airfoil, In front of the shock the pressure response is
- LANN wing, sinusoidal, whereas it is nearly constant behind
- NM)A wing it, Fig. 4. The comparison of the local pressure

and were compared with measurements (24,25). The coefficients with measurement and numerical re-
configurations performed pitching oscillations sults from Chyu and Davis [28] displays that for
with a harmonically varying angle of attack this conventional airfoil and flow condition vis-

cous effects are small. viscous effects are
(t) - +Re(a .elt) %+a .cos( ) (18) apparent in the shock region: Due to the lack of

them a) the pressure rises abruptly when the shock
about an axis normal to the root chord except for moves upstream and b) the peak in the computation-
the NCRA wing which oscillates about a sweptback al result during pressure recovery is caused by
axis. Additionally, computations were done on the Zierep singularities. However, the hysteresis, the
NLR 7301 airfoil with a harmonically rotating rapid pressure rise and the following pressure re-
trailing-edge flap: covery due to the different velocity of wave pro-

pagation upstream and downstream is reproduced&(t) - Re(6 1.e ' t ) - 61 .cos(wt). (19) well.

The reduced frequency, which is the important si- The resulting pressure distribution (CT6: k-0.202)
milarity parameter for flows with unsteady boun- on the upper surface for the third cycle is plot-
dary conditions, is defined as ted in Fig. 5. The shock-wave excursion and the

increase and decrease of the shock strength can be
k 'c (20) seen very well. The shock wave reaches its maxiMMzm

k 2u strength and its most downstream position with a
phase shift to the angle of attack.

U. is the freestream velocity and c either the
chord length of the airfoil, the wing root cr, or As the CPU time depends primarily on the number of
the mean aerodynamic chord length cc, and may not time steps per cycle, computations were done to
be confused with the velocity of sound. The sur- show the influence of CFL variations on the re-
face pressure coefficient c R/c.t) is decomposed sut, Fig. 6. The cp-distribution with 25 at/cyole
by Fourier analysis into the mean value of the (CFL-3200) is shifted horizontally (to the left)
local surface pressure coefficient c , , and with respect to the one with 200 dt/cycle (CFL-
the n-th complex component (real or Mn-ase and 400). This leads to an increase in the real part
imaginary or out-of-phase parts) of the locally and a decrease in the imaginary part of the harmo-
unsteady pressure coefficient per radian: nic analysis. The reason for simulating a lower

frequency by a higher CFL number is the dispersion
R ),a, (2 error, induced by the truncation errors of the odd

cp/ c pt /+. e) e .( derivative terms. The investigations in [14] show-
ed that 50 to 100 time steps per cycle are ade-
quate to obtain a good result. The best qualityAll computations were carried out on the SIE MS with respect to the explicit one is obtained with

VP200 vector computer and were started with pa- 200 at/cycle. In order to get a first estimation
rallel flow. As the wave propagation is inversely only 25 at/cycle are sufficient. The computation-
proportional to the frequency and as the reduced al efforts for various At/cycle and of the expli-
frequency was low in most of the test cases exa- cit solution are listed in Tab. 1. It can be seen
mined, two to three cycles were required during that considerable CPU-time saving is possible by
which the transients died out and a periodic so- reducing time steps per cycle without loss of
lution was obtained. accuracy.

NACA 64A010 Detailed investigations in [14,15] showed that
The conventional NACA 64A010 airfoil performed os- there is no influence of grid refinement on the
cillations about the one-quarter point at a Mach accuracy of the unsteady pressures. However,
number of 0.8. The reduced frequency varied bet- emphasis should be placed on fine discretization
ween 0.01 and 0.303 with a mean value of the angle at the leading edge and in the shock-wave region
of attack % -0 deg and a pitch oscillation ampli- for good reproduction of the curvature and the
tude of a -l deg. The airfoil geometry was taken suction peak and not to smooth out the shock by
from [261. The grid used with 88 points in x and numerical viscosity.
48 points in z direction is shown in Fig. 1.

NLR 7301
The comparison of the calculated mean pressure This airfoil represents the category of modern
distribution with the experimental data is dis- supercritical airfoils, which are characterized by
played in Fig. 2. The numerical and experimental a blunt nose, a high thickness ratio (t/c-16.5%)
results agree very well except in the region up- and an extended supercritical flow region. It was
stream of the shock. The overexpansion of the designed for shock-free flow at M-0.721 and % -
pressure may be attributed to wind-tunnel wall -0.19 deg by Boerstoel [29]. The airfoil geometry
interferences. Calculations by King and Johnson was taken from [22] and the results were compared
[271 done with the experimentally measured wall- with the experimental data set 4 from [24]. The
pressure boundary condition indicate that the computational mesh used, Fig. 7, has 108 points in
discrepancies are due to blockage effects. x and 74 points in z direction. Each surface is

The components of the first harmonic analysis for covered by 50 nodes.
six different reduced frequencies are shown in rtching Oscillation
Fig. 3. The imaginary part increases as the real
part decreases with increasing reduced frequency The pitching axis is located at 40 percent of the
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chord. The calculated mean pressure and the first parameters. The correlation with the experimental
harmonic analysis for the design condition (CT8: -data is very good.
M-0.121, k-0.181, %--0.19 deg, 05-0. 5 

deg) are
compared with measurement in Fig. 8. On the upper The situation is quite different for the supercri-
surface the computed cp. shows two weak shocks at tical design case CT12. Both the cp. and the in-
about x/c-0.25 and x/c-0.6 in contrast to the mea- phase and out-of-phase components are influenced
surement plateau. The real and imaginary parts on severely. Additional to the shock-boundary layer
the lower surface are predicted well, whereas on interaction and the effect of decambering of the
the upper surface agreement is poor. Only the airfoil, already observed and discussed for the
qualitative behavior is reproduced. harmonically pitching NLR 7301 airfoil another

effect of viscosity appears: The reduction of the
The local pressure coefficients on the upper sur- effective flap angle by the boundary layer. Due to
face, Fig. 9, display the following behavior: pure Magnus and Yoshihara [32] this is the main reason
sinusoidal, but with a phase shift with respect to for the large deviations between the numerical and
the angle of attack in the most upstream locations experimental results.
on the airfoil (points A, B and C), severe harm-
onic distortion in the supersonic region and mini- LAM Wing
meal response downstream of the shock. Only the
pressure distribution of points H and I, lying in This wing, tested at the NASA Langley Research
the shock region, are showing the same feature as Center is a typical transport-type wing with a
the ones of the NACA 64A010 airfoil: rapid press- high aspect ratio, leading- and trailing-edge
ure rise and following pressure recovery, sweep and supercritical airfoils, The planform

with the location of the six spanwise sections for
The sensitivity of the flow to changes in free- the pressure evaluation and the surface mesh is
stream Mach number, incidence and location of shown in Fig. 13. The wing tip is formed by con-
transition strip (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 8) is necting the lower and upper surface with semi-
discussed in [301. The influence of the boundary circular arcs. The pitching axis is located at
layer on the cp-distribution is demonstrated in 62.1 percent of the root chord from the wing apex.
Fig. 10 for the subcritical flow (CT2: M-0.5, k- Rigid body motion was assumed. The computation was
0.262, %-0.

4 
deg, % -0.5 deg) by coupling the performed on a grid with 80*38*46 points and with

Euler solution with a first-order boundary-layer 100 At/cycle.
solution (31]. The boundary layer causes an in-
crease of pressure on the upper and a decrease on The results presented here refer to the
the lower surface. The calculated c,. with the - subcritical transonic test case CT2: M-0.77,
boundary layer correlates much better than without k,c-0.080 and to the
it. No differences were noticed in the real and - design cruise condition CT5: M-0.82, kAc-0.0

76
.

imaginary parts at this low free-stream Mach num- % and a, were 0.6 deg and 0.25 deg, respectively,
ber. However, when shocks appear, the situation in both test cases.
changes dramatically: Due to the downshift posi-
tion of the shock in cp* and the overprediction of The comparison between the computed mean surface
the shock strength, the peak in the unsteady com- pressure distribution and the experimental one is
ponents is overpredicted and shifted rearwards, favorable at all span stations, Fig. 14. The suct-
too. Two different effects are responsible for the ion peak at the leading edge is reproduced exact-
discrepancies between inviscid and viscous flow: ly. Only a slight underprediction of the upper-
First, shock-boundary layer interactions which -surface pressure downstream of the shock is ob-
reduce the pressure rise and shift the shock served. Discrepancies in the recompression area on
location upstream with respect to the inviscid the lower surface towards the trailing edge are
flow. The viscous displacement ramp converts the due to viscous effects changing the airfoil geome-
normal shock of an inviscid flow to an oblique try. The in-phase and out-of-phase components are
shock yielding a reduced pressure rise. Secondly, predicted accurately, both on the lower and on the
the differing displacement thickness on upper and upper surface, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. Computation
lower surface decambers the airfoil, changes the and measurement give values of the same order of
geometry (chord to thickness ratio, incidence), magnitude in the shock region (Re(-cp1 ',05)--66.93
and displaces the shock. Investigations with re- at x/c-0.15 at the fractional section r)-0.65 on
spect to changes in geometry are reported in [14] the upper surface is not plotted).
(results and comparison with the NASA Ames model). The mean pressure distribution (Fig. 17), the real

Oscillating Flap (Fig. 18) and the imaginary parts (Fig. 19) are in
good agreement with experimental data on the lower

The hinge point of the trailing-edge flap is 1o- surface. On the upper surface the leading-edge
cated at x/c-0.75. Evaluations were made for the suction peak of the mean pressure distribution is
test cases represented exactly at all fractional sections.
- Cr10: M-0.500, k-0.098, % -0.

4 
deg, 61-1.0 deg Due to the shift of the shock location aft of the

and measured shock position and the overprediction of
- CT12: M-0.721, k-0.067, % -0.

19 
deg, &,-1.0 the shock strength, indicating that noticeable

deg. viscous effects are present in the real flow, the
peaks in the in-phase and out-of-phase components

The comparison of the calculated mean pressure are shifted downwards and overpredicted, too. with
distribution with the measured one for the sub- the exception of this, the unsteady pressures are
sonic case CT10, Fig. 11, shows both on the upper reproduced well by INFLEX3.
and lower surface discrepancies in level. The re-
sults obtained with the geometry of the wind- NORA Wing
tunnel model and with the corresponding flow con-
ditions are plotted in order to demonstrate that The NORA wing shown in Fig. 20 is characterized by
slight changes of the geometry and flow condition a small aspect ratio, a large leading-edge sweep,
cause considerably variations in the c,-distribut- and a high taper ratio. The computational model
ion (dotted and chain-dotted lines). The unsteady uiffers somewhat from the experimental one: The
pressure distribution, expressed as real and ima- wind-tunnel model has a round sharped wing tip and
ginary parts are not affected by this variation of the analytical model a cropped streamwise tip
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(24]. The airfoil geometry is based on the syme- is unconditionally stable in a linear stability
tric NACK 63006 profile with a modified thickness Snalysis both in two and three dimensions. The CFL
ratio of about 5 percent and a small updroop near number can be arbitrarily high and the maximum
the nose (23]. Rigid body motion was assumed about damping occurs at large time steps. The accelerat-
a 35 deg sweptback axis intersecting the root ion factor is maintained by extension from two to
chord at x/c,-0.526. The angular displacement is three dimensions. This fact is one of the great
measured in a streamwise plane parallel to the advantages of the relaxation method employed.
plane y-0. The calculation of the transonic test
case (M-0.95, k,-0.27, % -0.0 deg, % -0.5 deg) was REFERECES
performed on a grid with '10654*58 points and a
CFL number equivalent to 100 At/cycle. The nu- [1] Klopfer, G.H., Nixon, D., "Nonisentropic Po-
merical results were compared with measurements tential Formulation for Transonic Flows,"
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1. SUMMARY determined the static and dynamic force coefficients for
A method to determine the aerodynamic forces acting on this same geometry.
oscillating pointed bodies of revolution in transonic-
supersonic flight has been developed. The nonlinear The objective of the present investigation is to develop a
equation for the mean-flow perturbation potential and the method that, including the nonlinear effects, is valid for
time linearized equation for the cross-flow perturbation arbitrary bodies of revolution oscillatin, in rigid or
potential are both of hyperbolic type, for the Mach bending oscillations at any frequency.
number range of interest, and have been solved by the
method of characteristics. The method is valid for To simplify the problem the following hypotheses are
arbitrary frequencies of oscillation and can be applied for made: the vehicle is a slender pointed body of revolution
rigid or flexible body motions. Results are presented for that oscillates harmonically and with a shock wave that
the stability force coefficients, unsteady pressure all the time remains attached to the body apex. The flight
distributions and shock deformations for various body conditions and body shape are such that guarantee the
shapes and Mach numbers, existence of a velocity potential and the validity of the

transonic small disturbance theory.
2. INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades it has been observed that the The resulting equations are nonlinear for the steady case
nonlinear aeroelastic effects are very important for the and linear with variable coefficients for the unsteady but
design of aerospace vehicles. One of these effects with of hyperbolic type, within the Mach number range
more interest to the industry, and that has not yet been investiizated, in both cases. In most of the cases of
fully investigated by the scientific community, is the engineering interest the errors due to the use of these
determination of the dynamic loads on the vehicle during hypotheses are small except if the amplitude of
its transonic/low-supersonic regime of flight. It is in this oscillation is large or if the flow separation is present.
regime where the dynamic loads are maximum and The formulation of the problem is completed with the
where the nonlinear effects due to the body thickness boundary conditions, tangential flow on the body surface
may be also very important, and the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions on the shock wave,

however the position and deformation of the shock are
In the past, the determination of the static and dynamic part of the solution.
loads, for bodies of revolution in supersonic flight, has
been investigated namely within the limitation of the The method of characteristics that we apply to solve the
linear theory. Thus, Kfirmin and Moore (Rcf. I) used the steady and unsteady flow equations is just an extension
method of singularities to estimate the wave drag, Tsien to bodies of revolution of the work done by Chadwick
(Ref. 2) used the same method to determine the static (Ref. 9) for airfoils and cascades. In this reference it has
stability force coefficients, Platzer and Shercr (Rcf. 3) been shown that the method is efficient in computational
used the linearized method of characteristics to obtain the time and produce exact results when compared with
dynamic stability force coefficients and Garcia-Fogeda other theories.
and Liu (Ref. 4) employed the method of singularities to
determine the flutter boundaries for flexible bodies of The results presented in terms of the static and dynamic
revolution. For cones, some works that include the torce coefficients, shock deformation and unsteady
nonlinear effects have been developed. Thus, Taylor and -pqessure coellicicnt for different body geometries show
Maccoll (Ref. 5) solved the Euler equations for to be in good agreement with other theories in the Mach
supersonic flight around cones at zero angle of attack, number range of interest.
and Kopal (Ret. 6), Brong kRcf. 7) and Hsu iRel. 8)

In what follows all the variables have been adimensioned
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taking as reference length L, that of the body, and as Oo, = - tan 00ox at r = x tan (5.c)
velocity U_, that of the free stream.

2 2 2

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 02 (1 - Msen 0) at r = x tan 0 (5.d)
The small perturbation equation that describes the (Y + l)M_
unsteady transonic flow around a pointed body of
revolution is given in cylindrical coordinates [Landahl where 0 is the local shock wave angle. The unsteady
(Ref. 10)] by angle-of-attack flow problem is given by the following

equations and boundary conditions[M! -lI Y + l) M!'p, 1* 0- , _ , ,O
1 -0 2-2r= -[ M _- (M t (I) i 1

r -ep 2( - 01r + 01
r r

Following Revell (Ref. 11) a coordinate system attached AfMk2 0, - 2ikM20 1, - (y + I)M! 0. 1X0XX (6.a)
to the body will be used. In this system the bcindary
condition staying that at any instant the flow particles are - R'(x)oj1 = -I - ik(x - x,) at r R(x) (6.b)
tangent to the body surface is given by

V0-VS-0 at S(x,r,a,t)=O (2) 0 1 1 =aIx=al ia2h at r=xtan (6.c)
dr

where S(x,r,aj) is the body surface. For small rigid body
oscillations the body surface can be expressed as 0 d = bi A +ib2h at r=xtan0 (6.d)

dr

S(xrat) r - R(x) + x- xg)cosa (3) where it has been assumed harmonic motion for the

oscillation, 6(t) = 35oeikt, where k is the reduced frequencywhere R(x) is the body radius at x, xgthe ccnter of deidask=o/Uaa 2 b ndbaecntns
9 ~defined as k = o)LIU_, a,, a2, b, and b2 are constantsoscillation and 3(t) the instantaneous oscillation which depend only of the local shock wave angle, 0, and

amplitude, can be found in Ref. 9, and h(r) is the shock deformation

due to the body oscillation and it is part of the solution to
The problem formulation is completed by imposing the the problem. It can be observed that in equation (6.a)
boundary conditions at the shock wave. With the only linear terms in 6o have been considered. Landahl
assumptions made here these conditions arc the (Ref. 10) has shown for two dimensional airfoils that
conservation of mass and momentum across the shock while the consideration of the nonlinear terms is essential
wave better known as the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for the study of steady transonic flow problems, for
for isentropic flows, unsteady flow the main features of the transonic flow are

transmitcd through the terms (Y,+i)A421oxoxx and
Alter substitution of equation (3) into equation (2) terms (y + I)MI 0.o0i1 to the unsteady flow. Therefore, it is
of two different orders of magnitude appear, ones are not necessary to solve the nonlinear equation for the
stationary and of order of the body thickness and the unsteady potential 01.
others are unsteady and of order of the amplitude of
oscillation. Then the velocity potential can be written as The exact isentropic pressure coefficient is expanded to
the sum of a steady thickness potential 0o(x,r) and an yield the mean-flow and unsteady flow pressure
unsteady angle-of-attack potential, 01 (x,r)cosa coefficients,

'P(x,r, O,) = 00 (x,r) + 6(i)o0dx.r)cosa (4) Cp(x,r,0,t) = Cp,, (-,r) + 3oekCpl (x,r)cos0 (7)

Then, the problem can be split into one for the steady where
flow and another for the unsteady flow. The steady flow
problem is given by the following differential equation 2 S ,
and boundary conditions on the body surface and on the C,,, (x, r , (s S ) (8.a)
shock wave,

[W- I -(Y + I)M ,0 -0 .... -- , 0 J) C,, (xr)-2S,{(l+ 0.)0. +0 '(1 01')
+ k - x+ - Rx)ioJ (.h)

o, - R'(x)oox = R'(x) at r = R(x) 5.b)

and
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1 determined by using both compatibility relations
S =I - ! M!20,, + o1 + 0 Y-1 -,(equations (10.a) and (10.b)) along the a characteristic

2 oand along the intersecting (3 characteristic with the point
considcred. Finally, when the body surface is reached the

Once the pressure coefficients C o and Cp, are known flow properties on it are determined from the tangency
the staUc and dynamic force cocfficients can be obtained condition and from the compatibility relation along thea
by integration along the body surlace. characteristic. At this state a convergency criterion is

established to verify if the assumed values of A. to
4. METHOD OF SOLUTION compute the slopes of the characteristics and the
Equations (5.a) and (6.a) are of hyperbolic type for the computed ones are less than a tolerance, if this is not
Mach numbers o1 interest and both have the same true, the mesh points along the a characteristic are
characteristic lines. The difference between them is that dctermincd again using the last computed values of uo to
while equation (5.a) is nonlinear and the characteristic determine the new values of A. The process is repeated
lines are part of the solution, equation 6.a) is linear with until the new computed values of A are less than the
variable coefficients and the characteristic lines are tolerance. Usually live to ten iterations are needed.
known once the steady-flow problem has been solved, depending on the Mach number. Then, we move to a new
Therefore we must solve first the steady flow problem. point along the body surface and generate a new set of

mesh points along an a characteristic repeating the same
5. STEADY FLOW SOLUTION procedure as the one described above. We keep marching
The equation for the a and /3 characteristics is in this way along the body surface until the end of the

body is reached.
d,= 9)2  (9
9 :x From the solution of the steady flow the velocities uo, v,

in the whole flow field and the shock position are known.
where A =,W' - I + A( y d- i)0... the positive sign is From these results the stationary pressure coefficient on
along the /3 charactcristic and the negative one along the the body surface can be computed.
a characteristic (see Fig. 1).

6. UNSTEADY FLOW SOLUTION
Along each of these characteristics the variables u , Once the steady flow problem has been solved and that
and v, = 0, change accordingly to the following the mesh point locations are known we can proceed to
compatibility relations solve the unsteady flow. There is, however, one

important observation which is that since the shock

-_ 1/2u,ar + (Vor)a (0.a) deformation h(r) is part of the solution it is necessary to
make an additional hipothesis in order to start the
solution. The assumption that in the region between 0 to

along the /3 characteristic, and x1 (see Fig. 1) the flow properties are equal to the values
computed by the slender body theory is made. Also, we

.u,13r + (v, = 0 10.b) observe that all the /3 characteristics passing through the
,hock mesh points intersect the body surface in this small

along the a characteristic. The subindex /t.13 in equations region. Then, the shock deformation h(r) and the uI and
( 10.a) and (l0.b) means derivatives of the variahles with v velocities just behind the shock wave can be
respect to a or/3 determined first in the following way. The values of the

velocities u, and v1 in the body apex are given by
The procedure to solve the steady flow is as follows:
starting from the body surtace and by assuming the v1 =-I - ik(x - xg) (1 .a)
values of A along the ai characteristic the mesh point
positions on the flow field are obtained by integration of _ R'I), +.DI\ (Lb)
equation (9). To determine the point on the shock wave.
and thus the shock wave position, the shock wave angle
is assumed to be the average between the free stream

the unsteady tangcncy condition and the slender bodyMach wave and the local Mach wave angles. 01' course

these locations of the mesh points are not correct because theory at the body apex.
of the assumed values of A. After the first assumed mesh
points have been computed for one (t chiaractcriie. " Now the values of the velocities and v1 in the shock
proceed to compute the fow field velocities startin points and the deformation of the shock wave h(r) are
the shock point and moing towards the body urice 6.adetermined from the two shock conditions, equations
along the a characteritic For the point at the sh , 6.c) and (6.d) and from the compatibility condition
and v,, are determined from the tio shock 'onditions. ng the/3 characteristic, going from the body surface of
Fhe rest o1 the points along the (t characteristic arc the interval between 0 to x , to the shock point, and that is

ecn by
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-_u - 1 In figure 7 the dynamic normal force coefficient versus

I rMach number for a 100 cone pitching with respect to the
22 - 1apex is presented. As happened for the static case the

Mk 2O M2(Y l)Uluo.jdr= (12) main contribution of the nonlinear terms occurs for high

Mach numbers.

Once the shock deformation and the values of u1 and vi
at the shock are known, the procedure to obtain the flow In figure 8 the dynamic moment coefficient versus Mach
properties at the rest of the points is as follows: starting number for a 10% thick parabolic ogive pitching at
from a shock point, ano moving along an a characteristic r = 0.4 is compared to the linearized method of
toward the body surface, the flow field properties are characteristics (Ref. 3) and to the slender body theory
determined from the compatibility relation along the a (Ref. 12). Again as in the previous figures the main
characteristic differences between the linear and nonlinear method

occurs at high Mach numbers.

5--duI + dvl + - f -2ikM!ut In figure 9, the real and imaginary pressure coefficient
I r" along the body surface is compared to the first order

+Mk 2 l - Mj(y + l)uluo.jdr = 0 (13) theory (Ref. 4) for a 10' cone. The body oscillates with
respect to the apex at the reduced frequencies of .5 and

and equation (12) along the (3 characteristic intersecting 1.0 and at a Mach number of 1.3. In this figure, it can be
the eshont c12)aoned the bd charactisuerfactisg observed that the main difference between the linear andthe m esh po int considered. W hen the body surface is t e n ni e r m t o s o c r n t e r a a t o h
reached, equation (12) is replaced by equation (6.b) and the onlie mt d o the alt oe
the velocities u1 and v, on the body surface are obtained, pressure coefficient and also that, although some
The procedure is repeated along all the mesh points and oscillation of the pressure coefficient of the present
the whole flow field properties are determined. Note that method occurs along the body surface, they are not so
since the equations in this case are linear there is no need large as it happens in the two dimensional case for
to iterate in the unsteady flow problem, the computation
time is then kept rather small. The real part and the imaginary part of the shock
7. deformation for the oscillating cone of figure 9 are

RESUTS AD DSCUSIONpresented in figure 10. It is important to note that while
To verify the present method, numerical examples are peetdi iue1.I sipratt oeta hl
Tvethpresent method, nuerical ofsteteapesre, the in-phase shock deformation decreases with increasing
presented in terms of steady and unsteady pressures,

stability derivatives and shock deformations for various frequency the out-of-phase increases. Also it can be

body shapes. noted that while for k = 0.5 the in-phase shock
deformation is almost a straight line, for k = 1.0 there is

Figures 2 and 3 present the steady pressure coefficient an important curvature towards the treestream.

'or a 50 cone and a 10' cone versus Mach number. For In figure I I the real and imaginary part of the pressure
the 50 cone, it can be observed that almost no difference coefficient along the body surface for a 5% thick
exists between the present method, the linear theory andthe exact solution by Taylor and Maccoll. For the 100 parabolic ogive is presented. The body is pitching about

the xac soutin b Talor nd accll.Forthe10' the apex at the reduced frequency of k = 1.0 and at the
cone, although there is not jet a big difference between th apex at the redce f n of c i 1 an a e
the linear theory and the Taylor and Maccoll solution it ahnme f12 gini hscs tcnbthe iner teoryandtheTaylr ad Mccol souuo it observed that slight oscillations appear in the present
can be observed that the present method, for the low oser meth slight in ape inhe presentnonlinear method mainly in the in-phase pressure
Mach numbers, lies very close to the exact solution. coefficient.

In figure 4 the steady pressure coefficient along the body 8. CONCLUSIONS
surface is presented for a parabolic ogive at Mach
numrof 2. Iresntabeed thrratc the nt Mth The method of characteristics has been applied to solve

n ery oo d cagbeseen wtha the rect method o the nonlinear-small-disturbance transonic flow equation
isaracteryc gowi agrement ipott iacmeth ofor bodies of revolution at zero angle of attack and to the
characterstic she ina n i, ilinearized transonic-unsteady-flow equauon tot bodiesrespect to the linear theory. oscillating at arbitrary frequencies.

In figures 5 and 6 comparisons of the normal force From the results presented the following conclusions can
coefficient between the present method, Kopal's exact he drawn:
solution (Ref. 6) and the first order theory (Ref. 2) arc
presented for a 5and a 10 cone versus Mach number. In Although some oscillations have been observed in
these figures it is seen that while the contribution of the thoughesoe oscieto w h nuberedthn
nonlinear terms is very important for high Mach numbersthprsuecefintorlwMhnmbshynoinear nterms so very important for hih Mach numbers. -... are not so large as for the airfoil cases where large
iti i foscillations occur in this transonic flow regime.
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Abstract of an airfoil or in the shock trajectory, the ap-
proach is valid as long as the corresponding flow

An overview is presented of unsteady inviscid calcula- regions are small. Therefore the range of appli-
tion methods developed at NLR, which are primarily cability is restricted to aereoelastic applications
based on the full potential equation for the prediction with small shock excursions resulting in classi-
of airloads on oscillating structures in transonic flow. cal flutter. As a consequence strongly non-linear

Attention is given to experience with entropy / vor- problems such as Limit Cycle Oscillations can-
ticity corrections and a procedure which removes the not be treated. The second method has no severe
frequency barrier associated with time-linearized mod- formal restrictions.
elings. This procedure has a favorable effect on com-
puter cost such that transonic flutter boundaries can . The second approach has potential for the embed-
be obtained in acceptable turn-around times on cur- ding of viscous and vorticity effects. Due to the
rent workstations. nature of these effects implementation in time-

A method for the transonic aeroelastic analysis of linearized unsteady methods seems to be less ap-
complete aircraft which is currently in the stage of propriate.
development will be introduced and attention is given In an aeroelastic application the first procedure
to its grid generation procedure. requires the usual structural pre-processing and

The methods are demonstrated by showing results the well-known aerodynamic processing (i.e. gen-
of unsteady loads and pressure coefficients applica- eration of aerodynamic stiffness and damping
tions in 2-D and 3-D transonic flow and of an aeroelas- (generalized forces) matrices) with an additional
tic application to a 3-D AGARD standard aeroelastic dependence on the angle of attack parameter as

compared to subsonic and supersonic applications

. Thereafter the flutter trajectory is obtained by

1 Introduction any classical flutter method. The first approach
has a lower threshold as the efficient utilization of

In the development of many modern airplanes aeroe- the second approach requires a careful procedure
lastic analysis is required in the transonic speed range. to detect the flutter boundaries by direct simula-
This implies the development of computer methods to tion while also postprocessing is required to de-
determine the unsteady transonic flow about realistic tect which structural or aerodynamic component
aircraft configurations. At NLR, research has been is primarily responsible for the flutter boundary
performed since the late seventies on two type of ap- which is important in pre-design studies.
proaches: The first approach is in general computationally

time-linearized approach , which assumes that more efficient than the second approach since the
the unsteady disturbances are small relative to fastest existing iteration methods for solving lin-
a fixed steady state solution, and the ear systems can be used and also the results are

depending on fewer parameters (no time step and
time-integration approach , which fully simulates observation time parameters). The 3-D routine

the development of unsteady flow with time.obevtntieprmes)Th3-ruieapplication of the second method is not realistic

without the computing power of recent supercom-
Both techniques have pros and cons: puters.

* The first approach can be appiied as long as the Apart from the aforementioned advantages or dis-
unsteady disturbances are small and non-linear advantages which may motivate the development of a
unsteady effects can be neglected. When this con- particular method the development and or availability
lition is locally violated, for example at the nose of both type of methods offers additional possibilities:
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* The time to develop a method can be reduced 2 Aerodynamic Analysis
since it is possible to compare calculated results
very closely. This section summarizes the well-known equations

The influence of numerical errors in each of the governing the unsteady potential flow around wings.

methods can be investigated.

* The applicability range of each of the methods 2.1 Unsteady full potential equations

can be complemented by the other. The potential flow is considered about wings in a flow
with free-stream velocity U in the direction of the x
-axis. Assuming that the disturbances created by the

spect to the time-linearized approach during the de- wing are irrotational except for areas occupied by wing
velopment of 2-D and 3-D time-linearized methods: and wakes a velocity potential 4 can be introduced

* It has been shown that the effect of the moving which satisfies the nonlinear equation:

shock wave is implicitly captured in the loads (11. 6 6 6
No need exists to do anything special in case of pt + -(P 1 ) + -- (P4DY) + -(P 4 z) =0, (1)
shock waves with respect to the pressure integra- y 6Z

tion. where the density p satisfies the unsteady Bernoulli

* The restriction that time-linearization is only equation:

valid for very small shock motions has been re-
laxed [2, 3] by utilizing an approximation of the 1 = ( + )M
mean steady flow field instead of the steady flow ( 2 Y Z

field at the mean position. The approximation In the above equations M, is the free-stream Mach
is defined as the average of steady potentials de- I h bv qain ~ stefe-temMc
termined at several different positions (phases) number. The variables are made dimensionless usingduring the motion. reference length 1, speed U and freestream density p,y is the ratio of specific heats.

* The frequency limitation has been practically re- At the wing boundary the condition for tangential
moved by introducing a procedure[4, 5] which ren- flow are applied:
ders data for harmonic oscillations from data for
diverging motions. At the same time a more than ()- 6).in = 0, (3)
50% computer cost reduction is achieved.

where " is the fluid velocity 4' = V4) and 4'b is the
* The development of the 2-D small disturbance velocity of the body surface.

method FTRAN2 [6],the 2-D full potential Across the wakes which emanate from sharp trailing
method FTRANC [3] and the 3-D full potential edges no pressure differences are allowed:
method FTRAN3 [7].

NLR contributions with respect to the second ap- ACP = 0 . (4)

proach for two-dimensional flows include: At a sharp trailing edge in subsonic flow a smooth

" The extension of the applicability in the fre- transition to the zero pressure jump condition in the
quency domain of the well-known LTRAN2 code wake is required (Kutta condition). The pressure co-
from very low to moderate reduced frequencies efficient is given by the expression:
[81. 2(p - 1)

" The embedding of viscous effects including a CP- 7M,-(5)

strong interaction modeling of separated flow re-
sulting in the ULTRAN-V code [9]. Finally in calculations the unbounded physical

space around a wing must be truncated at some fi-
* The development of the full potential method nite distance. Therefore radiation conditions have to

TULIPS [10]. be applied which simulate that disturbances propagate

At present research is performed aiming at the de- outwards from the wing to infinity.
velopment of a complete time integration 3-D aeroe-
lastic simulation method in which the unsteady aero- 2.2 Time-linearized formulations
dynamics are governed by the full potential equation
with embedding of viscosity,entropy and vorticity cor- In the time-linearized methods for an unsteady expo-
rections. The validation of this method is expected to nentially time varying motion het, the assumption is
be enhanced by the availability of the time-linearized made that the potential can be split up into a mean
3-D FTRAN3 method. steady component 0 and an unsteady time varying

The paper presents the past development and status component ,e t :

of the abovementioned subjects and shows relevant
results. (D=<b+ e (6)
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Here s = g+ik in which g is the divergence rate and (such as comparing with experimental data) and non-
k the reduced frequency k = , being the frequency linear effects become very important the aforemen-
of oscillation. h is the component of the displacement tioned choice may not be appropriate anymore and
of the wing in normal direction. one should use a mean steady potential defined as an

It is usual to define 0 by the steady potential at the average of steady potentials determined at several dif-
mean position and substitution of (6) into (1) leads to ferent positions (phases) during the motion. For more

details see (3].
6 0 6(p ,6 (p 0¢0 ) + 6 (p 0y ) + = P o ) 0 (7 )

+ by +Z 3 Time-linearized methods

where
_p 3.1 Overview

=(. -(8) This section presents the time-linearized unsteady full

potential methods FTRANC and FTRAN3 which are
and in use at NLR. FTRANC described in [3] solves the

+6 0 2-D steady and time-linearized unsteady flow about
'P0 + Pp,0z) + 3y (p + P 0) thick blunt-nosed airfoils using a C-type grid and is

6 + pl attractive because of its low computational cost ( 10-
+-T oz~ + P0Z) + Sp1 = O, (9) 40 CPU seconds on a 6 Mflop workstation for a steady

application and 5-20 CPU seconds for an unsteady

where application (one frequency, one vibration mode) on

1 = p0 S + 4or'P + 0VY + 0ZZ( a 90x13 grid) . The FTRAN3 code has been intro-
a02 (10) duced in reference (7] and applies to 3-D wings us-

ing an H-H type grid. It is the only 3-D transonic
and a' is the mean speed of sound: unsteady method available at NLR and its compu-

tational cost times are about 100-400 CPU seconds

a° +- - 1 (1- 2 - 2 - 02). (11) for a steady application and 25-100 CPU seconds for
M,2+ 2 ZZan unsteady application (one frequency, one vibration

mode) on a 34x8x20 grid on a 6 Mflop workstation.
At the wing boundary the conditions for tangential Transonic flutter boundaries can be estimated in ac-
flow are applied: ceptable turn-around times on the workstation.

ON = 0 (12) Both methods are based on the same computational
model:

and
1. A free stream consistent fully conservative finite

pjv = ozh + Oyhy + Okh, + sh, (13) volume discretization of the full potential flow
governed by the equations (7, 8,12) and (9, 10,13).where the suffix N means differentiation along the out- Mass-flux splitting according to Engquist-Osher

ward pointing normal direction at the wing surface.
The conditions for no pressure differences in the wakes or Godunov is used to maintain stability in su-
The cpersonic flow regions.
are:

Ac ° = Ac, = 0 (14) 2. Entropy corrections as explained in [11] are em-
• Pbedded to enable a better prediction of shock

The mean and unsteady components of the pressure wave positions.
coefficients are given by the expressions: 3. Newton iteration procedure for solving the steady

Co 2(p °  - 1) (15) flow. The Newton iteration is very fast for cases
" 1M5 with weak to moderately strong shock waves in

which case 3-5 iterations are sufficient. Incase
and of strong shock waves the iteration is hampered

C'= -2p°(Owz + 0,(p + Oz&p + s~o) . (16) by the restricted displacement of shock waves be-
ing approximately limited to one grid-cell per it-

Also radiation conditions have to be applied which eration. As a consequence potential jumps are
simulate that disturbances propagate outwards from formed at the incorrect shock position which
the wing to infinity. detoriate the convergence. The formation of the

The choice of the steady potential at the mean po- potential jumps is diminished by introducing a
sition for the mean steady potential suffices if the non constant sonic flux in the mass-flux splitting
non-linear effects are small and /or are restricted to which depends not only on Atf but also on the ar-
small areas. This is sufficient when the resulting tificial time-like Newton iteration index. By this
data is used to determine flutter boundaries. In case time-like damping is added in supersonic zones es-
the data is meant to be used for other applications pecially at sonic conditions. When this time-like
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damping is added the Newton procedure performs 3.2 Efficient use of time-linearized
well in case of strong shocks. The formulations of methods and removal of frequency
the time-dependent sonic flux were taken from limit
[10].

The applicability of time-linearized methods derived
4. Multi-grid iteration for solving the unsteady flow specifically for purely harmonic motions is strongly

and each linear stage of the Newton process reduced in frequency range due to stability problems
of the applied iterative solvers and/or the requirement

5. The minimization of the size of the grid by using with respect to the minimum grid sizes . In reference
an integral equation (field panel ) discretization [4] a simple procedure has been developed to obtain
method on the coarsest grid generating appropri- the unsteady aerodynamic forces for all types of mo-
ate outflow conditions on the fine grid. This is tion, applying data for purely exponentially diverging
done assuming that outside the grid the linearized motions. This procedure offers the advantages men-
unsteady flow equation is satisfied: tioned in item 6 of the previous section. The proce-

dure is based on the following steps:
(I - M0)P + V + Z(21 M'P 2 0 1. Obtain aerodynamic data for a purely exponen-

s - s2 M o = 0. (17) tially diverging motion with the time function e" t

By the integral equation method the outflow con- where s is positive and real.

ditions are prescribed: 2. Make a polynomial fit through those data.

0(Tyz)= [f(u,v,w)E(x-u,y- v, z-w)dudvdw , 3. Assume that the fit is valid throughout the com-film plex s plane and render data for harmonic mo-

tions by simple evaluation of the fit for complex(18) s.

where E is the elementary solution of equation For active control studies and in modern flutter cal-

(17): culation methods an algebraic description of the aero-
dynamic forces is required which is usually obtained
by generating a Laplace transformable fit through

E(z, y, z) - (19) complex aerodynamic data corresponding to harmonic
motions. It is much easier, however, to generate the
polynomial fit through the real data for diverging mo-

Here R = /z 2 + (1 - M 2 )(y 2 + z 2) and m is the tions, for all information is contained in the real data!
source strength which is equal to the left hand
side of the uniform equation (17). 3.3 Time-linearized examples

Eq. (18) is discretized on a coarse grid using po- 3.3.1 Overview
tential data of the finest grid for the evaluation
of the source strength m . Therefore the fine grid Results of applications to two-dimensional airfoils
solution determines the outflow boundary condi- made with the FTRANC method have already been
tions. published in [3, 5]. Results of applications to three-

dimensional wings made with the FTRAN3 method
6. Formulations for real positive values of s (the di- were published in [2, 12, 13, 14, 5]. The applicability of

vergence rate) which reduces the computational the afore mentioned methods to steady and unsteady
cost in various aspects: transonic potential flow problems is demonstrated in

the next sections for the 2-D NLR7301 airfoil and for
" All calculations can be performed with real fighter type wings, a rectangular supercritical wing

quantities, reducing the computational work and a 3-D AGARD standard aeroelastic case. In all
by a factor as high as four by eliminating the examples the steady potential at the mean position
complex floating point operations in evalu- is used as approximation of the mean steady potential.
ating the aerodynamic influence coefficients It should be noted that prior to time-linearized com-
and in solving the aerodynamic equations. putations, the steady flow fields are computed using

fully nonlinear flow solvers.
" A factor of 2 reduction in memory require-

ments.
3.3.2 2-D NLR7301 airfoil

* The convergence of the multi-grid iteration
solver improves with increasing divergence This section shows results for the NLR7301 airfoil. For
rate. No stability limit with respect to Mach the geometry one is referred to [15]. An example of a
number and frequency shows up. steady FTRANC application is shown in figures 1 and

2 demonstrating the use of the entropy correction.
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7W,-O .LUM ,-4., 1- ,. W oM-Wx ,, no vorticity correction was utilized in the FTRANC

1.4-,1 
K  method.

1 .95 The procedure of obtaining unsteady loads for oscil-
2 .00 latory motions from applications to diverging motions

. 1.is demonstrated for the NLR7301 airfoil. Figures 3 to
6 compare results of the unsteady lift coefficient versus

-. 40. 2.04 frequency due to a pitching motion about 0.40 chord
at the supercritical flow condition Moo=0.721 and a=-
0.19 deg (inviscid shock-free design condition). Two
types of results are shown: direct results calculated
for diverging and harmonic motions and indirect re-
sults obtained by fitting the diverging data by Pade
polynomials.

xtc LRI301 0 r~
.M"-.720 - ro y

Figure 1: Isomach contours for NLR7301 airfoil at . 0
Moo = 0.700, a = 2.5 deg

Figure 1 shows the grid applied to the NLR7301
airfoil together with the isomach contour distribution
for Moo=0.7 and a=2.5 deg. The grid was generated
by the hyperbolic grid generator described in [16]. The ,=I
outer edge of the computational grid is only a few
chords away from the airfoil and about 100 field panels
were used to control the outflow conditions.

0h7301 - Df CPI M 2. -

U'CO0 .7 17I 0. 100 0t._W
W ooo-2.5 OM --- " )

-2.+-,- Figure 3: Unsteady lift coefficient of an exponentially
diverging, pitching NLR7301 airfoil at supercritical
design condition Mco = 0.721, a = -0.19 deg

The results depicted in figure 3, decrease and subse-
quently increase monotonously with increasing g and
exhibit a large gradient at divergence rates approach-

--- -- - -ing zero. In the calculations it turned out that the

.-- -'" higher the divergence rate, the faster the convergence.

l01.- ... . 721. AL -0. 19 *_ w . ..ic LT
11. xO?- ThO I0N7UU?

0 010 0.to 0. o 0.6 .

Figure 2: Pressure distribution on the NLR7301 airfoil * B

at Mco = 0.700, a = 2.5 deg

In figure 2 the steady pressure distributions cal- I- OF I
culated with FTRANC using the entropy correc- . . [ MAW

tion modeling are compared with data from an Eu- - M ,IAI
ler method [17] and with data obtained by apply-
ing FTRANC without entropy correction modeling for
M.=0.7 and a=2.5 deg. At this highly transonic
condition the FTRANC method without entropy cor- 0.
rection predicts a strong shock at the trailing edge of ..
the airfoil. Due to a large extension of the supersonic
zone the result is probably affected by a to small grid Figure 4: Real part of unsteady lift coefficient of a
extent. The FTRANC data including entropy correc- harmonically pitching NLR7301 airfoil at supercritical
tions compare fairly well with the results of the Euler design condition M = 0.721, a = -0.19 deg
method regarding shock position and pressure distri-
butions. Downstream of the shock the differences are Figures 4 to 6 compare harmonic results of the di-
larger which might be explained from the fact that rect calculation in which results could only be ob-
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Figure 5: Imaginary part of unsteady lift coefficient Figure 7: Comparison of experimental and calculated
of a harmonically pitching NLR7301 airfoil at super- isobar contours at upper part of fighter type wing at
critical design condition Moo = 0.721, a - -0.19 deg Mfo -- 0.9, a = 6 deg

UAI. - 0. - -: -----------------

Figure 6: Nyquinaty plt of unsteady lift coefficient Figure 8: Comparison of experimental and calculated
harmonically pitching NLR7301 airfoil at supercritical sonic contours at upper part of fighter type wing at
cesign condition M ,, = 0.721,a = -0.19 deg M = 0.9, = 6 deg

iained up to k=0.3 with indirect data. It was not
ossible to obtain direct solutions for higher frequen- wing surface. Figure 8 shows the shock position and
ies on the current grid due to the break down of the figure 9 compares pressure coefficients at selected sta-
teration procedure. A satisfactory agreement exists tions . The predicted and experimental distributions
.etween the results in the whole frequency range for exhibit a similar flow structure. The entropy cor-
.¢hich the comparison can be made. rections predict the shock wave more upstream and

closer to the experiment over the main wing part. At

3.3. Fihte-typ wigAthe lower side a good agreement is obtained between
the calculated and experimental pressure data except

The applicability of FTRAN3 in static aeroelastic for the trailing edge region. The non-conservative
analysis is demonstrated for a modern fighter type XFLO22 data show a weaker and less downstream lo-
configuration in transonic flow at Mo -- 0.9 and cated shock as compared with the FTRAN3 data and

= 6 deg. Inviscid calculations have been performed the experiment. Downstream of the shock the predic-
with FTRAN3 for the clean wing with entropy correc- tion by the codes are in disagreement with the exper-
tion modeling and without entropy correction model- imental data probably due to the neglect of viscous
ing, and with XFLO22 (181 using the cross-wind con effects. At the leading edge region the XFLO22 data
cept for modeling the fuselage effects. The FTRAN3 show a very good agreement with the experimental
computations were performed on a medium mesh of data while the FTRAN3 data are too low due to less
9x24x20 points which is supposed to be adequate for resolution and the fact that the code cannot model
generating loads distributions for static aeroelastic effects of bodies. Between the leading edge region and
analysis. the location of the shock the FTRAN3 data and espe-

Figure 7 show the calculated (right) and experimen- cially the one with entropy correction show the better
tal (left) [19J isobar contour distribution at the upper comparison with the experimental data.
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Figure 13: Comparison of experimental and calculated

Figure 10: Comparison of experimental and calculated isobar contours at upper part of fighter type wing at

isobar contours at lower part of fighter type wing at .f, = 0.95, a = 0 deg

.111, 0.8, a = 0 deg
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Figure 11: Comparison of experimental and cahulat, d

isobar contours at upper part of fighter type wing at Figure 14: Comparison of exp?rimental and calculated

Af, = 0.8. a = 0 deg steady pressure coefficients on fighter type wing
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The applicability of the FTRAN3 code is further .,,,,,, , er..

demonstrated by comparing calculated data with ex-
perimental data of the NLR wind tunnel test described
in Ref.[20 for the clean wing of a fighter type con- [ion X=
figuration. The vibration mode is pitch about the 'I

root midchord. The frequency is 20 lItz and four flow -i

conditions are considered: A oo = 0.6 0.8, 0.9, 0.95 at 0'- 2.

a = 0 deg. The computations were made on a mesh 0°/ 1 !
of 12x34x26 points. 2. 2.

Figures 10 to 13 show the calculated (right) and .- 0

experimental (left) isobar contour distributions at the .-

upper and lower wing surfaces for Moo = 0.8 and 0.95. ..
The calculations show similar patterns as observed in 0AM- 0./c J.o . O . :

c  i.6o

the experiment.
Figure 14 compares the calculated and experimen- Figure 16: Comparison of imaginary part of experi-

tal steady pressure coefficients at the span station mental and calculated first-harmonic pressure coeffi-
y/s = 0.492 for all flow conditions. At the subsonic cients on fighter type wing
conditions the pressure level is predicted quite well.
At the transonic conditions the pressure level is un-derpredicted at the upperside in the supersonic zone gular planform of aspect-ratio 4, oscillating in pitch
an ed at the owrsid e at the ose.uTheplaternc ze a about an axis located at 0.46 chord. The geometrica n d a t th e lo w e rsid e a t th e n o se . T h e la tte r 4 a t- p o e t e e e t k n f o e .2 1 a d a c m a i o
tributed to the resolution of the mesh which seems to properties were taken from Ref.r21] and a comparisonbe too coarse. is made with experimental data from Ref.[22]. Steady

computations were performed at Moo = 0.7,0.825 and
,105, 7, pe - AWf-0.6. ,,3 o.0 a = 2 deg. For each of the two conditions one un-
MALB. 09G. K-20 I& "W94.C rr. M XTW R MCB . F.6

P °-S3 Cc 3.-. .MIS & ,a-,., .M. steady computation has been made at a reduced 'fre-
Y/,,0.,,2 -- ,ACs-.,s.rM ,, ,,Wu-o.,s.,. quency of k = 0.15.
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Figure 15: Comparison of real part of experimental :
and calculated first-harmonic pressure coefficients on 2.0 I

fighter type wing -2o 0.00 Z.00

Unsteady pressure coefficients are compared in fig- Figure 17: Comparison of supersonic contours at up-

ures 15 and 16 at the span station y/s = 0.492 for all per part of supercritical rectangular wing at M.=

flow conditions. Except for peak values a fairly good 0.7 - 0.825, a = 0 deg

agreement is shown. In the subsonic cases the agree-
ment is slightly better. The only major discrepancy Figure 17 shows the calculated (right) and experi-
shows up in the trajectory of the shock wave and in mental (left) supersonic contour distributions at the

the imaginary part at ff = 0.95 (fig.16) where the upper wing surface for Mo = 0.7 and 0.825. At the
predicted and measured peaks have opposite signs. It lower Mach number the location and size of the rela-

should be noted that the pressure orifices in the exper- tively small supersonic region seems to be fairly well

iment are relatively widely spaced and do not allow a predicted except for the rather unusual shape of the

concise recording of the shockwave motion. experimental data. This is probably associated with
an excessive value at one experimental data point, dis-

3.3. cussed below. At the higher Mach number the loca-
tion and size of the relatively large supersonic region

Furthermore results of FTRAN3 calculations are pre- seems to be fairly well predicted except for the size of
sented concerning a supercritical wing with a rectan- the embedded subsonic region which penetrates much



further from the tip in the experiment. This is proba- gions with a relatively large subsonic zone in between.
bly caused by viscous effects. The irregularities which Also a calculated result is shown using the entropy
can be notified in some regions in the experimental correction modeling, which for this case has a limited
data raise some doubt about the experimental accu- effect.
racy at some data points.

IU' ZITCAL "TMU N,,0. 7
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Figure 20: Comparison of experimental and calculated
Figure 18: Comparison of experimental and calculated steady spanwise normal load and pitching moment
steady pressure coefficients on supercritical rectangu- about the quarter-chord coefficients on supercritical
lar wing at Mo = 0.7 and a = 2 deg rectangular wing

Figure 20 compares the calculated and experimental
::71"TC. 3007W. WM0 - rM

00 " --- " Z steady sectional loads coefficients for both flow condi-
S-0.,2 0 Xv. wpm tions. The transonic data at Al. = 0.7 agrees fairly
-/S, C , 4., , t. L' well (especially the moment coefficient) while at the
PAss60am0 0 CTDES .... cP-CR1.

higher Mach number the agreement is poor. The ex-
periment does not show the increasing trend of the

0 oFTRAN3 data with increasing Mach number. This,
again, probably may partly be attributed to the ne-
glect of viscous effects.
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Figure 19: Comparison of experimental and calculated 2
.
0T 0

steady pressure coefficients on supercritical rectangu- 8.00

lar wing at M, = 0.825 and a = 2 deg

Figures 18 and 19 compares the calculated and ex- t
perimental steady pressure coefficients at the span sta- 0.0

tion y/s = 0.809 for all flow conditions. At the lower 0.JL -oV
Mach number the calculated pressures at upper and 0. 0I.0 M .. 0 3.000 o.50o
lower side match fairly well with almost all the ex-
perimental data points, except for one point at about Figure 21: Comparison of experimental and calcu-
20% where the experimental value is implausible. At lated first-harmonic pressure coefficients on supercrit-
the higher Mach number the calculated pressures at ical rectangular wing at Al, = 0.7 and a = 2 deg
the lower side match fairly well with the experimental
data points, except for the trailing edge region. This Figures 21 to 22 compare the calculated and exper-
probably may partly be attributed to the neglect of imental unsteady pressure coefficients at the span sta-
viscous effects. At the upper side the calculated data tion y/s = 0.,109 for both flow conditions. At the lower
overestlimate the magnitude between the quarter and Mach number a reasonable agreement is obtained (es-
three-quarter point and show one large supersonic re- pecially the magnitude) except for the questionable
gion. The experimental data show two supersonic re- experimental value at the trailing edge and in the last
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Figure 22: Comparison of experimental and calcu- Figure 23: Isomach contours for NACA wing 445.6
lated first-harmonic pressure coefficients on supercrit- at conditions, Mo, = 0.901 (left) and 0.96 (right),
ical rectangular wing at Mo, = 0.825 and a = 2 deg a = 0.0 deg at wing surface

quarter chord where the experiment shows a different
trend in the phase. At M,, = 0.825 the agreement large part of the wing surface so it can be expected
is disappointing. Only in the first quarter chord the that the flutter boundary will deviate more from the
phase shows a reasonable agreement and the magni- results obtained with subsonic theory. The general-
tude of the lower surface. The experimental data show ized aerodynamic forces were obtained by using the
the effect of a moving shock wave at 30% chord which procedure of rendering data for harmonic oscillations
is totally absent in the calculated data. The discrep- from applications of the GUL and FTRAN3 method
ancies are mainly due to the fact that the calculated to diverging motions. It has been checked by corn-
steady flow field differs to much , in particular near parison with direct calculations of the methods that
the shock waves from the measured steady data. the current procedure is equally accurate. The flutter

In view of the strong pressure gradients on upper calculations were made by the pk-method.
and lower surface, and of the large discrepancies be-
tween the experimental data and the inviscid results,
it is suspected that flow separation occurs at both MW U 456,MMo
upper and lower surfaces. Also, there is some doubt FUIFYI OPJ1CSSU 0 tTMM

about the reliability of some experimental steady and 100.0

unsteady pressure values, as shown in figs. 18 and 21. 0 B0 rn

Therefore it is concluded that the current test case o,

is not suitable for validation of an inviscid method.
M2.0_

For a meaningful validation, for this test case viscous
effects should be taken into account. 100.0

3.3.6 3-D AGARD standard aeroelastic wing 60.0"

As a final FTRAN3 example results are included of 60.0

an aeroelastic investigation which was conducted for _0.0

the 3-D AGARD standard aeroelastic configuration in . . 0.00 . . L
1 00 1.;0

subsonic,transonic and supersonic flow. This configu-
ration is described in [23]. Model "weakened no. 3" Figure 24: Comparison of calculated and measured
was selected. The calculations were performed with flutter boundaries NACA wing 445.6
the GUL panel method (24] using a 10x15 panel dis-
cretization and the FTRAN3 method using a 34x8x20
grid (20x6 on wing upper and lower side) for 6 vi- The flutter results are compared with experimental
bration modes and for 10 reduced frequencies up to data in figure 24. In the whole Mach range the fully
S = 1. linear GUL results overestimate the flutter boundaries

Figure 23 show the isomach contour distribution as compared to the experiment. The FTRAN3 re-
at the wing surface at M, =0.901(lower part) and suit at M,,=0.678 agree with the GUL result while in
0.96(upper part) at a = 0 deg. No supersonic zone the transonic region a transonic dip is predicted. No
occurs at Mo,,=0.901 while at Mo,=0.96 the super- FTRAN3 results were obtained for AMo > 1.0 because
sonic zone extends almost to the trailing edge over a the method is not applicable in supersonic flow.
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4 Time-integration methods The applicability of the ULTRAN-V method has
been investigated for a wide range of conditions, in-

4.1 Overview cluding low speed high angle of attack conditions
and transonic flow, both with massive flow separa-

This section presents the 2-13 time-integration meth- adtasncfobt ihmsiefo eaa
Ths section presns T S 2h tm etion mset tion (e.g.[26, 27, 28, 29]. Here unsteady results will be
ods ULTRAN-V and TULIPS which are in use at

NLR and shows results. A 3-D unsteady full potential show for the NACA0012 airfoil.

method has recently been developed which forms the An example of steady TULIPS applications is
shown in figure 25 for the NLR7301 airfoil and in fig-main part of the AESIM method which is described

in section 5. ure 26 for the NACA0012 airfoil demonstrating the

The ULTRAN-V method is described in [91 and is use of entropy and vorticity corrections.

based on the following computational model:
NIAR 7101 AIFIL - EUE

* Unsteady transonic small perturbation theory. MA. - 0. 7 FULL F.

AZA-2.5 --- FULL F.--~~ -KTC (1VLI?3)
-. rULL P. +EwlTr T (FT RMCj

" Integral methods for the steady laminar and un- C?
steady turbulent boundary layer and wake.

" Efficient simultaneous strong-interaction cou-
pling procedure for attached as well as separated
flows.

The ULTRAN-V method is a result of extensive . . . -.

modifications during the last decade starting from the
NASA-Ames code LTRAN2 and has proved its appli-
cability for a wide range of flow conditions, thereby
exceeding the formal limits of the underlying compu- 0.

tational model. The computer costs are 25-100 CPU
seconds on a 6 Mflop workstation for a 79x59 grid. Figure 25: Pressure distribution on NLR7301 at

- The TULIPS method is described in (10] and is 11. = 0.700, a = 2.5
based on the following computational model:

In figure 25 calculated steady pressure distribu-
A free stream consistent fully conservative finite tions including entropy and vorticity corrections at
volume discretization of the full potential flow M 30=0.7 and a=2.5 deg. are compared with data
governed by the equations (1, 2,3) on a bound- from an Euler method [17] ,with data obtained by ap-
ary conforming C-type grid. Mass-flux splitting plying TULIPS without entropy and vorticity correc-
is employed to maintain stability in supersonic tions and with data from FTRANC with entropy cor-
fow regions. rection. At this severe condition the TULIPS method

2. Entropy corrections are embedded to enable a without entropy and vorticity corrections predicts a

better prediction of shock wave position together strong shock at the trailing edge of the airfoil. The

with vorticity corrections obtained through the TULIPS data including entropy and vorticity correc-

Clebsch formulation [251. tions are in good agreement with the results of the
Euler method regarding shock position and pressure

3. The minimization of the grid extent by using ab- distributions. Downstream of the shock the differences
sorbing boundary conditions. between the TULIPS and Euler data are very small

compared to the differences between the FTRANC
The TULIPS method has primarily been developed and Euler data which can be explained from the fact

to establish and/or complement the range of applica- that the vorticity correction is absent in the FTRANC
bility of the ULTRAN-V method. The computer costs method.
are 300-1200 CPU seconds on a 6 Mflop workstation In figure 26 calculated steady pressure distribu-
for a 104x24 grid. tions including entropy and vorticity corrections at

A%,'=0.8 and a=1.25 deg. are compared with data

4.2 2-D inviscid examples of time - from an Euler method [17] ,with data obtained by ap-
integration plying FTRANC without entropy and vorticity cor-

rections and with data from FTRANC with entropy
Results of applications to two-dimensional airfoils correction. At this severe condition the FTRANC
made with the TULIPS method without entropy and method without entropy and vorticity corrections pre-
vorticity correction have already been published in dicts a strong shock at the trailing edge of the airfoil.
[3]. In this section results of the TULIPS full poten- The TULIPS data including entropy and vorticity cor-
tial method, including entropy and vorticity modeling, rections are in excellent agreement with the results of
will be show for the NLR7301 airfoil and NACA0012 the Euler method regarding shok position and pres-
airfoil. The geometries were taken from [15]. sure distributions. The FTRANC data including en-



expectation of the small disturbance computationalO" ".0"6 FULL. .'' ''" model. The good agreement between the entropy and
-1A- P ,. ,,,, vorticity corrected full potential results and the Eu-

C .. let results leads to the expectation that the corrected
--- full potential modeling is very close to an Euler mod-

eling,except for vorticity dominated flows. The im-
portance of modeling viscous effects for this case is

" idemonstrated in section 6.

5 Aeroelastic 3-D simulation
method

___ __ _The need of the aircraft industry requires the devel-
o. D.Soo 1.0oo opment of an efficient and cost effective method for

Figure 26: Pressure distribution on NACA0012 at aeroelastic analysis in transonic flow. Such a method

Mm = 0.800, o = 1.25 is under development at NLR on the basis of direct
simulation of unsteady transonic flow about a flexible
aircraft. This requires the simultaneous solution of the

tropy corrections are in fairly good agreement with the equations of unsteady aerodynamics and equations of
results of the Euler method. A part of the somewhat a flexible aircraft. The feasibility of the development
larger differences are due to the coarser grid used in of such a direct coupled aeroelastic simulation method
the FTRANC applications. Downstream of the shock has been demonstrated by comparable developments
the differences between the TULIPS and Euler data at Rockwell (31] and at NASA-Langley [32]. Such
are nihil compared to the larger difference between the a development is not realistic without the comput-
FTRANC and Euler data which is due to the lacking ing power of supercomputers of the second generation
of vorticity corrections in the FTRANC method. such as NLR's NEC SX-3 supercomputer. The per-

formance of the NEC SX-3 is such that the method
-'m=uM (DR, is expected to be cost effective. Computation times

XW- 0.754 ALPHA- 2.0 00O FULL P. .EmJ.#V0M. (TULIPS)
PInI o.2FU L--- ,. (TUI in the order of 15 minutes CPU-time for a complete

... 02 W 2. D= aircraft are required. The alternative based on the
1.200 00*0

M •m 0time-linearized modeling has not been considered be-
[I I cause of the limitations in applicability mentioned in

the introduction. The method is based on the follow-
-o. ."" V1 -ing concepts:

F1* OH- Mono-block grid to reduce the computation
T time, the development time and to ease usage for

-o.oeo- the 'non-gridexpert' aeroelastic specialists. Cur-
rent sophisticated alternatives as the multi-block

methods and unstructured grid methods are re-
0.000 -A.1040O A jected because of various drawbacks: 1) multi-

0. .0) block methods are not easy to use for 'non-grid

experts' and 2) multi- block and unstructured
Figure 27: Comparison of calculated lift and moment grids increase the computation time and the de-
about the quarter-chord coefficients during oscillatory veiopment time considerably. The consequence of
pitching motion on NACA0012 some limitations in accuracy of the mono-block

grid approach to more complex configurations is
An example of inviscid unsteady ULTRAN-V and considered as more acceptable for aeroelastic ap-

TULIPS applications is shovn in figure 27 for an oscil- plications than for steady aircraft design. Re-
latory pitching motion of the NACA0012 at transonic search [16] was performed on methods which gen-
conditions k,'., = 0.754,mean angle of attack a, = 2 ,crate grids in a more natural way by an evolution-
(leg, amplitude Ac = 2.5 deg and reduced frequency ary process starting at the boundaries of the con-
based on senii-cliord k = 0.082). Figure 27 shows a figuration and constructing the grid according to
comparison of lift and moment coefficients from invis- an inflation analogy. This research has resulted
cid calculations. Results of TULIPS with and without in a grid generator (331 which essence is based on
entropy and vorticity corrections are compared with the hyperbolic grid generation method of Ref.[34]
results of ULTRAN-V and with unsteady results of an extended by an integral method for direction and
Euler method presented in Ref.[30]. The agreement growth control in concave areas where the stan-
between the transonic small disturbance results and dard hyperbolic grid generator fails thereby re-
the full potential results is very good and exceeds the ducing the effort to generate grids of acceptable
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quality in particular about concave areas such as
airfoil noses and wing-fuselage junctions. The
grid generator requires a mono-block surface de-
scription of the complete aircraft with embed-
ded upwind slits and downwind slits (wake sur-
faces). A geometry preprocessor has been devel-
oped which generates the surface grid by assem-
bling the separate airframe components provided
by the user and by constructing the slits. Also
the structural data is interpolated to the surface
grid.

Figure 30: 3-D Grid part about a T-tail-fuselage com-
bination

Figure 28: Input surface grid for preprocessor for a
T-tail-fuselage combination

Figure 31: Close-up at middle part of figure 30

that the present grid generator method is able
to generate 011 type grids around fairly complex
shapes with concavities in a small turn-around
time.

9 In a first phase the unsteady aerodynamic flow is
modeled in the time domain by the unsteady full
potential equation, taking into account entropy
and vorticity corrections. In a second phase, im-
plementation of a correction for viscous effects is
foreseen. The model is mainly motivated by op-

Figure 29: Surface giid with upwind and downwind eratsonal requireents wih rptit op-
slit fo a Ttai-fuslag cominaionerational requirements with respect to computa-

tional costs and computational times. The choice

An examp . of an application with the geometry of this model instead of an alternative modeling

preprocessor to a T-tail-fuselage is depicted in fig- by the unsteady transonic small disturbance the-

ure 28 to 29. Figure 28 shows the input surface ory or the unsteady Euler equations is based on

grid which is input to the geometry preprocessor the following considerations:

of which the result, i.e. a surface grid distribu- I. The leading edge flow about wings equipped
tion with upwind and downwind slits, is shown in with rather thick and blunt-nosed airfoils
figure 29. and the occurring oblique shock waves can-

Examples of applying subsequently the grid ge'n- not be modeled with sufficient accuracy by
erator are shown in figures 30-31. The tail sur- transonic small disturbance theory. Hence,
faces have sweep angles which is reflected by the this theory is less suitable for the calcula-
curvature of the grid planes. The example shows tions of unsteady airloads on those wings.
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2. The best set of equations to model inviscid .,1,".. 0754. AIJ "I,,= ,A.

transonic flow about general aircraft config- R 0. e-2.s om on wZiN

urations are beyond doubt the Euler equa- ,a 0.25C .03-

tions. However, for the simulation of un- CL C"
steady flow about complete aircraft configu-
rations the solution of these equations is still *R'

to expensive in terms of computer time on .D .- LV.SZ

the current generation of supercomputers. " _

3. The full potential equation is restricted to
flows with weak shock waves. When it is ......
applied to flows with strong shock waves ,re-
suits are obtained where shock waves are
too strong and located too far aft in corn-
parison with results obtained with the Etr- -,0- ..O1° .00 - 0
ler method. This is mainly due to neglect-
ing effects of shock generated entropy end Figure 32: Comparison of calculated and experimental
vorticity. Effects of shock generated entropy lift and moment about the quarter-chord coefficients
and vorticity can be approximately embed- during oscillatory pitching motion on NACA00C2
ded in potential flow formulation as has been
shown in the 2-D examples while retaining
its cost efficiency in comparison with the Eu- and the experimental results is fairly good with re-
ler equations and obtaining results for flows spect to the lift coefficient. The large difference be-
with strong shock waves which are in good tween the ULTRAN-V data for the moment coefficient
agreement with Euler calculations. near max, wum incidence might be explained probably

to the influence of vortex shedding from the leading
" Dynamic structural behavior of the aircraft is edge which is absent in the ULTRAN-V method. The

based on the generalized modal deflection ap- Euler results match with the experiment only near the
proach. minimum incidence and in the part of the motion with

increasing incidence.
" Unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic structural

behavior are solved simultaneously in the time
domain. 7 Concluding remarks

At present the grid generation work is completed, The unsteady inviscid calculation methods which are
the aerodynamic solver, based on the full potential used at NLR for the prediction of airloads on oscil-
equation, is running for several 2 and 3-D testcases. lating structures in transonic flow are described and
it is expected that a complete pilot system is soon results of their applications are presented.
available. Thereafter the entropy,vorticity and viscos- From the applications it is concluded:
ity correction modelings will be embedded. Provided that viscous effects are weak unsteady

loads in transonic unsteady flow for oscillatory

6 Viscous effects motions can be obtained by time-linearized meth-
ods with satisfactory accuracy up to high frequen-

The comparisons made in the previous sections with cies using the approach of rendering data for os-
data calculated by inviscid methods and with experi- cillatory motions from data due to diverging mo-
mental data have show the need for modeling viscous tions. The computer cost can be reduced by more
effects especially at higher angle of attack and for thick than 50%. The solution method is robust. nas no
wings. The improvements by adding viscous modeling stability problems and converge faster v. ith in-
is demonstrated in this section. creasing divergence rate. The moderate con,puter

An example of an unsteady viscous ULTRAN-V cost makes it possible to perform aeroelastic anal-
application is shown in figure 32 for an oscillatory ysis in transonic flow in acceptable turn-around
pitching motion of the NACAO012 at transunic con- time on current workstations. Therefore in rou-
litions (A, - 0.754,Re, = 5.710 6 ,mean aigle of tine aeroelastic calculations th" time-linearized
attack a, 2 deg, amplitude Aca = 2.5 de. and r iethod is an attractive alternative.
reduced frequency based on semi-chord k = 0 082). * In case of wings equippcd with thin airfoils (e.g.
Figure 32 shows a comparison of lift and momeit co- fighter-type wings) calculated t.me-linearized and
efficients from inviscid and viscous calculations. Vis- experimental data correlite reasonably well.
coils results of ULTRAN-V are compared with ex-

perimental results [35] and with results of the Euler * The straightforward time-linearized application
method presented in Ref. [30].. The agreement be- to the supercritical wing with a rectangular plan-
tween the viscous transonic small disturbance results form has shown reasonable to poor correlations.
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The poor correlations can probably be explained [5] M. H. L. lounjet and B. J. G. Eussen.Beyond the
largely by the neglect of strong viscous effects en- frequency limit of tame-inearzed methods, NLR
countered in the experimental results. This leads TP91216 U, June 1991.
to differences in the initial steady state flow fields
and even more in the corresponding experimental [6] M. H. L. Itounjet A field panel method for the
and theoretical unsteady pressure distributions, calculation of invscad transonic flow about than
Therefore it is advised in case of thick wings to oscillating airfoals with shocks, NLR MP81043 U,
pay attention in matching the steady experimen- September 1981.
tal data (e.g. by correcting the angle of attack) [7] M. H. L. Hounjet .A field Panel/finite difference
and to include some modeling of viscous effects method for potential unsteady transonic flow,
in the inviscid method. AIAA Journal, Vol.23, No. 4, April 1985, pp 537-

545.
" By adding entropy and vorticity corrections to

the unsteady full potential model results are ob- [8] R. Houwink and J. van der Vooren.Improved ver-
tained which closely match results of models sion of LTRAN2for unsteady transonicflow com-
based on the unsteady Euler equations. putations, AIAA Journal, Vol. 8, pp 1008-1010,

1980.
* The modified hyperbolic grid generator will ease

usage of unsteady transonic simulations meth- [9] R. llouwink .Unsteady Strong Viscous/lInviscid
ods by reducing the effort to generate OHt grids Interaction modeling in the ULTRAN-V code,
around transport type aircraft. NLR CR 91025 L, May 1991.

" Experience with 2-D coupled viscous-inviscid cal- [10] H. Schippers .TULIPS: A method to calculate
culations indicate that this might be a good basis transonic potential flow about oscillating airfoils.
for accounting for viscous effects in 3-D methods. NLR TR 88193,December 1988

[11] W. Jr. Whitlow, M. M. Hafez and S. J. Osher
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K Computations of Unsteady Flows around Airfoil Sections
-by Explicit and Implicit Methods

G -- '" Solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations

- by
_______ Edgar A. (erteisen

Numerical Fluid Mechanics 9 1 6 4
______ I)ornier L.uffahrt (mbll, P.O.Box 13263

< 7 7990 Friedrichshafen 1. F.R.,l

I. SUMMARV of the convergence acceleration techniques can not he
applied and it turns out that the necessary stability con-

An I-uler/Navier-Slokes solution algorithm is presented ditions of these methods impose a far too restrictive
for unsteady aerodynamic analysis of flows around airfoil hound on the timc step allowed. This problem becomes
sections. Several numerical methods have been involved more ohviotis if flow problems are considered where in
in the flow solver; beginning with an explicit Runge-Kutta some regions of the flow field discretizations with very
time-stepping scheme it is outlined that for practical small mesh sizes are required. Although many unsteady
handling of many proplems the implicit integration sche- flow problems are characterized physically hy small fre-
mes are strongly recommended due to their extended quencies concerning changes in the flow field. the stability
stability margin. Two methodological closely connected conditions of explicit methods which are essentially pro-
moving mesh algorithms have been implemented, con- portional to the cell lengths require very small time steps
cerning the mesh adaption for improved accuracy with dictated by the smallest mesh cells in the solution do-
a minimal number of mesh point%, and the body confor- main. Therefore purely explicit methods can only be ar
ming mesh movement which is completely general and plied efficiently in time-accurate computations if the cha
can treat realistic configurations. racteristic features of the actual physical problem and th(

mmerical discrctiiation are balanced in some sense.
A description is given of the latest version of the develo-
ped implicit solving algorithm which can be used as a It is outlined that implicit method% are strongly recom-
direct method but also includes an option for iterating the mended if the viscous, transonic phenomena such as
unsteady residual to enhance the time accuracy. The in- control surface buzz. wing torsional buzz or buffeting
cluded movifig mesh methods for solution adapting and ;hould be attacked efTiciently. A description is given of
body conforming the grid are summarized. Numerical the current method which consists of a iU-factorization
simulations of steady and unsteady well known flow method, where the unsteady residual can be iterated wit-
phenomena, comprising a shock / boundary layer inte- hin each individual time-slep and which also includes the
raction, a flow about a cylinder, an airfoil with oscillating coupling with ellicient moving mesh algorithms for si-
flap and a circular arc airfoil, substantiate the above multancouslv generating solution adapted and body
mentioned topics. conforming grids. The calculated examples, which are

the well known Ilakkinen test case of an oblique shock
wave interacting with a flat plate boundary layer, the

2. INTRODIC1'ION unsteady flow about a cylinder exhibiting a von Karman
vortex street, an -iirfoil with oscillating flap where diffe-

For the analysis of flutter problems and of self-induced rent type of shock motions occur observed by Tijdeman
oscillations as wing buffeting and inlet buzz the behaviour and the experimentally well examined 14% circular arc
of unsteady flow is of extraordinary interest. [.specially airfoil, demonsrte the capabilities of the method.
within the transonic flow regime nonlinear effects in the Further steps towards an engineering-type application
flow field can occur which demand nonlinear computa- tool are discussed in the conclusions
tional methods. The proper treatment of inviscid flow
discontinuities like shocks, slip lines etc. require at least
the numerical solution of the Euler equations, whereas in 3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
addition strong viscous inviscid interaction phenomena
have to be modeled by the complete Navier Stokes (NS) Within the coninmum limit, the motion of a compressible
equations, fluid is governed hy lhe Navier Stokes equations. This set

of equations can he derived from the principles of classi-
Very freq(uently, also for steady state solutions of (te cal mechanics and thermodynamics in an integral form

uller- and NS-equialions. time marching soltiion me- by applying the conservalion law of mass, momentum
thods are applied which in principle can also he used for and energy to a control volume L2 with the control sur-
time-accurate computations. Various implicit and expli- race ail (Ref I). et p, v. r. he respectively the density,
cit time integration schemes weie proposed in the past: the velocity vector and the total aholute enthalpy per
both approaches being quite competitive for steady state unit mass. then the sYstem to solve can be written. ne-
computalions if the explicit schemes are combined by glecting the body forces, as:
appropriate convergence acceleration techniques. I lowe- d r
ver. for time accurate compultations the use of explicit -7 J'I 01j ,.',/(/£) (it)
integration methods becomes questionable because most 0 ,Q
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dj fp;d + J p;(v'n)d(A") + J P-n d(c]') Another approach to (he NS-equation is a reduced set

of equation which is valid only in the inviscid portion of
the flow field. Ihe liier equations. These are obtained

f 3.nd(rJ) = 0 by dropping bolh thic viscous terms and the heat transfer
Pa terms from the complete set. Because of less computa-

tional effort this approach is strongly recommended when

-fpdi + f pr(v.n)d(ad) + f p(V-,W)d(3Q) viscous eflects ca,, he neglected hut strong and compli-
t 30 ,)aO. cated shock structures appear.

f J (W.n)dod) +I ,f q~n~3) = I

4. NUMERICAl 1-I1TIIOI)

( 2.1 )
In order to close this system it is necessary to establish 4.1 Iiscreti~ation
relationships between the thermodynamic variables as
well as to relate the transport properties to the thermo- the computational domain is subdivided into finite vo-
dynamic variables. he pressure is related to the con- lumes and following this concept the semi-discrete form
servative variables by the equation of state for a ther- of the conservation law (3.1) is recovered to
mally and calorically perfect gas

+II --. (RU,) 1 1;, -Ul,.=f0 (4.1)PE = TP(V.V)+ -IPt

- where F,, represents the flux integrals (Euler- and NS-In the case of a Newtonian fluid the stress tensor i" de- fue)icuigtegi pe em hc smni~e

nends linearly with the rates of strain and (neglecting the as ianiuing to gisp te m ic is metfor
as ideal methiod to (rse with moving grid schemres for

bulk viscosity) the general deformation law becomes unsteadv flows or with schemes in which the grid evolves

T ,~v.2) + (V. qn)T flows)o1. with thesotion at cacti time step; I, denotes the vector

of conservative variables. I,, the finite volume, and 0,,
the numerical diffusion operators foi each cell. By defi-

Assuming Fourier's law for heat transfer the heat flux ning the space discreiOation the system of partial integro
vector can be expressed as differential equations has been transformed into a system

of ordinary differetlial equations in time direction.
q= -k.VT

and normally it is convenietnt to apply Sutherland s as- Allowing some time variation of the cell, an appropriate
a n orat the molecurveiesc tosity s fuctionofthe a discreti7ation can he written by a first order approxima-
sumption that the molecular viscosity is afuction of the lion with respect to the volume:
temperature alone:

(/fl

1.462-10 6.7 "312 - U' 1 (4.2)= T+ 110.3 At

Because the ratio (c/IPr) is approximately constant for where

most gases the coefficient of thermal conductivity k can - I u _n
he determined by the relation R, + -, - )

Pr Ihis form directly represents a defect equation for the

steady state solution with R" representing the residual. For
once p is known. time accurate computations a one step method has to he

used or the definition of the residual has to he modified.
While it is generally accepted that the presented NS-
equations are in principle capable of describing the be- Several numerical methods have been implemented as
haviour of all kind of' flows, at high Reynolds numbers driving algorithms to solve this system of nonlinear
the onset of turbulence makes it impracticable to solve equations. An explicit one step multi-stage scheme (Ref
them. 1 he main problem is that time and space scales 2) has beeti carried out considering a time-accurate mul-
of the turbulent motion are so small that the number of tigrid formulation (Ref 1) as well as an implicit residual
grid points and the small time step si7e puts the compu- averaging procedure to overcome the limitations in time
tatonal time required outside the realm of present com- step size. Unforitinately bol modifications could increa-
puters. Iherefore the most common used approach to se the time step sie only by about one decade, whereas
overcome this dificttlty is to use the statistical averaging for the practical handlitg of tariy problems the stability
procedure, called Reynolds averaging. I he thereby ap- margin -tot0ld extend to several decades
pearing turbulent shear stresses are usually related to the (103 < (€1I. < lOl) (Ref 4) which so far can he achieved
rate of mean strain through a scalar turbulent or "eddy" only by implicit integration schemes.
viscosity following a suggestion of floussinesq. In this
work the, in engineering calculations, widespread [or that reason the I1cam-Warming- Sleger- method
Baldwin/l omax model is used to determine the eddies (Ref 5) was implemenled in the AI)l-formulation and
within the flow field. some selected -examples have been calcilated. Further
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development steps have heen done in order to improve IRAI(, '))(A(](,) -- All", I) /AI
the implicit formulation, i.e. the factorization has been
changed to IU which extends the linear stahility range which delivers a contracting fictional mapping within
to three space dimensions. I he latter version of the im- gome radii around the solution point.
plicit solving algorithm will he described in more detail.

4.2 Numerical Algorithm 4.2.2 Splitting of .lacohians

rhe one sided, implicit, spatial differences are represen-

4.2.1 Implicit rime Step Iteration ted by the Jacobian matrices and the choosen splitting
has to provide diagonally dominant implicit factors for
each matrix inversion in every mesh cell to insure a stableIn order to apply a I.U-factorization, the implicit opera- algorithm.

tor must he split into forward and backward differences.
'he resulting scheme should he centralized in the point

(i,n + I /2) to insure second order accuracy (Ref 6) with In the present method lhe splitting by components corr-
respect to a (Crank-Nicholson step. Therefore the appro- sponding to the flux vector splitting (Ref R) is used for therespct o a ran-Nicolsn stp. uler Jacobians. although it needs some more computa-
priale splitting for the explicit terms will he into corre-

tional time to determine the split matrices. Especiallyimplicit algorithms are writen in delta formulation which concerning the included mesh velocities, which are ex-garanties that an iterated steady state solution will he in- pressed more straightforward, this splitting incorporatesdependent of the step size in time. Following this concept a better representation of the physics as for example thethe spacetime discretization is expressed as maximum cigenvaluc splitting (Ref 9) and has. further-more, some remarkable properties by applying the me-
n. . l I ((fI-1 _ )U

n 
hod in lime marching manner. During the evaluation of

Mlu. U ) -AU + At different splittings and testing of the method by calcula-

ting the shock boundary layer interaction on a flat plate.

+ ( AF' 4-AAF ) + (S' 4- S )F- = 0 it was detected that the method with splitting by compo-
nents delivers a faster convergence (fig.2, fig.3) with re-

4.3 spect to the time step. I)ifficullies of this splitting withrespect to solution quality in the case of transonic calcu-

- where (n) and (n +- I) denote the time levels and the A lations have been reported (Ref 8) due to unsteady first
symbol the difference of quantities of these levels, and O order derivatives of the splitted eigenvalues at the sonic
denotes the weighted average taken from the old and new point. Also in the present implementation, it has been
time levels. i.e. for 0-) = ( we get the implicit Fuler algo- found that this iinsleadyness holds responsibility for se-
rithm, for 0 = 1/2 the implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme vere stiffness problems by advancing with large time step
and for all other 0 < 0 !5 I some more or less stable Size. In order to circumvent them, some derivation of
combination of both. lhe symbols 5' and 6 represent Steger's eigenvalue modification has been introduced.
the forward and backward differences and the sum
I12(6' t- A ) is equal to the symmetric difference opera- Concerning the viscous flux lacobians, it is convenient to
tor 65. The basis of solving this equation is to linearize the drop the cross derivatives; the subsequently remaining
changes in the flux vectors using taylor-series expansions second derivatives are approximated by appropriate se-
in time (Ref 7) which is given by cond differences which can be split and recombined by

I 1,,two one sided differerices. [or strongly viscous flows and
A/ 1.." F" _.= [.(Un 4- A(, ) - I(/n) detached shear layers it may be neccessary to calculate

"(U'T) +- !I(n)Al - I'(U) = /(n)Al/ the cross terms which in principle can be introduced in
the time iterative procedure. Simultaneously, the tempo-

where AWU") =-/1AI'/aAU symbolizes the Jacobian ma- ral accuracy may he enhanced hy temporal averaging of
trices of the flux vector: therhy it is convenient to drop the the Jacohians.
cross derivatives by computing the viscous flux Jacobi-
ans.

4.2.3 1,1) - Factorization
With equation (4.3) the solution AU* of the considered
time step is expressed as a zero point of the nonlinear The linearized implicit operator (4.3) produces a large,
unsteady residual fuiction l!". U"'') = 1 which can he block banded matrix system which requests large storage
iterated for example by a first order Newton-Raphson and operational count for its solution. The most common
method. Developing this algorithm, we assume some gi- way of dealing with this problem is to perform an ap-
ven first approximation AUO) (here the upper index me- proximate factorization. In contrast to a central differen-
ans the iteration number), write a truncated |aylor series ced alternate direction approach (ADI) of the operator.
at this point methods based on I.U decomposition have the benefit

of being stable in all dimensions, while ADI, at least in
flAU) - 0 theory, is unstable for scalar hyperbolic equations in

three dimensions. Although it was shown by Pulliam and
f(At/(')) I- DfA(I('))(A(I _ A(]( 0 ), Steger (Ref 10) that conditional stability can be achieved

by adding some artificial dissipation for ADI type sche-
and with some remodeling an iteration process can be mes, the advantage of I .U with respect to significantly less
defined by storage requirements and a less computational time wa-
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sting solving algorithm due to the triangular structure still resolution, without resulting in an extremely coarse mesh.
remains. ]he model rcsults in a line by line space marching solu-

tion procedure which can he implemented very efficiently.
With the backward-forward approach in (4.3) the facto-

ri7.ation process is quite straightforward. Presenting the |his method can be used as a parabolic like mesh gene-
implicit part of the equation in symholic form it can be ration algorithm if some geometric parameters alone, i.e.
written as curvature, are used as driving functions. [or adapting

shock waves in the transonic regime the density was

D 
-  + () (A A + ±6A ) proposed (Ref I I) as a reference flow property. Another
At reasonable sensor may be curvature of pressure which is

By splitting this into its parts commonly used for blending second and fourth order

differences in numerical dissipation operators for pre-
[ 'I A] At [ '~ni 1 venting oscillalions. I lie adaption of grid poins in a

At', I + 6 A boundary laver or in a slhear layer was proposed by re-

I, !ferencing the transverse gradient of the streamwise m-

- At + 0(6 -A' + A'A ) + mentum component.

2. AtA., 'A .A Both the accuracy and the rate of convergence can be

improved by using solution adapted grids and also signi-

ficantlv less mesh points are stficient for a comparable

A t solution in a nonadapted grid.

o n# I.

the solving process can be performed in two sweeps 4.3.2 Body Conforming (;rids

throughout the field

Df A Y Rhs With respect to aeroelastic applicability, a boundary fit

led dynamic computalional mesh-algorithm should he

( nfl capable to conform contiuously to the instantaneous
Dflf=A( -AY position of the airfoil, its motions and deformations. Si-

milar to the concept of Nakahashi and Deiwert. the mesh
for two dimensions as well as for three dimensions. [he is modelled as a spring network (Ref 12), where each

decomposition into these factors produces some factori- edge of each cell represents a linear spring in the original
7ation error which degrades the algorithm to first order mesh corresponding to the steady state aeroelastic confi-

accuracy and grows remarkably with larger time step st- guration. [he spring stllness for a given edge i.j is spe-
7es. [he described solving process is first order accurate. cified to be inversely proportional to the length of the
and therefore, in contrast to i.e. a Gauss-Seidel iteration, edge as

it can be used as a direct method to solve the nonlinear
algebraic system of equations, though it is recommended = i[(x; - x.) 2 ± I' -. )2

to use the time iteration in order to maintain second or- k =r

der accuracy. At each time step, the points located on the surface

houndary are prescribed while the points on the outer
43. Computational (rids boundary are held fixed. and the static equilibrium

equations in the x an v directions are solved iteratively

4.3.1 Adaptive Grid at each interior node i of tie grid for the displacements
6 x,. 6y,. Ihis solution is accomplished by using a pre-

he following concept of grid generation and adaption dictor-corrector procedure, which first predicts the dis-

relates closely to the work done by Nakahashi and Dci- placement by extrapolation from grids at previous time
wert (Ref I I ). The grid itself is considered as an organi- levels and then corrects these by several Jacobi iterations.

7ed set of points formed by the intersection of lines of a Due to the predictor step it has been found that only one

boundary conforming coordinate system. [hey state that or two iterations are sutficient to accurately move the

an optimal grid is ideally one in which the numerical so- mesh.

lution error (which results from discretization and is
usually reflected by the residuals) is uniformly distributed The described method can he seen as a derivation of the

over all grid points. Since ttis error is not known a priori variational principle developped by Brackbill and Salt.-
the grid has to he adapted in time. In the above mentio- mann (Ref 13), the spring constants representing the
ned publication, the point distribution is specified by de- weight distrihilion fuinction, where the very fast and effli-
sired maximum and minimum grid spacings and hy a cient process to solhe the elliptic like system results from

model consisting of tension springs for controlling di- close attraction points due to a good approximation of

stance and torsion springs for controlling inclination of the first prediction. I fie algorithm is completely general
mesh lines. lite spring constants themselves are defined and can treat realistic configiurations ini two- and three
by a driving function which represents the flowfield or dimensions, in structured (Ref 1 2) ,ls well as unstructored

some geometry definition so that the grid can he cluste- (Ref 14) meshes. I herefore it seem,s to he the most com-

red, for example near shock waves concerning solution prising method for fntnre applications with respect to

adaption or near the leading edge concerning geometric complete aircrafl aeroelastic computations.



5. RFSJITS and finally merged into tie vortex street. In the experi-
ment the vortices are visualized by streak lines, just as

5.1 Shock / Boundary Lover Interaction well they can he illustraled by entropie contours (fig. 5)
which are simple to calculate from the solution vector. It
can be scen clearly how thc entropy is generated at the

As first numerical test a steady viscous/inviscid interac- cous d larcd howt a co ty rated
viscous dominated contour and convectively transported

lion problem is considered (fig. I). An oblique shock into tihe field. Caused by the physics a- well as by the very
wave interacting with a lamninar flat plate boundary layer esis as wel a every

' coarse mesh, thfe vortices dissolve alter te~i diameters.
is chosen corresponding to the well known I lakkinen test I Iowever, lie obtained Strouhal number
case (Ref 15). 'aking into account the quite coarse mesh . - (n) 2)/(vRe) = I,181 , where n represents the fre-
resolution the results obtained by the implicit method quency. 1) ife diameter olife linder and v the kine-
compare quite well with the other numerical schemes of matic"viscosity, is in good agreement (Fig. 7) with the ex-
fig. I. periment.

Some basic features of the eigenvalue splitting and the
residual iteration on the time step have been evaluated 5.3 Airfoil with Oscillating Flap

on the basis of this example. the residual reduction over
the iteration step of the two regarded schemes is compa- Fie formation mid movement of'shocks is a fundamental
red in fig.2 and fig.3. The factorization error of the problem of time-dependent transonic aerodynamics

AI)l-factorization is realized to grow so much that for which is adressed in a carefnl study (Ref 17) by Tijde-

large time step sizes (CI = 100.200.400) the iteration man. In his classic experiments with attached flow on a

process will not converge anymore. Fherefore the I.U- NACA 64A006 airfoil at zero incidence with oscillating

factorization promises much more robustness for large trailing edge flap lie observed and explained different ty-

CFI-numbers, and it is also recognized that the eigen- pes of shock motion. Ior the defined type A shock mo-

value splitting by components is preferable for relaxation lion at a Mlach ,iumber, ,if = f0., a small oscilloory

procedures regarding the total number of time steps nee- motion of amplitude rn = 0.0Sc, where c represents the
ded to reach the converged solution. lhe results of time chord length, causes an oscillatory variation of shock

step iteration, depicted in fig.4 , give some interesting strength. [or the type B shock motion observed at a to-

functional behaviour for the residual of the case with only wer Mach number. 1 = 0.75, the corresponding steady

one iteration. |he convergence with respect to the time -hock is located farther upstl-eam and the shock moves

step is remarkably better and the total CPU-time needed with a much larger oscillatory variation, and even it dis-

to reach the fifth decade delivers some breakcven point, appears by moving downstream. the type C shock mo-

Performing more than one residual iteration gives still lion observed at a Mach number. if = 0.85 . is repre-

some better convergence characteristic but the waste of sented by the flow where the steady shock is close to the

CPU-time rises considerably. It has also to be emphasi- extreme upstream position ofthe shock in the sonic range

zed that these investigations have only been done for pressure distribution. I lercin the shock wave moves up-

study reasons and that the explicit method of (Ref 2) in- stream while increasing, leaves the airfoil from the lea-

eluding all convergence acceleration technique will keep ding edge and propagates into the oncoming flow as a

its justification for steady state calculations. (weak) free shock wave. Also the shock wave disappears
and reforms during a part of the cycle.

5.2 Flow About a Cylinder The illustrated shock movement problem has been cal-

culated by using tihe explicit one step multistage integra-
In order to test the metrics in the implicit terms and to lion scherne of (Ref 2) taking also advantage of the rest-
validate the lime-accuracy of the unsteady implicit sche- dual averaging procedure to ertlarge the stability region.
me. a simulation of the low Re-nmber flow around a \ccording to the method proposed in (Ref 3) as time-
infinitely long cylinder has been considered. The experi- accurate miiltigrid implementation, dramatic phase er-
ments show, that with a Reynolds (Re) number in the rors occured which are related to tife advancement with
order of Re 5 the initial potential flow merges into a the time step in the coarse meshes; as a consequence. it
detached one, where the bubble length grows linearly up can be stated that a time-accurate multigrid algorithm
to a Re-number of fifty. Aside this point the flow property should be in a formulation which enables to iterate some
changes totally from steady to unsteady characteristic defined unsteady residuals. Such a formulation has been
and a double row of alternating vortices is observed be- tried by Jameson (Ref I9). Ile reported the need of an
hind the cylinder, the upper row turning clockwise and intolerable number of iterations if the CFI number ts
the lower row turning counterclockwise. This so-called growing very large. In the present calculation one degree
von Karman vortex street occurs in laminar flow for the of the period has had to he simulated by about ten to
Re-number range of 4fl < Re < 5Off0 , disappears then hundred time steps considering the limited allowable time
and rearises in high Re-numbers turbulent flow (Ref 16). step size. Therefore. already this Fuler simulation turned

out to be numerically quite stiff, although the mesh reso-
For the Re-number at which the calculation has been lution in the near wall region can be chosen very coarse
performed, the viscous zone is not exhibited by a very compared to a corresponding Navier-Stokes mesh which
thin boundary layer, which enables to resolve the near has to resolve the viscous boundary layer. The present
wall area in a very coarse mesh (fig. 5). 'herefore the results (fig. X) are in good agreement with calculations
numerical problem turns out to he in no sense stiff which reported by Magnus (Ref 19). though both exhibit a
results in a time resolution with CF. number of ten. the growing discrepancy to the measurement from shock ty-
simulation has been started with a potential solution pe C, over type B to type A.
which developped a growing separation bubble (fig. 6)
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Consequently lte test case of type A mnotion has been ling ot all irrtercstirrg pirysical phecnomena like turbulence
re exanmined in detail with tile developed l.U-fhtori7a- arid transition will lie a rain topic for Future research.
lion hy a Navicr-Slokcs simulation, fle adapted steady
state solution oif a [tiler calculation is seen in (iig.9) ill [hte meltio is .cr ' promiisinig For future development
form of pressure contours with [lie umdcriaved mesh, the steps. which sroon)rI ,irrhde an extension to three spatial
corresponding cp curve (Fhg.1Il) depicts ir excellent dimensions and also( a direct coupling to tile aeroelastif
shock resohlion. lUnfortrrnately the soltifon adaption is equations oif nriorrn (Ref 21 22) considering (lie nonli-
riot y et rohrrst enough to present reliable results with dy- nearity oif lire proileni ito decrl withi. One problem. ho-
rramicallv adapted grids; dirring the simuilatiort of shock %%ever, arises ir eserrdirrg [lie miethod to treat more
mnovenlent. l ire resrrlt of fihe menrtioned Navier-Stokes c-omplicatcd georietries int tire dinrensions. i.e. a cam-
sr inrilalit n is; compared with i te illrer sol ut ion arid tire plete ai rcra ft c or igi rrat in becaurse of tire diflicul ty to
mecasurement irr (fig. I I). where lite shinl of lte phase an,- generate air appropriate siclruied grid. An alternative
gle is carrsed by the ainhiguousir v of the aretan -Functional ;rpproarcl %sill lie thie rrse of l rstrc tired or coupled
behaviorur. A seqnrecce oftire recanlcurlated insleady cy- stIrrctnrred tnrrctrrred nrcshcs;.
cles is exhibited in (fig. 12).

U'nfortunrately, it is hcvorrd lire scope to use such a three
5.4 Circular Arc Airfoil dimenisionral Navier-Stokes; inrthod as a engineering-type

applicatiorr tool for aeroclasnic sidies because of the

.As a self indiuced rrrsteady tramnsrric viscous flow pro- compritatiorral tirire reqrrsired even oir present surpercom.
Wenit which also is of great interest in aeroelasticity. a puter svstenis. althorigl. 'we are riri tire threshhold of a
buff'etinrg cas;e has been examined. Shock motions of type new era irr coripuiter arclecitire- (Ref 23). lire most

A and B have heern observed (ReF 19-2t0) on tire conosi- excitirig aird pronrisirrg techrrologv for future computa-
dered W4 thick biconvex circular arc airfoil. Instead tional systemsq is bcst expressfed with tire mnagic .% ord
oif an oscillation oif a control srrface, the oscillatory lssvl Parallel Plrocess irrg irr lire seirse of (listriburted

pressure behind ltre shock is provided by tire periodic cocrrn ysterris. A coriirrlrcrrsivc surrvey of the topics,
oscillatioin of a separated s;hear layer arid the wake. l ie concernring forrndatiorrs. parallel software and parallel

Reynlri Mali rrrmer oman wth fxedtrasiton, hardware is gi% en in (Ref 231). A typical approach for grid
where periodic shock oscillation occurr (Ref 20). is shrown problemsc is to mrbdivide tire total comryituational domain

in (fig. 13) In another interesting experiment of (Ref 20) ito qibdornairs "hrere eaclr srrbdrnain corresponds to
with free transition it has been Fournd that for a defned apoesor node, of lte svslenr. Ilie mentroned domain
range wich is; connected directly with the Ira' ri Ii ri poin t split tinrg porCsinit-ira hot rrda ric esoer wh ich some

tire unsteadvrress disappears completely. It seems that commuilnicaion prcc,'sc's have ito be performed. This
tetransition inodes djominate lte flow anti surppress tire sy-nchronri7.liOnr is; reccirlyv reaiiredho lIangaextn

unsteady shock movement, lie present calcurlationi with sions wich are av~riiable witit implemented library rou-
a Re ,-Mach nutmber combination slightly ourtsidie lte tines restilng in a tqrasi stIairdardi/alion. Ihough. tire
reported tnsteady doinain (Fig. 14) already; pr-oducedi type crplhnoteofody-parallel machines is limi-

A motion (Fig. 1 5). Reasons, for the observed diserepan- led becarise of less sopirsicaled irode processors and
cei are probably a norn-trifficierr shock resoltiion and lack of available nietnory. \everilrce. tire comiputatia-
(the non-adequate des;cription of trurburlence quantities in nal modtel can tie developed arid li kely rather soon, ho -

ltre separated flow region by tire algebraic trrrbirlenee peftnllv earlier, cvrrctirr~iit corirtirig s ,slen shotild be
rnotiel applied. Uinfortunately. (file to limited time con- available wirere cicir rode qhirord lie based on the most
strairits. it was riot possible to perform a recalculatiori advanced lo.al parrallel techrnologics concring RISC
with lte newly implemented iiesii ;rdaptiorr Facility arid proicessors aind VI (1 OR lacililies.

lime iteratioir algorithm whrichr shiotrd deliver more cre-
dible resrilts. 7. AC KNONVI FDI)*%I;N IS

6. C)NCIA ISIONS lire aruthor iiorrln like to thanrk iris coillegries at IDornier
who contribtcd "ilir relpfrrl discurssion-s to tire surcesfrri

An [trier Navier -Stokes stoiver was iritrodnuced wich is compleiimn of tis work. especially I IRieger who pro.
designed for twvo dimensional steady arid unsteady flow vided much strppart bv dieveloping the implicit algo-
analysi- including two miesh movemuent algorithms which rithrms. Also tire woik of K.GIrmnert is acknrowledged,
aillow first to adapt tire grid arid second to conform lte implementing lte ;rigoritirris tor dvnrrnicaily adapting
grid to moving control srrrfaces. It was oirtlirned that. be- and body -coirforriirig tle grid as a Ml.S. thesis at Tech-

catuse of lte recomnmended atid desired fine shock airid nical Lnriversity f \liict stlaying at lDarnier for some
shear layer resolution which makes, tlie niiimerical pro. oionths;.
Hlem very stifT, it is necessary to ris implicit mnetrods for
integrating riric-acurate soluitionis of ltre nonlinear R. RKFIN(F
eqriatiorrs especially if tire viscaitis, transorrie pirenonena
such as control stirface h1177, Wing tnhsoralbil or I .lDale N. \rrulci-soii, John I . anneltill. Richard It.
buifeting slitrirld be attacked effircierrtly. Pletchter ( onnptiatioriai I hiid Mlechanics arid I feat

iransfr.* Nle(;raw (fli Book Cormpany. 19R4
In ortier to demonstrate tile capabilities, of tlie preseirt (ISIFN 0i 0i (1511128 1 ), ppl Xl 257
method and to substantiate tire above mntioned remarks-
sale szelected examples of steady and nsteady flow cal- 2. A. Janieson, I ransonie I low Calcurlations. Princeton
crilation,; were pre-senteni. I hereby, tire adequate orodel- Iuiiversity Report. \lAl 1651, 194, irnclruded in
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fig. 8 c: magnitude and phase angle of the first harmonic for the NACA006 airfoil with moving flap,
amplitude 6,., =1.5' (k =reduced frequency)
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fig. 9: adapted steady state solution with pressure contour lines. NACAOO6, M 0.875
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fig. 11: magnitude and phase angle of the first harmonic for the NACA006 airfoil with moving flap.
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fig. 12. sequence of unsteady type A shock motion. Navier-Stokes simulation. NACA006 airfoil with moving flap.
M = 0.875, amplitude 6, 1' reduced frequency k =0.234
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fig. 15: sequence of self-induced type A shock motion. Navier-Stokes simulation of the flow about a
14% circular arc airfoil, test parameters depicted in fig. 14
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Progress in the development towards a 3D particularly that of Navier-Stokes
viscous-inviscid strong interaction method solvers, the main thrust in the
for computing unsteady transonic wing flow development of computational tools for
is reported. In the current version, an unsteady transonic flow is still being
ADI-technique for solving the 3D unsteady directed towards the simpler potential
Transonic Small Perturbation Equation flow methods.
(TSP) has been extended by incorporating
an unsteady 2D integral boundary layer In the case of moderate to strong
method and then simultaneously solving the shock-boundary-layer interaction, possibly
viscous and inviscid flow equations in a leading to separation, viscous
stripwise fashion. Here attention is displacement becomes important and needs
focussed on the viscous part of the to be included into the potential flow
method, and a 3D boundary layer version is solver. Provided there is a suitable
introouced. Detailed calculations of 2D interaction approach for coupling the
unsteady and 3D incompressible/ viscous and inviscid flow regions,
compressible turbulent boundary layers interaction computations turn out to be
were performed by the integral methods and very efficient and sufficiently accurate
also by a finite-difference solver, and for aeroelastic analyses. Such an
the results are compared to experimental approach has the lowest level of
data. The strong-interaction technique is sophistication needed to treat problems
validated by comparison with experimental such as time-dependent severe shock-
pressure distributions on several airfoils boundary-layer interaction and unsteady
and a wing for various transonic Mach shock oscillation.
numbers. For steady and and unsteady
flows, the computed influence of viscous The present paper reports on a recent step
displacement on the pressure distribution in the development of a 3D unsteady
is demonstrated in contrast to purely transonic interaction method with
inviscid calculations. particular emphasis on the viscous part.

The actual version (Ref 2) comprises a 3D
unsteady TSP method (Ref 3), with a

i Introduction stripwise inclusion of a 2D unsteady
integral method for compressible boundary
layers. Currently, a corresponding 3D

The computational methods that are used to method is being incorporated into the TSP
predict unsteady t.ansonic airloads on method. Both the 20 and the 3D integral
airfoils and wings play a significant role boundary layer methods are validated by
in determining the accuracy of the methods comparing the results of test calculations
used to analyse the aeroelastic behaviour with those of finite-difference
of modern transport aircraft (Ref i). For calculations, and with experimental data.
this reason, research on finite-difference The field method employs either an
computer algorithms for transonic flows is algebraic mixing length turbulence model
actively being pursued on various levels, or a low-Reynolds-number k-e transport
with the most advanced methods solving the equation model. Examples for 2D unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations, and the more and 3D compressible flows are discussed.
standard application-type techniques In transonic steady and unsteady flows,
solving the potential equation, the influence of the viscous displacement

on airfoils and wings is demonstrated by
Particular attention is most often given comparing pressure distributions that were
to the transonic flow region for two major computed interactively with those from
reasons: The first one is to develop and inviscid flow calculations. The examples
exploit new supercritical wing chosen for comparison were the AGARD
technologies, and the second one is that aeroelastic reference cases, and the AMP
in this speed range a critical minimum ("Aeroelastic Model Program") wing. The
occurs in the variation of flutter speed paper concludes with a review of current
with Mach number, known as the -transonic and prospective u4isteady aerodynamic
dip". Recognizing the computational cost applications of the interaction
of most of the elaborate methods, computations.
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2 Computational Methods Two closure assumptions were employed, a
mixing length model and a version of the
low-Reynolds-number k-e model of Ref 4

In this section, the computational methods admitting integration down to the wall
for 3D unsteady compressible flow used in rather than using a wall function
the present paper will be described approach. The original method was
briefly, i.e. extended for use in three-dimensional

flows; for the present computation,
- a finite-difference field boundary isotropic eddy viscosities were used. The

layer method, turbulent transport of energy was closed
by means of a turbulent Prandtl number

- an integral boundary layer method, Prt=O.9.

- a TSP (transonic small perturbation) In a Cartesian frame of reference, the
method for potential flow, mixing length model is defined by

- and a 3D unsteady transonic -pu'w' = lt au/az
interaction method currently being
developed. -pv'w' = Pt av/az

2.1 Unsteady field boundary layer method pt = p 12 F
2 aU/az

The boundary-layer equations for 1
= 

6 K tanh(xz/K/6)
three-dimensional compressible unsteady
flow are F=i-exp(-z*/26)

x=0.41, K=0.009, (5)
Op au av aw
- + p(- + - + - ) = 0 (1) and the k-i model by

Dt ax ay az
Dk a pt ak

DU ap a au a p - = -{(p+-)-) +
P = - - +-(P-) - -(pulw') (2) Dt az ok 8z

Dt ax az az az

au 3v
OV ap a aV a + pt{(-) 2 +(-)z) -pC -pO

p- = - - +-(p-) - -(pvw ' ) (3) 3z az
ft ay az az az

DT Op a p aT Dc a Pt aE cz
p-=(x-1)M z 

p - + -- - - pw'T') + P- -( (p--)- - ciz p f. -+ pE+
Dt ft az Pr az Dt az a. az k

au aV au aV C au av
+(x-I)MZ+{P((-)i+(-)

2
)-u'w'--Pvw- ) + C., p - pt{(-)z +(-)2 }

az az az az k az az

(4)
c. : 0.09 ; cmi = 1.35 ; cmz = 1.8

All variables are nondimensionali~ed by

freestream values, and the normal Ok = 1.0 ; GE = 1.3
coordinate is stretched by the square root
of the Reynolds number. The Cartesian k2

coordinates x-y-z are transformed into Pt = p cp fp -
curvilinear, non-orthogonal ti-Ez-E3
ones. The in-plane coordinates t and
E2 are defined as follows : L2 is fp = I - exp(-c) z*) c3 0.0115
parallel to y, Ej is defined by means of
the limiting streamlines defining the x k

z

lateral extent of the Raetz domain of f. = i - - exp{ -(-.)z}
influence. The direction of El on the cwz 6vi
lateral ooundaries is given by the
directions of the limiting streamlines, at 2vk 2ve
interior grid points the direction is D - , E =- exp(-c4 z1) (6)
linearly interpolated in E2- direction z

z  
z
z

between the boundary values. The z-axis
is perpendicular to the other coordinates. c= 0.5
The metric coefficients are constant in
the normal direction. The L3- coordinate The conservation equations for mass and
is scaled by a prescribed, estimated momentum as well as the turbulence
development of the boundary-layer transport equations for kinetic energy and
thickness, thereby virtually eliminating its dissipation rate were discretised by a
the ned to increase the number of grid three-dimensional version of the Laasonen
points due to boundary-layer thickening. scheme yielding a numerical accuracy of
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O(&Ii, At2, A32). At every grid point, cross-flow closure relationships are based

the CFL condition was accounted for by on a relation between U and V in the outer

upwind differencing. The difference boundary-layer velocity profile, with

equations are Newton-linearised and

solved simultaneously by a method for V/q = A*(1-U/q) (10)

inverting block tridiagonal matrices

(Ref 5). This coupled solution procedure where U and V are the velocity components

reduces the computer time required by a parallel and normal respectively to the

decoupled method to about one third, edge velocity vector, and q is its
magnitude.

By applying the closure relationships to
the conservation equations the numerous

boundary layer lengths and shape factors
were reduced to the three unknowns H,
bi, and 

6
z, in contrast to the approach

2.2 Unsteady integral boundary layer (Ref 6), which reduces the boundary layer

method variables to the three unknowns H, 
6
1,

and A. It was felt that this choice of
variables is more amenable to the coupling

The integral boundary layer method used procedure between the external and

here is capable of treating a boundary boundary layer flows, and also makes the

layer that is three-dimensional, algorithm formally independent of the

compressible, unsteady and turbulent. it choice of cross-stream closure.

includes the dissipation integral rather

than the entrainment closure assumption As in the case of the finite-difference

which makes it applicabl. with a suitably method, all partial derivatives with

chosen velocity profile family, to respect to xi and xz were transformed

attached as well as separated flow into derivatives with respect to Ci and

regions. The method is based on the tz. Secondly, all boundary layer

momentum and energy conservation equations variables were transformed into streamwise

integrated over the boundary layer and cross-flow components by means of a

thickness, yielding the following local rotation, since the closure

equations (summation over repeated indices relationships are defined in a streamwise

implied): coordinate system.

By conservation of momentum (i = 1,2) The three equations so obtained may be
written in the form

kCaD1 /t - ujaR/t) Aij*p/t + Bijk*aP/ k = Ri,

+ aTiklaXk + Dkau/axk i 1,2,3
0.Spqzcfi i 1,2,3

k = 1,2 (11)

(7)

By conservation of energy with P, = H, Pz = 
6
1, P3 = 52,

0.5ka(Tkk + ukDk)/t - 0.5kq23R/at and Aij = f(H,1,,62 )

Bijk = f(H,6i,6 2 )

- kDukaUk"t + O.5aFk/aXk Ri = f(H,6i,6 2 ,ReGi),

(8)

+ (ukDi - u 1 D.k)aUk/3Xi and where the pj's are defined in the
streamwise coordinate systen. The

0.5pq
3
cd right-hand sides Ri furthermore contain

all partial derivatives ot the local edge

where velocity.

Di = pq
6
i

= mass-flow defect vector If the velocity field at the outer edge of

Tik = pq~ei k  
the boundary layer is given, the

= momentum-flow defect matrix right-hand sides of the equations are

R = pqeO known, and the system of equations may be

= term due to compressible unsteady solved for the three unknowns. This

flow approach is commonly known as the direct

Duk pq6.k method of solution. The numerical

volume-flow defect vector solution of the three equations proceeds

E = pq
3
Eik in ti-mezching fashion. The Ez-

energy-flow defect matrix derivatives are defined on the preceding

Fk = Elk + Ezk line (i = constant, where all quantities

arc known, and are transferred to the

Following Ref 6 , the method employs the right-hand side of the equations. Instead

2-0 relationships developed in Ref 7 of of solving for the derivatives themselves,

the general form the Ci- and time derivatives were
replaced by difference quotients from the

Hi, = Hij(H,M) current and preceding (i- and

cf = Cf (H,M,ReB) (9) time-levels yielding a system of three

Cd r Cd (H,M,Ree) equations

for the 3-D streamwise closure. The Cti * P = Qi (12)
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2.3 Unsteady Transonic Small Perturbation For accurately capturing the unsteady
potential method shocks, a number of 50 grid points on the

wing was required for the x-direction.

The computer program for the potential The specific computational time per grid
outer flow is a development of the point and time step was about 3.6*10

-

Transonic Small Perturbation ONERA code of sec on an IBM 3090 computer. The computer
Ref 3 . The basic equations were modified time increased by 10% approximately, when
according to Ref 8 to become, in the viscous-inviscid interaction mode was
conservative form, applied. For unsteady flow calculations,

typically 256 time steps for one period of
afo afl afZ af 3  oscillation were used, for a reduced
- + - + - + - = 0 (13) frequency of k=0.6. For lower reduced
at ax ay az frequencies. the number of time steps per

period had to been increased. The initial
with the fluxes defined by flow transients were minimized by

computing four cycles of oscillation, and
fo=-A*t-B$xp fi=E#,+F#,z+G~y z

, then analysing the last one.

fz=#y+H~x~y, fi=#z (14)

2.4 Viscous-inviscid interaction
In the literature, various forms of the
coefficients F, G. and N have been In principle most viscous-inviscid
proposed, depending on the underlying interaction methods consist of modifying
assumptions in the derivation of Eq.(13). the boundary conditions of the outer flow
In this paper, the following coefficients by the introduction of a transpiration
of the potential equation are used: velocity WeL to account for the

displacement effect of the boundary layer.
A~k

2
M
2  

F=-.S*(3+(x-Z)Mz)Mz

B=2kM
2  

G=-M
2
/2 (15) pWOL = 8(PU6k)/aXk + 3(pc)/at

E=
i
-M

z  
H=-M

z  
(18)

For F=G=H=O, the linear unsteady small This results in a new boundary condition
perturbation potential equation is at the solid wall and at the wake given by
obtained. The boundary conditions on the
upper and lower wing surface are given by w=$z =ah/ix+kih/3t+wSL for Ox/cO1
the flow tangency condition (19)

#z1 = hx+kht for Ox/c€1 (16)

The semi-inverse method for coupling

where h=h(x,y,t) describes the wing boundary layer and potential flow is
geometry. The boundary conditions in the widely used for treating weak to moderate
wake are given by the jump conditions interaction. It performs successive
across the wake streamline inviscid and viscous computations

iteratively with boundary conditions being
[$z] =O prescribed explicitly. In the case of

for x/c>1 (17) strong interaction, however, this method

• [$.+k~t]=O does not always yield converged solutions.

It is convenient to transform the In order to overcome this problem, a
Cartesian coordinates of Eq. (13) such different approach is used in Ref 12 and
that the wing planform is mapped into a 13, involving the simultaneous solution
rectangular computational domain, of the governing equations for inviscid

and viscous flow. At each point on the
The numerical method for solving the TSP wing or the wake the equations for the

equation is the Alternating Direction z-sweep of the potential code are

Implicit (ADI) method. The additional augmented by an equation supplied by the
cross derivatives, which were introduced boundary layer calculation, relating the
to modify the TSP equation, have not yet outer flow to the variable WaL. The
been implemented fully implicitly, and augmented system of equations is now
therefore might impose some limitations on capable of being solved for both the outer
the maximum computational time step. flow values and the boundary layer
Special attention was given to the transpiration velocity simultaneously.
numerical treatment of sonic and shock This computationally strong interaction
points. The operator of Ref 9 was approach roflects the close physical
introduced, which fulfills the entropy interdependence of viscous and inviscid
condition, and achieves stable and flow regions.
monotone solutions in transonic flow
regions. The entropy and vorticity The implicit coupling scheme has been
production at the shock is incorporated developed and tested in our previous
into the algorithm by a procedure airfoil computations (Ref 14). In
described in Ref 10. principle the extension of this procedure

to 3D wing flow is straightforward. But
The lateral extent of the computational in practice it requires not only
domain was about ten times the wing root considerable rearrangement of the inviscid
chord in each direction. Nonreflective algorithm, but also an appropriately
boundary conditions (Ref 11) were used at modeled boundary layer solver. As
the outer boundaries. For the present mentioned above, we are about to complete
computation, a grid with 92x2

4
x36 points a corrpsponding 3D viscous method in the

in the x-, y-, and z-direction was used. near future, which to the best of our
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knowledge is the first one to use this velocity we due to the change in the
approach. For the present the contour of the solid surface constitutes
viscous-inviscid interaction computations the fourth equation. As in the
are tested by means of the 2D boundary two-dimensional method this system of
layer method, equations is augmented by an equation

derived entirely from the z-sweep of the

The essence of the implicit coupling TSP-code similar to Eq.(20)

scheme is to derive appropriate
formulations for both the viscous and the 0 + a*weL = c (23)

inviscid flow solvers at the interface.
After reducing the tridiagonal matrix of completing a system of five equations with
the z-sweep to triangular form in the the five unknowns H, 

6
1, 62, #, and

potential solver the equation at the wing WsL. With this formulation the coupling

surface becomes between the boundary-layer flow and the
outer flow can be accomplished not only in

$ = aU/ax=C$+C2awL (20) the simultaneous mode but also in the
direct mode. Sample calculations are

with C1 and Cz being known coefficients. described in the following section.
Secondly, the boundary layer equations, in
conjunction with the boundary condition at
the wing can be similarly reduced to the 3 Subsonic Boundary-Layer Computations
form

aU/ax=C 3+C**WsL (21) The aim of preliminary subsonic
boundary-layer computations was to

Equations (20) and (21) provide the means validate the performance of the integral
of solving for both variables U and WDL method by comparing it to that of a
simultaneously. The velocity field does finite-difference field method. Both in
not need to be prescribed as a boundary turn were compared to experimental data
condition for the boundary-layer equations sets of two-dimensional unsteady and
but is evaluated for the elliptic problem, three-dimensional steady incompressible
thereby avoiding the Goldstein singularity flows, while a theoretical test case was
at the separation point, as an inverse chosen in the case of three-dimensional
solution technique also does. compressible flow.

For the upper and lower part of the wake, 3.1 Unsteady incompressible
one equation each for the potential and two-dimensional flow
the boundary layer flows yields four
equations with the six unknowns t, The first case concerns the unsteady
6 1.,and *z for each side. The set of turbulent boundary layer in a wind tunnel
equations is closed by the condition of (Ref 15) where the flow was made unsteady
zero jump of the normal velocities and by choking a downstream throat with a
pressure across the wake streamline. sinusoidally oscillating wedge, thus

producing a high-quality sinusoidal
The present interactive method was variation of the free stream, see Fig i.

enhanced by an option to ensure The edge Mach number oscillation amplitude

time-accuracy coupling. This is achieved and phase were calculated by the method of
by following Ref 13 and repeating the Ref 15, and yielded results that very

z-sweeps at a given time instant, closely reproduced those of Fig 2; the
Successive solutions increase the time freestream Mach number was 0.142, and the

consistency, and thus allows for upstream Reynolds number was 3.25*106. At the
propagation of pressure waves. In the Positions x=0.6, 1.12 and 1.58 m, hot-wire
present computer code, the additional measurements of phase-averaged mean
iteration within one time step may velocities and some components of the
optionally be activated, but in the Reynolds stress tensor had been carried
computed examples discussed below this was out. The computations were run at
not significant. external frequencies of f=7, 15, 21 and

29.4 Hz, so that the unsteady

The stripwise coupling of the 2-D boundary boundary-layer behaviour could be examined
layer with the 3-D outer flow was used to at constant reduced frequencies of
furnish some of the results discussed Z=wx/G.

= 
0.97, 2.18, 2.99 and 4.16.

below. Coupling the 3-0 boundary layer With the external flow being prescribed by
with the outer flow is a straightforward
extension of the two-dimensional U. = U. +AU. sin ( w t + 9.* ) (24)

procedure. For simplification we assume
that the flow external to the boundary the local velocity oscillation within the
layer is a potential flow. Replacing the boundary layer was analysed by extracting
velocity components by difference its first harmonic
quotients in 0, we acquire a fourth
unknown, f, in the boundary layer U = U +,&U sin ( w t + qu ) (25)
equations. yielding The finite-difference 

computations,

CiJ*pJ + Cj,** = Si; obtained with the mixing length model, are
i = 1.2.3 (22) compared with the experimental data in Fig

3. The amplitudes of oscillation are

Equation (18) for the transpiration normalised by the external value, and the
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normal coordinate is nondimensio, alised by thickness relative to the external
the steady boundary-layer thickness. The excitation. The oscillation of the
experimental data show the tendency to inertia term is larger in the integral
correlate with reduced frequency, and so do boundary computation than in the field
the computations. The measured maximum mixing length calculation because of a
overshoot of about 0.15 is underestimated larger amplitude of oscillation of the
in the prediction by a maximum value of displacement thickness.
0.06, but the general boundary layer
behaviour is simulated well. With
increasing Z, the inner-layer flow
becomes more and more involved in the 3.2 Three-dimensional incompressible flow
unsteadiness, since with decreasing
external time scales the unsteady vortical The ERCOFTAC experimental investigation of
mixing layer between inner and outer a three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layers is shifted toward smaller time layer was initiated withii a joint
scales, i.e. towards the wall (Ref 16). European effort and is coiducted at
Also, the overshoot in AU first increases Lausanne (Ref 19). It aims to provide
with increasing Z and then begins to detailed mean flow and turbulence
decrease. This waviness in terms of measurements in order to guide the
reduced frequency has already been found development of computational methods and
in the experiments of Ref 17 and in our suitable turbulence models.
corresponding but unpublished comparison
calculations. The period, however, is The experiment was carried out in a low
approximately 9=5, which range of reduced speed wind tunnel with a test section of
frequencies is no- covered by the about Im in width and height and 8m in
experiment in question. length. The S-shaped configuration, Fig

7, was chosen in order to skew the
The results for the phase of the velocity initially two-dimensional flow in one
oscillations are shown in Fig 4. The direction first and then skew it back
calculations generally yield a again, thus producing crossover profiles
monotonically increasing phase-lead in the downstream part. Figure 7 shows
relative to the external flow, yielding a some computational grid lines within the
maximum value of about 120 at the wall. Raetz domain of influence, and also the
With increasing Z, a phase lag develops measuring stations for the range x>3m.
at the boundary-layer edge, which however
is smaller than 2.50, and thus about In general, the results of a "blind case"
half the value of the experiment, workshop (Ref 19) showed reasonable

agreement between the experimental data
Complementary test calculations by means and each computational method or
of the k-t turbulence model yielded some turbulence model, respectively. In our
markedly different features. While the current work, the calculations of Ref 20
velocity overshoot still increased for were repeated by the same finite-
u:4, and reached a level of ten percent, difference method; the k-e model was
Fig 5, the phase developed a lag at this employed and the external boundary
reduced frequency of about two degrees in conditions were derived from the
the outer layer, and produced the relative unsmoothed pressure measurements, Fig 8.
near-wall maximum of about nine degrees,
like the experimental data. Evidently, the Sample results are given in Fig 9 for the
local equilibrium assumption implied by measuring station at x=5.255m and y=i.3m.
the algebraic model does not yield quite The mean velocity profile in the
as detailed results as the transport external streamline direction is somewhat
equation model does. Therefore we plan overpredicted due to a slight mismatch of
further investigations to analyse the the local edge values, while the cross
unsteady behaviour of the Reynolds shear flow profile exhibits a crossover
stresses, which has been shown in the behaviour: the low-energy near-wall flow
computations of Ref 18 to react has already changed its direction
differently from that calculated by the according to the external boundary
mixing length model, conditions, in contrast to the flow

direction in the outer layer. The
Since the finite-difference method Reynolds shear stress in streamwise
simulated the unsteady turbulent boundary direction is computed within the
layer behaviour fairly well, it provided a experimental error band, also the
suitable means to check the performance of computation of the cross flow shear stress
our industrial integral technique. At the agrees acceptably well with the data and
measuring station farthest downstream, the reveals much closer agreement than in any
integral momentum budget of both of our previous computations (Ref 21). In
computations was evaluated for one cycle, the figure, the near-wall asymptotes
and compared with each other in Fig 6. Tj=T~i+ p/aXi*Z are included and
Shown are the unsteady, inertia, pressure show that the adverse pressure gradients
and skin friction terms. For f=21 Hz, a drive the inner-layer maxima away from the
noticeable effect due to higher harmonics wall. Unfortunately, the measured skin
develops in the unsteady term due to the friction coefficient is too large by about
phase difference of the displacement fifty percent.
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In the next step of the present 4 Transonic Viscous-Inviscid
investigation, our three-dimensional Interaction Calculations
integral boundary-layer method was checked
against the results of the finite-
difference computation and the
experimental data. In the region of small 4.1 Steady/unsteady airfoil flow

cross flow, both computations were
successful in simulating the data. In the Computations of steady and unsteady
fully developed three-dimensional flow, transonic viscous-inviscid interactions
the displacement thi'cknesses as well as were performed for the harmonically
the corresponding momentum thicknesses oscillating NLR 7301 supercritical

were evaluated from the measured airfoil, and compared with the data
streamwise and cross flow velocity compiled in Ref 22 for the AGARD
profiles, and are shown in Fig 10. At aeroelastic reference airfoils. Also, the

the cross section x=4.7m, the field steady flow about the RAE 2822 was
method underpredicts the data by ten computed. In Fig 13, the experimental,
percent at most, while the integral and two theoretical inviscid and
technique reveals an underprediction up to interactive steady pressure distributions
thirty percent, approximately. for the AGARD computational test case CT
Correspondingly, the integral method 11 with M =.7, a=2.0, and Re =2.1*10*

showed some deficiencies in the computed are compared with each other. Both the
flow properties at the wall; in Euler and the purely inviscid TSP
particular, the skin friction coefficient solutions yield substantially
was computed too low at too large a overestimated shock strengths, followed by
skewing angle of the wall streamline. The a pronounced reexpansion. The most
discrepancies can be attributed to the striking influence of the boundary layer

rather crude closure assumptions taken is to shift the shock upstream from the
from Ref 6 , which are limited by a inviscid position, i.e. from 60 to 35
simplified cross flow velocity profile, a percent of chord. The computation with

corresponding relation for the wall boundary layer agrees fairly well with the
streamline direction and also by a measurements and shows a reduction of
two-dimensional version of the dissipation Acp due to the effective viscous

integral rather than a three-dimensional decambering of the airfoil.
one. Any further improvement of the
closure relations should be started at The experimental data collected in Ref 23
these weaknesses. for the RAE 2822 airfoil include test

cases of varying complexity. One of the
3.3 Three-dimensional compressible flow more difficult tests is "case 9" with

M=.73, a=3.190, and Re =6.5*106. The

Because of the lack of experimental interactive computation yields a good

boundary layer data in compressible agreement with the measured pressure

three-dimensional flow, a theoretical test distribution, Fig 14, except for a

was chosen for comparing the integral somewhat larger shock strength, which

method to the finite-difference one. A however has also been predicted by most

pressure distribution similar to that of other computations published in the

the Lausanne experiment was prescribed in literature. The distribution of the

the form displacement thickness, Fig 15, reproduces
the measured ramp at the shock location,

cP=A*x+B*sin(W2*(x-xo)/(x.-xo))*(y-yi) while the skin friction coefficient

reveals a dip. At the trailing edge, the

with x0=1m, x.z2m and y1=O.Sm. In computed displacement thickness

order to avoid separation, the test was underestimates the measurement, but

run at Ma=0.7 with A=O and B=-0.4. For the increases to more than one percent of

cross sections x=1.2
5
m and 1.75m, the chord.

computed displacement thicknesses of thestramwse nd ros flw vloctyAS a final sample calculation for steadystreamwise and cross flow velocityserevco-iicdinratn

profiles as well as the corresponding ereviscounvici ineration
momentum thicknesses are shown in Fig ii producing boundary layer separation. the
and 12. At x1l.25m, both computations fo bu h ueciia A6C

research airfoil with deflected spoiler
agree well with each other, both showing was chosen. This test case has already
an increase of displacement thickness in bee c al ul te i n t e 24, fo r

the adverse pressure gradient region at intac, fo t e onito

the concave side of the flow. At the next instance, andiaospoile 7wit

station, this region has been shifted to

the opposite side. The integral method the hinge line at 0.56 chord, a depth of

overestimates the viscous displacement, 0.15 chord and an angle of deflection of

and also the near-wall results deviate 6=100. The computations assume no slip

somewhat from the other computation. of the external flow at the spoiler

trailing edge. As a consequence the

Despite the above mentioned problem areas, boundary layer momentum thickness remains

which are amenable to improvements in the unchanged, while the displacement

turbulent closure assumptions, the thickness exhibits a jump, and so does the

integral method works fast and is shape factor H. Fig 16 compares the

sufficiently accurate for moderately pressure distributions computed with and

three-dimensional flows subject to without spoiler deflection. In the

pressure gradients of varying sign. undisturbed case, a fairly small lift and
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rear loading, compared to the previous the present wing calculations is focussed
examples, is revealed. With the spoiler on comparisons with the experimental data
deflected the pressure distribution of the recent Aeroelastic Model Program
changes markedly. Severe decambering of (AMP), in which transonic experiments were
the airfoil produces a supersonic flow performed in considerable detail and
region on the lower side, while the comprehensiveness (Ref 26). They are
pressure is larger on the upper side. therefore excellently suited for
General agreement with the calculations of comparisons with the results of
Ref 24 is obtained. The pressure level computations.
in the separated trailing edge region is
somewhat overestimated, but further In a first test series, steady and
improvements appear possible by modifying unsteady pressure distributions were
the wake boundary conditions, measured at about three hundred pressure

taps along with the static and dynamic

In our previous computation (Ref 14) we deformation of the wing. In a second

compared the computed and measured test, a geometrically similar wing was

unsteady pressure distributions for the used for flutter measurements. The AMP

pitch motion of the NLR 7301 airfoil (CT5) used a 1/25 scaled wing-body half-model
about 0.4 chord with N =.7, a=2.5

0
, of a modern transonic aircraft wing with

aoz.550, Re =2.1*106, k=0.384. The supercritical profiles. The model had a
reduced frequency is based on airfoil span of 1.16 meter, a reference sweep

chord. Another example is the case with angle of 300, an aspect ratio of 9.3.

flap motion of the same airfoil. The and a taper ratio of 0.29. The airfoil

first harmonic of the unsteady pressure thickness at the wing root was 15%, and at
distributions is evaluated for the upper the wing tip nearly 12%. The wing was

side of the profile from the fourth cycle twisted from about 50 at the root to

of oscillation, Fig 17. The test case about -30 at the tip. For further
CT11 was measured for the reduced details, the reader is referred to the
frequency of k=.142 and a rather large reference. For steady and unsteady flows,
amplitude of 6o=0.970. As shown in our the advantages of the new interactive
previous calculations, the magnitude and method over the purely inviscid one will

also the sign of the real part are be shown.
sensitive to the reduced frequency. The
present computation was run at smaller Transonic flow about the AMP wing was
time steps than the previous one, and is computed for Ma=0.78, a=2.84

0 
and Re=

compared with the measurements in the 3510E, which case served for detailed
figure. On the upper side, the results comparisons with the experimeit. The
reveal a reasonable reproduction of the measured static deformation was taken into
peaks of both the real and the imaginary account within the boundary conditions on
parts of the unsteady pressures. Also the the wing. A survey of computed pressure
width of shock oscillation is simulated distributions is illustrated in Fig 19,
well, and so is the phase jump behind the which shows the purely inviscid and the
shock, interactive pressure distributions on the

wing for a few selected cross sections.
The hinge-line singularity at 0.75 chord
in the real part is also predicted well. At the root, the sectional pressure
The computed real and imaginary parts of distributions are close to subsonic
the unsteady pressure distribution for the conditions with fairly weak shocks, if
lower side behave typically subsonic, with any, while further down the span a
their magnitudes being considerably distinct shock front builds up. The
smaller than ofi the other side. figure gives a first impression of the

influence of the viscous displacement,
A more detailed look at the time-dependent which noticeable changes shock position
behaviour of the displacement thickness at and strength. Rather severe shocks were
a number of selected locations on the NLR obtained in the range between 40 and 80
profile (Fig 18) shows a typically percent half-span, for which region a
harmonic variation outside the shock detailed pressure distribution is
region . The foot of the shock, however, displayed in Fig 20 for the section at
is followed by a slight reexpansion, and y/s=O.66, showing that the interactive
both produce a second harmonic in the solution agrees fairly well with the
oscillation. This type of non-linear measured data. Comparison with the
behavior caused some concern about the inviscid results reveals an upstream shift
influence of higher harmonics cn the of the shock position of 10 to 15 percent
flutter behaviour and the flutter speed chord due to the boundary layer
predicted by more standard methods. To displacement. Also, both the shock
check this point a time-accurate flutter strength and the expansion behind the
simulation was performed, and the results shock are reduced substantially. As in
are discussed in Ref 25 the previous two-dimensional results, both

computation methods overestimate the
experimental pressures on the rear part of

4.2 Steady/unsteady wing flow the wing. The rear loading, however, is
clearly decreased because of the

The recently developed 30 interaction decambering effect of boundary layer flow

method was extensively tested, and on the trailing edge. The effect arises
validated by comparing it with because the boundary layer thickness on

experimental data. The main emphasis of the upper surface is greater than the one
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on the lower surface where a negative To reduce the computational expense a more
pressure actually decreases the boundary efficient way of applying the present
layer thickness, interactive method was recently tested by

us using the pulse excitation technique to
Next, unsteady pressure distributions were determine the required airloads with a
computed by means of the TSP method for fraction of the computation runs used
the AMP wing executing the pitch above. In this technique (Ref 27) the
oscillations measured in the wind tunnel, wing is excited by a pulse rather than by
with the frequencies and the amplitude a sinusoidal motion, yielding a response
being k=0.614, f=60 Hz and ao=0.223

o 
at with a rich harmonic content from which

the root. In Fig 21, the real and airloads for the entire spectrum of
imaginary parts of the first harmonic of required frequencies can be extracted in
the unsteady pressure on the upper surface just one run. It should be noted that for
are displayed for the section y/s=0.66. a successful implementation of this
Both the inviscid and the interactive technique the computational grid must be
results reflect the shock position and about twice as fine in the z-direction to
strength of the steady solution, and avoid internal numerical reflections.
therefore the interactive solution for the
unsteady pressures also agrees better with In both of the techniques described above
the experiment in magnitude and phase it is tacitly assumed that the non-linear
angle than the inviscid solution. On the variation of the airloads with motion
lower surface, the unsteady pressures are amplitude is small enough to justify the
typically subsonic, use of linear methods. The time-accuracy

of the viscous-inviscid interaction method
In summary, the viscous-inviscid TSP under discussion, however, offers the
method was found to agree well with the possibility of determining the flutter
experiment and the results of other speed in the time-domain where the
transonic computational methods. It is aerodynamic non-linearities are preserved,
expected to fully develop its capability and thus can have an effect on the flutter
to deal with severe viscous effects, when speed. This was done, in fact, for 2D
the reduced frequency or the Mach number flow in Ref 28 , and for 3D flow in
increase. Ref 29. The motion of the wing there was

not prescribed, but determined by
introducing the structural flexibility of
the wing, and calculating the elastic
deflection due to the airloads. The
ensuing time record of the motion (in

S Current and Prospective Applications general not sinusoidal) was then analysed
for positive or negative damping

indicating whether the flight speed was

Although the interactive method outlined higher or lower than the flutter speed.

and validated above is applicable to a Usually three computation runs were

variety of engineering problems in the necessary to determine the flutter speed

aerospace industry, up to now we have used with sufficient accuracy. Since all
it mostly to calculate the unsteady vibration modes relevant to flutter are

airloads that are used in the calculation included in each run, the advantage of

of the transonic flutter speed of this approach is of course that it is not

aircraft. necessary any more to perform a large
number of computation runs for all

An example of a flutter calculation where combination of vibration modes and

the present interaction method was used is frequencies. Our results of this type of

described in Ref 2. The generalized flutter simulation are discussed in

airloads were calculated there as the Ref 25, where it is also shown that

time-varying response to a sinusoidally computation time was considerably

oscillating wing, and were then shortened by exciting the wing in the

transformed by Fourier analysis into a flutter mode, thereby suppressing the

complex generalized airload matrix in the production of unduly long transients.

frequency domain. Flutter calculations This flutter mode was determined by a
then proceeded in conventional fashion, conventional linear flutter calculation.
Applied in this way, the interactive
method imitated fairly closely the Besides flutter computations, further
procedure of conventional flutter problem areas of unsteady aerodynamics are

calculations, necessitating a considerable planned to be investigated in the near
number of computation runs equalling the future. One such area is the efficiency
number of vibration modes (2) times the of control surfaces used in active control
number of frequencies (3) times the number technology. The applications range from
of flight Mach numbers to produce the flutter-margin augmentation systems to the
generalized airload matrix. It should be alleviation of gust loads. For steady flow
mentioned in this context that it is not the lift reduction due to a spoiler
unusual to use 20 vibration modes to deflection was discussed in Sect. 4.1.
define the flutter properties of a wing This work will be extended to unsteady
alone. The interactive method applied in transonic flow.
this way is therefore only useful as an
occasional supplement to conventional Another example is the computation of
methods, say, as a check on aerodynamic self-induced flow unsteadiness, in
loads in the tra-'onic reqime. particular buffet onset and buffeting. It
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has been shown in Ref 30, that the NLR 7301 and RAE 2822 profiles, the
interactive computation methods have the RA16SC1 profile with and without spoiler,
potential to cope with this challenging and the wing nf the "Aeroelastic Model
task. Buffet onset has been computed for Program". A comparison of computational
airfoils, e.g. NACA 0012. and compared results for inviscid and interactive flows

with experimental data. We are currently with experimental data demonstrated the
following that work, since our method is necessity of including the boundary layer
both tire-accurate and capable of handling in transonic flows for a proper prediction
separated flow. of shock strength and position, and also

for a proper simulation of shock
oscillation in case of excited
unsteadiness.

The 3D-boundary layer code is not fully

incorporated into the production method
yet; but even a 2D boundary layer coupled
stripwise to the TSP outer flow showed a
marked improvement in the shock position
and strength over the wing. The most

important practical consequence to emerge

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS from this calculat on was that the
inclusion of the boundary layer increased

the computational time by only about ten
The paper's main theme is the validation percent. This may increase somewhat when
of an integral boundary layer method, the 30 method is used, but even so it may
which ultimately is to be used within be said that the interactive method
viscous-inviscid interaction computations described here is, on the one hand,
of unsteady transonic flow around a wing. accurate enough to predict important

features such as shock position and
First, a number of test calculations was strength for an unsteady flow around a
performed in the direct mode, i.e. with wing, and, on the other hand, inexpensive
prescribed outer-flow boundary conditions, enough to be used in routine development
and compared to experimental data as well work in industry.
as to the results of finite-difference
field computations. In the case of 2D

unsteady flows, the field calculations
using a mixing length turbulence model
simulated the unsteady boundary layer
behaviour well, while a low-Reynolds-
number k-t model was shown to resolve the
inner-layer velocity oscillation even
better in comparison to the measurements.
On the other hand, the integral method, 7 References
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SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

A method forexploringthe flutter charactcristics of wing-on- For some time now British Aerospace has recognised the
ly configurations in the transonic flow regime is presented. At need for accurate flutter calculations in the transonic flow re-
the heart of the method is the UTSP program. which solves gime. In 1987 a Working Group was set up to oversee the de-
the non-linear transonic small perturbation equation with or velopment of unsteady aerodynamics' methods, both theoret-
without the simultaneous integration of the structural equa- icai and experimental, across all of the sites and divisions -
tions of motion. i.e. across both commercial and military organisations. This

working group produced a programme of research to devel-
The UTSP program was obtained by British Aerospace from op, amongst other things, the existing Royal Aerospace Es-
the Royal Aerospace Establishment and modified and fine- tablishment's (RAE) Unsteady Transonic Small Perturbation
tuned to provide a tool suitable for use by Dynamics engi- method into a tool that could be used by Dynamics engineers
neers. to perform flutter calculations in both the time- and frequen-

The aim of the paper is to describe the functionality of the cy domains.
program, with a particular emphasis on its implementation To this end, the programme was divided into two phases. I he
within the existing aeroelastics analysis environment at the first phase was to develop the technology required, such as
Kingston site of British Aerospace. Before demonstrating the non-isentropic corrections for shock generated entropy and
use of the UTSP program on a production combat wing. re- the simultaneous integration of the structural equations of
suits for the AGARD Taileron and wing 445.6 models are motion and to release to the users a "Preliminary Design
presented, with the aim of validating the method. Tool". Such a tool would possess most of the required func-

tionality, but may lack finesse. The second phase was to pro-
LIST OF SYMBOLS duce the so-called "Enhanced Design Tool" - which would

be more user-friendly and which would fit into the DynamicsM Freestream Mach number. engineers' environment with ease. This product would also
* perturbation velocity potential, be subject to the Company's quality assurance procedures.
cO Root chord.
s Semi-span. Such a program is now available, and ready for use on project
U Freestream Velocity. work. In fact, the Commercial Aircraft side of British Aero-
x Physical streamwise coordinate, space has already been using the Preliminary Design Tool for
y Physical transverse coordinate, project work on Airbus. Within the Military Aircraft compa-
z Physical vertical coordinate. ny it is intended that UTSP will be used for "production calcu-
t Time (non-dimensional w.r.t. co/b, lations" on the European Fighter Aircraft.
'y Ratio of specific heats. The aim of this paper is firstly to describe the functionality
X = (_ + 1)M 4 + 3(1-M 2)M2. of the UTSP Enhanced Design Tool. including a description
X Transformed streamwlse coordinate, of the underlying solution algorithm employed. Following
Y Transformed transverse coordinate, that, some results are presented which seek to validate the
Z Transformed vertical coordinate, program. To this end, steady and unsteady pressures for the
u perturbation velocity. AGARD taileron are presented and comparison made be-
a* Speed of sound at the sonic point. tween UTSP and experiment. Next, results are presented for
us Sonic perturbation velocity, the AGARD standard configuration wing 445.6 where the
As Entropy jump across the shock wave. variation of the flutter speed with Mach number is investi-
Cv Specific heat at constant volume. gated. Finally, the implementation of the UTSP method
U, Velocity immediately upstream of shock wave. within the Dynamics environment is discussed, and flutter
U2  Velocity immediately downstream of shock wave. speed loci presented for the wing of an actual combat aircraft.
Us Velocity of shock wave motion. Following this. conclusions are presented along with a look
0 Steady state perturbation velocity potential. into the future.
4 Unsteady perturbation velocity potential.
8 Amplitude factor. 2. TIlE UTSP ENHANCED DESIGN TOOL
A Generalised structural inertia matrix.
D Generalised structural damping matrix. 2.1 The Underlying TSP AlgorithmThe basic algorithm at the heart of the UTSP Enhanced De-E Genralised structural stiffness matrix. sign Tool is due to the work of Watson' at the RAE. The equa-
B Generaliscd aerodynamic damping matrix. tion solved is.
C Generalised aerodynamic stiffness matrx
q Generalised displacement. M1., + 2N 2I,, = F, + I(] - Mld,)O} + ,, (1)
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where F is the streamwise flux term. which in the original Before differencing the unsteady tsp equation, eqn. (1). grid
(classical tsp) formulation is transformations are applied. These transformations are such

as to map the whole of physical space on to a cube with sides
[(I - M 2),Ox, -L,. 2 

- L-M210 (2) of length 2. (e.g. the x-coordinates are transformed so that
An alternative flux can be used in order to take account ofen- x=-oo maps toX=-1 andx= +oo maps toX= + I as seen

in figure 1). This computational domain is then discretised us-
tropy generated across shock.waves. It was decided to incor- ing uniform grid spacing in each of the coordinate directions.
porate such corrections when, on studying papers by Fugisang thus simplifying the finite difference formulation of eqn. (1)
and Williams2 and Gibbon et all it was evident that solutions The transformation also ensures clustering of grid nodes at
could be obtained that were close to the Euler solutions with- the leading and trailing edges and at the root and tip, as
out any significant increase in CPU time. shown in figure 2.

Thus. following their lead. eqn. (2) is replaced by

(,y + I)M 2R(V*V -' Y _ _LM
2 1OY

2 (3
2 2(3

where V u(4
1 + u/(1 + R) (4)

R = - (5)
U

V = V(u-) = R 2
_ 1 (6)

2R

For the calculation of shock generated entropy, and its subse-
quent convection downstream of the trailing edge, the one-
dimensional approach of Refs. 2 & 3 was adopted. where the Fig. 2. The Computational Grid on the Wing Surface
I-D Rankine-Hugoniot relation is used, along the wing sur- The transformed unsteady tsp equation is solved using an Al-
'ace only, to calculate the entropy rise across the shock at each
spanwise station. The Rankine-Hugoniot relation is ternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme. The discretisa-

tion of the streamwise flux, eqn. (2) or (3) uses an Engquist-
As -y + 1 - r(y () Osher switched difference operator to ensure that the correctAs log r-Y _L - (/-1 (7)

= g (y + l)r - (V - 1) domain of dependence is applied in regions of supersonic
flow. Use of the operator results in central-differences in re-

with r = U2/U1 = R2/(1 + u, - U,)2  (8) gions of subsonic flow and backward (upwind) differences in

where ul is the perturbation velocity immediately in front of supersonic regions.

the shock. During the development of the above method, the The wing surface boundary condition, of tangential flow, is
author came across Batina's work'. where he considers a two- applied in the classical manner, either side of a slit at z = 0.
dimensional approach and allows for shock generated vortic- using a transpirational technique. Thus, if f-' (x.y) represents
ity as well. Unfortunately. time was too short to incorporate the thickness distribution of the wing and g(x,y,t) represents
these additional corrections - it being more preferable to de- the elastic deformation then the wing surface boundary c.n-
liver a program to the users and then move onto the develop- diton is
ment of an unsteady Euler code. c =f,-(x.y) + 8( + go) (9)

where 8 is an "amplitude" factor. The defintition of is ad-
dressed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 when the various solution op-
tions are presented.

Z= 1
Recognising that the non-lIinear effects are manifestpredom-
inantly in the underlying mean static flow. Watson performed
a linearisation of eqn. (1). He achieved this by replacing the
velocity potential 4 (x.y,z.t) in eqn. (1) by a linear combination

Z=0 of the static part D(x.yz) and the unsteady part *I(x,y,z.t), so
that

-(x~y,z.t) = (xDyz) + 81Y(x.y.z.t) (10)

= where the amplitude is assumed infinitesimally small. The re-Y=-, suiting -steady" equation is of the same form as eqn. (1) and

the unsteady equation becomes, for the isentropic formula-
tion,

X=1. Y=O M 2*tt + 2M 2i, - [( I - i)*r. - M2dZAI]

Fig. 1. The Computational Domain + [(1 - Mo,)* - MZl/,D,1, + i4z(11)
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with the wing surface boundary condition, checked after each cycle and the solution halted accordingly.
The procedure is then repeated for further vibration modes

= + t) (12) and frequency parameters.

2.2 Coupled Structural - Aerodynamic calculations There are three options available for the calculation of the
For the simulation of the full non-linear interaction of the frequency-domain unsteady pressures:
airflow over a flexible wing, the unsteady tsp equation (1) is
integrated simultaneously with the modal structural equa- NON-LINEAR HARMONIC
tions of motion., The first option is to integrate the full non-linear unsteady

tsp equation. eqn. (1), using eqn. (9) as the wing boundary
Aq t- Dq + Eq = Q(q,q). (13) condition with the amplitude factor. 8. set to a user-defined

where Q is the aerodynamic generalised force vector. value.

The structural equations of motion. eqn. (13). are integrated LINEARISED HARMONIC
using a three-step Runge-Kutta algorithm which gives fourth The next option is to integrate the lineansed tsp equation.
order accuracy. This algorithm was taken from a dynamics eqn.(11).usingeqn.(12)asthewingboundarycondition.This
simulation program in use at British Aerospace. and has option generally requires fewer time steps per cycle for stabil-
proved to be very robust. ity and fewer cycles for convergence than the non-linear har-

monic option.
For the case where the modeshapes. g, are orthogonal eigen-

vectors, such that the structural inertia matrix. A. and stiffness Although this option is more approximate than the non-li-
matmx. E. are diagonal, the structural damping matrix, D. can near option, it can be used to great effect once an accurate
be used. with great effect, to control the dominance of the static solution has been obtained.
aerodynamic damping contribution to the overall solution.
Structural damping is often an unknown quantity and at Brit- LINEARISED INDICIAL
ish Aerospace. we tend to solve the aeroelastics equations us- Both of the above options require the time integration to be
ing a nominal amount of structural damping which is one or peformed foreach frequency parameter of interest. However,
two percent of the critical damping value for each mode. (The the UTSP program provides a means of extracting frequency
critical damping value is that value which just gives real eigen- domain pressures for a range of frequency parameters with
values), only one time-integration. The wing boundary condition is

defined only by the modeshape as an indicial pulse.
Thus for small values of D the aerodynamic damping is pre-

dominant and decaying transient oscillations can be obtained The length of the pulse is either based on a pulse frequency
for an impulse initial condition. However. if D is chosen to be parameter of 0.5 or on a value derived from the frequencies
about 20% critical then asymptotic static solutions can be ob- of interest. The time-integration is progessed as before and
tamed within 1000 to 2000 time steps. Such a static solution the frequency domain pressures for each frequency parame-
can then be used as a starting point for an uncoupled unsteady ter are recovered by Fourier transformations at intervals
solution. equal to the pulse length. Convergence can be checked as be-

fore.
2.3 Modes of Operation of the UTSP Program
In this section the various options available to the User are 2.3.3 Coupled Unsteady Solutions
discussed. The final option available is to perform coupled aeroelastic

2.3.1 Static Solutions solutions to obtain a set of decaying (or otherwise) transients
rhe starting point of all unsteady calculations is the mean for the generalised displacements. As discussed earlier, this

steady flow solution. Thus the UTSP program can calculate is achieved by setting the structural damping to something
the steady flow solution by setting 8 = 0 in eqn. (9) and gradu- nominal.
ally introducing the thickness distribution over the first few With this option the UTSP program can optionally post-pro-
time steps. To cut down on unnecessary computation a con- cess the transients toextract the frequency and dampingchar-
vergence checking mechanism is incorporated. actenstics of each mode. This is achieved by a least-squares

.\s mentioned in Section 2.2 a steady flow solution can also curve fitting approach.
be obtained for a flexible wing by simultaneously integrating The time histories of each mode are also written to disk to al-
the structural equations of motion with D set to 20% critical, low the user to perform his own post-processing externally of

the UTSP program, should he not like any of the results.2.3.2 Un. teady Unicoupled Solutionis

Given the steady state solution. the uTSP program can then
he used to calculate unsteady pressures and generalised 2.4 Validation of the UTSP Enhanced Design Tool
forces in the frequency domain, for a prescribed sinusoidal The ability of the unsteady tsp program to produce physically
modal oscillation about the mean -steady- position. reasonable solutions is discussed. To this end results for two

wing configurations are presented. Firstly, the validity of the
A number of cycles of forced oscillation are calculated, in the steady and unsteady pressures is established by comparing
time-domain, and the pressures integrated over each cycle to the UTSP results with experiment for the AGARD SMP Tail-
produ,;e the frequency domain values of real and imaginary eron. figure 3. Secondly. the validity of the generalised aero-
unsteady pressure. Ihese pressure values can then be inte- dynamic matrices is established by comparing the UTSP re-
grated over the wing to obtain the generalised forces. [he suits with the experimental results for the AGARD standard
convergence of the generalised forces can be optionally wing 445.6. figure 4.
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0.35s 2.4.1 Steady Pressures
In this section. and the next. validation of the UTSP program

NACA 64A010 section is sought by comparing the calculated results with experimen-
S = 442mm //tal data. Figure 5 shows the comparison with expenment of

the UTSP results, for the AGARD taileron set at an inci-
dence of 0.4 degrees in an onset flow of free stream Mach
number of 0.95.

s Results are presented for both the original isentropic un-
14/0 steady tsp formulation and the non-isentropic formulation.

Whilst it is not expected that the M =0.95 UTSP results
should agree perfectly with experiment. the figure shows that
the UTSP results are sensible. Furthermore, the figure shows
that the non-isentropic corrections act to improve the com-
panson.

1.3s Remembering that the steady flow solution plays the domi-
Fig. 3. The AGARD SMP Taileron nant role in subsequent unsteady calculations, the Dynamics'

Engineer seeks to make the best use of all available informa-

tion to obtain as accurate a steady solution as possible. To this
end, figure 5 shows the UTSP results, using the original for-
mulation. for M = 0.93. The agreement with experiment is
thus improved and hence the Dynamics' Engineer can place

1.208 more confidence in the results of subsequent unsteady calcu-

NA lations.NACA 65A004 section
ll dimensions in feet jFor these calculations a time step of 0.05 was used and 1000

~steps were required for the isentropic calculations to converge

the sectional lift coefficient to a tolerance of 1 percent. The
non-isentropic calculations required a further 500 time steps.

2.5 The standard grid size of 60 by 20 by 40 was used. The calcula-/ / [ tions required approximately 0.24 seconds per time step on

the Cray Y-MP (single processor) for the isentropic calcula-

r/ / tions and 0.26 seconds per step for the non-isentropic calcula-

450 quarter chor tions.

-1-
1.833 The comparison of a vriety of unsteady calculations with ex-

periment, again for the AGARD taileron. is shown in fig-
Fig. 4. The AGARD Wing 445.6 - Moel 3 ure 6. for a pure pitch oscillation of small amplitude.

The figure shows that, for small amplitudes, the results of the
linear and non-linear harmonic options are very similar. The
figure also shows the results of a non-linear harmonic calcu-

0.6 lation using the steady flow solution at M = 0.93. The agree-
0.6- -'-ment with experiment is greatly improved.

0.4- , The calculations used 150 time-steps per period were used.

-Cp Ten periods were required to converge the generalised forces
CP2 ', tto a tolerance of 3 percent for the non-linear option, whilst

', t only five were rcquired for the linearised calculations. The
i e , . CPU time required per time step is again aproximately 0.25
', seconds, with a premium of approximately 10 percent for the"onineansed calculations.

Original TSP '-. I
-0.2 Modified TSP Fo 2.esecalis a toste p

-- Original TSP. M = 0.93 ".,243Gnrlsdfre
sThe validity of he calculation of the generalised aerodynamic

force matrices is established by examining the variation of the

-0.4- flutter Sped index ith the free-stream Mach number, for

0. the standard AGARD aeroelastic configuration. Thng .6.

(see Ref. 5).

tions reuie apprximtel 0ower seconde pessre tim stepRo

FSfa P e oThe first three modes of the "2.5 foot weakened model 3"
Tailron, M =0.95. t = 0.4 degrees. y/s = 0.688 were used for the calculations. The frequency of these modes

were those gen. in Ref. 5. for the calculated modes.

Fig 4. Th I R Wi n 445. - M o e 3 ur 6 .f r ap r i c s i t o f s al a p i u e
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2.0 - Non-linear Harmonic 6.0Linearised Harmonic

Re(Co) -- " Non-linear, M=0.93 Im(C).
0 Experiment y/s = 0.655 4.0- "1 ' I

0 4.0

-2 .0 - 41

2.0-.

-4.0-

V 0-
-6.0-

-8.0- -2.0-

-10.0 , , , , , " ,,-4.0 i ,

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/c x/c

Fig. 6. Unsteady Lower Surface pressures on AGARD Taileron, M 0.95, ot = 0.4 degrees, v = 0.583, y/s = 0.688

0.6 - The flutter speeds for each Mach number were calculated us-
P ing the in-house flutter package at British Aerospace. To this

end a UTSP post-processor program was used to scale the
0.5 matrices and output them in the required format. These flut-

ter speeds were then factored using the experimental values
0.4 - of mass ratio, t, and torsion frequency. wck, to give the re-

"V 0 suits presented in figure 7, where
0f - 2V(cwC-,/ )

0.2 Unsteady TSP This figure demonstrates the ability of the UTSP program to
Experiment predict the transonic flutter dip.

0.1 The CPU times are the same as above. However, because of
the low frequency parameter of the cases considered, all cases

0 required some 800 time steps per cycle. Convergence to with-

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 in 1 percent tolerance was obtained after between 3 periods
for low subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers and 8 periods

M for high subsonic Mach numbers

Fig. 7. Flutter Characteristics of AGARD Wing 445.6
3. IMPLEMENTATION WITHIN THE DYNAMICS

ENVIRONMENT

Before discussing in detail how the UTSP program fits into
Sthe current working environment of the Dynamics engineer

Normal Modes, at British Aerospace. Kingston, the existing environment will
Grid Finite Structural Matrices be described.

Analysis 3.1 Existing Environment

Figure 8 shows that there are 3 processes involved:

Linear a) The finite element structural analysis program. This pro-
gram. NASTRAN'. is usually used to provide a set of

er namic " Z, "normal modes. (i.e. eigenvectors normalised to give a
generalised-mass matrix that is the identity matrix), and

Grid Linear a generalised stiffness matrix, E. The mode shapes are

Analysis Aerodynamic defined at the nodes of the STRUCTURAL GRID.
b) The linear aerodynamics package. comprising a number

of programs to produce Aerodynamic Influence Coeffi-
Aero-structural cients (AICs) for subsonic and supersonic Mach num-
Relations bers. These AICs are defined at the nodes of the. so-

called. AERODYNAMIC GRID. The geometry
Fig. 8. The Existing Aeroelastics Analysis Environment definition comprises the planform coordinates for sever-

al "lifting surfaces". including control surfaces.
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c) The linear aeroelastics analysis program. This program In order to interpolate between the structural grid and the
interpolates the normal modes between the structural aeropoints. use is made of the existing set of relationships be-
and aerodynamic grids and then uses them to produce tween the structural and aerodynamic grids and the existing
the generalised aerodynamic damping and stiffness ma- tile-interpolation routines. This interpolation is done exter-
trices, B & C respectively. From here it solves the Flutter nally to the UTSP program by means of a pre-processor pro-
equatic.i. gram.

Aqi+ (Byv+D)q + Cv2 +E)q =0 (14)
This pre-processor, which performs the interpolation process

using a "mode-tracking" algorithm based on Inverse It- shown in figure 9. requires the coordinates of the aeropoints.

eration, over a velocity range 0 < v < 1. (The density These can be obtained from a previous run of the UTSP pro-

and reference airspeed are incorporated in the AICs). gram. or the UTSP program can be run solely to process the
geometry without performing any solution.

The aerodynamic grid is an arbitrary set of points chosen by The implication of all this is that the UTSP Enhanced Design
the user. It bears no relation to the underlying discretisation Tool can be used for an existing wing model, one for which
of the geometry by the aerodynamic prediction algorithm linear aerodynamics have already been calculated, with mini-
(which is a boundary-element method for subsonic flow and mal extra effort.
a finite difference method for supersonic flow). The nodes of
this underlying grid are termed AEROPOINTS. The only additional data required to run the UTSP program,

other than control data, is the definition of the wing surface
The interpolation between the structural and aerodynamic geometry. However, the layout of the geometry input data is
grids is accomplished by a semi-manual approach whereby a compatible with that required for the steady flow wing-body
set of relationships are defined between the grid points of the Full-Potential and Euler codes in use at British Aerospace.
two models. Forces and moments are defined at each struc- Therefore, in most cases the Dynamics engineer can obtain
tural grid node resulting from a unit force at each aerodynam- a geometry deck off-the-shelf from the Fluid Dynamics sec-
ic grid node. These relationships are termed the Aero-Struc- tion.
tural Relations (ASR). The displacements, normal to the
lifting surface, at each aerodynamic grid node can then be ob-
tained from the displacements and rotations at the structural 3.2.2 Post-Processing
grid nodes. There are two approaches to determining the flutter charac-

teristics of a wing using the UTSP program. The first is to use
Each element of the AICmatrices is calculated by prescribing the full non-linear coupled solution of the structural and
modeshapes which have u Hdisplacement at one node and aerodynamic equations of motion, to obtain generalised dis-
zero displacement everywhere ..These modeshapes on placement transients. These transients can be analysed inter-
the AERODYNAMIC GRID are interpolated on to the nallyorexternallyoftheprogramtoobtainthefrequencyand
AEROPOINTS using a linear tile-interpolation, using trian- damping characteristics of each mode.
gular tiles. The complete interpolation process is shown sche-
matically in figure 9. The second way is to produce generalised force matrices. B

& C. for each frequency parameter and Mach number of in-
terest. These matrices can then be used as input to the flutter
analysis program mentioned in Section 3.1 above. However,

Strutura Aeodynmicbefore they can be picked up by the flutter program, theyStructural Aerodynamic Aeropoints need to be scaled and written in the required format. This
Grid Grid process is achieved by a post-processor program.

It is not necessary that all modes are calculated in one UTSP
Aero-Structural Tile run. The user can run subsets of the whole and then form the
Relations Interpolation complete matrices using a combination of the post-processor

and a text editor.

Fig. 9. Interpolation of Modeshapes between The overall implementation of the UTSP program is shown
the Structural and Aerodynamic Models in figure 10, where the type of data required at each stage is

identified.

3.2 flow the Unsteady TSP program fits in 3.3 The Flutter Analysis of a Combat Aircraft Wing
In this section the above methods are applied to a production

3.2.1 Pre-processing combat aircraft wing. The planform is shown in figure I1.
As discussed earlier the UTSP program can be used either to where the UTSP grid can also be seen. The wing is one for
investigate the aeroelastic behaviour of the flexible wing in which linear unsteady aerodynamics have already been calcu-
the time-domain, or to produce generalised aerodynamic kated for subcritical Mach numbers. The only additional in-
matrices for a prescribed set of modes. In either case the mo- formation required was the wing surface geometry. In this
deshapes need to be defined at the computational grid nodes case. a compatible geometry file was not available, but the
of the unsteady tsp solution. These nodes are the aeropoints relevant data was obtainable from the Fluid Dynamics sec-
for the JTSP algorithm. tion.
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Norml Mdes Modshaes, Generalised

Normal Modes, Modeshapes, Aerodynamic Scaled Matrices
Structural Matrices Matrices

Force Matrices

Structural Grid Aeropoints Coordinates

Aerodynamic Grid
Aero-structural Relations

Fig. 10. Implementation of UTSP within the Aeroelastics Analysis Environment

Figure 12 show's the calculated flutter speed variation with
Mach number. Three solution methods are represented in
this figure. Firstly, the bulk of the data presented was gener-
ated using the linearised harmonic option about a rigid wing
at zero incidence. The other points, with lower flutter speeds,
were calculated using non-linear coupled solutions.

The plot indicates that the flutter characteristics of this wing
are more pessimistic when a full non-linear analysis is per-
formed. The third solution method represented in the figure
is that of a linear harmonic calculation using an asymptotic
steady state solution. The results are almost exactly the same
as for the full non-linear analysis. indicating that the non-li-
nearities in the flow are predominantly due to the mean
steady state flow.

As far as CPU time required for each point on the plot, there
is not much difference between the methods. Six modes were
used in the calculations and so the cost of each linear-har-
monic analysis run was quite high; whilst the number of
modes is virtually irrelevant to the full non-linear analysis.

Fig. 11. A 'Production' Aircraft Wing runs for several values of dynamic pressure are required in or-
der to find the point of zero-damping.

1150- 4. CONCLUSIONS

The unsteady tsp program, UTSP currently in use at British
Aerospace has been described. Particular attention has been

1100 paid to the straight forward implementation of the program
within the Dynamics engineers' environment at the Kingston

V1 (kn.) -*-Linear Harmonic site.
Full coupled soln. Steady and unsteady pressures calculated by the UTSP pro-

1 Linear Harmonic gram for the AGARD SMP taileron have been presented
about a coupled which validate the basic solution algorithm, as well as the
static soln. * non-isentropic corrections.

1000"
The validity of the calculation of the generalised aerodynamic
force matrices has been established by investigating the flut-
ter characteristics of the standard AGARD aeroelastic con-

950 . . I figuration, wing 445.6.
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

M Beyond UTSP. work is currently underway to produce an un-
steady Euler solver. This work is in its initial stages and in-

Fig. 12. Flutter Characteristics of a 'Production' cludes investigations by a number of different agencies into
aspects such as moving meshes, implicit algonthms and corn-Aircraft Wing plex gcometnes.
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a..'____AEROELASTIC CALCULATIONS FOR FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
USING THE TRANSONIC SMALL DISTURBANCE EQUATION
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ABSTRACT rienced by the AV-8B model during wind
tunnel testing. Reference 1 reported on

The Transonic Small Disturbance (TSD) the results of using the 2-Dimensional TSD
equation provides a fast and efficient equation in the NASA AMES LTRAN2 computer
tool for calculating both static and program applied to the AV-8B supercritical
dynamic nonlinear aerodynamic effects. To airfoil. The 3-Dimensional TSD equation
become an accepted part of the aircraft as formulated in the United States Air
design process, time-accurate TSD equation Force program XTRAN3S was also used to
solvers for aeroelastic calculations now compare steady wing pressures with mea-
need to be evaluated on realistic aircraft sured results.
configurations that have complex geometry.
This paper reports on the application of Reference 2 reported on the NASA Langley
NASA Langley's Computational Aeroelastic 3-Dimensional TSD solver, CAP-TSD, and its
Program - Transonic Small Disturbance use to model the F-15 wing, fuselage, and
(CAP-TSD) code for both static and dynamic horizontal tail surfaces. Comparisons
transonic aeroelastic calculations for were presented for static measured wind
McDonnell Aircraft Company's F-15 and tunnel pressure data with CAP-TSD calcu-
F/A-18 fighter aircraft. The results for lated results. The results agreed both
flutter speed and aileron reversal speed subsonically and supersonically over a
are compared with results from standard moderate range of angles-of-attack. The
linear aerodynamic analysis. inner wing pressures predicted by CAP-TSD

correlated well with the test data, and
1. INTRODUCTION verified the fuselage effect on the inner

wing pressures. The calculated forward
In the transonic speed range, where shock fuselage pressures also compared well with
waves affect lifting surfaces, the assump- the measured data.
tion of linear aerodynamics can introduce
large errors into predictions of aircraft The work reported in Reference 3 used both
aeroelastic response. The transonic speed the CAP-TSD and XTRAN3S codes to perform
region is of primary interest since the flutter analyses for the F-15 wing and the
flutter dynamic pressure is typically F-15 STOL Maneuvering Demonstrator air-
critical there. This is also the region craft. The F-15 STOL CAP-TSD analysis
of various static aeroelastic responses, modeled the canard, wing, and horizontal
such as aileron reversal and leading edge tail. The wing was modeled as a flexible
control surface divergence, structure, but the canard and tail were

assumed to be rigid. The objective of
The equations governing transonic aerody- this model was to isolate the aerodynamic
namics are inherently nonlinear and effects of these surfaces on the wing
preclude analytic or numerical solutions flutter speed. Reference 3 also reported
by traditional methods. In the last few on the F/A-18 fighter clean wing configu-
years, however, advances in computers and ration and a configuration that considered
numerical algorithms have allowed aero- the tip missile and launcher installed.
elastic calculations to be performed using
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) tech- The calculations made in Reference 3 were
niques. One such CFD technique is the significant in that realistic wing geome-
Transonic Small Disturbance (TSD) formu- tries were considered. The CFD grids had
lation of the unsteady aerodynamic prob- to adequately represent physical geometry
lem. This paper describes the results of such as multiple control surfaces, wing
using the NASA-Langley developed TSD code, twist, and external stores such as the tip
Computational Aeroelastic Program - missile and launcher. The flutter calcu-
Transonic Small Disturbance (CAP-TSD), for lations were made with 3 to 5 vibratory
both static and dynamic aeroelastic mode shapes for each configuration. This
analysis of fighter aircraft. limited number was imposed by the time

required to spline the structural mode
2. BACKGROUND/OBJECTIVE shapes to the CFD grids.

As reported in Reference 1, McDonnell Generally, to obtain accurate results from
Aircraft Company started investigating the a modal aeroelastic calculation, a modal
use of CFD for aeroelastic analysis in the convergence study to determine the minimum
early 1980s. The initial effort focused number of required modes must be accom-
on the transonic flutter speed dip expe- plished. Such studies for the F-15 and

92-16046
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F/A-18 has been conducted using the faster limited to this idealization of the
and cheaper linear aerodynamic theories structure. The stiffnesses of the ele-
rather than the more expensive CFD codes. ments were adjusted to correlate each
The convergence study indicated that the model with ground vibration test data. A
Reference 3 CFD studies did not possess real eigenvalue solution of the NASTRAN
sufficient modes to quantitatively address model produces the natural modes of
the exact transonic flutter dip airspeed. vibration and the natural frequencies
However, they did qualitatively show the needed for the modal representation of the
nonlinear aerodynamic effects on flutter structure.
speed.

The vibratory mode shapes for the wings
The objective of this present study is to studied are defined in terms of 3 trans-
perform both static and dynamic CAP-TSD lations and 3 rotations at each NASTRAN
aeroelastic calculations on representative grid point. In order to approximate this
complex wings of the F-15 and F/A-18 mode shape in terms of vertical displace-
aircraft. The study uses the number of ments and streamwise slopes at the CAP-TSD
structural modes required to obtain grid points, a surface transformation or
convergence based on linear theory. mapping method is used. Normally, this

method is a surface spline fit of the
3. DESCRIPTION OF CAP-TSD CODE NASTRAN displacements and rotations over

the wing surface. However, difficulties
The CAP-TSD code is an unsteady TSD finite can be encountered when splining across
difference based code developed for rotational discontinuities such as control
transonic aeroelastic analysis of complete surface edges, where the slope changes are
aircraft configurations. The code uses a abrupt and should not be "smoothed" by a
time-accurate approximate factorization spline. In the method chosen for this
(AF) algorithm developed by Batina, study, only the NASTRAN displacement and
Reference 4, for the efficient solution of rotation values at the grid points along
the unsteady TSD equation. The AF the wing elastic axis and control surface
algorithm consists of a Newton hinge lines are used. Each aerodynamic
linearization procedure coupled with an grid point is rigidly translated and
internal iteration technique. The CAP-TSD rotated in the streamwise direction about
code is capable of treating combinations the elastic axis or hinge line, using the
of lifting surfaces and bodies, and linearly interpolated NASTRAN values at
includes the following algorithm features: that spanwise station. By modeling mode
(1) Engquist-Osher monotone differencing; shapes in this manner we assume that both
(2) Nonreflecting far field boundary the wing chordwise bending and the chord-
conditions; wise camber induced by wing torsion were
(3) Second-order accurate spatial differ- negligible. The advantage of the method
encing in supersonic regions of the flow; is that a piecewise smooth representation
and of the mode shapes can easily be obtained
(4) Entropy and vorticity effects to while still retaining sharp breaks along
treat cases with strong shock waves, the control surface discontinuities. This

technique is similar to the "Rigid Spline"
The aeroelastic computational procedure method used in the NASTRAN aeroelastic
implemented within CAP-TSD includes the solution procedure, and is recommended for
simultaneous integration of the structural beam rod type structural models.
equations of motion and the unsteady
aerodynamic time-marching solution proce- 5. REQUIRED POST-PROCESSING: EXTRACTING
dure. In the current version of CAP-TSD, DAMPING AND FREQUENCY VALUES
the aeroelastic equations of motion are
formulated in terms of generalized coor- The dynamic solutions from the CAP-TSD
dinates, i.e., modal solution, with code generate lift, moment, and individual
lifting surface motion limited to the modal coordinate information (displace-
z-direction. The time-marching solution ments, velocities, and accelerations) at
procedure uses a state equation formula- each time integration point. These modal
tion which is solved numerically using a time histories must be post-processed to
modified state-transition matrix integra- identify modal damping and frequencies for
tor. Further details of the algorithm the given Mach and dynamic pressure
development and solution procedures are conditions. An interactive program has
reported in Reference 4, and a more been developed at MCAIR to curve-fit a
detailed description of the CAP-TSD code series of damped sine-waves to the tran-
is presented in Reference 5. sient response. The program performs a

Fast Fourier Transformation of the tran-
4. REQUIRED PRE-PROCESSING: TRANSFORMING sient response to give starting values for
VIBRATORY MODE SHAPES the damped sine curve-fits. An optimiza-

tion gradient procedure is used to find
Before a time accurate aeroelastic analy- the values of the curve-fit. The number
sis using CAP-TSD can be performed, the of damped sine curves fitted, m, is
wing vibratory mode shapes must first be increased until the level of desired
transformed to the CAP-TSD grid. In accuracy is achieved. The damped sine
CAP-TSD, these structural deformations are equation is:
assumed to be described by a modal repre-
sentation of the structure. For the
present study, the NASTRAN finite element m [ )n,
code of Reference 6 was used to develop y C e-  Sftsi dt+0}
the vibration model of the aircraft. The
NASTRAN models used in these studies were
beam rod models, but they need not be
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where , represents the fraction of criti- The unsteady flow field, and hence gener-
cal damping, =c/c_ and is assumed to be alized aerodynamic forces, depend strongly
one half the struc ural damping coeffi- on the steady-state flow, especially in
cient g, g=-2c. The terms w and wd are the transonic speed range. So the steady
the natural and damped frequencies, pressure distributions frequently can give
respectively. The phase lag between the physical insight into critical flow
motion and the response of the system is mechanisms which control aeroelastic
8. phenomena.

When a large number of vibratory modes are
used to represent the dynamics of the
structure, the same large number of modal
displacement time histories are produced.
The rigorous method of stability analysis
is the curve-fit decompositions of each
generalized displacement. However, in
this study, curve-fitting the wing lift
and/or moment time histories was found to
be a simpler and less tedious indicator of
system stability, with little or no loss
of accuracy in the extracted frequency and
damping values.

6. CAP-TSD AEROELASTIC MODELING
ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE F-15 WING

CAP-TSD was used to perform both static
and dynamic aeroelastic calculations for GP13-Om2?SW
the F-15 wing, because much data is
available for this configuration. The Flgur 2. PlanfomViewofthe F15CAP-TSD Grid
F-15 wing, shown in planform in Figure 1,
has an aspect ratio of 3.01, a leading
edge sweep of 45 degrees, and a taper
ratio of 0.25. The airfoil section is a 7. CAP-TSD AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF THE
modified NACA64A series that varies in F-15 WING: STATIC RESULTS
thickness from 5.9 percent at the root to
3 percent at the wing tip. The wing clip Steady pressure distributions were
tip was not modeled in these studies, obtained for the F-15 wing at M =0.9,
because the wind tunnel data was measured 0.95, and 1.2 for comparison with the
on a wing with an unclipped tip. experimental data of Reference 7. Steady

pressure distributions at one span station
along the wing for the M_=0.9, a=0.08 deg.
and a =2.46 deg. cases are presented in
Figure 3. Results for M =0.9, a=0.08 deg.
are shown in Figure 3(a); results for
M =0.9, a=2.46 deg. are shown in Figure
37b). These pressure distributions
indicate the presence of embedded super-
sonic regions along the lower surface for
a =0.08 deg. and a very strong upper
surface shock at the higher angle-of-
attack, a=2.46 deg.

In general, the CAP-TSD pressures agree
well with the experimental data and are
typical of the agreement achieved at the
other Mach numbers. The good agreement
also indicates that the l10x45x60 grid
size provides sufficient resolution of the
transonic flow features. Although a finer
grid point distribution would almost

GP154m1s-.O-4 certainly improve the comparison, a
Figure 1. Planform View of the F-15 Aircraft compromise was made due to the computa-

tional resources required to perform the
study.

The CAP-TSD grid for the F-15 wing, shown A static aeroelastic analysis was per-
in Figure 2, is a more dense grid than the formed using both linear and nonlinear
previous grid of the Reference 3 studies. CAP-TSD aerodynamics. The wing was
The grid has 110 streamwise grid lines modeled structurally using the first 23
(with 51 per wing chord), 45 spanwise gria natural vibration modes, excluding zero
lines (with 26 on the wing), and 60 frequency (rigid body) modes. The free
vertical grid lines. Before the aero- stream conditions were M =0.9, a=2.46
elastic analysis was performed, the deg., V =881 knots, and q_=18.2 psi. The
accuracy of the CAP-TSD F-15 wing grid vibrating mode shapes were transferred to
resolution was examined through steady- the CAP-TSD grid by the "rigid spline"
state aerodynamic calculations. Examining method outlined above, with examples of
the wing steady pressures helps to assess the modal displacements of the CAP-TSD
the basic character of the flow field, grid shown in Figure 4 for two modes.
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Figure 3. Comparison of CAP-TSD Predicted Static Cp With

Measured Data, for M. 0.9, at Semi Span of 77.0%

mode shape representation of the structurebetween the two methods.

Wing First Bending Two important observations can be made
: rom Figure 5. First, the assumption of

linear aerodynamics produces an erroneous

"wing tip up" deformed shape for this
transonic condition. Second, the nonlin-

7 7-7- -1 ear CAP-TSD aerodynamic model provides an

accurate representation of the static wing
..deformation based on the good agreement

with the Euler solution.

8. CAP-TSD AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF THEWin Fis "Torsi..o"n FI5 WING DYAIREUT

In the dynamic phase of the CAP-TSD
analysis, aeroelastic stability and
flutter at transonic speeds were investi-
gated. Calculations were performed for
several values of free stream Mach number,
free stream velocity, and dynamic pres-

Figure4. F-15VibratoryModeShapes GP13-0222-17 sure. All solutions were performed at a
mean wing angle-of-attack of a=0.0 deg.

Transformed to the CAP-TSD Grid and utilize the same 23 vibration mode
Specifically, the modes shown in Figure 4 structural model as in the static aero-
are tne principal modes comprising the elastic calculations. Time step size and
basic wing flutter mechanism. the number of iterations were selected to

allow at least three cycles of the lowest
Figure 5 shows static aeroelastic deflec- frequency mode and at least four cycles of
tion contours for three different aerody- the flutter mode to be computed. A
namic representations: linear TSD, non- temporal accuracy study was performed to
linear TSD, and nonlinear Euler. The insure sufficient resolution of the
Euler solution was computed using a aeroelastic response. In this accuracy
specially modified version of CFL3D study, successively smaller time steps
described in Reference 8. This version of were run, keeping all other conditions
CFL3D incorporates the same structural constant, until the maximum error between
equations of motion and time-integration lift time histories was less than two
scheme used in CAP-TSD allowing the same percent.

3.5 inches 7.0 inches 9.0 inches

0.5 inches 0. 5 inches 0. 5 inches

inches ihs inches

CAP-TS) Linear TS0 Aerodynamics CAP-TS0 Nonlinear TSD AerOdynamics CFL3D Nonlnear Euler Aerocynarics

Figure S. Comparison of F-15 Predicted Static Aeroelastic Deliections for GP,3.0222.IdZ

23 Vibratory Modes at M .30.9, a = 2.46 *, q., = 20 psi



Results from the dynamic aeroelastic -90, 0, +90 points at the 50, 75, and 90
analysis at M =0.9 are shown in Figure 6. percent span locations along the wing.
The figure contains the lift time histo- Important features of the figure are the
ries from four different CAP-TSD runs. emergence of a strong lower surface shock
Each run is for a different free stream near the wing leading edge and the pres-
velocity and dynamic pressure. These ence of a strong upper surface shock near
responses were curve-fit using the damped mid-chord. Large variations in shock
sine decomposition method outlined above strength are observed through the -90, 0,
to extract damping and frequency values +90 portion of the flutter cycle and when
and determine the stability of the system, moving outboard along the wing. Very
For this Mach number, the V -=900 and little activity is seen at the 50 percent
V =870 knot solutions bound the zero span location or further inboard. The
damping, neutral stability point. A inboard portion of the wing has very
flutter speed of 880 knots was found by little displacements during the flutter
linear interpolation of the damping cycle. This reduced inboard motion
between these points. results in relatively small unsteady

pressures, and consequently the inboard
The F-15 wing lift coefficient time unsteady forces are also small or negli-
history for the M =0.9 flutter point at gible during the flutter cycle. These
V =880 knots is presented in Figure 7. small forces justify not modeling the
T~ree points on the time history are fuselage and neglecting the extra fuselage
labeled as -90, 0, +90 degrees in the upwash effects on the inner wing. The
flutter cycle. Within Figure 7 are outboard lower surface shock is due to the
comparison plots of the wing upper and thin, highly cambered airfoil sections on
lower surface Cp distributions for the the outer portion of the F-15 wing.

024 , (1) V=950 KEAS. o=21 .2

(2) V=920 KEAS, q=19.9

016
(3) V.900 KEAS. q.19.0
(4) V=870 KEAS. q=17.8

008 ____ _

Oi 08~ - -

., 4, i., 

Coefficient i.,-

-06.

0 003 006 009 012 015 018 021 024 027 030

Time -sec
Figure 6. Time History of the CAP-TSD Wing Lift for 23 Modes for ]P!302222C

q 17,.8, q _ 19.0, q,_ 19.9, andq _ 21.2psi
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Figure 7. Comparison of CAP-TSD instantaneous Cp for 3 Different Times During the
Wing Flutter Cycle, 23 Modes, M_= 0,9, a = 0, V. = 880 KEAS
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The flutter mechanism in this figure is a elastic analysis of the F/A-18 wing. The
classical outer wing bending-torsion. wing, shown in planform in Figure 9, has
This conclusion is based on previous two leading edge flaps, a trailing edge
linear (V-g-w) calculations, past experi- flap, and a trailing edge aileron. It has
ence, and by tracking the frequencies an aspect ratio of 3.5, a leading edge
extracted from the lift time histories, sweep of 26.7 degrees, and a taper ratio
Unfortunately, it would be very difficult of 0.348. The airfoil section is a
to determine which modes contribute to a modified NACA65A series which varies in
the flutter mechanism for a wing that was thickness from 5 percent at the root to
not as well understood as the F-15's. 3.5 percent at the wing tip. The wing has
That is one of the drawbacks of time a 4 degree linear geometric twist starting
marching aeroelastic methods, at the wing fold mechanism, which is at a

semi-span location of 65 percent, to the
The final flutter boundary for the F-15 wing tip.
wing computed using CAP-TSD is shown in
Figure 8. A very distinct dip in flutter
speed is seen at M =0.9 which clearly
differs from the lTnear TSD results. Also
plotted in this figure are the flutter
speeds obtained using a more traditional
V-g-w technique in conjunction with
Doublet Lattice aerodynamics. The two
linear aerodynamic based methods show
excellent agreement at M.=0.5 and 0.7 with
a difference in flutter velocity and
frequency of 2 percent or less. As Mach
number increases, the computed linear
flutter speeds start to differ slightly,
but qualitatively show very similar
trends. The nonlinear CAP-TSD calculates
the minimum flutter speed or transonic
flutter dip at M =0.9, with a difference
of 60 knots between the traditional linear
speed and the nonlinear speed. It is also Figure9. PlanformVlew ofthe F/A-18 Arcraft
interesting to note that the nonlinear
aerodynamic results compare well with the
linear aerodynamic solutions at M =0.5 and The CAP-TSD grid for the F/A-18 studies is
1.2. The M =0.5 and 1.2 are points in shown in Figure 10. It is essentially the
which the fTow over the wing is purely same grid as used in Reference 3 studies.
subsonic or supersonic, and their compa- The grid has 82 streamwise grid lines
rability reinforces how well linear (with 39 on the wing in the chordwise
aerodynamic based methods can do at these direction), 37 spanwise grid lines (with
conditions. This comparability also 14 on the wing), and 52 vertical stream-
documents that the TSD aeroelastic solu- lines. To adequately model the tip
tion converges to the linear solution at missile, certain geometric simplifications
flow conditions where the nonlinear had to be made to the aerodynamic model of
aerodynamic terms are negligible, the tip missile. First, the tip missile

body was modeled as a lifting surface with
9. CAP-TSD AEROELASTIC MODELING airfoil ordinates representing the missile
ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE F/A-18 WING cross-sectional shape. This was necessary

so that the unsteady missile body pres-
As with the F-15 wing, CAP-TSD was used to sures could be integrated in the general-
perform both static and dynamic aero- ized force calculations. it was not

1.040 0 CAP-TSD. Nonihuar MAroyrtmni

0 CAP-TSD. inear Aerodynamic

1.010 Unear AnalYm, Ou bet Lattc Aera fdca

980

FlutterSpeed 950 .- '.,

KEAS ---
920

860

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0,9 1.0 11 12

Maci Number
GPI30222- 2Arz

Figure 8. CAP-TSO Predicted Transonic Flutter Boundary for
F-15 Wing With 23 Vibratory Modes
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possible to model the missile forward and transformed to the CAP-TSD grid. These
aft fins at their normal 45 degree incli- two modes combine for the basic bending-
nation (i.e. dihedral compared to the torsion flutter mechanism. The CFD grid
wing), so the fins were rotated into the lines for these modes are well behaved.
horizontal and vertical planes. This Due to space limitations the remaining 38
resulted in four vertical fins and two modes are not presented, but they were
horizontal fins on the missile. Slight equally smooth.
compromises were made to fin planform
shape.

am

WIM Fk*hmi

GP13-0m.22a Figure 11. Example of F/A-18 Vbratory Mode Shapos
Figure 10. Planform View of CAP-TSD Grid for F/A-18 Wing, Transfomed to th CAP-TSO Grid

LaunchrTp Missil, an Tip Missie Fins Flight testing of the F/A-18 showed that
the dynamic aeroelastic response of the

As in the F-15 studies, the F/A-18 struc- F/A-18 was significantly modified with
ture was modeled using the NASTRAN finite different commanded leading and trailing
element model. The structure was sup- edge control surface settings. With this
ported at the aircraft center of gravity, in mind, the static aeroelastic effects of
and included a beam rod representation of the control surfaces were determined
the fuselage, wing torque box, and each before embarking on a flutter study. The
control surface elastic axis. The first 5 mode representation of Reference 3 was
40 NASTRAN flexible modes were transformed used first. Subsequently it was increased
to the CAP-TSD grid using the "rigid to the 40 mode idealization to determine
spline" technique described previously, if the modal convergence criteria for
F/A-18 linear flutter calculations using static aeroelasticity are the same as for
the Doublet-Lattice Method aerodynamics dynamic aeroelasticity.
verified the requirement for 40 vibratory
modes for dynamic aeroelastic calcula- 10. CAP-TSD AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF THE
tions. The high frequency modes are F/A-18 WING: STATIC RESULTS
required to model the leading edge flaps
which have a very high rotational natural CAP-TSD was used to calculate the aileron
frequency at zero airspeed; however, the reversal dynamic pressure for the F/A-18
addition of aerodynamics gives the leading aircraft. The aileron was rigidly dis-
edge control surface modes a tendency to placed 2 degrees down for these calcula-
diverge, in which case the modal frequen- tions. Figure 12 is a comparison of the
cies decrease with increasing airspeed. chordwise static rigid pressure distribu-

tion at a semi span location of 97 percent
The initial study of Reference 3 used the for M =0.9 and a=0.44 deg. The pressures
first 5 vibratory modes. The linear for an aileron deflected case are compared
Doublet-Lattice flutter calculations with to a nondeflected case. It is easy to see
5 modes resulted in the same basic flutter the change in pressure coefficient before
mechanism as the linear Doublet-Lattice 40 and after the aileron hinge line. A
mode case, with the flutter airspeed being strong shock wave is present on the lower
considerably higher for the 5 mode case. wing surface close to the wing leading
Figure 11 presents the orthographic edge. This lower surface shock is one of
projection of mode 3 (outboard pylon the major nonlinear aerodynamic factors in
pitch) and mode 4 (first wing bending) the aeroelastic studies.
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Aileron reversal was calculated by making the aileron reversal dynamic pressure is
incremental static aeroelastic runs for above the dynamic pressure for flutter for
increasing free stream dynamic pressures, this heavy store case.
and monitoring the resultant change in
flexible lift. All runs were made at Figure 14 plots the rigid and flexible
M =0.9 and c=0.44 deg. The first case span wise lift coefficient versus semi
considered was the five mode case. It span and the rigid and flexible pitching
should be noted that these modes do not moment coefficient about the wing 1/4
contain any modes for control surface chord. It is seen that the aileron
rotation per se, even thou there is some reversal causes more outboard wing twist
control surface motion in the five flexi- and decreases the lift greatly at the wing
ble modes. Figure 13 plots the rigid Cl tip. Note the lift is also decreased at
and the flexible C1 for various dynamic the root, because the structural vibratory
pressures versus nondimensional time. The modes were calculated for a supported
dynamic pressure that results in zero wing, not a cantilevered wing. The wing
flexible lift is the dynamic pressure for tip, which has a geometric negative 4
aileron reversal. All cases were started degree twist compared to the root, is
from zero initial conditions, and modal twisted downwards much more.
damping was added to all 5 modes because
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andq, = 10, q- = 2.0, and q_ = 30 psi
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The local pressures at the wing tip are reversal dynamic pressure was q =41.4 psi

compared in Figure 15. A leading edge compared to q_=29.5 psi for thenonlinear.

shock is seen on the lower surface for The dynamic pressure for aileron reversal

both the rigid and reversed case. How- based on linear aerodynamics is 40 percent

ever, the reversed case results in a much higher than the value derived using

larger shock at a slightly more aft nonlinear aerodynamics. The nonlinear

location, and there appears to be a second dynamic pressure is lower due to the

lower surface shock at x/c=25 percent for strong shock on the wing outboard lower

the flexible case. surface. The 40 mode nonlinear aileron
reversal study predicted a reversal

A linear 5 mode aileron reversal study was dynamic pressure of q_=5.7 psi.

also conducted. The linear aileron
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The local pressures at the wing tip are reversal dynamic pressure was q.=41.4 psi
compared in Figure 15. A leading edge compared to q =29.5 psi for the nonlinear.
shock is seen on the lower surface for The dynamic pressure for aileron reversal
both the rigid and reversed case. How- based on linear aerodynamics is 40 percent
ever, the reversed case results in a much higher than the value derived using
larger shock at a slightly more aft nonlinear aerodynamics. The nonlinear
location, and there appears to be a second dynamic pressure is lower due to the
lower surface shock at x/c=25 percent for strong shock on the wing outboard lower
the flexible case. surface. The 40 mode nonlinear aileron

reversal study predicted a reversal
A linear 5 mode aileron reversal study was dynamic pressure of q_=5.7 psi.
also conducted. The linear aileron
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The CAP-TSD code was also used to calcu- 3. Pitt, D. M., Fuglsang, D. F., Drouin,
late the aileron reversal speed for the D. V., Applications of XTRAN3S and CAP-TSD
F/A-18. The wing, tip missile launcher, to Fighter Aircraft, AIAA Paper No.
tip missile and tip missile fins were 99-1035, presented at the AIAA Structures
included in both the aerodynamic and and Dynamic Materials Conference, Long
structural calculations. Static aero- Beach, CA., Apr 2, 1990.
elastic calculations were initially
performed based on the first 5 vibratory 4. Batina, J. T., Unsteady Transonic
modes, and later based on 40 vibratory Algorithm Improvements for Realistic
modes. The inclusion of more vibratory Aircraft Applications, AIAA Paper No.
modes lowered the aileron reversal speed 88-0105, Presented at the AIAA 26th
and gave a reasonable comparison with Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV, Jan
flight measured values. Aileron reversal 11-14, 1988.
dynamic pressure calculations based on
nonlinear aerodynamics gave a lower value 5. Batina, J. T., Seidel, D. A., Bland,
than the corresponding linear aerodynamic S. R., and Bennett, R. M., Unsteady
cases. The addition of the tip missile Transonic Flow Calculations for Realistic
and launcher aerodynamics in CAP-TSD was Aircraft Configurations, AIAA Paper No.
found to lower the aileron reversal 87-0850, Presented at the AIAA/ASME/
dynamic pressure from the clean wing ASCE/AHS 28th Structural Dynamics and
value. Materials Conference, Monterey, CA,

Apr 2-4, 1990.
Accurately predicting both static and
dynamic transonic aeroelasticity effects 6. MacNeal, R. H., The NASTRAN Theoreti-
requires nonlinear aerodynamics codes such cal Manual, NASA SP-221(01), Apr 1971.
as CAP-TSD. A sufficiently large number
of modes is required for accurate static 7. Anderson, R. M., Wind Tunnel Test on
and dynamic aeroelastic calculations when the 4.7 Percent Scale F-15 Model in the
using theories based on a modal struccural McDonnell Douglas Polysonic Wind Tunnel,
approach. The "rigid spline" method of Test PSWT 281 and 286, MDC Report No.
transforming the vibratory modes to the A0974, Aug 1971.
CAP-TSD grid worked well for both the F-15
and F/A-18 analyses. The F/A-18 aero- 8. Robinson, B. A., Batina, J. T., Yang,
elastic effects are greatly influenced by H. T. Y., Aeroelastic Analysis of Wings
the tip missile aerodynamics. Using the Euler Equations With a Deforming

Mesh, AIAA Paper No. 99-1032, presented at
Nonlinear aeroelastic calculations are the AIAA Structures and Dynamic Materials
becoming more routine for complex aircraft Conference, Long Beach, CA., Apr 2, 1990.
such as the F-15 and F/A-18. The CAP-TSD
code is no longer a research code, but is
an engineering tool for the practicing .........
aeroelastician. The use of well developed
pre- and post-processing tools, as
described in this paper, greatly reduces
the man-hours involved in using the TSD
equation for aeroelastic studies.
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SUMMARY

Computations of flutter boundaries in the time 2 INTERACTIVE TSP METHOD
and frequency domain are presented using an
interactive 3D Transonic Small Perturbation code. In this section. a short description of the com-
Results of conventional flutter calculations in the putational method for solving the aerodynamic
frequency domain are opposed to those of flutter equations are given. More details of this method
simulations integrating the aerodynamic and are published in Ref. 3. Results of calculations
structural equations of motion simultaneously in will be given in comparison to experimental data
the time domain, of the AMP wing.
The paper first highlights the basic properties
of these two approaches and then presents re- The inviscid transonic flow is described by the
suits for a six and a two degrees-of-freedom mo- 2D TSP (Transonic Small Perturbation) equation. A
del. A comparison of generalized airloads deter- computer code developed by ONERA and bas-
mined by harmonic and pulse excitation is pre- ed on the classical TSP equation was modified by
sented additionally. introducing additional cross-flow terms. These

become important for treating swept shocks in the
transonic flow regime. The numerical method for

1 INTRODUCTION solving the TSP equation is the Alternating Direc-
tion Implicit (ADI) method.' The additional cross

In the transonic region flutter calculations derivatives, which have been introduced, are not'
based on linear unsteady aerodynamic theories implemented fully implicitly, and therefore might
such as Doublet Lattice may lead to nonconser- result in a restriction of the computational time
vative flutter results because of a phenomenon step. Special attention was focussed on numerical
generally described as transonic dip. This is treatment of sonic and shock points. The Eng-
mainly important for aircraft equipped with su- quist-Osher switch was introduced, which gives
percritically profiled wings, stable and monotone solutions in transonic flow

regions.'
In order to improve the prediction of flutter in
the transonic regime nonlinear unsteady aerody- in transonic flows viscous effects become signi-
namic codes have been developed during the last ficant and need to be modeled within the potential
15 years which are based on Transonic Small flow method. Because integral boundary layer
Perturbation- (TSP), Full-Potential-. Euler-and methods are sufficiently accurate for many pur-
Navier-Stokes equations and their time-linearized poses and yield viscous displacements comparable
approximations, to those evaluated by the more elaborate finite-

difference field method, an integral boundary
The application of these codes showed that the !ayer method was chosen for the present calcula-
inviscid methods lead to predictions of insuffi- tons. For the time being, a 2D boundary layer
cient accuracy for wings used on modern coin- method was coupled stripwise with the potential
mercial aircraft. Therefore boundary layer meth- method.
ods have to be incorporated into inviscid flow The integral boundary layer method used includes
solvers. the dissipation integral closure assumption. Such

a method, with a suitably chosen velocity profile
The flutter computations presented in this paper family, is applicable to attached as well as sepa-
have been performed by such an interactive rated flow regions. The budget equations for mo-
method. A 3D-TSP code is coupled with an un- mentum and kinetic energy includes unsteady op-
steady integral boundary layer method in a erators. The boundary layer equations are valid
stripwise fashion. for laminar, transitional and turbulent flows. The

corresponding closure assumptions used were
The paper first describes the interactive TSP those of Ref. 7. The integral boundary layer
method. Then fundamentals of the aeroelastic method can be used in direct or inverse compu-
analysis in the time and frequency domain are tational mode.
discussed, and results of flutter computations
for the AMP-.wing (Aeroelastic Model Program) The semi-inverse method for coupling boundary
are presented. layer and potential flow is widely used for treat-

ing weak to moderate interaction. In the case of
Emphasis is focussed on following topics: strong interaction, however, this method does not

always yield converged solutions. In order to
- the comparison of time and frequency domain avoid this problem, a different approach was

flutter results used, involving the simultaneous solution of the
- the comparison of frequency domain airloads g9gerning equations for inviscid and viscous flow

calculated by harmonic and pulse excitation "'. At each streamwise station, the viscous dis-
- the evaluation of time histories by a curve placement is incorporated into the normal z-sweel

fitting procedure of the ADI technique. Thereby both the viscous
- the influence of the excitation on the time and inviscid boundary conditions are implicitly

histories during a flutter simulation accounted for and. are solved as part of the so-
- the estimation of the computation time for the lution. This computationally strong interaction

different approaches.
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approach reflects the close physical interdepen- with the assumption for the structural damping
dence of viscous and inviscid flow regions. Time ()C=Kq and the introduction ofA = -(s 2, The redu-
accuracy of coupling is achieved by repeating the ied frequency parameter is defined as
z-sweeps at a given time instant, closely following k= iu)C,/V.
Ref. 9.

The recently developed 3D interaction method was 4- FLUTTER CALCULATION
extensively tested and validated by comparing it
with experimental data.' The main emphases of the In Equation 14) the flutter equation is transform-
present wing calculations is focussed on compa- ed into a nonlinear eigenvalue Problem. The im-
risons with the experimental data of the AMP plicit dependence of the airloads on the eigen-
,ing, in which transonic experiments were per- value allows only an iterative solution.
formed in considerable detail.' 2 

Transonic flow
about the AMP win? was computed for Ma=0.78. This eigenvalue problem is determined by the
a=2.84' and Re=3*10'. In Fig. 1 calculated pres- number of degrees of freedom N, given by the
sure distributions are compared with the experi- number of natural vibration modes taken into
mental data at the section y/s=0.66. The figure account, arid by the reduced frequency range.
shows the influence of the viscous displacement determined by the flight speed and eigenfrequen-
on the pressure distribution, which noticeable cy range of the modes. The solution process of
changes the shock position and strength. The the eigenvalue problem requires that the airloads
upstream shift of the shock position was nearly have to be calculated for a sufficient large num-
15 percent due to the boundary layer displace- ber M of reduced frequencies to get the airloads
ment. The interactive solution agrees fairly well precisely interpolated in the defined frequency
with the measured data. In Fig. 2 a more detailed range for each natural mode. Then the eigenvalue
look at the time-dependent behaviour of the pres- problem can be solved e.g. by a pk-method. The
sure at a number of selected locations is given results are shown as modal frequency and damp-
for a pitch motion. The pressures show a typi- Ing versus flight speed.
,.ally harmonic variation outside the shock region.
The foot of the shock, however, is followed by a With this representation of the results not only
slight reexoansion, and both produce higher har- the flutter speed is indicated, but the entire fre-
monics in the oscillation. quency and damping behaviour of all degrees of

freedom is given for a wide flight range. Aero-
elasticians are used to think and work in this

3 AEROELASTIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION manner, and the flight vibration tests are adapted
to It.

In the flutter calculation the displacement of the
aircraft structure is represented by a set of N In principle this flutter solution method can be
natural modes. used in the transonic region with nonlinear air-

loads with the following prerequisites:
N

A, . q2#(,y) "q(t) 1 - superposition of modes is admitted
- the airload dependence on motion amplitude is

negligible
In matrix formulation, the final structural equa- - the higher harmonics of the airloads do not
tion of motion then reads: influence the flutter result significantly.

M •j(t) + C' -4(t) + K q(t) = A(q,I) (2) The first harmonic does not depend very much on
the amplitude in our experience. In the first ap-
proximation the higher harmonics do not change

where M. K and C denote the matrices of gene- the result because the higher harmonics of the
ralized masses, stiffnesses and dampings respec- airloads do not do any work in the first harmonic
tively and q denotes the vector of generalized of motion.
coordinates. The right hand side of equation (2i
s the vector of generalized aerodynamic forces A. A conventional flutter calculation requires the
The components of A are calculated by integrating performance of a number of NxM computations of
the unsteady pressure difference ACp due to unsteady airloads. For every natural mode the
the actual movement of the lifting surface, airloads have to be calculated at M reduced fre-
weighted with the eigenmode (, : quencies, which requires a lot of CPU time.

The number of calculations can be reduced by
using the pulse transfer technique.

A,(q,) =L- VI lPlx~y) AC (x.y~h~hl dx dy (31
Pulse Transfer Function Technique

The pulse transfer function technique is an al-
In the classical flutter calculation method the ternative method for determining generalized air-
unsteady airloads are caiculated for pure harmo- '!)ads in classical flutter calculations. Instead of
nic motion q(t) = 5 e'

O
', although the amplitude of the usual harmonic excitation an exponentially

motion is either decaying or growing. Therefore shaoed pulse motion is applied to each vibration
those flutter results are strictly valid only in the niode.
flutter point where pure harmonic motions occur.

The time histories of excitation and airload are
I superposition of modes is admitted so that the Fourier transformed and the resulting transfer
generalized airloads may be expressed in terms of function yields the generalized airload in the fre-
the generaized coordinates. i.e. quency domain.
A(:jq) z; A(k) - el

t. equation 12) can be trans-
'ormed into the frequency domain: The main advantage of this procedure ts that a

wide range of reduced frequencies can be

[ M + K (1 + ig) - A(k) ] =0 4) covered in a single calculation run.
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The calculation time using the pulse technique least squares curve fitting procedure is em !oiyed

seems to be of the same order as for two reduced in combination with an optimization algorithm.i'
frequencies of a harmonic motion because accu- The damping parameter D which is given in
-icy problems require a grid about twice as fine comparison to flutter calculation results is defined
r) he z-direction for the pulse technique than as:
'0, the harmonic calculation.

(8)

cLUTTER SIIULATION

'.ljst of the methods for determining transonic
jirhls. with the exception of the time linearized 6 RESULTS
r)nes, are time marching procedures, integrating

from one time step to the next. The solution of Flutter investigations were carried out for the
the time domain flutter equation (2) by a similar AMP wing. Fig. 3 shows the measured natural
procedure, i.e. simultaneous integration of the modes of the flutter model.
aerodynamic equation and the structural equation
of motion takes into account First the typical procedure of the flutter simu-

lation will be shown taking into account all six
- the higher harmonics of the airloads degrees of freedom (DOF's) while further Investi-
- the influence of decaying and growing ampli- gations will be restricted to the first two modes

tudes on the aerodynamics, which mainly determine the flutter behaviour.

4hile in conventional flutter calculations the air- A flutter calculation was performed with Doublet
loads have to be computed for each vibration Lattice airloads. The flutter simulation was per-
node separately, the flutter simulation takes ac- formed for two pressures in the vicinity of the
,-ount of the actual deformation of all modes in- critical flutter pressure predicted with Doublet
jolved. Such a time domain flutter procedure re- Lattice airloads. The bending mode was excited
duces the amount of aerodynamic calculations and with the frequency of the critical mode as pre-
so the CPU-time for a flutter computation. dicted by the Doublet Litt:ce flutter calculation.

Therefore the time histories in Fig. 4 show
Tie flitter 'fquation i2) is solved by the method mainly single frequency responses in the first
J Newmark. With a constant-average-acceleration two modes, whereas the other modes are super-
scheme the velocities and displacements at the imposed by several frequencies.
end of a time interval can be written as:

Fig. 5 shows the result of the curve fitting of
the third mode. It is mainly superimposed by four

qJ + + At natural modes of the flutter model.

q- qr + 4ni" t + -
n 

+ + I I At2 These curve fitting results are marked in Fig. 6
which shows the result of the flutter calculation
performed in the frequency domain with Doublet

Newmark originally proposed an unconditionally Lattice airloads. Instead of the velocity the stag-
stable scheme with a:1/4 and B=1/2. With Eq. (5) nation pressure is varied. The frequencies of the
the displacements, velocities and accelerations at degrees of freedom of the flutter simulation are
the time step n+1 for the equation of motion (2) in good agreement with the frequencies of the
result in the algorithm flutter calculation. For the damping values dis-

crepancies are present.
q [an M + al C + KI- 1

,n M( aiiq' + + Ul ) That is the procedure in which flutter simulation
I -can supplement flutter calculation with linear air-

C( alq" + a4q'" + a' )] loads.
I -: + 6 + (7 (+ 6) For the aeroelastic coupling mechanism may be

characterized as a classical bending-torsion

flutter the following investigations are restricted
n1 (1, (qn + I _ q") - (2 q" - a3 q," to the first two modes.

The integration constants a, depend on a. 3 and rig. 7 shows generalized airloads calculated for
At. harmonic motion compared with the airloads calcu-
Since the aerodynamic forces A' are still un- lated for pulse motion. Index 1 denotes the fun-
known when solving equation (6), they are re- damental bending mode, and index 2 denotes the
placed by the forces A at time level n. This fundamental torsion mode of the model. The two
phase shift of one time step does not change the results agree well.
time response significantly. Fully time accurate
;alculations require time constant iterations. The choice of the excitation has a large influence

on the time histories of the flutter simulation
Curve fittinq procedure results. In order to avoid coupled transients of

all investigated modes, the system is excited with
The solution of equation 16) leads to decaying, the flutter vector and frequency determined in a
growing or beat oscillations of the type: previous flutter calculation, e.g. with Doublet

V Lattice airloads. In this way the time histories
mainly reflect the development of the flutter mote

q1) -i nn4t V a, CoS(o, t - 1), sino I while transients of all other mooes are almost
(7) completely suppressed.

given at a finite number of time steps. The fre-
qoencv and damping are estimated by fitting the
calculated time response to the function (7). A
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Fig. 8 shows the flutter responses for various - If and where the higher harmonics play a
excitations. Only a suitable excitation choice more practical role in flutter is a subject
leads to a response type, which can be properly for future investigation.
evaluated for frequency and damping when only a
few periods of the function have been calculated. - Methods for the evaluation of the time hlsto-
A correspondingly small CPU-time can be achieved ries of flutter simulations should be further
only if not more than three to five periods have developed.
to be calculated for such an evaluation.
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Analysis of Unsteady Aerodynamic and Flutter Characteristics of
an Aeroelastic Model in Transonic Flow

G. SenGupta. C. J. Borland, F. T. Johnson, J. E. Bussoletti.
R. G. Melvin, D. P. Young, M. B. Bieterrnan, P. A. Palotas

P.O. Box 3707, M.S. 711-91
The Boeing Company

Seattle. Wa. 9812-1. USA

Summary includes all steady nonlinear flow effects (in the con-
text of the full potential theory) and then develops

Prediction of unsteady pressure distributions is an the unsteady solution as a harmonic perturbation to
important step towards analyzing the flutter char- that steady flow. In this report, we present com-
acteristics of an airplane. For this purpose. the parisons of the predicted results with available the-
TRANAIR code (Ref. [1], [21), originally devel- .,rctical -'tias. and experimental data. We also
oped for predicting steady transonic flow past bod- show the results of using the unsteady TRANAIR
ies of complex geometry, was extended to handle code and a structural finite element code to analyze
unsteady problems, in which the unsteady solution the flutter characteristics of an aeroelastic model in
could be viewed as a harmonic perturbation to the transonic flow.
steady transonic flow. The predicted unsteady flow
effects were compared with linear solutions for sub-
sonic flow problems. The predicted results were also 2 Theory
compared with available experimental data on un-
steady pressure distributions on an oscillating wing The TRANAIR method is based on the observa-
in transonic flow. In all these cases. excellent agree- tion that the equations for potential fluid flow may
ments were obtained. The unsteady TRAN AIR code be derived from a variational principle. The Bate-
and a structural finite element code were then used man Variational Principle provides a basis for a fi-
to analyze the flutter characteristics of a three di- nite element discretization of the Euler equations.
mensional wing model. The predicted flutter speeds In essence it provides an equivalence between Euler
and frequencies including nonlinear flow effects were equations and the minimization of the integral J:
significantly different than those predicted by linear
analysis. Further analyses including tne effects of .J= 1,dDd, (1)
nacelles and fuselage bodies are in progress. I ID

Here D is the space domain, and p is pressure and
1 Introduction is a function of total enthalpy. 11. entropy, S, and

velocity V of magnitude q.
Prediction of unsteady pressure distributions is an Assuming an ideal gas. the pressure p and density
important step toward analyzing the aeroelastic re- p can be expressed as
sponse of an airplane. Past methods for predict-
ing the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics were/ - 1) 1 9 /
based either on linearized theory (Ref. [3]) or on = A(S) (I - ',1')I (2)

L y.4(S) 2 .

small disturbance transonic flow theory Hef. [.I]., - 1) I 11/(,-1)
5]). Recently. we have completed development of = ____I - -,r)I (3)
an unsteady version of the TRANAIR code. which

1 Presented at the A(;ARD Specialists' Meetin on rran- A(s) (4)
,oniu 'niteady .4 rndynarinms and ArroeiastartO, in San
I)iego. .a.. )-Ii ()ctohrer. 1991 With 1. . and V as independent variables, this

Original contains 01.1, ",92-16048 Plates: All DTIC reproduct

Ions ill, be 12 black and
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means: surfaces. For a shock surface across which (D is con-

SP [ p p.tinuous, it follows that
b-=-bS+ -6 + L ) dDdt
as OH = 0 (13)(5) (~)(3

For potential flow, we take: where A denotes the difference of values on the two

S = so sides.

H = H0 - (D (6) For a slip surface across which (D may be discon-

tinuous, ;7. (ifW, p) must vanish on both sides. The
discontinuity in -t is determined by the additional

From the following differential relationships for pres- side constraint
sure p: A P = 0 (14)

p For time harmonic unsteady flow all variables are
as pT expanded about their steady state values, i.e.

Op (7) 4 = o+ R{4te ' a}
a- (15)

a1f -PV -W = po+Wf{pie ''4 }

and for density p: Here the subscript 0 denotes steady state values and

49P the subscript 1 denotes the time independent part
= -p of the unsteady component (assumed to be small in

as magnitude).
19P p (8) Expanding the pressure to second order about
OH c2  steady state values results inap _ p

__V=m7" c2 p = po - Wo " (V - Vo) + po(H - Ho)

where c is the speed of sound, we have, for flows -(1/2)(f/ - C0) . Bo (1? - 1,) (16)
periodic in time: +(1/2)-(H - H0 )2 

- (H - W - -

6JD= (p6&D, + 6?) dD (9)
where c2 = -rpo/po and Bo = - /C),

Integrating by parts, co being the local steady state, speed of sound.

Substituting (15) and (16) into (1), integrating
= J (p, + 17. fV) 6D dD dt over one time period and taking a variation with

- f0(.p) dD dt (10) respect to () yields the expression

dbd (10) 6.1 = wI - C 1 V)dD} (17)

where S is a boundary or discontinuity surface with

unit normal where * denotes complex conjugate. Here
-(i,-a)

-,/- +a2 (11) = PO + - and I pl 1 V + p t7

Here a is the surface speed. The second equation on 0 (18)
the right applies to both sides of E in the case of a Integrating the second term of (17) by parts re-
discontinuity surface. If J is stationary with respect suits in
to arbitrary variations in 4b, the first integral on the
right of equation (10) yields the mass conservation 6j = {!O[,w4 '  i /
equation wD~aopt + . " = 0 (12) D(19)

from which it follows that

The second integral on the right hand side of equa-
tion (10) yields conservation laws for discontinuity tWPi + V = 0 (20)



in D. This is the standard time harmonic poten- where R, is defined by
tial equation. It can also serve as an aeroacoustics i DIV,, '1' (31)
equation.

Note that in the far field equation (20) reduces to
the convected Helmholtz equation wit;3

( 2 = k - Pk (32)

and DIV,,1 represents the divergence of V operators
where as defined in the steady TRANAIR code and ok are

= po(I - A~iiT) (22) the coefficients for the upwinded density pj in terms

By a transformation of variables in x, equation of the appropriate values of pk (Ref. [i], [2]).

(21) is equivalent to a standard constant coefficient In addition.

lelmholtz equation. b, =E / *j VC + E B,,, Sjn (33)
The natural boundary conditions for (1) may he

deduced from (10), i.e. either P is specified on E or
else where D,. are the coefficients of the dependence of

0 . (,. p) = 0 (23) the divergence of 1V on the freestream velocity V,

Other boundary conditions may be imposed bv and Bn,, are the coefficients of dependence of W h
" " on other- than-natural boundlary conditions, and Si,

adding boundary integrals to I 1). As an example, on the boundary condition s, an se
for he ihomgeneus euman cnditonare the boundary condition values imposed cn thosefor the inhomogeneous Neumann condition,

corner points (the n index) which lie with in region

L.(IV,p) = / (24) j.

the following modification to J is made: 2.2 Unsteady TRANAIR Operator

J = J + / h(dE (25) From the similarity in the variational principle in-
is tegral. we can use the steady TRANAIR operator

For the implicit homogeneous Dirichlet condition, to provide us with a finite element approximation to
the Wf'. 6C' term. To do unsteady or time dependent

g (26) potential flow modeling we need to provide a finite

the modification to J is element discretization of the Pt term in the inte-
gral. We choose to approximate the "mass matrix"

J = J + / - ( f'. p)($ - Y)dE (27) term by evaluating p and bS$ at the centroid of each
J, ,.lement. scaled by the volume of the element. Define

For a wake or slip surface where ji is specified so (DID, = Z t (34)
that Ap = 0. ,

2A (D = j I L' ( IV" p= 0 (2S) is the potential evaluated at the centroid of region
D,. where ,ji are the coefficients used to evaluate

the modification to j is the trilinear basis functions at the centroid.

= + [7 1p)( $ - 1it)d (29) For time harmonic problems, integrating over one

=J time period, we get

where a denotes the average of values on each side IT

of E. 1 ,1 po $id1, Ddt= - P,,-,ID, dD}

2.1 Steady TRANAIR Operators (35)
Fhen we have for the finite element discretization of

In the steady TRANAIR code. the finite element the unsteady problem:
,tiscretization of the mass flux term is approximated Wr
by: -fl (pmt + If)

-/ Jw .VdD Z (1?, + b,) bS$, (0) = "rh'{Z(141 + hfl_ (36)
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where and we have the harmonic Jacobian for fineatizaion

Ru= > i DIV,,j (PI + i : p: , (37) about a steady (Do,:

Dj represents the volume of the finite element. If
sum of R ' and bL' ,anishes identcally, the Bateman ' . DI.;
variational principle says this is a solution to the full•
potential flow equation.

2.3 Linearization of Discrete Equa- il . .. ,.

tions

In steady TRANAIR we solve this system for., = )-
We solve the nonlinear system by a Newton 11cr- .- ",, k Dk 44)
ation, successively linearizing R about internm ap-
proximations to the solution. In the a ',. v., is zero unless j k un

We linearize the operator R ," by differentiat- which a.e 11 -...-. ; rhe first two terms of this
ing with respect to some ii, taking into account equation ar-, ou, stead% Jacobian (the ones which do
the proper dependence of density on the potential not depend on the frequency -& Fh- vrrs scaled
through its dependence on velocity and enthalpy. by the frequency are associated with the unsteady
Thus problem. Note that we have neglected the fact that

31, 3p P the ak, coefficients depend on the velocity and hence
8p) _ Hj + p " -0. (38) the potential.

do, all , a 31 i O, Note that although the L operators above hive
Defining the velocity in an element as been linearized about (Io, the linearized operators

would have the same functional form if the lineariza-
VIi = E , (39) lion were imposed about some other solution (e.g.,

one which has a finite amplitude, multiple harmonic

we have time dependence), as long as the definitions of den-
sity and speed of sound were allowed to vary in time

( Pj a with the correct differential thermodynamic rela-
- 7 -m t + 1 3' tionships. The linearized operator is "easy" to solvem ) (40) only when the coefficients are constant in time. For

As before, we assume that (b, has the form of a this reason we only consider linearizations about the

steady solution plus a time harmonic perturbation steady solution at present.
The far field radiation condition is handled by us-

(Zm = (DOm + R(4tme"' ) (41) ing a discrete Green's function associated with the
convected Helmholtz equation. This permits the

with the time derivatives becoming either zero or a computational mesh to be of finite size and quite
simple factor of tw. close to the c oniguration as it needs only to contain

Defining the operator EDIV,, by: the region where equation (20) differs significantly

from equation (21) (Ref. [6]).
EDIVij = . DI V,,1 t, (42) There remains the question of how the bV terms

enter into the equation. The boundary condition

we have the steady Jacobian for linearization about that occurs most commonly is specification of flow
a steady (bnm: tangency on an impermeable surface. For our steady

[RU TRANAIR code this is equivalent to the condition:

IV - h = 0 (45)

-'ajk pk DIVilm This is the "natural" boundary condition which
)k emerges from the Bateman variational integral. In

LVk 3 t, EDIV,, (43) the case of unsteady flow, this equation requires

- i some modifications.
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TRANAIR modifies the Bateman integral by product of the tangent vectors:
adding a variety of extra surface integrals in order OP OP(
to impose various boundary conditions. Examples n - x -T
of these include the AC, = 0 condition on wake sur- r s

faces, expressing that the pressure jump across wake Using the definition of 5 we have:
surfaces vanishes. Each boundary condition surface ri (oP% +i a 1, ')] x a,0integral needs to be examined under the more gen- -= '- + -e x F + ? I- e'w'
eral harmonic solution conditions. First we consider Lr Or as as

the natural boundary conditions in this context. (50)
Expanding the product we have:

3 Natural Boundary Condi- ii = 0 a'00

tions 
Or Os

+W 1  0 0 a , 0P1
A configuration geometry is defined by specifying (r Os Or xOs
the coordinates of selected points on the configura- [op 015 \
tion surface in groups called networks. The points in +W xr - -s e' 2

wt (51)
a network are a rectangularly indexed set of NH by NN O
points. Each point in the configuration is assumed Now define two vectors i0 and ni by:
to be represented by: oP0 _1o0a0 - O × (52)

5 = t50 + R(1, e, ) (46) Or 5)s

oafi ao P _o oa1P (53)
This implies that the surface has a local velocity of n O -5r ×  + Or x O s 53
the form: V1s = R(tw/P e" ) (47) Then the normal vector is approximately given by:

ii 0 io + W(n61 el t) (54)
Now, the most common boundary condition for an
aircraft configuration is the velocity tangency con- assuming that the products of derivatives of 1 , are
dition (impermeable surface). In steady flow this is sufficiently small that they can be ignored (small
usually represented in terms of a zero normal mass displacement assumption).
flux condition, V • f = 0, where W7 = plV is the The unit vector in the ii direction is obtained by
mass flux of the fluid and h reperesents the local normalizing the vector.
surface normal. In its more general form (permit- = ( iii ii n] 5
ting transpiration through the surface), it is given - n0 + R I ,T-0 - 0.1 "  (55)
as iW h = h. For the case of a moving surface, this The i d ec b

equation should be modified to the form:
ii, 61 " n0.-

p(V - V s). n = h (48) n,= 0 0 I o (56)

To evaluate this boundary condition in harmonic we can define the (time dependent) unit vector at a

Unsteady TRANAIR, we need to compute the nor- surface point as:

mal vector on a moving surface (projected onto a h = n0 + R(hlel' t) (57)
harmonic variation) and we need to linearize and
project the mass flux terms as well. 3.2 Unsteady Mass Flux Boundary

Conditions
3.1 Unit Normal Vector on Moving To evaluate the boundary conditions we first expandSurfaceToeautthbonayoniinwefrtxpd

the fluid density, mass flux and specified transpira-
A point lying in any two dimensional surface can be tion into steady and harmonic perturbation terms.
parameterized in terms of two variables, say (r,s). P = PO + R(Pie"' ')
Derivatives with respect to these parameters define
tangent vectors to the surface. Then a vector nor- V = 170 + W(1eieL1) (58)
mal to the surface at 1 is represented by the cross h = h0 + R(hle" )



Expanding the pn. (V - Vs) product and keeping 4 Results
only the steady and first harmonic terms yields two
boundary conditions, one for the steady flow and 4.1 Comparison with Analytical So-
one for the unsteady perturbation. The steady flow lutions
boundary condition is

For initial verification of the unsteady results, we
no. W0 = poto. • V = ho (59) considered the simplest possible case, i.e., the un-

steady pressure distribution on a sphere pulsating
and the unsteady flow boundary condition is radially in a stationary medium. Comparing pre-

V7 dicted results with analytical solutions at a given
iio . WV1 = h, + twpoho P P1 - i W0  (60) frequency allowed us to check the mass matrix that

where was being generated by the code and make sure that
the boundary conditions on the sphere were being

no W1 = POoo Vi + Pho V0  (61) handled correctly.

Under potential flow assumptions, The next problem considered was scattering of an
acoustic plane wave by a sphere, since the analytical

Pi= (17V + ,i) (62) solution for this problem is well known (Ref. [8]).
0o Fig. I shows the predicted unsteady Cp magnitudes

and the unsteady boundary condition becomes: on the surface of the sphere for ka = wa/c = 1,
where a is the radius of the sphere and c is the speed

[ P0( )J+of sound in a stationary medium. The maximum
+(no" o) - and minimum analytical values are also shown in

= hi + iwpofio • f', - ii. • V0 parenthesis. As can be seen, the numerical solutions
are very close to the analytical values. To simulate'a

(63) stationary medium in the TRANAIR code, the free

In most applications, the input to unsteady stream velocity wasset at.001 m/sec, which explains

TRANAIR defines the coordinate perturbations pAI. the unusually large Cp values shown in the figure!

From these definitions TRANAIR will compute a
vector i, consistent with TRANAIR's definition of 4.2 Comparison With Linear Solu-
the steady surface normal ho. The user may also tions for Subsonic Flow
specify a transpiration term hl.

Under some conditions, the user may want to A numerical solution for unsteady pressure distribu-
specify both coordinate perturbations P1 and nor- tion on an oscillating wing in linear subsonic flow
mal perturbations hi. Unsteady TRANAIR allows is available in Ref. [3]. The specific configuration
this form of input as well. However in this case, considered was a thin wing with a plan form sim-
it is the user's responsibility to assure that the ilar to that of the F5 aircraft. In the case of thin
specified it, are consistently defined with respect to lifting surfaces, when the boundary conditions are
TRANAIR's definition of the normal vector at each completely linearized, the steady mean flow consists
point, of the undisturbed free stream. The linear solution

At this point we can define the bV operator: presented in Ref. [3] was verified against doublet
lattice theory. For this reason, we chose to com-

b = S, (64) pare our solution (linearized about the freestream)
jn against the results presented in Ref. [3].

Fig. 2 shows the wing plan form. The wing
where Si, is given by was assumed to oscillate in pitch about the mid-

point of the root chord with a reduced frequency
sil = (h, + twp0no - V '0) Ijn (65) (k = wC/2Uoo = .3577, where C is the root chord

length) in uniform flow with a Mach number of 0.6.
where the quantities are to be evaluated at the n- Fig. 3 shows the grid generated by TRANAIR, and
th panel corner point of the panel lying in the j-th Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the real and imagi-
region. nary parts of ACp predicted by the two independent

The B,1 , operators are linear. Thus they are iden- codes, where ACp represents the difference between
tical to the Bjj,, operators in the steady flow case. the Cp values on the upper and lower surfaces. As
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can be seen, an excellent agreement was obtained differences were not significant. We can therefore
between the two sets of predictions. conclude that going to an even finer grid would not

have brought the predicted levels any closer to the
4.3 Validation for Transonic Flow test data. It is planned to revisit this case in order

to include tile boundary layer simulation capability
For validation in the transonic flow regime. we corn- being incorporated in TRANAIR.
pared the predicted levels against available exper-
imental data. The experimental data available in 4.3.2 Comparison of Unsteady Pressure
Ref. [71 was used for this comparison. The details Data
of the experimental program are given in the cited
reference, and only the highlights are being sum- Figs. 10a, b. c show the comparisons of the real and
marized here. The aim of the investigation was to imaginary parts of the unsteady pressure at M = .9
determine the unsteady pressure distribution on a and k = .137. Tile agreement appears to be excel-
fighter type wing in the transonic environment. The lent at all span stations. It is clear that the measured
model chosen was the F-5 wing. The wing model was data did not have enough resolution near the shocks.
made to oscillate in a pitching motion about the ii- It is interesting to note that the agreement is bet-
ter of the root chord axis at model scale frequencies ter for the unsteady pressure distribution than for
up to 40 Htz. The Mach number ranged from 0.6 the steady pressure distribution which tends to con-
and 1.35. In addition to the unsteady pressures, the firm the suspicion that a part of the discrepancy for
vibration modes of the model during the unsteady the steady case is due to the lack of boundary layer
tests were also analyzed. The plan form of the wing simulation in our prediction. The boundary layer is
along with the locations of the pressure transducers expected to reduce the steady pressure levels. How-
and accelerometers are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. ever, at frequencies where the acoustic wavelength is

For comparison purposes, we chose the data at M, large compared to the boundary layer thickness, the
= .9 with the reduced frequency (k = wC,/2U ) unsteady pressures should be relatively unaffected
ranging from 0.137 to 0.276, and A = .95 with re- by the presence of the boundary layer.
duced frequencies of 0.132 and 0.264. Figs. Ila, b. c show the comparisons at Al =-.95

and k = .264, and again trends are similar to the

4.3.1 Comparison of Steady Pressure Data previous case.

Figs. 7a and 7b shrw the comparisons of the pre-
dicted and measured steady Cp on the wing at A = 5 Combination of Unsteady
.9. TRANAIR and a Structural

In general, the predicted results are seen to be
in general agreement with the measured data. The Finite Element Code for
data are somewhat overpredicted. One probable rea- Flutter Analysis
son could be the influence of the tunnel boundary
layer, which would be expected to influence the pres- The unsteady TRANAIR code was used in conjunc-
sure distribution near the root section. On sections tion with the ELFINI structural finite element (Ref.
near the wing tip (Fig. 7b), the predicted and mea- '9]) code to do flutter analysis of a three dimen-
sured shock characteristics are in better agreement; sional elastic wing. The in-vacuo mode shapes and
however, the C, levels are still somewhat higher. A natural frequencies of the wing were first generated
part of this could be due to the fact that the effects using ELFINI. These mode shapes and frequencies
of the wing boundary layer were not simulated in were then input into the unsteady TRANAIR code
the TRANAIR predictions. to calculate the unsteady pressure distributions on

Figs. 8a and 8b show the comparisons of the pre- the wing model at those frequencies. These unsteady
dicted and measured steady Cp on the wing at Al = pressure values were then fed into ELFINI to calcu-
.95. Once again, the pressure levels are somewhat late the flutter speeds and frequencies of the wing
higher than the measured data. and the differences miodel, as shown in Fig.12. Initially, the TRANAIR
in the shock characteristics become less pronounced -ode was used in its linear mode so that the flut-
near the wing tip. Fig. 9 shows cuts through the fi- ter frequencies and speeds predicted in the above
nal grid. and comparison of the C, levels obtained at manner could be compared with those predicted by
the earlier level and the final level showed that the using the ELFINI code alone, which carries out a lin-



ear aerodynamic analysis based on the doublet lat- Final Report, NASA Contract NAS2-125L3,
tice theory. After this consistency check, the steady November 1989.
TRANAIR code was used in its nonlinear mode, and
the unsteady pressure distributions associated with [2] Young, D. P.. et al,"A Locally Refined Rectan-

the above mode shapes and frequencies were calcu- gular Grid Finite Element Method: Application

lated and fed into ELFINI. The flutter frequencies to Computational Fluid Dynamics and Compu-

and speeds were then re-calculated to determine the tational Physics" J. of Computational Physics,
effect of the flow nonlinearities. In the particular Vol. 92, No. 1. January 1991.
case we have looked at, the flutter speed predicted [3] Dusto, A. R. and Epton, M. A.,"An Advanced
by the linear analysis was found to be approximately Panel Method for Analysis of Arbitrary Con-
40that predicted by the nonlinear analysis. Further figurations in Unsteady Subsonic Flow", NASA
analyses including the effects of nacelles and fuselage C"-152323, February 1980.
bodies are in progress.

[41 Borland, C. J., "XTRAN3 - Transonic Steady
and Unsteady Aerodynamics for Aeroelastic

6 Conclusions Applications - Vol. 1", AFWAL-TR-85-3124,

We have developed an unsteady version of the y,

TRANAIR code and compared the predicted re- [5] Bennet, R. M., Bland, S. R., Batina, J., Gib-
sults with analytical solutions, numerical solutions bons, M. D., Mabey, D. G._ "Calculation of
and experimental data. In all these cases, excellent Steady and Unsteady Pressures on Wings at
agreements were obtained. The TRANAIR method Supersonic Speeds with a Transonic Small-
is particularly well-suited for handling steady tran- Disturbance Code", J. Aircraft, Vol. 28, No. 3,
sonic flow past complex bodies of arbitrary shapes, March 1991, pp. 175-180
and the extension for unsteady flow in transonic en-
vironment represents attainment of a major goal. [6] Rubbert, P. E., et al,"A New Approach to the
We have also used the TRANAIR code in conjunc- in of Bou ral pres invohv
tion with the ELFINI structural analysis code to ing Complex configurations". presented in the
calculate the flutter characteristics of an aeroelastic FutuA e Directions of Computational AMechancs.,
model in transonic flow with and without the steady ASME winter Annual Meeting, Anaheim, Ca.,
nonlinear flow effects. In the particular case we have December. 1986.
looked at, nonlinearities seemed to have a significant [7] Tijdeman J.. et al, "Transonic Wind Tunnel
effect, and further check out for more complex con- Tests on an Oscillating Wing with External
figurations is in progress. It may also be noted that Stores; Part II - The Clean Wing", AFFDL-
a significant spin-off of this work is in the area of TR-78-194, Part II, March 1979.
simulation of acoustic scattering problems, and it
has already proved useful for simulating problems in 'S] Morse, P. M.. 'Vibration and Sound",
submarine acoustics (Ref. [10]). McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1948.

,9] Avions Marcel Dassault-Breguet Aviation.
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RESUME Darts le domaine transsonique. l'&frodynamiquE
est non Iin~aire. L'existence des non-lin~arit~s induit une

Une methode numerique appel~e couplage direct interaction entre les 6tats stationnaire et instationnaire et
est pr~sentee pour 1'6tude de I'a&oelasticit6 transsonique. impose la d~termination de l'6tat stationnaire. Celui-ci

Le couplage direct est r~alis6 entre les forces depend de conditions ahodynamiques et geometriques. La
aerodynamiques et les d~placements calcul~s. prise en compte de la deformee statique rcpresente une

L'6zoulement est mod6lis6 par la methode des am~lioration dans sa pr6vision.
petites pertubations transsoniques (PPT). La deformation Classiquement. a partir de la position d*6quili-
statique de la structure est determinee en stationnaire. Le bre stationnaire, tine excitation harmonique est imposee a
couplage fort assure l't6quilibre entre les forces aerodyna- la structure (petits mouvements). Unc analyse harmonique
miques et les d~formations statiques. En instationnaire. des forces akrodynamiques instationnaires obtenues dans le
l'6quilibre entre les forces a~rodynamiques et 4elastiques est domaine temporel permet la r6solution du syst~me couple

- reafis6 darts le domaine temporel. fluide-stnucture darts le domaine fr6quentiel. Cette ap-
L'analyse des d~placements donne l'6volution proche n~cessite de nombreux calculs instationnaires pour

dles modes stnucturaux et permet de d~terminer le flotte- caract~riser les instabilit6s aero6lastiques des avions dui
ment. fait du balayage de nombreux pararatres :configura-

Des resultats numeriques sur un avion de trans- tions, Mach, incidences, modes et fr~quences. De plus.
port civil sont pr~sentes. is sont compar~s it ceux obtenus darts le cas d'une solution num~rique construite dans le do-
par d'autres methodes darts le domaine fr~quentiel. maine temporel et d'une as6rodynainique instationnaire non

lin~aire, la rdsolution du syst~ime coupI6 fluide-structure
ABSTRACT dans le domaine fr~quentiel utilise seulement le premier har-

monique des forces aerodynasniques instationnanres. C'est
We present a numerical approach named direct pourquoi, paralllement au d6veloppemcent de m~lsodes

coupling method for transonic aeroelasticy studies. num~riques de r~solution des 6quations des 6coulements
This direct coupling is realized between the com- transsoniques, ii est necessaire de d~~'elopper des m~thodes

putation of aerodynamic forces and the computation of dis- de couplage a~rodynainique-structure et de les aieliorer
placements. sur le plan algorithmique pour dimuuuer Ic volu1me des cal-

The flow is modeled by using the transonic small culs d'a~rodynamique. Ces m~tliodes sont aL d6velopper en
perturbation (TSP). In steady flow,. we determine the static itationnaire pour l'analyse a6rodlastique statiquc des avions
dleformations of the structure. The strong coupling insure et en instationnaire pour la pri~dictioii dui fiottement.
the equilibrium state between the aerodynamic forces and A la fin des ann~es 70. des d~veloppements uti-
the static deformations and in unsteady flow between the lisant la r~ponse temporelle pour la pr~vision de la stabilit6
aerodynamic and the aeroelastic forces in the time domain. d'un syst~me ae6rodlastique ont &t6 ineiis. Les premi~res

The analysis of the resulting displacements give etudes concernaient un profil a in degr6 de liberte [1). Des
the evolution of the structural modes and enable us to travaux ont &6 conduits pour resoudre sirnultan~rnent les
detect flutter. 6quations a~rodynamniques et at~roclastiques dui mouvement

Numerical results are presented for a civil air- pour des profils bidimensionncls avec 2 ou 3 degr~s de Ii-
craft and are compared whit other methods in frequential htert6 [2,3,4,51. Ces etudes ont miontr6 l'unfluence des non
domain, Iin~5arit~s a~rodynamiques sur Ia stabilit6 aero~lastique.

Les extensions au tridimensionnel ont 6t6 r~Sa-

1. INTRODUCTION lis~es pour des voilures isokes [G3.81 et pour des voilu-
res avec charges [7). Dans le donsaine de l'aeroelIasticite

Des ethdesnum~riues a~nd~nmiiuesIi- transsonique. le solveur a~rodynamnique repose souvent
Deiss on lagmtenumre pur a pr'. ibnqe Ii - sur Ia resolution de 1'6quation .des petites perturbations

nhiret a'sontiq dar ee aviis.e poru It es i eu rsnqude laTRAN 2S [9) pour le hidimension-
-mlt6 negisigeabe ds matods Lorsqtes efur VIaeslin nel, code XTRAMNS. ATRAN3S et CAP-TSD pour le tridi-
1ent equationbs. Iners mhdu oenre bsent suia resoption mensionnel. Des solveuirs Euler 3D en mnaillage non struc-

au probkme e (rdniiu usnqeespro- turks sent en d~veloppeinent pour traiter les problmes
iquo Cus ane nd l ijie ssitn 1111 m ili (i's UIa~roasticit6 [12.13) et des solveurs Naviers-Stokes 3D

,'urfaccs iucrodvriaxiques v pormettent I 'valutiin des ont d'ja* permis do traiter I'aro~lasticit6 statique d'un

forces itenudvnamniques Kvn~ralis~es ilistationiu le plus~ avioti [141.
gentralement darts le domaine fr~qucntiel. Le systemne
couple a~rodynaniique- struc ttruest liii aluss1i rsoiu dans
Iv domaine fr~quentiel (lans le cans ou la structure est de
l.ut'me a comportement hii~aire.
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La Direction des Structures dle 'ONERA a oil X E R' rcpresente les inconnues nodales du champ de
developpe& pour les probkies d'ae6roelasticite transsonique d~placement, F E R' lcs forces nodales equivalentes et K E
la methode des petites perturbations transsoniques a lpar- Af atR(r, r) la matrice de raideur.
tir de 1978 en bidimensionnel [15). Cette meihode fut Pour le calcul du couplage, les forces aerodyna-
etendue au cas de I'aile rectangulaire 1161 puis au cas de miques n'6tant appliqu~es que Sur SA4, on peut condenser
I'aile de forme en plan quelconque [171. Elle est utilis&e (1) pour ne conserver que les degres de libertes qui inter-
classiquement en premi~re approximation avec la methode viendront. Pour simplifier, on utilise la decomposition par
dite du I"' harmonique qui consiste a ne conserver que le bloc de (1).
premier terme dans le d~veloppement en serie de Fourier
des forces ae6rodynamiques -generalisees instationnaires et Kil K 12  Y, 0
aL r~soudre le probl~me couple fluide-structure dans le do- (I ( -2)
maine frequentiel. Cette m~thode permet des provisions X ) (;4

gen~ralement correctes des F. A.G. il des coutts numeriques
tres modestes dans la mesure oil ele utilise un snaillage Pour diminuer le coit num~rique pendant les iterations de
structure 3D et une m~thode de r~solution ADI bitie Sur couplage direct, la matrice est factoris~e
tin sch~ma de differences finies. Elle est la base des cal-
culs d'akrodynamique dans la ni~thode de couplage direct K = L D LC (3)
pr~sent&e dans la suite.

Les hypoth~ses, les bases de la methode aero-
dynaxnique, la mod~Iisation statique et dynarnique de ln avec D matrice diagonale et L inatrice triangulaire inf6rieu-
structure. la methode de couplage statique et dynamnique, re. L'6quation (2) s'6&rit
les crit~res de convergence sont exposes. Le code de cou-
plage, les techniques d'analyse des signaux instationnaires (L:: 0 D, 0 LT LTj X0

sont pr~sentes au travers cfune application Sur one configu- -)2 T FA)
ration d'aile lisse d'avion de transport. Les performances L2  L22  0 2 ) )Lf
du code et une coraparaison des resultats numeriques avec (4)
ceux obtenus par d'autres-mthodes sont decrites. Solt K A = F

S K = L 22 D2 L22 T
2. DONNFES DUt PROBLENIE

On se donne une structure dans une configura- K E Mat R(rA, rA), X E 'A. FA E R A
tion de r~f~rence (non d~form~e et non charg~e). Celle-
ci est un solide M~ormable occupant on domaine Q ou- rA 6tant le nombre de degres de libert6 concern~s par le
vert borne de R', de bord 49Q = SO USA Oil SO (respec- couplage.
tivement SA) sera la partie de 49Q Sur laqoelle il ny aura
pas (respectivement. il y aura) des forces aerodynarniques. 3.2 Champ de d~placcment Sur SA et
Une approximation du comportement de la structure sup- interpolation
pos6 ktre il comportement lin~aire est donnee 6, partir de
I operateur de suoplesse statique dans one certaine baseSotIm)lecapdd4pcen ttie
de representation. Par ailleurs, un solveor aerodynamique d~ii sur SA A A v le cam de dpmnt udsiatione

permet de d~terminer les forces aerodynamniques hA par- est donnie par une connaissance de X relative au mail-
base de lafreextation dla ente ctde e pr&dentr. Le lage structure. Pour les calcols d'airodynamiqoe et par-basede eprsenatio dif~rntede l prc~dnte Le tant de la connaissance de X, il est n~cessaire de construire
but de Ia mod~lsation statique est la recherche d'un etat une bonne representation du champ It' (ainsi que certaines
d'6quilibre entre les forces aerodynamniqoes stationnaires et drve) orlneplto vq&c-ess nito
les deform~es statiqoes. ries.Pu itroain6ou c-su.onnr-

Pour Ia moddisation dynamnique de la structure, duit one base orthonormee j 4k , k E N) de L2 (SA, R)
on limite la repr~sentation de la structure a un ensemble de
modes propres de vibrations qui sont associ~s ALla structure ',tj
(tans In configuration d'6quilibre statique sous les cha .rges Cette base est construite al laide des polynomes de Legen-
aterodvnamiques stationnaires. Onl suppose la dynamnique (ire. ue interpolto 'rr eI'etdnepr
die la structure lineaire autoor die cette configuration de reoaincrreKd Vstdn p:
ref~rence. Apr~s la d~termination de letat dX' quiiibre K-
stationnaire, 1'6nergie apportee aL la structure sous forme

de conditions initiales permet une prevision des instabiit~s ZTMA '& (inA) Qk (6)

aerodlastiques, but de Ia modelisation dynamnique. Cette k1l
6nergie induit des mouvements iA Ia structure et l'analyse
de ces moovements en pr6sence des forces akrodynamiques Qk
permet la d~termination du domaine de stabilit6. L a avec E R'
dissipation structurale peut ktre prise en compte daos cette Soit A! 4 1  .j E {1 n}1'erisemble desapproche. bards Sur SA relatif A Ia discr~tisation de Ia structure. On

introduit les notations suivantes

3. COUPLAGE DIRECT EN STATIONNAIRFJ I TIiA)

3.1 Modelisation statique de Ia structure IV(mn ) ik Q
Le comportement statique de Ia structure est

.suppos6 ktre lineaire. CUe approximation de ce dernier est
dlonn6 par des moddes num~riqlues bas~s. Ie plus souvent avec X E R3 " Q E C 3

Sur une m~thode d'616ments finis relative a fQ. Le syste'me
discrktis6 avant r degr~s de libert~s (DDL). il est regi par

6quation matricielle Alors de Ia relation (6), on peut contruire Ia

matrice P, C .lat R(3k.3ns) fonction des vAk (TO4.J)
KX =F (1) telie que:(7



3.3 Champ de forces at rodyznamliques et Pour t = 0, le champ de potentiel est nul.
projection !a surface a~rodynaxnque est on planl sails opaisseur et

sanls incidence. Le processus it~ratif commence par un
Soit f( m.t le champ de forces a~rodvnlaxniques ..'onflcment du profil. de lincidence et par consequent des

kI~ini stir SA valeurs R'. Suit blf tite variation albitraire hform~es. Celles-ci sont superpos~es hi la g~oin~trie initiale
cin~matiquement admissible du champ de d6placement. par l'ilterniediaire des conditions linites. .Ars Ia p~ricde
Alors on a dte gonflement. le processus continue jiisqu'i lPobtention de

I'6tat converg6. Le test de convergence pourrait etre

(f fl 1 ] - 2~ Cp11Pfl~A Q(t.+i) -Q(t,,)

Une approximation dFordre N doe f est loiin& par la En fait. le crit~re n'est pas assez sensible pour Ia,6odv-
projction :namique transsoinque et onl otilise oin test portant sur la

d~riv~e suivant la direction de 1*6coulemient du potentiel do

f(MA) F_ 2.Vk (TIZA) F (9 ".t"+ 10)- (t.) 11 f

LS flien n'indique aL priori que l'algorithme otilis6 (14) soit
avec 7 E R3 qui s'&rit poor I C (1231 toujoors convergent, ni~me s'iI existe on etat stationnaire

stable. Poor s',udier ]a stabilite do schema. il fudrait avoir
= (f 1 t'~tine information stir Ia. matrice jacobienne do F par rapport

~ 1ia Q(t) poor t fix6. Compte tenu de la formulation de
i= V'2-P Cp(It A) 111(m04) V'k('n.4) ds(rn.4 ) (10) I'ad6rodynamiqoe transsoniqoe, celiL n'est pas possible. La

ISA 2 validation de l'algorithme a donc & effecto~e par des tests

Le calcul des trois composantes de fk est fait en appro- numer'iqoes. La convergence a toujours &t6 rapide. Dans le

chant l'int~gration do membre de droite de (10) par one cas de divergence. le pas de temps peot ktre modifi6 sortoot
quadrature numerique qoi utilise les noeuds do maillage dans la priode de gonfiement. D'autre part, one relaxation
aerodvnamiqoe oil sont calculks les coefficients de pression. pent etre introduite en remplaqant (14) par
Vu l'interpoiation de (6), le champ de pression est function (A t.,+I-A)t) F.,,Qt) 15
dIe Q et en depend non lin~airement par Iatrodvnamiiqoe AQ,. 1 -- (-A)t))=Ft~ QtI) 1)
transsonique. 11 en est de me~ne de F qii sera niote F(Q) avec 0. < A < 1.
pour indiqoer Ia d~pendance lion iiii~aire.

3.4 Equation projetee poor le syst~nie coupk6
Soit6Q ne vriaionarbir .air de 11lui4. COUPLAGE DIRECT EN INSTATIONNAIRE

correspond one variation big et one variation 6X (lonnees 4.1 Mod~Iisatjon dvnaxnique de Ia. structure
respectivement par (6) et (7). Vu (5), on a On:deL yaiued ytm op

< KX,bX >=< F 4 ,6X >= (f,,60 (11) aerodynamnique- structure aotour d'une configuration en

Les relations (6). (8), (10) perinettent d'6crire le syst~me quifibre statiqoc sous les charges aerodynamiques; station-
projetc; naires. La dynarnique de la structure aotoor de cette con-

figuation est lin~aire et peot ktre d~crite par un ensembie
N, N. k ... * de modes rigides et souples. La base modale est donn~e

(f . W) E Y.. -.(~~r~j 6 Q sous forme discrkte sur SA.
k=l 1=1 On note m2 , w,1 a 1  E RIA.j E 1.-m}

N les m masses g~neralis~es. fr~qoeiices propres. coefficients
-k_ d'amortissement et d~form6es modales relatives aul mode
T 6 ~Q < F(Q) , 6Q > j. La dynarnique de la structure est r~gie par le syst~me

Sk i suivant:

Par substitotion deC (7) dans (11), onl obtient finaleinent p (t) + aq(t) + I q(t) =FAGMt

I q(O) =qo
< pr Cps,; Q > =<F(Q) .)Q > .VbQ 4(0 = qi (16)

)C Q -F(Q) t)= )0
(12)

'C Pr pK ps e AMatR(3.N.3V) avec

Pour Ie calcul do C~on prolite de la factorisation (5). Onl a: [ rS 6 3 k

ZA = r D ?s (13) H,5I' -, m,..

.2 q0 (t) et qi(t) E R"I sont los coordonn~es et vitesses
g, n~alis~es. F.-G( t) E R' sont les forces a~rodynamiques

3.5 R~sohition instationnaires generalis~es et XMt E RrA Ies degres de li-

La rechierche do IVtat d&quilibro statique -s'of- bert6 du syst~me dynamique. On consid&e Ia. base I i~ )
fectue par tin protvdc it( ratif darts lo t('iips an inoyvon dtun introduite aol paragraphe 3.2. Le champ de &~placement
Valcutl instationnaire. instant t. I'tquation 112) s' crit: istationinaire 5 ecrit:

k'QMt JWQ )W WV(IrmA) = q) (t) o-(ifA) (7

A1 
F(,quilibre Ia relat ion:

"St ve~rifi(e.
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ois Von utilise l'interpolation suivante pour les 0,: La force F,, discriftis~e a Finstant (t, + t,+,)/2 s'iicrit:

S[FAG(t.+1 , q""') + FAG(t. , j

k=1

k Le systeme (22) est non lineaire en Q"l+'. Pour trouver la
avec I E R3  solution Q"' connaissant Qn, on utilise une m~thode de

point fixe. Le critire de convergence porte sur la variation
r absolue des forces atirodynarniques instatiunnaires c'est aL

A Qlk IfA 0'(-A) tk(m4) dS(mA) (19) dire :

Pour chaque mode j, 'int~grale (19) est calcul~e par une + FAP,+ ~)-FG1 .q'
quadrature num6rique qui utilise les points MA de S '.
Compte tenu de ('7) et (18), le champ de d~placement L'algorithme utilis6 ne converge pas forcement maigre
instationnaire s'6rjt: F utilisation d'un schema de Newmark inconditionnellement

stable. Pour 6tudier la convergence. il faudrait avoir une
A' information sur la matrice jacobienne de FAG par rapport

W(t,mA,) = V (t) Vlk (MA)Ak (20) Q(t). La validation de l'algorithme a k6~ effectuce par
, = A des tests num~riques. Les pararnetres influanit la conver-

k1 gence ou permettant de I'amn6liorer sont d'une part le pas de
temps et d'autre part I'nergie initiale fournie au systeme.

On peut alors calculer explicitement les d~riv~es de W par
rapport 6 1'espace pour le solveur aerodynamique. 4.3 Analyse des r~sultats instationnaires

4.2 ~hoe dereslutin pur l flttemnt 'unLe probl~me consiste i analyser la r~ponse en un4.2 ~thde d r~oluton our e fotteent point d'nsyst~zme lin6aire qul est une combinaison lin~aire

Les forces aerodynamiques instationnaires sont des rdponses modales. Deux techniques ont et6 utilis~es
calculcles suivant (10), oil Cp represente la variation insta- pour l'analyse de la fonction discrkte du temps X(t) issue
tionnaire du coefficient de pression autour du champ de Cp du syst~me (16).
stationnaire a 1'6quilibre statique. Dans la premiere, on choisit d'approximer cette

Le systeme (16) peut etre r66crit :foniction comme une somme d'exponentielles complexes
dans le domaine temporel:

p 4i(t) + +a 4(t) + -y q(t) =F.4G(t, q(t)) M

-- q(0) = qo X(t) 1: Be~'

4. (0) =qP=

L'objectif est la d~termination du domaine de stabilite avec ml = 2m, BP t~ EC e ofiinsB
at travers l'analyse des q(t) pour des conditions initiales et OPsont obtenus par la methode de Prony [19,20]. Les
donnees. Les conditions initiales correspondent ii une e_ fr~quences wk et les amortissements ae6rodynamiques ok des
quirepartition de 1'6nergie entre tous les modes. L'6nergie modes sont obtenus iL partir des coefficients i3p:
communiquee au syst~me ne doit pas entrainer des d~pla-
cements trop importants pour ne pas mettre en d~faut le ;3& Wk (1 + Zig,)
solveur aerodynarnique. D'autre part. l' nergie ne doit pas
etre trop faible afin d'avoir des forces ae6rodynamiques signi- Dans la seconde m~thode. une transforinni de
ficatives par rapport au bruit numerique. L'6nergie initiale Fourier qi (.;) de la coordonnee generalisee qk tt) est realisee.
fournie au systeme est telle qu'ele induise en extr~mit6 Le signal obtenu est ensuite analvs6 par une m~thode de
(Vaale tn d&placement vertical de l'ordre de 1 /10 de la corde lissage des fonctions de transfert 121]. Le signal k(w) --t
(lemplanture ou 1'6quivalent dFune torsion de I degr6 . approxime par une fraction rationnelle de la forme:

Pour la discretisation temporelle. tin sch~ma
centre implicite (cas particulier des sch~mas de Newmark) P'~(w

est utilis . En posant q" =q(t ), Q 4)ae

(0q avec

P(iW) =

Le syst~me (16) se6crit =

Les degres m du num~rateur et n du d~nominateur sont
A Q + B Q = F (21) fix~s par le nombre de modes que Ion %-ut repr6senter. Les

p6les du d~nominateur Q(Lo) fournissent les fr~quences et

La discre6tisation de 1'6quation (21) . Vinstanit les arnortissements reduits.

t= (t. + t,, 1 )/2, s',crit avec At= t,+, - t_.

Soit

Q"'= (2+ .4'BAtV]'(2 - .- FBAt)Q" + 2,N.-'Fl
(22)
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5. AERODYNAIMIQUE TRANSSONIQUE 3.3 R~solution

5.1 Principe Apr~s une transformation de cisaillernent.
X X(.r, y), Y =y, Z z telle que:

La m~thode dc calcul de ['6&outement transsoni- -Ix = CdX + fdY ,dy =dY. 1't6quation de conservation de
que instationnaire utilisde s'appuie sur la r~solution de.1'6- lamsestdcri& n etmpaFntn (+!).
quation du potentiel de vitesse avec 'approche des petites Lamseetdsrtsedn c ep 'ntn n+2)t

pertrbaion trnssoiqus tidiensinneles(PP3D) Elle pent se inettre sous la forme symbolique suivante apres
11 5.1l6 , 171. La m~thode dle. resolution est nne m~thode attouto eL unto niiieZ
implicite de directions alternees: utilisation de 3 pas corres-
pondant aux 3 direct ions et a la factorisation de F~quation. 2A B a ~ - +

5.2 Equations Ata 2

Darts le repere orthonorine OXYZ, suit 7
(U_,0, 0) la vitesse infini alnont, o le potentiel total et 4-c(1; '+' + ;" 0 1+± BC
le potentiel de perturbation alors: -. )( )-C -2( )

(X, Y, Z,T) = U. X + (X. Y, Z, T) avec A4 O2M B- =_k

Apre~s adimenisionnalisation des grandeurs physiques: gran- Dx : opdrateur transsoniqne non lin~aire de d~riv~e en X
deurs g~omntriques par une corde de ref6rence CO, gran-
deurs temporelles par 1/"; avec w fr~qnence et potentiels Axy operateur lin~aire dle ddrivee crois~e en X et Y
par U .C0 , en notant k = WCo/U-, la fr~quence redluite
etforIe = . ,l nombre de Mach de'dcoulement, Cet operateur pent se scinder en deux parties:
masse s'6crit en n~gligeant les termes non lindaires en alay
et 8/149: A,~ contient uniquernent les terines en ~ ~~ t 42

diviV = 0 contient le reste.

avec Une procddure numerique de directions altern6es

k(1 - Af~v.) - k 2Af',;, est utilis~e pour r~soudre cette quation en trois pas sne-

cessjfs.
1 +(1 - M.2)-k M 2  (23) ) Pas en X : calcul de la foction interm~diaire 3)2AC B (

et
A=I-+1M2+ 3 (1-M'1')] ..

ou~~~~~~~~ B es 'niea-h~~u A( ~ -CZ, + 2,P. + C -
oi retFniea'J-cedes gaz (-1 1.4). 2 at OZ 2

n n zIIn)la normale temporelle
Sla surface a&odyr...i~iqne, la condition litnite siir le profl Pse u ediiee xpstradluisant le fait qne le d~bit L travers la paroi est nul Pse .Zqts iiee exps

s'6crit: Pas en Y calcul de v~
F . T = 0 (24) 2AC B 1 2.4C -

Les conditions limites sur les fronti~res dn domaine s'6cri- Vt
4 

+ ,At AX w - ;52v =-tJT-( ~-')
vent comine suit:B

infini arnont =0 + Atz~vX + -;t)
infini aval ;~= 0
plancher-plafond : = 0

ou + k~f,,t = 0Pas en Z calcul de,,n'+1
emplanture=

paroilt~aleen instationnaire anti-sym~trique 2AC~,+ B (,+I

Le coefficient de pression isentropique a pour C+-=24
expression : Y;lI--~y+ 4

C',_I P- Une fois ces trois pas d'espaces r6 solns, la fonc-
2 ML, tion Z" est r~actualis& par:

L'expression retenne pour le coefficient de pression en fonc- zn~ + Z k
tion du potentiel de perturbation est : ______ = Y, -1. ")

"= k p 1 + ,:, ( + La condition aux lirnites sur I'aile est introduite darts le
22 terme en i0/8Z2 . Pour le conpiage direct instationnaire, la

-kkM2 ,, 2 _A determination de l'6tat iL linstant (n +t 1) par la m~thode do
- 2 '~ 6 point fixe d~crite en 4-2 n~cessite senlement up balavage en

kM~ Y et Z sur le profil car la condition aux limites a I'instant
(n + 1) n'apparait pas dans le pas en X.
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6. APPLICATIONS On effectue alors les deux transformations sui-
vantes:

6.1 Description l a condensation sur les points situ6s sur l'aile.
l a projection sur la base des polyn6mes de Le-

L'application porte sur un modele de ref~rence gendre. le nombre dle polyn6mes en corde tant 6ga1 ii 2 et
reprisentatif d'un avion de transport civil. Ce mod~e en envergure & 8.
est utilisi it lONERA en a~ro~lasticit6 pour tester les On verifie apr~s ces transformations que, pour
d~veloppements th~oriques nouveaux ou 6tudier l'infiuence un champ de forces F donne. on obtient kes mimes champs
des modifications apportees ii des methodes numeriques de d~placements X par la relation (25) et la projection de
dt~ji existantes. Pour ce mod~de. on dispose d'une matrice (26).
de flexibilit6 d6finie initialenient stir tine grille de points
rt.partis sur l'aile, l'empennage, le fuselage et le reacteur. La 6.2.2R~sultats
base mnodale (masses g~n6ralis~es, fr~quences, ddform6es)
a k6 d~ermin~e num~riquement et recalke par un essai Le calcul du couplage direct stationnaire a kt6
de vibration au sol. Les diffi~rentes etapes de l'application effectui pour 4 valeurs d'incidence ide l'aile: -

pr6sent&e sont: - 0, 8; 0; 0, 8; 1, 5 degr6. Pour lincidence de 1, 5
-determination, de la matrice de raideur. degri, les d~placements du bord d'attaque et du bord de
-ditermination de la base modale. fuite et l'angle de d~vrillage sont repr~sent~s en fonction
-couplage dans le domaine fr~quentiel avec une de l'envergure figure 2. Pour une charge correspondant au

m~thode d'a~rodynamique lin6aire (doublets). poids de l'avion. i I'extr~mit6 de l'aile le d~placement est
-couplage dans le domaine fr~quentiel avec une de 0, 80m et il apparait un d6vrillage de 1.5 degr~s.

m~thode d'a,6rodynamique non lin~aire (1" harmonique Les coefficients de pressions stationnaires sont
PPT3D). pr~sent~s figure 3 pour 4 sections situees a 30%, 50%,

-couplage direct stationnaire. 70 et 90% de l'envergure avec et sans couplage fluide-
-couplage direct instationnaire. structure. La prise en compte de la deformation statique se

traduit par une diminution du ACp. Cet effet est plus

6.2 Couplage direct stationnaire sensible sur l'extrados surtout au niveau de la position
du choc. L'infiuence est croissante Iorsqu'on s'61oigne de

6.2.lMod~iisation statique de la structure L'emplanture, cons~quence de la loi de d~vrillage calcul&e.
Sur la figure 4, la portance par tranche est pr6-

L'approximation statique de la voilure r~sulte sent6e en foniction de l'envergure avec et sans ddformation
d'un calcul par 616ments finis. La matrice de fiexibilit6 S statique. Sur cette mime figure, Ia portance globale de

est connue sur la grille sch~matis~e figure 1. Elle v~rifie la l'aile pour ces deux cas de calcul est presentee en foniction
relation suivante: de l'incidence. 11 apparait une redluction de 13% de la

S F =X (25) portance globale de la voilure due ALla prise en consid~ratmon
de la souplesse de celle-ci. Cependlant. on peut constater

- oii X est le champ dle d~placements aux nceuds et F les des coefficients C,, pratiquement constant.
forces correspondantes. Avant d'6tre introduite dans la
s6quence de couplage direct stationnaire, la matrice de 6.3 Couplage direct instationnaire
flexibilit6 est transform~e de la faqon suivante:

-passage en matrice de raideur. 6.3.11Mod~lisation dynamique de la structure
-condensation sur les noeuds situ~s sur l'aile oil La base modale retenue pour les calculs insta-

sont appliqu~es les forces a~rodynamiques.
-projection sur une base de polynemes (polyn6- tionnaires de l'application present~e a k6 limit~e aux 10

mes de Legendre) permettant le passage de la grille &6ro- premiers modes sym~triques de la structure dans la gamme
dynamnique at la grille structure. de fr~quences 11.6 Hiz. 13. Hzl. Cette base modale est is-

La matrice de flexibilit6 n'est pas directement in- sue d'un calcul par 616ments finis et recal~e par un essai de
versible. En effet le calcul de ses el6ments caracteristiques virtoausl

fait apparaitre une valeur propre nulle correspondlant au 6.3.2Re6sultats methode fr~quentielle
point d'encastrement et un certain nombre de valeurs pro-
pres tres petites tradluisant des liaisons rigides entre certains Dans le but d'6valuer l'influence des non-lirnia-
points de la structure. rites a6rodynamiques sur les r~sultats du fiottement. les

Soient A, une valeur propre de S et 6, le vecteur forces gen~ralisees out ete calculees sur l'aile par:
propre associ6, tel que < 4),, 0j > 6,, on peut 6crire en -la methode classique lin~aire des doublets;
notant o, le vecteur transpose de 0,: l a methode des petites perturbations transso-

niques.
La r~solution de l'6quation du flottement dans

M N le domaine fr6quentiel par la m~thode du double balayage
S A ), 0) + A, 0, j ou m~thode *"pk'f221 permet l'acces aux evolutions des

J=M+Ifr~quences et des arnortissements a&odynamiques. Celles-
ci sont pr6sent~es figure 7 en foniction de ia masse volumique

oil p. Dans le cas oti les modes sont peu couples (modes 3. 4. 5,
M est le nombre de valeurs propres non nuls 6, 10), les 6volutions des fr~quences et des amortissements

positives superieures ii une valeur M, sont compaiables. L'infiuence des non-Iin~arit~s apparait
N est le nombre total de valeurs propres corres- nettement sur les autres modes et montre la nicessit6 de

pondant au nombre de noeuds introduit. prendre en compte les effets a~~odynanmiques transsoniques.
L'expression p A ,,0 e dans laquelle A_~ est L'examen de ces planches revdle que les non-fin~arit~s am-

la plus grande valeur propre et e petit 6gal aL 10' 1I6finit plifient certains couplages (notamment couplage des modes
la borne inf~rieure des valeurs propres significatives. 1 et 2. et couplage des modes 7. S, 9).

On obtient alors uine matrice de raideur K
symetrique et definie positive par la relation:

K = X+ 10± Z' + N 26)



6.3.3R~sultats coupia~e direct 7. CONCL*SION

Les r~sultats nuin~riques sont pr~sent~s pour un La prise en compte des noii-iin~arit~s adrodvna-
tinbre de Mach de 0.82 et une incidence de 1.3 degr( s. Lit niques danis le (lomaine transsonique est necessaire.' La
fr~quence d'6&hantillonnage correspond a k =t =0.045, prevision du fiottement par ]a niethode du premier har-
ce qui donne 100 points par periode pour one fr~'quence monique ne semble pas sufisante (tans les cas oii les non-
de 2 Hz et 15 points pour le mode le plus doev6 it 13 Hz. lin~arit~s sont iinportantes.
Les 6volutions des coordonnties gen~ralis~es vn funiction dLu La m~thode de couplage direct permet la prise
temps (nombre de pas de temps) sont present~es figures 5 et on compte de la deformee statique en stationnaire et la
6 pour les 8 modes les plus repr~sentatifs de Vavion et pour rc.solution dui svsteme coupite fluide-structure dans le do-
line Condition de miasse vulutnique. L'anal'se visuole de maine temporel en instationnaire. Elie donne acc~s di-
cette evolution montre uin comnportemnent r~gulier des niodes rectement aux parainkeres de la prevision de la stabiiit6
3 et 6 et l'absence de couplage de ces modes avec d'autres. a~rodsastique et ceci avec des gains de temps de calculs tr~s
11 n&en est pas de mdime pour les autres modes. A ce appr~ciables. La mnise en ceuvre de la rnthode (algorithmes
niveau. on peut 6galenient constater l'absence d'iiistabilit6 tie r~solution. conditions initiales. traiteinents num~riques
airod6astique. ties signaux temporels de sorties) a &46 valid~e au travers

L'analyse des signaux temporels est r'alis~e par d'applications en utilisant comme solveur a~rodynamique
les deux m~thodes d&crites en 4.3. la r~solution de 1'dquation des petites perturbations trans-

L'analyse de la repoilse enl d~placemnent z( P t) soniques tridiinensionnelles par one methode implicite de
siur un ensemble de points P de la structure par la mdthode directions aitern~es. Le cotiplage direct zitilisant on solveur
tie Prony permet de d6finir les param~tres caract~ristiques a~rodvnamrique bas6 sur la rdsolotion des kqoations d'Euler
de stabilit6 c'est-h6-dire la fr~quence et l'amortissement cn mailiage nion structur6 fait l'objet actuellement de
r~duit Pour chaque mode (fk,ak). Les r~sultats obtcnus travaux ii lONERA.
sont presentds figure 8. Dans cette approche. le choix
de la solution finale presente des tiifficoltcs du fait de
la dispersion des resultats plus particzliement dans Ie
cas oii les modes intervenant dans l'analyse sont nomn-
breux. L'analyse de chaque composante do vecteur q(t)
pose 6galement quelques prob~mes. L'approximation par
one seule exponentielle comme dans le cas do mode isok1
ne met pas en evidence la contribution des autres modes et
I 'approximation par plusieurs exponentielles pour cliaque
coordonnee gdn~ralis~e met en 6vidence le phdnonmrne
d~crit pr~c~deminent cecst-it-dire la dispersion des solutions.

C'est pourquoi, one analyse de Fourier tie Ia
reponse temporelle et on lissage par fraction rationnelle de

- la r~ponse fr6quentielle ont 6~t6 mis en teuvre. Dans coet
approche. one transform&e de Fourier de cbaque co-
ordonn~e qkLt) est effectu~e. Colle-ci pormet de soivre co-
tordonnee par coordonn~e 1'6volution des r6sonances et par
cons&joent ele permet de mettre en vidence les 6ventuels
couplages. Le lissage des signaux obtenos en isolant ou en
regroopant certaines coordonnees g~n~ralis~es par des frac-
tions rationnelles donne acces aux paramktres caract6risti-
ques du flottement. L'6volution des fr6quences propres et
des amortissements akrodynamiques est pr~sent~e en fonc-
tion de Ia masse voLurnique figure 8. Un crit~re de conti-
iiuit locale de la solution permet de suivre cette 6volution
et ceci ii~me dans Ie cas de fr6quence propre double avec
atnortissements distincts.

6.4 Temps tie calcol

Le maillage aerodynarnique pour cette applica-
tion est le suivant:

en X 78 points dont 36 sor Ia voilure.
en Y 28 points dont 19 sor la voilure.
en Z 53 points dont 26 de part et d'autre de

la coupure.
La place rnemoire requise pour cette application

est de 800 000 mots.
Le calcuL stationnaire avec couplage statique

converge (r~sidzis quadratiques moyens stir les gradients d~e
potentiols inf~rieurs a 10-6 ) est obteno en 2S5 it~ratioris
ptoir tin temps de calcul tie 129 secondes stir CRAY-XMP.

Le calcul instationnaire avec coziplage tdirect
rk'cessitv en movenne 4 tours de point fixe. Coci repr~'scnte
,in temnps (it calcil do 365 secondcs ptour one valour tde p or
50O it crartions t omnporelles.

Le gain apportee au niveau d termps (io calcil
par lit riethotie d, coziplage direct en izistatitinaire ost
,st inow is in faoeu r cy iivalent ai noxolre, de mutdes L vi s6
par deix
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- INVESTIGATION OF THE AEROELASTIC STABILITY OF THE
MAFW WIND-TUNNEL MODEL USING CAP-TSD

-Walter A. Silva and Robert M. Bennett
Unsteady Aeodynamics Binch
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665-5225

1. SUMMARY large computational costs incurred. Certain assumptions
The CAP-TSD (!Computational Aeroelasticity Lrogram - regarding the flow can be made to yield reduced order
Iransonic Small Disturbance) code, developed at the formulations such as the full-potential equation 7 and the
NASA - Langley Research Center, is applied to the computationally efficient transonic small-disturbance
Active Flexible Wing (AFW) wind-tunnel model for (TSD) equation. Research efforts involving the TSD
prediction of the model's transonic aeroelastic behavior, formulation include the development of the XTRAN3S
A semi-span computational model is used for evaluation code8 , the work by Yang, Guruswamy, and Striz9 , and
of symmetric motions and a full-span model is used for many others.
evaluation of antisymmetric motions. Static aeroelastic
solutions using CAP-TSD are computed. / Dynamic A transonic aerodynamics code known as CAP-TSD
(flutter) analyses are then performed as perturbations about (Computational Aeroelasticity Erogram-Iransonic Small
the static aeroelastic deformations and presented as flutter Disturbance) has been developed at the NASA - Langley
boundaries in terms of Mach number and dynamic Research Center (LaRC). CAP-TSD is capable of
pressure. Flutter boundaries that take into account modal handling multiple lifting surfaces with control surfaces,
refinements, vorticity and entropy corrections, bodies (nacelles, pylons, stores), vertical surfaces, and a
antisymmetric motions and sensitivity to the modeling of fuselage, and solves the TSD equation using an efficient
the wing tip ballast stores are also presented and compared approximate factorization scheme 10 . References 11-12
with experimental flutter results. verified the code's ability to accurately predict steady and

2. INTRODUCTION unsteady pressures for wings and configurations at

An understanding of the aeroelastic behavior of flight subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers.

vehicles in the transonic regime is of great importance for Flutter prediction using CAP-TSD for two thin, swept-

flight safety. For example, it is well known that aircraft and-tapered wings compared well with experimental flutter
flying into or through the transonic regime may encounter results1 3 .
a region of reduced flutter speed known as the transonic
flutter dip. Valuable insight into the nature of this The goal of the present study was to update the transonic
transonic flutter dip phenomena is provided by IsogaiI for aeroelastic analysis of the Active Flexible Wing (AFW)

a typical, two-dimensional streamwise section of an aft- wind-tunnel model 14 , 15 that was reported in Ref. 16.
swept wing, while comparison of aerodynamic theory The Active Flexible Wing (Fig. 1) model is a full-span,

with the experiments reported by Davis and Malcolm 2  sting-mounted wind-tunnel model designed and built by
reveals the limitations of linear theory when applied in the Rockwell International Corporation. The main

the transonic regime. Linear aerodynamics, although goal of the AFW project was to design, implement and
highly successful in the subsonic and supersonic regimes, validate digital control laws for flutter suppression1 4

cannot normally be used to accurately predict transonic with simultaneous roll maneuvers with load alleviation.
aeroelastic behavior. Transonic flow equations capable of Knowledge of possible regions of instability was,
modelling flow nonlinearities (shocks, boundary layer, therefore, crucial.
separation and vorticity) and boundary condition
nonlinearities (airfoil thickness and shape, and large This paper first presents the computational procedures
deflections) must then be solved. The surveys by Edwards incorporated in CAP-TSD. This includes a brief

and Thomas 3 and Ballhaus and Bridgeman 4 review recent description of the TSD formulation and the coupled

computational developments in the field of transonic aerodynamic and structural equations of motion that are

aeroelasticity. Some of these developments include integrated in time. These equations are used for both
static aeroelastic and dynamic analyses of the AFW. An

modelling of the Navier-Stokes equations 5 and the Euler important conclusion of the studies by Yates, Wynne, and
equations 6 for flutter analysis. Application of these Farmer 17 and Yates and Chu1 8 was that the accuracy of
higher order formulations, however, has primarily been the transonic flutter prediction is highly dependent on the
limited to two-dimensional configurations, due to the

92-16049
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Several choices are available for the coefficients F, G, and
H depending upon the assumptions used in deriving the
TSD equation. For transonic applications, the
coefficients are herein defined as

1
FG=-- (y-- ) NL.

2

2
H =-(Y - 1) M (2)

where "yis the ratio of specific heats. The linear potential
equation is recovered by simply setting F. G, and H equal
to zero.

Figure I The AFW in NASA-LaRCs Transonic Equation (1) is sL - within CAP-TSD by a time-
Dynamics Tunrel (TDT). accurate approxim4-c. factorization (AF) algorithm

developed by Batina 1 0 . In Refs. II to 13, the AF
accuracy of the static aeroelastic state of the wing. As a algorithm was shown to be efficient for application to
result, a procedure for computing static aeroelastic steady or unsteady transonic flow problems. It can
deformations 16 is applied to the AFW computational provide accurate solutions in only several hundred time
mdel.is The dynappmiehaior the computd na steps yielding a significant computational cost savingsperturbation about previously computed static aeroelastic when compared to alternative methods. Several algorithm

solutions. The resultant dynamic time histories of the modifications have been made which improve the
g ,neralized displacements are then analyzed using a modal stability of the AF algorithm and the accuracy of the
identification technique to estimate the stability results19 , 20 . One of these improvements is the option
parameters (damping and frequency) of the system at a to include vorticity and entropy corrections 2 0 for
given Mach number and dynamic pressure. Dynamic improved shock modelling. The effect of these
results are presented in the form of flutter boundaries, in corrections on the transonic flutter boundary of the AFW
terms of Mach number and flutter dynamic pressure. model is investigated and presented in a subsequent
Flutter boundaries that account for a corrected modeling of section of this paper.
the wing tip ballast store of the AFW, an updated set of
mode shapes and frequencies, vorticity and entropy The CAP-TSD program can treat configurations with
corrections, and a subsonic antisymmetric flutter result are combinations of lifting surfaces and bodies including
presented and compared with experimental flutter results, canard, wing, tail, control surfaces, tip launchers, pylons,

fuselage, stores, and nacelles. The configuration
3. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES capability of the current version of CAP-TSD permits the
In this section, an overview of the computational calculation of pressures on the fuselage and bodies. In the
procedures is presented including a description of the version of CAP-TSD used in this study, modal
CAP-TSD program, the aeroelastic equations of motion, perturbations of the fuselage and bodies are not included
the time-marching solution of these equations, and the in the boundary conditions and the integration of the
modal identification of the resulting free decay transients. pressures on the fuselage and bodies (for computation of

the generalized aerodynamic forces) is not included in the
3.1 CAP-TSD Program aeroelastic solution. However, the aerodynamic influence
The CAP-TSD program is a finite-difference program of both the fuselage and wing tip body of the AFW model
which solves the general-frequency modified transonic are included as interference effects upon the wing
small-disturbance (TSD) equation. The TSD potential pressures.
equation is defined by

2 2 2 3.2 Equations of Motion
M. (0t + 2t )t = [(1 - M. )0x + F + C x + The aeroelastic equations of motion are based on a right-

+ + 0. hand orthogonal coordinate system with the x-direction
defined as positive downstream, y-direction positive out
the right wing, and the z-direction positive upward. The

where M. is the freestream Mach number, 0 is the equations of motion may be written as
disturbance velocity potential, and the subscripts of M4 + Co + Kq Q (3)
represent partial derivatives.
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where q is a vector of generalized displacements, M is the steady-state flow field is calculated to account for wing
generalized mass matrix, C is the generalized damping thickness, camber, mean angle of attack, and static
matrix, and K is the generalized stiffness matrix. Q is the aeroelasuic deformation, thus providing the starting flow
vector of generalized forces where its elements are defined field for the dynamic aroelastic analysis. Previously
by published CAP-TSD flutter studies analyzed only

symmetric airfoils at zero angle of attack 1 3 , thereby
S U 2 c2  Ap hi d avoiding the problem of static aeroelastic deformations.

= f For the AFW, the airfoil sections are not symmetric and
2 PUt2 c2 are rigged at a non-zero angle of attack, so a procedure for

computing static aeroelastic solutions had to be developed
and Ap is the lifting pressure, p is the fluid density, cr is before an accurate dynamic analysis could be performed.
the root chord, U is the freestream velocity, S is the area The dynamic analysis would then be a perturbation about
of the lifting surface(s) and hi is the vibration mode a converged static aeroelastic solution at each Mach

shape. Equation (3) is rewritten as number and dynamic pressure of interest.

= -M" Kq- M1 C4 + M' Q (4)

to permit integration of the equation with respect to time. 0.375

3.3 Time-Marching Aeroelastic Solution displaiement,
The aeroelastic solution procedure implemented within disp~lacement, con0.707
CAP-TSD for integrating Eq. (4) is similar to that qi 0.99
described by Edwards, Bennett, Whitlow, and Seidel2 1.

Equation (4) is composed of normal mode equations
which may be expressed in linear, first-order state-space
form as

Xi =Ax + Bui  (5)

where time steps

Xi q Fig. 2 Convergence of generalized displacements

for different values of viscous damping.

A = The procedure developed 16 and applied in this study for
_ro k, m:lc computing static aeroelastic deformations is to allow the

structure and aerodynamics to interact with no initial
excitation (no initial deflection or velocity) and with a
large value of viscous damping to prevent divergence of

B = m'l P  c2 the solution. This method resulted in convergence of the
2 generalized displacements. Static aeroelastic deformations
1 should be independent of viscous damping and so different

values of viscous damping ( =.375, .707, and .99) were
= [ hC, hdS/4 evaluated. A typical result for this type of analysis is

f, presented in Fig. 2, which shows a representative
variation of a generalized displacement as a function of

6ap computational time steps for the three values of viscous
ACP 2 damping. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the convergence is

p U2/2 indeed independent of the value of viscous damping.
Furthermore, the larger the value of viscous damping, the

In these definitions, m i, ci, and ki are elements of the faster the convergence. Therefore, the highest value of
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, viscous damping (C = 0.99) was used in order to accelerate
corresponding to mode i. The analytical solution to Eq. the static aeroelastic solution. For the applications
(5) and a description of its numerical implementation in presented herein, 2000- 4000 time steps were used to
CAP-TSD is found in Refs. 13 and 21. converge the static aeroelastic solutions. An interesting

result of this procedure was that it allowed the
For aeroelastic analysis, two steps are generally required computation of static aeroelastic deformations at dynamic
in performing the calculations. In the first step, the pressures above the flutter dynamic pressure for the AFW.
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Once converged static aeroelastic solutions were mean or offset value is the static aeroelasic deformation
computed, the next step was to prescribe an initial of the mode being analyzed. A sufficient range of
disturbance to begin the dynamic structural integration, dynamic pressure must be considered to determine all
Disturbance (or modal) velocities in the first three modes relevant flutter points.
were used as initial perturbations. About 7 cycles of the
lowest frequency (first) mode were needed for accurate 4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
modal identification. For a constant, non-dimensional
time step of .01, this required 8000 time steps. In 4.1 CAP-TSD Computational Model
determining a flutter point, the freestrearn Mach number, The AFW geometry data was obtained from Rockwell
M,,., and the associated freestream speed, U, were held International, including detailed airfoil shape information.
fixed. A value of the dynamic pressure pU2 /2 is then From this geometry data two computational models of the
used and free decay transients are computed. These AFW were generated. A half-span model, with symmetry
resulting transients of the generalized coordinates are specified at the centerline, was used for symmetric
analyzed for their content of damped or growing sine- analyses and a ifll-span model was used for antisymmetric
waves, with the rates of growth or decay indicating analyses, Both computational models consist of a
whether the dynamic pressure is above or below the fuselage, the addition of the region aft of the main wing
flutter value. This analysis then indicates whether to and next to the fuselage referred to as the coat-tail, the
increase or decrease the value of dynamic pressure in main wing(s) with all four control surfaces per wing, and
subsequent runs to determine a neutrally stable result, the wing tip ballast store(s). The grid dimensions for the

half-span model are 134x51x62 in the x-, y-, and z-
directions respectively for a total of 423,708 grid points.
The grid extends 10 root chords upstream, 10 root chords
downstream, 2 semi-span lengths in the y-direction, and
10 root chords in the positive and negative z-direction.
The full-span grid is dimensioned 134x101x62 grid points
in the x-, y-, and z-directions (839,108 grid points). The
wind-tunnel sting mount is modeled by extending the
computational fuselage aft to the downstream boundary of
the grid. The grid density is increased in regions where
large changes in the flow are expected, such as at the

a) complex decay record leading edge, trailing edge, wing tip, and control-surface
sides and hinge lines. The four control surfaces per wing

mode I are the leading-edge inboard (LED, leading-edge outboard
mode 2 (LEO), trailing-edge inboard (TEl), and trailing-edge

offset outboard (TEO). Each control surface has a chord that is
25% of the local chord and a span that is 28% of the

mode 3- semi-span. The airfoil definition includes the control
surface actuator bumps on the outboard half of the wing.
There are slight surface discontinuities on the wind-tunnel
model where the wing box and control surfaces meet (at

time steps the quarter- and three-quarter chord). These discontinuitiesb) identified modial components

and offset

Fig. 3 Example of dynamic decay ,ecord and its
modal components.

3.4 Modal Identification
As previously mentioned, CAP-TSD generates free decay
transients that must be analyzed for the modal stability
characteristics. A typical transient for the AFW model,
calculated using CAP-TSD is shown in Fi,. 3(a). The
first three modes used in the analysis were excited by
specifying an initial )ndition for each modal velocity to
proutice a complex d",av record. This record is analyzed
using a least-squares curve-fit of the response data with
complex exponential functions. The program utilized is a
derivative of the one described in Ref. 22. The
components of the transient of Fig. 3(a) are plotted in
Fig. 3(b) to the same scale. The free decay properties ot Fig. 4 CAP-TSD computational model of the AFW.
each mode for this condition are readily apparent and the



are not included in the analytical model because of 4.2 Static Aeroelastic Results
potential numerical difficulties. The effect of the The accuracy of the static aeroelastic solution was
actuator bumps and the control surface/wing box investigated in Ref. 16 by comparing analytical results,
discontinuities on the measured and computed static using the original set of symmetric mode shapes, with
pressure distributions will be presented in a subsequent existing experimental data. Two sets of experimental data
section. A computer-generated picture of the CAP-TSD from previous AFW tests in a heavy gas were used for
model of the AFW is shown in Fig. 4. Although not this purpose. These data included : 1) pressure coefficient
shown in the figure, a protrusion on the underside of the distributions and 2) control-surface effectiveness
fuselage that houses the model's pitch actuator is also parameters. In Ref. 16, by comparing calculated and
included in the analytical model, experimental pressure distributions at a chosen Mach

number and dynamic pressure, it was concluded tnat the
Analytical modes and frequencies were obtained from a static aeroelastic procedure provided reasonable estimates
finite-element model, that includes the mass of the tip of the static aeroelastic deformation of the AFW using the
ballast store, and separated into symmetric and original set of mode shapes. It was also concluded that
antisymmetric modal data sets. The flutter analyses of comparisons between the calculated and experimental
Ref. 16 were performed using analytical mode shapes with control surface effectiveness parameters were qualitatively
measured frequencies (ground vibration test). The reasonable but were deficient quantitatively due to the lack
symmetric data was shown by linear analysis 14 to be the of viscous effects in the CAP-TSD model. Therefore, in
most flutter critical in the higher, subsonic Mach number the present study, the accuracy of the static aeroelastic
regime and so only symmetric motions were analyzed in procedure is not reassessed, but instead only a comparison
Ref. 16 using the semi-span model. Since then, an of calculated pressure distributions using the updated set
updated set of symmetric and antisymmetric mode shapes of mode shapes and the experimental pressure
have been generated based on experimental data. These distributions is presented. It should be mentioned that the
updated mode shapes are defined at a denser set of AFW configuration for these previous tests did not
structural node points for improved accuracy in the include the tip ballast store used in the recent test so that
interpolation procedure. The interpolation of mode shape in order for the CAP-TSD calculations to compare with
displacements and slopes at the computational grid points the earlier experiments, the tip ballast store was deleted

is done via a surface spline 2 3 . Each structural section from the computational model and the tip fairing was

was splined separately and then recombined to form the added

necessary input to CAP-TSD. The separate structural
sections are the wing box, coat-tail, and the four control 4.2.1 Pressure distributions
surfaces. Slender bodies such as the fuselage and tip Fig-,re 5 presents pressure coefficient distributions versus

ballast store are not given any modal definition in CAP- percent chord for CAP-TSD with the updated set of mode

TSD, as was previously mentioned, therefore no modal shapes and experiment at M = 0.9 and a dyaamic pressure,

data were needed for these components. q, of 150 psf (7.18 kPa) at the three spanwise stations
shown.
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Fig. 5 Pressure distributions at M=0.9 and q= 150 psf in a heavy gas.
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As with the original set of mode shapes, the overall lower bound for the bottom of the experimental transonic
agreement between the most recent analysis and flutter dip which disagrees with the CAP-TSD predicted
experiment is good, with some discrepancies occurring bottom of the transonic flutter dip. As a result, one of
near the trailing edge and wing tip. The first two span the goals of the present study was to investigate some of
stations compare reasonably well from the leading edge up the possible causes of this discrepancy by modifying and
to about sixty percent of the local chord. Sudden changes improving specific elements of the analysis.
in the experimental data can be seen near the quarter-chord
at the second span station and near the three-quarter chord
for all three span stations. These disruptions in the flow
may be caused by the previously-mentioned physical q , psf _AP-TD__smetr___

discontinuities where wing box and control surfaces meet. f CAP-TSD (.qmmetr~r1
At the second and third span stations, the effect of the 300 original boundary (1989)
actuator bumps on the lower surface pressures is evident.
Agreement between analysis and experiment deteriorates at
the third span station, possibly due to separated and/or tip 0
vortex flow around the wing tip region. 200 symmetc

Comparisons of the static aeroelastic results using the
updated structural model with those of the previous model

of Ref. 16 show essentially the same behavior. There eerment-
exists a slight difference between the two results at the 100 0 uymrtan i
first span station near the three-quarter chord location 0 symmetric)n-l k
where the updated structural model reveals the presence, or
beginnings of, a shock that was not present with the
original structural model. This appears to be a slight
improvement in comparison with the test data. However, 0 K,4
the exact cause of the sudden change in the experimental 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
pressure distribution at this location is not clear as it may Mach number
be due to a shock or to the geometric discontinuity that
exists at the quarter-chord and three-quarter chord locations
of the wing. Fig. 6 Comparison of linear, nonlinear and experimen-

tal flutter boundaries for original mode shapes
4.3 Dynamic Results (Ref. 16).

4.3.1 Symmetric motions
Flutter boundaries were computed at M=0.5, 0.9, 0.92, The first improvement o the analysis was the correction
0.93, 0.94, and 0.95. The analyses that included the of an error in the modeling of the wing tip ballast store.
vorticity and entropy corrections were computed at The error consisted of a sign change in a portion of the
M=0.5, 0.9, 0.92, 0.93, and 0.95. Although the results slopes that geometrically define the wing tip ballast store.
for all of these Mach numbers are included in the figures, The effect of this error was investigated and the resultant
results are discussed primarily for the M=0.5, 0.9, 0.93, flutter boundary for the corrected wing tip idllast store
and 0.95 cases. All flutter analyses are for the AFW model is presented in Fig. 7 along with the original,
model in air at 1.5 degrees angle of attack and including a uncorrected flutter boundary presented in Fig. 6. At M =
viscous damping of 0.015 (structural damping of 0.03). 0.5, the effect of the corrected tip store model was to

reduce the flutter dynamic pressure from 290 psf (13.89

4.3..1 Corrected tip store modeling kPa) to 259 psf (12.40 kPa) with a change in flutter

In Ref. 16, a rather severe transonic flutter dip was frequency from 10.70 Hz to 11.20 Hz. There was no
change in the flutter mechanism at this Mach numbercomputed using the CAP-TSD code and the bottom of from the mechanisrm reported in Ref. 16, which consisted

this computational transonic flutter dip did not agree well of a classical coalescence of the first-bending mode and the
with the experimental transonic flutter dip. Figure 6, first-torsion mode. The flutter dynamic pressure dropped
from Ref. 16, is a comparison of the CAP-TSD computed only slightly at M--0.9 from 190 psf (9.10 kPa) to 182
flutter boundary, the linear flutter boundary defined using psf (8.71 kPa) while at M=0.93 the flutter dynamic
the doublet lattice theory24 , and the experimental flutter pressure increased from 52 psf (2.49 kPa) to 77 psf (3.69
results from the fall of 1989 and the spring of 1991 wind- kPa). The flutter dynamic pressure at M=0.95 increased
tunnel tests. Accounting for nonlinearities in the flow, significantly from 81 psf (3.88 kPa) to 133 psf (6.37
by the application of the CAP-TSD code, is a clear kPa). Again, the flutter mechanism for these three
improvement over the linear flutter predictions. The no- transonic Mach numbers was essentially the same as the
flutter track, shown in the figure, is the path, in terms of mechanism reported in Ref. 16 for transonic Mach
Mach number and dynamic pressure, through which the numbers, which consisted of a first-bending-dominated
wind tunnel proceeds for which no experimental flutter instability. The changes in flutter frequency at M=0.9,
was encountered. This no-flutter track therefore defines a M=0.93, and M=0.95 were, respectively, from 9.50 Hz to
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dynamic pressure increases from 182 psf (8.71 kPa) to
CAP-TSD (symmetric) 203 psf (9.72 kPa) with a slight change in flutter
- original boundary (1989) frequency from 9.36 Hz to 9.44 Hz. The flutter dynamic

q . psf - corrected tip store model pressure at M=0.93 increases significantly from 77 psf
f (3.69 kPa) to 103 psf (4.93 kPa) with an increase in

300 frequency from 8.08 Hz to 8.32 Hz. For M-0.95 the
flutter dynamic pressure also increases significantly from
133 psf (6.37 kPa) to 183 psf (8.76 kPa) with an increaseo in flutter frequency from 8.83 Hz to 9.33 Hz.

200

CAP-TSD (symmetric)
- original structural model (1989),

100- corrected tip store
q f, psf updated structural model (1990),

300 corrected tip store

0.

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0
Mach number 200

Fig. 7 The effect of the corrected tip store modeling
using the original mode shapes.

100-

9.36 Hz, from 7.78 Hz to 8.08 Hz, and from 8.07 Hz to
8.83 Hz. 0 r.., .,

The corrected modeling of the wing tip ballast store 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
therefore improved the subsonic flutter boundary by Mach number
lowering the flutter dynamic pressure in the direction of
the experimental result while reducing the severity of the
computational transonic flutter dip and thereby improving
the correlation with the transonic experimental results. Fig. 8 Comparison of original (corrected) and up-
These results also indicate the sensitivity of the calculated dated structural models.
flutter boundary to modeling of tip aerodynamics at both
subsonic and transonic conditions. For all of the results
that follow, the corrected modeling of the wing tip ballast The effect of the updated structural model is therefore
store has, of course, been implemented. beneficial at transonic Mach numbers greater than M=0.9

since the correlation with the experimental transonic
4.3.1.2 Updated mode shapes and frequencies flutter results is improved, but at M=0.5 and M=0.9 the
An updated and improved set of mode shapes and comparison with experiment is degraded. A possible
frequencies were obtained after the wind-tunnel test of reason for this deficiency in the CAP-TSD prediction is
1989. The improvements consisted of : a) refinements to that the current version of the code treats bodies such as
the structural model based on experimental data and b) a die wing tip ballast store and fuselage as aerodynamic
denser set of structural node points for improved mode influences with no modal definition. Although the effect
shape definition, in particular around the control surface of a modally-defined fuselage on the flutter boundary may
regions and the wing tip regions of the AFW. be minimal, the effect of a modally-defined wing tip

ballast store is probably significant as can be seen by the
The flutter boundary due to the updated structural model is sensitivity to changes in the modeling of the wing tip
shown in Fig. 8 and compared to the flutter boundary due ballast store in Fig. 7. These effects should be
to the original structural model (corrected boundary from investigated when a version of the CAP-TSD code
Fig. 7). There is an increase in flutter dynamic pressure becomes available that accounts for modal deformations of
at M=0.5 with the new structural model. The increase in the fuselage and bodies and thus the contribution of these
flutter dynamic pressure is from 259 psf (12.40 kPa) to components to the generalized aerodynamic forces.
281 psf (13.45 kPa) with a decrease in flutter frequency Viscous effects, not accounted for in the current inviscid
from 11.20 Hz to 10.86 Hz. At M=0.9, the flutter version of the code, may also have a significant effect on

both the subsonic and transonic flutter boundaries.
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CAP-TSD (symmetric)
4.3.1.3 Vorticity and entropy corrections - corrected p stoe model,

The vorticity and entropy corrections defined in Ref. 20 updted t .,tor model

and incorporated in current versions of the CAP-TSD code q , psf updated structural model
f- corrected tip store model.were applied with updated mode shapes and frequencies at 300- updated structural model,

M=0.5, 0.9, 0.92, 0.93, and 0.95. These corrections
typically reduce shock strength and shift the shock with vorticityandentrpy
location forward. The resultant flutter boundary due to the
implementation of these corrections is compared to the
transonic portion of the flutter boundary for the updated 200.
structural model without vorticity and entropy corrections
in Fig. 9. The effect of the corrections at M=0.9 is
minimal, lowering the flutter dynamic pressure from 203 ... - .-----
psf (9.72 kPa) to 200 psf (9.58 kPa) and reducing the 100
flutter frequency from 9.44 Hz to 9.40 Hz. The effects of
the corrections are significant at M=0.93 where the flutter
dynamic pressure increased from 103 psf (4.93 kPa) to
126 psf (6.03 kPa) with an increase in flutter frequency
from 8.32 Hz to 8.53 Hz. An interesting effect is noticed 0 N-,,
at M=0.95 where the flutter dynamic pressure is reduced 0.9 0.92 0.94 0.96
from 183 psf (8.76 kPa) to 130 psf (6.22 kPa) and the
flutter frequency drops from 9.33 Hz to 8.60 Hz. The Mach number
effect of the vorticity and entropy corrections therefore is
significant in that it improves the correlation with Fig. 9 Comparison of transonic computational and
experiment at the transonic Mach numbers evaluated. The experimental flutter boundaries for updated
inclusion of vorticity and entropy also tends to widen the structural model with and without vorticity
rather steep and narrow transonic flutter dip previously and entropy corrections.
computed (Figs. 6, 7, and 8).

In general, for symmetric motions, the effects of computed for both models using symmetric modes at a
improved and updated analyses results in excellent chosen Mach number and dynamic pressure. Again, the
agreement with experiment at transonic conditions while resultant lift and moment coefficients including static
resulting in some degradation of the comparisons at aeroelastic deformation of both models were in exact
M=0.5 and M=0.9. It is possible that accounting for the agreement, verifying the modal definition of the full-span
modal definition of the wing tip ballast store will provide model. Finally, a full-span, symmetric dynamic analysis
some insight into this discrepancy. It is also interesting was compared to a semi-span, symmetric dynamic
to note that the computational result at M=0.92 is analysis resulting in identical transients, verifying the
insensitive to the computational modifications and full-span model for dynamic analyses.
improvements described above and compares extremely
well with experiment. At this Mach number, the An important aspect of the antisymmetric flutter analyses
calculated flutter dynamic pressure, for the vorticity and is the necessary addition of symmetric mode shapes to the
entropy case, for example, is 151 psf (7.23 kPa) which aeroelastic modeling along with the antisymmetric mode
differs only slightly from the experimental flutter value of shapes. The reason for this is that since dynamic analyses
156 psf (7.47 kPa). are computed about converged static aeroelastic solutions

and since static aeroelast:,c solutions are symmetric for a
4.3.2 Antisymmetric motions vehicle defined symme:rically about its centerline,
In order to generate antisymmetric aeroelastic responses, a antisymmetric dynamic analyses require the inclusion of
full-span model of the AFW was generated. A symmetric modes as wed. The computational model
progressive verification of the full-span model and of the therefore consists of ten symmetric modes needed for
CAP-TSD code's capability for handling full-span static aeroelastic solutions and ten antisymmetric modes
aeroelastic analyses was deemed necessary before any needed for the dynamic aeroelastic solutions. These
antisymmetric flutter analyses were performed. This additional modes do not increase the computer time
progressive verification proceeded as follows. First, a significantly as the finite-difference aerodynamics
full-span, rigid and steady solution was compared to a dominate the CPU time.
semi-span, rigid and steady solution at the same Mach
number. Lift and moment coefficients for both cases were An antisymmetric computational flutter point has been
identical, thereby verifying the aerodynamic modeling of obtained for the M=0.5 case thus far. Figure 10 is a
the full-span model and the accurate implementation of comparison of the linear symmetric and antisymmetric
the symmetric boundary condition for the semi-span flutter boundaries computed using the doublet lattice
model. Second, static aeroelastic solutions were unsteady aerodynamic theory for the updated set of mode



span, antsymmetric aeroelastic capability of the code, and
CAP-TSD (undated modes) to compare the results with experimental flutter data.
q symmetric (v + e) A static aeroelastic procedure previously developed was

qapplied to an updated structural model. Results compared
favorably with experimental pressure data from a previous

300- doubletlattic AFW wind tunnel test. Static aeroelastic solutions
L a a1gtmies) therefore provided reasonable estimates of the static

antisymmetric aeroelastic deformation of the wing. Dynamic analyseswere then performed as perturbations about converged

200 symmetric static aeroelastic solutions.

-The updated dynamic analyses consisted of modifications
and improvements to key elements of the aeroelastic

symmetric modelling. These modifications and improvements
100 Q antisymmetric - include a corrected aerodynamic modelling of the wing tip

no-flutter track ballast store, an updated structural model, and the addition
of vorticity and entropy corrections.

0 The corrected modelling of the wing tip ballast store
0 ,4 • • • , •resulted in improved correlation with subsonic and
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 transonic symmetric experimental flutter points. The

Mach number signifikant sensitivity of the aeroelastic analyses to
changes in the modelling of the wing tip ballast store was
revealed. The updated structural model improved the

Fig. 10 Comparison of linear and nonlinear flutter correlation with experiment at transonic Mach numbers
boundaries for the updated symmetric (with but degraded the correlation with experiment at the
vorcity and entropy) and antisymmetric subsonic condition. The addition of voricity and entropy
structural model and experimental results, corrections provided further improvements in the

correlation with experiment at transonic Mach numbers.
This is an indication of the importance of including

shapes2 4 , the CAP-TSD symmetric flutter boundary for vorucity and entropy effects in the computations.
the updated set of mode shapes with vorticity and entropy
(Fig. 9), the CAP-TSD antisymmetric flutter result at A full-span computational model of the AFW was
M=0.5, and the symmetric and antisymmetric generated and used for generating an antisymmetric flutter
experimental flutter points. Although the CAP-TSD point at M=0.5. Deficiencies in the correlation with
predicted antisymmetric flutter dynamic pressure of 272 experiment at this Mach number may be due to the lack
psf (13.02 kPa) is significantly higher than the of modal definition in the aerodynamics of the wing tip
experimental value of 219 psf (10.49 kPa), the CAP-TSD ballast store, which might have a significant effect on the
analyses indicate that the antisymmetric instability is generalized aerodynamic forces of the vehicle. Viscous
lower in flutter dynamic pressure than the symmetric effects, not accounted for in this inviscid version of the
instability at M=0.5 (dynamic pressure of 281 psf (13.45 CAP-TSD code, may also play an important role in both
kPa)). This is consistent with the doublet lattice the subsonic and transonic regimes.
symmetric and antisymmetric results and the experimental
symmetric and antisymmetric results. The discrepancy 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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SUMMARY
t dimensionless time (U/b)T

In order to confirm, qualitatively, the unusual flutter U free stream velocity
phenomenon, which has been observed experimentally for the x. y Cartesian coordinates. nondimesionalized by

high-aspect-ratio (non-tailored) forward swept wing model, as semichord
a shock-stall flutter, the aeroelastic response calculation of a x g distance of center of gravity behind midchord.

two dimensional airfoil whose vibration characteristics are nondimensionalized by semichord
similar to those of the typical section of a forward swept wing. Xpv. i distance of pivotal point (of ith mode) behind
has been performed by using the compressible Navier-Stokes midchord, nondimesionalized 'v semichord
equations as a flow solver. By the examination of the flow y+ 1 standard law of wall coordinate corresponding to one
pattern, pressure distribution and the behavior of the unsteady grid space off the wall
aerodynamic forces during the diverging oscillation of the C angle of attack
airfoil, it is concluded that this is a shock-sta)) flutter, in which a amplitude of pitching oscillation, radians
the large scale shock-induced flow separation is playing the Ot elastic twist angle about pivotal point, degrees
dominant role and that there is a mechanism of putting energy
into the elastic system of the airfoil, leading to nearly a single- p free stream density
degree-of-freedom fiut:er. t iq curvilinear coordinates. nondemensionalized by

semichord

LIST OF SYMBOJS W circular frequency

(0h, Wt uncoupled circular frequency o1 airloil in plunging
a distance of elastic axis behind midchord. percent and in pitch. respectively

semichord
b %emichord 1. LYTRODUCTION

C chord length
CL lift coefficient (i(1/2pU2C)) In the course of our experimental study (Ref 1) on the transonic

CM pitching moment cocfficient (Mv!( /2pU2'C 2)) flutter/divergence characteristics of the aeroelasticallv tailored

Cp pressure coefficient ((p-p/(I/2pU 2)) and non-tailored high-aspect-ratio forward swept wings. the

Cp'0  first harmonic component (in complex form) of local unusual flutter phenomenon was observed for the non-tailored
wing. The planform and construction of the flutter model used

pressure coefficient per unit 0 in our experimental study is shown in Fig. I for completeness.

fe(x,t) elastic displacement of airfoil (nondimensionalized And the results of the flutter test are also reproduced in Fig. 2.
by semichord) As seen in Fig. 2, the theoretical prediction using Doublet

Im imaginary part Lattice Method (Ref 2) says that this non-tailored wing should
k reduced frequency (bw/U) be divergence critical rather than flutter. However, what we

L lift per unit span observed in the experiment tor this model %%as flutter rather than
M free stream Mach number divergence in the entire transonic Mach number range tested.
My pitching moment per unit span As seen in Fig. 2, this flutter phenomenon has two unusual
m mass per unit span characteristics compared with the conventional (classical type)
q free stream dynamic pressure flutter. The first one is the flutter frequency. The flutter
qi generalized coordinate corresponding to i-th mode frequencies of this model are about 04 Hz - 75 l-Iz depending

qi/b on Mach numbers, which are slightly lower than the first

R Reynolds number based on chord natural frequency of this model (80.7 Hz). The second
Re real part characteristic is that the flutter boundary depends strongly on

rcg dimensionless radius of gyration about center o1 the mean angle of attack, that is. the flutter dynamic pressure
gravity decreases about 30% - 40)% by changing the angle of attack

T time from 0 degree to 2 degrees. From these characteristics it is
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conjectured that the flutter experiencLL: by this non-tailored

model is "Shock-Stall Flutter", in which the shock induced
CORE COMPOSITE BEAM URETHANE FOAM flow separation is playing the dominant role. As will be

discusst n the later section. it can easily be demonstrated that

ALUMINUM PLATF AR 9 50 there is a mecha,ism ofa single-degree-of-freedom flutter when

TAPER RATIO 0324 the first natural mode shape of the wing has a wash-in tendency
and the variation ot the unsteady aerodynamic forces shows the

hysteresis like that experienced for a low speed stall flutter.

- Although the low speed stall flutter only occures at high angles
of attack. the shock-stall flutter can occur even at low angles of

Sattack since the non-tailored forward swept wing has a strong

divergence tendency and the local angle of attack induced by the

_______________ static aeroclastic deformation easily reaches the shock-stall

angle (which is the order of 5 - 6 degrees), leading to the
shock-stall flutter. These conjectures should be validated by
further investigations since no flow visualization nor unsteady

Fig. 1 Planform and constructon of pressure measurements was conducted for the flutter
aeroelastically simulated experiments reported in Ref 1.
forward swept wing model

In this report we have attempted to validate the above conjecture

by the numerical simulation technique. Since the rigorous
simulation of the flutter of a three-dimensional (3D) wing by
using the 3D Navier-Stokes equations is far beyond the
capability of the current super-computers. a qualitative
simulation using a 2D model is attempted in this paper.

500 MODEL B Namely, the aeroelastic response of the 2D flexible wing whose
H z I NON-TAILOR ED) vibration characteristics simulate those of the typical section of

the non-tailored forward swept wing is calculated by employing
200 - the 2D (time averaged) compressible Navier-Stokes equations.

- And the unsteady flow patterns and the behavior of the
EXPERIMENT (a =2) unsteady aerodynamic forces during the shock-stall flutter are

'or h- / examined in detail. The numerical method and the results of the

simulation are presented in the following sections.
"'EXPERIMENT (aO')L I I I

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

M_ 2. NUMERICAL METHOD AND CODE VALIDATION

120 r
I In order to simulate the shock-stall flutter. it is essential to solve
I THEORE T ICAL DIVERGENCE the compressible Navier-Stokes equations time accurately, since

100 BOUNDARY the shock induced flow separation is playing the dominant role
KPo (DLM-V.M. BY G.V.T.) in the phenomenon. The finite differece technique we have

80 I-I employed is the linearized conservative implicit (LC) form of
- , EXPERIMENTAL the Yee-Harten (Ref 3) TVD (Total Variation Diminishing)

-LUTTER BOUNDARY scheme. Although this scheme is an upwind scheme, it is
60 0 [- (.=O,

)
6 written in a symmetric form, that is, a central difference plus an

SEXPERIMENTAL appropriate numerical dissipation term. This means that one
40 FLUTTER BOUNDARY can modify a standard three-point central difference code, such

(,a020) as those based on the Beam-Warming algorithm (Ref 4). by

20 -simply changing the conventional numerical dissipation term
NO FLUTTER into the one designed for the TVD scheme. Thus. our 2D

Navier-Stokes code. which was originally based on the Beam-
I/ I i i I JWarming scheme (Ref 4. Ref 5). has been modified into the

M0, 0Yee-Harten TVD scheme (Ref 3). Since the detailed procedure
of the Beam-Warming scheme and its modification into Yee-
Harten TVD scheme are well documented (Ref 5. Ref 3), they
are not repeated here.

Fig. 2 Flutter dynamic pressure and

frequency of non-tailored morel The grid used for the present calculation is a body fitted grid
which moves with the airfoil motion. The technique we have

employed for obtaining the moving grid is relatively simple. As
shown in Fig. 3, we initially generate the grid system around
the airfoil fixed at some mean position, which is defined by

x =Xo(, q), y=yo ,nl)()
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RAE 2822

(xy) 
M=0.725. R=6.5 X 10'

3 : EXPERIMENT (COOK, et al.)

- \ - ((x=2.92-, CL=0.743)

y=yo(Ei) + f(x,t). x=xo(F.,) .1.6 -:PRESENT COMPUTATION
--- +-2." ((x=2.74

°
. CL=0.758)

_ where -1.2
-- Cp

y=Yo(.,f), X=xo(.,q) f(x,t)=f.(x,t) for -l1x. -0.8

GRIO FOR UNOEFORMED AIRFOIL f(x't)=f.(-1't) for X<-1 -0.4

f(xt)=f.(1,t) for xil 0

Fig. 3 Concept of moving grid generation 0.4

0.8

1.2

where (x.y) are the Cartesian coordinates in the physical space

and (F,rj) are the curvilinear coordinates in the computational 1.6

space. If we denote the elastic displacement of the airfoil by

0 0.5 1.0

fe(xt) -lX1.. (2) xIc

the grid system around the deformed airfoil at time Iis obtained

by Fig. 4 Comparison of pressure distributions

for the RAE2822 airfoil

y=yo(ri) + f(x.t), x=x('j,,) (3)

where

f(x't)=fe(x.t) for -lxSl
RAE 2822

f(x't)=fe(-l't) for x<-1 (4) M=0.725, R=6.5 X 106

f(x.t)=f(lj) for x>1 0 :EXPERIMENT (COOK. et al.)

.5 (a=2.920, CL=0.743)

The elastic deformation obtained at one time step before is used PRESENT COMPUTATION

as fe(x,t) since the elastic displacement at the new time level is .4 ((=2.740, CL=0.758)

not known yet. The C type grid is generated by using the 2)
algebraic grid generation technique. and the grid points thus x
obtained are later redistributed so that the grid lines become .3 o
orthogonal near the airfoil surtaces.

.2
For all the calculations presented in this paper. the thin layer
approximation is made. The Baldwin and Lomax (Ref 6)
algebraic turbulence model is employed as a turbulence closure 1
model.

I I I I

In order to evaluate the present code. the steady and unsteady 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

caluculations have been done for the standard airfoils for which X!C
the experimental data are available. The first exmple is the
computation of the steady flow around the RAE 2822 airfoil.

for which the experimental data obtained by Cook, ct al. (Ref 7) Fig. 5 Comparison of skin-friction coefficient

are avilable. The computation has been performed to compare ditributions from the RAE2822 airfoil

with the experimental data obtained at M=0.725. (i=2.92 upper surface

degrees. and R=6.5x RP. The number (t grid points used for
the computation are 280x80. in !- and ri directions respectively.

The law of the wall coordinate y+ I of the grid points next to the

airfoil surface is about 1.0. In Fig. 4. the pressure distributions
obtained by the present computation are compared with those ot
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RAE 2822
M=0.725. R=6.5 X 106 NACA64A010 ,tLm in kt

ECd EXPERIMENT (DAVIS & MALCOLM)
Y/Co : EXPERIMENT (COOK, et al.) 20 M=0.80, 06U=-0.080((1=2.920, CL=0.743) R=12X10, k=0.20

-Cp.0

.10 - PRESENT COMPUTATION
( .=.4 ,C=.5)15 PRESENT CALCULATION

M(=2.74 0 , CL=0.758) 
M=0.80, iom=O"08R=l.0X106, k=0.20

at X/C=0.95 10 GRID: 140X50 ------

280X80

Re

.04 - 0

0~ ~ .4 . . 8 0

0

.02 - . 0

Fig. 6 Velocity profile comparison from the
RE82arolupper surface at Fig. 7 Comparison of upper surface unsteady

the experiment. The angle of attack 2.74 degrees used for the
computation is selected to obtain the best fit of the pressure
distribution to the experimental data. In Fig. 5. the computed NACAOO12 ,t - 9.40 + 6Osrn kt
skin friction distributions on the upper surface on RAE2822 for M = 0.30. Re =1.1xi0

S

the same case are compared. The skin friction coefficient 0.4

0 
0.6

shown in the figure is refered to the boundary tayer edgek=0.6

dynamic pressure. In Fig. 6. the computed boundary layer
velocity profile on the upper surface at XJC=0.95 is compared CM UNSTEADY

with the experimental data. From these comparisons. tbe(PENTCLUAI)
present code seems to give reliable results for the viscous,
iransonic flow simulations as far as the boundary layer is UNSTEADY \

atce.(EXPERIMENT: 1

0.
0. H. .4MRA .6 . .

In order to validate the capability of calculating the unsteady
transonic viscous flow. the unsteady pressure distributions on N Ar
around NACA64AOI0 airfoil oscillating in pitch at M=0.80 andq
t.he ex computed. coampnge o., erac 2.74 \r u f

data obtained by Davis and Malcolm (Ref 8). The mean angle

of attack its 0 degree and the amplitude of oscillation is I degree. .
STEADYThe axis of pitch is the quarter chord position. The results are (EXPERIMENT H. KIMURA)

shown in Fig. 7. The result obtained with grid points of
1i40x50 ,.sd 2 8 0x80 are both shown in the same igure. For

010 20both the calculations. yp is about 2.0. Satisfactory agreement C (deg.)
of the result with 140x50 grid point with that of 280x8R grid

points suggests that 140x50 grid points seem to be enough for
our present purpse that is. the qualitative investigation oI themechanism o the shock-stall flutter phenomenon. (it should be Fig. 8 Comparison of pitching moment
noted here that the Reynolds number of Davis and Malcolm's (about midchord axis) during dynamic

arun staCAof4AA 001 airfoil oclaigi ic tM08 n

experiment is .2x10 while prcsenm computation is pertormed s
at Reynolds number of 1.xl0l6. This is because the
comdutation tiare becomes prohibitive amount for our present
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t= 10.24
2

Cp
CL

10 10 20
deg.)

t=1 2.80 2

CIL

010 20
(deg.)

t=15.36
2

CL

0 10 20adeg.)

t= 17.92

010 20

- adeg.)ISO-DENSITY CONTOUR PRESSURE C L-
DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 9 Iso-density contour, pressure distribution and lift during dynamic-stall
of NACA0012 airfoil (M=0.30. R=1 .1 x10 5, k=0.068, (t=9.40+60sin kt).
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code to do the computation at R= 1.2x 107 by keeping the y+ 1 in
the oder of 1.)

NACA64AO10
In order to evaluate the capability of the present code tor M=0.79, a=40+ lOin kt, k=0.102
simulating the large scale separated flow, the low speed EXPERIMENT (DAVIS A MALCOLM)
dynamic stall phenomenon around NACA0012 airfoil (R.AI& MX106)
oscillating in pitch near static stalling angle has been calculated, ------ :PRESENT (R=l.0x106)
being compared with the experimental data obtained by Kimura -

(Ref 9). The flow condition is M=0.30 and R=l.lx105. At -1.0
this Reynolds number, the static stalling angle is about 10
degrees. The airfoil is oscillated in pitch with the amplitude of C,
6 degrees around the mean angle of attack of 9.4 degrees. The
reduced frequency is k=0.068. The behavior of the pitching
moment about the midchord axis is shown in Fig. 8, being
compared with the experimental data obtained by Kimura (Ref
9). Although some quantitative discrepancy between the
calculated and experimental results is observed, the qualitative
behavior of the experimental pitching moment is well
reproduced by the calculation. In Fig. 9, the iso-density MEAN VALUE
contour, the instantaneous pressure distribution and the
instantaneous value of the lift in CLct plane at some typical 1.0
time steps during dynamic stall are shown. It can be seen that
the formation of the leading edge separation vortex and its effect
on the upper surface pressure distribution and the production of -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0
the "vortex lift" are well reproduced by the present calculation.
Since further detailed descriptions of the numerical simulation
of "low speed dynamic stall" phenomenon are beyond the scope Fig. 1 Oa Comparison of upper surface unsteady
of this paper, they will be published in the coming paper (Ref pressure distributions on NACA64AO10
10). In the above calculations, 140x50 grid points with airfoil oscillating in pitch about quarter-

y +11.0 are used. chord

In order to evaluate the capability of the present code for NACA64AO1O
simulating unsteady flow including severe shock-induced flow 20 M=0.79, =40+lOsin kt, k=0.102
separation, computation is performed for the NACA64AOIO C EXPERIMENT (DAVIS & MALCOLM)

aifoil oscillating in pitch about mean angle of attack 4 degrees at (R=12X106 )
M=0.79 and k=0.102, for which Davis & Malcolm's :PRESENT (R=1.0xl0 6)

experimental data (Ref. 8) are avilable. The axis of pitch is
25% chord position and the amplitude of oscillation is one
degree. In Figs. lOa-10c, comparisons are made for the mean/ .
presssure distributions, the real and imaginary parts of unstaedy "
pressure distrubutions on the upper surface, respectively. As
seen in Fig. 10a. the present computation predicts stronger and
aft-positioned a shock wave compared with that of the 0

experiment. It is well known that this phenomenon could be
attributed to the use of the Baldwin & Lomax turbulence model REAL PART
(Ref. 1I). This discrapancy of the shock position and shock
strength between the experiment and computation seems also to -10 UPPER SURFACE
be the possible cause of the quantitative discrepancies of the
unsteady pressure distributions. Since the agreement of the
unsteady pressure distributions between the experiment and the
present computation is not too bad in a qualitative sense, the use
of the Baldwin & Lomax turbulence model might be justified -2o .
for the present purpose, that is. the verification of the -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0
possibility of the shock-stall flutter and the qualitative x

understanding of its mechanism.

Fig. IOb -continued
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NACA64A010
20 M., 79, ,n=4

0
+1

0
in kt. k=0.102

.. :EXPERIMENT (DAVIS & MALCOLM)
(R=12X1061 ,

.... -:PRESENT (R=1.0x10
6

)

SECTION A-A'

WASH-IN MODE

IMAGINARY PART

10 UPPER SURFACE Fig. 11 Characteristics of the first bending

mode of (non-tailored) forward
swept wing

-20

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0

Fig. 1 Oc -continued

b b

- - GC.G.

3. SIMULATION OF SHOCK-STALL FLUTTER bo

3.1 Binary System Simulating the Natural Vibration Mode of Kh cg

Typical Section of Forward Swept Wing

As already described in section 1, the non-tailored model of the
high-aspect-ratio forward swept wing has experienced the
flutter phenomenon which is conjectured as "Shock-Stall Fig. 12 Binary system of airfoil
Fiutter" (Ref 1). The characteristic feature of the first natural
vibration mode of the non-tailored forward swept wing is

"wash-in mode" (pivotal point located downstream of the
trailing edge) as shown in Fig. 11. In order to simulate the
shock-stall flutter phenomenon by the binary system
qualitatively, it is esstntial to give the wash-in mode to the
system. The sketch of the binary system used for the present 1St 2nd
simulation is given in Fig. 12. It is easy to find the analytical
forms of the natural frequency and mode shapes of this binary
system. In order to give the wash-in mode to the first natural
mode shape, we have zelected the following values for the

parameters to determire the mode shapes: Hz f2 8182 Hz

m=l.O Kg, b:O.05 m, xcg=-0. 2 0 Xpv 1:4.25 Xpv 2 '0.254

rcg 2 =0.2 4, a=2.0. wh/c a= 1.0 (5)

wuot 79 4.S rad. (126.5 H-z) Fig. 13 Natural vibration modes

With these values of parameters. we have obtained the natural

mode shapes shown in Fig. 13. The first natural mode shape is

wash-in with the pivotal point located at 4.25 sernichord behind

the midchord. The second mode represents the torsion mode

with the pivotal point located at 0.254 semichord upstream ot

the midchord.
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3.2 Aeroelastic Response Calculation

The aeroelastic response calculation has been performed by the ca 3.0

modal approach using these natural mode shapes. The 2.0

equations of motion of the binary system expressed in the
generalized coordinates are solved by coupling with the Navier- 1.0
Stokes equations. The airfoil section at 80 percent semispan
station of our 3D forward swept wing model (Ref 1) is 0 0 5 
empioyed for the present 2D numerical simulation. The airfoil 0 50 100 150 200

is a natural laminar flow type supercritical section of about 12 12.0 -

percent thick. 8.0
0t

The flow condition used for the present aeroelastic response (' g.) 4.0

calculations is M=0.724, R= 1.1x10 5, a=2 degrees and q=50 0

Kpa. For the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, 140x50 4.0 1 1

grid points with y+A 1 .0 are employed. The time step size 0 so 100 1SO 200

used is At=0.002.

In Fig. 14, the time responses of the generalized coordinates qi
(i= 1,2) are shown. It can be seen that the magnitudc of the Fig. 15 Responses of pitching moment
response of the 2nd mode is the order of only about 1 percent and twist angle (about pivotal
of that of the 1st mode. Therefore, it can be concluded that this point of the first natural mode)
is essentially a single-degree-of-freedom flutter for which the (M=0.724, R=I.1 xl 05, ct=2 0 ,
first natural mode is predominant. From the response of the q=50 Kpa)
first mnde, it can be identified that the flutter frequency is 76.9
Hz. It should be noted that the flutter frequency of 76.9 Hz is
about 15 percent lower than the first natural frequency 90.0 Hz
of this binary system. This seems to correspond, qualitatively,
with our experimental results obtained for 3D non-tailored
forward swept wing model, that is mentioned previously. That 3.0 F

is, the experimental flutter frequencies of the 3D wing model
are about 70.0 Hz, which is about 13 percent lower than its first CM i
natural frequency of 80.7 Hz (Ref 1). In Fig. 15, the time
responses of the pitching moment (about the pivotal point of the 2.0
first natural mode: xpvt=4.25) and the twist angle Ot are
shown.
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-5 0 510 15
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Fig. 16 Behavior of pitching moment
0 (about pivotal point of the first

natural mode) on CM,x plane

0 so 100 ISO 2W t (M=0.724. R=1 .1x105, a=20 ,
q=50 Kpa)

Fig. 14 Responses of Generalized
coordinates
(M=0.724, R=1 .1x10 5 , a=20 ,

q=50 Kpa)
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In order to see the mechanism of the single-degre-of-freedom 2. Albano. E. and Roddcn. W.P.."A Doublet-Lattice Method

liutter, it is better to plot the behavior of the pitching moment on for Calculating Lift Distributions on Oscillating Surfaces in

CM-U plane as shown in Fig. 16. In the figure. the variation Subsonic Flows". AIAA J.. VI. 7. Feb.. pp. 279-285.

of the pitching moment trom t= 120 to t= 190 is plotted. This
hysteresis loop ot CM-Ux curve clearly shows the mechanism ot 3. Yee, H.. and Harten. A.."Implicit Scheme for Hyperbolic

the single-degree-of-freedom flutter, in which the work done by Conservation Laws in Curvilinar Coordinates". AIAA

the pitching moment to the airtoil motion becomes positive. Paper 85-1513. 1985.

leading to the diverging oscillation. In order to see the reason
why this kind of hysteresis loop is produced. the instantaneous 4. Beam. R.. and Warming, R.F.."An Implicit Finite-

flow pattern (iso-density contour), pressure distrubution and Difference Algorithm for Hyperbolic Systems in

the instantaneous value of the pitching moment in the CM.x Conservation Law Form". J. Camp. Phys. Vol.22.

curve at the several typical time steps are plotted in Figs. 17. 1976. pp. 87- 110.

The flow patterns at 1= 142.0 - t= 154.0 clearly show the process e t J.L.."Implicit Finite-Difference Simulation of Flow
that the low separation induced by the shock wave rapidly about Arbitrary Two-Dimensional Geometries". A1AA I.,

spreads toward the leading edge, leading to the shock-stall
Vol. 16, No. 7, July 1978. pp. 079-685.

phenomenon. It is also interesting to see that the considerable
portion of the flow on the upper surface is still separated during 6 Baldwin. B.S. and Lmax. H.."Thin Lav

the pitch-down motion (t= 158.8 -t= 175.6). Thus, the flow and er Approximation
patterns during the pitch-up motion and those during the pitch- and Algebraic Model for Separated Turbulent Flows".

down motion are completely different each other producing the AIAA Paper 78-257. AIAA 16th Aerospace Sciences

hysteresis loop of CM~U curve. Any way. these figures Meeting, Huntsville, Alabama. January 16-18. 1978.

manifest themselves that the shock-stall phenomenon is the 7. Cook. PH.. McDonald. M.A. and Firmin. M.C.P.
predominant feature of this flutter. It should be noted that this

kind of single-degree-of-freedom flutter is always possible "Aerofoil RAE2822-Pressure Distributions. and Boundary

when the first natural mode shape is wash-in and the pitching Layer and Wake Measurements". AGARD-AR- 138. 1979.

moment about the pivotal point varies in advanced phase against
the airfoil pitching motion about the pivotal point. 8. Davis, S.S. and Malcolm. G.N..'Transonic Shock-Wave/

Boundary-Layer Interractions on an Oscillating Airfoil".

4. CONCULDING REMARKS AAA J., Vol. 18, No.1 1. Nov. 1980. pp. 1306-1312.

In order to confirm, qualitatively, the unusual flutter 9. Kimura. H., private communication or also see Isogai, K..

phenomenon, which has been observed experimentally for the "Semi-Empirical Theory to Estimate the Airforces Acting on

high-aspect-ratio (non-tailored) forward swept wing model, as the Harmonically Oscillating Two-Dimensional Wing at

a shock-stall flutter, the aeroelastic response calculation of a High Angle of Attack Where Separation Can Occur".

two dimensional airfoil whose vibration characteristics are (Japanese Text) NAL TR- 122. Dec. 1966.

similar to those of the typical section of a forward swept wing.

has been performed by using the compressible Navier-Stokes 10. Isogai, K.,"Numerical Simulation of Dynamic Stall of

equations as a flow solver. By the examination of the flow NACAgO12 Airfoil Oscillating near Static Stall Angle

pattern, pressure distribution and the behavior of the unsteady

aerodynamic forces during the diverging oscillation of the 11. Coakley, T.J.."Numerical Simulation of Viscous Transonic

airfoil, it is concluded that this is a shock-stall flutter. in which Airfoil Flows". AIAA Paper No. 87-0416. Jan. 1987.
the large scale shock-induced flow separation is playing the

dominant role and that there is a mechanism of putting energy

into the elastic system of the airfoil, leading to nearly a single-

degree-of-freedom flutter. It should be pointed out here that the

numurical simulation technique using the Navier-Stokes code is

a very usuful tool to investigate viscous dominated acroclastic

phenomena qualitatively such as those investigated here

although for the rigorous quantitative simulation. further

validation of the code, especially its capability for treating the

unsteady large scale shock induced flow separation

phenomenon is still needed.

1. Isogai. K.."Transonic Flutter/Divergence Characteristics of

Aeroclaspically Tailored and Non-Tailored High-Aspect-
Ratio Forward Swept Wings",
ICAS-90-1.1.2. Proceedings of ICAS 1990. Stockholm.
Sweden. September 9-14. 190. pp. 11-18.
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TRANSONIC AEROELASTIC COMPUTATIONS ON WINGS
USING NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

Guru P. Guruswamy and Shigeru Obayashi
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035.

SUMMARY = represents first derivative with respect
to time

Aeroelastic computations are made on fighter-type = represents second derivative with respect
wings in the transonic regime. The flow is modeled us- to time
ing the Navier-Stokes equations and is coupled with
structural equations of motion. The flow equations are 1. INTRODUCTION
solved by a time accurate finite-difference scheme with
moving grids. The coupled aeroelastic equations of mo- Understanding the nature of flows and their in-
tion are solved using the linear-acceleration method. teractions with structures is becoming more important
The configuration-adaptive dynamic grids are time- than ever for aircraft, particularly for fighters. High
accurately generated using the aeroelastically deformed performance and maneuverability are playing major
shape of the wing. Computations are made for oscillat- roles in the design of fighters. Because of extreme flight
ing rigid wings with moving shock waves in the presence conditions, flows over fighters are quite often complex
of leading edge vortices. The computed results compare with vortices, shock waves and separation.
well with the experiment. Unsteady computations are The formation of vortices changes the aerodynamic
made to demonstrate the shock-vortex interaction phe- load distribution on a wing. Vortices furmed on air-
nomenon on wings in ramp motion. Effects of flexibility craft have caused several instabilities, such as wing rock
and pitch rate are demonstrated for flows with vortices. (Ref. 1) for a rigid delta wing and aeroelastic oscilla-

tions for a highly swept flexible wing (Ref. 2). Such

SYMBOLS instabilities can severely impair the performance of an
aircraft. On the other hand, there are possibilities of

A = pitch rate of ramp motion using the vortices to control the aircraft at high angles
a = speed of sound of attack when some of the conventional control tech-
b = full-span of the wing niques are not adequate. Also. vortical flows associated
Cp = coefficient of pressure with rapid. unsteady motions has been claimed to be
{d} = displacement vector able to increase the unsteady lift, which can be used
E,F,G,S = flux vectors in Cartesian coordinates for maneuvering the aircraft (Ref. 3). The presence of
M, D, K = modal mass. damping and stiffness shock waves on wings can reduce the flutter speed and

matrices, respectively considerably influence the role of active control surfaces
{q} = generalized displacement vector (Ref. 4). For highly swept wings with sharp leading
Re, = Reynolds number based on the root chord edges both vortices and shock-waves can be present at
U = flight velocity the same time even at moderate angles of attack in the
u,v,w = Velocity components in x, y, and z direc- transonic regime (see Fig. 1). Shock-induced flow sep-

tions. respectively aration can further complicate the above phenomena.
x,y,z = Cartesian coordinates All these phenomena are often dominated by viscous ef-
{Z} = generalized force vector fects. For example, the aeroelastic oscillations reported
a = angle of attack for the highly swept wing in Ref. 2 is a resuli of the
I = ratio of specific heats phase-lag effect of viscous dominated vortical flows in-
A = difference between upper and lower volving separation. The Navier-Stokes equations are

surface pressures necessary to accurately model these cases dominated
00 = subscript representing freestrean bv viscous effects.

quantities Unsteady computations using the Navier-Stokes
, r/, = general curvilinear coordinates equations for three-dimensional flows on flexible com-

p = density ponents have begun recently. For realistic configura-
7 = nondimensional time tions it is necessary to account for the flexibility in or-
161 = modal displacement matrix der to compute flows accurately. The aeroelastic de-

= indicates quantities in generalized formation resulting from the flexibility of a wing can
coordinate system considerably change the nature of the flow. Strong

92-16051f I II I I! ll11 I ll! III! M 11I1i
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interactions between the vortical flows and tile struc- The diagonal algorithm used both in central and
tures can lead to sustained aeroelastic oscillations for upwind schemes are fully implicit for the Euler equa-
highly swept wings (Ref. 5). Also it is necessary to tions. For the Navier-Stokes equations the diagonal al-
include the flexibility for proper correlations of corn- gorithm works as an explicit scheme since viscous terms
puted data with experiments, particularly with those in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are treated explicitly.
obtained from flight tests. In order to account for the The diagonal algorithm is first-order accurate in time
flexibility of a wing, it is necessary to solve the aerody- for both Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Numerical
namic and aeroelastic equations of motion simultane- exercises conducted during this work and in previous
ously. work reported in Ref. 6 showed that the time step size

In this work, the flow is modeled using the Navier- required to solve Eq. (1) is limited by accuracy rather
Stokes equations and is coupled with the aeroelastic than by stability considerations. Therefore the explicit
equations of motion. The computer code developed for treatment of viscous terms of the diagonal algorithm
computing the unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastic- does not influence the computational accuracy when
ity of aircraft using the Euler/Navier-Stokes equations solving the Navier-Stokes equations.
is referred to as ENSAERO (Ref. 6). The flow is solved For turbulent flow. the coefficient of viscosity ap-
by time-accurate, finite-difference schemes based on the pearing in Eq. (1) is modeled using the Baldwin-
implicit algorithms. An algebraic model is used to corn- Lomax algebraic eddy-viscosity model (Ref. 11). This
pute the turbulent flows. isotropic model is used primarily because it is compu-

Results are demonstrated for typical fighter wings tationally efficient. All viscous computations presented
with moderate to high sweep anglcs. Computations in this paper assume fully turbulent flow. This approxi-
are made at Mach numbers ranging from subsonic to mation is consistent with the high Reynolds-number as-
transonic. sumption. It is noted that Baldwin-Lomax turbulence

model may not be suitable for cases with strong shock
2. GOVERNING AERODYNAMIC waves. Most of the cases considered here have shock-
EQUATIONS waves with moderate strength. For vortex-dominated

flow structures of swept wings, a modification to the
The strong conservation-law form of the Navier- original Baldwin-Lomax model is required. For this

Stokes equations are used for shock capturing purposes. study, the Degani-Schiff modification (Ref. 12) to the
The thin-la-er version of the equations in generalized original model for treating vortical flows is used.
coordinates can be written as (Ref. 7)

3. AEROELASTIC EQUATIONS OF
&Q + O E + F + O G = Re-1 Oaz, (1) MOTION

where Q, is the vector of conserved variables k, P. d, The governing aeroelastic equations of motion of a
and , are flux vectors in generalized coordinates. The flexible blended wing-body configuration are obtained

following transformations are used in deriving Eq. (1). using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In this method, the
resulting aeroelastic displacements at any time are ex-

7' = t pressed as a function of a finite set of assumed modes.
= (X, y, Z, t) The contribution of each assumed mode to the total

(2) motion is derived by the Lagrange's equation. Fur-
11 = (x, Y, z, t) thermore, it is assumed that the deformation of the

= ((x, y, z, t) continuous wing structure can be represented by de-

It should be emphasized that the thin-layer approxi- flections at a set of discrete points. This assumption
mation is valid only for high Reynolds number flows is valid for linear structures and facilitates the use of
and very large turbulent eddy viscosities invalidate the discrete structural data. such as the modal vector, the
model. modal stiffness matrix, and the modal mass matrix.

ENSAERO utilizes two efficient numerical schemes The number of modes required is determined by the
based on central difference and upwind schemes to solve complexity of the structure. Four to six modes are ad-
Eq. (1). The central difference scheme is based on equate to accurately model a clean wing without con-
the Pulliam-Chaussee diagonal form (Ref. 8) of the trol surfaces and external stores. The modal data can
implicit, approximate-factorization algorithm of Beam be generated from a finite-element analysis or from ex-
and Warming (Ref. 9). The upwind scheme is based perimental influence coefficient measurements. In this
on a streamwise upwind scheme recently developed by study, the finite-element method is used to obtain the
Obayashi and Goorjian (Ref. 10). The diagonalized modal data.
forms of the upwind and central difference schemes are It is assumed that the deformed shape of the wing
used in the present computations. can be represented by a set of discrete displacements at
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selected nodes. From the modal analysis, the dispiace- the leading edge is made finer than the rest of the wing
ment vector {d} can be expressed as in order to model the geometry accurately. In the span-

wise direction, a uniformly distributed grid spacing is
{d} = [0]{q} (3) used on most of the wing. To model the wing tip, a

finer grid spacing is used. Away from the wing tip, the
where [ is the modal matrix and {q} is the general- outboard 77 grid spacing stretches exponentially. The
ized displacement vector. The final matrix form of the grid spacing is computed at each time step using the de-

formed shape of the wing computed using Eq. (4). The

S+ + =grid lines start normal to the surface in the chordwise
[M] {ij} + [G]{q} + [K]{q} = {Z} (4) direction and their spacing stretches exponentially to a

fixed outer boundary. To prevent the outer boundaries
[M), [G[, and [K) are modal mass, damping, and from moving, the grid is sheared in the ( direction. The

stiffness matrices, respectively. {Z} is the aerodynamic shearing is accomplished so that the outer boundary
force vector defined as ( )PU [¢]T[A]{AC} and [A] remains stationary and inner point are re-distributed
is the diagonal area matrix of the aerodynamic control using an exponential stretching function. During this
points. shearing, the number of ( grid points are kept constant.

The aeroelastic equation of motion, Eq. (4). is The metrics required in the computational domain are
solved by a numerical integration technique based on computed using the following relations
the linear acceleration method (Ref. 13).

= Xrx- Yr~ -Zr
4. AEROELASTIC-CONFIGURATION- 77t = -x - y - zY7. (5)
ADAPTIVE GRIDS (t = -x - yli - Z-rcz

One of the major problems in computational aero- The grid velocities x,, y,. and z, required in Eq.
dynamics using the Euler/ Navier-Stokes equations lies (5) are computed using the grids at new and old time
in the area of grid generation. For steady flow sim- levels. The ability of this scheme to compute accurate
ulations, advanced techniques such as zonal grids are aeroelastic responses has been demonstrated in Ref. 15.
being used for full aircraft. Such grid-generation tech- Computational efficiency and robustness of the
niques for aeroelastic calculations that involve mov- solution method are important for computationally
ing components are in an early stage of development intensive aeroelastic calculations with configuration-
(Ref. 14). The effects of the aeroelastic-configuration- adaptive grids. The diagonal algorithm used in the
adaptive dynamic grids on the stability and accuracy of present study computes time accurate calculations in a
the numerical schemes are yet to be studied in detail. geometrically nonconservative fashion. Geometric con-

This work developed an algebraic grid-generation servation in time can improve the accuracy of the re-
technique for aeroelastic applications. The scheme sat- sults for moving grids. However. earlier studies have
isfies the general requirements of a grid required for shown that satisfying geometric conservation has lit-
finite-difference schemes used in the analysis. Some ot tle effect on the solutions associated with the moving
the requirements are: 1) the grid lines intersect normal grids (Ref. 16). The time steps used for Navier-Stokes
to the wing surface in the chordwise direction, 2) the calculations are typically small enough that the tem-
grid cells are smoothly stretched away from the wing poral error from geometric nonconservation is negli-
surface, 3) the outflow boundaries are located far from gible for most practical purposes. The validation of
the wing to minimize the effect of boundary reflections, computed results with experiments reported in this pa-
and 4) the grids adapt to the deformed wing position per further support the use of the diagonal scheme for
at each time step. computations associated with moving grids. In order

The computational grids used in this study have a to maintain the efficiency and robustness of the diag-
C-H topology, as shown in Fig. 2 for a typical fighter onal scheme, the present time accurate computations
wing. The grid deforms to remain coincident with the are made without geometric conservativeness in time.
wing surface as it deflects, while the outer boundary of
the grid is fixed in space. At the end of each time step, 5, RESULTS
the deformed shape of the wing is computed using Eq.
(4). The and il grid distributions on the grid sur- In this work, computations are made for typical
face corresponding to the wing surface (( grid index = fighter-type wings. All computations are made using
1) are obtained from previously assumed distributions, a C-H type grid shown in Fig. 2. The grid have 151.
These distributions are selected to satisfy the general 25. and 34 points in the streamwise, spanwise, and nor-
requirements of a grid for accurate computations. In mal directions. respectively. The grid spacing in the
this work. the grid in the direction is selected so that direction normal (() to the surface of the wing is of the
the grid spacing is small near the wing and stretches order 10 - 5 times the chord length. The minimum grid
exponentially to the outer boundaries. The grid near spacing in the direction along the wing surface is of
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the order 10- 3 of the chord length. The number of grid nose. This computation verifies the suitability of the
points on the wing in the chordwise and spanwise di- grid to make computations on fighter-type wings.
rections are 121 and 17, respectively. The distribution
in the chordwise direction is selected such that the flow 5.1.2 Oscillating Rigid Wing
details near the leading and trailing edges and near the
shock wave are adequately resolved. The distribution Time accuracy of the computed results is impor-

of the grid in the spanwise direction is selected such tant for aeroelastic applications. One conclusive way
that the spacing is uniform over most of the wing and of verifying the time accuracy is by computing flows

becomes finer as it approaches the tip. The main objec- over oscillating wings and comparing unsteady pres-

tive of this work is to capture most of the flow details sure results with the experiment. In this case, there
in the streamwise and normal directions. Though the is a definite reference motion of the wing to verify the
present grid is adequate to model the spanwise three- time accuracy. This procedure is more e;'uct than just
dimensional effects, it is not designed to capture details comparing the time averaged pressures of arbitrary mo-

of the flow over the tip. From numerical experiments, tions. In this section, computations are made on the

it is found that this grid spacing is adequate to com- F-5 wing oscillating in a pitching mode.
pute surface pressures associated with turbulent flows Figure 4 shows the modal motion used in the wind
including shock waves and vortices on the wing. It is tunnel experiment (Ref 17). The wing is pitching about
noted that the present grid has a smaller number of grid an axis located at the 50% root chord and the pitching
points than that normally used for computationally less axis is normal to the wing root. Computations were
intensive steady flow computations. In this work, the made for the transonic M, = 0.90 at Re, = 12.0 x
number of grid points are reduced so that the corn- 106 and a mean angle attack of zero. Figure 5 shows
putational time is practical to make computationally plots of the upper surface unsteady pressures at four
expensive unsteady calculations on flexible wings. span stations computed by the Navier-Stokes equations

All computations are made on CRAY-YMP832 and from the NLR experiments. These results of were
computers available at Ames and NAS (Numerical obtained by harmonically oscillating the wing in a si-
Aerodynamic Simulation). The current version of EN- nusoidal motion at a frequency of 40 Hz with an am-
SAERO runs at 160 MFLOPS (million floating point plitude of 0.11 deg as was done in the experiment. Re-
operations per second) with a single processor. The suits from the code were obtained by forcing the wing
central processing unit (CPU) times per time step per to undergo a sinusoidal modal motion for three cycles
grid point are 15 and 17 micro seconds for the central with 1440 time steps per cycle, during which time the
and upwind options, respectively, transients disappeared and a periodic response was ob-

tained. FRom numerical experiments it was found that

5.1 Computations on Conventional-Type 1440 time steps per cycle was adequate to compute un-

Fighter Wing steady pressures accurately. The results for the third

All these computations are made using the central cycle are shown.

difference option of the code. At =o, - 0.90, where the flow is transonic, the
comparisons shown in Fig. 5 are good except near the
root and tip. Discrepancies near the root may be due

5.1.1 Steady Flow to the wall viscous effects which are not accounted for

Steady-state computations are made on the F-5 in this analysis. A greater number of spanwise sta-
wing of aspect ratio 2.98 and taper ratio 0.31 to vali- tions than are currently used would further improve
date the code. The leading-edge sweep angle is 32 deg. the solution near the tip. Some discrepancies found
For this wing, wind tunnel data is available from an at other span stations can be attributed to the incon-
experiment conducted by Tijdeman et. al. (Ref. 17) sistency in the measured data, particularly near shock
at the National Aeronautical Laboratory of the Nether- waves. In general, the computed shock wave is slightly
lands (NLR). Figure 3 shows the computed and mea- downstream of the measured one. These favorable com-
sured steady pressures at AIo = 0.90. a = 0.0 deg, parisons with the experiment demonstrate the time-
and Re, (Reynolds number based on the root chord) accuracy of the present computations. Additional com-

12.0 x 106. The computed steady pressures compare putations of flow about the F-5 wing using the central
well with the experimental data for all span stations, and upwind methods are presented by the authors in
Slight discrepancies near the leading edge can be at- Refs. 18 and 16, respectively.
tributed to the grid resolution. It is noted that the F-5
wing has a nose that droops down and thus requires a
very fine grid to capture complete details of the flow. 5.1.3 Wings in Ramp Motion

Since the main objective of this work is to design a grid In this section, the code is demonstrated to corn-
that is suitable for unsteady flows, it was beyond the pute flow over a typical fighter-wing pitching from a =

scope of the current work to concentrate grid near tle 0.0 to 30.0 deg in a ramp motion. The wing selected is



of aspect ratio of 3.0, taper ratio of 0.30 and leading- increase in the dynamic lift at the higher pitch rates
edge sweep angle of 30 deg with NACA0015 sections. can be seen in Fig. 7.
Computations are made on both rigid and flexible con-
figurations. All computations for both the rigid and 5.2 Computations on Clipped-Delta Wing
flexible wings are made for M, = 0.50 and Re, = 2.0 To verify the accuracy of the present code for sim-
x 106, using a time-step size of 8.4x10- 3 . From nu- ulating the complicated flow field containing a leading-
merical experiments, it was found that the time-step edge vortex and a shock wave. test cases are chosen
size used is adequate to obtain a stable and accurate from the experiment on a clipped delta wing undergo-
unsteady solution. This computation requires about 5 ing prescribed pitching motion (Ref. 20). Since the
hours of CPU time on CRAY-YMP832 computer. experiment was conducted using a Freon test medium.

For the rigid wing, computations were made at the ratio of specific heats -y is set to 1.135 in the follow-

three pitch rates (A) of 0.10, 0.050, and 0.025. The ing computations. All the following computations are

pitch rate. A. is defined as &ciU, where a is in ra- made by using the upwind option of the code.

dians. Figure 6 shows computed responses of upper
surface unsteady pressures for the rigid wing undergo- 5.2.1 Steady Flow

ing a ramp motion from a = 0.0 to 30 deg at a pitch Steady-state calculations have been performed to
rate of 0.1. For this pitch rate, the wing reaches a = examine the validity of the numerical procedure and
30 deg at a nondimensional time of 10.47 as indicated the computational grid. The wing has a leading-edge
by the arrow in Fig. 6. Chordwise pressure histories sweep angle of 50.4 deg and a 6%-thick circular-arc air-
for spanwise stations located at 2y/b = 0.0, 0.3, 0.60 foil section. The , r, and ( coordinates represent the
and 0.90 are shown in Figs. 6a - 6d, respectively. The chordwise. spanwise. and normal (to the wing surface)
unsteady computations are started from a converged directions, respectively in the C-H topology. The grid
steady state solution at a = 0.0 deg. Figure 6 shows the contains 151 x 25 x 34 points.
vortex/wing interaction due to initiation, development With the present grid, a typical unsteady case can

and convection of the leading-edge vortex by means of be computed within 5 hr by using a Cray YMP com-

surface pressure histories plotted at four span stations. puter with a single processor. (The code requires about

The results in Fig. 6 show the evaluation and dynamics 19 psec per grid point per time step for a flexible-
of vortex development. As the wing is pitched toward wing case.) Then, three different time-step sizes were

the maximum angle of attack, a rapid pressure decrease tried for each case to check the dependency in time-step
(increasing suction peak) occurs over the leading edge sizes. Thus, in total, it took about 17 hr to complete
which signals the formation of a leading-edge vortex, one unsteady pitching case including the corresponding

This vortex starts moving downstream rapidly after steady-state computation.
the wing has reached a certain angle of attack. The The present grid was chosen from several candi-
vortex motion is highly three dimensional. The vortex date grids by comparing the pressure distributions com-

core starts moving downstream earlier for span stations puted using each grid with the experiment for a typical
closer to the tip. Also it is observed that the tip stall flow condition containing both a leading-edge separa-
occurs before the root stall. A similar phenomenon has tion and a shock wave at steady state. Among those

been observed in an experimental study for a rectangu- grids, the H-O grid topology was also considered. How-
lar wing at a low Mach number (Ref. 19). ever, the results showed that it did not have any ad-

One area where unsteady vortical flows play an vantage over the C-H grid topology either in capturing

important role is in increasing the dynamic lift. From a leading-edge vortex (because of the moderate sweep

earlier studies (Ref. 3) on airfoils, it has been observed angle of the present delta wing) or in capturing a shock

that the dynamic lift can be increased by increasing the wave (because of the relatively coarse grid distribution

pitch rates. It is expected that such increases in the dy- in the streamwise direction). The present grid is found

namic lift can be used in maneuvering an aircraft (Ref. to give a reasonable agreement with the experiment be-

3) Because the dynamic lift is an unsteady phenomenon cause the leading-edge vortex is formed at relatively low

and is associated with the presence of vortices, it is im- angles of attack due to the sharp leading edge.

portant to model it accurately. The present compu- Two steady-state cases are computed for flow con-

tational tool was used to investigate dynamic lift over ditions at Vf = 0.90 with angles of attack a = 3

fighter wings, including the wing flexibility. Computa- and 4 deg. The Reynolds number based on the root

tions are made for the rigid fighter wing for pitch rates chord is about 17 million. Figures 8 and 9 show the

A = 0.05 and 0.025, and the results are compared with comparisons of steady pressures between the computed
those obtained earlier for A = 0.10. The unsteady lift and measured data at 34%. 54%, and 68% semispan

is plotted against time in degrees in Fig. 7. Thus the sections for a = 3 and 4 deg, respectively. The shock
wing reaches the maximum value a = 30 deg at t (in wave appears in the computed pressure distributions at

degrees) = 30. For all pitch rates, the stall occurs at .W = 0.9. Suction peaks near the leading edge indi-

the wing tip before it occurs at the root section. The cate-the formation of the vortex along the leading edge.
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At a = 3 deg, weak suction peaks are found only at the and imaginary parts of the first Fourier component be-

outboard sections. At a = 4 deg, the suction peaks tween the computed and measured unsteady upper sur-
appear larger and develop from more inboard sections. face pressure coefficients of the wing. Consistent with
This indicates that the leading-edge vortex develops as the steady pressures, the peaks near the leading edge in

the angle of attack increases from 3 to 4 deg. Therefore, the computed profiles are located farther downstream

the computed results successfully represent the effects than the experimental data at the outboard sections.

of the different angles of attack. At 4 deg angle of at- Although the experimental data at the 68% section in

tack the leading edge vortex with a stronger suction Fig. 10 shows no effect due to the leading-edge vor-
peak is located further downstream than at 3 deg. It tex, it is inconsistent with the other data. Overall, the

appears that the angle of attack has less influence on numerical results show fairly good agreement with the

the shock wave structure than on the vortex structure. experimental data. Again, the difference of shock mo-

For all cases, the computed results show good tion due to the Mach numbers and the difference of the
Fore allncases, the coperimputeldareslt sbowa d vortex motion due to the angles of attack are success-

agreement with the experimental data at inboard sec-

tions. On the other hand, the comparisons at the fully captured.

outboard section show that the peaks near the lead-
ing edge in the computed profiles are located farther 5.2.. Rigid and Flexible Wings in Ramp Motion
downstream than in the experimental data. In other In maneuvering, aircraft often undergo rapid ramp
words, the computed results predict the location of the motions. During such motions. flow unsteadiness and

leading-edge vortex more inboard than the experiment, wing flexibility play important roles. In this section, the

(As a result of the discrepancy in the leading-edge re- applicability of the present development to computing

gion, the downstream upper-surface pressure shows a such flow fields is demonstrated.

minor disagreement, too.) One of the sources of the Computations are performed for rigid and flexible

discrepancy is the fact that the flow was probably tran- wings in ramp motion. Structural properties of the

sitional in the experiment. Even though the modified wing were selected to represent a typical fighter wing.

Baldwin-Lomax model is used here, the model still as- Figure 12 shows the mode shapes and the frequencies

sumes a fully turbulent flow. Another source is from of the first four normal modes for the clipped delta

the slots at 57% and 83% semispan stations because of wing used in the following computations. The dynamic

leading-edge and trailing edge control surfaces of the pressure is set to be 1.0 psi. Test cases consider 10 deg

wind tunnel model. ramp motions for both rigid and flexible wings.
The sectional lift responses for the 10 deg ramp

motion at several spanwise sections are shown in Fig.
5.2.2 Rigid Wing in Pitching Motion 13. The computations are again started from the

The unsteady data are given for the case when steady-state solution at 0 deg angle of attack. The

the rigid wing is oscillating in the pitching mode, flexible wing gives lower lift because of the deforma-

a(t) = am - 6sin(wt), about an axis at 65.22% root tion of the wing. The unsteady increase of the lift is

chord, where w is the pitching circular frequency in observed more widely in both rigid and flexible cases.

radians per second. Computations are made for flow The sectional lift at the 90% section indicates a stall

conditions at Af = 0.90 with mean angles of attack before reaching 10 deg angle of attack for both rigid

am = 3 and 4 deg, a pitch amplitude a = 0.5 deg and and flexible wings. Instead, the plot does not have any

a frequency of 8 Hz that corresponds to a reduced fre. significant perturbations. Figure 14 shows the deforma-

quency of k - 0.6 (k = wc/U, where c is the root tion of the wing at 1600 time steps (the ramp motion

chord)- ends at 1500 time steps: t :- 0.10 sec). The actual dis-

placement of the leading edge at the wing tip is 1.7%
Unsteady computations are started frcri the cor-oftertchdlng.

responding steady-state solutions. The number of time Figures 15 and 16 show the corresponding pres-

steps per cycle of 3600 was chosen from the numeri- sures 15 of 16 100 the sps res-

cal experiments to assure the time aiccuracy (the typ- sure history plots of every 100 time steps for the rigid
ical eximetsize wa aourete tim3 aXcu.The onver- and flexible cases, respectively. The deformation of theical time-step size was about 3.ax10-3 ). The conver- wn osntafc h lwfedsrnl eas h
gence of the unsteady computations to a periodic flow wing does not affect the flow field strongly because the
gecerifhe unseay comph ut s betoeea pecflo T leading-edge vortex lifts off from the wing surface at the
is verified by comparing the results between cycles. The outboard sections. Since there is no significant differ-
third-cycle results are shown in the following. The nlu- ec nbt lt.tefeil ae(i.1)i osd

merical transient is confirmed to disappear within two ere in th flowin dics At the mosid
cycles.ered in the following discussion. At the most inboad

cycles. section. the pressure distributions show no interaction

Figures 10 and 11 show the comparisons of un- of the leading-edge vortex with the shock wave. The
steady pressures between the computed and measured flexibility does not play an important role here because
data at 34%. 54%, and 68% semispan sections for am the section is close to the wing root. At the 54% sec-
- 3 and 4 deg. The plots show the comparison of real tion. both vortex and shock wave develop, then both



disappear. At the 68% section. a similar out more rapid mode response is damping, but the second mode re-
change occurs. This rapid reduction of the lift indicates sponse stays oscillatory. More details about this case is
a vortex breakdown. given in Ref. 23.

To see the interaction of the leading-edge vortex
with the shock wave, tire density contours at the 68% 6. CONCLUSIONS
section are plotted every 200 time steps from 1200 to
2400 time steps (0.08 < t < 0.16) in Fig. 17. In- The following conclusions can be made based ol
tially there is no interaction between the vortex and the present work.
the shock wave. As the vortex develops, it moves to- 1. Coupled solutions of tie time-accurate three-
ward the trailing edge, that is. toward the shock wave. dimensional Navier-Stokes equations and those of the
When the vortex starts to interact with the shock wave. modal structural equations of motion have been demon-
tile shock wave starts to ride on the shear layer and to strated for fighter-type wings.
form a lambda type shock wave. At this point, the 2. The time-accurate Navier-Stokes solutions are valid
shock wave disappears from the surface pressure plots, for laminar and turbulent flows, and permit computa-
As the front shock grows, the flow separation grows tion of aeroelasticity associated with shock/vortex in-
and the vortex core bursts quickly. Simultaneously, the teractions driven by viscous phenomena which cannot
rear shock weakens. Finally, the fully separated flow is be predicted using either potential or Euler solutions.
observed. However, computations with finer grids are 3. Steady and unsteady computations for fighter
required to make more definitive conclusions on the flow wings show good general qualitative and also specific
structure. Also unsteady computations should be pre- quantitative agreements with experiments.
ceded by the selection of an optimum grid. This can be 4. The shock/vortex interaction for unsteady flows is
(lone by conducting a systematic grid refinement study successfully simulated for the clipped delta wing.
such as that reported in Ref. 21. 5. For the 10 deg ramp motion. a possible vortex

breakdown is observed for the clipped delta wing. The
Figure 18 shows the corresponding contour plots interaction with the shock wave plays an essential role

of the negative u-component. The contours are plot- in the process of the breakdown observed in the present
ted at intervals of 0.1 (bold line indicates u = 0). Up calculation.
to 1800 time steps, no negative contours are observed. 6. Further studies are required using finer grids for
As the vortex is deformed by the strong front shock more complete geometry using improved turbulence
at 2000 time steps (t "- 0.13 sec), a negative u region models.
appears. As the vortex core diffuses, a reverse flow re-
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Circular-arc airfoil
tc = 0.06
L.E. sweep angle = 50.40
Area = 1635.88 in2

Span = 45.08 In.
Root chord = 63.55 in.
Tip chord = 9.03 in.

Taper ratio = 0.1421

34% semispan

54

68

Pitch Leading-edge
axis vortex

65% chord

Shock wave

Fig. 1 Flow structure on a clipped delta wing.

Typical fighter wing
AR = 3.0, TR = 0.30, L.E. sweep = 300

Fig. 2 C-11 type grid topology on a typical fighter wing (151, 25 and 34 points in , , and directions.
respectively).
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F5 WING. AR 2.98, TR 0.31, LE SWEEP - 32'
M -0.90
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Fig. 3 Comparison of computed steady pressures with experiment for the F-5 wing.
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Fig. 4 Unsteady motion of the F-5 wing for unsteady computations.



F5 WING, AR =2.98, TR = 0.31, LE SWEEP - 32' ENSAERO
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Fig. 5 Comparison of computed unsteady upper surface pressures with experiment for the F-5 wing at
M =0.90.
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TYPICAL FIGHTER WING (RIGID)
AR = 3.0. TR =0.30. LE SWEEP =30', NACA0015 SECTIONS
M =0.510, Re 2  10 A =0.10

A ROOT 30% SEMISPAN

VORTEX
MOTION-

15 i5

1010PA

55

-3 --
3

-1-
0 0/ -10

(a) (b)

60%90

15 15

55

-3 
-3

0 0
1 .15

(c) (d)

Fig. 6 Unsteady tipper surface pressure responses of fighter wing in ramp motion. a) root .b) 30%, c) 60%,
d) 90% sections.



TYPICAL FIGHTER WING (RIGID)
AR , 3.0, TR = 0.30, LE SWEEP -30'
NACA 0015 SECTIONS
M -0.50, Re= 2 x106

1.50-
90% SEMISPAN
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TIME, deg

Fig. 7 Effect of pitch rates on lift responses of a fighter wing in ramp motion.
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Clipped Delta Wing
6 06M 0.90, R =18 10 Cc 3
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- Computation (

0 Experiment, 6%smsa
NASA TP-2594 -

1.0
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
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-Fig. 8 Comparison of steady pressures with experiment. .11" 0 90. a =2.99. Re, 17.8 x 106.

Clipped Delta Winga

M =0.90, Re =18 x10 6,ct 4- CL0
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Fig. 9 Comparison of steady pressures with experiment. M11 = 0.90. a = 3.97. Re, 17.6 x 106.



68% semispan

Clipped Delta Wing|

M =0.90, Re=18.x106, ( M 3  0
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Fig. 10 Comparison of unsteady pressures with experiment, .fo = 0.90, an = 2.99. - 0.47, Rec = 17.8 x 106,

k= 0.5989.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of unsteady pressures with experiment, Ma. = 0.90. ct = 3.97, a 0.46, Re, = 17.6 x 106,

k= 0.5919.
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1.0 1.0 7

.8 .8

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .2 .4 .6 1.0

Chord Chord

(a) Mode 1: Frequency = 6 Hz (b) Mode 2: Frequency =8 Hz

.6 / ..
.8

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Chord Chord

(c) Mode 3: Frequency = 18 Hz (d) Mode 4: Frequency = 28 Hz

Fig. 12 Mode shapes and frequencies of clipped delta wing. a) First mode: 6 Hz; b) second mode: 8 H-rz: c) third
mode: 18 Hz; d) fourth mode: 28 Hz.



Clipped Delta Wing 6 .5-9%smsa
M =0.90, Re =15x 106, .59%smsa
100 Ramping up, A = 0.04
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-.----- Ramp motion
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Fig. 14 Deomaion of flextibnle wing iensemprso btoee rigid wing atl100xies stps, A, 0.90 10 deg rampingp
uRe 15.0 x 106, A 0.04.
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Clipped Delta Wing (Rigid), M 0.9. Re =15 106, A = 0.04

Lead-ng-Edge Vortex
3%54% 68% 90% semispan

Shock wave
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- Fig. 15 Unsteady upper surface pressure responses of rigid wing, AI,, = 0.90, 10 deg ramping up, Re, 15.0Ox 10'.

A= 0.04. a) 34% sec t ion: b) 54% section; c) 68% section; d) 90% section.

Clipped Delta Wing (Flexible), M_ = 0.9, Re =15 x 106, A = 0.04
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Clipped Delta Wing (Flexible)

Time steps

1800

2000

2200

2400

Fig. 18 Instantaneous negative-u-velocity contour plots at 68% semispan section. ff = 0.90. 10 deg ramping
up, Re, = 15.0 x 106, A= 0.04.

Clipped Delta Wing (Flexible)

1500 Time steps

68% semispan

2400 Time steps

(b)\

68% semispan

Fig. 19 Streamline pattern over the upper surface of flexible wing, A'f = 0.90. 10 deg ramping up,
Re, = 15.0 x 106. A= 0.04. a) 1500 time steps; b) 2400 time steps.
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Fig. 20 Responses sectioual lift and elastic angle of attack for flexible wing, Al... 0.90, 10 deg ramp.
Re, 15.0 x 106, A= C 04.

Clipped Delta Wing (Flexible)
6M_ =0.9, Re =15 x10
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Fig. 21 First and second modal responses of flexible wing, At, 0.90, 10 deg ramping up, Re, 15.0
A= 0.04. a) Mode 1: 6 Hz; b) Mode 2 : 8 Hz.
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Abstract celeration. LCO is experienced by aircraft with highly
swept wings as well as with high aspect ratio wings,

An analysis of steady wind tunnel data, obtained for a although different flow mechanisms may be involved.

fighter type aircraft, has indicated that shock-induced In references 2 to 6 such cases were analyzed in rela-
and trailing-edge separation plays a dominant role in tion to wing bending oscillations.
the development of Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO) at
transonic speeds. On this basis, a semi-empirical LCO For fighter aircraft, LCO is characterized by an almost

prediction method is being developed which makes harmonic oscillation which appears at Mach numbers

use of such steady wind tunnel data. The prelimi- ranging from 0.8 to 1.1, and at moderate angles-of-

nary method has been applied to several configura- attack depending on the Mach number, but usually

tions and has correctly identified those which have en- less then 10 deg. The flow conditions during LCO.

countered LCO. The method has the potential for ap- are characterized by mixed attached/separated flow.

plication early in the design process of new aircraft to Lowly damped vibration modes tend to respond pro-

determine and understand these non-linear aeroelas- vided they have the proper characteristics to couple

tic characteristics. The method is still being evaluated with this type of flow. This coupling frequently occurs

and upgrading and refinements are expected from un- near flutter boundaries, which implies that classical

steady wind tunnel force and pressure measurements flutter predictions with linear theory may be applied

to be obtained from oscillating models as part of an as a guide for identifying lowly damped modes in the

extensive investigation into the aerodynamic nature transonic speed range that might be sensitive to LCO.

of LCO. The method will be described in its present Several research programs on unsteady aerodynamics
form and results of the latest predictions will be com- and flutter predictions were conducted by NLR and

pared with flight test trends and used to further assess General Dynamics to improve the accuracy and reduce

various parametric effects. the time and costs of flutter clearance of the many

store configurations of a fighter aircraft. Currently

1 Introduction there are several aerodynamic computer codes avail-
able to predict the unsteady loading in subsonic, tran-

Requirements of fighter aircraft to operate with high sonic, and supersonic inviscid flow. However, codes ca-

maneuverability in the transonic speed regime in- pable of dealing with the transonic speed range with

crease the potential to encounter a transonic non- regions of separated flow and shock-wave/boundary-

linear flutter, known as limit cycle oscillations (LCO). layer interactions have not yet been developed to an

LCO is a limited amplitude self-sustaining oscilla- acceptable level of reliability.

tion produced by a structural/aerodynamic interac-
tion. The phenomenon is related to buffet but has In response to theaboe o needs, an investigation was

characteristics similar to classical flutter in that it usu- started as a cooperative effort between NLR and Gen-
ally occurs at a single frequency. From an operational erienc to understand the nature of LO ex-
point of view, LCO results in an undesirable airframe perienced by fighter aircraft maneuvering at transonic
vibration that limits the pilot's functional abilities and speeds. This investigation is being funded by the US
produces extreme discomfort and anxiety. More ima- Air Force, The Netherlands Ministry of Defense, NLR,
portantly, targeting accuracy is degraded, e.g. i and General Dynamics. In addition to conducting an
portnted targi ac ura is fed egaused, o eg. wing extensive wind tunnel investigation (Refs. 7 and 8),
mounted missiles cannot be fired because of high lev- amjoobetvofhiinsiginisodvlpaelsofwig otin ha pevet aretlock-on, a major objective of this investigation is to develop a
els of wing motion that prevent target lmethod for predicting LCO characteristics of full scale

As an example a recording is shown in figure I of LCO aircraft: The wind tunnel data from reference 8 will

of a fighter aircraft which was encountered during be wsed in some form for guidance in the development

flight flutter tests (Ref. 1). In many cases, as in figure of the method.
1, the maximum amplitudes occur during aircraft de-
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An analysis of steady wind tunnel data, obtained for a model provided with pressure orifices is shown in fig-
fighter type aircraft, has indicated that shock-induced ure 2. Also shown is the panel distribution used in the
and trailing-edge separation play a dominant role in chordwise and spanwise integration.
the development of LCO at transonic speeds as first
described in reference 9 and further discussed in ref- Results of the NLR analysis are presented for one

erence 10. On this basis, a semi-empirical predic- type of tip launcher and one leading-edge flap set-

tion method was developed which makes use of such ting. In figures 3 and 4 the steady normal force and

steady wind tunnel data. A preliminary version of moment coefficients are shown for stations 1 and 6

this method and some results were presented in ref- (most inboard and outboard, respectively) as func-

erence 11 and further developments were discussed in tion of angle-of-attack (0 to 10 deg) and Mach number

reference 12. As described in these presentations, the (0.90 to 0.96). The coefficients for the intermediate

method has been applied to several configurations and stations show a gradual transition. It is immediately

has correctly identified those which have encountered clear that the coefficients in station 1 do not show any

LCO. irregular behavior, whereas in station 6 both lift and
moment coefficients show rapid changes in short inter-

This paper will present further developments of the vals of the angles-of-attack (centered on about 5 to 7
method as well as additional parametric effects aimed deg) in the greater part of the Mach number interval.
at improving the understanding of the non-linear These rapid changes are typical of those described in
mechanisms involved with predicting transonic LCO. reference 9 that were shown to drive LCO.
The basic method will first be reviewed including a
summary of the conclusions reached in earlier presen- To analyze the kind of pressure distributions which

tations (Refs. 11 and 12). Next, the effects of time lead to the rapid changes in the aerodynamic coef-

step size, time lag as applied to steady aerodynamic ficients, the pressure distributions on the upper and

data and leading-edge flap settings will be described, lower wing surface in stations 1 and 6 at Mach num-

Finally, a discussion will be presented on the role of ber 0.92 are presented in figures 5 and 6. The pressure

damping in the prediction of total airframe response distribution at the upper surface in station 1 shows a

during LCO. very gradual development with angle-of-attack, with
a small upstream shift of the shock along with a slight
trailing edge flow separation at the highest angle-of-

2 Basic LCO Prediction attack. At station 6 a strong upstream shift of the
shock starts at about 5 to 7 deg coupled with a rapidly

Method developing flow separation at the trailing edge. This
occurs after a merging of the weaker nose and aft

A brief review of the method will be given in this shocks into a much stronger single shock that induces
section. The non-linear aerodynamics involved with the extensive separation as is discussed in detail in
transonic LCO will first be discussed followed by a reference 14. The shock motion also reverses at this
description of the aeroelastic equations of motion and point which coincides with breaks in the sectional lift
their solution using a time-marching approach. Next and pitching moment coefficients. The pressure dis-
considerations for mode selections to obtain the best tributions on the lower side show only very gradual
LCO modeling will be presented. Finally, previous developments. For the other type of tip launcher and
results and conclusions will be summarized to bring leading-edge flap settings the same kind of trends were
the reader up-to-date. observed.

2.1 Non-linear Aerodynamics for LCO 2.2 Aeroelastic Equations of Motion

In order to identify the important non-linearities in An adequate description of the displaccments of the
the aerodynamic forces that could drive LCO, steady unrestrained aircraft structure is obtained by tak-
pressure data of a full-span wind tunnel model of a ing the symmetric and antisymmetric natural vibra-
typical fighter aircraft were analyzed at NLR which tion modes as generalized coordinates, completed by
were made available by the aircraft manufacturer (Ref. adding the rigid body modes. The modes with the
13). The objective of that test was to obtain pres- lowest natural frequencies are fully utilized, whereas
sure data for investigating the role of shock-induced the remaining higher modes may be treated with the
trailing-edge separation in LCO as suggested in ref- concept of residualization. In the present study, how-
erence 9. Pressure data were acquired on the wings, ever, the presence of these remaining modes is ne-
the horizontal tails and the fuselage for the follow- glected altogether. The equations of motion are ex-
ing test conditions: Mach number ranging from 0.90 pressed then in matrix form as:
ranging from 0 to 10 deg, with increments of 0.5 deg. [ r [0 +

During these tests different tip launchers and leading- 0 ME 4 E 0 2(EMEwE 4E +
edge flap settings were also included in the configura- 0 0 qR _ LR

tion matrix. The wing planform of the wind tunnel 0 MEw q LE (
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where M is the generalized mass matrix and q is the 2.3 Time-Marching Aeroelastic Solu-
vector of generalized coordinates. The indices R and tion
E refer to the rigid body and elastic modes and their
number is NR and NE , respectively. C and w are the The aeroelastic solution procedure implemented for
damping factor and natural frequency of each elastic integrating equation (8) is similar to that described by
mode. The generalized aerodynamic force for the i-th Edwards et al (Ref. 15). Since equation (8) is a finite-
coordinate, L,, is formulated as: dimensional differential equation, its solution (Ref. 16)

is given by:

Li -pV2  OI (X, y)ACp(x, y, aQ))dS, (2) i ie y

z, (t) = 0(t)z, (0) + fexp [A(t - r)] Bu(r)dr. (9)
in which IpV2 is the dynamic pressure, 4, (z, y) is the
natural mode shape and ACp(x,y,a(t)) is the pres- 0

sure difference distribution over the wing depending The state transition matrix, 0(t) = exp (At] in gen-
on the dynamic angle-of-attack distribution a. This eral, can be calculated to any assigned- accuracy by
distribution is expressed by: using a sufficient number of terms of the series expan-

sion of the matrix exponential function. As explained
a = am + Aa, Aa = Aa(Z, y, t), (3) in reference 16, the first term in equation (9) is the ho-

(a 1 a) mogeneous response portion of equation (8), while the
Aa= - - -) Oj (z, y)qj (t). (4) second term is a convolution integral giving the forced

NR+Ne response. Numerically, the solution is advanced from

a. is the mean angle-of-attack and Aa the time- any time step n to step n+, by:

dependent variation at point x, y. In the present ap- zi [(n + 1)At] = $(At)z,(nAt)+
proach, the pressure distribution ACp in expression (n+1)At
(2) is a time-independent non-linear function of a. It ] - exp [A((n + 1)At - r)] Bu(r)dr, (10)
is this relation by which the aerodynamic peculiarities
discussed in section 2.1 enter the equations of motion where At is the time step. Since u(r) is not known
(1), weighted by an appropriate mode shape Oi. over the interval nAt < t < (n + 1) At, the integral

In the numerical solution of the equations of motion in (10) must be approximated. The simplest approxi-

the aerodynamic forces L, are discretized as follows: mation for the integral is to assume that u(T) is con-

stant, i.e. u(r) = u(nAt) over the interval. A better

i = 'V2 E (0, (x, Y)AC,(x, Y, a,(t))), ASk, (5) approximation may be obtained by assuming u to vary
2 k linearly from u(nAt) and u((n + 1) At):

in which ASk is the k-th panel area, and the product un+ 1 = u" + (u - u - )
. (11)

(OiACp) is taken constant over the whole k-th panel,
being evaluated at the (z, y) position of the k-th pres-
sure orifice. Because of the non-linear aerodynamics, x + ' = eb! + OB (30 - u )/2, (12)
these forces havc to be evaluated for both right and
left wing and added at each time step of the time sim- where E is the integral of the state transition matrix
ulation. It should be noted that in the present study . The integration matrices 4 and E were calculated
only aerodynamic forces on the wing have been taken using the computational system described in reference
into account and those on the wing stores, fuselage 17. The final result of the time integration process is
and empennage surfaces ignored. the variation of the generalized coordinates q and their

time derivatives as functions of time.
Before solving, the equations of motion are brought They can easily be reduced to quantities of practical
into state space form. Writing equation (1) as: interest, like wing tip acceleration, pilot seat acceler-

[M] {14} + -' (q} + [K] {q} = {L(q, q)} , (6) ation, etc.

their state space form is: 2.4 Selection of Modes for LCO Pre-

i}= [M] - ' ({L(q,q)} - [C] {s} - [K] {q}), dictions
(7) In the investigation described in reference 9, it was

{q} = {s}, possible to reduce the number of modes to a single de-
gree of freedom (DOF) as a result of knowledge gained

and the working form is: from flight test measured LCO characteristics. Also,

{z} = [A] {z} + [B] {u}, (8) since LCO did not occur near a flutter boundary, the
natural modes were essentially unchanged and repre-

where A and B are constant matrices that result from sented those of the full-scale aircraft at flight LCO
the change of the variables z = [s, q]T and u is the conditions. This is not the general case, however, par-
generalized force L(q, 4). ticularly where LCO occurs near the flutter boundary.
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In this case, the modified modes resulting from the trailing-edge separation during LCO (Ref. 9) the wing
flutter eigenvectors may be quite different from the motion and the pressure distributions on the upper
natural modes. The concept of a single DOF response surface were plotted as shown in figure 7, during one
in LCO still applies, however, but it applies to a com- cycle of oscillation for an LCO calculation with the
plex mode as prescribed by the eigenvectors. generic model. The cycle starts at 25.1 s and the time

intervals are 0.005 s. These time steps were chosen to
Some guidance for mode selection may be derived from correspond to the extremes of angle-of-attack varia-
the results of routine linear-flutter calculations for a tion at wing tip station 6 about a = 6 deg. These de-
complete multi-DOF system in attached flow. Modes flections are highlighted as a heavy line in figure 7 and
that exhibit low aerodynamic damping values within represent the incremental angle-of-attack for (I) max-
the flight conditions of interest, are good candidates imum nose down, (11) zero with positive pitch rate,
for producing LCO. Along with the damping values, (III) maximum nose up, and (IV) zero with negative
the eigenvectors are also available for constructing the pitch rate. The two important modes responding in
appropriate complex modes if they are significantly the LCO are shown in figure 8.
different from the natural modes. However, the LCO
potential of each mode, real or complex, is governed The results in figure 7 along with the CN and C,
by its shape and how this shape interacts with the trends for station 6 in figure 4, may be used to clearly
non-linear flow fields. Such evaluation by visual in- demonstrate the relationship between shock-induced
spection is a qualitative judgement process which re- trailing-edge separation and LCO. At point I in figure
quires a high level of aerodynamic expertise, and its 7, the wing tip is at a minimum total angle-of-attack
outcome may not always be the right answer. Finally, (i.e. a = a,, + Aa ) of about a = 4.7 deg and a large
if the LCO conditions are near a flutter boundary, positive (up) deflection as indicated by the deflections
it is also quite possible that the eigenvectors are sig- (heavy line) at station 6. Two shocks (nose and aft
nificantly modified by non-linear aerodynamic forces. shocks) are distinctly seen in the chordwise pressure
Thus, even with all of this information, the analyst distributions (heavy line) also at station 6. The flow
would have to spend a significant amount of time mak- is attached at the trailing edge as indicated by the
ing the mode selections but would have no guarantee nearly zero value of the pressure coefficient. In figure
that he made the right decisions and the results could 4 at a = 4.7 deg, C, is at its lowest value during the
be entirely misleading. cycle and Cm is at its highest value. Thus, attached

flow with two shocks is providing a nose up pitch-
In spite of the additional computer costs, a better ing moment increment at the minimum angle and a
alternative is to use the full set of vibration modes downward acting normal force incremental at a large
within the frequency range of interest. This has the upward deflection.
advantages that (1) the system can filter out the
mode(s) that will respond in LCO, (2) the time re- Continuing on to point II in figure 7, the wing tip is at
quirement and uncertainty of the decision process for a = 6 deg and a maximum downward deflection. The
mode selection is eliminated, and (3) more modes are two shocks have merged into a single strong shock and
available to describe a possible shift in mean angle-of- the trailing edge pressures are indicating that separa-
attack due to static wing deflections. The mean angle- tion has begun. In figure 4, CN is higher but at a
of-attack due to aircraft maneuvering and/or static plateau that continues up to a = 8.5 deg. Cm is lower
aeroelastic effects has a major influence on the aero- (less nose up).
dynamic loads during LCO. Modes that contribute
dynamically to LCO may differ from the modes that At point III in figure 7, the wing tip is at a maxi-
contribute to static deflections. The representation of mum angle-of-attack of about a = 7.3 deg. The single
the latter modes in the equations of motion may be strong shock formed at point 1I has fully separated the
simplified by the concept of modal residualization. flow to the trailing edge which in turn has driven the

shock forward as shown in the pressures at station 6.
In figure 4, the CN is still about the same as it was

2.5 Previous Results at point II, however, Cm. is now lower and more nose
down.

Many applications of the LCO prediction method were

made in references 11 and 12 to both generic as well as Finally, at point IV in figure 7, the wing tip is at about
realistic configurations. In addition to various para- a = 6 deg but maximum upward deflection. The trail-
metric effects, the basic mechanism of coupling be- ing edge pressures are indicating that re-attachment is
tween flow fields and structural response was exam- occurring and a strong single aft shock is now present.
ined for the generic model. Predictions were also made In figure 4, CN is the same as it was at a = 7.3 deg
for realistic configurations, some of which were known at point III but Cm is higher giving less nose down
to exihibit LCO and others that did not. pitching moment. From point IV, the cycle continues

to point I where the two-shock system is re-formed.
2.5.1 Flow Characteristics during LCO The relationship just illustrated between shock-in-

To demonstrate the potential role of shock-induced duced trailing-edge separation, pitching moment and
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torsion response at station 6, is identical to that de- however, structural damping values were varied since
scribed in reference 9 where it was concluded that a their correct values were not known. All modes were
non-linear aerodynamic spring was the principal driv- used within the frequency range of interest.
ing mechanism for LCO. For the current example,
however, significant vertical translation in the LCO Response calculations were carried out for configura-
(or eigen) mode was opposed by CN variations at point tion A for which classical flutter calculations showed
1I. For angles-of-attack above a = 6 deg , CN was an unstable antisymmetrical mode at a frequency of
constant and did not affect the wing motion which 7.6 Hz just above the desired maximum speed of 600
would make it a neutral spring for half of the cycle. KEAS. The LCO calculations were made for a system
Thus, the existence of an additional non-linear spring with natural modes up to 15 Hz (12 DOF) and varying
for opposing translation for half of the cycle further structural damping values of g = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03.
substantiates the above conclusion of reference 9. The frequency is about 7.6 Hz in the results shown in

figure 9. It appears that for a mean angle-of-attack of
6 deg and structural damping values of g = 0.01 and

2.5.2 LCO Sensitive Parameters 0.02 rapidly developing LCO was obtained, whereas

An extensive investigation of the effects of various for a structural damping of 0.03 the calculations had
parameters on predicted LCO characteristics was de- to be continued to 60 s to obtain sustained oscilla-
scribed in reference 12. The effects of varying struc- tions.
tural damping, altitude, Mach number and mean Flight test results for configuration A yielded LCO at
angle-of-attack were determined for the generic con- M = 0.9 (during a wind-up turn) at an altitude of 5K
figuration. Because the generic configuration was very ft. The frequency of the forward tip launcher acceler-
sensitive to LCO, the unrealistic amplitudes of normal ation was about 7.5 Hz and the amplitude 2 g. The
acceleration obtained for that model cast some doubt ation s at 7.5 Hz and the ie ghe
on the quantitative relevance of observed trends. It c si is a rte caluated a f
was demonstrated, however, that the relationships be-
tween the various parameters are highly non-linear Configuration B has the same loading conditions as
and, in some cases, seemingly erratic. The effect of configuration A, but with a different type of tip
altitude was very significant for structural damping launcher which required changes in the structural rep-
values of g = 0.01 (g = 2 () or less below 10,000 feet resentation. Classical flutter calculations show an un-
but was very small at that altitude or above. The stable antisymmetrical mode at a frequency of 7.6
boundaries for existence of LCO as function of angle- Hz, but well above the required maximum speed of
of-attack or Mach number also changed erratically de- 600 KEAS. Response calculations were carried out for
pending on the value assumed for structural damping. the same conditions as for configuration A, including a
As a result, it was concluded that these parameters system with natural modes up to 15 Hz (12 DOF) and
are all very important and that their values must be varying structural damping values. Predicted acceler-
accurately determined before reliable predictions can ations at the forward tip launcher position for mean
be obtained. angle-of-attack of 6 deg, and varying structural damp-
This is an easy task for all parameters with e n ing are presented in figure 10. The frequency is aboutThi isan as tak fr al araetes wthexception 7.7 Hz. After the calculations were continued to 40 s,

of total damping (i.e. sum of structural and aerody- sus t callations were n t 40 s,

namic damping). Since the method does not involve sustained oscillations were found for g = 0.01. LCO

any aerodynamic damping due to the use of steady was suppressed by increasing the structural damping

aerodynamic data, an equivalent structural damping to g = 0.02. Obviously the calculated responses of con-

must be assumed that accounts for the aerodynamic figuration B show a weaker sensitivity to LCO than

damping as well. This composite value would then be was calculated for configuration A because at lower
used in the basic equations of motion given in assumed structural damping values LCO disappears.
used nt e ach dequa s iffent gvaes f equation This observation is confirmed by the results of flight
(1). Because each mode has different values of aero-

dynamic damping, which also depend on flight condi- tests.

tions, the importance of this parameter requires that Other configurations were analyzed with the LCO pre-
modal variation also be accounted for. Results from diction method in reference 12. Results also agreed
the wind tunnel test summarized in reference 8 will be qualitatively with flight test trends, thus justifying the
used to formulate an approach for estimating appro- conclusion that the method is very promising and that
priate damping characteristics for the LCO prediction the approach is fundamentally correct.
method.

2.5.3 Prediction of Configuration Effects 3 Additional Parametric Effects

The LCO prediction method was applied to several As an important part of the continuing refinement of
configurations for which the LCO characteristics are the LCO prediction method being developed between
known. Parameter selection was based on the experi- NLR and General Dynamics, other parametric effects
ence gained with the generic model as described above, have been recently investigated in addition to those re-
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ported in reference 12. These include the effects of the LCO amplitudes. The assumed damping value was
time step size of the integration technique, time lag g = 0.07 based on previous knowledge of the aircraft
in the aerodynamic force development, leading-edge and the particular mode. This damping is consider-
flap settings and variation of mode dependent damp- ably higher than those values used for the calculations
ing values. The first three effects will be discussed discussed in section 2 where no transition time lag was
in the following paragraphs of this section. The last used. Because a finite time is required for the flows to
item of mode dependent damping will have an entire separate or reattach, a lag must be introduced into the
section devoted to its discussion following this section. quasi-steady analysis technique used in this paper.

In order to have an estimate of the time lag value
3.1 Time Step Size for transitioning to shock-induced trailing-edge sepa-

The time step size used to integrate the aeroelastic ration, appropriate data from several sources of un-

equations of motion (see sections 2.2 and 2.3) has been steady flow information were examined to see if such

held constant at 0.005 seconds for the previous devel- a quantity could be determined. The results of this

opments summarized in references 11 and 12. This investigation, as also discussed in reference 8, showed

yielded about 25 time steps per cycle at the expected that a "universal" parameter may exist which could

frequency of about 8 Hz. (In actuality, 26 time steps quantify the desired transition time lag. The observed

per cycle were obtained at the resulting frequency of time delay was expressed in a non-dimensional form

7.6 Hz.) Smaller time step sizes were not considered as:

because of the very inefficient time-marching proce- ATLAG - 2VAtLAG 8.4
dure used in the method as reported in reference 11. CSEP
In contrast, the earlier calculations reported in refer- where CSEP is the approximate chord length of the
ence 9 used about 100 time steps per cycle, shock-induced trailing-edge separation zone (or the

With the incorporation of a more efficient time- mean distance from the shock to the trailing edge).

marching integration procedure as reported in refer- For the current LCO model, the estimated physical

ence 12, it was possible to examine easily the effect value was AtLAG = 0.011 seconds which corresponds

of smaller time steps. Calculations reported in refer- to a phase lag of about 30 deg at 7.6 Hz.

ence 12 using a time size step of At = 0.005 seconds The current LCO prediction method was modified to
were repeated for At = 0.002 seconds. The results allow an input time lag parameter of arbitrary size.
obtained with the smaller step size did show a slight This time lag specified a previous point in time for
reduction in LCO amplitudes of about 2 %. Thus, it which aerodynamic forces would be calculated for use
was concluded that At = 0.002 seconds should pro- in integrating the equations of motion at the current
vide solutions that are essentially converged for the time. By increasing the time lag to an equivalent
problems currently being investigated. Since the time phase angle, greater than 180 deg, a time lead effect
step is full scale time, the nondimensional step size, could also be investigated with the modified method.
Ar, becomes:

2VAt The effect of varying the time lag parameter is illus-
Ar = ; 0.35 trated in figures 11, 12, and 13. Figure 11 shows the

C baseline acceleration results for several points on the

where c is the wing mean aerodynamic chord and V airplane as well as the time varying local angle-of-
corresponds to a Mach number of 0.92 at an altitude attack for the wing Up (pressure station 6). The con-
of 5K ft. Unless otherwise noted, all calculations to ditions are M = 0.92, altitude = 5K ft and a mean
be discussed in the remainder of this paper were per- angle-of-attack of 6 deg. Structural damping, g, is
formed with At = 0.002 seconds. 0.01 and time lag is 0.0. Figure 12 shows the same

items at the same conditions for a time lag phase an-

3.2 Aerodynamic Time Lag Effects gle of 30 deg. In this case damping has to be in-
creased to g = 0.05 before a stable LCO was achieved.

A finite time is required for signals to propagate The tip launcher forward accelerations are about the
through an aerodynamic flow field which results in a same as shown in figure 11. However, all other items
time lag for changes to occur in the flow. The effect are considerably larger which indicates that a signifi-

of this "aerodynamic time lag" is different depending cant change has occurred in the LCO eigenmode. The

on the size of the disturbance and the dominant char- higher damping values required to achieve stable LCO

acteristics of the flow field. These characteristics may are more in agreement with the early LCO model de-
be classified by mostly attached, separated, or transi- scribed in reference 9.
tioning types of flows. A more complete discussion isgiven in reference 8 regarding these effects. Further increase of the the time lag to produce an ef-

fective lead angle of 45 deg was also investigated for

The LCO calculations performed in reference 9 showed which the results are shown in figure 13. Since phase
that introducing time lag for the transition to shock- lead introduces stability into the system in this case,

induced trailing-edge separation resulted in increased damping was kept at g = 0.01. LCO growth is much
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slower in comparison with cases in figure 11 and 12. ward acceleration time histories at all three leading-
About 60 seconds are required to reach a converged edge flap settings along with the time history of mean
limit. Comparison of figures 11 and 13, however, re- angle-of-attack variation.veal. that the LCO eigenmode is about the same. The results in figure 15 indicate that leading-edge flap
A summary plot of variation of the tip launcher for- settings have a significant effect on LCO development
ward acceleration with increasing time lag is shown during a simulated maneuver. This is in contrast
in figure 14. Time lag is expressed as phase lag at to the conclusions in reference 14 which stated that
7.6 Hz for ease of discussion. Total damping is main- the effect of leading-edge flap setting was minimal on
tained at g = 0.02 and angle-of-attack is constant at the development of shock-induced trailing-edge sepa-
6 deg. Up to 30 deg lag, the amplitude increases and ration. However, these flap deflections effect the lo-
diverges beyond the aerodynamic data base incidence cation of the critical aerodynamic forces and this is
limits at 30 deg lag. From 30 deg to 225 deg lag, the most likely the key influence that is responsible for
solution is diverged beyond the data base limits. Af- the trends shown in figure 14.
ter 225 deg lag, the amplitude is high but is rapidly
decreasing with increasing lag. At 270 deg lag, the The levels of LCO for leading-edge flaps at 0 deg and
system is completely stabilized as might be expected 5 deg are low at ±3 g's. Normal flying practice with
and continues in this mode up to 315 deg lag, where optimized leading-edge flap scheduling, depending on
LCO begins to appear again. From 330 up to 360 deg Mach number and altitude, would use 0 deg flap up
lag, the amplitude increases slightly and stabilizes be- to about 5 deg angle-of-attack, 5 deg flap up to about
tween 345 deg and 360 deg. 8 deg, and 10 deg flap up to about 13 deg. With

such scheduling, the heavy LCO shown in figure 14
The purpose of this investigation of time lag effects for 10 deg flap would not be encountered since this
was to determine their importance in the non-linear flap setting would not be used below about 7 or 8 deg
modeling of transonic LCO. The approach used actu- angle-of-attack. Corresponding points for the other
ally applied the same time lag to all parts of the wing, leading-edge flap settings of 0 deg and 5 deg would
with either attached or separated flow, which is not encounter the milder LCO shown for these points..
correct. However, the smoothness of variation of the
estabiished attached or separated aerodynamic forces Based on the effects shown in figure 15, leading-edge
as compared to the flow transition forces (see figures 3 flap scheduling must be included in LCO prediction
and 4) tends to weight the time lag effects toward the models for transient maneuvers. In addition, the high
transitory conditions. Thus, it is concluded that the sensitivity of LCO to Mach number as demonstrated
effects demonstrated here emphasize the importance in reference 12, suggests that Mach variations also
of introducing some type of time lag parameter in the need to be included in the transient models. Ideally,
LCO prediction method. This parameter will be es- flight path modeling would be desirable and needs to
tablished on the basis of the wind tunnel test results be considered as part of the LCO prediction method
(Ref. 8). refinements.

3.3 Effect of Leading-Edge Flap Set- 4 Role of Damping in Total Air
tings Frame LCO Response

In addition to data for zero leading-edge flap deflec-
tion, data for two other positions of 5 deg and 10 deg The prediction of aircraft LCO characteristics has the
(nose down) are available in the data base of reference same requirements as other aircraft dynamic response
13. The effect of leading-edge flap settings was inves- predictions such as gust response and buffeting. These
tigated with the LCO prediction method by substitut- requirements include accurate predictions of the re-
ing pressure data for the flap setting of interest and sponse of various parts of the aircraft as well as am-
running the method in its normal mode. No account plitudes and frequencies. Thus, the LCO eigenmode
was made for different orientations of the aerodynamic shape is as important as its amplitude and frequency.
forces on the deflected flaps, as this effect would in- Since the LCO eigenmode may be composed of several
troduce a maximum error of only about 1.5 % based natural modes (as in the cases discussed in this paper
on the cosine of 10 deg. as compared with the one DOF case in reference 9),

the correct total damping applicable to each naturalThe prediction runs were made at M = 0.92 and alti- mode must be included in the LCO model. Similar re-
tude = 5K ft with angle-of-attack linearly increasing quirements and techniques for satisfying these needs
in time from 1 deg to 10 deg in 27 seconds (i.e. a pitch were discussed extensively in reference 18 with regard
rate of 1/3 deg per second). Damping was held con- to accurate buffet response predictions.
stant for all 12 modes at g = 0.01 (same as in figure
11) and time lag was set to zero. Three leading-edge The importance of mode dependent damping effects
flap settings of 0 deg, 5 deg, and 10 deg were analyzed. were therefore investigated as part of the LCO predic-
Results are shown in figure 15 for the tip launcher for- tion method refinements. Because the introduction of
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time lag (see section 3.2) seemed to require more real- duction in pilot's seat acceleration also tracks with
istic damping values, a time lag of 0.011 seconds was expected trends. The reduction in both launcher ac-
used throughout this investigation. The flight condi- ceierations follows the same logic, although, the con-
tions were also constant at M = 0.92, altitude = 5K ft stant differential between the two seems contradictory.
and mean angle-of-attack = 6 deg. Damping was first What is not shown in the figure is the phasing between
varied as a uniform value for all modes and then var- the two tip launcher responses which is needed to de-
ied between the two important modes shown in figure fine the oscillatory incidence. The phasing is more
8. clearly illustrated by the mode deflections shown in

figure 7 where the pitching motion appears to lead the
translation motion at the wing tip by about 90 deg.
(This relationship is similar to that of classical flutter

Since a higher damping value, g = 0.05, was needed to for a simple pitch/plunge coupling.) Thus, because of
obtain a stable LCO, this was used as a starting point, the phasing, oscillatory wing tip incidence cannot be
LCO limit results are shown in figure 16 as function of estimated purely on the basis of differential acceler-
uniform damping for all modes. The top part of this tions at the forward and aft ends of the *tip launcher.
figure includes the predicted acceleration amplitudes However, reduction of the pitch mode amplitude (due
for the tip launcher forward (circles) and aft (squares) to higher damping in that mode) will result in a reduc-
as well as the pilot's seat (triangles). The amplitudes tion of the bending mode response since the former is
of the wing tip incidence (relative to the mean angle- providing the driving force which opposes the damp-
of-attack) are shown in the bottom of figure 16. These ing force for the latter mode.
parameters are the same as those presented in figures
11, 12, and 13. 4.3 Variable Damping for the Bending
The rapid change in response levels between g = 0.05 Mode

and 0.06 are in line with the diverged results obtained

for g < 0.04 with a time lag of 0.011 seconds. The Damping for the bending mode (mode 2 in figure 8)
similar amplitudes noted at all dampings for the for- was varied from g = 0.01 to 1.0 while fixing damping
ward and aft tip launcher accelerations indicate that for the pitching mode at g = 0.07 and the remaining
the LCO eigenmode is not changing much as uniform 7 structural modes at g = 0.01. Response results for
damping is increased. This is further substantiated this variation are shown in figure 18 in the same for-
by similar relative changes in the other response items mat as used in figures 16 and 17.
with increasing damping in figure 16.

The effect of bending mode damping over such a wideThus, returning to figures 11 and 12, it appears that range is minimal on both the pilot's sent acceleration
the change in the LCO eigenmode is most likely caused and the wing tip incidence. Accelerations on the wing
by introduction of the time lag rather than the large tip launcher show a very slight increase at the aft end
increase in damping. If this is true, then the impor- but a substantial decrease at the front end. The final
tance of correct determination of time lag character- values for all items shown in figure 18 for g = 0.07
istics is increased. Such a determination is possible are about the same as those shown in figure 16 for g
with the unsteady aerodynamic data base discussed = 0.07. This might be expected since damping of the
in reference 8. two important modes should be the dominant factor

in driving the LCO amplitude. This also confirms that
4.2 Variable Damping for the Pitch the LCO eigenmode is little affected by responses of

Mode the non-critical modes for which g = 0.07 in figure 16
and g = 0.01 in figure 18.

Referring to figure 10, the pitch mode is similar to
mode 1 at a frequency of 7.02 Hz but is actually mode The important result illustrated in figure 18 is that
4 in the 12 mode simulation of the current modeling, mode dependent damping characteristics can signifi-
The effect of varying pitch mode damping from g = cantly alter the LCO eigenmode. Although responses
0.06 to 1.0 was investigated while holding damping of are similar for the pilot's seat and wing tip incidences
other modes constant. Damping for the bending mode with increased bending mode damping, the wing tip
(similar to mode 2 in figure 8, but actually mode 5 in launcher motion is not the same. Such characteris-
the 12 mode simulation) was fixed at g = 0.02 and tics are important for determining the degradation of
the damping of the remaining 7 structural modes was weapons platform capability as a result of LCO. Also,
fixed uniformly at g = 0.01. Results for this investi- in other cases, the pilot's seat may be more affected
gation are shown in figure 17 in the same format as than is shown in figure 18. (see figure 17 for exam-
used in figure 16. pIe). Thus, in order to obtain representative LCO

eigenmodes, individual total damping for each mode
The most obvious and expected trend shown in figure included in the LCO modeling must be estimated as
17 is the reduction of oscillatory wing tip incidence accurately as possible through such techniques as pre-
with increasing damping for the pitch mode. The re- sented in reference 18.
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4.4 Effect of Damping on Non-Critical lag times, effects of surface motion as well as the devel-
Modes opment of aerodynamic stiffness and damping forces.

Information is also needed to determine if techniques
As just discussed, correct damping characteristics are such as those described in references 19, 20, and 21 are
needed for the critical modes in order to accurately ob- capable of providing the unsteady aerodynamic loads
tain the LCO eigenmode. It was implied that damp- suitable for use in the simulation of LCO phenomena.
ing in the non-critical modes was not important for
LCO limit conditions and this is further illustrated by The trends demonstrated in section 3.2 for time lag
the flagged symbols shown in figure 18. These sym- effects and section 4 for the role of total damping in
bols represent results obtained with g = 0.02 for the 7 total airframe LCO response emphasize (1) the im-
non-critical structural modes as opposed to g = 0.01 portance of accurately defining the unsteady aerody-
for the non-flagged symbols. (In addition, g = 0.07 namic characteristics in LCO flows and (2) the need
for the non-critical modes is illustrated in figure 16.) for a generalized model of these characteristics that

does not require condition dependent adjustments to
One of the most critical conditions for LCO is close- match known results. This means that aerodynamic
in air combat in which rapid high-g maneuvers are stiffness aud damping forces in each natural mode used
highly transient. Under these conditions LCO can in the simulation must be known a priori through the
limit tracking, weapons launch windows, pilot func- use of some type of prediction technique which may
tioning, aircraft handling qualities and so on. Thus, be semi-empirical (Refs. 18, 19, 20, and 21) or theo-
the transient nature of LCO must also be predictable. retical (Ref. 22). Current thinking suggests that con-
A comparison is made for time history developments figuration and condition specific information can beof LCO for the two cases of g = d. in figure 19 and obtained from steady pressure tests (as is done for the

of LCOufornthe tworcasesiof geth0.01ain figuren19eand
g = 0.02 in figure 20 for the non-critical modes with current LCO prediction method) and that unsteady
g = 0.07 for the pitching and bending modes. The information can be developed that is more generic
transient characteristics are quite different although (such as transition lag time, etc.).
the final amplitudes are about the same. The un- Another item of great importance is the definition of
realistically low total damping of g = 0.01 allows a static aeroelastic effects in the LCO model. Since
beating transient to exist for a significant period be- the transonic shock-induced separated flows are highly
yond what is shown in figure 20 where g = 0.02 is sensitive to local static changes in mean angle-of-
a realistic value. Thus, it is also important for pre- attack, it is important that these effects be accounted
dicting transient LCO that accurate damping values for. This aspect was discussed in reference 12 where
for the non-critical modes be included in the model- the use of modal residualization was suggested as a
ing. And, since the critical modes may not be known means to account for higher frequency modes not in-
beforehand, it is even more important that accurate cluded in the dynamic simulation but that could be
damping data be used for all modes included in the important in the static aeroelastic effects.
LCO predictions.

Finally, the use of aerodynamic forces on the fuselage
and tail surfaces has also been considered in reference

5 Method Refinements 12. Although these are important in buffeting and
gust response predictions (Ref. 18) they are probably

Various refinements to the LCO prediction method not key ingredients to the LCO mechanism and may
were discussed in reference 12 which reflected the evo- not be needed. However, this is still under considera-
lutionary development of such an approach. One of tion.
the key ingredients in the developments listed were
the results from an unsteady wind tunnel test that
has just recently been conducted and is described in 6 Conclusions
reference 8. The results discussed in section 3 and 4 in
this current paper were obtained as part of the inves- A semi-empirical method to predict LCO characteris-
tigation to better understand more specifically what tics of fighter aircraft is being developed. The method
information is needed from the unsteady wind tunnel has been described in its present form, and results of
test. These requirements are discussed in reference 8 the latest predictions were compared with flight test
but are summarized below along with a summary of trends and used to further assess various parametric
the refinements suggested in reference 12. effects. The important conclusions from reference 12

are summarized below.
The wind tunnel data base (Ref. 8) is expected to 1. Data from steady wind tunnel tests were suffi-
provide information necessary to characterize the un- cient for predicting qualitative LCO trends for
staedy nature of three-dimensional transonic flows the cases studied.
with extensive shock-induced separations that may
also extend to the trailing edge. This information will 2. Altitude, mean angle-of-attack, Mach number
provide the unsteady complement to that contained in and total damping were found to be sensitive pa-
reference 14. Such items of interest are flow transition rameters in transonic LCO.
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Fig. 1 Recordings of accelerometers during flight flutter testing of fighter-type aircraft.
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Fig. 2 Location of pressure orifices and correspondinEpanels on the model wing planform.
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Fig. 3 Steady lift and moment coefficients in station 1 as functioD of Mach number
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Fig. 4 Steady lift and moment coefficients in station 6 as function of Mach number
and angle-of- attack.
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Fig. 5 Steady pressure distributions in station 1 as function of angle-of-attack and
constant Mach number (M = 0.92).
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Fig. 6 Steady pressure distributions in station 6 as function of angle-of-attack and
constant Mach number (M = 0.92).
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Fig. 7 Vibration mode and flow characteristics for generic model during LCO.
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Fig. 8 First two uiirestrained vibration modes of generic model.
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N TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL INVI:TIG&TION 0F 9M
- LIMIT CYCLE OSCILLATIONS ON FIGL-TZR TYPE WINGS

- by

Atlee M. Cunningham, Jr.
General Dynamics, Fort Worth, rexas

S-u u Ruud G. den Boer
o National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR), The Netherlands<--

ABSTR.ACT

A wind tunnel investigation was conducted 1 = wing and store rolling mo-
to investigate the unsteady aerodynamic ment, Nm, positive wing tip
aspects of transonic Limit Cycle Oscil- up
lations (LCO) on fighter type aircraft M, MACH = freestream Mach number
wings. This investigation is a coopera- m = wing and store pitching
tive effort of General Dynamics (Fort moment, Nm, positive nose up
Worth) and the National Aerospace Labora- N = wing and store normal force,
tory (NLR) of the Netherlands which is N, positive up
funded by the U.S. Air Force and the Dutch n = store yawing moment, Nm,
Ministiy of Defense. Two tests were plan- positive nose left
ned and the first test, conducted during p = pressure at model surfaces,
September 1991, was concerned with a wing Pa
body configuration with wing stores and was p, = freestream static pressure,
restricted to incidences below 10 deg. The Pa
second test, planned for March 1992, will Q = dynamic pressure, Pa
be for a simple wing-strake geometry and REDFR = reduced frequency, = wfcr/V"
will cover incidences up to at least 30 S = wing area, m2
deg. This paper presents results from the V = freestream velocity, m/s
first test with the objective to obtain x = chordwise coordinate, m,
unsteady pressures and forces necessary for positive left
identifying the aerodynamic nature of y = store side force in y
transonic LCO which is currently encounter- direction, N, positive out-
ed on many fighter configurations. The board (left)
wing panel was oscillated in pitch at y = spanwise coordinate, m,
amplitudes and frequencies typical of LCO positive outboard (left)
for flow conditions in which significant z = coordinate normal to x-y
shock-induced separation is encountered. plane, m
Unsteady pressure data were obtained for a,ALPHA = angle of attack, deg
the wing panel in terms of both harmonic Aa,da
components and time-histories to highlight DALPHA = amplitude of pitching motion,
the nonlinearities. Unsteady forces and deg
moments measured on the wing panel as well 6 = control surface deflection,
as on each wing store were also obtained to deg
indicate the level of contribution of each
element to the overall unsteady wing loads Subscripts
for pitching motions. i = unsteady

LAU = tip launcher

LEF = leading edge flap
m = mean

Nomenolature MAIN = main wing
TIP - wing tip

b = local wingspan, m
Cm = wing pitching-moment 1.0 INTRODUCTION

coefficient,
= m/QScr; reference axis Requirements for fighter aircraft to oper-

shown in Figs. 2 and 3 ate with high maneuverability in the tran-
C - wing normal-force sonic speed regime increase the potential

coefficient, N/QS to encounter a transonic non-linear flut-
C = pressure coefficient, ter, known as limit cycle oscillations

- (p - p)/Q (LCO). LCO is a limited amplitude self-
(Cp)l  - unsteady pressure sustaining oscillation produced by a struc-

coefficient, = pi/Qaa tural/aerodynamic interaction. The pheno-
- Re(C ) + iIm(Cp) menon is related to buffet but is similar

(Cp)m  - mean pfessure coefficient to classical flutter in that it usually
c - local chord, m occurs at a single frequency. From an
cr = root chord, m operational point of view, LCO results in
f, FREQ = frequency, Hz an undesirable airframe vibration that
HARM = harmonic component (HARM = limits the pilot's functional abilities and

0,mean: = l,first harmonic) produces extreme discomfort and anxiety.
g = structural damping as a More importantly, targeting accuracy is de-

fraction of critical damping graded, e.g., wing mounted missiles cannot
= SQRT(-I) bEr fired because of high levels of wing

k - see REDFR motion that prevent target lock-on.
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For fighter aircraft, transonic LCO is steady and unsteady airloads data base for
characterized by a nearly harmonic oscil- use in LCO/flutter calculations. The fun-
lation which appears at Mach numbers damental understanding of LCO type flows
ranging from 0.8 to 1.1, and at moderate and the data base will be used in the
angles of attack depending on the Mach development and refinement of an LCO
number, but usually less than 10 deg. The prediction method.
flow conditions during LCO are character-
ized by mixed attached/separated flow. A second related test is planned for 1992
Lowly damped vibration modes tend to re- in which a simple wing-strake geometry will
spond provided they have the proper charac- be dynamically tested up to 30 deg inci-
teristics to couple with this type of flow. dence at transonic speeds in order to simu-
Thus, in order to predict LCO characteris- late unsteady transonic maneuvers. General
tics of fighter aircraft a better under- objectives of this second test will be:
standing of the important flow phenomena is (1) to develop a better understanding of
needed for the development and refinement the physics of unsteady transonic vortex
of a reliable prediction method. flows about a simple straked wing geometry;

and (2) to generate a steady and unsteady
In response to the above needs, an investi- airloads data base for a simple straked
gation was begun, as a cooperative effort wing suitable for use in the validation of
between General Dynamics and NLR o under- computational fluid dynamic computer codes.
stand the nature of LCO experienced by
fighter aircraft maneuvering at transonic
speeds. This investigation is being funded 2.2 Specific Requirmemnts
by the US Air Force, Dutch Ministry of
Defense, NLR, and General Dynamics. In Analysis of steady wind tunnel data in Re-
addition to conducting an extensive wind ferences 2 and 3 have indicated that shock-
tunnel investigation (Reference 1), a major induced and trailing edge separation plays
objective of this investigation is to deve- a dominant role in the development of LCO
lop a method for predicting LCO character- at transonic speeds as first described in
istics of full scale aircraft (References 2 Reference 4 and further discussed in Refer-
and 3). Analyses of steady wind tunnel ence 5. On this basis, a semi-empirical
data in References 2 and 3 have indicated prediction method is being developed which
that shock-induced and trailing edge sepa- makes use of such steady wind tunnel data.
ration play a dominant role in the develop- In the development of this prediction me-
ment of LCO at transonic speeds as first thod, as described in References 2 and 3,'
described in Reference 4 and further dis- specific needs have evolved which are deem-
cussed in Reference 5. On this basis, a ed necessary for the achievement of reli-
semi-empirical prediction method (Refer- able LCO predictions for fighter aircraft.
ences 2 and 3) is being developed which These needs include detailed information on
makes use of such data. Results from the (1) lag time involved with transition to
current wind tunnel investigation of LCO and from shock induced trailing edge sepa-
will be used for guidance in development of ration, (2) aerodynamic damping for natural
this prediction method as well as to pro- modes of vibration under flow conditions
vide input to the method for defining the typical of transonic LCO, and (3) an ade-
important unsteady aerodynamic effects. quate data base for developing an unsteady

aerodynamic model as suggested in Refer-
This paper will present a description of ences 2 and 3. The following paragraphs
the test objectives, the wind tunnel model will present discussions on each of these
test program and some preliminary test items.
results. Background for the test will
first be discussed followed by descriptions 2.2.1 aerodynamic Time Lag
of the wind tunnel, models, model support,
instrumentation, excitation, and data ac- A finite time is required for signals to
quisition system. Next, test procedures propagate through an aerodynamic flow field
for measuring overall loads and pressure which results in a time lag for changes to
distributions as well as the techniques occur in the flow. The effect of this
used for incidence and blockage corrections "aerodynamic time lag" is different depend-
will be discussed. Finally, the test pro- ing on the size of the disturbance and the
gram and some preliminary results will be dominant characteristics of the flow field.
presented followed by concluding remarks. These characteristics may be classified by

mostly attached, separated, or transition-

2.0 T28T ONCTIVIES ing types of flows.

2.1 General Requirements For attached flows over oscillating lifting
surfaces, aerodynamic time lag effects are

In support of the development of a method generally second order in terms of modify-
for predicting LCO characteristics of ing overall flow field characteristics.
fighter aircraft, a wind tunnel test was This observation is justified by the well
conducted to investigate the unsteady aero- known success of small disturbance and per-
dynamic aspects of transonic LCO. This turbation methods in predicting unsteady
test was concerned with a wing body config- aerodynamic effects on lifting surfaces.
uration with wing stores and was restricted Wheb coupled with lifting surface motion,
to incidences below 10 deg. General objec- however, aerodynamic lag has a first order
tives of this test were: (1) to develop an effect on determining aerodynamic damping
understanding of the physics of unsteady which likewise has a first order effect on
transonic flows about a wing/store/fuselage structural response.
configuration at conditions typical of
full-scale LCO; and (2) to generate a
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For separated flows over oscillating lift- ed in Reference 6 which with the 1/3 factor
ins surfaces, little interaction takes for ATLG and the 1/2 factor for CszP , the
place between the moving surface and the ALAG becomes
separated flow fields. Aerodynamic damping
may be significantly reduced, however, 1 2s 1 2i -837
aerodynamic stiffness may likewise be 3 3k-1 3 0.25
reduced. The structure is more likely to
respond to the fluctuating pressure dis-
tributions imposed by. the separated flows
so that the resulting dynamic characteris- For the LCO calculations in Reference 3
tics are more related to buffeting. with time lag, the estimated physical value

is AtLAG = 0.011 seconds which corresponds
For flows that transition between attached to a phase lag of about 30 deg at 7.6 Hz.
and separated conditions, aerodynamic time
lag effects on the flow fields become first It has also been observed that massive
order when they affect the point at which stalling on simple delta wings pitching at
the transition occurs. As an example, for large incidence amplitudes and low speeds
positive pitch rate, shock induced trailing is delayed in a similar manner where
edge separation will occur at an incidence
higher than that at which it would occur
for steady flow. This delay to a higher 8.3
incidence is a direct result of the finite
time required for the transition to be com- This is the transition for vortex burst
pleted. Therefore, the time lag will cause flows to completely stalled flows
a shift in the unsteady aerodynamic forces (Reference 7). It may seem coincidental
and will produce an out-of-phase (imagi- that similar non-dimensional transition
nary) component that may be stabilizing or times are required for (1) shock induced
destabilizing to the oscillatory motion trailing edge separation to develop at
that is driving the transition. transonic speeds and (2) massive stalling

of simple delta wings to develop at low
The LCO calculations performed in Reference speeds. However, indications are that both
4 showed that introducing time lag for the types of separations begin at the forward
transition to shock induced trailing edge boundary, the shock for (1) above and the
separation resulted in increased LCO ampli- delta wing leading edge for (2) above. If
tudes. The assumed damping value was g = this is the case then the propagations of
0.07 based on previous knowledge of the the stall front would be similar and,
airplane and the particular mode. This hence, the transition times would also be
damping is considerably higher than those similar.
values used for the calculations discussed
in Section 2.0 of Reference 3 where no The importance of aerodynamic time lag in
transition time lag was used. Because a the calculation of LCO characteristics
finite time is required for the flows to places a specific requirement on the LCO
separate or reattach, a lag must be intro- wind tunnel test. This requirement is to
duced into the quasi-steady analysis obtain sufficient information to quantify
technique used in Reference 3. the aerodynamic time lag characteristics

for attached, separated, and transitioning
In order to have an estimate of the time flows that are involved in LCO. It must
lag value for transitioning to shock induc- also be determined if a simple time lag
ed trailing edge separation, appropriate concept as discussed above is sufficient
data from several sources of unsteady flow for modeling first order unsteady aerodyna-
information have been examined to see if mic characteristics using steady pressure
such a quantity could be determined. The distributions for LCO calculations as de-
results of this investigation, have shown scribed in Reference 3.
that a universal parameter may exist which
could quantify the desired transition time 2.2.2 Mode Devendent Aerodynamic DhaDin
lag. The observed time delay is expressed
in a non-dimensional form as: Several parametric variations for assumed

mode total damping values were made in Re-
2VA ference 3 to determine the sensitivity of

AT-2G T =8.4 LCO calculations to mode dependent damping.
C58P The results showed that variation of total

damping for the critical modes involved in
the LCO mechanism could significantly alter
the LCO response characteristics in terms

where CsEP is the approximate chord length of both amplitudes and spatial distribu-
of the shock induced trailing edge separa- tions of aircraft response. This response
tion zone (or the mean distance from the "shape" was referred to as the "LCO eigen-
shock to the trailing edge). mode" which was a complex combination of

the primary natural modes known to provide
The above value of 8.4 was derived from the proper coupling characteristics. The
data presented in Reference 6 concerned LCO eigenmode was quite different depending
with natural oscillations of shock-induced on whether damping was assumed uniform for
trailing edge separation on thick bi-convex the two primary modes or if each primary
airfoils in two-dimensional flow. It was mode was assigned a damping value consis-
cbserved that about 1/3 of a cycle was re- tent with flutter analyses.
quired for the separation to develop and
that the separation occurred over the aft The effect of damping variation for non-
half of the airfoil. A reduced frequency critical modes with fixed damping for the
of k = 0.5 for the oscillations was report- critical modes was also investigated in



Reference 3. It was shown that the limit range of 0.3 to 1.2 and a maximum Reynolds
amplitude was essentially unaffected after number of 22 x 106 per meter at M = 0.95.
starting transients had died out. However, Variable pressure and temperature capabil-
the transients included significant motions ity provides close control of Reynolds
of the non-critical modes. Since one of number as well as Mach number.
the most critical conditions for LCO is
close-in air combat in which highly tran- 3.2 Model and Model Support
sient high-g maneuvers are frequently per-
formed, the transient nature of LCO must Since two tests of similar configurations
also be predictable. Thus, it is important are planned in this investigation, a common
that the correct aerodynamic damping char- instrumented wing panel was designed to be
acteristics for the non-critical modes be used in the two tests. The wing panel with
included in the LCO modeling. And, since basic instrumentation is shown schematic-
the critical modes may not be known before- ally in Figure 1. Support is provided
hand, it is even more important that accu- through a semi-span balance beam which is
rate aerodynamic damping data be used for in turn supported by bearings mounted on
all modes included in the predictions. the sidewall turntable. The hydraulic

actuator, also mounted on the turntable,
Thus, another specific requirement of the provides the oscillatory pitching excita-
LCO wind tunnel test is to provide suffi- tion of the wing panel. Model mean angle-
cient information for developing an ap- of-attack is then controlled through posi-
pLwdch to accurately model aerodynamic tioning of the sidewall turntable indepen-
damping. A possible approach is that which dent of the nydraulic actuator position.
was used in the F-ill TACT buffet predic-
tions (Reference 8) where combinations of The wing panel is of a "clam-shell" design
measured wind tunnel damping data and pre- so that all instrumentation inside the wing
dicted flutter results were used in a semi- is accessible. It was fabricated of high-
empirical method to predict aerodynamic strength aluminum alloy so as to minimize
damping for individual natural modes. Such inertia loads and has instrumented leading
an approach would require aerodynamic damp- and trailing edge flaps whose positions may
ing measurements from the LCO wind tunnel be varied by changing the attachment brack-
test for appropriate modes of the model. ets. Instrumentation is described in

Section 3.3.
2.2.3 Unsteady Aerodynamic Data Base

The LCO configuration is shown in Figure 2.
In addition to providing sufficient infor- In this case two underwing missiles and a
mation to establish aerodynamic time lag tip launcher are attached to the basic wing
and damping characteristics appropriate for panel. A suitable fuselage is rigidly at-
LCO calculations as discussed above, the tached to the sidewall turntable and is,
unsteady aerodynamic data base should also therefore, held stationary at the model
contain results that can be used to develop mean angle-of-attack. The balance support
a more general technique for determining for the basic wing panel extends through an
the required unsteady aerodynamic charac- opening in the fuselage so that no contact
teristics. Several more general approaches exists between the moveable balance/wing
were discussed in Reference 2 which use panel and the fixed fuselage. Lybrinth
semi-empirical techniques to predict un- seals are provided at the interface between
steady aerodynamic effects. the wing panel and fuselage except for the

Specific requirements for the data base are
to provide: (1) steady mean data for re-
ference conditions unique to the LCO wind windtunneisidewaJ i-.,
tunnel model geometry and test set-up; (2)
harmonic unsteady data with sufficient in-
cidence and Mach number resolution; and (3) 113b10--
time history recordings of unsteady data
from which time lag and aerodynamic damping 40 -
for model modes can be determined. The LE.p bangs
data types include steady and unsteady for-
ces and moments for the model wing and all
stores as well as steady and unsteady pres- -*- "
sures on the model wing. Data from accel-
erometers located on the wing and from wing
position instrumentation are also needed to ._ shaft
accurately define wing and store motions
during model oscillation.

./0 ; 0 !
3.0 TRET SETUP

4032 1
3.1 Win Tunnel _ -_ ___r'_ acuar

The LCO tests were conducted in the NLR 2.0 T.E.flap-
x 1.6 m2 high-speed wind tunnel situated in
Amsterdam. The tunnel has a closed circuit
with a test section length of about 2.5 m.
The test section can accommodate either 0 accelerometers
sting or sidewall mounted models. Sidewall
mounting was used for the semi-span model
in the current test. The tunnel has a Mach Figure 1 Outboard Wing Panel
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Figure 2 LCO Configuration (Oscillating Figure 3 Simple Strake Configuration
Outboard Wing) (Oscillating Semi-Span Model)

ends of the leading and trailing edge All model and support system parts were
flaps. The purpose of this arrangement is designed and fabricated by NLR at the
to simulate wing motions representative of Amsterdam and Noordoostpolder facilities.
structural natural modes where the fuselage The instrumentation and calibration were
is essentially rigid, also accomplished by NLR.

The simple strake configuration, as shown 3.3 Model instrumenmtation
in Figure 3, is to be tested in 1992.
Since this test will be a transonic count- The model instrumentation consisted of main
erpart to the low speed test of a simple wing semi-span balances, a dynamic inci-
straked wing (Reference 9), the strake dence transducer, store balances, in situ
section must also move with the wing and pressure transducers, and accelerometers.
is, therefore, attached to the basic wing In addition, temperature and reference
panel. Loads from both the wing and strake pressure transducers were provided in the
are carried through the semi-span balance model. Locations of instrumentation are
beam. The leading and trailing edge flaps indicated in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
cannot be deflected as in the case of the
LCO model setup. The three component main wing balances were

designed to provide adequate stiffness and
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the strength and yet retain sufficient sensi-
two test configurations relative to the tivity for accurate aerodynamic loads meas-
rotation axis and the sidewall turntable. urements. Specifically, those balances
Two semi-span beam balances were provided: measured normal force, rolling (or bending)
(1) a long beam for the LCO test and, (2) a moment and pitching moment.
short beam for the simple strake test. The
pitch axis locations are also different at A linear variable differential transducer
56.7% of the outboarding panel root chord (LVDT) was mounted between the beam balance
for the LCO configuration and 73.3% of the and the support to measure the oscillation
strake root chord for the simple strake amplitude input to the model. Mean inci-
configuration. Incidence and oscillatory dence of the model was measured by a very
amplitude ranges are also different for the sensitive accelerometer attached to the
two tests. For the LCO tests, a maximum sidewall turntable.
mean (fuselage) angle-of-attack is 10 deg
and maximum wing oscillatory amplitude is All stores shown in Figure 2 were mounted
±1.5 deg. Maximum mean angle-of-attack is on five component balances attached to the
30 deg for the simple strake tests and ±15 wing panel. As was required for the main
deg for the oscillatory amplitude of both wing balance, the store balances also had
wing plus strake. to- have the optimum mixture of adequate
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Figure 4 Two Wind Tunnel Tests

strength, stiffness, and sensitivity. Each vert from linear to rotational motion. De-
balance could measure normal and side for- sign amplitude limitations for the LCO conA

ces as well as yawing, rolling, and pitch- figuration were ±0.5 deg at 90 Hz. All mo-
ing moments. tions during the LCO test were sinusoidal.

The pressure transducers were mounted such 3.5 Data Acquisition system
that they were electrically isolated, free
of local model deformations, and not influ- The wind tunnel tests were performed using
enced by model accelerations. Four chord- a computer controlled data acquisition
wise and two spanwise rows were located as system (see Figure 5) called PHARAO (Pro-
shown in Figure I for a total of 87 pres- cessor for HArmonic and Random Oscilla-
sure transducers. The two inboard chord- tions), which is capable of sampling 64
wise rows contained both upper and lower (time) signals simultaneously. Using a
transducers with more on the upper surface. switch panel in the LCO test, the process
All pressure rows extended onto the leading was conducted twice to record a total of
and trailing edge flaps. Grouping toward 128 channels.
the wing tip was done in order to concen-
trate instrumentation in the regions of The electrical signals of the instruments
known shock induced separation as well as are first amplified in the Multi Channel
leading edge separation at transonic speeds Conditioning Units (MCCU's) and a separa-
and low incidence. The sensitivity of the tion is made between AC and DC. The AC
pressure transducers showed a small varia- signals are switched in two groups of 64,
tion with temperature. By measuring the filtered (for anti-aliasing), sampled by
model temperature with a thermistor, the the AD converter and stored on an optical
correct sensitivity of the pressure trans- disc. One oscillator is used to control
ducers could be selected for processing both the hydraulic actuator (see Section
recorded electrical signals into pressure 3.4) as well as the sampling of the elec-
data. trical signals, to have perfect synchroni-

zation. Sample frequencies and filter set-
Vertical accelerometers were also located tings are chosen proportional to the driv-
at 12 positions on the wing as shown in ing frequency of the mode. In most cases,
Figure 1 and at 6 positions on the wing 4096 samples were recorded for each channel
stores as shown in Figure 2. The capabil- with a frequency of 32 times the frequency
ity to rotate the underwing stores accel- of the model motion, so 128 full cycles of
erometers from vertical to lateral direc- the first harmonic were recorded. For
tions was also provided, quick look presentation, the time traces

were averaged using Phase Locked Time
3.4 Model Exoitation Domain Averaging (PLTDA) and Fourier

transformed to harmonic components. The
Excitation was provided by an electro- baIance loads were corrected for inertial
hydraulic shaker system which consisted of loads and the influence of temperature on
a hydraulic power supply, a combined linear pressure transducer sensitivity was ac-
actuator and servo valve, and a feedback counted for.
control unit (Reference 10). The hydraulic
actuator was mounted on the sidewall turn- For the measurements on the simple strake
table. The piston was connected to a crank model (in 1992), the data acquisition sys-
on the balance beam (see Figure 1) to con- team will be expanded up to 128 channels.
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Figure 5 Data Acquisition System

This will provide faster data acquisition 2.) Integrated section coefficients CN and
as well as the possibility for cross Cm for the four chordwise rows and
correlation of all the recorded signals. coefficients CN and C1 for the two

spanwise rows;
4.0 PROCEDURZS AND PREPARATORY TEBTS

3.) Mean values, the first eight harmonics
4.1 Xeasureuent of Forces, Moments, and and time histories of all force and

Pressure Distributions moment coefficients for the main wing
panel and all wing store balances; and

The main objective of these measurements
was to establish the relationship between 4.) Amplitudes and displacements derived
the mechanical motion of the model as input from accelerometer signals.
and the pressures, forces, and moments as
output. Using the data acquisition system With exception of the mean value quanti-
(Section 3.5), the relationship was esta- ties, all unsteady quantities were normal-
blished through determination of the zeroth ized with the model angular displacement.
(mean) and the first eight harmonics of the
measured output signals. All data quanti- 4.2 Inidenoe and Blookage Correotions
ties were normalized into standard coeffi-
cient form using model motion and wind tun- Wing incidence was influenced by structural
nel aerodynamic quantities for the normali- deformations of the balance and wing panel.
zation terms. In most cases, about one The fuselage incidence needed no correc-
minute was required per test point at a tions since it was rigidly attached to the
given mean angle, frequency, and amplitude, sidewall turntable. Thus, mean wing posi-
All data reduction was performed on the HP tion was adjusted with the hydraulic actu-
9000/370 computer and all results including ator system for each mean angle-of-attack
time histories were stored on disks for setting to align the wing with the fuse-
later analyses. lage. This correction was less than 0.1

deg for the maximum design aerodynamic
The data items obtained were as follows: pitching moment applied to the wing.

1.) Four chordwise and two spanwise rows No additional incidence or blockage correc-
(see Figure 1) of pressure distribu- tions due to wind tunnel wall presence were
tions for mean pressures, (C ),, and needed for this test because of model size
unsteady pressures, Re(Co) ana Im(CP) and low maximum iicidence.
for the first eight harmonics and time
histories;
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TILE I MODEL XODE FRUQUECXI

CONFIGURATION, Hz
MODE

WITH TIP TIP LAUNCHER +
CLEAN LAUNCHER 2 MISSILES

1st Wing 99.93 83.96 72.58
Bending

1st Wing 144.15 138.17 138.35
Torsion

2nd Wing 174.5 167.07 164.69
Bending

TABLE 2 FREQUENCY/AMPLITUDE TEST MATRIX

FREQUENCY/k
dQ, DEGda, DEG 6 Hz/0.02 40 Hz/0.16 56 Hz/0.22 110 Hz/0.43

0.125 / / / /

0.25 / /

0.5 /

1.0 /

1.5 /

4.3 Preparatory Tests varying mean angle, all at a fixed Mach
number. This approach permitted rapid

Model vibration modes, frequencies, and testing of a large array of conditions
masses were needed for calculating inertia since the time required for a mean angle
corrections to the various balance measure- change of 0.5 deg was very short in com-
ments. Thus, vibration test were conducted parison to that required for changing
on the model for all possible wing store frequency or amplitude.
configurations. The wing was mounted on
the semi-span balance and support system as Configuration effects were also investi-
normally installed on the sidewall turn- gated by varying the leading and trailing
table. Frequency ranges for the primary edge flap settings as well as removing or
wing modes for all configurations are shown changing wing stores. These configurations
in Table 1. Underwing store frequencies included a completely clean wing with no
were scattered at intermediate frequencies stores.
starting at about 90 Hz. Mode frequencies
were also measured with the model mounted 6.0 TEST RESULTS
in the wind tunnel.

The LCO wind tunnel test began on 10 Sep-
Flutter analyses were also performed with tember 1991 and was completed on 19 Sep-
the measured model modes, frequencies, and tember 1991. As a result, little time was
generalized masses using linear theory available for analysis of the results, how-
(doublet lattice) unsteady aerodynamics. ever, samples of the various data can be
Rosults for the worst case indicated that presented in this paper to give an impres-
flutter speeds were more than twice the sion of the scope and nature of the data
testing speeds. base. All data discussed in the following

two sections are processed results obtained
5.0 LCO MODEL TEST PROGRAM during the test. The pressure data were

reduced to standard coefficient form and
The LCO test program was designed to inves- the unsteady data were further normalized
tigate the effects of various parameters on by the oscillatory pitch amplitude, da, in
the aerodynamic loads and pressures associ- radians. The force and moment data were
ated with a pitching wing with stores on a processed in the same manner except that it
fixed fuselage at transonic conditions ty- was necessary to subtract inertial forces
pical of full scale LCO. Mean angle-of- and moments from the measurements to obtain
attack was varied from 0 deg up to 10 deg pure aerodynamic loads. All unsteady re-
in 0.5 deg increments at selected Mach sults presented in the following sections
numbers within the range of M = 0.90 to are for the first harmonic only and are
0.975. A frequency and amplitude matrix as given in terms of in-phase (real) and out-
shown in Table 2 wan tested by first set- of-phase (imaginary) components relative to
ting frequency and amplitude and then the forced oscillatory motion of the wing.
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Figure 6 Comparison of Integrated Steady 0.5
Pressures at the Wing-Tip Pres-
sure Row for the HST Test and
the 1986 Test (Reference 11) Section 4 Tip I

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

6.1 Iteady and Unsteady Pressure Data X/c

As part of the test procedure, correlations (b) a= 7.5 Degrees
with the LCO test in 1986 (Reference 11)
were made in order to establish the test Figure 7 Comparison of Steady Pressure

conditions of interest. Analyses of the Distributions for the HST Test

1986 data base in References 2 and 3 in- and the 1986 Test (Reference 11)
dicated that M. - 0.90, 0.92, and 0.93 were
important conditions in terms of under- good both in character and magnitude. The
standing the LCO phenomena. Since most reasons for slightly lower levels of CNT p
analyses in References 2 and 3 were per- for a above 4 deg are not yet fully under-
formed at N - 0.92, this became the central stood and are the subject of continuing
point of study. analysis.

The correlation parameter was also chosen A direct comparison of steady pressure
on the basis of the Reference 2 and 3 distributions is shown in Figure 7 for two
analyses. This was the chordwise integra- chordwise pressure rows (3 and 4 in Figure
tion of the upper surface steady or mean 1) and two angles of 4.0 deg and 7.5 deg at
pressure data on the most outboard chord- M = 0.93 in the HST but M = 0.92 in the
wise row of transducers which was shown to 1986 test. The results at a - 4.0 deg
be a good indicator of LCO sensitivity, reflect the good agreement shown in Figure
Results of this correlation are shown in 6 for the integrated results at a = 4.0
Figure 6 for 6LE, = 0 deg. The HST Mach deg. Results at a = 7.5 deg show that the
numbers showing the best correlations with levels measured in the HST are slightly
the 1986 test points of M = 0.9, 0.92, and lower than those from the 1986 test but the
0.93 were M - 0.9, 0.93, and 0.945 in the difference are nearly uniform. Similarity
HST respectively. Considering the differ- of the distributions are indicative of the
ences in models, wind tunnels, and test good agreement shown by CUTIP trends in
objectives, these correlations are quite Figure 6.
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Figre 8 Sample Unsteady Results for HST Test, M =0.93, m =

9.5 deg, f = 40 Hz, k =0.16 do = 1.0 deg, Mean and
First Harmonic Results

Anexample of unsteady pressure distribu- imaginary parts. The effect of 6LEP 0 degtions inshow .in Figure 8 for M-0.93, a and 2.5 deg, for k - 0.16 and do 0.5 deg
- 9.5 deg, d9 - 1.0 deg and f = Hz (k , in Fire 9 is a classic example which

0.16) with SZ = 2.5 deg. All chordwise illustrates the displacement of major dis-rows, 1, 2, 3, and 4, as well as the span- continuities by an incremental angle thatwise rows, 6 and 7, are represented. Upper is similar to the flap deflection angle.surface mean, real and imaginary pressure In both cases, the real parts track thecoefficient distributions are shown for all slopes of the mean results shown in Figurerows. Lower surface data are also shown 6 and the imaginary parts tend to mirrorfor rows 1 and 2. Because of a data pro- the real parts in the usual manner. Thecessing error, however, all unsteady values large discontinuities at 6.5 to 7.0 deg forare 11% high. The model wing and stores SLEF = 0 deg are pushed up to about 9.0 andmotions are shown in the small mode plot, 9.5 for 6LEP " 2.5 deg.which for the case of 40 Hz indicates afairly clean pitching motion. Typical The effects of do for 6L9P = 2.5 deg at ashock induced trailing edge separated flow fixed frequency of 40 Hz, k = 0.16, ascharacteristics are seen at rows 3 and 4. illustrated in Figure 10 generally show a
tendency to smooth out the variations ofThe effects of leading edge flap setting, CNI p and CmT4P with incidence as the6L1F , oscillation amplitude, do, and fre- amplitude is increased. Some anomaliesquency, k, are shown in Figures 9, 10, and occur in the imaginary parts, however,11 respectively for M = 0.93. These between- = 6.5 and 8.5 deg for both C,,,effects are illustrated for the unsteady and %IPL" Again, with exception of theseCNT.p and CmTlp quantities, both real and anomalies, the unsteady characteristics
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Figure 9 Integrated Unsteady Pressures at a

Section 4 Showing Effect ofLeading Edge Flap Deflection at Figure 11 Integrated Unsteady Pressures
M - 0.93 at Section 4 Showing the Effect

of Oscillation Frequency at H =

6 _0.93M - 0.93

ST4 ;track as they might be expected to. The
SLEF- 2.5' ieffect of frequency is shown in Figure 11
k=0.16 . " for 6LE_ = 2.5 deg with da = 0.5 deg at 40

k 0.16 . .. . Hz, k - 0.16, and da - 0.25 deg at 56 Hz, k. = 0.22. There are some changes in the
characteristics which show a general ten-

2 , dency to become more imaginary. The more
erratic behavior at the higher frequency isfattributed mostly to the smaller amplitude

* . . of da = 0.25 deg.

6.2 steady and Unsteady Balance Data

- ' .lc I Balance measurements were made for the main
.N V wing panel as well as the tip and underwing-- I stores. The subtraction of inertia forces

and moments is part of the data processing
4 REAL IMAG Aci so that aerodynamic forces and moments can

0.5
°  be obtained. Some problems were suspected
.1.0 to exist in this step of the processing

o C3 15 that was performed during the test. Since
_sufficient time was not available between

the end of the test and the writing of this
2 paper to investigate and correct the pro-

blem, all balance data to be presented be-
low will be shown without vertical scales.
The trends are, however, felt to be realis-E tic and of great importance to this paper.

Main wing balance results are shown in
-21 Figure 12 for the mean CNm and C. quan-

0 2 4 6 8 10 tities with 6
L3F = 2.5 deg and M - 0.93.

CE The C., data are quite smooth in variation
with a where as the C,. data become some-

Figure 10 Integrated Unsteady Pressures what erratic above about 6 deg. Most of
at Section 4 Showing Effect of this erratic behavior is attributed to flow
da Amplitude at M = 0.93 transitions in the wing tip region. Un-
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Figure 12 Main Wing Balance Steady Mean Figure 13 Main Wing Balance Unsteady
Results for M - 0.93 Results for M = 0.93, Effect of

do Amplitude

steady results for the main wing balance at cies for mean model incidences varying from
M - 0.93 are shown in Figure 13 for three 0 deg to 10 deg. The test was conducted in
amplitudes, do - 0,5, 1.0 and 1.5 deg at k the NLR HST in the Mach range of 0.90 to
= 0.16. These trends also track the mean 0.975. A follow-on test is to be conducted
characteristics as expected and the primary with a simpler configuration at higher in-
effect of increasing amplitude is to fur- cidences and oscillatory amplitudes in
ther smooth the variations with a,. early 1992.

Balance data for the wing tip launcher with A significant data base was obtained which
6LE = 2.5 deq are shown in Figure 14 for included Mach variations in 0.015 incre-
the mean CNLXU, and CmajU quantities at M - ments, mean incidence variations in 0.5 deg
0.93. These results are similar in trend increments, amplitude variations from 0.125
to those of the integrated pressure row 4 to 1.5 deg and frequency variations from k
mean results in Figure 6. Unsteady data at = 0.02 to 0.43 (6 Hz to 110 Hz). Config-
M - 0.93 are shown in Figure 15 for 6LEF = uration effects were also covered for flap
2.5 deg and do - 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 deg at k deflections and various store combinations
= 0.16. These trends also seem to which included a completely clean wing.
generally track the mean data in Figure 14. The high resolution in Mach, incidence and
Again the primary effect of increasing amp- amplitude was shown to be needed in order
litude is to smooth out the variations with to identify the important features of tran-
incidence, sonic LCO type flow fields.

7.0 CON3CLUDING RIIIKS Correlations of steady pressure data from
the current test with those of the 1986

A wind tunnel investigation was conducted test showed very good agreement in view of
to investigate the unsteady aerodynamic the model and test set-up differences. It
aspects of transonic LCO on fighter type was possible to reproduce the incidence and
aircraft wings. Test requirements were Mach sensitive characteristics in detail
established based on extensive analyses of sufficient enough to conclude that a good
a steady wind tunnel test data base obtain- match between the two tests was achieved.
ed in 1986 also for the purpose of investi-
gating transonic LCO. A specialized semi- Some steady and unsteady pressure results
span wing-fuselage-stores model was design- were. presented to illustrate effects of
ed and fabricated for the current unsteady various parameters. Loads data were pre-
test equipped with balances to measure wing sented for the main wing balance and tip
and store loads, high response pressure launcher balance but vertical scales were
transducers to measure unsteady pressures not given due to some suspected problems
and accelerometers to monitor model motion, that had not yet been corrected in the
The model wing was sinusoidally oscillated initial data processing. These problems
in pitch at various amplitudes and frequen- were thought to affect amplitudes only and
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not trends. Variations of unsteady pro*-
M - 0.93 sures and loads in the wing tip region were
Tip Launcher I very sensitive to incidence where large
SLEF 2.51 changes occurred for incidence differences

of 0.5 deg. Variations of the main wing
balance loads were much less dramatic in

E steady and unsteady components but still

noticeable.z

The effects of oscillation amplitude in-
creases were shown to primarily smooth out
the trends with incidence, although some
anomalous behavior was noted in regions of

0 major transitions. The effect of frequency
increases was to shift the pressures and
loads in the imaginary (or out-of-phase)

0 direction as expected. Isolated anomalies
were also noted for frequency variations.
The next steps will be to complete the

final data processing and build the data0 2 4 6 8 10 base. Analysis will begin to determine (1)
a aerodynamic time lag characteristics; (2)

appropriate aerodynamic damping character-
istics; and (3) development of a general-

Figure 14 Wing Tip Launcher Balance ized unsteady aerodynamic model. These
Steady Results for M = 0.93 items will then be incorporated into the

LCO prediction method also being developed
as part of this investigation.
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1. SUMMARY Similarly, modal definitions or model structural and mass prop-
The Structural Dynamics Division of NASA Langley Research erties were given within a framework of beam theory. In addi-
Center has implemented an experimental effort in aeroelasticity tion, many of the investigations give only the flutter boundary
called the Benchmark Models Program. The primary purpose defined in terms of the test conditions such as dynamic pressure
of this program is to provide the necessary data to evaluate CFD and Mach number at flutter, sometimes even omitting the flutter
codes for aeroelastic analysis. It also fo:uses on increasing the frequency. Such data sets are useful as a guide for CFD valida-
understanding of the physics of unsteady flows and providing tion, but they provide little insight in the event of discrepancies
data for empirical design. This paper gives an overview of this which are at times encountered. Reliance must then be placed
program and highlights some results obtained in the initial tests, on the experience and intuition of the investigator to resolve
The tests that have been completed include measurement of the problems encountered in applications. Such is particularly
unsteady pressures during flutter of a rigid wing with a NACA the case with CFD codes as it is very difficult to separate nu-
0012 airfoil section, and dynamic response measurements of merical short comings and the limitations of the treatment of
a flexible rectangular wing with a thick circular arc airfoil the flow physics. It is very difficult to evaluate convergence in
undergoing shock-boundary layer oscillations, terms of the computational grid or time step within computer

budgets, time, and memory constraints and questions concern-
ing the numerical solutions are seldom answered. For example,

2. INTRODUCTION premature rises in the flutter boundary versus Mach number are

A significant number of aircraft aeroelastic problems occur in sometimes encountered. The premature rises may be related to

the transonic speed range. Generally, minimum flutter speed is an inadequate computational grid, but also may be related to

encountered at transonic Mach numbers. In addition, buffeting, the required equation level or other factors.

control surface buzz, and other non-classical instabilities may There are many significant data sets available for measured
be encountered. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) computer unsteady pressures on models undergoing forced oscillations.
codes are now maturing and hold promise for rational analysis Such data are, of course, fundamental to the validation of
of all these phenomena. The state of the art in this area is CFD codes, but it is difficult to assess the implication of
reviewed by Edwards and Malone.1 discrepancies between calculated and measured experimental

* pressures for flutter analyses.
Currently, the assessment of the CFD codes even for the classi-

cal flutter problem is far from complete. For example it is not The Structural Dynamics Division (SDyD) of the NASA Lan-
clear which equation level is required for a given configuration, gley Research Center has been actively involved in the devel-
Mach number, and angle of attack range. One reason for this opment and application of CFD codes for treating the flutter
situation is the level of resources required to apply the CFD problem for nearly two decades. In view of the difficulty that
codes for enough cases to establish trends. Typically these has been experienced in evaluating such codes in comparison
codes require enormous computer resources even to evaluate with current data sets, an experimental program in aeroelastic-
one flutter boundary, and also require significant expertise and ity has been developed and is called the Benchmark Models
effort by the users. However. an additional and very significant Program. The primary purpose of this program is to provide
reason for the incomplete calibration of the CFD codes is the well documented data sets suitable for CFD code validation.
lack of well documented experimental data sets. Additional supplementary goals are to provide increased un-

derstanding of the physics of transonic unsteady flows, andAlthough the flutter data available in die literature is quite ex- where necessary provide data for empirical design. This paper
tensive. much of it is not suitable for validation efforts. For gives an overview of the SDyD Benchmark Models Program,
example, after an extensive literature search, only one configu- describes the models for the tests, and then gives highlights of
ration was accepted as an AGARD standard configuration2 and some of the initial tests.
the calculation of mode shapes from a finite element model was
required. Early experimenters were operating within a frame- 3. BENCHMARK MODELS PROGRAM OVERVIEW
work of linear theory which does not require airfoil shape, for
example. and airfoil ordinates were not generally measured. The SDyD Benchmark Models Program is a joint effort of



-At least qualitative indication of transition and separation

-Flow visualization where possible

The testing program has been designed to start with simple
models and then to evolve into more complex models and tests.
This is advantageous from the test technique development point
of view as well as for CFD validation. The initial tests are for
rigid wings mounted on the pitch and plunge apparatus (PAPA).
The wings are rectangular in planform and are of panel aspect
ratio 2.0. The initial wing is shown in figure I as mounted

in the Transonic Dynamics tunnel. Currently there are three
wings with different airfoils in this series for conventional
flutter testing. These three models are designed to be essentially
plug-compatible for ease of testing, instrumentation, and data
processing. In addition, a model similar to one of this series
will be tested with a trailing edge control and upper and lower
surface spoilers. Active flutter control systems will also be

Figure 1. PAPA model with NACA 0012 Airfoil tested using this model. A flexible high speed civil transport

mounted in TDT. (HSCT) model is also incorporated into the plan following
several of the initial tests. Subsequent models will investigate

the three aeroelasticity-related branches of SDyD, the Con- other widely-varying planforms.
figuration Aeroelasticity Branch, the Unsteady Aerodynamics
Branch, and the Aeroservoelasticity Branch. It consists both of The test plan is illustrated in the tentative schedule shown in
simple models for concept exploration, and highly instrumented figure 2. At this time two models have been tested. One
models for CFD validation studies. The test team consists of was a simple model to briefly investigate the dynamic response
about six engineers, depending on the test, with varied back- of a flexible wing with an 18% circular-arc airfoil undergoing
grounds such as wind tunnel testing, CFD applications, and periodic shock-boundary layer oscillations. 3 This model was
control systems. The testing is being conducted in the NASA tested in the spring and fall of 1990 as shown in figure 2. The
Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT), and is scheduled first of the models on the PAPA mount system had a NACA
for about two tests per year. 0012 airfoil4 (fig. 1) and was tested in the summer of 1990

and winter of 1991. Some highlights of these tests will be
Goals for the benchmark models for CFD validation studies subsequently presented after further description of the PAPA
include: system, the wind tunnel, and the Benchmark Models.

-Aerodynamically smooth surfaces 4. THE PAPA MOUNT SYSTEM

-Complete description of geometry including static and As previously indicated, several of the Benchmark Models are
dynamic deformation to be tested on the Pitch and Plunge Apparatus (PAPA) of the

-Complete experimental definition of structural dynamics Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT).5 .6 A photograph

including modal frequencies, dampings, generalized of the PAPA mount is shown in figure 3. It consists primarily
masseslndi modehapees aof four steel rods attached to a turntable on the wall of the
masses, and mode shapes tunnel and attached to a moving steel plate at the other end

-Measured flutter boundary including flutter frequency and (fig. 3). The rods permit vertical translation or plunge. and

mode shapes pitch or torsional motion. A central beam that is thin vertically,
but widL horizontally, stiffens the system in the fore-and-

-Measured unsteady pressures on at least two chords during aft direction. The turntable is remotely adjustable to permit
flutter changes in angle of attack. The rods have essentially fixed-fixed

MODEL TYPES "990 "99 '992 1 "993 '994

Exploratory Circular Arc I

NACA 0012'PAPA I 3 U

NASA SC 3).0414/PAPA II

NACA 64A010 PAPA 3

Active Controls)PAPA U •

HSCT Model 3 •

Delta WinqrPAPA l

Figure 2. Benchmark Models test schedule.
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- -t" readily with a simple fixture. For later tests, installation of

: a strain gage balance for steady state force measurements is
Mo g T- being investigated. The development of an excitation system to

plate plate permit dynamic measurements prior to flutter is also underway.

eThe moving plate and rods of the PAPA are relatively heavy.
The models can therefore also be relatively heavy without sig-
nificant further penalty. Thus it is practical to use machined
metal models along the lines of an aerodynamic static test
model. These models can be very smooth by usual aeroe-
lastic model standards, and can be manufactured much less
expensively than the usual flutter model. A smooth surface is

ROd considered vital for transonic benchmark aerodynamic data.,", 'system. ... •

One consequence of the large mass of the PAPA/model system
"- " " is that the flutter data is for high mass ratio, on the order

of 1000 in air (or 250 in the heavy gas). This leads to an
3. Photograph of pitch and plunge apparatus unusually low value of reduced frequency, k, of the order

Figure o unted i th e aprt of 0.02 based on semichord (in air). Such a low reduced
frequency would normally be expected to accentuate transonic

end conditions to provide linear pitch and plunge stiffnesses aerodynamic effects.

for elastic restraint. The PAPA mechanism is instrumented
with strain gages to provide pitch and plunge position, and 5. WIND TUNNEL
accelerometers to measure pitch and plunge accelerations. The
root of the wing is attached to the moving plate in the wind The Benchmark Model tests are to be conducted in the Langley
tunnel. Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). This tunnel is a large

facility with a test section 16-feet (4.88 m) square with cropped
As shown in figure 3, the PAPA system projects out into the comers. All four walls are slotted. The TDT is a continuous
wind tunnel. A splitter plate is used as an effective end plate or flow, single return tunnel that can operate at Mach numbers
side wall. This splitter plate is 10 feet high (3.05 m) by 12 feet up to 1.2. and for pressures from near vacuum to atmospheric.
long (3.66 m) and is shown in figure 4. The center of the PAPA Either air or a heavy gas can be used as a test medium, but only
system is 7 feet (2.13 m) from the leading edge of the splitter air has been used for the initial Benchmark Model tests. This
plate. An end plate attached to the root of the model covers the tunnel is used primarily for aeroelastic testing, and is equipped
hole through which the wing mounting pedestal extends. This with four quick-opening bypass valves for rapidly reducing test
circular end plate is one chord in diameter and is recessed into section dynamic pressure and Mach number upon encountering
the splitter plate. The splitter plate is supported from the wall an instability. The large tunnel size and the use of heavy gas
by struts that extend about 3.3 feet (1.0 m) from the wind tunnel as the test medium considerably facilitate aeroelastic model
wall. The PAPA mount system is surrounded by a steamlined design and instrumentation.
fairing behind the splitter plate. For the Benchmark Model
tests, splitter plate pressures are measured with 20 pressure
transducers (fig. 4). A 0.42 foot (0.13 m) span boundary layer
rake with ten pressure transducers is located above and aft of the
wing. Studies are currently underway to examine the feasibility
of locating the PAPA system behind the tunnel wall to simplify Boundary
installation. layerrak

The PAPA system is quite rugged and robust thus permitting
measurement of many flutter points with very low risk to the
models. The strength of the system permits flutter testing
at moderate angles of attack unlike the usual flutter models
which are limited to small values by aerodynamic loads. Most
models tested on PAPA have a somewhat mild flutter crossing
which permits dwelling at nearly constant amplitude for even
as long as one to two minutes so that many cycles of data
can be used for averaging measured pressures. The natural
frequencies of this system are usually around three to five Hertz
which also permits easier flutter testing than for models with Static
higher frequencies. The PAPA system contains no bearings, pressure
and the structural damping is very low, on the order of 0.0005 ports
in fraction of critical damping. Overall the mount system can
be well defined such that the effect of unsteady aerodynamics
on flutter can be investigated in detail.

For statc pressure measurements, the system can be rigidized Figure 4. Splitter plate arrangement for PAPA tests.
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A key ingredient in the Benchmark Model tests is the data ac-
quisition system of the TDT. The PAPA models are currently
designed for 128 channels of data. with later models increasing ,
to 192 and 256 channels. Software has been developed to per- - U-

mit nearly on-line display of first harmonic and static data. Typ-
ically 40 seconds of data are recorded at 100 samples/second
for nearly-on~fine analysis. For subsequent analyses. 20 sec-
onds of the time history of each data channel is recorded at 1000 Orifice -' - Pressure
samples/second. These data become a massive set of data for location transducer
a typical test and are recorded on tape. Transfer to central site
supercomputers has been accomplished. Data gathering, han- Figure 6. Orifice and pressure transducer locations for
dling, reduction, and analysis for tests of this type is a large 0012/PAPA model.
effort and requires considerable specialized software develop-
ment. This data processing system is still being developed and camber and develops a shock further aft. The NACA 64A010
refined for the Benchmark Models program. airfoil is somewhat intermediate. Although the PAPA models

are of relatively low aspect ratio, this range of airfoils should
6. DESCRIPTION OF PAPA MODELS give a good survey of the effects of widely differing airfoils on

transonic flutter characteristics for CFD calibration studies.
6.1 Conventional Flutter Models
The first Benchmark Model for the PAPA system is shown As shown in figure 1. the PAPA models are rectangular in
in figure i. As previously mentioned, there are three similar planform. They have a 16 inch (0.406 m) chord and a semispan
models in this series that differ only in airfoil section and are i. 32 inches (0.812 m) plus the tip of revolution. There are
designed for basic flutter tests. The three airfoils are the NACA two rows of in-situ pressure transducers, each row containing
0012, the NASA SC(2)-0414, and the NACA 64A010. The 40 unsteady pressure transducers. One row is at 60 per cent
profiles of these airfoils are shown in figure 5. The NACA span, and the other one at 95 percent span. The location of the
0012 is an old design, twelve per cent thick airfoil that has been pressure transducers for'the 0012 model is illustrated in figure
extensively tested. For example, reference 7 smnmarizes over 6. The model is machined from aluminum and is constructed
forty steady wind tunnel tests for this airfoil. The NASA SC(2)- in three sections that am bolted together. A row of orifices .is
0414 is a typical modern supercritical airfoil and is described located about one inch (2.54 cm) outboard of each of the outer
as one of a series of airfoils in reference 8. It has a design lift joints. The pressure transducers were bonded into brass tubes
coefficient of 0.4, is fourteen percent thick, and is described for protection during installation and remova:, and the brass
as an airfoil for a business jet8 . The NACA 64A010 is a tubes were bonded into holes drilled into the wing section. The
symmetrical ten percent thick NACA design that has been used mounting holes, a bare transducer, and a transducer mounted
in an AGARD standard unsteady two dimensional pressure in a brass tube are shown in the upper left portion of figure 7.
test, 9and in a three dimensional testt ° . These three airfoils have Four accelerometers near the corners of the wing were installed
very different types of transonic flow development. The NACA in pockets as shown in the upper right portion of the figure.
0012 airfoil develops a shock wave forward of midchord as
Mach number in increased into the transonic range. The SC(2)- During the initial test of the NACA 0012 model in July 1990,
0414 is an aft-loaded supercritical airfoil with significant aft only the inboard row of transducers was installed, but both rows

were operational during the January 1991 tunnel entry.

The model with the NASA SC(2)-0414 airfoil has been com-
pleted and is being prepared for testing during November and
December 1991 (fig. 2). The model is constructed in essen-
tially the same fashion as the 0012 model with only some mi-

NACA 001 2 nor improvements in detail. It is designed to be essentially

plug compatible with the 0012 model. Some redistribution of

NASA SC(2)-0414

NACA 64A010
Figure 5. Airfoils for initial PAPA wings. Figure 7. Details of 0012 model.
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Figure 10. Orifice locations for active controls model.

Figure 8. Cross section of SC(2)0414 model showing forty per cent span (fig. 9). The planned orifice locations are

transducer locations, presented in figure 10.

the pressure transducers has been made by moving some from To meet the space and torque requirements for this model, a

the nose to the aft lower surface to improve the definition of new hydraulic actuator is being designed. A prototype actuator

pressures in the aft lower surface. A photograph of a section has been built and is being tested. The breadboard test setup is

of this model is shown in figure 8. The holes near the surface shown in figure II. Laboratory tests to determine the dynamnic

ae for mounting the pressure transducers. characteristics and load limits are underway.

The model with the NACA 64A010 airfoil has been designed Two tunnel entries are planned (fig. 2) for this model. The

and is being machined. It is scheduled for a later entry (fig. 2), initial entry will measure the open-loop flutter boundaries for

but may serve as a backup for the other tests if mechanical comparison with results from the earlier model. The model

or instrumentation problems are encountered with the other will also be mounted on a five component force balance which

models. will permit measurement of the static and dynamic loads of the

model with oscillating controls. The experimental data base

6.2 Active Controls Model will be used to design active flutter suppression control laws.

An active controls model is under construction to investigate The second entry will evaluate these control laws.

flutter suppression on the PAPA system. tt This model will have
a NACA 0012 airfoil and will be very similar to the other

NACA 0012 flutter model in order to build on the experience 7. HIGHLIGHTS OF INITIAL 0012/PAPA TESTS

and results of the earlier model. The planform and controls Some preliminary results from the July 1990 tests will be

layout are shown in figure 9. The model will have a thirty per discussed. The data reduction for the 1991 tests is currently in

cent span trailing edge control of twenty five percent chord, progress. For these tests the plunge mode frequency was 3.40

Spoilers are located on the upper and lower surfaces of the Hz with a damping of 0.0017 (fraction of critical damping).
wing upstream of the trailing edge control. The spoilers are The corresponding pitch frequency and damping were 5.18 Hz

fifteen per cent chord in length. The unsteady pressures will and 0.0008. The PAPA assembly was balanced such that the

be measured at one full chord which is the same as for the pitch axis and the center of gravity were both at midchord.

earlier model but with a different distribution to define the
pressures near the hinge lines of the control surface and spoilers.

An additional partial row of pressure transducers is located at Hydrauli Line

32- (0.812 rw Mourtirng Plate

0% .

a Pressure
Onfkes S so 

16-I

(0.406 m) 5%

.Simulaie Control Surface

-Acceletameters -- TE Coriun

Figure l1. Miniature hydraulic actuator prototype in test
Figure 9. Drawint of active controls model. fixture.
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Figure 12. Steady pressure distributions for upper surface Figure 14. Flutter boundary variation with angle of attack
at 60 per cent span and zero angle of attack, for M = 0.78. (Note 100 psf = 4.79 kPa)

7.1 Steady Pressure Measurements of the aeroelastic parameters of this system. There is a small
The test program included measuring pressures on the model dip near M = 0.78 and a rapid rise near M = 0.80. Note that the
with the PAPA rigidized to prevent pitch or plunge motion. A boundary is well defined with a large number of tutter points
systematic schedule of Mach numbers and angles of attack up and relatively small scatter.
to 40 was run at a value of dynamic pressure near that of flutter,
140 psf (6.70 kPa). This technique should permit evaluation In addition to the conventional flutter boundary, a flutter insta-

of the static pressure versus the mean pressure during flutter, bility involving a nearly pure plunging motion was encountered

and the basic unsteadiness of the flow over a stationary model, over a narrow Mach number range from about M = 0.88 to 0.92

A sample upper surface pressure distribution is presented in as shown by the circular symbols and the cross hatched region

figure 12 for M = 0.78 and for sixty percent span. For this (fig. 13). At low dynamic pressures, both the start and end of

Mach number a shock is evident near thirty per cent chord. flutter could be defined, but at the higher dynamic pressures,

Dynamic data analysis for such conditions should also give an the motion became so large that only the start of flutter could

indication of buffet conditions. be determined. Strong shock-induced separation is encountered
for this Mach number range. An instability of similar character-

7.2 Flutter at Zero Angle of Attack istics was also reported for a transport type wing in reference
The flutter boundary measured at zero angle of attack is shown 12.
in figure 13. The conventional flutter boundary is given by
the square symbols. An unusual trend of an increase in flutter 7.3 Flutter at Angle of Attack

dynamic pressure with Mach number is shown which is a result The variation of the flutter boundary with angle of attack is
shown in figure 14 for M = 0.78. The flutter dynamic pressure
shows a small increase with angle of attack for angles up

200 to four degrees. Above four degrees, a rapid decrease in
flutter dynamic pressure occurs. Flutter near five degrees has
been shown by tufts to involve shock induced separation and

ISO Unstable reattachment during the cycle of motion. This type of study

qfa is difficult to perform on the usual aeroelastic models without
exceeding allowable load limitations.

100 7.4 Unsteady Pressures Measured During Flutter
A sample of a measured time history at a flutter point at M
= 0.78 and zero angle of attack is given in figure 15. Pitch
and plunge motions are shown along with the corresponding

50 unsteady upper surface pressure measurements at x/c = 0.25.
The flutter frequency is readily apparent in the pressure, and
for this location appears to be nearly in phase with the plunge

0.. motion.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 The range of unsteady pressure measurements can be visualized

Mach No. by plotting the mean, minimum, and maximum of the pressures
Figure 13. Measured fltter boundaries for 0012/PA PA as shown in figure 16. For this example, there appears to be

Fe3 measrdeflatteronda e f o 00 pA only small changes in pressure near the trailing edge of the
model at zero angle of attack. (Note 100 psf .

= 4.79 kPa) airfoil, but large changes in the forward portion.
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Harmonic or Fourier analysis of the unsteady pressures are 0.06
performed to determine the amplitude and phase of the first
harmonic of the pressure sensed by each transducer. Data of 0.05 - Upper

this type are shown in figure 17 for the sixty per cent span

section at M = 0.39 and M = 0.78. The phase is referenced 0.04 , - -

to plunge displacement. The magnitude of the pressures at M p
= 0.39 display a typical subsonic pressure distribution with a 0.03 - - 7
strong peak at the leading edge and decreasing rapidly near 0.02 - - ,

the trailing edge. The upper and lower surface pressures are 0.0

essentially identical. The upper and lower surface phases differ 0.01 - - -

by 1800, as expected. and vary only slightly from leading to

trailing edge. At M = 0.78, (fig. 17b) the magnitude shows 0.000
a strong forward loading ahead of the shock wave near x/c

Plunge 
300AfP

Motion 200 - .-l-
-•deg. 100

Pitch
Motion

-10 00.5 1.0

UXC
(a) M =0.39, f =4.50 Hz.Unsteady !

Pressure
(x/c=0.25)

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.06 i i

Time, seconds -o-- Upper

Figure 15. Sample time histories at flutter, M = 0.78, 0.05 Lower
f =4.15 Hz. 0.04 - - -

0.03

0.02 --- -

-Copo ±i

0.0 0.01

Range Minimum to Maximum 300

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
XIC Upper T137 200

deg. 100 - - -

.CpII

0 0o Mean *
I Range Minimum to Maximum -100

________________0_ 0. .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 X/C T137

XIC Lower -!37 (b) M = 0.78. f = 4.15 Hz.

Figure 16. Mean, maximum, and minimum of measured

pressures during flutter. M = 0.78 and zero Figure 17. Magnitude and phase ot measured pressures

angle of attack. during flutter at zero angle of attack.



= 0.30, and little loading aft of the shock. The phase (fig. 45 in.
17b) also shows a rapid variation through the shock and some
difference in trends near the trailing edge where the magnitude -- 4-

is small. Data of this type can be displayed by the TDT data
acquisition system in nearly on-line fashion. Results such as
these including the measured flutter modal amplitude and phase Model Planform
information should be valuable in CFD code calibration efforts. 13 in.

. M)5m)
7.5 Flow Visualization _L,
Tufts and shear sensitive liquid crystals have been used to give
some indication of surface flow features. White tufts have been
used on a model painted flat black to indicate separated flow 1.6 in.
features. These features am recorded with a video camera for 0.5 in. Aluminum plate (40.6mm)
later analysis. The liquid crystals, which are normally used (12.7mm)
for transition detection, have been found to indicate surface
features st:ii as shock waves much like oil flow techniques.
These techniques have been applied to the NACA 0012 wing Balsa contour.A
on the PAPA and will serve as a qualitative guide in the CFD Typical cross section
code calibration efforts.

Figure 19. Sketch of wing with thick circular-arc airfoil.
8. OTHER BENCHMARK MODELS

phenomena. One simple model that was built and tested was a
8.1 HSCT Aeroelastic Model flexible rectangular wing with an 18 percent circular-arc airfoil
As indicated in figure 2, the Benchmark Models program in- section.3 The model was built to study the dynamic response of
cludes a high speed civil transport (HSCT) model scheduled a flexible wing to transonic shock-boundary layer oscillations
to be tested in January 1994. This model is in the prelimi- that occur on thick circular-arc airfoils over a small range of
nary or conceptual design stage at this time. It is planned as a Mach numbers. The conditions for this oscillation are illus-
flexible model in contrast to the rigid PAPA models previously trated in the sketch of figure 18. As Mach number is increased
described. Currently, the design is a half model, wall mounted, subsonically, the strength of the shocks terminating the super-
and has a control for excitation of the aeroelastic modes prior to sonic region on the fore part of the airfoil increases. Initially,
flutter. An extensive number of unsteady pressure transducers a small separation zone occurs at the foot of the shock and at
and accelerometers will be used. The total number of channels the trailing edge. As the Mach number is further increased,
will be near the 256 channel limit of the facility, the flow over the airfoil becomes fully separated behind the

shockwave. On the thick circular-arc airfoils, near the Mach8.2 Thick Circular-Arc Airfoil Model numbers where the transition from partial to fully separated
The Benchmark Models Program involves both highly instru- nmesweetetasto rmprilt ul eaae

Is flows takes place, there is a Mach number range of about 0.04
mented models for CFD calibration work and simple model where the flow alternates antisymmetrically from partially at-
for concept exploration or a brief look at interesting physical tached to fully separated flow. This occurs with large pressure

changes yielding an alternating lift coefficient of about 0. 10 at
a high frequency (k = wc/2V) of about 0.50.Time 1 Strong Upper Shock

The model planform and cross section are sketched in figure 19.
The central portion was a 0.50 inch (12.7 mm) aluminum flat

Wake plate with bevelled edges. Balsa wood was glued to the plate

Weak Lower Shock

Time 2 (Half cycle later)

Weak Upper Shock

Strong Lower Shock

Figure 18. Sketch of transonic shock-boundary layer Figure 20. Wing with 18% circular-arc airfoil mounted in
oscillation on circular-arc airfoil, the TDT.
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with the grain running spanwise and formed to an 18 percent .030 -

circular-arc section with sharp leading and trailing edges. The 0 lncrasing

root of the plate of the model was clamped in a near cantilever 0 q

fashion to a turntable in the wall of the tunnel. A small splitter .025 C

plate of about 6 feet (1.83 m) in length and 3 feet (0.914 m) o

high was used to keep the root of the model outside the tunnel .020 4 0 0
wall boundary layer. The model is shown mounted in the TDT BMrms @t

in figure 20. Transition was fixed at ten percent chord. qSc .015 -1 0
For the configuration presented herein, the first bending fre- .010 q
quency was 7.8 Hz, and a 3rd bending mode that involved

splitter plate motion was at 92 Hz. The splitter plate was at- '.

tached to the wing mounting bracket and coupled with the wing .005 ,-

in this case for the higher frequency modes. 0

9. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TESTS OF THE .60 .64 .68 .72 .76 .80 .84 .88

CIRCULAR ARC WING Mach No.
(a) Filtered low frequency response (1st

9.1 Character of the Measured Results bending).

The overall character of the results is illustrated in the short

segment ot time histories presented in figure 21. For low Mach
numbers, the first bending mode responded at its frequency .030 0 Increasing

(7.8 Hz) with random beating or bursts of motion typical of a

buffeting response (fig. 21, M = 0.751). As Mach number was 0 q

increased, the buffeting of the first bending mode increased .025 " C

and nearly constant amplitude response in the third bending

mode at approximately 90 Hz was also observed (fig. 21, M .020 -- A

= 0.781). Further small increases in Mach number resulted in BM,rms
little change (fig. 21, M = 0.795), until slightly above a Mach qSc .015
number of 0.80 no further response of the third bending mode
was apparent (fig. 21, M = 0.819). Bending response was 0 -

obtained only in the 1st and 3rd bending modes and not in the .010

2nd bending mode. .005L

The root-mean-square (RMS) responses were calculated after

low-pass and high pass filtering and are shown in figure 22 0. 76 .88
in nondimensional form. The responses increase rapidly near 60 .64 .68 .72 6 .80 .84

M = 0.76 and decrease rapidly again near M = 0.80. This Mach No.
corresponds closely to the Mach number range of the shock- (b) Filtered high frequency response (3rd

boundary layer oscillations for the 18% circular arc airfoil. 13  bending).

Figure 22. Bending moment response measurements for

I -several wind tunnel pressures.

M = .7510 . . .-- ,,- . .... . , Similar levels of RMS response are obtained for both modes.

-I "~ "____- _ " ""___ '__" "'" " These results indicate that the region of shock-boundary layer

oscillations leads to a buffeting condition on this wing for the
I 1st bending mode which was well removed in frequency for
o M = .781 the aerodynamic oscillations, and also leads to a limit-cycle

Bendin g - , A 1A A A oscillation for the 3rd bending-like mode. The dimensional
Boentg -frequency for the shock boundary layer oscillation is calculated"oment

10 3in.-b. If to be 93 Hz, based on k = 0.5, which is quite near the 3rd

.,M .795 bending frequency. Large effects of the transition strip and

0 , removal of the splitter plate were also found.3

9.1.1 Liquid crystal pattern

I M = .819 During this test, shear-senstive liquid crystals were used to

0 visualize surface flow phenomena in the spirit of oil flows.

-1 """ -"-"" - . "A. liquid crystal pattern for M = 0.82 is shown in figure 23.

At this Mach number the flow behind the shock should be
0. .5 1.0 non-oscillatory and fully separated. The light line gives an

Time. sec indication of the shock location and shows a nearly constant

Figure 21. Sample of time histories of bending moment chord location over much of the span. However a strong tip

response. effect with a complex flow pattern is evident
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Figure 23. Liquid crystal pattern on wing with circular Figure 25. Photograph of wing with vortex generators,
arc airfoil, M = 0.82. configuration 1.

9.1.2 Effect of spanwise strip were higher than would be considered sub-boundary layer de-
A spanwise wire located aft of the shockwave was shown vices. These were applied at 60% chord. The low and high
to be a good fix or suppressor of the shock-boundary layer freqency test results are shown in figure 26. The high frequency
oscillations. 4 In the present study, a 0.25 inch (6.4 mm) square oscillations were effectively suppressed, but the low frequency
strip with rounded corners was taped to the surface at x/c = buffeting grew in the transonic range. A large flutter-like re-
0.75 on both upper and lower surfaces. 3 The low and high sponse, with a frequency near the 1st bending frequency was
frequency results are shown in figure 24. The high frequency encountered near M = 0.80 (fig. 26). Moving the vortex gen-
oscillations are effectively suppressed. However the trend for erators forward to 45% chord resulted in some reduction of the
the low frequency buffeting shown (fig. 24) persisted at lower low frequency buffeting, but did not satisfactorily suppress the
Mach numbers and a large increase in buffeting levels was high frequency mode.3 This type of vortex generator appears
obtained. A data point (not shown) at M = 0.43 gave a bending to have potential for alleviating the dynamic effects of shock
moment coefficient of 0.033 which is a pronounced increase in boundary layer interaction, but must be carefully designed and
buffeting level. In summary, the spanwise strip eliminates the further development is required.
high frequency oscillation, but has the strong and undesirable
side effect of increased subsonic buffeting response. Experience with these efforts to eliminate the shock boundary

layer oscillations indicates that fixes derived on rigid models
need to be tested on a dynamic model to verify that unsatisfac-

9.1.3 Effect of vortex generators tory side effects are not induced.
The Wheeler wishbone-type vortex generators were applied to
the circular-arc model in an effort to suppress the aerodynamic
oscillations as shown in figure 25. These vortex generators
are normally used as sub-boundary layer devices, but here they
were 0.100 inch (2.5 mm) and 0.96 inch (2.4 mm) high and

.07 -.030- 0 L a Pass
O iow Pats .06 - High Pass

.025_ Ruter
.05 -

.020'- BM.rrns
BM,rms qSc .04

qSc .0is-

.03-

.010- .0.02

.005 - .01
0. Cy ______ C Cc O_ _ ___ _

.60 .(4 .68 .72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .o . .- - .T .87 .,SI .SS

Mach No. Mach No.

Figure 24. Filtered measured bending moment with Figure 26. Filtered measured bending moment with
spanwise strip. vortex generators, configuration I.
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10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 9. Davis, S. S.: "Data Set 2-NACA 64A010 (NASA

The NASA Langley Research Center Structural Dynamics Di- Ames Model) Oscillatory Pitching," Paper No. 2 in

vision Benchmark Models Program has been described. This "Compendium of Unsteady Aerodynamic Measurements,"

program consists of about two tests per year over a five year AGARD Report No. 702, August 1982.

period. The primary purpose is to obtain data for calibration

or validation of modem CFD codes for aeroelastic analysis. In sabe, D. Gtel BL and C r s B. E Low

addition, the goals of increase4l understanding of the physics of semn o Ste an Oscar person apeow
unsteady flows, and the developing of a data base for empirical Aspect Ratio Model at Subsonic and Supersonic Speeds,"

unstadyflos, ad te dvelpingof daa bse fr epircal British Royal Aerospace Establishment, Bedford, England,
design are also included. The overall plan has been described tR oyal Aer E i t o n

and some of the highlights of the initial test presented includ-

ing initial tests of flutter of a rigid wing on the flexible PAPA 11. Durham, M. H.; Keller, D. F.; Bennett, R. M.; and Wiese-

system, and tests of a simple wing with a thick circular arc man, C. D.: "A Status Report on a Model for Benchmark

airfoil have been carried out. Further tests are proceeding and Active Controls Testing," AIAA Paper No. 91-1011, April,

it is hoped that in the very near future additional data suitable 1991.
for CFD validation efforts will be available.

12. Eckstrom, C. V.; Seidel. D. A.; and Sandford, M. C.:

"Unsteady Pressure and Structural Response Measurements

11. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS on an Elastic Supercritical Wing," Journal of Aircraft, Vol.

We wish to acknowledge the significant assistance of Clifford 27, No. 6, June 1990.

J. Obara of the Flight Research Branch of NASA Langley with 13. McDevitt, J. B.: "Superritical Flow About a Thick

the application of liquid crystals, and of John C. Lin of the Circular-Arc Airfoil" NASA TM-78549 1979.
Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel Section of NASA Langley
with vortex generator application. 14. Gibb, J.: "The Cause and Cure of Periodic Flows at Tran-

sonic Speeds," ICAS. 1988, Paper 3.10.1.
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G PERIODIC TRANSONIC FLOW
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SUMMARY 1 INTRODUCTION

Experimental investigation of the Recent reviews (Refs. 1,2) by Mabey
effect of model cooling on transonic show the large effects of heat
periodic flows on biconvex aerofoils transfer on boundary-layer
are reported. The test conditions development, transition and
included shock interactions with separation. Therefore testing a
laminar and turbulent boundary model at non adiabatic wall
layers at a Reynolds number 0.9 temperature effects drag and buffet
million and model wall temperature measurements in the wind tunnel and
to tunnel total temperature ratios prediction of landing performance of
0.5 to 1.0. The results show large reentry vehicles. Further the above
effects of model cooling on reviews suggest that the flow
transonic periodic flows. The sensitivity to Reynolds number can
effects observed are thought to be identified by observing the
correspond to what would happen at effect of variation in temperature
high Reynolds numbers at adiabatic ratios TW/T,. Preliminary
wall conditions. experimental investigations (Ref. 3)

on 14% and 18% thick biconvex
NOMENCLATURE aerofoils, at transonic speeds and

with laminar boundary-layer on the
c model chord length (mm) models support such a hypothesis.
CP pressure coefficient This paper presents further
CP pressure coefficient measured investigations on 14% thick biconvex

at x/c=0.95 aerofoils at transonic speed
M free stream Mach number involving periodic shock
M, Mach number just upstream of oscillations and at test conditions

the shock corresponding to the boundary-layer
RMS pressure fluctuation approaching the shock wave (a) fully

(N/M2) laminar and (b) fully turbulent.
q kinetic pressure (N/M2)
R Reynolds number based on model 2 REVIEW OF TRANSONIC PERIODIC

chord FLOWS FOR ADIABATIC WALL
T,,Tw wall and adiabatic recovery CONDITIONS (T./Tad= 1)

temperature (K)
t time(s) Biconvex aerofoils in transonic
x,y co-ordinates from the leading flows have an unusual form of buffet

edge of model excitation, due to periodic
n non dimensional frequency transonic flows (Refs. 4,5,6,7).

parameter (2nfc/u) The excitation is confined to a
f frequency (Hz) single frequency and occurs over a
F(n) contribution of p2/q2 in narrow range of Mach numbers (Fig.

frequency band Af 1). Some significant features of
inF(n) rms buffet excitation these flows are now enumerated. (i)

parameter p/(qe") They are caused by the dynamic
u free stream velocity (m/s) -effect of a disturbance field
6 boundary layer thickness interacting with a shock induced

Af/f separation. (ii) The necessary, but

92-16055
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not sufficient, criteria for the time to approximately 70ps. A
periodic flow to occur are that the length of 10-15 mm of insulated
free stream Mach numbers correspond leads was placed in an isothermal
to a shock Mach number range of M, region and at low temperatures
approximately 1.14 < M, < 1.24 within the model to reduce lead wire
for low Reynolds number (R = 0.6 x thermal conduction errors. The
106) boundary-layer interactions and halves of the models were bonded

1.22 < M, < 1.34 for turbulent together by ECCOBOND 286 which also

boundary-layer interaction at higher had a very low expansion rate.

Reynolds numbers. (iii) Shock waves
move in antiphase on the upper and For experiments with turbulent

lower surfaces during shock boundary layers transition was fixed

oscillations. (iv) The periodic by a strip of carborundum power 3 mm

flows can be modified, or even wide, at x/c - 0.08 and on both
disappear, if the shock interaction surfaces of the aerofoil.
occurs in the vicinity of boundary-
layer transition (cf Fig. 2 for a Time history of T,/Tw on the model

thickness chord ratio of 14% with surface at three locations 1, 2 and
free transition). With these 3 showed that for the adiabatic
unusual and well defined flow model the changes in T,/T,6 with t
characteristics it was expected that are negligible. For the cooled
cooling would have a large effect on model, the temperature of the
the shock oscillations with laminar surface increases due to heat
and turbulent boundary-layers, and transfer from the airflow to
this is demonstrated in the the model. Both mean and dynamic
experiments, pressures were sampled 3s after the

start of the run. The rate of
3. EXPERIMENTS change of temperature at this point

was typically 4 K/S which
Experiments were made in a 100 mm x corresponds to a value of l/T.
100 mm ntermittent transonic wind 6T,/ft s 0.02%. The sampling period
tunnel zJith a running time of 15 s itself was less than is, during
at atmoipheric pressure. The tunnel which the change in model
had clced side walls and perforated temperatures was negligible. The
top and bottom walls. The porosity change in mean static pressures on
of the perforated walls was 9.6% the model (as observed by continuous
(Fig. 21. sampling) over a period of is was

negligible when compared to changes
The mocels were 14% and thick observed when the wall temperature
biconvex aerofoils of various chord was changed in steps of 25 K.
length (Table 1). It was expected Further, the differences in
that without a transition fix, the temperatures recorded by
25 mm end 50 mm chord models would thermcouples at various locations on
produc, laminar boundary-layer shock the model were less than 4 K. Hence
wave irteraction. The type of shock the model was at nearly uniform
wave bcundary-layer interaction was temperature during a run and the
inferr d from the mean pressure flow could be analysed as quasi-
distri'utions. steady. No frost formation on the

model was noticed even during runs
The motels were made of two at temperatures as low as 173 K.
aluminium halves with 14 static
orific s (made of stainless steel 4. Results
tubes) )n the upper surface, 5
orifices at 5.00 mm interval, and 9 4.1 Datum experiments, adiabatic
at 2.5 mm intervals. The materials all conditions
chosen for the models had low (Tw/Tad) = 1.0)
thermal expansion and contraction
rates at low temperatures. Compared Figs. 5a,b show mean pressure
to ambient temperature the distributions obtained at several
contraction of the model at 198K was transonic free stream Mach numbers
less than 0.2%. Thermocouples were for the models with c = 50 mm,
installed within the model, twenty transition free and transition fixed
close to the surface and one at the (R = 0.9x106 ) respectively. The
centre line at mid span (Fig. 4). range of Mach numbers include
The thermocouples were copper- conditions at which periodic shock
constantan type T which had an oscillations occur (Figs. 6a,b).
operating temperature range of 73 K Pressure distribution on c = 50 mm,
to 673 K. The thermocouples had transition free model (Fig. 5a) is
exposed tips to reduce the response typical of laminar shock wave



boundary-layer interaction in pressure distributions for both
transonic flow with an extended models is shown in Fig. 8. The free
region of interaction and gradual stream Mach numbers chosen for these
pressure gradients in the cases H = 0.79 and 0.80 correspond
interaction region. The pressure to peak levels of T5/q. Although
coefficient at the trailing edge has experiments were conducted at
diverged at M = 0.80 indicating a several temperature values, for
separated boundary-layer on the clarity the pressure distributions
model. The pressure distribution on at only three values of T,/T. =
c = 50 mm, transition fixed model 0.99, 0.68 and 0.58 are shown in
(Fig. 5b) is similar to transonic these figures. For the LBL
shock wave turbulent boundary-layer interaction (Fig. 8a) the effect of
interaction with sharp pressure cooling on the pressure distribution
gradients. Significant divergence in the interaction region is large.
of the trailing edge pressure has Reduction in T./Tw values resulted
occurred on this model at M = 0.80. in an increase in shock Mach numbers

and the pressure gradients in the
The corresponding dynamic pressure interaction region and decrease in
measurements are shown by plots of the extent of interaction. The
/q vs M in Fig. 6. There exists a pressure distribution in the

narrow range of free stream Mach interaction region at low values of
numbers in which relatively high T.,/T, resembles that of a turbulent
levels of pressure fluctuations boundary-layer shock wave
occur, due to periodic shock interaction. Cooling resulted in
oscillations. For the LBL strong pressure gradients which
interactions (Fig. 5a) this range is could have triggered boundary-layer
M = 0.76 - 0.84 and the peak levels transition in the much thinner layer
of p/q = 10%. For TBL interaction at the shock. For the TBL
(Fig. 6b) both the range of shock interaction (Fig. 8b) the effect of
oscillations (M = 0.76 to 0.83) and reducing T./T values on pressure
the peak level of V/q (6%) are distribution is smaller when
relatively smaller. These results compared to LBL interaction but
are broadly in agreement with the still significant.
results obtained with small scale
models with a side wall pressure The effects of cooling on shock
transducer (Ref. 5). The levels of boundary-layer interaction observed
F/q are smaller, as one would expect here are in general similar to those
when compared with measured levels observed by Inger (Ref. 9) in a
with a surface mounted transducer transonic turbulent boundary-layer
(Ref. 6). The second peak occurring interaction and by Frishett (Ref.
for 14% thick aerofoil has been i0) in a supersonic turbulent
observed before (Ref. 8). boundary-layer interaction. The

model proposed by Elfstrom %Ref. 11)
Transonic periodic flows have a in supersonic flow also indicates
fundamental frequency and various similar effects.
harmonics. Fig. 7 shows typical
spectra of pressure fluctuations for The effects noticed here are a
both models and for three Mach direct result due to the cooling of
numbers for each model. For each of the reductions in boundary-layer
the models two of the Mach numbers thickness and sonic height in the
are outside the range of shock boundary-layer approaching the shock
oscillations and the third Mach wave. Cooling reduces the viscosity
number corresponds to the peak level and increases the density near the
of 7/q. The spectra are plotted in model surface which increases the
the form nF(n) vs n. For the LBL "effective" Reynolds number. This
interaction (Fig. 7a) the spectrum should result in larger velocities
at M = 0.79 has a peak at n = 1.0 (f (smaller velocity defect) near the
= 800 Hz). There are no peaks at M surface and reduced sonic height.
= 0.75 and 0.82 indicating random The reduced sonic height reduces the
rather than strong periodic communication of signals (upstream
oscillations. For the TBL propagation) across the shock and
interaction (Fig. 7b) the spectrum therefore produces larger pressure
at M = 0.8 has a peak of n = 0.8 gradients. Decrease in temperature
(f = 687.5 Hz). should reduce the velocity of sound

-and hence increase Mach numbers near
4.2 Experiments with cooled walls the surface.

(TW/Tsd < 1.0)

At low Reynolds numbers and for a
The effect of model cooling on the laminar boundary-layer (Fig. 8a) the
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viscous region is of the same oscillations.
thickness as the sonic layer and
therefore cooling has a large effect Fig. 12 based on typical Schlieren
in both dimensions. For a turbulent optical flow visualisation clearly
boundary-layer (Fig. 8b) the viscous shows the effect of cooling on the
layer is relatively small compared shock motion, its strength and the
to the sonic height and the effect wake. At adiabatic wall conditions
of cooling is primarily due to the (Fig. 12a) the shock is relativley
change in sonic height. Further the weak and its position is time
heat transfer effects (region of dependent. The wake is relatively
large temperature gradients) due to wide. At cooled wall conditions the
cooling is felt over a smaller shock is relatively stronger and its
height in the case of turbulent position is virtually independent of
boundary-layer when compared to time. The wake is relatively thin.
laminar boundary-layer.

Figs. 13 to 18 refer to typical test
Fig. 8 also shows that in spite of conditions both laminar and
the increase in shock strength turbulent boundary-layer
associated with cooling, the interactions at a fixed free stream
pressure coefficients near the Mach number and at several T./T,
trailing edge have not changed ratios in the range 0.5 < T_/T, <
significantly. This suggests that 0.99. The Mach numbers chosen were
the reduction in T./T, has a M = 0.79 for laminar boundary-layer
favourable effect on the separated interaction and 0.80 for turbulent
flow either indirectly as mentioned boundary-layer interaction which
above or directly. Fig. 8 also gave large shock oscillations as
implies that a reduction in T/T. mentioned earlier.
increases M, with no appreciable
change in the c, near the trailing Cooling the models had only a weak
edge. The effect of cooling on the influence on the position of the
trailing edge pressure coefficient shock Mach number (Fig. 13).
for a fixed value of M can be seen However for a laminar boundary-layer
from Fig. 9 which shows plots of cp interaction, the pressure
near the trailing edge vs M, for distribution upstream of the
T.,/T, = 0.99 and 0.7. For a given Interaction to some extent and the
shock strength and for both laminar interaction region to a large extent
and turbulent boundary-layers the are affected by cooling. The
effect of cooling is to improve the correponding effects with turbulent
trailing edge pressures. As shown boundary-layer interaction was
(Fig. 12) the latter position of the smaller. The shock Mach number M,
peak Mach number on the aerofoil was (Fig. 14), the interaction length
not sensitive to the changes in L*/c, (Fig. 15) calculated by the
T./Tw. Although for a given M, the procedures suggested by Pearcy (Ref.
pressure gradients at the shock were 13) and Delery (Ref. 14) the dynamic
not the same at different T./T pressures (Fig. 16) and trailing
ratios, the Figs. 9 a and b indicate edge pressures (Fig. 17) and the
large effects due to cooling on the reduced frequency (Fig. 18) are all
boundary-layer development affected by cooling. Some results
downstream of the shock interaction, from Ref. 6 at a higher Reynolds

number of 7 x 106 and at adiabatic
Figs. 10 shows the important effect wall conditions are shown in Figs.
of cooling on the random and 14, 15 and 18 for comparison. It is
periodic buffet excitation. For a clear that at low values of T./Tw,
laminar boundary-layer interaction M, L'/C and n approach values are
(Fig. 10a) the maximum values of p/q correspondingly much higher
were reduced from 10% to 4% when Reynolds number flows at adiabatic
T./Ta was reduced from 0.99 to 0.59. wall conditions.
This is a large reduction in
pressure fluctuation levels. The 5. DISCUSSION
corresponding reduction in p/q
levels for a turbulent boundary- Figs. 5 to 18 show that model
layer interaction (Fig. 10b) is 6% cooling has effects on the mean and
to 4% which is relatively smaller, dynamic flow field about biconvex

aerofoils at transonic speeds. The
As seen from typical spectra of effects on shock interaction
pressure fluctuations (Fig. 11) involving laminar boundary-layer is
cooling reduces the levels of larger when compared with shock
fundamental frequency and the interaction involving turbulent
harmonics on interactions with shock boundary-layer. It is likely that
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cooling has an effect on both the decrease. Hence the time taken for
sonic height and boundary-layer disturbances to propagate from the
thickness for laminar boundary- shock to the trailing edge will
layers whereas the influence of increase, lowering the frequency
cooling on the turbulent boundary- parameter. Hence cooling the model,
layer is primarily through the which decreases 6, should decrease
laminar sublayer. the convection velocity and hence

lower the frequency parameter, just
The figures also suggest that as observed. It should be noted
cooling can change the nature of that also there will be changes in
shock wave interaction from a the time taken for disturbances to
laminar to turbulent boundary-layer propagate upstream from the trailing
due to pressure gradients or edge to the shock because of the
increase in effective roughness or changes in the mean pressure
to a combination of both. Increase distribution. As the frequency
in pressure gradients should parameter of the periodic flow
increase boundary-layer to falls, the aerodynamic resonance
separation but the results indicate moves "off-tune" and the amplitude
that cooling reduces separation. falls. The flow reverts to the

normal type of buffet excitation.
For an adiabatic flow, reduced Hence it is reasonable that the
trailing-edge pressure divergence level of random pressure
would normally be taken to indicate fluctuations should increase. A
a reduction in the severity of similar increase in random pressure
separation effects. If we assume fluctuations is observed with fixed
that the separation position is transition. Hence the decrease in
unchanged at the lower values of periodic excitation and the increase
TJT. (shock position is unchanged), in random excitation should be
the length of the separation is observed for high Reynolds number
manifestly unchanged. The change in flows with adiabatic wall boundary
the trailing-edge pressure conditions. This has yet to be
divergence must be attributed tnen confirmed.
to a reduction in the thickness of
the separation bubble and this is Some limitations of these tests must
consistent with what was expected be admitted. So far there has been
when these tests were planned" .2). no opportunity to attempt surface
Similar trends, albeit of reduced flow visualisation (such as oil
magnitude, are observed for flow) which were so successful for
comparable tests with fixed the adiabatic experiments,4 e

transition. Hence taken together
the measurement with both free and There has been no opportunity to
fixed transition suggest that flows monitor the state of the boundary-
sensitive to large indirect scale layer. Transition has been detected
effects can be identified by model by surface hot films in cryogenic
cooling as suggested previously,021.  wind tunnels and hence they should

work equally well on cooled models.
With regard to the unsteady Despite these limitations, Figs. 8 -
measurements, the reduction in the 18 should be of interest to anyone
amplitude of periodic pressure considering the problem of
fluctuations is consistent with simulating high Reynolds number
greatly reduced shear layer flows at transonic speeds.
thicknesses due to model cooling.
Fig. 18 shows a reduction in n with 6. CONCLUSION
the decrease in T_/Tw. It is
interesting to consider how the These preliminary tests on biconvex
reductions in shear layer thickness aerofoils with free and fixed
reduce the frequency parameter of transition show that periodic flows
the oscillations. The frequency of at transonic speeds can be modified
these oscillations is determined by strongly by cooling, as expected.
the time taken for disturbances to The five main effects observed as
convect downstream from the shock to the model is cooled are as follows.
the trailing-edge (through the shear
layer) and also by the time taken 1. A marked increase in the local
for these reflected disturbances to Mach number at the shock,
pass upstream from the trailing-edge which remains in much the same
to the shock, (see discussion of position.
Fig. 13 in Ref. 15). The convection
velocity decreases as the parameters
fc/u (Fig. 13c of Ref. 15) and f6/u
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SUMMARY

The importance of scale effects is recog- a incidence (o)
nised generally in steady aerodynamics but ac canard effective incidence
is often ignored in unsteady aerodynamics.
An attempt is made to remedy this situ- a rate of change of incidence
ation by the compilation of a review of 6f ,6 s  flap and spoiler deflections
information on the influence of Reynolds a boundary layer momentum
number from a wide range of unsteady thickness
aerodynamic tests, with particular semi-span ratio y/s
reference to wing flows. The unsteady nc canard setting angle ()
tests considered here relate to surfaces v = Wc/U frequency parameter based
in unsteady motion and include dynamic on local chord
tests of aerofoils and wings, pressure w = 2nf circular frequency (rad/s)
measurements, oscillatory control surface
derivatives, and stability derivatives. 1 INTRODUCTION

The review suggests that for the rec- A comprehensive review of the problems of
ommended model conditions with fixed boundary layer simulation and control in
transition, scale effects are small for wind tunnels is now available (Ref 1).
fully-attached or well-separated flows, This includes a review of boundary layer
but may be large close to incipient simulation procedures, a simulation/
separation. with fixed transition extra- extrapolation methodology and a discussion
polation from model to full-scale Reynolds of the physical aspects of boundary layer
numbers is usually possible. In contrast, separation and the associated research
with free transition, scale effects can be requirements. However, the emphasis is
large for both attached and separated primarily on steady measurements, although
flows, and extrapolation from model to there is some brief discussion of scale
full-scale Reynolds numbers is usually effects on buffet onset. Further evidence
extremely difficult. about scale effects on steady measurements

is provided for combat aircraft by Peckham
and Woodward (Ref 2) and for both combat

Much more research is needed into the and transport aircraft at transonic speeds
magnitude of scale effects on unsteady by Haines (Ref 3).
flows at transonic speeds. Some test
cases for the prediction of scale effects The present paper provides a supplement to
in unsteady aerodynamics are suggested. these references by reviewing the compar-
A review dealing with surfaces in steady able evidence regarding scale effects on
motion was given at ICAS 1990, Stockholm. unsteady measurements, with particular

reference to wing flows. This evidence is
LIST OF SYMBOLS severely limited, but it is enumerated

here both to stimulate discussion and to
c , c , local, mean and aerodynamic ensure that the possibility of significant

mean chords scale effects is considered when planning
co  root chord wind tunnel and flight test programmes for
CL lift coefficient unsteady measurements. In preparing this
CN  normal force coefficient brief review some evidence has had to be
C steady pressure coefficier discarded due to uncertain aeroelastic

R Cp) , I(Cp) real and imaginary com- effects.
ponents of oscillatory
pressure coefficient In order to provide an indication of the

Cm pitching moment coefficien origin of scale effects, section 2 of the
f frequency (Hz) present paper inevitably involves some
ho h hinge moment derivatives: repetition and duplication of Ref 1 but

stiffness and damping this has been kept as small as possible.
M free stream Mach number Section 3 is the heart of the paper and

Pt tunnel total pressure reviews scale effects on different types

q = A pU
2  

kinetic pressure of unsteady experiment with surfaces in

R unit Reynolds number unsteady motion. Section 4 provides some
s wing semi-span -conclusions and recommendations.
T time for transient spoiler

motion
t time
ta time to achieve maximum 2 ORIGIN OF SCALE EFFECTS AND

adverse lift IMPLICATIONS FOR UNSTEADY

tf time to achieve final lift AERODYNAMICS
U free stream velocity
x , y , z , co-ordinates (x streamwise) Scale effects as between measurements on

xt boundary transition -models and aircraft in flight may be

position (mean or onset) attributed to two inter-related causes
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which are discussed. Then options for separation will be incorrect (separation
investigating scale effects, and the may be advanced or delayed according to
character of scale effects are considered. the details of the problem) and the thick-

ness of the separated shear layers will be
2.1 Origin of scale effects incorrect (Fig 2). with varying tran-

sition position, changes with Reynolds
2.1.1 Failure to achieve full scale number are thus unlikely to be smooth and

Reynolds number monotonic, particularly in the range from
106 to 107 . Generally the failure to fix

The common and generally-recognised cause transition at the appropriate point on a
of scale effects is the inability of a wind tunnel model is probably more serious
wind tunnel test to reproduce the full- than the failure to reproduce the correct
scale Reynolds number. The Reynolds Reynolds number. [Some discussion of the
number (based on an appropriate reference most appropriate point is included in
length) such as the aerodynamic mean chord Ref 1.1
Z , or a boundary layer momentum thick-
ness, 8 , renresents the ratio of the 2.2 Possible methods for the investi-
inertia forces in the fluid to the viscous gation of scale effects
forces. Based on the aerodynamic mean
chord of a wing, the Reynolds number is with two inter-related causes for scale
typically in the range of only 106 to effects (the incorrect transition position
10' for a model in a conventional wind and the incorrect turbulent boundary layer
tunnel, compared to 107 to 108 for an thickness) model experiments might inves-
aircraft in flight. [The corresponding tigate the sensitivity of particular
Reynolds number for a helicopter blade in measurements b" three possible methods.
flight would be between 4 x 106 and The objective is to be able to extrapolate
6 x 106.] from measurements on a model (at say

RF = 3 x 106) to predict the performance
For fully-turbulent local flows, Reynolds of an aircraft (say at R7 = 30 x 106).
number determines the thickness of For transonic speeds boundary layer thick-
attached boundary layers, the conditions nesses and shock positions must be
for separation and the thickness of correctly represented.
separated shear layers. Fig la shows an
aerofoil at a high angle of incidence The three methods are:
having a flow separation at about mid-
chord for a low Reynolds number. The (1) Variations in transition position
changes in boundary layer thickness as the at constant Reynolds number.
Reynolds number is increased (Fig 1b) are
large on the upper surface (with adverse (2) Variations in Reynolds number with
pressure gradients) because of changes in fixed-transition.
separation position. The changes in
boundary layer thickness with Reynolds (3) variations in transition position
number are much smaller on the lower sur- combined with variations in Reynolds
face (with favourable pressure gradients number.
and attached boundary layers). In this
example the changes in separation position The Reynolds number may be increased by
on the upper surface affect the overall increasing the model scale, or by increas-
circulation about the aerofoil and the ing the free stream density at constant
pressure distribution on both surfaces. Mach number (as in a conventional wind
Hence according to Elsenaar (Ref 4) there tunnel) or by lowering the total tempera-
are two types of Reynolds number effects. ture (as in a cryogenic wind tunnel).
The first type are direct effects, due to Method (1) is generally inconvenient but
variations in boundary layer thickness is exploited in some investigations. Only
with a fixed pressure distribution. The the transition position is varied so that
second type are indirect effects, due to extrapolation to full scale is not diffi-
changes in pressure distribution caused by cult. In a conventional wind tunnel for
changes in boundary layer displacement Method (1), [unlike Methods (2) and (3)]
thickness and wake effects. Fig ic the measurements have the same precision
illustrates how both types of Reynolds for every transition position. An example
number effect might be identified from may be cited: it is fairly common practice
steady pressure distributions, at transonic speeds to vary the transition

position (forced by roughness at constant
2.1.2 Failure to achieve full scale Reynolds number) upstream of the shock, to

transition position provide a varying value of RO there, as
discussed by Haines (Ref 3). Although

The less familiar cause of scale effects distributed roughness is usually used to
is the failure of a model test to reoro- fix transition, the air-injection tech-
duce the position of boundary layer tran- nique can be used, as in Ashill's tests on
sition, xt , appropriate to full scale. a large swept panel model (Ref 5). Here
This short-coming can create scale transition could be controlled at constant
effects even when the Reynolds number of Reynolds number by the injection of air
the tunnel test duplicates the full scale near the leading-edge of a swept wing.
value. For this condition often the tran- [The unit Reynolds number was also varied
sition position on the model will be for some tests.] The air-injection tech-
further forward, either because of surface nique of fixing transition is attractive
rouahness or because of flow unsteadiness, because lines of air-holes could be pro-
includina noise, in the wind tunnel absent vided at a series of streamwise stations
in fliaht. With the incorrect transition to give a range of different transition
position, the attached bcundary layer positions without stopping the tunnel. In
thickness will be incorrect, conditions at addition, it allows useful control of the
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disturbance needed to fix transition positions during a motion cycle and might
thereby avoiding 'overfixing'. Overfixing therefore be considered equally suited to
transition can give misleading results, as unsteady experiments. Despite this con-
discussed elsewhere for steady flows. clusion other factors must be considered

when comparing the advantages of
Method (2) is exploited widely in pressur- Methods (1) and (2). Method (2) has a
ised wind tunnels, such as the RAE variation in Reynolds number which has
8ft x 8ft Tunnel, but hitherto has been intrinsic advantages for all kinds of
little used in the low speed RAE 5m Tunnel unsteady experiments. Two examples may be
(possibly due to the'difficulties of cited. For buffeting measurements in a
fixing transition at high lift condition conventional wind tunnel, the variation in
at low speeds) or in the new cryogenic density (at constant velocity) allows a
facilities. With only one parameter variation in aerodynamic damping at con-
varied (Reynolds number), extrapolation to stant frequency parameter which is essen-
full scale should be possible, even if the tial for valid extrapolation to full scale
measurements are not always monotonic. conditions (Ref 10). For the measurement

of oscillatory pressures, the variation in
Method (3) is exercised whenever wind tun- density provides an indication of the
nel tests are made with free transition accuracy of the measurements. Unfortu-
and varying Reynolds number. With two udLt!y method (2) may give effects due to
parameters varied simultaneously it is varying static aeroelastic distortion.
much more difficult to extrapolate to full Despite this difficulty Method (2) is pre-
scale and changes with Reynolds number are ferred over both Methods (1) and (3) for
unlikely to be smooth and monotonic. experiments in time-dependent aerodynamics
[Morkovin once proposed the term uncon- in conventional tunnels. In cryogenic
trolled transition' for this method.] It wind tunnels Method (2) offers a direct
is unfortunate that many tests in unsteady indication of changes due to variations in
aerodynamics are made with free tran- Reynolds number (Ref 11). This is because
sition. This is particularly unfortunate when the Mach number and total pressure
when tests are made on NACA 0012 aero- are held constant, Reynolds number may be
foils, for which the static aerodynamic increased by lowering the total tempera-
characteristics are known to be sensitive ture. Then the kinetic pressure, and
to variations in Reynolds number (Ref 6). thence the static aeroelastic distortion
This practice has aroused concern (Ref 7). should remain constant.
The overall suitability of these three
methods for time-dependent experiments 2.3 General character of scale effects
must now be considerei.

If Method (2) is adopted (ie transition is
A special requirement for unsteady exper- fixed and Reynolds number varied), a ten-
iments is that the free stream flow with- tative attempt may be made to infer the
out model motion should be as steady as general character of scale effects. For
possible. In practice for model tests simplicity this discussion assumes that
this means that the flow unsteadiness must the effects of static aeroelastic distor-
be low in accordance with the criteria tion are small, or negligible, compared to
specified originally in Ref 8) and that the scale effect and that there is no
transition should be at a fixed point, tunnel interference.
Free transition is itself essentially an
unsteady phenomenon, characterised by Fig 3a reproduces the sketch (Fig la) of
intermittency in both space and time. the flow on a conventional aerofoil at low
During a model test it is undesirable that and high Reynolds numbers at Mach
the mean position of transition should number M and a high angle of incidence
vary during a motion cycle (due say to the a giving separations on the urper surface.
oscillation of a control or the bending of Generally direct scale effects will be
a wingi, if such variations do not occur comparatively small on the lower surface,
at full scale. where the boundary layers are thin at both

Reynolds numbers, due to the strong
Method (3) thus appears excluded a priori favourable pressure gradient. In con-
from most model experiments in unsteady trast, direct scale effects will be larger
aerodynamics (although it forms an impor- on the upper surface, due to the rear
tant constituent of the methodology of separation, provoked by the strong adverse
boundary layer simulation recommended for pressure gradient. In addition there will
steady aerodynamic measurements (Ref 1)). be indirect scale effects on both surfaces
However, at full scale there may be situ- due to the change in circulation produced
ations where transition will vary during a by the movement in the separation pos-
motion cycle. An example occurs in the ition. Note that the magnitude of in-
motion of a helicopter rotor blade. Full direct scale effects will depend on
cale Reynolds numbers range from 4 x l0b whether the comparisons are made at con-

to 6 x 100 and, as these can be reached on stant angle of incidence (as here) or at
rotor blades with chords of say, 100 mm, constant lift coefficient. If comparisons
in the ARA two-dimensional tunnel, most are made at constant lift coefficient
aerofoil tests there are made with free indirect scale effects will be different,
transition. When transition does vary at least for aerofoils. This is illus-
during a cycle large dynamic effects may trated by some recent measurements of
be caused, eg the amplitude - limited trailing-edge pressure divergence indica-
single degree of freedom flutter discussed tive of trailing-edge separation (Ref 12).
in Ref 9, observed in Ashill's measure- The changes with Reynolds number are much
ments on the swept panel model (Ref 5). larger when comparisons are made at con-

stant angles of incidence (Fig 3b) than
In contrast Methods (1) and (2) both they are when made at constant lift coef-
effectively offer fixed transition ficient (Fig 3ci. For the higher Reynolds
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numbers the plot against the angle of in- between the buffet onset and moderate buf-
cidence (Fig 3b) has a gentle slope which feting, and small between moderate buf-
meanders from a = 2-4" with appreciable feting and heavy buffeting (Fig 4b).
scatter. In sharp contrast, the plot Plainly the region near buffet onset will
against the lift coefficient (Fig 3c) has be sensitive to scale effects in unsteady
a precipitous drop at CL = 0.68 which is aerodynamics.
almost independent of Reynolds number and
negligible scatter. The lift coefficient The differences between steady and
controls separation and a single, unique unsteady tests implied by Fig 4a&b take no
value is much to be preferred. For a wing account of effects of frequency parameter,
there is the additional complication of which are known to be important for cer-
variations In the spanwise lift tamn separated flows. However, the evi-
distribution. dence available for the variation of scale

effects with frequency parameter is
For a transonic flow with a shock induced limited and still awaits careful investi-
separation, Green (Ref 13) suggested that gations. Hence no particular range of
if the local momentum thickness Reynolds frequency parameter can be assigned to
number exceeds a certain critical value Fig 4b. This simplified and tentative
(somewhere between Re - 103 and 104) sub- view of the character of overall scale
sequent increases in Reynolds number effects in unsteady experiments, inferred
should produce monotonic and favourable from the physics of scale effects in
scale effects, such that the onset of flow steady flow (Fig 3a) is generally con-
separation should be further downstream. sistent with the detailed review of the
There is evidence that this hypothesis is different types of experiments which
correct (Ref 3). follows.

As shown in Fig 3a, local scale effects The author has been unable to find any
would be comparatively small for attached predictions for scale effects in unsteady
flow regions, very large near separation flows for comparison with these exper-
and large for the area of separated flow iments. Accordingly some special test
(for this is appreciably different in cases are suggested in the Appendix.
size). These remarks relate to the local
flow at a particular Mach number and angle 3 REVIEW OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
of incidence, but can be generalised, as UNSTEADY EXPERIMENTS
suggested below.

Comments are given on the magnitude of
with regard to the wider issues of the scale effects on the many different types
overall effects of variations in Reynolds of unsteady experiments with surfaces in
number on the aerodynamic performance of unsteady motion, and how these results
an aircraft wing, a sensitive indication compare with~the tentative classification
should be given by contours (in the M-CL suggested in Fig 4b.
domain) for onset, light, moderate and
heavy buffeting. These are the dynamic 3.1 Dynamic tests of aerofoils
wing buffeting criteria defined after the
methods of Refs 14 and 15. As an illus- Davis remarked (Ref 18) that for "unsteady
tration, Fig 4 shows such criteria for a transonic aerodynamics scale effect has
451 swept wing with fixed transition, hardly been considered seriously, either
taken from Ref 16, but corresponding experimentally or analytically." His own
contours could be drawn for all wings. aerofoil measurements with small amplitude

motions covered the wide Reynolds number
with regard to steady measurements range from about Rc = 3 x 106 to 12 x 106
(Fig 4a), say of the drag coefficient or but were restricted to free transition.
lateral static derivatives, scale effects Despite this limitation, scale effects
should be small for attached flow regions were small on the unsteady pressures for
(below the buffet onset contour), very attached flows at subsonic speeds or at
large for small separations between buffet transonic speeds with weak shock waves.
onset and light buffeting) and small again Scale effects were much larger and non-
when the flow is very well separated monotonic for flows that were just
(heavy buffeting). This last would be separated and on a supercritical aerofoil.
consistent with Townsend's suggestion
(Ref 17) that, owing to the large length Dynamic stalling tests of aerofoils form
scales of well-separated flow structures, an important class of unsteady experiments
changes due to variations in Reynolds with large amplitude motions. Besides
number are unimportant. Between the heavy being of theoretical interest, dynamic
and moderate buffeting contours, it is measurements for different aerofoil sec-
plausible to suggest that scale effects tions are essential to predict the per-
for steady flows are medium, and from the formance of helicopter rotors. These must
moderate to light buffeting contours that operate at transonic speeds and moderate
scale effects are large. lift coefficients (for advancing blades)

and at subsonic speeds and high lift coef-
Unsteady experiments of all types are more ficients (for retreating blades). Dynamic
difficult and often inherently less accu- measurements on aerofoils are difficult,
rate than steady measurements. Hence it and even for steady measurements there are
is reasonable to expect that scale effects often significant differences on one model
will generally be lost within the exper- when tested at the same nominal conditions
imental scatter for attached flow regions in different facilities. In view of dif-
(below buffet onset) and for well separ- ferences of this type, the emphasis in
ated flow regions at or above heavy buf- most dynamic research has been placed on
feting). Thus it is plausible to expect comparative tests of different aerofoils
that observed scale effects will be medium in a single facility (normally at a series
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of related Reynolds numbers and Mach to the quasi-steady measurements at
numbers), rather than on evaluating aero- M = 0.30 in :'ig 5). The effects of fixing
foil performance at a single Mach number transition are negligible at the lower
over a range of Reynolds number. Reynolds number (Fig 9a) but somewhat
Accordingly there are few measurements larger at the higher Reynolds number
available for the evaluation of scale (Fig 9b).
effects on dynamic tests of aerofoils.
Carr in his review paper (Ref 19) on the with regard to dynamic measurements, it is
dynamic stall of aerofoils, concluded that widely accepted that dynamic effects on
"proper representatioh of the Reynolds aerofoil stall decrease as Mach number
number effect on dynamic stall remains an increases as illustrated by Fig 13 of
important and presently unsolved Ref 19, Figs 32 and 34 of Ref 20 and in
question". In an attempt to supply this the more recent tests of Ref 21. However
deficiency, the author arranged some in the present tests the decrease observed
special pitching tests on an aerofoil is due to the combined effects of the
typical of modern designs - an RAE 9615. increase in Mach number and the decrease

Measurements at M = 0.30 in ramp rate parameter, co/U , caused by
measurements at fixed ramp rates. Here a

Fig 5 shows quasi-steady measurements with
free transition at Rc = 1.2 x 106 and fixed ramp rate a = 1000°/s was adopted
3.4 x 106 . With the incidence increasing for both M = 0.60 and 0.30 , so the ramp
very slowly (Fig 5a) the lift and moment rate parameter was smaller at the higher
stalls occur significantly later at the speed. For M = 0.60 the rapid ramp
higher Reynolds number which would be con- measurements with free transition are
sistent with a large favourable scale radically different in character for
effect. In contrast, with the incidence increasing and decreasing incidence, but
decreasing very slowly (Fig 5b), the lift virtually independent of Reynolds number
and moment curves are not significantly (Fig 10). Thus Fig 10, for M = 0.60 , is
different at the two Reynolds numbers, quite different from Fig 6, for

M = 0.30 . This is consistent with the
Fig 6 shows corresponding rapid dynamic observation that where the dynamic effects
ramp measurements with free transition at are smaller (M =0.60) , (due to the com-
Rz = I.1 x 106 and 3.5 x 106 . With the bined effects of the increase in Mach
incidence increasing (Fig 6a), the 'moment number and the decrease in ramp rate para-
stalls' occur at the same incidence at meter) the scale effects are smaller.
both Reynolds number, consistent with Consistent with the small scale effects at
negligible scale effects. [During this M = 0.60 , Fig 11 shows that the effects
ramp the lift stall is not apparent at the of fixing transition on the ramp measure-
highest incidence, only 17°.] In con- men'ts areiegligible, even at the lower
trast, with the incidence decreasing Reynolds number.
(Fig 6b) the lift and moment curves are
quite different from those of Fig 6a, and The tentative conclusion drawn from the
there are differences between the measure- measurements at M = 0.30 and 0.60 is
ments at the two Reynolds numbers over the that even in the Reynolds number range
incidence range from about 17 to 12". from 1 x 106 to 3 x 106 scale effects can
These differences illustrate that dynamic be important for dynamic aerofoil tests,
conditions controlling reattachment are particularly at low frequency parameters
very important. [It is interesting to and ramp rates. It is a reasonable
observe that these differences are in the inference that measurements at even lower
opposite sense to those observed with the Reynolds numbers (typically less than
incidence increasing slowly (Fig 5a) and 2 x 105 in water tunnels) are unlikely to
occur over the same range of incidence, be representative of full-scale
However, this could be fortuitous.] The conditions.
important conclusion to be drawn from the
comparison of Figs 6 and 5 is that, even 3.2 Dynamic tests of wings
with free transition, scale effects are
smaller for rapid motion than for Many dynamic stalling tests of wings are
quasi-steady motion. made in water tunnels and a critical

review of the results from some of these
For the quasi-steady measurements (Fig 7), experiments is given in Ref 22. Most of
the effects of fixing transition are these tests are made at low Reynolds num-
negligible both at Rc = 1.1 x 106 bers (typically only 104 to 0D ) with free
(Fig 7a&b) and at Rc = 3.4 x 106 transition (Method (3)) and are concerned
(Fig 7c&d). (Perhaps with free transition with the development of well separated
the adverse pressure gradient makes the flows, believed to generate significant
boundary layer turbulent before separ- dynamic lift. It is widely believed by
ation.) As would be expected, the effect the experimentalists that, for such large
of fixing transition is also small on the separations, scale effects are small, both
dynamic ramp measurements, even at the on aerofoils and on swept wings with sharp
lower Reynolds number (Fig 8). The leading-edges, which would be consistent
measurements at the higher Reynolds number with Fig 4b.
were comparable and have been omitted for
brevity. As an illustration, Reynolds number

effects on the vortex positions above a
Measurements at M = 0.60 45" swept delta wing, oscillating in pitch

with an amplitude of 10 ° about a mean
Fig 9 shows the quasi-steady measurements angle (ao) of 15" are small (Ref 23)
with the incidence increasing. (There is (Fig 12). The vortex height for this
no hysteresis at M = 0.60 , in contrast oscillatory motion varies appreciably as



the frequency parameter, v = wco/U, varies In Refs 27 and 28, steady and oscillatory
rrom 0.25 to 1 tat constant Reynolds num- pressures due to pitching motion were
beri and is significantly different from reported on a low aspect ratio model at
the steady state or quasi-steady position subsonic and supersonic speeds. For
Fig 12ai. In contrast, if the frequency M = 0.86 and a = 00, with weak shocks on

parameter is maintained constant at v = I, the outer wing sections, Reynolds number
no variation in vortex height is observed was increased from 3 x 106 to 4.5 x 106,
between Reynolds numbers of without affecting either the steady or the
RcO = 2.5 x 104 and 3.4.x 105  (Fig 12b). oscillatory pressures.

The differences in vortex breakdown nos- In Refs 29 and 30, steady and oscillatory
ition observed above a 60* swept delta pressures due to pitching motion were
wing with a sharp leading-edge are small reported on an unswept wing at subsonic
between a water tunnel test and a wind speeds. For M = 0.80 and o = 0* (with
tunnel test (Ref 24). Although these tr3nsonic flow developing on the wing
smai differences represent the combined centre sections), Reynolds number effects
effects of tunnel interference, different were negligible from 2.4 x 106 to
Mach numbers and different Reynolds num- 3.5 x 106, except in the vicinity of the
bers, it is reasonable to infer that shock, where scale effects were small
Reynolds number effects between the water (Fig 15). In addition at subsonic speeds
tunnel test at Rco = I x 105 and the wind (M = 0.2 to 0.7) good agreement with
tunnel test at Rco  1.1 x 106 are small. Davies, inviscid linearised theory
Thus for the stationary wing the differ- (Ref 31) for oscillatory flow was obtained
ences between the water tunnel and the over a wide range of frequency parameter,
wind tunnel are comparable with the dif- despite a Reynolds number variation
ferences observed between the smoke and 0.8 x 106 to 2.2 x 106 with Mach number.
schlieren techniques in the wind tunnel
tests (Fig 13). When the wing is oscil- Bublitz (Ref 32) and Zingel (Ref 33) have
lating in pitch with an amplitude of 10" made detailed studies of the steady and
about a mean angle (ao) of 20', a small time-dependent pressures and forces in an
shift forward in the vortex burst position atmospheric low speed wind tunnel on a
is observed in the wind tunnel as compared thin swept wing with a planform resembling
to the water tunnel (Fig 14), for both the the F 104 aircraft. Their measurements
quasi-steady and the oscillatory motion. covered a wide incidence range (0 to 400),

which thus generated both attached and
A forward displacement of the vortex burst separated flows, and included oscillatory
position must be associated with an pressures due to pitching motion at the
earlier initiation of heavy buffeting same frequency parameter at two different
(Ref 25). Hence the measurements shown in Mach numbers (about 0.09 and 0.18) giving
Figs 13 and 14 apparently represent a Revnolds numbers (RF = 1.2 x 106 and
small adverse scale effect in the region 2.4 x 106) . Although these Reynolds num-
between light and heavy buffeting, ie in bers were low and transition was not
the region in which small effects would be fixed, the thin wing section used (NACA
expected according to Fig 4b. (Here com- 64A005) always gave a swept bubble type
parative buffeting measurements in the separation very close to the leading edge
water tunnel and the wind tunnel would at low speeds. [It is difficult to fix
have been of great value but no such transition on wings with such thin
c'mparisons are available.) sections at low speeds.]

Many other comparisons of flow visualisa- Buffet onset occurs at about a = 5" and
tlon in water tunnels and wind tunnels are the first local measurements presented
included in the special conference relate to a = 7.50 for section 4 on the
reported in Ref 26. For hiqh angles of wing (Fig 16) where large scale effects
incidence and well separated flows most would be expected according to both Fig 4b
,:ontributors are confident that scale and the surface oil flows, which are now
effects are small on steady observations considered. According to Fig 16a, at the
covering a wide range of configurations lower Reynolds number there is a small
which include fighter aircraft and miss- bubble at the leading edge at section 4.
iles. with regard to unsteady obser- In cuntrast, according to Fig 16b, at the
vations in Ref 26, in addition to Ref 24 higher Reynolds number the bubble is
(already discussed) there are measurements smaller all along the leading edge and
on moving parachute canopies and visual- does not extend onto section 4. Hence
isation of unsteady flows at leading and section 4 would be sensitive to scale
trailing edges. However, neither of these effects within the range from
papers comment on possible scale effects. R = 1.2 x 106 to 2.4 x 106 . This is

confirmed by the steady pressure distri-
3.3 Unsteady pressure measurements bution at both Reynolds numberr, which

suggest that a swept bubble exists close
Pressure measurements due to model oscil- to the leading-edge, quickly followed by
lation are discussed first because these reattachment (Fig 16c). The random
are most common. Unfortunately. compara- pressure fluctuations confirm this; being
tively few of these measurements include a high..close to the leading-edge and falling
variation in Reynolds number at constant rapidly (Fig 16d). On a flat plate the
frequency parameter. However where such pressure fluctuations would peak just
comparisons have been made, Reynolds num- upstream of the reattachment point
ber effects are negligible for attached (Ref 34) and a comparable peak just
boundary layers with fixed transition, upstream of reattachment has been observed
consistent with Fig 4b. Two examples may on several swept wings (Ref 35). Hence
be cited from RAE measurements. the lower level of pressure fluctuations

at x/c = 0.11 at the higher Reynolds
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number would be consistent with earlier Reynolds effects would be expected to be
reattachment upstream. Fig 16e compares larger than for the attached flow. This
the real and imaginary components of the inference is confirmed by both the some-
pressure on the upper surface at a = 7.5" what larger differences between the two
due to pitching oscillation at a frequency speeds in the steady pressures (Fig 19a)
parameter of 0.25. The major change is and by the corresponding difference be-
that the peak in the real component of the tween the oscillatory pressures (Fig 19b),
pressure is further forward, at the higher which are larger than those in Fig 18b.
Reynolds number, consistent with the
elimination of the separation bubble. It would be interesting to see how these
Thus these local measurements show that local Reynolds number effects change when
immediately after buffet onset scale the wing flow is separated. However, the
effects are large in unsteady aerody- random pressures on the wing then become
namics, consistent with the suggestion of of the same magnitude as the induced
Fig 4b. [The scale effects on the oscillatory pressures, so that the induced
integrated forces will be much smaller.] pressure cannot be measured accurately.

Hence no statement can be made about scale
An important cause for concern is the mag- effects with well separated flows from the
nitude of the scale effects on canard/wing oscillatory pressure measurements on the
configurations, particularly with separ- HIRM 1 model.
ated flows. This problem is being
addressed by a number of studies at low While on the subject of unsteady pressure
speeds on a large half-model of the High measurements on canard/wing configur-
Incidence Research Model (HIRM 1) in the ations, a special warning should be added
RAE 13ft x 9ft Tunnel. Following about the fluctuating pressures observed
Method (2) of section 2.2, roughness bands on nominally rigid models. There is
are applied to fix transition and com- mounting evidence that at high angles of
parative measurements are made at speeds incidence the frequency spectrum of the
of U = 40 and 60 m/s. These measurements buffet excitation is not flat (as for
allow a rough assessment of Reynolds moderate separation) but contains sharp
number effects in the range from peaks (Ref 32). The existence of these
RE = 2.5 x 106 to 3.7 x 10 , if effects peaks has serious implications with
due to the change in Mach number are respect to the prediction of buffeting on
neglected. Subject to this assumption, such configurations, and invalidates any
within this Reynolds number range, attempt to deduce a sensitivity to
Reynolds number effects on the steady lift Reynolds number by changing velocity.
and pitching moment characteristics are
negligible, at least on all the configur- Scale effects on transient pressures are
ations studied so far. However, there are now considered. Some measurements are
significant Reynolds number effects on the averilableof the dynamic lift and pitching
wing local steady pressures and the wing moment on a model wing due to the rapid
oscillatory pressures, due to the extension and retraction of a spoiler
oscillation of the canard. (Ref 36). For these tests the main objec-

tive was to confirm that rapidly extending
Fig 17 shows the general arrangement of a spoilers can decrease lift quickly (due to
typical configuration studied (Ref 35). A the rapid development of the larger scale
strake added to the HIRM 1 wing gives a flow separation behind the spoiler) and
wing planform resembling that of the that rapidly retracting spoilers can
Experimental Aircraft Project (EAP) and increase lift quickly (due to the rapid
the canard represents that of the EAP. collapse of the separated flow region).
The canard can be oscillated at an ampli- The large size of the separation behind
tude of about 0.7' about the axis shown, the spoiler suggests that according to
with an appropriate mean setting Fig 4b scale effects should be small, and
fqc = -10 ° here). this is confirmed by the measurements.

Fi3 18 shows measurements at the inboard within the tests of Ref 36 the dimension-
section at n = 0.4 for an incidence less rate of spoiler motion (UT/c = 5) was
a = 5', where the wing flow is fully the same at M = 0.25 and 0.50 , corre-
attached. The canard effective incidence, sponding with Reynolds numbers of
ac , (due to canard setting, incidence and Rc = 1 x 106 and 2 x 106, with fixed tran-
wing/body upwash) is only -2.8', so that sition at x/c = 0.075 . Fig 20 shows
the canard flow is fully attached through- typical transient measurements, expressed
out the motion cycle. For this condition, in terms of the non-dimensional time
with attached flows on both surfaces, Ut/c . The spoiler displacement-time
Reynolds numEar effects should be small, curves are virtually the same at both
There are some changes in the steady Reynolds numbers, for extensions and
pressures (Fig 18a) but the small oscil- retractions, despite differences in Mach
latory pressures (Fig 18b), show no number and kinetic pressure (which could
significant variation with Reynolds number, have altered aeroelastic distortion). The

lift variation with Ut/c (inferred from
in contrast, Fig 19 shows measurements for the integration of the pressures) is the
an incidence of o = 12' , where the wing same form at the two Reynolds numbers
flow is about to separate (iea = 12' is although quite different for extension and
buffet onset). The effective mean inci- retraction. However, there are larger
dence, a, , is now 7.2', ie just below variations with Reynolds number in the
buffet onset. The canard amplitude thus pitching moment, particularly for spoiler
ensures that the canard flow approaches retraction (cf Fig 20a&b). Hence from
separation (ac = 8") during the motion, this single transient comparison for a
For this condition, with flows about to spoiler, Reynolds number effects appear
separate on both interacting surfaces,



insignificant on lift, and larger on For the flap neither the magnitude nor the
pitching moment, if the possible Mach phase lag vary significantly with Reynolds
number effect is ignored. numDer.

With regard to the lift variation for 3.4 Oscillatory control surface
spoiler extension, two parameters (defined derivatives
in Fig 20) are of particular importance
for a transient time history at a fixed In Ref 39, Moore presented a comprehensive
value of UT/c . The first is the ti e review of scale effects on oscillatory
delay, ta/T , for the maximum adverse derivatives for the measurements available
lift. rhe second is the time delay, in 1969. Subsequently, relatively *ew
tf/T , to achieve the final lift. For additional measurements have become avail-
subsonic speeds both of these paraceters able, and hence it is reasonable to recap-
are correlated in terms of UT/c . despite itulate his findings and offer some
variations in Mach number, kinetic press- comments. Moore recognized that virtually
ure and Reynolds number (Fig 21). it is all the measurements then available
unlikely that separate effects cue to related to tests at zero incidence with
these variations would mutually cancel and attached flow and relatively thin boundary
hence it is reasonable to infer that for layers. Thus local scale effects on a
the lift transients, Reynolds effects are control (invariably a trailing-edge flap)
small at subsonic speeds, as suggested in would be small according to Figs 3 and 4b.
Fig 4b. This inference is consistent with Moore's

observations. Thus in two-dimensional
This finding is consistent with low speed tests, increases in Reynolds number reduce
tests (Ref 37) on a large model of a the boundary layer thickness a little and
lifting rectangular supercritical wing at "tend to increase the magnitude of the
a = 2° , fitted with both an oscillating important hinge moment derivatives ( hp
spoiler (hinge line at x/c = 0.67 ) and a
flap (hinge line at x/c = 0.88 ). The for stiffness, ho for damping). Arti-
test Mach number was only M = 0.2 but ficially thickening the boundary layer by
the Reynolds number was high and varied fixing transition tends to reduce the mag-
from Rc = 4 x 106 to Rc = 16 x 106. Tran- nitude of these derivatives". In three-
sition was not fixed, but was observed for dimensional tests, comparable effects were
Rc = 4 x 106 at x/c = 0.09 and 0.53 on present but were generally smaller.
the upper and lower surface respectively.
For Rc = 16 x 106 no flow visualisation Figs 24 to 26 show some typical results
was available, but calculations suggested illustrating these effects. Fig 24 shows
(Ref 38) that the transition position some hinge moment measurements on an out-
would be just upstream of those at board flap on a swept back tapered wing at
Rc = 4 x 106. fThis is because transition transonic sgeeds (Ref 40). Considering
was controlled primarily by the strong first the stiffness derivative (Fig 24a),
pressure gradients round the lifting at Pt = I bar with free transition this is
wing.] Hence for all test conditions tran- appreciably higher than with fixed tran-
sition should have been well upstream of sition. Then with free transition an
the hinge lines of both controls. Flap increase in total pressure to
amplitudes were about i. Pt = 1.8 bar lowers the stiffness deriva-

tive because of the thicker boundary layer
Fig 22 shows the measured steady spoiler caused by the forward movement of tran-
characteristics for zero flap angle sition. In contrast, with fixed tran-
S6f = 0'l and with the flap deflected sition the stiffness derivative is almost
i6f = 5°). The wing steady normal force independent of total pressure and a little
coefficient, CN , is a non-linear func- lower, due to the thicker boundary layers.
tion of spoiler deflection, 6s , particu- Considering the damping derivative
larly for 6s S 7' (Fig 22a). This is a (Fig 24b), at Pt = I bar with free tran-
limitation typical of many spoiler con- sition this is somewhat higher than with
figurations. However, the variation of fixed transition. with free transition an
this non-linear characteristic from increase in total pressure to
Rc = 4 x 106 to 16 x 106 is very small Pt = 1.8 bar produces a further increase.
for 6f = 0* and small for 6f = 5°. The In contrast, with fixed transition the
modulus of the wing unsteady normal force damping derivative is independent of total
coefficient due to spoiler oscillation, pressure. Hence a much more consistent
CN , is also non-linear and has a signi- set of measurements was achieved with
fidant phase lag, but neither the magni- fixed transition although all these
tude nor the phase lag vary significantly measurements differ significantly from the
with Reynolds number (Fig 22b). predictions of inviscid theory (Ref 41).

Fig 23 shows the measured flap character- Fig 25 shows some RAE unpublished low
istics for zero spoiler deflection. The speed hinge moment measurements made with
wing 3teady normal force is an almost free transition on a rectangular wing.
linear function of flap deflection, Sf , Fig 25b shows that the stiffness deriva-
and increases a little at the higher tive falls rapidly as the Reynolds number
Reynolds number due to the reduction in increases from Rc = 0.25 x 106
boundary layer thickness (Fig 23a). The to 07.50 x 106 , and then remains in good
magnitude of the wing unsteady normal agreement with the inviscid value
force due to flap oscillation is shown (Ref 41). This agreement is in marked
only for 6f = 10'. The lift from the flap contrast with most other measurements (eg
has only a very small phase lag, those in Figs 24 and 26). One hypothesis
(Fig 23b), and is thus different in is that the initial decrease may be
character from that due to the spoiler. attributed to the thickening of the turbu-

lent boundary layer close to the control
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caused by the forward movement of tran- both the stiffness and damping derivatives
sition. Fig 25c shows that the smaller (Fig 27) and recalls the much larger
damping derivative is constant, in good Reynolds number effects on aerofoils in
agreement with the inviscid theory, which quasi-steady motion as compared to rapid
is unusual. motion (cf section 3.1 above).

Fig 26 shows some hinge moment measure- 3.5 Single degree of freedom flutter
ments on an inboard flap on another swept
back tapered wing at transonic speeds Single degree of freedom flutter, fully
(Ref 42). Roughness sized to fix tran- described in Ref 44, may be caused immedi-
sition at about pt = 0.5 bar was applied ately after incipient separation. This
close to the leading edge of the model, makes the phenomenon very sensitive to
This roughness would have been inadequate variations in Reynolds number even with
at the lower Mach numbers for fully turbulent boundary layers. A typi-
Pt = 0.23 bar , and may explain the higher cal example, related to control surface
values of the stiffness derivative there, buzz, was discussed above; cf Fig 27.
shown linked with a dotted line in
Fig 26a. This is the same trend as shown Another example of single degree of
in Fig 25 above and as observed in the flutter due to flow separation is the
review of Moore (Ref 39). For this stall flutter of aerofoils. Stall flutter
control, both the stiffness and damping depends on the boundaries in the CL - M
derivative were only about half the plane defining regions of negative aerody-
theoretical value. This difference is namic damping, as discussed in Ref 45.
consistent with many previous measurements This investigation showed that the stall
and does not appear to be a scale effect. flutter boundaries were sensitive to the

condition of the leading edge and in par-
Thus we can see why Moore recommended that ticular to the roughness bands used to fix
with attached flow oscillatory control transition. The roughness bands used were
tests should be made with free transition formed of irregular grains of carborundum
at model Reynolds numbers, to obtain extending from the leading edge to
results closer to full scale. However x/c = 0.02 on both surfaces. More recent
this recommendation has disadvantages, as practice would recommend spherical rough-
discussed in section 2.2. For tests with ness particles (ballotini) extending from,
separated flows Moore thought it would be say, x/c = 0.05 to 0.07 on both surfaces.
important to exclude laminar separations Thus the authors of Ref 45 (who were con7
at low Reynolds numbers. Hence he rec- cerned with the problem of helicopter
ommended tests with a range of fixed tran- blades) concluded that "any deterioration
sition positions. Moore emphasized that in the surface condition might lead to
"these were tentative conclusions based on stall flutter under conditions where it
limited evidence" and was unable to show did not previously occur". This obser-
how these small scale effects varied with vation suggests that great care should be
frequency parameter. token if roughness bands are used in

investigations of stall flutte-. The
Some brief comment about the current situ- investigation reported in Ref 45 compared
ation with respect to scale effects on two different aerofoils with both fixed
control surface derivatives seems appro- and free transition but included no
priate. For transport aircraft without variation in Reynolds number. [The test
power controls, which usually operate in Reynolds number was about half that of the
attached flow regions, there is still some full scale helicopter blade.]
interest in oscillatory control surlace
derivatives. With fully attached flow, Even in the absence of separation a tran-
scale effects should be small and inviscid sitional boundary layer can excite single
theoretical methods will generally over- degree of freedom flutter. One example
estimate the derivatives. In contrast, has been cited already - the wing bending
for aircraft with power controls, which oscillations on an ordinary wind tunnel
may operate with attacned or separated model (Ref 9).
flows with the help of Active Control
Technology (ACT), oscillatory control sur- Other examples are:

face derivatives ho , hp may be of less a. On a flutter model of a supercriti-
importance. However, interest has been cal wing (Ref 46), anomalous flutter
expressed in the measurement of the lift instability at the first bending frequency
and pitching moment derivatives due to was observed at low Equivalent Air Speeds
control surface oscillation on models of (EAS). It was attributed to '4Ihe tran-
combat aircraft at high angles of inci- sition trip becoming ineffective at low
dence with well separated flows. For such total pressure, leading to a variable
well separated flows, Reynolds number transition location and a deviation in
effects should be small because of the unsteady airloads".
large size of the separation, but theor-
etical methods are not available. b. In a transonic test (Ref 47), a

low-aspect ratio flutter model was
It is interesting to note that in one destroyed by an aeroelastic oscillation at
investigation of control surface buzz on low EAS.
an aerofoil (a special case of single
degree of freedom flutter) at transonic C. Anomalies were observed at tran-
speeds with fixed transition, a Reynolds sonic speeds when making tests with free
number variation from Rc = 1.6 x 1 0 6 transition on a flutter model of the
to 3.Z x 106 had more effect at lower highly swept fin of the Concorde Aircraft
frequencies than at higher frequencies (Ref 48). These phenomena were eliminated
(Ref 43). This effect was noticeable on when the tests were made with fixed
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transition. Thus for any single degree of Reynolds number was generally varied only
freedom flutter very careful attention from about I x 106 to 2 x i0. Schmidt
must be paid to the state of the shear concluded that scale effects on the
layers and the magnitude of any variations stiffness and damping derivatives were
due to variations in Reynolds number. small.

3.6 Classical flutter O'Leary and Rowthorn also have made a num-
ber of oscillatory balance measurements on

Consideration of classical flutter is nor- a large number of different configur-
mally restricted to attached flows. ations. Although most of these tests have
Hence, with fully-turbulent boundary been made with free transition, Reynolds
layers, Reynolds number effects should be number effects are small generally, within
small. In principle, it should be the wind tunnel experiment. Scale effects
possible to infer the magnitude of such were small in the Reynolds number range
small effects from information (measured from Rc = 2.4 x 106 to 5.1 x 106 at
or predicted) about the oscillatory aero- M = 0.2 in their measurements on a model
dynamics. It is interesting to recall of the RAE HIRM 1 model in the RAE
that AGARD has specified a set of classi- 8ft x 8ft Tunnel (Ref 52). Here no dif-
cal flutter measurements on a model of a ference was observed between the character
swept back wing at transonic speeds of the derivatives for attached flows,
(Ref 49). The flutter boundary includes a flows with incipient separation or well
pronounced transonic dip. The measure- separated flows.
ments were made with free transition, but
display no obvious anomalies. Presumably, Boundary layer transition is known to
spanwise contamination, spreading from the affect the dynamic stability in pitch of
sidewall boundary layer, ensures fully full-scale re-entry bodies at high super-
turbulent fiow fairly close to the leading sonic speeds (Ref 53). When the boundary
edge. This well defined configuration layer is either completely laminar or tur-
appears ideally suited for an assessment bulent, the effects of changes in the
of viscous effects on classical flutter. boundary layer thickness are small.

However, when transition occurs, the
3.7 Stability derivatives boundary layer effects become appreciable.

They can cause large reductions in pitch
The static and dynamic stability deriva- damping for bluff bodies and increases in
tives of combat aircraft and missiles must pitch damping for slender bodies.
be known with good accuracy to enable
their handling characteristics to be pre- Finally, it should be noted that a recent
dicted. Hence it is important for model review shows that wing rock oscillations
measurements to be made and to know the at high angles of incidence are controlled
scale effects on these measured by the statiq and dynamic aerodVnamic
derivatives, derivatives (Ref 54). Significant scale

effects between wind tunnels and flight
In h initial summing up of the AGARD have been observed in the conditions for
Con± ice on Unsteady Aerodynamics the onset of wing rock (close to the onset
(Ref bj, Chambers referred to "our ability of flow separations); in contrast, for
to examine very important Mach and large amplitude wing rock (with large
Reynolds number effects which were hereto- scale separations), scale effects are
fore not possible". However, within the small. This distinction is consistent
papers presented at the Conference there with the suggestions made about scale
was little evidence for any effects of effects on both static and dynamic
Reynolds number apart from the following, derivatives when discussing Fig 4.

Malcolm has provided a comprehensive 4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
review of recent measurements of yawing
moment with rotary balances on a 1/20 The unsteady experiments reviewed in
model of the F 15 aircraft (Ref 50). section 3 confirm the four principal
(These tests were made with free tran- suggestions advanced tentatively in
sition although this was not stated in the section 2.
paper.) Malcolm concluded that Reynolds
number effects in the range from 1.5 x 106 (1) With free transition, scale effects
to 4.0 x 106 were generally small. can be very large and non-monotonic.
However, when there were cross flow separ-
ations on the forebody and fuselage at (2) With fixed transition, scale
high angles of incidence (say a Z 40'), effects are more likely to be monotonic
scale effects were large, both with the and large effects are generally confined
aose boom off and the nose boom on to the region close to the onset of flow
(Fig 28). [It should be recalled that separation. This conclusion has important
rotary balance measurements are made for implications with respect to the predic-
flows that are nominally steady. However, tion of any unsteady phenomenon involving
with large areas of separated flow at high separation, such as buffet onset or
angles of incidence, such measurements are dynamic stall tests. It is recommended
unsteady, at least in the sense that they that unsteady tests should always be made
are made in the presence of large random with fixed transition.
fluctuattng pressures.]

(3) Scale effects in unsteady transonic
Schmidt (Ref 51) has provided some oscil- flow are of great importance and have been
latory balance measurements on a standard considered only briefly here because of
dynamics model. This was tested with a the shortage of useful data. Much more
roughness band round the ogival nose to research (both theoretical and
maintain a turbulent boundary layer, while
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experimental) is essential, particularly In addition, calculations should be
with respect to the buffet onset attempted with transition free (the Mach
boundaries of transport aircraft, number range for periodic flow in tests

is 0.81 M 0.88 ). Note that, in
(4) A careful assessment must be made experiments the frequency parameter is the
between the magnitude of direct and same with turbulent and laminar boundary
indirect scale effects. If comparisons layers for biconvex aerofoils from
are made at constant lift coefficient, 14 to 20% thickness.
indirect scale effects may be smaller, at
least for aerofoils. 2 Light stall of NACA 0012 aerofoil

(cf Fig 4 of Ref 56)
Overall, the review reveals an unsatisfac-
tory situation with regard to scale effects Preferably calculations should be made
in both experimental and theoretical with fixed and free transition for
unsteady aerodynamics. It is recommended
that unsteady experiments should be made Rc = 106, 3 x 106 and 107
with fixed transition and varying Reynolds
number and/or with various fixed tran- a = 15° + 6" sin (vt)
sition positions as recommended for steady
experiments in Ref 1. A similar recommen- 3 Light stall of AMES AOI aerofoil
dation is made with respect to theoretical (cf Fig 7 of Ref 56)
studies. For the few problems in time-
dependent aerodynamics where Computational As (2) above.
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) does provide predic-
tions, such predictions are presented gen- The large effect of transition location
erally for a comparison with a model shown by this review of the experiments
experiment at a single, low Reynolds num- should be illustrated by the predictions
ber (say 106). For such problems it is of (2) and (3). However the measurements
recommended that, in addition, predictions made in air on these aerofoils involve
should be made always either with fully transonic flow at high angles of incidence
turbulent. boundary layers at much lower and this may create computational
and much higher Reynolds numbers (say 104 , difficulties.
105, 107, and 108) or at fixed Reynolds
number with varying transition. Such All three test cases have the advantage
theoretical studies might prove helpful in that there is no interaction between
resolving many anomalies observed in structural distortion and the flow. Thus
experiments in time-dependent aerody- there can be no buffeting or flutter
namics. Three important test cases, which motion of the rigid aerofoil in case (1).
might be studied theoretically are Similarly, there is no aerodynamic damping
suggested in the Appendix. [These test due to aeroelastic distortion of the aero-
cases have been considered already for a foil for cases (2) and (3), although there
few limited Reynolds numbers and will, of course, be aerodynamic damping
restricted transition positions.] due to the hysteresis loops in the

pitching moment curves.
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